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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Supreme Court Case No. 44037
Petitioner-Appellant,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
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BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO
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Case: CV-PC-2015-14391 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Ethan Allen Windom, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant

Ethan Allen Windom, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant
Date

Code

User

8/18/2015

NCPC

CCWRIGRM

New Case Filed - Post Conviction Relief

District Court Clerk

CHGA

CCWRIGRM

Judge Change: Administrative

Cheri C. Copsey

PETN

CCWRIGRM

Petition for Post Conviction Relief

Cheri C. Copsey

CERT

CCWRIGRM

Certificate Of Mailing

Cheri C. Copsey

8/20/2015

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion to Release Presentence Investigation
Report to the Parties (Lori Nakaoka, atty for
Petitioner, Ethan Windom)

Cheri C. Copsey

8/26/2015

ORDR

DCDUMOKA

Order Conditionally Dismissing Petition

Cheri C. Copsey

9/8/2015

RSPN

TCMEREKV

Petitioner Ethan Windom's Reply To Order
Conditionally Dismissing Petition

Cheri C. Copsey

DECL

TCMEREKV

Declaration Of Lori Nakaoka In Support Of
Response To Order Conditionally Dismissing
Petition

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

TCMEREKV

Petitioner Ethan Windom's Motion To For
Permission To Conduct Discovery

Cheri C. Copsey

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Releasing PSI and Extending Time for
Response to Conditional Dismissal

Cheri C. Copsey

ORDR

DCDUMOKA

Order Denying Motion for Discovery
[file stamped 09/15/2015]

Cheri C. Copsey

9/16/2015

PROS

PRHALTKL

Prosecutor assigned Shelley W Akamatsu

Cheri C. Copsey

11/3/2015

ANSW

CCMYERHK

Answer (Akamatsu for State)

Cheri C. Copsey

BREF

CCMYERHK

Brief In SUpport of Motion For Summary
Disposition

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

CCMYERHK

Motion For Summary Disposition and Exhibits 1
and 2 .

Cheri C. Copsey

11/6/2015

RQST

CCHEATJL

Petitioner Ehtan Windom's Request For Time To Cheri C. Copsey
Reply The State's Answer And Motion For
Summary Desposition

11/10/2015

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/14/2015 04:00

9/14/2015

Judge

Cheri C. Copsey

PM)
ORDR

CCNELSRF

Corrected Order Extending Time to Respond and Cheri C. Copsey
Re-Set Oral Argument

CCNELSRF

Notice of Hearing 12/14/15 at 4 pm

Cheri C. Copsey

11/12/2015

MOTN

TCHEISLA

Motion to Correct Order

Cheri C. Copsey

11/16/2015

CONT

CCNELSRF

Continued (Motion 12/15/2015 03:00 PM)
State's Motion and the Court's Conditional

Cheri C. Copsey

CCNELSRF

Amended Notice of Hearing 12/15/15 @3 pm

RESP.

CCNELSRF

Petitioner Ethan Windom's Response To Request Cheri C. Copsey
States's Answer and Motion for Summary
Disposition

DECL

CCNELSRF

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka In Support of
Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order
Conditionally Dismissing Petition

Dismissal
11/24/2015

Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey
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Date

Code
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12/1/2015

HRVC

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Cheri C. Copsey
12/15/2015 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated State's
Motion and the Court's Conditional Dismissal

ORDR

CCNELSRF

Order Vacating Hearing

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion for Appointment of Counsel and Payment Cheri C. Copsey
of Expenses

DECL

CCMARTJD

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Motion Cheri C. Copsey

ORDN

CCNELSRF

Order Denying Motion for Appointment of
Substitute Counsel at Public Expense

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/11/2016 04:00
PM) Motion for Summary Disposition

Cheri C. Copsey

CCNELSRF

Notice of Hearing 01/11/16 @4 pm

Cheri C. Copsey

12/3/2015

12/11/2015

Judge

Cheri C. Copsey

1/20/2016

ORDR

DCLYKEMA

Corrected Order Denying Motion for Appointment Cheri C. Copsey
of Substitute Counsel at Public Expense

1/26/2016

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion for Leave to Amend the Petition for Post
Conviction Relief

2/1/2016

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Cheri C. Copsey
01/11/2016 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/22/2016 11 :00

Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey

AM)
2/3/2016

EXLT

CCNELSRF

Notice of Hearing 02/22/16 @ 11 am

Cheri C. Copsey

CCBARRSA

Exhibit A to Motion for Leave to Amend the
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief Pursuant to IC

Cheri C. Copsey

19-4906
2/5/2016

RESP

CCNELSRF

Response To Petitioner's Motion To Amend
Petition

2/16/2016

MEMO

CCGARCOS

Memorandum in Support of Petitioner's Motion to Cheri C. Copsey
Amend Petition for Post-Conviction Relief
Pursuant to I. C 19-4906 and Reply to State's
Response

2/22/2016

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Cheri C. Copsey
02/22/2016 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 1O

2/23/2016

ORDR

DCMAXWKK

Order Dismissing Petition

Cheri C. Copsey

JDMT

DCMAXWKK

Judgment (Petition Dismissed with Prejudice)

Cheri C. Copsey

CDIS

DCMAXWKK

Cheri C. Copsey
Civil Disposition entered for: State Of Idaho,
Other Party; Windom, Ethan Allen, Subject. Filing
date: 2/23/2016

STAT

DCMAXWKK

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Cheri C. Copsey

NOTA

TCSIMOSL

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Cheri C. Copsey
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Judge

Date

Code

3/15/2016

APSC

TCSIMOSL

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Cheri C. Copsey

MOWI

TCSIMOSL

Motion to Withdraw

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

TCSIMOSL

Motion for Appointment of Counsel on Appeal and Cheri C. Copsey
the Preparation of Reporter's Transcripts at
County Expense

AFSM

TCSIMOSL

Affidavit of Appellant In Support Of Motion for
Appointment of Counsel on Appeal

Cheri C. Copsey

ORDR

CCNELSRF

Order appointing the SAPD

Cheri C. Copsey

ORDR

CCNELSRF

Order for the Preparation of Reporter's
Transcripts at County Expense.

Cheri C. Copsey

NOTC

TCWEGEKE

Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court No. Cheri C. Copsey
44037

4/1/2016

4/27/2016

User
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AUG 18 2015
ADA COUNTY CLERK
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:

____
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AUG 1 8 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340

By ROSE WRIGHT
DEPUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

If

PC 1514391

Civil Case No. - - - - - - PETITION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIEF

Petitioner, Ethan Windom, hereby alleges as follows:
1.

On December 12, 2007, a Judgment of Conviction was entered against

Petitioner pursuant to a guilty plea in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in
and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho. Petitioner, a juvenile tried as an adult, was
represented by the Ada County Public Defender's Office in the district court.
2.

The case number and the offense for which sentence was imposed are as

follows:
1

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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A.

Ada County Case Number: CR-FE-2007-0000274.

B.

Murder, Second Degree, in violation of Idaho Code §18-4004-11.

3.

A fixed-life sentence was imposed on December 12, 2007.

4.

A timely Notice of Appeal was filed on December 21, 2007, and Petitioner,

represented by the State Appellate Defender, thereafter appealed his sentence as an abuse
of discretion.
5.

The Idaho Court of Appeal affirmed Petitioner's sentence on April 10,

2009. State v. Windom, Docket No. 34874, 2009 Opinion No. 27 (2000 Ida. App. LEXIS
24; 2009 WL 961232.)
6.

Petitioner filed a petition for review in the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

Court granted the petition on July 7, 2009. State v. Windom, Supreme Court Docket No,
34874-2007, Ref. No. 09-118 (2009 Ida. LEXIS 118.)
7.

The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the sentence on March 16, 2011. State

v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873 (2011 ).
8.

Petitioner filed a prose petition for writ of habeas corpus, and requested the

appointment of counsel, in the Federal Court for the District of Idaho on September 12,
2012. The federal district court denied the request for counsel, and denied and dismissed
the petition with prejudice on August 13, 2014.
9.

Petitioner appealed pro se to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal, and

undersigned counsel was appointed to represent Petitioner on that appeal on March 9,

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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e
2015. That appeal is still pending. Because Petitioner has never been represented in any
state post-conviction proceeding, undersigned counsel is assisting pro bono with the
filing of this petition, and the petition is therefore timely. See State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho
576, 577 (1998) [post-conviction petition of previously unrepresented inmate is timely
when filed within statutory time limit of appointment of new counsel.]
10.

This is Petitioner's first application for state post-conviction relief. The

grounds on which Petitioner bases his application for relief are as follows:

CLAIMS
Claim 1:

Ineff~ctive Assistance of Trial Counsel

Petitioner was denied his constitutional rights to the effective assistance of trial
counsel under the Sixth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution 1 and Article 1, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution2 by the following:
A.

Deficient Performance

After negotiating a plea to second degree murder without any agreement as to
sentencing, trial counsel failed to investigate and properly prepare for sentencing, and
failed to present relevant rebuttal and impeachment evidence and expert testimony that
was available at the time of sentencing. A true and correct copy of the transcript of the
sentencing hearing is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed. 2d 674 (1984).

1

2

State v. Tucker, 97 Idaho 4 (1975).
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I.

Introduction:

In asking for a fixed-life sentence, one of the arguments put forth by the state was
that Petitioner was not actually mentally ill, but that his attitude toward his mother, Judy
Windom, prior to her death was evidence that Petitioner was malingering. To support this
theory, the state called Petitioner's brother, Mason Windom, to testify about Ethan's acts
of bullying Judy. (Exhibit A, pp. 37-55, 95-96). The sentencing court relied on Mason's
testimony in imposing a fixed-life sentence. (Exhibit A, pp. 134-135.)
Mason testified that he moved out of the house to escape the fighting between
Petitioner and his mother, and that Petitioner bullied his mother to buy him expensive
personal items, and to move out of her "master" bedroom so that Petitioner could take the
larger bedroom for himself. (Exhibit A, at pp. 37-55.)

a.

Failure to Investigate and Call Impeachment or Rebuttal Witnesses

Defense counsel failed to interview witnesses who would have rebutted Mason's
testimony that Petitioner bullied and intimidated Judy in this manner in the months before
her death.
1.

Kathy Windom

Counsel failed to interview and present the testimony of Kathy Windom, the
stepmother of Petitioner and Mason, and a friend of the victim's. Had trial counsel
interviewed Kathy, they would have presented rebuttal testimony to Mason's assertion

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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that Petitioner bullied Judy out of her room and impeached Mason's testimony that he
moved out to escape Petitioner's conflicts with Judy.
According to Kathy, she and Judy worked closely together to co-parent Mason and
Ethan over the years, and she and Judy had become good friends. Judy confided in Kathy
that Mason, then 19-years old, was drinking heavily at home and often had sex with his
girlfriend in his room. Judy had imposed a "no-alcohol" and "no-sex" policy that Mason
kept repeatedly violating, and she was concerned that Ethan, whose bedroom was next to
Mason's, was being exposed to the sounds of the couple drinking and having sex. Judy
informed Kathy that she was moving Ethan to her bedroom so that he would not have to
hear the couple. Kathy was also present when Judy asked Mason to move out of the
house because he refused to follow her rules.
Kathy would have also testified about Ethan's close relationship with Mason, their
half-siblings, and Judy before Ethan's mental health began to decline. She would have
testified about Ethan's struggles with his mental health prior to the psychotic break, as
well as Ethan's mental state the morning of Judy's death.
This testimony would have rebutted the state's assertions of malingering by
Petitioner.
Finally, had trial counsel interview Kathy and informed her that the state was
seeking fixed-life, Kathy would have given a victim impact statement asking for a

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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sentence that would give Petitioner the possibility of parole. (Affidavit of Kathy
Windom, attached hereto as Exhibit B).
11.

Craig Windom

Counsel also failed to interview Petitioner's father, Craig Windom, who would
have testified to Mason's alcohol addiction and mental health issues impacting his
relationship with Judy during the time that she moved out of her bedroom and later asked
Mason to leave the house. Craig would have also testified about Ethan's close
relationship with Mason, their half-siblings, and Judy before Ethan's mental health began
to decline. He would have testified about Ethan's struggles with his mental health prior
to the psychotic break, as well as Ethan's mental state the morning of Judy's death.
This testimony would have rebutted the state's assertions of malingering by Ethan.
Finally, had trial counsel interviewed Craig and informed him that the state was
seeking fixed-life, Kathy would have given a victim impact statement asking for a
sentence that would give Petitioner the possibility of parole. (Affidavit of Craig Windom,
attached hereto as Exhibit C).
m.

Mason's January 29, 2007 Statement to Police

Counsel also failed to competently impeach Mason with his prior inconsistent
statement. A police report dated January 29, 2007, and contained in trial counsels' file,
contained the following:
I then asked Mason why he moved out of his mother's house. I asked him if
Ethan had anything to do with that move. Mason told me he did not.
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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Mason stated he was having trouble with alcohol at the time, was drinking
heavily and his mother didn't want him drinking. They argued and that was
the reason Mason moved out of the home. He specifically stated that Ethan
had nothing to do with Mason moving out of the home.
(Exhibit 1 to Affidavit of Lori Nakaoka, attached hereto as Exhibit G.)
1v.

Robert and Lori Heindel

Trial counsel also failed to communicate with and to interview the parents of Judy
Windom, who, had they known that the state was seeking a fixed-life sentence, would
have given victim impact statements asking for a sentence that would not condemn
Petitioner to live the rest of his life in prison. (Affidavits of Robert and Lori Heindel,
attached hereto as Exhibits J and K, respectively.)

b.

Failure to Investigate and Call Expert Witnesses

The state pointed to the brutality of the murder and Petitioner's acts during and
following the murder to call into question Petitioner's mental health diagnosis that he
suffered a psychotic break when he killed his mother. "So besides having the phrase
[psychotic break] used on us in the reports of Dr. Estess and Dr. Beaver, we are not told
what it is intended to mean." (Exhibit A, p. 91-92.) The state pointed to the brutal nature
of the murder, Petitioner's attempt to hide the murder, Petitioner's ultimate confessions,
as well as Petitioner's alleged fascination with violence and murder and his obsession
with the movie American Psycho, to hypothesize that Petitioner was either an untreatable
psychopath, malingering, or otherwise not amenable to rehabilitation.

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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In imposing fixed-life, the sentencing court adopted the state's arguments. The
court concluded that it had evidence of "four different mental health diagnoses, or four
different mental health professionals who have had contact with Mr. Windom at various
times who have come to either a different diagnosis or a different prognosis." (Exhibit A,
at p. 128-129.) In addition to Drs. Estess' s and Beaver's diagnosis of schizophrenia,
paranoid type, the court cited Dr. Tim Ashaye's diagnosis of depression and anxiety, and
social worker Andrew Layman's conjecture that Petitioner suffered from "psychopathy."
(Exhibit A, p. 135.) Calling Dr. Beaver's diagnosis a tentative diagnosis (Exhibit A, p.
130) and not a "true diagnosis," (Exhibit A, p. 123), and stating more than once that she
"had no clear path" because of the conflicting mental health diagnoses, (Exhibit A, at p.
129, 130, 132, 133), the sentencing court concluded that "it is very important then that I
look at the facts of this crime and the facts of what was going on in that home over a
period of time ..." (Exhibit A, p. 133.)
Downplaying the opinions of Drs. Beaver and Estess, the sentencing court instead
focused almost entirely on the details of the murder and Petitioner's confessions - which
were obtained while Petitioner was still in a psychotic state.
The court concluded that Petitioner was a great risk for noncompliance based on
his past conduct and suggestion of noncompliance while in jail. Specifically, the court
cited to her belief that Petitioner was noncompliant by refusing to mingle with others and
to take advantage of his recreation time while incarcerated at the Ada County jail and

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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because "all of [Petitioner's] antipsychotic medications are injected," and "not taken in
pill form." 3 The court stated, "the only reason- we know that he is compliant because his
medications are being injected,"4 Stating, "I don't know what Ethan Windom's mental
state is. I only know that the crime was brutal. ... I don't know which mental health
professional has it right," the sentencing court concluded that fixed-life was the only way
to protect society. (Exhibit A, pp. 156-157.)
Defense counsel failed to call any mental health experts or other witnesses to rebut
the state's assertions or to address the court's expressed concerns. Had defense counsel
called Drs. Beaver and Estess and Ashaye to testify, they would have all given the same
diagnosis of schizophrenia; explained what a psychotic break is and how the brutality of
the murder and Petitioner's subsequent acts were consistent with a psychotic break; and
discussed why Petitioner was not compliant with his medications prior to Judy's death.
Defense counsel also failed to call any witnesses who would have also explained that
Petitioner was voluntarily drug compliant after being properly diagnosed, that the Haldol
was the only drug injected, and that this was only for therapeutic reasons and not due to
Petitioner's inability to be compliant. And defense counsel failed to call any witnesses to
explain how the conditions of Petitioner's confinement as a mentally-ill juvenile in an

3Exhibit
4

A, at p.131.

Exhibit A, at p. 157.

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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adult facility restricted his movement and made it difficult for him to mingle with other
inmates.
1.

Dr. Craig Beaver

While trial counsel retained Dr. Craig Beaver to perform a neuropsychological
evaluation of Petitioner, and Dr. Beaver wrote a report stating "probable" diagnosis of
"Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type," trial counsel did not call Dr. Beaver as an expert defense
witness at sentencing.
Had Dr. Beaver been called to testify, he would have rebutted the state's assertions
as well as addressed the court's concerns that Petitioner's fixations were indicative of
psychopathy. Dr. Beaver would have testified that the illness of paranoid schizophrenia
can often involve violent fixations. He would have rebutted the state's assertions that
Petitioner's violent fixations necessarily meant that the murder was the cold-blooded
deliberate and premeditated act of a psychopathic boy who killed simply because he hated
his mother.
Dr. Beaver would have testified that a person suffering from a psychotic break
does not necessarily lose the ability to think or act in a seemingly logical manner, rather,
the person acts out in response to abnormal thoughts and impulses that a mentally healthy
person would not experience, which is significant mitigating evidence at sentencing
Moreover, because Petitioner was a juvenile, only 16-years old at the time of his
psychotic break, Dr. Beaver would have testified about the science of brain development

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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in adolescents and the fundamental differences between juvenile and adult minds in parts
of the brain involved in behavior control and that Petitioner's adolescent brain would
mature in the regions related to higher-order executive functioning.
Dr. Beaver would have also defended his diagnosis against the court's assertion
that it was not a "true" diagnosis, and discussed the effectiveness of the drug treatments
Petitioner was then-currently on, as well as discussed the improvements in
pharmacological treatments for schizophrenia which would likely develop as Petitioner
aged. (See Affidavit of Dr. Craig Beaver, attached hereto as Exhibit D.)
11.

Dr. Michael Estess

In addition to concluding the mental health evidence was inconclusive, the
sentencing court found that there was no evidence that Petitioner was voluntarily
compliant in taking his medications, because the medication was "injected," and
concluded that Petitioner was antisocial because he did not take advantage of his
recreation time or mingle with the other inmates.
While Dr. Michael Estess, the psychiatrist who oversaw Petitioner's mental health
care while Petitioner was incarcerated at Ada County Jail, authored a report which
supported the diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia, and was available to testify at
Petitioner's sentencing hearing, trial counsel did not call him as a witness.
Had they called Dr. Estess, he would have testified consistently with his report and
supported Dr. Beaver's diagnosis. Dr. Estess would have also testified about the

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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e
circumstances and limitations of Petitioner's incarceration at the Ada County Jail,
including the manner in which Petitioner was housed and how he received his
medications. (See Affidavit of Lori Nakaoka, attached hereto as Exhibit E.)
111.

Ethan Windom

Petitioner Ethan Windom would have testified that with the exception of the
Haldol, all of his medications were ingested orally, that he took these medications
voluntarily on a daily basis, and that he had been told that the Haldol was injected only
because the injectable form was more effective, lasted longer and had fewer side effects.
Petitioner would have testified that he was held in solitary confinement, not
because he did not want to interact with others, but because jail policy mandated that he
be segregated from the adults, and that Petitioner was not permitted, again by jail policy,
and not because of any misconduct on his part, to leave his cell without being fully
shackled at his ankles, waist and wrists. Petitioner would have testified that this
shackling significantly impeded his movement and his ability to "exercise." All he could
do during yard time was walk around in circles, shackled. (Affidavit of Ethan Windom,
attached hereto as Exhibit F.)

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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1v.

Ada County Jail Medical Records 5

Trial counsels' file contained Ada County Jail medical records detailing the
facility's treatment of Petitioner's mental illness. These records contain several
descriptions of Petitioner's mental state, his periodic requests for medications, more
social contact, including a cell mate, and his remorse and grief over his mother's death.
These records were relevant rebuttal evidence to the state's assertion and the court's
conclusion that Petitioner was happy about his mother's death, was noncompliant with his
mental health treatment and did not want interaction with others. (See Exhibit 2 to
Exhibit E.)
v.

Dr. Tim Ashaye

Trial counsel also failed to interview or present the testimony of psychiatrist Tim
Ashaye. Dr. Ashaye met with Petitioner four times during a four-month period prior to
Petitioner's psychotic break, and wrote in his medical notes that his tentative diagnosis
was that Ethan suffered from depression and anxiety. These records and tentative
diagnosis were relied upon by the state to argue that Drs. Beaver's and Estess' s
schizophrenia diagnosis was unreliable.

5Although

the sentencing court refers "having reviewed the medical records of Mr.
Windom while in jail," it is not clear from the record which jail mental health records the
court reviewed, and undersigned counsel has not been able to obtain a copy of
Petitioner's Presentence Investigation Report (PSI). Upon the filing ofths petition,
counsel will be filing a motion to release the PSI, and hereby incorporates by reference,
the PSI to this Petition.
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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Had trial counsel interviewed Dr. Ashaye, he would have testified that his tentative
diagnosis for Petitioner, which was based on seeing him four times, was consistent with
Dr. Beaver's and Dr. Estess's diagnosis. This is because Petitioner was only sixteen years
old when Dr. Ashaye treated him, and at that young age, the symptoms of a mental illness
such as schizophrenia are only just emerging. Patients eventually diagnosed with
schizophrenia often present with symptoms of depression and anxiety in the early onset of
the disease.
Dr. Ashaye would have testified that based on Petitioner's mental health history,
the circumstances of his mother's death and Petitioner's improvement with the
administration of antipsychotic drugs, he agreed with Drs. Beaver and Estess that
Petitioner suffers from schizophrenia.
Dr. Ashaye would have testified Petitioner displayed no signs of malingering or
psychopathy that during his treatment.
Dr. Ashaye would have testified that in his professional opinion and experience,
management of schizophrenia with the proper medication and medical care enables
individuals with this disease to live productive, law-abiding lives outside the penal
system. (See Affidavit of Tim Ashaye, attached hereto as Exhibit G.)
In sum, trial counsel did not call a single witness to testify at Petitioner's
sentencing hearing. The stakes of this case were high. Petitioner, a mentally-ill juvenile
accused of brutally murdering his mother in her sleep, was facing a fixed-life sentence -

PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
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the harshest penalty available to the state. A life-without-parole sentence is akin to a
death sentence for juveniles, "The state does not execute the offender sentenced to life
without parole, but the sentence alters the offender's life by a forfeiture that is
irrevocable. It deprives the convict of the most basic liberties without giving hope of
restoration, ... " Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 69-70. It "means the denial of hope; it
means that good behavior and character improvement are immaterial; it means that
whatever the future might hold in store for the mind and spirit of [the convicted], he will
remain in prison for the rest of his days." Should Petitioner live to the age of seventyfive, he will have lived only 16 years free from incarceration and spent 59 years in prison
before he dies.
Had trial counsel called Dr. Beaver, Estess and Ashaye to testify, the sentencing
court would have had three expert opinions before it that Petitioner suffered from
schizophrenia, that Judy's murder was the result of a psychotic break, and that
Petitioner's illness is amenable to treatment. 6 Counsel's failure to call the above
witnesses to testify at Petitioner's sentencing hearing is deficient performance under

Strickland and Tucker. (See Affidavit of Keith Roark, attached hereto as Exhibit H.)

According to Dr. Beaver, social worker Andrew Layman's musing that Petitioner
might suffer from psychopathy is not supported by the record, nor does Mr. Layman
appeared to be qualified to make this diagnosis.
6
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c.

Failure to Object:

Trial counsel's failure to object to Petitioner's fixed-life sentence as a violation of
the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution constitutes ineffective assistance
of counsel. Following the sentencing court's announcement of its findings and its
imposition of a fixed-life sentence, trial counsel failed to object to the sentence at the
hearing on Eighth Amendment grounds, and thereafter failed to discover and present the
evidence outlined above in a Rule 3 5 motion.
B.

Prejudice

Had trial counsel provided effective assistance of counsel by presenting the
evidence outlined above that would have addressed the concerns cited by the state and the
sentencing court in imposing a fixed-life sentence, there is a reasonable likelihood that
Petitioner would have rebutted the need for a fixed-life sentence, and the sentencing
court would have imposed a sentence less than fixed-life for this mentally-ill juvenile
defendant.
The prejudice from this error is potential waiver. Had trial counsel objected to
Petitioner's sentence on Eighth Amendment grounds, this issue would have been
preserved for direct appeal, and there is a reasonable likelihood that appellate counsel
would have raised this issue and the merits of the Eighth Amendment claim would have
been adjudicated on direct appeal and preserved for collateral state and federal review.
(See Exhibit H.)
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These errors, individually and cumulatively, violated Petitioner's state and federal
constitutional rights to the effective assistance of counsel.
Claim 2:

Ineffective Assistance of Appellate Counsel

Petitioner was denied his Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights under United States
Constitution and Article 1, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution to be free from the imposition
of cruel and unusual punishment and to the effective assistance of appellate counsel7 for
the following reasons:
A.

Deficient Performance

i.

Failure to Raise an Eighth Amendment Claim

Appellate counsel's failure to challenge Petitioner's fixed-life sentence as violative
of the Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment violated
Petitioner's Fourteenth Amendment and Article I,§ 13 rights to effective assistance of
appellate counsel. See, e.g., Edwards v. Carpenter, 529 U.S. 446 (2000) [effective
counsel preserves claims to be considered in federal habeas proceedings]; Aragon v.
State, 114 Idaho 758 (1988).
Petitioner was represented on appeal by the State Appellate Public Defender
(SAPD), which challenged Petitioner's sentence on the ground that it was an abuse of
discretion, but no constitutional challenges were made to the sentence. The state court of

Evitts v. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387, 396, 105 S. Ct. 830, 836, 83 L. Ed. 2d 821, 830
(1985) (establishing that the defendant's 14th Amendment rights to effective counsel at
the trial level extends to a first appeal as of right).
7
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appeal affirmed the fixed-life sentence, holding that the "egregious nature" of the crime
"standing alone" justified the sentence. (Windom, supra, Docket No. 34874, 2009
Opinion No. 27 at p. 7-9.) The SAPD then petitioned the Idaho Supreme Court for
review of the court of appeal decision, arguing that a fixed-life sentence could not be
imposed solely on the nature of the offense without regard to other sentencing factors.
The Idaho Supreme Court granting review on July 7, 2009, (Ida. S. Ct. Dkt. No. 34874-2-7, Ref. No. 09-118; 2009 Ida. LEXIS 118), and upheld the court of appeal decision that a
district court may impose a fixed-life sentence "based on the egregiousness of the crime."

State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873, 876 (2011).
In its Petition for Rehearing and Letter of Supplemental Authorities, the SAPD
contended that the Idaho Supreme Court created a new rule by holding for the first time
that the nature of the offense alone may justify a fixed-life sentence, and that this ruling
violated the Eighth Amendment as interpreted by the Supreme Court decisions in Graham

v. Florida, 130 S. Ct. 2011 (2010); Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005), Tison v.
Arizona, 481 U.S. 137 (1987) andJ.D.B. v. North Carolina, 564 U.S._, 131 S. Ct.
2394 (2011).
The Idaho Supreme Court summarily denied the Petition for Rehearing on June 21,
2011. (State v. Windom, Docket No. 36656-2009, 2100 Ida. LEXIS 106). The SAPD did
not seek review in the United States Supreme Court, but instead terminated its services.
(See Affidavit of Justin Curtis, attached hereto as Exhibit I.)
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ii.

Failure to Inform Petitioner of His Rights and to Preserve Those
Rights

Appellate counsel failed to inform Petitioner of his right to raise an Eighth
Amendment challenge to his sentence, failed to properly raise this issue in Petitioner's
Opening Brief, and failed to advise Petitioner of his rights to petition for certiorari to the
United State Supreme Court, and to seek state post-conviction review and federal habeas
corpus review of his sentence. These failures violated Petitioner's Fourteenth
Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel. See, e.g., Edwards v. Carpenter, 529
U.S. 446 (2000) [effective counsel preserves claims to be considered in federal habeas
proceedings]. See, also, ABA Standards Relating to Criminal Justice, "The Defense
Function," Standard 4-8-2.(b) -Appeal (1979) ["The lawyer should take whatever steps
are necessary to protect the defendant's right of appeal."];Standard 4.8.57 Postconviction Remedies ["After a conviction is affirmed on appeal, appellate counsel
should determine whether there is any ground for relief under other post-conviction
remedies .... [T]he responsibility of a lawyer in a post-conviction proceeding should be
guided generally by the standards governing the conduct of lawyers in criminal cases."]
Even after the SAPD became aware of Petitioner's Eighth Amendment claim, the
SAPD merely sent Petitioner a three-sentence letter alerting Petitioner of the denial of
rehearing and advising him, "Our office will no longer be representing you on this matter
as this is the end of the state appellate process." (Exhibit 1 to Affidavit of Justin Curtis.)
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The letter did not inform Petitioner about his Eighth Amendment claim, his right to seek
review in the United States Supreme Court, or about the availability of state and federal
collateral review to challenge his sentence. As to the prospect of getting any further relief
on his fixed-life sentence, the letter merely stated,

"Best wishes to you in the future."
(Ibid. [Emphasis added].)
B.

Prejudice

First, had appellate counsel challenged Petitioner's sentence on Eighth
Amendment grounds in the Opening Brief, the Idaho Appellate courts would have
reviewed Petitioner's sentence on the merits of this ground, and, given the United States
Supreme Court decisions questioning the imposition of fixed-life sentences for juvenile
defendants, there is a reasonable likelihood that the Idaho appellate courts would not have
affirmed Petitioner's sentence on appellate review.
Second, had appellate counsel informed this Petitioner of his right to seek
certiorari and state collateral review, Petitioner would have been able to file a postconviction petition in a timely manner, and would have pursued those avenues to the best
of his limited ability. (See Affidavit of Ethan Windom, attached hereto as Exhibit F.)
11.

As evidence in support of this Petition, Petitioner hereby submits the

attached affidavits and exhibits; and hereby incorporates by way of reference the entire
record in the criminal case Ada County Case No. CR FE-2007-0000274, including the
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e
sealed Presentence Investigation Report, and the record on appeal in Supreme Court Case
No. 34874, including the all pleadings and papers on file in both cases, and the reporter's
transcript of the plea colloquy and sentencing hearing.
12.

Petitioner reserves the right to submit further factual support for his

Petition.
13.

Petitioner files this Petition pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-4901, et. seq.

Request for Relief
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for the following relief:
A.

That Petitioner's fixed-life sentence in the case of State v. Ethan Allen

Windom, Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274, be vacated and the case remanded

for resentencing.
B.

That Petitioner be appointed counsel to represent him in this matter and for

such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

/

Dated this ( ~ day of August, 2015.
I

~

-=~

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom
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e
STATE OF Idaho
County of

t\ JQ,,

)
) ss.
)

I, Ethan Allen Windom, being duly sworn upon oath, depose and say that I have
subscribed to the foregoing Petition for Post Conviction Relief; that I know the contents
thereof; and that the matters and allegations therein set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief.

Ethan Allen Windom
Petitioner

Subscribed and sworn before me this

O5 day of A-LL71lS t-

, 2015.

~U)a&,~
Notary Puohc:

Residing at:

\.1

1

==,,f

0~ ) ~ .

My Commission faqies:

2121 CJ
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2
3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

4
5

VS.

6

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)
),
)

Case No.

H0700274

)

)
)

7

Defendant,

)
)

8

9

BEFORE
THE HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY,
DISTRICT JUDGE

10

11
12
l3

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter came on
regularly for hearing before the Court, in the courtroom of the
Ada County Courthouse in Boise, Idaho on December 12, 2 O O7
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For the State:

Roger Bourne
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83701

For the Defendant:

Edward Odessey, Michael Lojek
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83701
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1'
2

3

4

5

BOISE. IDAHO. DECEMBER 12. 2007
(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 marked for identification.)
THE COURT: Counsel just approached me and asked whether it
would be possible for Mr. Windom to visit with his grandmother

1

MR. ODESSEY: No.

2

THE COURT: Does either party contend there should be

3

additional investigation or evaluation of the defendant before

4

sentencing?

5

before he leaves the building and I have indicated and Mr.

5

6

Bourne indicated that he had no objection and I certainly have

6

7

no objection. To the transport team, if you could make him

7

MR. BOURNE: The State does not.
MR. ODESSEY: Judge, in that vein I have a printout of an
e-mail that I'm going to ask be included or reviewed by the

8

available. I think he can visit through the windows out there

8

Court. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of -- here,

9

at the attorney visiting area. I think we can go ahead and do

9

counsel. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of the

10

that. Is that acceptable, Mr. Odessey?

11

MR. ODESSEY: That will work.

12

1O presentence report. It is actually referred to in a different

THE COURT: My records reflect that Mr. Windom in exchange

11

form in the materials already on file. But I will be using that

12

in the course of my comments to the Court later this morning.

13

for reduction of murder in the first degree to be amended to

13

14

murder in the second degree, that he plead guilty to murder in

14

a formal request to make that an addendum. Maybe I should have

But I just want you to be aware of that. It is not really

15

the second degree and that there was no recommendation that the

15

given you that when you were reviewing that as part of these

16

State was required to -- was bound by. Therefore it's an open

16

materials. I leave that in your discretion, Your Honor.

17

recommendation and the State is free to ask for up to fixed

17

THE COURT: In an exercise of my discretion, it will be

18

life. I did inquire as to whether they were required to stand

18

included in the presentence report. I think anything that's

19

silent. My understanding is they were not required to stand

19

considered should be made part of that presentence report for

20

silent. Is that everyone's understanding of the plea agreement?

20

purposes of any appeal.

21

MR. BOURNE: That's the State's understanding.

21

22

MR. ODESSEY: Yes, Your Honor.

22

school to Judy Windom that was sent as a result of the incident

23

THE COURT: Is there any legal cause why judgment should

23

that occurred in September of last year. And so it will be made

24

part of it and I have read the material.

25

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.

l 24
25

not be pronounced against him today?
MR. BOURNE: None known by the State.

And for the record what this is this is an e-mail from the

6

4

1

MR. ODESSEY: None known by the defense.

1

2

THE COURT: With respect to the presentence report, which

2

THE COURT: You are welcome. I do want to ask before we
get too much further on, Mr. Odessey, is there anything that's

3

includes all of the interview DVDs that have been made as part

3

happened between and your client that suggests that he is not

4

of that report as well as the addendum that the Court received a

4

competent to go forward?

5

couple of days ago, have both parties had full opportunity and

5

MR. ODESSEY: No, Your Honor.

6

sufficient time to examine those documents?

6

THE COURT: Does the victim -- is there going to be

7
8
9

10

MR. BOURNE: The State has, Judge, but could I make sure I
understand one thing for sure.
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. BOURNE: Did I just hear the Court say that the DVDs of

7
8

restitution claimed in this case?

9

not if the Court is not aware of it.

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I believe as part of the -- evidently

10

11

the defendant's interview with law enforcement are part of the

11

12

presentence report?

12

THE COURT: But I want to make sure that you are going to
actually claim that amount.
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'm going to recommend a prison

13

THE COURT: Yes.

13

sentence that may make the question of restitution moot, but I

14

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. I have had sufficient time.

14

will recommend the amount of $3,609.80 as the claimed

15

MR. ODESSEY: As have I.

15

restitution amount.

16

THE COURT: Mr. Windom, it is important that you have

16

17

actually read that report and made yourself familiar with it.

18 . Have you done that?

THE COURT: That was for the funeral expenses?

17

MR. BOURNE: Yes, ma'am.

18

THE COURT: Mr. Odessey, have you gone over that amount

19

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor.

19

20

THE COURT: Does either party contend there are any

20

MR. ODESSEY: I hflve not discussed that with my client,

with your client and is he willing to pay that amount?

21

deficiencies or errors in that report?

21

Judge. I'm objecting to the Court ordering it. I think you can

22

MR. ODESSEY: No ma'am.

22

find good cause not to given his age, his lack of work history,

THE COURT: Does either party object to anything that's

23

the guarantee of a significant term of years in prison in this

24

case and I'd ask not for that in this case.

23
24
25

been included in that report?
MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am.

1 of 33 sheets
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1

sentencing at this time. Does the victim's immediate family

1

2

wish to make a statement?

2

3

MR. BOURNE: Judge, they do. There are two people -- well,

MR. BOURNE: Since Mason, of course, is family, I'd ask
that he not be photographed as he testifies.

3

4

there are actually three who want to make victim impact

4

5

statements. Mason, who the Court knows Is the defendant's

5

THE COURT: That would comply with my order that he not be
photographed.
MASON WINDOM,

6

brother, wants to make an Impact statement. But I also want to

6

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

7

elicit some direct testimony from him about circumstances that

7

was examined as follows:

8

are relevant I think.

8

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you.

9

And so what I thought I might do with that, but I will do

9

10

what the Court thinks is best, is I thought I might call him as

10

DIRECT EXAMINATION

11

a witness so I could just ellcit the direct testimony and then

11

12

at the conclusion of that time when It suits the Court's

12

Q.

Mason, would you start first by telling us your name.

13

convenience, I will give him the opportunity to make the victim

13

A.

Mason Lee Windom.

14

Impact statement that he wants to make or I could wrap it all up

14

Q,

How old are you, Mason?

15

into one.

15

A.

I'm 19 years old.

16

Q.

How are you related to Ethan?

17

A.

I'm his brother.

16

THE COURT: All right. In light of that, would It be more

BY MR. BOURNE:

17

appropriate for the parties to offer any evidence regarding

18

sentence at this time and then have the victim Impact

18

Q.

Older or younger?

19

statements?

19

A.

Older.

20

MR. BOURNE: That's what I think, Judge.

20

Q.

Have you·been raised In the same household with Ethan?

21

MR. ODESSEY: I agree.

21

A.

We have.

THE COURT: Then do you have some evidence that you wish to

22
23
24
25

22

23
24
25

present?
MR. BOURNE: Yes. Could I just inquire of the Court, It Is
my intention to make some reference to statements that witnesses

Q.

Have?

A.

Yeah.

Q.

Mason, when did you graduate from high school?

A.

In January of '06.

8

10

1

made at the time of the grand jury that are In the transcript

1
2

Q.

Between January '06 and November of '06, did you live

2

that I -- and I know the Court has a transcript, though.

3

That's, I suppose, pa rt of the presentence material. Does the

3

A.

I did.

4

Court object to me referring to St!ltements made by witnesses at

4

Q.

And that's on Normandy Street here In Boise?

5

the grand jury, though that same Information Is contained in

5

A.

Yes.

6

police reports that are part of the presentence report?

6

Q.

And then In November did you move out of the house?

7

A.

I did.

7
8
9

10
11

THE COURT: Mr. Odessey, any objection?
MR. ODESSEY: I left my grand Jury transcript In my office.
I don't have it with me so I'm at a little bit of a

8

Q.

About what time of the month?

9

A.

The beginning of the month.

Q.

Why did you move out of the house In November?

10

disadvantage.
MR. BOURNE: I can sum it up. It is the statements made by

11

12

the defendant's friends about the change of the voice mall -- or

12

13

the answering machine message and the phone calls made to the

13

14

girlfriend who came to pick them up only to point that out. But

14

15

I think that's all In the police reports as well.

16

in the same house with Ethan and your mother Judy?

THE COURT: This Is In the police reports.

L

The constant fighting between my brother and my mom. :
!
Instead of once a week, it was now an every dat thing.
A.

Q.

Earlier In the year had It been -- well, had It been

a less regular occurrence?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Now, what I want you to tell the Judge a little bit

17

MR. ODESSEY: It Is.

17

about, Mason, Is what this fighting was like, who was the

18

THE COURT: If you just stick to that, that will be fine.

18

Instigator and what was It over, I mean, what was going on

19

there.

19

20

MR. BOURNE: That works for me. I'm ready to call a

20

witness.

A.

For Instance, homework. Homework was a constant

21

THE COURT: You may call your first witness.

21

fight. My brother would roar at my mother. It wouldn't be a

22

MR. BOURNE: Just one other request that I'd make. The

22
23
24
25

raising of his v~lce, It would be deafening roar. He would get

23
24
25

family has requested that family members not be photographed.
THE COURT: I have already ordered that they not be
photographed without their consent.
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Q.

Did he want certain kinds of things that It was

difficult for your mother to afford?
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A.

He did.

1

2

Q.

Give us an example. You were telling me yesterday

2

3

over that because of the -A.

We had a computer already that had internet so -So -- all right. But he wanted the wireless

3

Q.

4

A.

The Broadband wireless internet, his laptop.

4

connection?

5

Q.

Did he want a laptop?

5

A.

He did.
So when she said no, what did you see Ethan's response

about an internet connection?

6

A.

He did.

6

Q.

7

Q.

Was your mother hesitant to try and afford to buy one?

7

to that be?

8

A.

Yes, she was.

8

A.

Yet, another conflict.

9

Q.

Tell us what happened.

9

Q.

Of the same kind?

10

A.

He needed a laptop. Apparently a regular computer was

10

A.

Of the same kind.

Q.

At some point In your presence did Ethan tell your mom

11

Q.

13
14

15
16
17

Did you have a regular computer In the house?

12

A.

We did.

13

A.

He did.

Q.

And so when he wanted a laptop and she said no, it's

14

Q.

About when would that have been?

15

A.

The day I moved out.

too expensive -MR. ODESSEY: Objection as to foundation as to the timing
of these conversations and the event, Your Honor.

18

MR. BOURNE: I can do that.

19
20

Q.

21

22
23
24
25

11

not enough for him.

112

that he wanted a weight bench?

16

Q.

Oh, all right. So the first part of November?

17

A.

Yup.

18

Q.

What did your mom say about that In your presence?

A.

I'm sure she wouldn't give into an expensive weight

and I will ask you In a second when that was -- was there an

19
20

argument between the two of them?

21

BY MR. BOURNE: When he wanted one and she said no --

A.

Oh, yeah, there was conflict.

Q.

Did that occur -- I mean, can you give us a general

22
23
24
25

time frame?
A.

August.

bench -MR. ODESSEY: Objection, move to strike the response, Your
Honor.
THE COURT: Sustain the objection.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Did you hear what your mom said about

that?
14

12

1

Q.

Of '06?

She was -- she didn't want to buy It.

A.

August of '06.

1
2

A.

2

Q.

Did you see what Ethan said or did in response to her

3

Q.

And so does your mom ultimately buy him a laptop?

3

saying no?

4

A.

She does.

4

A.

Another fight.

5

Q.

How does that work? What happened to make her change

5

Q.

Do you know whether Ethan had designer cologne,

6

6

her mind?

7

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, calling for speculation on this

7

8

witness's part as to what Judy Window was thinking and why.

8

9

10
11

9

THE COURT: Can you lay further foundation, counsel.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: What did Ethan do that appeared to you

to cause her to relent and buy the computer?

12

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, still speculation, Judge.

13

THE COURT: I'm going .to overrule the objection.

14

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Go ahead. That means you can --

A.

He would get In her face. He would demean her. He

15

16

designer clothes, designer eyewear, that _kind of thing?
He did.

Q,

Were you ever present when he asked his mother to buy

those things for him?

10

A.

I was.

11

Q.

About when would that have been?

12

A.

August through when I moved out.

Q.

Generally speaking what was your mom's response to his

13
14

would degrade her. He would yell until he eventually got It.

A.

demands for those things?

15

A.

She wouldn't want to give In.

16

Q.

Was -- so what was Ethan's response to that to her?

17

Q,

When you say demean her?

17

A.

A conflict, yelling at her, raising his voice.

18

A.

I mean degrade.

18

Q,

was -- was It your·· well, your mom In the fall of

19

Q.

Degrade, well, how did he do that?

19

A.

Psychological brute, mean things, blunt, just things

20
21

20
21

22
23
24
25

that didn't need to be said.
Q,

How about the Broadband Internet connection, about

when was that?
A.

Shortly after he got the laptop.

Q,

Did you ever hear your mother also say no to Ethan

3 of 33 sheets

22
23
24
25

2006 was a school teacher; right?
A.

She was.

Q.

Now, I don't suppose you were balancing the checkbook

for her, but was •• besides her Income, was there •• was there
extra Income In the house as far as you knew? I mean, did you
have·· did It appear to you that she had lots money available
to her?
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: She had her house refinanced and bought a
car. That was the only thing that she got out of it.

a.

BY MR. BOURNE: I mean, did money seem to be --

A

Money was tight.

a.

Now, in addition to the designer clothes and glasses

and things, did Ethan also require certain kinds of things like
Pellegrini bottled water, energy drinks, those kinds of things?
A

Yes.

a.

And body building supplements?

A

Yes.

a.

Was there conflict between Ethan and your mother over

those things in your presence?
A

Yes.

a.

Now, the house on Normandy Street, tell us how many

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

the bedroom if he'd clean up the front room then?

A

It has three bedrooms.

a.

Describe them for us.

A

There is a master bedroom, a slightly smaller room and

yet another smaller room.
Is there -- is there a fair amount of difference in

size between the. master bedroom and the smallest bedroom?
A

There is.

Q.

When you were living in the house up until November,

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A

She did.

Q.

What was the switch?

A

In exchange for it?

Q.

Well, did he go to the small bedroom then?

A

She did, yes.

Q.

He got the master bedroom?

A

Yes.

!

!

l

Q.

How many bathrooms in the house?

A

One.

a.

Was it connected to the master bedroom?

A

It was not.

a.

So she went to the small bedroom, he went to the big

.'t
l

i

bedroom. Did Ethan move his stuff out of the front room for

i

her?

17

bedrooms it has.

a.

17

A

He did not.

a.

Was there conflict in your presence between your

[

mother and Ethan over paint and floor finishing material?
A

There was.

a.

Was it the same kind of conflict that you've described

.

to us already?

A.

Yes.

i

a.

Now, did there come a point when you found out or --

t

'

just with a yes or no, that Ethan spit in your mother's face?
I

Yes.

A

'

l

16

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

18

a.

About when was that?

A

November, December.

A

Ethan was.

1
2

a.

I should say before that?

3

a.

It was after you moved out or about that time?

A

Before Ethan, my mother.

Yes.

Then what bedroom was yours?

Q.

How did that information come to your mother?

A

Mine was the next biggest.

4
5
6

A

a.

A

My mother told me.

a.

And then where did Ethan sleep?

7

a.

Where were you?

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A

I was at the house.

a.

What were the circumstances?

A

She wasn't -- she did not like the way Ethan was

who was living in the master bedroom?

A

Ethan slept in the smallest room.

a.

At some point did there come a switch between your

mother and Ethan over the bedroom?
A

There did.

a.

Tell us about that.

A

Ethan··

MR. ODESSEY: Foundation as to timing, Your Honor.
MR. BOURNE: Yes, I can do better.

a.

BY MR. BOURNE: About when did the switch take place?

A.

August, September of '06.

Q.

Now, what switch was there?

A.

Ethan made a promise to move his items out of the

living room area in exchange for the biggest bedroom.
Q,

What kind of Items did he promise to move?

A.

Several speakers, several speakers.

a.

Stereo speakers?

A.

Stereo speakers.

a.

And in your presence did your mom agree to give him

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

t

I
'
f

l

{
/

treating her. She told me occasionally the things that he did.
Q.

Did she tell you about that?

A.

She did.

Q.

What was the context?

A

She told him no and there was conflict and he spit In

•I
I

her face.
Q.

I
\

Did she also tell you about a time when she was locked

!

into her bedroom or did that come to you through another source?
A.

That came to me through another source.

Q.

Now, on the last night of your mom's life, did you

'
'

'

meet with your mom at an Albertson's store?

Page 15 to 18 of 132

A.

I did.

Q,

Which Albertson's was that?

A.

Vista.

Q,

Is that Vista and Overland?

000032
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19

21

1

A.

That is.

1

2
3
4

Q.

What happened there? How is it that you happened to

be there with her?

2
3
4

5

mother was glad to help out.

A.

We needed groceries, me and my girlfriend, and my

besides you and him?
A.

My girlfriend, Chelsea.

Q.

Did Ethan say something about your mom that stuck in

your mind?

5

· A.

Yes, he did.

6

Q.

Was it a planned meeting?

6

Q.

7

A.

Itwas.

7

A.

"That bitch is going to get what she deserves."

8

Q.

Did she pay for your grocery?

8

Q.

What was the context of that? Why was he talking like

9

A.

She did.

10

Q.

Now, after you got the groceries and you went to your

11
12

13
14

15

9

apartment because you were living someplace else by now; right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you discover that something she wanted was in one

What did he say?

that?

10

A.

He was upset over a conflict they had.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

MR. BOURNE: Judge, that's all of the questions of a direct

13

nature. I'd like to give Mason an opportunity to do a victim

of your grocery bags?

14

impact statement, but perhaps we could do that at the end of --

Yes.

15

THE COURT: So we don't have any problem because he

A.

16

Q.

What did you do?

16

certainly cannot be cross-examined on the victim impact

17

A.

I -- I returned the items to her, the avocados.

17

statement.

18

Q.

How did you return them?

18

MR. BOURNE: That's all of the questions that I have.

19

A.

I put them in the fridge.

19

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.

20

Q.

Let me take a step at a time. Did you drive from your

20

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.

21

21

apartment over to Normandy Street?

22

A.

23
24
25

1

CROSS-EXAMINATION

I did.

22

Q.

When you got there, had your mom arrived there yet?

Good morning.

She had not.

23
24

Q.

A.

A.

Good morning.

Q.

Did -- was Ethan there?

25

Q.

Is it all right if I ask you some questions as well?

A.

Hewas.

1

A.

Yup.

2

Q.

What was he doing?

2

Q.

Thank you. Now, this -- these conflicts that you

3

A.

He was sitting In the lounge chair in the living room.

3

detail -- let's back up a little bit. You had lived with Ethan

4

Q.

About what time of night would that have been?

4

your entire life until you moved out in November of '06 --

5

A.

I would say 6:00, 6:30-ish.

5

BY MR. ODESSEY:

20

22

6

Q.

Did you have a conversation with Ethan?

6

7

A.

I just asked him where my mother was.

7

A.

I have.

Q.

I need to ask -- this lady is taking down your words

so I need to finish my sentence before you start yours.

8

Q.

What did he say?

8

A;

Okay.

9

A.

He said no.

9

Q.

You have lived with Ethan your entire life up until

10

Q.

He didn't know?

10

11

A.

No.

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

All right. On that night did -- at the Albertson's

12

Q.

So you've always been under the same roof?

November of 2006?

13

store did your mom buy Ethan some kind of energy drink that he

13

A.

Yes.

14

likes?

14

Q.

And always with Judy?

15

A.

She did.

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

You saw her buy those?

16

Q.

The conflicts that you described got more frequent in

17
18

A.

I did.

17

Q.

Now, do you remember a conversation with Ethan on

18

A.

They--

Christmas Day of 2006?

19

Q.

Let me finish my question, please. The conflicts that

19

the fall --

20

A.

I do.

20

21

Q.

Where was that conversation?

21

22
23
24

A.

In the garage.

22

Q.

Of the Normandy house?

A.

Yes.

23
24

25

Q.

Did -- was anybody else involved in the conversation
25
Q.
Page 19 to 22 of 132
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you described became more frequent in the fall of 2006?
A.

They did.

Q.

And they became more heated in the sense of the words

that were spoken?
A.

They did.
That's a yes?
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23

2

A.

Yes.

Q.

You have from time to time had conflicts with your

1
2

Q.

You spoke to a number of detectives?

A.

I did.

Q.

And you were as truthful and cooperative with those

mother as well, didn't you?

3

A.

Occasional, yes.

4

5

Q.

You are older than Ethan?

5

6

A.

Yes.

6

7

Q.

And when you were 16 living in the house you had

7

days after your mother was killed, did you tell them why you

8

moved out of the house?

3

4

8
9

10
11
12

problems with your mom from time to time?
A.

Occasionally, yes.

Q.

These words, these conflicts that you testified to in

the fall of 2006, they were just that, words; isn't that
correct? He never ·put a hand on her, did he?

persons as you could be?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And when people in law enforcement spoke to you a few

9

A.

10
11
12

Q.

What did you tell them?

A.

I told them that the constant fighting and bickering /

I did.

I

was enough.

(

13

A.

No, not that I saw.

13

14

Q.

He never threatened to put a hand on her, did he?

14

with alcohol at the time and were drinking heavily and your

15

A.

Not that I saw.

15

mother did not want you drinking?

16

Q.

Now, it is the fair to say that your experience with

16

17

17

Judy was overall a very positive one, with your mother?

18

A.

You mean overall throughout my life?

19

Q.

Yes.

19

A.

Yes.

Q.

And it's fair to say, is it not, that she tried to

20
21

20
21
22
23

24
25

18

Q.

Did you also tell them that you were having trouble

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I object to that. That's irrelevant to
THE COURT: I will overrule the objection and he's
answered.
THE COURT REPORTER: I didn't get your answer.
THE WITNESS: Do I have to give it?

22

THE COURT: Yes.

A.

Yes, as all mothers would.

23

THE WITNESS: I did.

Q.

And that would also be true from your observation in

24
25

Q.

BY MR. ODESSEY: You did what?

A.

The question that you asked.

please you as much as she could during your time with her?

her relationship with Ethan?

{

the question of --

26

24

1

A.

Yes.

1

2

Q.

And your mother was a special education teacher.

2

Q.

Maybe I need to hear what the question and answer was,

Madam Reporter.

3

A.

Yes.

3

4

Q.

And she was also a counselor?

4

5

A.

Yes.

5

MR. ODESSEY: Yes, please.

6

Q.

So your mother took a career path of trying to help

6

THE COURT REPORTER: Well, I didn't get the answer.

7

others with special circumstances?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Now, this discussion you described hearing in the

10
11

garage in 2006, that was at the Normandy property?

A.

That was.

Q.

In the discussion you heard that -- where you gave the

(Question read by the Court Reporter.)

7

MR. ODESSEY: You did get the answer?

8

THE COURT REPORTER: I did not get the answer.

9

Q.

BY MR. ODESSEY: What's the answer?

10

A.

I did. Yes, I did.

11

Q.

You did say that?

12

A.

Yes.

13

statement attributed to Ethan, "That bitch will get what she

13

Q.

Thank you. When you spoke to law enforcement days

14

deserves," there was no specific context for that, was there?

12

15

14

after your mother's death, did you also tell law enforcement

A.

You mean no reason behind it?

15

that Ethan had been making all of his appointments to his
psychiatrist and psychologist?

16

Q.

Yeah.

16

17

A.

He was not satisfied.

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q,

Just a general upset, frustration In the relationship

18

Q,

As far as you know all appointments had been made by

19

19

Ethan with the assistance of both your mother Judy as well as
his stepmom Kathy as well as money provided to a taxi service to

Nothing more specific than that; Is that correct?

20
21

Yes.

22

that he was having with his mother at that time?

20
21

A.
Q,

22

A.
Q,

Now, when the -- your mother was killed in January of

23

24
25

Yes.

this yea, you had contact with law enforcement, didn't you?

A. Yes, I did.
1/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

23

24
25

t.

THE COURT REPORTER: And the answer?

make those appointments?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you also tell law enforcement a few days after

your mother's death that at one point Ethan told you that he

000034
wanted to oe committed to a mental institution?
6 of 33 sheets;
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29

27
A.

Yes, he did.

1

l.

Q.

When was that statement made to you by Ethan?

2

3

A.

I would say September-November, October-November.

3

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

4
5
6
7
8
9

was examined as follows:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Q.

In the fall?

A.

That fall.

Q.

Did you know if that statement -- if you have a

recollection, do you know if that statement was made to you
before or after your moving out of the house on Normandy?
A.

Just before.

Q

So Ethan was communicating to you that he was -- in

his own mind having problems with being balanced mentally?
A.

As I recall, he didn't -- he was having trouble with

his friends so he didn't want to have to deal with them.
Q.

So what was your -- so your understanding of why he

said to you he wanted to go into a mental institution was what?
A.

Because he didn't want to deal with everyone's

bullshit, is his words.
Q,

Now, it's -- It's fair to say, Mason, that you

MR. BOURNE: Yes, I do. Detective Duggan.
DAVID DUGGAN,

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you, Judge.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q.

10

name.

11

A.

David Duggan, D-u-g-g-a-n.

12

Q.

Your employment, sir?

13

A.

Boise Police Department.

14

Q.

How long have you been a police officer?

15

A.

13 years.

16

Q.

Detective, I will direct your attention to the 25th

17

day of January, 2007. Were you so employed as you just

18

described and on duty on that day?

19

suffered a tremendous loss with your mother's passing?

Would you state your name, please, and spell your last

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Were you assigned to assist in the investigation of an

20

A.

Yes.

20

21

Q.

That you have been robbed of the companionship and

21

apparent homicide that had occurred on Normandy Street in Boise

22
23
24
25

on the morning of that day?

22
23
24
25

love of your mother?

A

Yes.

Q

And you are angry about that?

A.

Yes.

A.

Yes, I was.

Q.

Without going into all of the detalls of the things

that you did, did you go into the Normandy Street residence and

28

30

1

Q.

You hold Ethan responsible for that?

1

see what we'll call -- refer to as a crime scene, that is where

2

A.

Yes.

2

the body of a woman was who apparently had been beaten and

Q

And is it fair to say that that perspective that you

3

stabbed?

3

4

bring in this matter colors your judgment about a lot of things

4

A.

Yes.

5

as it relates to this case?

5

Q.

Of course you know now that's Judith Windom.

6

A.

In what for example?

6

A.

Yes, sir.

7

Q.

In your real anger -- or did you use hatred in one of

7

Q

Now, at the time there were you aware that photographs

8
9

your on-line --

8

were taken of certain things inside the residence and that

9

photographs were later taken of the body of Judith Windom?

A.

Was it hatred that I used or was it anger?

10

Q.

I'm asking you.

10

A.

Yes,I'mawareofthose.

1

A.

I think it was anger.

11

Q,

You reviewed certain photos this morning of certain

2

Q.

You don't have hatred for Ethan?

12

3
4

A.

Oh, I do.

1.3

A.

Q

You do have hatred?

14

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll just tell the Court that, of

items of evidence that you saw at that place?
Yes.

5

A.

I do.

15

course, certain photographs were attached to the presentence

6

Q

Because of what I said, taking Judy away from you?

16

report, but these photographs, with the Court's permission, I

7

A.

Yes.

17

thought were perhaps Inappropriate for the presentence report

8
9

Q

That's the only reason?

18

itself and I'd like to supplement that with some -- four

A.

Yes,

19

additional photographs at this time.

D
MR. ODESSEY: One moment, please. That's all I have at
1 this time, Your Honor. Thank you.

20

THE COURT: Any objection?

21

MR. ODESSEY: Mr. Lojek will be questioning this witness so

l
3
J

22
23
24

he'll be happy to respond.

25

them marked as exhibits and made part of the 000035
record.

;

THE COURT: Thank you. Anything further, Mr. Bourne?

MR. BOURNE: No, thank you.
THE COURT: Mr. Windom may step down. Do you have any
additional evidence, Mr. Bourne?

'33 sheets

MR. LOJEK: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you. You may so supplement. We'll have
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1
2

Q.

No. 4, please. Does No. 4 show her right side?

A.

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Do you want to publish them?

3

Q.

What's pictured there?

4

MR. BOURNE: No, just to the Court.

4

A.

Multiple stab wounds to her lower right torso area,

5

THE COURT: All right. I do want to make a record here.

5

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 were marked for

2
3

identification.)

6

have read and looked at every single page in this presentence

6

7

report multiple times, as you'll learn. I've also watched the

7

8

interview tapes repeatedly and in particular the confession

8

9

tape. I have watched all of those things repeatedly. As is

9

10
11
12
13
14

habit, I know this presentence report inside and out.

rib cage area.
Q.

Is that -- can you tell where those photographs were

taken or that last one, No. 4?
A.

Yes, sir. These photographs were taken again at the

Ada County Coroner's Office.

10

Q.

Is that an accurate photo as well?

Yes, sir.

11

A.

photographs to the witness, I have shown them to counsel, Judge.

12

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I move for admission of the four photos

BY MR. BOURNE: Detective, you've been handed a folder

13

marked 1 through 4 to supplement the presentence report as I

14

have earlier indicated.

MR. BOURNE: Thank you, Judge. If you'd hand the

Q.

that contains four photographs marked State's Exhibits 1 through

15

4. The first one I think on the top shows a barbell. Is that

15

THE COURT: My understanding is there is no objection.

16

the one you are looking at?

16

MR. LOJEK: That's correct.
THE COURT: Without objection they will be admitted and

17

A.

Yes, sir.

17

18

Q.

Tell us what we are seeing there.

18

19

A.

There is a bloody barbell laying on the floor of

19

20

21

22
23

Judith Windom's bedroom and·labeled State's Exhibit 1.
Q.

20

21

Is that barbell essentially right next to the bed

where Judith Windom's body was found?
A.

Yes, sir.

24

Q.

Is that an accurate-photograph of what the barbell

25

looked like?

they will be attached to the presentence report ..
(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 admitted.)
MR. BOURNE: Thank you. If you would give those to the
Court. Judge, since the Court has already indicated that it's

22

seen the other photographs and the interview tape, I won't ask

23

any further questions of the officer about those things. No

24

further questions.

25

THE COURT: Mr. Lojek.

32

34

1

A.

It is.

1

MR. LOJEK: No, thank you.

2

Q.

No. 2. Do you see in No. 2 the body of a woman there?

2

THE C~URT: Thank you, Officer. You may call your next

3

A.

Yes, sir.

3

4

Q.

In particular I want to draw your attention to a knife

4

5

witness.

5

CHELSEA ELLIS,

6

A.

Yes.

6

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

7

Q.

Just so the record is clear, where is the knife?

7

was examined as follows:

A.

It is placed in between her open skull into her brain

8
9

10
11

that is in that picture. Do you see that?

Q.

8
9

matter.

Is that an accurate photograph of the way she looked

when she was found by law enforcement?

'

10

Q.

Would you state your name by telling us your name.

11

A.

My name is Chelsea Ann Ellis.

A.

Yes, sir.

12

Q.

How do you spell Chelsea?

13

Q.

No. 3, please.

13

A.

C-h-e-1-s-e-a.

14

A.

A gun.

14

Q,

How are you related -- what is the nature of your

15

Q.

Is that a photograph that shows Judith Windom's throat

15

16

and also some Injuries to her upper left chest?

relationship, I should say, with Mason?
A.

I'm dating Mason.

Q,

Chelsea, I just want to ask you a question about an

17

A.

Yes, it Is.

17

18

Q.

Those photographs obviously show she Is cleaned up.

18

event. I will direct your attention back to the summer of 2006.

19

In the summer of 2006 were you girlfriend and boyfriend with

19
20

Were they taken at a different place than at the residence?
A.

Yes, sir, they were taken at the Ada County Coroner's 20

21

Office.

22
23

Q.

photograph accurately show some injuries to her throat and to

24

the upper left chest of Judith Windom?

25

All right. Is that photograph -- does that

Yes, they do.
1/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
A.

Mason at that time?

21

A.

Yes, I was.

22
23
24
25

Q.

Did you spend some time In Mason's house on Normandy?

A.

I did.

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan Windom at that

residence?
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I
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A.

Yes.

1

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan and Mason's

2

mother, Judy Windom?

3

4

A.

Yes.

4

5

Q.

In the summer of 2006 were there occasions when you

5

6

would see conflict between Ethan and Judy?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q.

Did you see other fights where he was right in her

face?

6

A.

Yes.

7

A.

Yes, I did.

7

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all.

8

Q.

In particular did you -- were there times when Ethan

8

MR. ODESSEY: Nothing more.

9
10
11
12
13

would raise his voice to his mother?

9

A.

Yes, he would.

10

Q.

Besides being able to say that it was in the summer of

11
12

Around July, August, those dates.

13

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,
was examined as follows:

A.

14

Q.

Did you see a conflict more than once?

14

A.

Yes, I did.

15

Q.

In the nature of this conflict, I want to know what

16

17
18

you remember about how Ethan -- how Ethan attempted to get his

19

20

MR. BOURNE: Yes.

2006, can you get any closer to a time or date?

15

16

THE COURT: Thank you. Do you have any additional
witnesses?

GLENNA NEILL,

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

mother to do things for him or to buy things for him. Were you

17
18

A.

My name is Glenna Neill.

ever present when you saw that kind of an interaction?

19

Q.

How do you spell your last name?

20

A.

N-e-1-1-1.

A.

Yes.

Q.

Would you tell us your name, please

21

Q.

What did you see?

21

Q.

How are you employed?

22

A.

During one instance he was yelling at her and he was

22
23
24
25

A.

I am -- I was a special ed assistant in Judy's room

23
24
25

pretty much roaring at her. He was right in her face. Me and
Mason were In the other room, but we could hear them and
honestly I never ever heard anyone yell at a woman like that

last year.
Q.

Judy Windom?

A.

That Is correct.

Q.

Besides working with Judy In the school, were you

38

36

1

1

before.

2

Q.

What effect did It have on you?

2

3

A.

I was scared.

3

Q.

When you say In her face, how was that? I mean, like

4
5

as far away as you and I or was It closer than that?

r mean --

friends with her besides?

4
5

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you have a routine that you followed with Judy

after school In some way of conversation?

6

A.

Closer than that.

6

7

Q.

I mean, within a foot or two?

7

while she was on her way home and I was on my way home every

8

A.

Yes.

8

night.

9

Q.

Okay. Good. Thank you.

10
11
12

15

16
17

9
10

MR. BOURNE: I believe that's all of the questions that I

12

THE COURT: Cross-examination.

I thought you said you were In another room when this

argument occurred?

A

Iwas.

you about •• that Involved her being locked In a bedroom?

I'm sorry?

18

Yes.

19

20
21
22

Q.

You were In another room?
Yes.

22
23
24
25

Q.

So you don't know how close they were to each other?

A.

I guess not during that particular fight, but there

lg of

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you. That's all that I have.
33 sheets

All right. Now, did you have a conversation with her

Ethan?

Q.

A.

Q,.

15
16
17

A.

20

No. We talked to each other. One time I forgot to

on the phone about the nature of her relationship with her son

18

were other fights.

A.

14

19
21

Okay. You weren't riding In the same car, but you

call her and she thought maybe something was wrong.

13

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. ODESSEY:
Q,

Q.

Yes, I did. We talked to each other on her cell phone

talked together?

11

have.

13

14

A.

23
24

A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Now, In particular was there an occasion that she told

A

Yes, but she told me at school at what time that was.

Q.

Do you remember about when It was that she told you

that?
A.

I can't remember the date, but she told me, she said,

"He had me locked In the room. He was holding onto the door."
And she was saying, "Ethan, let me out. Ethan, let me out."

25
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1

2

A.

3

4
5

MR. ODESSEY: No.
THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, Miss Neill. Do you have

3

A.

Yes, I did. I told her, I said, "Judy, you are not

4

Q.

A.

9

the time.

10

MR. BOURNE: Just one.

6

That is correct. She had written me several notes in

CARY GENE CADA,

7

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

8

was examined as follows:

9

(State's Exhibit No. S marked for identification.)
Q.

any additional witnesses?

5

Did Judy write you I guess we'd call it a thank you

8

12

have any cross-examination?

Did you give her advice on being careful?

note just a week before she died?

11

1

2

Q.

safe." She says, "Yes, I am." I said, "No you're not."

6

7

In some ways, yes, but it's hard to express fear of

your son when you love him so much.

BY MR. BOURNE: I'm going to have you handed a single

sheet of paper that's marked State's Exhibit 5.

10

1,

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

11

Q.

Would you tell us your name, please.

12

A.

Cary Gene Cada.

13

THE COURT: Has that been shown to counsel?

13

Q.

Spell your last name.

14

MR. ODESSEY: Yes, Your Honor.

14

A.

c-a-d-a

15

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: That's a Xerox copy?

15

Q.

How are you employed?

16

A.

That is correct.

16

A.

I'm a counselor at Borah High School.

17

Q.

You just showed me the original this morning; is that

17

Q.

How long have you been so employed?

18

A.

Since 1985. Five years as a counselor.

Q.

Mr. Cada, as part of your duties, do you have access

18

correct?

19

20

21
22
23
24
25

A.

That's correct.

19

Q.

Is that an accurate copy of the note that you showed

20

me?
A.

Yes, it is.

Q.

Tell us about that note, how did that come to you?

A.

She had given it to me after one of our talks that

we'd had. Did you want me to read it?

21
22
23
24
25

I

to the transcripts of students that attend Borah High School?
A.

I do.

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Pursuant to our request did you bring

(State's Exhibit No. 6 marked for identification.)

Ethan Wlndom's transcript which would cover from the 8th grade

I

up to the time he left school in January of this year?

1-------------------------------1i
40

1

Q.

2

remember?

But did she give it to you hand to hand or do you

42

1

A.

Yes, I did.

2

Q.

I'm going to have you handed what's been marked here

3

A.

She put it on my desk.

3

as State's Exhibit No. 6, a single sheet of paper. I have shown

4

Q.

But is that the kind of thing that she had written to

4

that to counsel. You have been handed State's Exhibit No. 6 for

5

you before?

5

identification, sir. Is that a copy of the transcripts that you

6

brought for me this morning on Ethan Windom?

6
7
8
9

A.

Oh, yes, but this one was more special than the

7

others.
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I move for its admission and with the
Court's permission I'd ask to read it.

A.

It is.

8

Q.

How did that come to your possession, sir?

9

A.

I have access to all of the transcripts with the

,

I

10

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.

10

11

THE COURT: Without objection Exhibit 5 is admitted.

11

Q.

12

A.

Yes, they are.
You just made a copy of it and brought It?

j

l

12

(States Exhibit No. 5 is admitted.)

students and I was asked to bring it.
Are they kept there at the high school?

13

MR. BOURNE: May she read --

13

Q.

14

THE COURT: Absolutely. She may read It.

14

A.

That's correct.

15

THE WITNESS: "Glenna, you were one of my angels. I can

15

Q.

Is that an accurate copy of his transcript?

16

A.

Yes, It Is.

16

never thank you enough for the work that you do each day and

17

night. You have been such a blessing In my life. You have been

17

Q.

What period of time does it cover?

18

so willing to help me at work and with my boys. I appreciate

18

A.

It's not actually a transcript of the 8th grade here.

19

your hard work and the extra work you do to help me and your

19

The Boise School District requires two classes that they take In i

20

friendship and your assistance in making our classroom run more

20

the 8th grade so those two are on here, plus all 9th, 10th,

21
22
23
24
25

smoothly. All the best -- all the best always. Sincerely, Judy

21

11th, each by semester.

Windom."

22
23
24
25

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's ail of the questions that I
have.
THE COURT: Would you hand the note to the bailiff. Do you

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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I'

In general does it -- does It show that in the 9th

grade he was a straight A student?
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1

A.

Two B's, all A's.

1

was murdered by her son Ethan. This crime has brought my family

2

Q.

Then in the first semester of his 10th grade what does

2

unspeakable pain and anger and overwhelming sorrow. When Ethan

3

beat and stabbed his mother to death, he not only ended her life

Three A's, three B's.

4

and ruined his, he also shattered my family and broke our

3
4

it show?
A.

5

Q.

Second semester of 10th grade?

5

hearts. Our sister was a precious gift to the world, a

6

A.

Two A's, one B and three C's.

6

peacemaker who liked to bless others. She received her first

7

Q.

Then his -- the last semester that he attended school

7

college degree in social work and her second one received after

8
9

which would be between September '06 and January of '06?

8

her recovery from a serious accident a few years ago was in

9

special education.

A.

Approximately January 20th.

10

Q.

January 20th. Did he complete that semester?

10

11

A.

He did. So the semester break was just --

11

12

Q.

All right. What were his grades that last semester?

12

the room, one that has been sadly missed over the last year and

13

A.

He had four C's and one B.

13

one that will never be forgotten. She loved her children,

14

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all of the questions. I

14

parents, brothers, sister, nieces and nephews. Although she was

15

a somewhat private person, she made friends easily and everyone

16

loved her.

15
16

17
18

move for the admission of the transcripts.
MR. ODESSEY: No objection. I think it was part of the

17

presentence report.

My family and I have many wonderful memories of our
childhoods together. Judy had an infectious laugh that lit up

Because she was such a private person, I had no idea of the

THE COURT: I don't remember seeing that.

18

turmoil within my sister's home over the past few years. Judy

19

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.

19

's oldest son Mason moved out of the house months earlier

20

THE COURT: Exhibit 6 is admitted.

20

because he oould not stand the fact that Ethan and his anger

21

were running the household. Ethan had verbally and emotionally

21

(State's Exhibit No. 6 was admitted.)

22

THE COURT: Do you have any questions for this witness?

22

abused Judy for a long time prior to her death. I feel helpless

23

MR. ODESSEY: No witnesses.

23

in the fact that I was unaware of the difficulty she was

THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, ~r. Cada. Do you have

24

experiencing in raising Ethan especially over the last few

25

years. She was too proud to share in her family trouble, a

24
25

any additional witnesses?

46

44

1

MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am. Thank you.

1

loving mother who was the primary caregiver in both her sons'

2

THE CO.URT: Do you wish to offer evidence at this time or

2

lives.

3
4
5
6
I

i

!

I

MR. ODESSEY: We have no evidence to present today.
THE COURT: If the victim -- the immediate family of the
victim wish to make a statement, they can do so at this time.

3

In August 2006 Judy told our sister Debbie that Ethan was

4

always angry and he literally ran the household, controlling

5

everything. Judy hated confrontation. She hated it her whole

6

life, which is -- which, I suppose, is why she didn't take the

7

MR. BOURNE: Where would you like them to speak from?

7

upper hand with her kids from the early years of her life. And

8

THE COURT: Wherever they are the most comfortable.

8

I'm sure that that's why she just didn't kick him out.

9

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll start him if you don't mind.

9

10
:' 11

She said Ethan always nagged her endlessly to buy him

THE COURT: That would be fine.

10

things she couldn't afford. Right then he was after her to buy

MR. BOURNE: If you'd start by telling us your name.

11

a pair of Oliver People glasses. They were very expensive and

12

MR. HEINDEL: My name is Mark Elliot Heindel.

12

she refused and so he was very angry. Debbie knew -- Debbie

13

MR. BOURNE: Spell your last name, please.

13

just knew from the resigoed look that Judy had and the signs she

14

MR. HEINDEL: H-e+n-d-e-1.

14

always did when she talked about Ethan, that he would eventually

15

MR. BOURNE: Tell us your relationship In the family.

15

get those glasses. He wc;,uld always yell, demand and push until

16

THE WITNESS: I'm related to Judy Windom. I'm her youngest

16

she gave In.

17
18

l

do you want to wait until after the victim impact statements?

brother.

17

After Ethan was arrested, Debbie was asked to retrieve his

MR. BOURNE: Have you prepared some thoughts that you want 18 · glasses so he could read while he was Incarcerated and she found

19

to Inform the Court of concerning your sister and the Impact

19

them at the house. My sister Debbie was devastated. They were

20

this has had on you?

20

those same Oliver People glasses that Ethan nagged Judy to
purchase. Ethan had gotten his way.

21

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have.

21

22

THE COURT: All right. Then you may proceed.

22

23

MR. MARK HEINDEL: These thoughts and words put together --

23

being a paranoid schizophrenic who was Incorrectly diagnosed.

24

One thing that they probably won't tell you is that Ethan had

24

these are thoughts and words put together by my sister Debbie

I know that his defense has presented evidence of Ethan

and I. On January 25th, 2007, my sister Judith Eileen Windom
25 become extremely interested in psychology000039
over the last few
11 of 33 sheets
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1
2

loss of a grandson through imprisonment. Every murder

1

years, taking a psychology course at high school, studying books

2

and materials, viewing schizophrenic and psychotic movies. And

3

I'm very confident that he learned a great deal about psychology

3

is harder than most because two people that we loved that were

4

and its tendency over that time period. There are people we

4

involved, now one is dead and the other is guilty.

represents the loss of a dream and a relationship. But this one

5

encounter in every day life with the same illnesses. Some are

5

It is also difficult to watch our nephew, Mason, struggle

6

also -- some are probably also misdiagnosed, but it does not

6

with the impact of his brother's actions. I'm not just talking

7

give them the right to viciously attack and hurt the very person

7

about the difficulty and publicity this has generated. Mason

8

that had a hand in bringing him his own life.

8

has lost his mom and now is dealing with a father who has

9

continued support for Ethan. Craig, being a father myself, I

9

The problem with the mental illness excuse is that you are

10

essentially saying this person will be fine as long as they take

10

can understand how difficult this situation must be. In a way

11

their medicine. In other words, whether Ethan kills another

11

Ethan has taken away both of -- Ethan has taken both of Mason's

12

person when he gets out of prison will depend on whether, number 12

13

one, he feels like taking his medication that day; and, number

13

who truly loved them, believed in them and worked toward their

14

two, he properly administers the medication and not by snorting

14

success. And now we have a whole bunch of family photos that

15

it through his nasal passages. As painful as it, this is what

15

are painful to look at, not just of Judy's absence, but because

16

we now know.

16

of Ethan's presence. It is like having one of your greatest

17

blessings and one of your greatest curses in· the same photo.

17

One night Ethan decided to take care of his problems once

18

and for all. He took his weight set, loaded all of the weights

parents away. A classroom, special needs kids have lost someone

18

Please don't get me wrong, I do not hate Ethan. I feel

19

on one end of the dumbbell and repeatedly smashed in my sister's

19

absolutely nothing for him most of the time. I am praying that

20

skull while she slept. He then became afraid she wasn't quite

20

he does not get hurt in prison. And I know God requires me to

21

dead enough and stabbed her countless times in the chest with a

21

forgive him eventually or my own sins will not be forgiven.

knife. And if that wasn't enough, he then plunged a knife into

22
23
24
25

This will take time.

22
23
24
25

her skull and left it there. As it turns out, Ethan carried out
those threats that he made to Judy on a few occasions promising
to kill her while she was sleeping.

Our greatest hope is that Ethan will come to a full
realization of what he has done, what he has lost, and the pain
he has caused us all and that he will truly become sorry for
50

48

1

I will never forget entering the house two days after her

1

that, that the sorrow and ache of it will fill him up and

2

death. My brother and I did our best to clean ',JP her room

2

consume him so that he resolves that he will do whatever it

3

before our sister Debbie arrived so she could gather photos and

3

takes to insure he doesn't causes this pain in anyone's life

4

items for her funeral display. We removed a blood-soaked

4

again. When that day comes, when he is truly sorry_ and ready to

5

mattress and covered the blood-splattered walls and ceilings

5

restore the relationships and make his life a beautiful thing

6

with blankets and towels, but there were still tiny blood

6

instead of a curse, I will be ready to listen. Thank you.

7

spatters everywhere.

7

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

8

MR. JEFF HEINDEL: My name is Jeff Heindel, H-e-i-n-d-e-1.

8
9

She wrote prayers to God all of the time. One of our
favorites, and we all still have a copy of it, had been on her

10

dresser next to the bed and you can see the drops of dried blood

11

on it.

12
13

Ethan so disfigured Judy that we were not able to see her
when we went to the funeral home. We saw a body draped in a

9

10
11

I'm Mark's brother and Ethan's uncle.
MR. BOURNE: You've got a statement that you want to make
to the Court?

12

MR. JEFF HEINDEL: I'm sorry. I didn't plan this. I

13

didn't send a letter. I should have. I just want it to be

14

sheet with a hand lying on the top sheet to prove that there was

14

clear -- I haven't even talked to my family about this. I don't

15

a body there.

15

know what I'm feeling right now.

16

Judy wants -- you know, if we could go back to January,

17

childhood memories, the one who has worried and cried with us as

17

this a terrible deal. Everybody is going to be affected for the

18

our parents' health has declined. The intense sadness we feel

18

rest of their lives. My sister, Judy, I know with certainty

19

almost every day is a result of her murder as are the sleepless

19

that she is somewhere wanting us to all move ahead, move

20

nights.

20

forward. It is not going to be easy. We lost a mother, a

21

daughter, a sister and it's a terrible deal.

16

21

We have lost a precious sister, one present in all of our

Thanksgiving was very difficult and the Christmas spirit

22

just hasn't been the same, a yearly tradition of a family

23
24
25

gathering on Christmas Day, once the highlight of my year, will
be terribly stained by Judy's absence. It is difficult to watch
our parents struggle with the loss of a beloved daughter and the

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

22
23
24
25

I'm sure -- I would like to think that if we could go back
in time, if some of us acted on what we knew at that time and we
could go backwards, you know, this might have been a different
story. But that's not the case.
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1

2

I'm not really sure why I just -- I don't want this to be
one sided. We're all going to move forward.

3

If you are sick, I hope we can get you help. If my

1

us. We lost Judy in January, my sister Carol in February of

2

lung cancer, my mom who was 89 years old in July, and my best

3

friend Sharon.

4

daughter or child did this to me, I know darn good and well that

4

5

Judy would be there hanging in for my children, too. It is a

5

·s

terrible deal, but we are going to move on.

6

shock for months. It would have been hard enough if she was

7

just murdered, but Ethan, 16 years old at the time, was arrested

7

I just want this to end on an even keel. This is a

It has been a very emotional year for us and we have spent
many days crying. When Judy was murdered, we were in absolute

8

terrible deal. We are going to be affected for the rest of our

8

for Judy's death. We kept hoping it was a nightmare, one we

9

lives, but I don't regret any part of the past, you know.

9

could awaken to, but it wasn't.

10

That's all I have to say. I'm sorry. I just wanted -- there's

10

Ethan has been in Ada County Jail now since July -- or

11

no positive in here, but if we can try to leave it -- stay on

11

since January 25th. Even after reading the discovery, we know

12

the fence here and acknowledge what happened, but acknowledge

12

few of the details except he bludgeoned her to death with

13

that Judy is there wanting us to move on. We've got to move on

13

weights and stabbed her. We don't know if he was using drugs or

14

and keep trudging forward. I don't know. That's all I have to

14

had an argument. We know he made statements to several people,

15

say. I'm sorry.

15

one of whom was his therapist and another was his teacher. We

16

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Heindel.

16

know he was seeing a psychiatrist and was on an antidepressant.

17

MS. HEINDEL: I don't know if you saw a picture of Judy.

17

So we thought he was going to be okay. He was following all the

18

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

18

doctor's orders and he would be okay, we thought. If there were

19

MS. HEINDEL: My name is Lori Heindel.

19

severe problems, we didn't know about them.

20

MR. BOURNE: How are you related to the victim?

20

I've had a kidney transplant and then got an incurable lung

21

THE WITNESS: I'm Judy mom and Ethan and Mason's

21

disease from the immune suppressants and even though I talked to

22
23
24
25

Judy almost every night, I had no idea there were any problems

22
23
24
25

grandmother.
MR. BOURNE: Speak to the Court and say what you want.
MS. HEINDEL: Right here. I don't know, Judge Copsey, if
you saw a picture of our daughter. Do you want to hold it up.

other than normal teenage problems. I guess she did talk to
several people about Ethan, but she always wanted to protect us.
I miss Judy every day. She was so young and life was just

52

1

Part of this is a letter that I wrote that I have to do this for

1

starting to get easier for her. The day after she got her new

2

me.

2

car, she called me and was so excited, she said it made even the
long drive to Eagle High School fun.

3

It is with a heavy heart that I begin this. I prayed and

3

4

thought long and hard before deciding to speak, to bear my

4

5

heart. My husband and I are Judy's parents and Mason and

5

6

Ethan's grandparents. We have four remaining children; Debbie,

6

prison. I was just sitting in bed enjoying a cup of coffee and

7

46; Bob Jr., 45; Jeff, 40; and our youngest son, Mark, 38.

7

decided to turn on the Today show. I hadn't watched it since

8

Debbie and her family live in South Dakota, but the rest of the

8

Katie left the show. When I turned on the television, Judy's

9

kids and their families live in Boise or Eagle. We are very

9

house was on it and there was crime tape everywhere.

The morning the police found her body my husband was on his
way to the weekly Bible study he does with our son Bob at the

10

blessed with 15 grandchildren and two children who are Sara's

10

11

children, who's Mark's girlfriend, and who we consider all ours.

11

12

All of whom live in Boise except the two in South Dakota and a

12

house, which was only a few blocks away, and an announcer

granddaughter who is In her final year at West Point.

13

started saying that a female had been foun.d dead _in her bed. I .

14

called the house and It went immediately to messaging. Ethan's

13
14

I remember so well the night we brought Judy home from the

I called Cheryl, our daughter-in-law, and asked if she
could find out what was going on. She went down to Judy's

15

hospital. It was Halloween night and after we got Debbie,

15

voice said there was a family emergency a~d they had gone to

16

three, and, Bobby, two, down for the night, we were looking

16

Washington for a few days. I knew that couldn't be right

17

forward to just holding her and loving her and then came 65

17

because I had just talked to Judy the night before. She usually

18

trick-or-treaters.

18

went to bed about 9:00 and got up about 4:30 to get to school

19

early. She hated the traffic and she said she could get a lot
done before everyone else came in.

19

I

54

We are a very close family and always spend holidays and

20

birthdays together besides the usual get-togethers that family

20

21

gather for. Even Debbie and her husband Mike and their two

21

girls come every other year for Christmas. They were home last

22
23
24
25

22
23
24
25

year and normally wouldn't come this year, but Debbie decided we
needed to be together for this first year without Judy and --

I called Eagle High school where she was a special ed
teacher and they said she hadn't arrived yet late nor had she
called in. I began to get very scared.
After we found out Judy had been murdered and by Ethan, our

000041
and my mom who died In July. It has been a very hard year for
world turned upside down. For the next weeks
and months I went
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from feeling numb to like feeling I was drowning and no one

1

or Bob or Jeff and Mark and their families we're so proud of

2

could help me. The only things that we knew were in the paper

2

you. Tell those that you love every chance how much they are

3

and on lV. We had so many questions. We weren't able to see

3

loved and how proud you are of them. Life is so short. Judy,

4

her body. It was too mutilated, only her arm. And the fellow

4

we miss you every day.

5

at the funeral parlor had painted her fingernails because they

5

6

were discolored. Judy never wore fingernail polish so that was

6

7

hard. They finally agreed to give me a lock of her hair.

7

THE COURT: Thank you very much.

8

MR. BOURNE: Is the Court ready for the next one?
THE COURT: Yes.

1

8

Her casket was closed, of course, but we did not get any

And, thank you, this was really for me. I hope it will
give me some closure.

9

closure and that was hard. We knew it was Judy in the casket,

9

10

but it was so hard not to say good-bye. Many of us wrote short

10

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

11

notes to her and asked if they could remain in the casket and be

11

MR. WINDOM: Mason Lee Windom.

12

cremated with her body.

12

MR. BOURNE: Maron, have you prepared -- are there some

13

I always hoped she could find someone to love and marry.

13

things that you want to say to the Court?

14

She was such a loving, caring and responsible woman and we

14

THE COURT: You may proceed, Mason.

15

wanted to sit back and enjoy her career as a special ed teacher,

15

MR. WINDOM: The last night I saw my mom, I didn't give her

16

a job she truly loved, and watch her and the other kids get

16

a kiss. I usually did. She got us groceries. She smiled. She

17

older. If you're not old enough to have grown children, you

17

seemed happy. And I went in to give her a kiss and say I loved

18

probably don't understand, but it is very satisfying to watch

18

her. I said I loved her, but I did not give her a kiss. I

19

your children raise your grand kids and have a whole different

19

thought I will do it next time. I did not get a next time. She

20

relationship with them.

20

was taken early by the very person who brought her -- at your

21

angriest you don't stab your mom 30 freaking times and leave a

21

22
23
24
25

She was just good friend as we grew older and I miss her so

22
23
24
I love Mason and I worry about him all of the time even
though he always says, Grandma, I'm really okay. Mason lost the 25
much. I keep praying that I'll have a dream some night where

knife in her head. I could only hope that he is put in bars a

she will tell me that she is at peace and happy.

long time and that he is able to realize what he's done.
Judy Windom. And like my brother, I didn't prepare anything,
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1

most. He lost his mother. And even though you don't think

1

but I just want to say in the midst of this circus that's going

2

sometimes you need your mom at 19, you really do. But I know

2

on, he's exactly right, there's nothing good that's going to

3

she's looking down on you, Mason, and all of us and are sharing

3

come from this situation. The only good that's going to come

4

in your joys and tears. I really believe this.

4

from this situation is focusing on the one person that we need

5

to focus on and that's Judy and the spirit that she lived with.

I miss Ethan, too. We still visit him every few weeks, but

6

I see him withdrawing from us. And it's so hard for me. I

6

And the spirit she lived with, I experienced first hand her

7

don't want to lose him either. That's the only bad part about

7

unconditional love. See, I had two boys that went through drug

8

the plea bargain. We will really never know why. A trial

8

problems. And one is still now in prison and she loved my boys

9

wouldn't have been good either and actually I'm not sure I could

9

like no other person ever loved my boys. She cared for them.

10

have sat through it and heard everything and dealt with it on

10

11

the television and papers every day.

11

For us to forgive Ethan doesn't mean that it makes it all

I hope after the sentencing we can learn more. Whether

12

right. It will never make what happened right, but it make us

13

Judy was afraid of Ethan, if she got the journal, how he could

13

right and begins the healing process in us.

14

have hurt her so badly, how we could only see her arm. I want

14

15

to know these things.

15

Duggan and the prosecution and the defense and everything that

16

has to happen as a result of the legal proceedings that

I have forgiven Ethan and I still love him. The Ethan that

This is so necessary and I appreciate Ada County, Detective

17

killed his mom was not the one that I took several vacations

17

happened, Judge Copsey. That part is necessary and that's part

18

with or hugged and he told us he loved us. I hope today will

18

of the redemption process. But healing only begins when we

19

give us some kind of closure so we can go on with our lives, so

19

again look to forgive. Again, not making it right what

20

we can find peace ard joy again. We really want peace and joy

20

happened. It won't make it right, but we can begin to live

21

in our lives and an ability to enjoy our other grandchildren.

21

again. We begin to heal again.

22
23
24
25

I want to also tell some -- you something that I learned
from this past year. Judy knew she was loved, the kids ail know
they are loved. We tell them every time we talk to them. But

22
23
24
25

I

She loved them unconditionally.

12

16

l

MR. BOB HEINDEL: My name is Bob Heindel. My sister is

56

5

1

So as my brother so eloquently put It, I think we need to
focus on my sister and the loving and the caring and the
nuturlng that she carried with her.

we didn't tell Judy often how proud we were of her or of Debbie
Again, I truly believe in the midst of000042
tragedy, blessings
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1

do happen, blessings do come out. We hear wonderful things

2

about the teachers that she worked with and the students that

1
2

instrument. He stabbed her in the chest, 16 times into her

3

she impacted and we hope that we can leave footprints in

3

heart. He had to move her arm and stab into her right chest to

4

people's lives as we lead our life. And she's left some

4

get into her liver and other internal organs and then put her

5

wonderful footprints in this life. And that's the thing I'm

5

arm back where it was because that arm covered where the stab

6

going to remember the most. Yeah, it is a difficult time. It's

6

wounds were. He cut her on her neck and he put a knife in her

7

a terrible, horrible thing that happened. But I focus on

7

head.

8

everything that she left and the footprints that she left in

8

people's lives. And that is what helps me to forgive, not

9

forget, but forgive and start to heal through this process.

10

case that shows more malice or more deliberateness or a more

11

Again, thank you for this time, Your Honor. I appreciate that.

11

willful and intentional killing.

12

THE COURT: Thank you.

12

13

MR. BOURNE: By that I think that's all of the victim

13

16

I 17

impact statements, Judge. Thank you.
THE COURT: I understand that the defendant does not want
to give any testimony or -- or any evidence at this time.

I

18
I 19

THE COURT: All right. Then I'll listen to argument from

18

in hand with the deliberateness that we see of the crime. And,

19

of course, changing the answering machine message that the Court

20

just heard about again from his grandmother, Judy's mother,

21

THE COURT: Certainly. You have may proceed, counsel.

21

saying he had gone to the state of Washington.

22

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. Judge, I certainly agree with the

22

The Court also knows that he tried to leave the house, but

MR. BOURNE: Can I have just one second?

23

things that the family has said here. They've said it two or

23

was just seen by the neighbor, and, of course, he ran from the

24

three different ways, that the family has to focus on Judy, on

24

neighbor or hid from the neighbor.

25

her life. They have to focus themselves on the things they need

25

he negotiates with the police. He describes the story -- first,

things that are positive about Judy and the thing~ that they

2

he lies to the police and makes up this whole story about the

need to remember about her. I think that's healthy and I hope

3

killer and what the killer did and made him do and it is a

that in the long run the family can heal over this.

4

fairly elaborate sort of a hoax.

3
4

And as difficult as that is to say, even I can't imagine

5

6

what it will be like for them to actually do either, but they

6

him about the single cell that the defendant actually brings up

7

are certainly saying the right words. And it looks like they

7

first, the defendant negotiates, "All right. I'll tell you

5

I 8

!
i
,,t

10

And then when the officer offers him -- or just talks to

8

about this, but I've got to make sure that I'm going to have a

Unfortunately I don't think that that's what we can do

9

single cell. I will tell you the truth, but I want a single

here. Our focus can't be on Judy exclusively. Our focus has to

10

cell first." "All right. I will give you the single cell."
Then he tells the story.

are doing all they can to do that.

9
11

be on protection of the public and the protection of the public

11

12

is what my argument is about here today and what I'm going to

12

13

urge to the Court to do because I feel that the defendant stands

13

tell you where the knife is, but I've got to have my personal

14

for a great risk to the community because of what he's done and

14

stuff first. I have got $100 worth of Armani and John Paul

15

what his situation is.

15

somebody cologne, body wash and deodorant and I want that_

16

personal stuff in my cell. If you'll promise me that you'll

17

give me that stuff, I'll tell you where the knife is."

16

\ 17

'

62

1

2

I

And finally what I think is so telling is that in the end

60

'

l

and asking her to make sure she called Mike Silva to tell him

presence of mind and a rational thought process that goes hand

I

I

girlfriend, Ashley, and telling her to not come the next morning

15

not to come to Ethan's house the next morning and show a

to do to heal and to move on and to take into their lives the

l

14

17

1

l

Then the things that the defendant did afterwards which
includes changing the answering machine message, calling the

16

I

l

Court has dealt with, there can't be more -- there can't be a

MR. ODESSEY: No evidence, Your Honor.

each counsel. Mr. Bourne.

I 20

l

In all of the cases that I've dealt with and I know the

9

15

i

but also made a handle so it could be used as a bludgeoning

10

14

l

61

As I thought in the last few days about this and discussed
it with others in the office, it occurs to me that this is

Then the officer asks where is the knife. He says, "I'll

18

strange ground that we're dealing with here. And what I mean by

18

19

that is this: The defendant has pied guilty to second degree

19

rationality that is considerably different than what the defense

That talks about -- that describes a presence of mind and a

20

murder which is an intentional, willful, deliberate killing with

20

to this is, I guess, but that's the other part of this that is

21

malice aforethought. The facts could hardly show more

21

so odd. Because despite the rationality of the actions and the

22

deliberateness or malice.

22

actions after the crime, the defendant then, despite his plea,

23

I just showed to the Court a picture of the barbells which

23

puts on essentially a mental health information that said he had

24

shows that the weights were taken off of one end and put on the

24

a psychotic break. And I don't want to read too much into that,

(1!!f 3
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25 but my view of it is that the information about
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1

break must be that it's an excuse. It's not his fault. He had

1

Dr. Estess and Dr. Beaver, we are not told what it is intended

2

a psychotic break and so we should go easy on him.

2

to mean. We're left to assume that -- well, I'm not sure what

3

they mean for us to assume, but neither one of them say that the

4

defendant did not know what he was doing. They just say that he

release the defendant today, put him on probation, set him up

5

had a psychotic break.

6

with mental health counseling, order him to take his medication,

6

7

and we'll be fine. Dr. Beaver's not far behind that even though

7

the defendant should be punished for an intentional killing for

8

he's little more realistic because he says that he needs to go

8

what he did and there will be retribution for taking Judy's

9

to prison, but sometime in th·e distant future after he gets into

9

life. But perhaps the meaning of the mental health information

10

his 30s where violence drops off, he could be good for parole.

10

is to convince the Court that in the future medication may keep

11

him from doing it again. As I've indicated, Dr. Beaver says
that should be in the distant future, but Dr. Estess says now.

3

Now, I don't think I overstate that because Dr. Estess

4

makes it crystal clear that he thinks that the Court could

5

11

They both use the term psychotic break and yet this is sort

So I'm left then with the idea that -- and I assume that

12

of in the face of a guilty plea to an intentional killing, and,

12

13

as I view it, can't be both ways. Either this is an intentional

13

14

killing or it's not his fault and he's got a legal, factual

14

reports and that is schizophrenia is a lifetime condition. This

15

defense to it. But my view is he's waived that.

15

doesn't get better. Medications can treat the symptoms, but not

16

the causes. This medicine Haldol and other things aren't like

16

So this psychotic break is sort of in -- is -- well, it's

I want to point out what I do think I understand from the

17

certainly a .dilemma. It appears to me that it does not

17

chemotherapy that's going to make a tumor disappear or a cast on

18

rationally describe what we've got here.

18

the arm where the cast -- where the arm will heal and the cast

19

can be taken off. This is a lifetime thing. And that's what I

20

meant. I think it means a break with reality. It means that a

20

think is critical to the question of what is the degree of the

21

person's unable to control their thoughts and actions. I think

21

defendant's dangerousness to the community. And the fact that

22
23

it means that the person's seeing or hearing things that aren't
there and they're not able to act rationally. Yet despite the

22
23

to be dangerous for the rest of his life.

24

nature of the term, that certainly is not what the evidence

24

Now, I have great respect for Dr. Estess. As the Court

25

shows, because, as I said, the defendant has pied guilty to an

25

knows, the State called him as a State's expert. I have respect

19

Now I thought I understood what the term psychotic break

64
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intentional killing and he has described the murder in great

1

for Dr. Beaver. I have seen him testify a number of times. But

2

detail.

2

three things at least have to occur for this Court to have any

3

confidence that the public will be protected from the defendant.

Well, I have to say that if the -- if when the defendant

4

was interviewed by Detective Duggan, he had said I don't --

4

5

what am I doing here? I don't know why I'm here. I don't

5

the medication has to work. By that I mean that a mental health

6

remember anything about this. Or if he had said I had to kill

6

expert has to understand the defendant's condition, correctly

7

that woman. She was the devil and she attacked me. Or he had

7

diagnose the condition and give proper medication and the proper

8

said I don't know anything about killing my mother, but there

8

quantity.

9

was a huge spider in that room and I had to beat the spider.

9

Now, I point out, too, what the Court already knows and

10

that is Dr. Ashaye, however you say that correctly, who's an

11

run down the street to the neighbors screaming about spiders,

11

MD/psychiatrist, and a psychologist, Andrew Layman, both

12

then maybe I'd go a little farther toward the psychotic break.

12

diagnosed the defendant as being anxious and depressed.

13

But .he doesn't do any of those things. He describes the

13

14

boogieman story to begin with in great detail.

14

THE COURT: Actually Mr. Layman said -- toward the end says
that he suffered from psychopathy.

15

MR. BOURNE: Yes. Or that he thought there were some signs

16

describes the murder In great detail and he says nothing about

16

17

-- well, he doesn't give any information that would indicate

17

THE COURT: Which is not treatable.

18

that he wasn't in control of his thinking process. He describes

18

MR. BOURNE: But my point is that they diagnosed him in the

of that.

19

that he killed his mother and the most chilling part of that is

19

beginning -- at least Dr. Ashaye, I guess the whole time, and

20

he smiles when he does that. And It has nothing to do with

20

this Andrew Layman most of the time, diagnosed him as being

21

anything that would make me think as a layman -- I'm certainly

21

anxious and depressed with anxiety disorder and depression.

22
23

not a mental health expert -- but there's nothing about that as
chilling as It is that would make me think that he -- that he

22
23

had it wrong and I assume Dr. Estess has his diagnosis of

24

wasn't thinking rationally.

24

schizophrenia generally correct. But I'm just saying that

25

doesn't give me much confidence If the defendant is released on

25

So besides having the phrase used on us in the reports of

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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And then he had stayed there and waited for the police or he had

And then after he gets the single cell promise, he

I

First, the defendant has to be prescribed medication and

10

15

f

he is mentally ill, if that's the case, means that he is going

1
3

l
l
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1

parole at a time near in the future or at any time, that

1

toward his mother, spitting in her face, locking her in her

2

whichever mental health expert he walks to will get it right,

2

room, making her do things that -- of being selfish,

3

will get the medication right and in the right quantities and

3

essentially, that he puts his values over her.

4

can take care of this. Not because these doctors -- well, it's

4

Two, we know that he's capable of intimidating her, of

5

because this isn't a hard science and it's subjective and that

5

taking her bedroom away from her, taking essentially the whole

6

different doctors see different things and they can make

6

house away from her, taking her security to the point that she

7

different judgments on that. That's the first thing that has to

7

told the defendant's father that she feared he would kill her in

8

go right before the Court has confidence that the defendant will

8

her sleep. That when she described it to her friend at school,

9

not be dangerous.

9

the friend feared for her and said, "You've got to do something

10

Number two, the defendant has to self report, that is

10

to protect yourself." "No, I'll be all right," she says.

11

whatever the symptoms are, he's got to take the initiative to go

11

12

in to the doctor and say, doctor, this is what I'm feeling, this

12

know that he is able to logically carry out a plan. We know

13

is what is going on in my head, this is what I think needs to

13

that he can put together the notion that a dumbbell with all the

14

happen, what is wrong with me. If he didn't do that, nobody

14

weights on one end is a really good weapon and -- because it's

And, three, whether we call it a psychotic break or not, we

15

will know. It is not like he looks different. His eyes don't

15

real heavy when you take the weights off one end, it gives it a

16

turn red or something like that and he walks down the street

16

two-handed handle that he can use as a club. We know he is

17

somebody will look at him and say that man is schizophrenic. We

17

capable of making that choice.

18

have got to get him some Haldol. Nobody will know unless he

18

19

tells.

19

We know that he's capable of knowing that hitting Judy on
the head is the way to kill her, not hitting her on the foot,

20

not hitting the cat, not hitting the pillow, but hitting her on

no homicidal or suicidal ideations. Whether Dr. Ashaye got it

21

the head. We know that he is capable of making that choice.

22

wrong, whether he didn't ask the right question or whatever,

22

23

that is still what his notes say. I assume, then, that either

23

he didn't ask the right question or the defendant didn't say

24

he had better put a glove over her mouth. That's what he did.

those things or that the defendant wasn't thinking those things

25

I had forgotten that until I watched that again yesterday, that

20
21

24
, 25

Remember, Dr. Asaye's notes say that the defendant claims

We know, as the Court knows from having just recently seen
the video tape, that she is capable of making a noise and that

70
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1

at the time and they changed later, if that's what we assume.

1

he put one of those gloves over her face so she couldn't cry

2

But nonetheless this is based on self report.

2

out.

3
4

l

3
4

We know that he is capable of knowing and understanding and
intending to do what he calls the three-shot kill, which I had

5

experience, that when mentally ill people take medication and

5

never heard of before, but that is stabbing her in the neck, in

6

get feeling better, they oftentimes decide they don't need

6

the heart, and in the -- under the arm. But he couldn't do that

7

medication anymore. They don't like the side effects. They

7

that day because of the way she was laying. He couldn't reach

8 ··feel good. They don't want -- they think they're no longer, so

8

her to do the three-shot kill. So he had to change his plan and

9

9

hit her on the head first with a dumbbell and then in the heart,

10
11
12
, 13

to speak, crazy and quit taking that medication, which starts us
all over again.

10

then under her arm into the side.

Now, then, he has to self report if his condition changes

11

and a new doctor has to make those findings. And if any of

12

a plan to call off the friends, to change the answering machine

those things fail, the consequences will be or could be and will

13

message, to hide from the neighbor, to concoct the story and

And, of course, we know he had the presence of mind to make

14

likely be as catastrophic as they have that brings us here

14

negotiate. We also know interestingly enough that he has the

15

today.

15

presence of mind to walk six or seven miles from Normandy Street

16

all the way across town in the night to Overland and Cloverdale.

16

I

Third, the defendant has to take the pill every day. And
it's been my experience, and I'll bet it's been the Court's

I guess that's what brings me around to this. I'm not sure

17

that it makes a difference what label we put on him, whether we

17

THE COURT: He first hitchhiked.

18

label him schizophrenic, whether we label him anxious and

18

MR. BOURNE: He says that.

19

depressed, or label him as being within normal limits on the

19

THE COURT: Or tried to.

20

testing. I don't think that the labeling makes much difference.

20

MR. BOURNE: Yes. And he said --

21

What makes a difference is what the defendant is capable of. We

21

THE COURT: On !84.

22

know, all of us here in this room, know what the defendant is

22

MR. BOURNE: And he says he had the presence of mind while

3

capable of regardless of what doctor says what about his mental

23

he was walking to try to hitchhike and then get a ride from a

24

condition. We know that he's capable of an unspeakable crime.

24

security guard, which all suggests that he has the social skill

000045
We know that he's capable of being a bully, of being aggressive
25 to be able to convince somebody in the middle
of the night to
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1

let him get in the car and drive him places.

1

And what schizophrenia is is it's a thought disorder in this
particular assessment of the paranoid variety.

There are a bunch of other details that I haven't gone over

2

3

because I know the Court has, but the point is that whether we

3

4

call this a psychotic break or we label him schizophrenic or we

4

that Mr. Bourne speaks to the Court that at least three things

5

label him depressed or anxious, I'm not sure it matters because

5

must be satisfied before you can be safe in assuring the public

6

what really does matter, as I see it, is we know what he's

6

protection in releasing or considering a release time for Ethan

7

capable of. As long as he's capable of those things, I don't

7

Windom. There must be a correct diagnosis.

8

think we can -- we as a society are safe from him.

8

9

So I'm sorry for the defendant. I'm certainly sorry for
his family. They seem like decent, honest, God-fearing people

9

And I guess, again, Judge, I want to emphasize to the Court

I

And before I get into some length about Drs. Estess and
Beaver's assessments, I just want to draw the Court's attention

10

to the difference in credentials. Both of those person are --

11

who are trying to do the right thing and balance the interests

11

well, Dr. Estess is a medical doctor and diplomate in

12

that they have to balance between -- with the rift in their

12

psychiatry, a Ph.D. Dr. Beaver's a clinical neuropsychofogist

13

family. I have great respect for them for that. But my job and

13

who's also a diplomate. These people are highly credentialed.

14

-- is to recommend the protection of the public, which I think

14

I don't think they're strangers to your courtroom. And

15

is the Court's job. And I -- I can't see that there is a way

15

certainly in the case of Dr. Estess, a person who the Ada County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office and Mr. Bourne specifically have

16

that I can say, Judge, if we give him a ten-year sentence, he'll

16

17

be fine in ten years because he won't. Or if we give the

17

used for decades, this person, Dr. Estess, who's all about

18

defendant a 20-year sentence, he will be fine in 20 years

18

criminal responsibility, whatever the mental health status of an

19

because he won't. Or if we wait until he is in his 40s,

19

individual and that is why I urged him to write a fetter because

20

violence drops off, but the mental illness won't and he won't be

20

in effect, Judge, he was the treating doctor in Ethan's case of

21

okay in 20 years.

21

any real substance in terms of accomplishing anything. And he's

22
23

22
23

not -- you know, he is not generally a friend of the defense

think of a combination of years that will put him in a period of

24

time in his life that he won't be mentally ill, when he won't

24

Dr. Estess has been called in scores of cases, if not

25

have to self report, when he won't have to take the medication

25

And I don't -- as I tried to do the math in this, I can't

I

f

2

10

l

r
I
!

I

bar, Judge, to state the obvious. Quite the opposite in fact.
hundreds of cases on behalf of the State. And certainly some of

1

1--------------------------------------------------------il
n
M
Il
1

that will keep us safe from him, that the medication will be

1

the biggest cases even iri recent memory, State versus Payne,

2

under circumstances where it will for sure work in the right

2

first degree murder, death sentence, Dr. Estess. State versus

3

quantities. And I'm left with the situation, Judge, of asking

3

Hall, first case consult, access to Mr. Hail. Not called as a

4

the Court to fix life. I just don't think that there's anything

4

witness, as I understand it, but definitely involved on behalf

5

else that we can feel confident in and we can be protected from

5

of the state of Idaho and the Ada County Prosecutor's Office in

6

him. Thank you.

6

that matter.

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.

7

He testified in State versus McDermott, a first degree

MR. ODESSEY: Can I get about a five-minute break before I

8

capital case held in this building not too long ago, a few years

9

ago. So this is a person, Dr. Estess, who's not at the beck and

give my remarks because I'm going to take some time.
THE COURT: We'll take a five-minute recess.
(Recess)
THE COURT: Mr. Odessey.

10

call, but readily available to offer his measured expertise on

11

behalf of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney and Mr. Bourne, in '

12

particular in State versus Hall, and I believe Mr. Bourne also

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge. I'm going to take some of 13

was Involved In State versus Payne.

the Court's time this morning because I'm going to go into

14

15

detail -- and I mean no disrespect to Your Honor because I know

15

think is Insufficient In that the depth of the professional

16

you are very careful in reviewing the material, but these four

16

relationship that Dr. Estess has with the Ada County Prosecuting

17

or five inches of paper detail here, I think, a lot of the

17

Attorney is well past a quarter century vintage.

18

background to my request of the Court to impose a life sentence

18

So passing reference to that connection by Mr. Bourne I

Mr. Bourne says there are three things that must be

19

in this case, Judge, because schizophrenia will not go away, but

20

to impose also the mandatory minimum of ten years. And I

19
20

great detail, as does Dr. Beaver from a little different place,

21

realize that this case is in a bit of an unusual posture in

21

if you will, comes forward and tells you that correct diagnosis.

22

terms of cases of this nature that come before the Court because

23

of the fact there was a psychotic break.

22
23

correct diagnosis sooner. If there was, by most people's

24

account Judy Windom would be with us today. That's the tragedy

24

Now, I'm not here to parse definitions with counsel who

satisfied. The correct diagnosis. Dr. Estess sets forth in

And that is the tragedy of this case, Judge. There was not a

25 of this case.
really didn't offer one other than it is a break with reality.
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1

that in my remarks about Mr. Windom, Ethan Windom -- along with
Judy, his mother, along with Kathy Windom, his stepmother, along

3

with Craig Windom, all -- and as you heard, from brother Mason,

4

available target. He then was arrested. So he tells us, Ethan

5

all in concert, if you will, tried to facilitate that first

5

Windom does, at the outset that whatever Mr. Bourne was

6

criteria Mr. Bourne set out, the correct diagnosis, and that

6

characterized as negotiating, that I did this. Now, he doesn't

7

Ethan was the one who came forward in the school setting, which

7

know why. He doesn't know why. And the why, which is really, I

He goes on to say that his mother was the most readily

8

I will detail, as well as through counselors about these

8

think, the important part in this Court's evaluation of what

9

disturbing, troubling thoughts. And when you read this

9

society's protection requires in this case, but the why is that

10

paperwork and put that alongside with what Dr. Estess and Dr.

11

Beaver contributed, it does mesh. It does make the story whole.
And the story is that Ethan Windom suffers from a real true

10

he was mentally ill in an active psychotic state. That's the

11

point.

12

This was not a plan that on -- on this -- I forgot what day

13

mental health condition, that Ethan Windom suffers that

13

of the week it was. I knew it at one time. But on this

14

condition that could fairly be documented from the last three

14

Thursday I'm going to commit this crime. That was not the case,

15

years, 8th, 9th, 10th and now 11th grade on. And it has
steadily progressed. It progressed to the point that back on
January 25 of this year an unspeakable tragedy was committed at

15
16
17

Judge. What the case was was that evening, that night, yes,

16

the hands of Ethan Windom.

18

Wellbutrin and doing some of the other things he shouldn't have,

19

in taking more Klonopin than he should have. Agreed. But when

18
!

the school people, professionals, and not effectively diagnosed
or treated, not meaningfully addressed.

3

! 17
1

1

2

4

12

I

The self reporting that he talks about, I'm going to detail

2

19

He's never said different, Judge. He has been self

Ethan Windom had been prescribed medications, and, yes, Ethan
had compromised himself perhaps unwittingly in grinding up the

! 20

reporting. He has been so self reporting, Judge, that page two

20

you read Dr. Estess who prescribed these kinds of medications

I21

of your presentence report -- and my compliments, by the way,

21

and is aware of the effect of those medications as well as Dr.

'22

Judge, to the author. Your suggestion of that person and

22
23
24
25

23
24

counsel's stipulation to that person being the author of this

25

And I'm not sure If it's four or five inches tall, but it is

report I think generated a very thorough, comprehensive report.

Beaver who is well aware of the effects of the medications, they
are really aware of what went on here in terms of the driving
force. The driving force was this building mental illness to a
psychotic state.
78

76

1

voluminous and accurate and I am happy to have this material to

1

2

work from and I think the Court has a great aid in having that

2

are sentenc\ng Ethan Windom on in terms of protecting the

3

quality of work before Your Honor to review.

3

community in the future, which clearly is your concern as it

4

ought to be.

4
5

after the face sheet, the last full paragraph on page two,

5

6

Judge, the presentence investigator speaks to Detective Duggan

6

presentation this morning was -- and if you were touched as

7

who is going to be questioning alone and confronting the

7

Ethan was -- I hope you noticed, Ethan was -- his eyes welled up

Lori Heindel wrote a really touching letter, Judge, and her

8

defendant getting· the truth from him after securing the promises

8

with tears as well because it is a sad, sad thing that this

9

that we've heard so much about, about having the solitary jail

9

tragedy that Ethan has caused has rippled out in some many

10

cell, just parenthetically doesn't that show how insecure and

10

11

unsophisticated that Mr. Windom is and what kind of thought

11

12

disorder was apparent at the time of arrest, that time of 25

12

people in a lot of ways as are most of the people that

13

January.

13

contributed to this presentence material through their letters,

So after he talks about having a solitary jail cell, the

14

Judge. These are bright people, articulate people. These are

15

defendant admitted that he killed his mother. If that's not a

15

people who have insight. These are people who really are trying

16

self report, I don't know what is. If It isn't acknowledging

16

to grapple in many ways In the most extraordinary, difficult

17

responsibility, I don't know what it Is. He said the need to

17

circumstances. The loss of a loved one, whether it's a

18

kill someone had been building In him for some time and his

18

daughter, sister, mother, dear friend, dedicated career person,
a person who had a lot of heart and lot of the love.

14

f

But on page two up front and early, Judge, that's just

That's what this case is about, Judge. And that's what you

directions and none of it good. None of it good.
The Heindels in my experience, Judge, are extraordinary

19

mother was the most readily available target. That's what he

19

20

tells the case officer detective who's Interviewing the accused

20

21

the morning of the discovery of the body.

21

appropriate sentence Is this case bear in mind what two of

22

Judy's brothers told you earlier today, Jeff and Bob. That what

23
24
25

Judy was about was helping people, that she was a loving,

22
23
24
25

What we do find out from Ors. Estess and Beaver in their
evaluations Is that the intrusiveness of these homicidal
thoughts, the persistence of those homicidal thoughts were

I ask, Your Honor, today when you think about what the

caring, nuturing person. That was her character. That's what

000047
building to a crescendo in the fall of '06. That was noted by
Judy was about. I mean no disrespect to Mason
or Judy's memory,
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1

but that's what she would want today, Your Honor. She would

81

1

middle of a psychotic break, that he was not correctly

2

want a loving, caring, nuturing outcome. As awful as this case

2

diagnosed, that he was not correctly treated. Is Mr. Bourne's

3

is, I still believe that because that was her character. That

3

position to warehouse every mentally ill person because those

4

was the person she was.

4

conditions are treatable and manageable, but incurable?

5

5

And it is true that I'm sure Ethan was boorish, if not

Your presentence investigator in summary form, Judge,

6

verbally abusive, if not extremely difficult to live with in the

6

7

fall of '06 when his mental health was deteriorating to the

7

ongoing need for psychiatric care and the risk for violence will

8

extent that it was. I don't dispute that, Judge. But she stuck

8

drop as he moves into his 30s. That's based on real data,

9

in there with him and we'll document what efforts were made

9

speaks to what Dr. Beaver found on page 13. She talks about the

Judge. That's not out of the sky or some speculation. That's

10

especially in that time frame. But still driving her was that

10

an informed opinion. That's a person who studies these things.

11

loving, caring, nuturing character that never stopped even when

11

That's a person who has spent his life and career involved with

12

it got tough.

12

these things.

13

On page eight in the presentence report, Mr. Windom, Ethan,

13

And certainly it's conditioned upon certain things. It is

14

was asked by your presentence investigator how he feels about

14

conditioned that he continue to comply with his medication

15

having committed the crime. And recognize, Your Honor -- it is

15

regiment and he's appropriately monitored by mental health care

16

the second full paragraph way down the page above the prior

16

providers. That is why in this case we made sure that your

17

records section -- bear in mind, Judge, that interview occurred

17

presentence investigator had all those releases necessary to get

18

at a time i:lfter Ethan was correctly diagnosed and correctly

18

all of those records, not only from the county jail, but

19

medicated.

20

And more importantly, and I as a person who saw him days

19

elsewhere in terms of the efforts that Ethan and his family made

20

to get a diagnosis, to get the treatment. ·

21

after his arrest and Dr. Estess who saw him days after his

21

22
23
24

arrest and for the continuing ten or eleven months that have

22

and that's his -- I don't quite know how to say it -- he

passed since have seen a steady progress, have seen a steady

prescribed medication and that medication was taken dutifully by

25

regimen, especially the kinds of medications taken. And the

23
24
25

improvement and a constant ongoing refinement of the treatment

And, remember, Judge, that even though Dr. Ashaye missed it

ongoing consistent compliance by Ethan to that regimen and the

Dr. Beaver further goes to this, which I think is
82

1

particularly important, Judge, in your consideration in terms of

2

continuing self reporting by Ethan as to any symptoms he may be

2

the protection of society, Dr. Beaver saw no signs of any

3

experiencing and the ongoing diminishment of any homicidal

3

significant underlying personality disorders which would

4

ideations and ongoing diminishment of intrusive thoug.hts, the

4

interfere with appropriate adjustment including mental health

5

lessening of his depression. All of those things are documented

5

care should the defendant one day transition back into the

6

in the records from the jail as well as Dr. Estess's written

6

community at some point in the distant future.

report.

7

What that tells you and what those evaluations by Ors.

7
8

And certainly I can vouch, having seen -- Mr. Lojek or I

8

Beaver and Estess tell you, Judge, is there's no Access II here.

9

visiting with Mr. Windom on a weekly basis without fail, we have

9

Those of us who are in this business very much at this level

10

witnessed that steady improvement. We have witnessed the change 10

11

in his bearing and thought processes.

12

And when your investigator asks Mr. Windom -- and this was

I
l

certainly, you will see the antisocial personality disorder

11

assessment, you will see the oppositional defiant

12

characterization or you'll see some kind of characterological

13

done in -- I think we are down to the 30th or 31st of October,

13

disorder oftentimes with people who commit very serious

14

six weeks or so ago, he's substantially improved. And he says,

14

offenses. It's not uncommon. In some ways it's expected.

15

"At times I feel hopeless because it was I that have hurt my

15

In those cases that I have contact with certain individuals

16

mother and the rest of the family. I wish that things had not

16

who I think manifest that, and I'm not a trained psychiatrist or

17

occurred as they did. I love my mother and will always miss

17

psychologist, but I have been in this business long enough to

18

her." Isn't that the most ironic thing that you read, Judge?

18

get a feel for it, I'm not too surprised too often when an

19

The person who caused her death misses her. Because the person

19

antisocial personality disorder characterization is put out

20

before you now is not the same person who took her life on

20

there. It fits and when that fits, the Court has to take that

21

January 25 of '07. It's a different person, Judge.

21

Into mind.

22

Mr. Bourne will have you believe that anybody will know

22

23

what he's capable of. This is horrific event. No question. So

23

documented, verifiable true mental health condition, behavioral

24

this person on January 25, '07 was capable of a horrific event.

24

condition, characterological disorder, and sometimes see

25

r

Mr. Windom.

80

1

[

Then you oftentimes see in conjunction with a mental --

000048
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2

mess for you to sort out, as you know. Those complicating

1

in a secured medical or other mental health facilities in the

factors in other cases are not present here.

2

state mental prison system. He knows what it is. As I have

And I remind the Court of the obvious, and that is to say

3

said, he's a person who has testified a number of times on

4

Ethan Windom is -- well, technically he doesn't have a record up

4

behalf of the state of Idaho prosecutor cases. He is all about

5

to this point. A misdemeanor battery record from juvenile court

5

criminal responsibility all of the time.

3

6

was dismissed that I'll address in more detail, but he is a

6

7

complete neophyte in the system, Judge. He is not a

7

After reviewing all of the things that he tells you he has

8

manipulator. He is not smart enough to manipulate Drs. Estess

8

reviewed, from the police reports to face to face time with

9

or Beaver. And they have the test -- Dr. Beaver had the test

9

10

results evaluated evaluating that at some great length as well

10

supplied by Andrew Layman and others, Dr. Tim Ashaye, he spoke

He tells you in his letter a bit of the dilemma he has.

Ethan, social workers, family, clinical records that were

11

as Dr. Estess' ongoing assessment and refinement in review of

11

with, Dr. Beaver, and he tells you straight out, Judge, that

12

charts with Ethan, social workers, nurses, and all of that. So

12

when we first saw Ethan on the 29th of January of this year, it

· 13

this is not a person who is, as Mr. Bourne would somehow refer,

13

was obvious from the first encounter he was acutely psychotic,

: 14

capable of pulling wool over anybody's eyes in this regard.

14

he was suffering from revolving psychotic illusional illness for

1

I
j

1

15
16
17

15
second full paragraph from the bottom, when asked about the idea 16
that the defendant would not be trustworthy in the future to
17

18

comply with the medicinal and counseling regimen, Dr. Estess

18

unfortunately after this tragedy occurs, it is to be explained,

19

says there is little to support that theory when one looks at it

not excused, to be explained because Ethan has taken

Later in that same page, 13, in the presentence report, the

some time prior to his arrest.
This is a culminating event, Judge. That doesn't have a
rational, logical building up to, this horrible tragedy. But

i 20

hard that the defendant was trying to get help and alert other

19
20

/ 21

of his problems even before becoming properly diagnosed and

21

arrest, telling Dr. Estess what happened, telling me what

1
1

responsibility first with Detective Duggan at the time of

22
23
24

medicated. This goes to the self report and this goes to the

22

happened when I first met him. This is not a person ducking

compliance issue that Mr. Bourne raises. Ethan Windom did what

I'm not here to tell you to excuse him. I'm asking Your Honor

25

you would reasonably expect. He did what he could. Kathy

23
24
25

he could, Judge, and, frankly, I think in some ways more than

responsibility or accountability, Judge. This is not that case.

to fashion your sentence such that it does truly maximize the
86

84

1

Windom did what she could. Judy Windom did what she could.

1

potential to protect society.

2

Craig Windom did what he could do. They should not be faulted

2

3

or feel guilty here. The diagnosis was missed, but not by them

3

well familiar with. They are very substantial and ongoing. And

4

and not for lack of effort on their part or Ethan's part.

4

I think that now we're in a refining process, that we're in a

5

position "."here it works, where Ethan's in pretty good shape
mentally.

5

She tells you -- the presentence investigator tells you,

6

Your Honor, when she was in contact with him, smiling, polite

6

7

and answered all questions asked of him. Page 14. She goes on

7

The medications listed there, Judge, I think that you are

He tells you, Dr. Estess, in the third page of his letter

8

in page 15 and details Dr. Beaver's ·evaluation in speaking with

8

that had Ethan received appropriate care from a psychiatric

9

Dr. Estess. "It appears to this investigator that it is

9

perspective, it is my opinion he wouldn't be in the contrary set

unlikely either of them would disagree that had the defendant's

10

of legal circumstances that he is and he would have a biological

11

mental illness been properly diagnosed and treated, he would not

11

mother still alive to care for him and be supportive to him.

12

have murdered his mother." And she states her recommendations

12

10

He tells -- he speaks above about the efforts, talks about

13 .for the.Court. That is the truth.

13

self reporting, as Mr. Bourne did, it seems to me -- and I'm

14

14

quoting, Judge, from the second actual paragraph from the bottom

15 .doing presentence reports. She has done many, many serious

15

of that third page of Dr. Estess' report, "It seems to me to be

16
17

incredible that this young man's cries for help with thoughts

chaff. She is not going to get bamboozled. Dr. Estess is not

16
17

and ideas that were absolutely beyond his control were not

18

going to get bamboozled and Dr. Beaver is not going to get

18

recognized as the early signs and symptoms of a quite serious

19

bamboozled. You're not going to get bamboozled. That's their

19
20

psychotic illness." Ethan was not keeping it a secret, Judge.

The reason that I had Dr. Estess forward his CV, Judge, is

21

process in the Ada County courthouse, tells you in the fourth

because this is a person who has institutional experience. This

22
23
24
25

i 20
21

22
23
24
J 25

And this is an author, Judge, who has decades of experience

cases. She is very well equipped to sort the wheat from the

assessment because that's the truth.

is a person who was the Board of Corrections psychiatrist, as
you see on the bottom of the first page of his CV, for 23 years,

Of course, Dr. Estess, who's no stranger to the sentencing

page of his letter, "This is the first serious episode of
disorganization, responsive, intrusive, delusional and psychotic
material. I would point out that this young man made very

000049
1973 through '96. He saw the worst of the worst that Idaho has
significant efforts to get him some treatment.
He described to
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1

those around him including treatment professionals his concern

89

1

earlier on, 9th grade in particular and 10th grade to the first

2

that he was going to be a harm to others. A person,

2

semester certainly. He was a solid A, B student. Then you see

3

particularly a young person, could do little more than Ethan did

3

the progression, the tandem progression of his disorder, thought

4

to try to get himself some help prior to the time he engaged in

4

disorder. And what happens? His grades start to drop. Not

5

behavior that would result in such a tremendous set of

5

surprising. It's consistent. It is real. It's a mental

6

problematic circumstances for him along with the loss of someone

6

illness, Judge, that was simply missed. Tragically so.

7

that was important to him. It is my perspective Ethan

7

8

committing the murder of his mother was entirely the product of

8

he tells you that, yes, he is going to require ongoing mental

9

health care, but he is complaint with this and appears to have

9
10
11

his inappropriate, organized and psychotic process that was

''

,•

In the conclusion part of Dr. Beaver's report, Your Honor,

10

insight as to the necessity of his care and treatment. Ethan

He detailed further in that paragraph the relative

11

knows he is better. He has been the one that's been solicitous.

evolving above and beyond his control."

12

insignificance of the driving up of the Wellbutrin and of the

12

He has been the one who is self reporting. He goes on to tell

13

other things that he did, that this is a genetically-based

13

you that as people move into their 30s, their risk for future

14

illness from his family tree. And he tells you, Judge, that he

14

aggression drops precipitously.

15

has been perfectly compliant with any recommendations with

15

When you go back in these materials, Judge, I started a

16

respect to treatment that Dr. Estess has made for him in the Ada

16

timeline, but perhaps in the interest of time I'm going to try

17

County Jail. In fact, he has been solicitous of treatment for

17

to cut it short because I know you have a full calendar this

18

his thoughts, his confusion, depression and his sleep. All of

18

afternoon. I just think that it's so important, Judge, and

19

these things have improved as a function of the medicine he has

19

that's why I gave you the additional e-mail this morning, that

20

received.

20

in the fall of '06 things were coming to a head, things were

21

building. And some of this -- a lot of it is documented.

21
22

He goes on, as counsel noted, that Ethan in his judgment is
eligible for inpatient/outpatient treatment. Dr. Estess knows

22

23

well, Judge, that there's a ten-year minimum in this case. I've

23

psychology teacher, Miss Farley, is concerned. She speaks to

24

said that to him and he knew it before I said it. This is not

24

Ethan and -- he's well liked. She checks that off. He is

25

his first case of a serious criminal charge in Ada County. He

25

smart. He is a good student. But this preoccupation with

l

We have the September 28th event where the abnormal

1-----------------------------+----------------------------ti
M

1

knows exactly what's at stake.

00

1

things violent concerns her and that sets off a series of

2

He opines, Dr. Estess, that I think he would be compliant

2

people, Mr. Cada, and others who are involved in trying to

3

with treatment recommendations whether incarcerated or whether

3

figure out what is going on here and they have a threat

4

he was an outpatient in a more liberal set of circumstances. He

4

assessment and they discuss it and in the end not much is done.

5

does not, in my opinion, have any evidence of an underlying

5

They talk to Jason Hennick (phonetic). He's the behavioral --

6

personality disorder. There is no evidence that he has any sort

6

at St. Al's which used to be St. Mike's counselor -- excuse me,

7

of sociopathic or antisocial personality characteristics. My

7

school counselor-- he's the psychologist. Mr. Layman's is St.

8

experience -- which is enormous. My experience in this area

8

Al's. But all of these people, Layman, Hennick, teacher Farley,

9

would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for probation

9

vice-principal Stanley, SRO Brian Jones, who's the one who

10

or parole at any point in time in this particular legal process.

10
11

thoughts of homicidal things, people in positions of authority

have never heard of anything like that Dr. Estess. Quite the

12

are alerted. People in positions of authority are informed by

13

opposite.

13

Ethan and they do what they do which clearly isn't enough.

14

I have never seen anything like that from Dr. Estess. I

Dr. Beaver's report, Judge, details at greater length the

14

What happens, Judge, is that, you know, you have things

15

kinds of contacts, the background he gave you. Of course, Dr.

15

like Cary Cada set out that he talks about sending it to Judy,

16

Estess was not hired by my office, Judge, as you gather. Dr.

16

that he has fears of losing It, doing serious damage to others.

17

Estess Is the In-house psychiatrist at the Ada County Jail.

17

He also said Ethan, that he was .seeing a psychologist or

18

That's the way he came into contact with Ethan.

18

psychiatrist to balance his emotions, but he's quote, unquote,

19

THE COURT: I am well aware of Dr. Estess.

19

not balanced yet. Talk about self reporting. Apparently his

20

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you. Dr. Beaver reviewed again, as Dr. 20

feelings are really scaring him. His teacher, Miss Farley, is

21

Estess did, Andrew Layman, Dr. Ashal's written materials and

21

very concerned, as well thinks the world of Ethan, and Is scared

22

others. He tested exhaustively. And when you see that -- 5 or

23

22
23

for him.

6, whatever it Is, the transcript, Judge, that was admitted

24

earlier, you see the deterioration of the grade point average in

24

student. Ethan was a person who applied himself academically

25

i''

[

talked to vice-principal about the threats of homicidal --

12

11

i

Ethan was a liked child, Your Honor. Ethan was a liked

000050

school academic performance where Ethan tested out at average
25 and was getting himself in a compromised deteriorating
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91

1

circumstance which he didn't understand and unfortunately the

2

B.S. level, bachelor of science level, counselors and helpers

93

1
2

teachers to watch behavior. So the school was on notice and
there were certainly some attempts to address the problem.

3

that he was exposed to, they didn't see it. They just didn't

3

4
5

see it.

the 28th that's documented in the materials of page 389 of the

I'm looking at a part of the police discovery ~s appended

4
5

6

to the presentence report and the number printed on the bottom

6

just wasn't done right.

7

of that page as 257, it is third -- fourth packet of material,

7

8

Your Honor. And I'm looking at a report referencing the 12/18

8

Ethan really was compliant. Ethan really was sincere and

9

event, the 12/18 event when the misdemeanor assault occurred at

9

earnest in seeking help. He had help by his family. In fact,

And, again, Judge, this goes back to the September event of

prosecutor's pagination number. And it just wasn't enough. It

And that's really the saddest part of this, Judge, is that

10

the school. We are talking about now five weeks before the

10

his stepmother and father will tell you, Judge, that they'd

11

taking of the life of Judy Windom. The September event occurred

11

welcome him in their home if and when that's possible.

12

and after there was the October 12 continuing task force

12

13

assessment of Ethan's progress and status. And on December 18

13

Would you let him live with you? You have it in writing that

The classic question is asked, okay, this is what we have.

14

the school resource officer talks to the person -- excuse me,

14

yes, we would. Clearly it has to be under certain conditions.

15

school resource officer Jones talks to the person Ward who is

15

He has to continue what he's doing. He has to continue being

16

the victim of the assault and also speaks to vice-principal Tim

16

compliant. He has to continue to self report. He has to

17

Stanley. They talk about what happened and then he arrests

17

continue to follow the diagnostic setting in terms of what is

18

Ethan for battery on school grounds and calls for an officer to

18

required. If there are refinements, improvement in the
medication, fine.

19

transport him to detention. This is SRO Jones authoring this,

19

20

Your Honor. "In the office while I was writing this report,

20

21

Windom was talking about his thoughts about being homicidal and

21

months away from his 18th birthday, just over two months away.

22

that his meds were not working properly."

22

This is a young man who's got not one jail topic report. Not

Again, Judge, this is a person who is in trouble going to

23

one. A person who's been completely forthright and compliant

be taken into custody and is still continuing to self report, is

24
25

gotten along with all of the guards. Because of the nature of

23

24
25

still continuing to say I'm complying, but it is not working.

You have before you, Judge, still a juvenile. He is two

with the medical treatment staff at the jail. A person who's

94

92

1
2

We have further in the presentence report, Judge, the

1

his charge and age, Judge, he does not have much contact with

2

other inmates. I will tell you that he has no problems with

3

report and further verification of the incident on the 18th of

3

other inmates. In fairness he doesn't have much opportunity to

4

December. Again, people in position to know, Mr. Cada and

4

do that either. But he is a person who's most importantly

5

others, talk about what is going to happen. Ethan gets a couple

5

correctly diagnosed. He's a person who's completely forthright

6

of days suspension out of it and referred to police and referred

6

in his self report and that's why there's been steady

7

to the school psychologist. Ethan when he is getting

7

improvement and refinement of his regiment of medications over

8

transported tells the SRO that the problem remains.

8

the course of his stay in the Ada County Jail. He is a person

9

who wants to do the right thing. He's a person who tells us of

9

l

I'm still having these intrusive homicidal thoughts.

··

When you look at the materials that detail the ongoing team

10

approach, if you will, Your Honor, of trying to assess Ethan's

10

remorse. He is a person that tells us he wrongly took the life

11

circumstances and what could be best done to help him, clearly

11

of another and doesn't know why. Drs. Beaver and Estess tell

12

efforts were made. There's no question about that, that

12

you that, not as an excuse, as an explanation.

13

Mr. Cada, the school counselor, and these mult-discipllnary team

13

14

notes of October 12th, '06, which is in the presentence report

14

to have a consequence. The law says Your Honor has to protect

15

as prosecutor's page 386. On the bottom of the page he talks

15

the community and I think this community can be best protected

16

about Ethan having vision -- this is from Mr. Cada who testified

16

because schizophrenia doesn't go away with a life sentence to

17

earlier today -- Ethan having visions of a violent crime and

17

make sure that for the rest of Ethan Windom's natural life tie

18

hurting others. This is October 12, Judge. Afraid he will lose

18

will be supervised and monitored. But that's all that he needs,

19

control. E-mailed mother Judy-· that's the e-mail that I

19

Judge. But protection of society is not your only

20

provided you, Judge, earlier •• who's a special ed teacher

20

consideration, Your Honor.

So what we do have, Judge, is a person who the law says has

21

herself and has some traumatic brain injury herself. Michelle

21

Rehabilitation In many ways has already commenced, already

22

Farley, who is the abnormal psych teacher who expressed concern.

22

commenced by the correct diagnosis and course of treatment and
complete whole hearted participation by Ethan in that treatment.

23

Spoke with him and he's seeing a psychologist and on meds.

23

24

Ethan living with stepmom. Will let her know to get him Into a

24

Deterrence. Judge, this is a psychotic break. There is no

counselor today. Not in school today. Cary will e-mail all
25 specific real deterrence in a person in that000051
circumstance. As a
23 of 33 sheets
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1

general deterrence I'm not sure it has much efficacy.

1

future, as much as they did when -- before this event. I know

2

that they love me, but I know that there is still some anger

2

The bottom line is Judy Windom is not here and she should

3

be and that's due to Ethan Windom's conduct and that warrants

3

toward me. So I hope that this will be -- I will be able to

4

punishment. Idaho Code tells Your Honor that punishment in this

4

get back in time, you know, to see my family because I want to
be able to help them with everything that I have done.

5

case must be not less than ten years. It will put Ethan at his

5

6

late 20s, assuming that he continues this flawless conduct in

6

I want --

7

custody that he has to date. What does he have to predict his

7

THE COURT: Mr. Windom, you have to face me. I never allow

8

future behaviors? His past behaviors. The very stressful

8

9

circumstance where he was actively psychotic, where he was in a

9

you to face the victim.
THE DEFENDANT: All right. At this time I will apologize

10

bad way, it's much easier now in the sense that his intrusive

10

to each and every one of my family members and friends of my

11

homicidal ideations are not part of his daily life, that he is

11

mother, Judy. I'm sorry, Mother, that I have -- that I have

12

able to sleep, that he's not depressed. His life's

12

done wrong to you. And I just hope that you forgive me for

13

circumstances has much improved that way. And if there was

13

everything that I have done. I tried to be a good son to you,

14

going to be a problem in jail, I would have guessed we would

14

but maybe at times I just didn't know that I was out of control.

15

have seen that early on. But we've seen none.

15

I now look upon that and know I have done bad. But I hope that

16

you forgive me for all of this.

16

So I think it is fair to say, Judge, that this now 17 year

17

old who has spent one-seventeenth of his life in custody, the

17

18

only time he has really ever been in custody, Your Honor, has

18

19

demonstrated by his performance that he is not a management

19

are the parents of my mother. I'm really sorry, Grandma and

20

problem to the people who are in his control, the people who

20

Grandpa. I feel like I have failed you and I know it really

21

monitor him. So we know by that, that his future behavior is

21

hurts you guys. I know you all were always very close to Judy.

probably going to be good as long as the proper course of

22
23
24
25

I know about all of the times you talked to her over the phone

22
23
24
25

medication is continuing to be administered, that he continues
to share and be open with the treatment providers.
That being the case, Judge, he is ready to be released In

Now I apologize to my grandparents, my grandpas al")d
grandmas on both sides because my Grandpa and Grandma Heindel

every day. I know that I wasn't as close to you guys as I
should have been, but now that we've talked a lot, we've gained
a lot of interest in each other. I hope to continue to talk to

96

98

1

the sense that he would not be a threat, but punishment requires

1

you and see you every week or every other week as planned. I'm

2

incarceration. The statute requires incarceration. And as --

2

grateful that you still care for me and I know that in time

3

and maybe that will help Ethan have that extra nine years or so

3

we'll be healed.

4

to reflect on why it is he is where he is because he's the one

4

Mason, I'm sorry. I know I failed you. I know that I did

5

that caused it to be so. Maybe he -- not maybe, he was not in

5

a really bad thing. I'm so sorry, Mason. I'm sorry, Mason. I

6

his right mind, Judge. But that doesn't help Judy Windom at

6

know that I have done this very bad thing. I hope that you'll

7

this point in time.

7

forgive me in the future. I know how much hatred you have

8

because I know how much hatred I still have for me. I wish I

9

was normal, but things couldn't be possible like that. So I've

8
9
10
11

I'd just ask you to keep in mind what brothers Bob and Jeff
said to Your Honor earlier about her character being loving,
caring and nuturing. I'd ask you to do the same. Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Windom, do you wish to make a

10
11
12

lot of -- I just hope you love me back someday because you're

13

very close and I know that we had a lot of fun times.

14

THE COURT: All right.

14

15

THE DEFENDANT: My name Is Ethan Windom and I am mentally

15

Uncle Bob, Uncle Jeff and Uncle Mark, I thank all of you
for your statements. I know that you have lost a sister and I

16

Ill. Through doctors and through observations and tests I'm

16

know that's very hard for you all. I know that you always were

17

told that I'm a paranoid schizophrenic. As told from my

17

very close especially at family gatherings. We were always very

18

treatment doctor, none of this would have happened If I was on

18

nice to each other. It was good to see each other. But I hate

19

the right pills. This causes me a great grief that obviously

19

to see you guys in this setting. It makes me very sad because

20

will never be fixed. Even though I was In a psychotic state, I

20

we're not all smlllng and having a good time.

21

still have to take responsibility for what I did. I did kill

21

22

Judith Windom. I did klll a friend, a mother, a sister, a

23
24
25

daughter, an aunt, and a mentor. I am very sorry about this.

22
23
24
25

It causes me deep grief to know my family has to live with
this. I continue to hope they will love me sometime In the near

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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I hope you know how much love I have for you and I have a

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I do, Your Honor.

statement or present any information regarding sentence?

i

tried to apologize to you as best I can.

13

12

f

1.

I apologize really very much. I just -- I just hope that
some day that we can move on to -- so things will become better
for us. I apologize to my Aunt Debbie who's not here. She was
very -· the best of an aunt. She Is a very great aunt. I love

000052

her very much and I know that she really has some anger toward
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101

99

1

2
3
4
5
6

what happened. I know that she has not hatred toward me, but I

1

know she has hatred toward what happened. I know she wants me

2
3
4
5
6

In an exercise of my discretion in sentencing I have considered

to be able to come back into the world properly again sometime.
I know she does not want me to come in in ten years or I know
she also doesn't want me to come out without a life fixed.
But I know that Judge Copsey will make the right decision

THE COURT: I'll note that counsel is present, Mr. Windom
is present. First, Mr. Windom, on your plea of guilty to second
degree of murder, I do find that you are guilty of this crime.

a number of things. This is going to be a lengthy sentence,
probably about 45 minutes, and I hope everyone will bear with

7

and I know that hopefully it will be what Debbie would like,

7

me, but I think it is important to make a very clear record of

8

too. I hope that I can facilitate my problems and I hope that

8

what I'm doing and why I'm doing it. I want to make sure that

9
10
11

they'll be pleasant toward you and Debbie.
Glenna, I'm glad that I have seen you today. I never met
you before. I've talked to you over the phone a little bit, but

9
10
11

any review court understands exactly what I'm doing -- what I'm

considered the mental health issues. I have considered

going to do.
I have considered the nature of the offense. I have

12
13

said, yes, of course, and I would hand the phone to my mother.

12
13

14

But I heard all the world about you. I know you are a very good

14

mitigation, for example, the relative youth. I have considered

15

person and helped a lot with my mother. She was very happy to

15

the fact that he does not have a long criminal record. And I

16

have you around and she was a very good friend toward you.

17

that just was mainly small talk, is your mother there, and I

I apologize to her friend, Melody, also. Melody always

mitigating and aggravating factors. I have considered in

16

have to say it is the most difficult case I have ever had.

17

Ever. It will haunt me forever. Not just the pictures of the

18

walked with my mother to -- on walks. They would always be

18

crime scene and what you did to your mom, but the entirety of

19

together while walking on a route. But I know that she also

19

the case.

took my mother out to bars and places to have some fun and I was

20

always happy that my mother got to get away and have something

21
22
23
24
25

20
21
22
23
24
25

different in her life.
I know that Melody is a very good friend of my mother and I
just hope that some day she can forgive me and I hope someday I
can forgive myself, too, because I do have some hatred toward

It is particularly difficult in this case because, as
Mr. Bourne pointed out, I am presented with four different
mental health diagnoses in the presentence report, or four
different mental health professionals who have had contact with
Mr. Windom at various times who have come to either a different
diagnosis or a different prognosis. There were two individuals

100

1

myself. I know I'll never -- I know it will fix up sometime,

2

3

1

who treated Mr. Windom before the murder, Dr. Ashaye and Andrew

but my mother will never come back so it hurts me very dearly.

2

Layman. Dr. Ashaye, even though I know that Dr. Estess and Dr.

I'm very sorry for this. I even apologize to my friends

3

Beaver disagree with his diagnosis, it is a diagnosis

4

who -- I know at times they were goofing around with my mother,

4

nonetheless. And that is it's a presumptive diagnosis, was

5

but 1 know my friends really cared for my mother, too. I wish I

5

probably a major depressive disorder without psychotic features.

6

wouldn't have -- I wish none of this would have happened. I

6

And I'm going to read into the record the mental status

7

wish that I could still be able to be at home and see my friends

7

evaluation because I think it is important to show the

8

and be with my mother at time.

8 · ·differences among the mental health professionals.

9

We -- my mother and I always used to love to watch TV

9

According to Dr. Ashaye when he met with him in December,

10

together and movies together. And it was always nice that we

10

Mr. Windom seemed quite anxious and tense throughout the

11

could talk about that.

11

interview, but he made good eye contact throughout, his speech

12

was coherent, normal rate, rhythm, volume. He stated that his

12
13
14

l

102

I apologize to everyone in this courtroom for I am a guilty
person and I -- I do here for every one of you.
I would also like to apologize to my father and my

13

mode was anxious, his affect was slightly blunted. He denied

14

suicidal or homicidal thoughts, plans or intents and denied

15

stepmother, Kathy, because I know J1,1dy was a great friend to

15

auditory or visual hallucinations. Thought processes seemed

16

them both. I know they used to have fights or had anger when

16

logical and goal directed. There were no delusions elicited

17

they first got divorced, but I know now that they passed that

17

during this interview. He was alert, oriented to time, place

18

route and now everyone was a lot happier. I know that passing

18

person and situation. His memory seemed intact both long term

19

that anger off helped a lot for both of them. I know that

19

and short term. Attention and concentration seemed to be quite

20
21
22
23
24

hopefully passing that anger off of me will heal for this area.

20

good and he did have some good insight into his illness

21

realizing that he needed help. Impulse control and judgment

22

were poor.

I am sorry that any of this happened so please I hope that
you all forgive me.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Windom. I'm going to have to
take five minute recess until quarter of 12:00.

25

25 of 33 sheets

(Recess.)

23
24
25

As late as the end -- just the last month before -- it was
actually in January before this murder when he last saw

000053
Mr. Windom, he said that he saw no psychotic
features.
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1

105

1

other substances in and Dr. Craig Beaver indicated that may have
exacerbated his symptoms.

suffered from psychopathy, which, as I indicated, we all know

2
3
4
5
6

defense counsel, is the best indicator of the future. In the

7

cannot be treated. Those were the evaluations and the prognosis

7

past he has not been compliant when he was on his own and he's

8

and diagnosis that presented prior to this murder.

8

added other substances in.

2
3
4
5
6

9

Mr. Windom denied homicidal and suicidal thoughts.
During that same time frame he was seen by Andrew Layman,
who was really the counselor. He's a social worker. Toward the
end there in January according to the report presented by Dr.
Beaver, he was concerned there was some evidence that Mr. Windom

The two individuals after the murder who saw him, Dr. Craig

So even assuming that he has the diagnosis of paranoid
schizophrenia, which is the tentative diagnosis of Dr. Beaver
and is not a true diagnosis, the past, as was indicated by

9

In addition, I think it is important to emphasize that Dr.

10

Beaver and Dr. Estess, both people I have high admiration for,

10

Beaver said, "That being said, if Ethan Windom should become

11

they are very respected. Dr. Beaver's diagnosis is interesting

11

non-compliant with his antipsychotic medications given the

12

and I spent some time and I think it is going to become obvious

12

nature of his psychotic issues, I would be concerned about him

13

that I know this presentence report inside and out. His

13

being violent again in the future under those circumstances."

14

diagnosis was a tentative diagnosis, and I emphasize that, of

14

He does opine that as he ages, the research tends to

15

probable schizophrenia paranoid type in partial remission while

15

indicate that risk reduces, not necessarily to zero. Those are

16

stabilized while on medications.

16

generalized research documents that don't necessarily have

17

anything to do with Mr. Windom. These are not particular to
Mr. Windom.

17

He came to the conclusion that he had been currently

18

stabilized on several psychiatric medications including strong

18

19
20

doses of antipsychotic medication.

19
20

that not only is he paranoid schizophrenic, but in addition to

21

the jail, It is clear that Dr. Beaver is correct, he was on

21

that he will be fully compliant and is appropriate for

22
23

increasingly high doses of antipsychotic medication including
such things as Haldol. He indicated that these need to be

22
23

conclusion. And I say that because in the jail setting there

24

ongoing and most likely will be necessary for his life. He also

24

have been a number of times -- and I went through ali of the

25

opined, and I want to emphasize his opinion, "Within the

25

Having reviewed the medical records of Mr. Windom while in

[

!

Dr. Estess is a little more adamant suggesting that in fact

probation. There is absolutely no evidence to support that

medical records that were provided -- over this period of time
1------------------------------+------------------------------j:
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1

structured system in which he currently is in, Ethan Windom has

1

that they have continued to titrate the medications, going up

2

been compliant in taking his medications. I would also note

2

and down adding new medications at_various times because his

3

Ethan Windom appears to have some insight as to the necessity of

3

alleged psychotic problems have not been fully taken care of.

4.

him taking his medications and has been compliant with the

4

5

menta I health treatment within the jail setting in this regard."

5

people who were working with him in the jail attempted to get

6

I will note for the record that all of his antipsychotic

6

him to integrate with other juveniles or to go out into the yard
and exercise at various times so that they could see how he

Furthermore, when Dr. Estess -and the other mental health

7

medications are injected. They were not taken in pill form.

7

8

He's not given a choice as to whether he receives this

8

would behave and they felt it would be better for his mental

9

medication.

9

health status, instead Mr. Windom refused to do that indicating

10

I will also note that he has been in his own cell with his

10

that that's not what he wanted to do. As I go through this

11

own television, his own phone throughout his incarceration. He

11

sentencing, you'll see why that is significant to me.

12

is never mixed with other juveniles or with anyone else. In

12

13

addition, Dr. Beaver said says predominantly the key factor Is

13

that while I have great respect for these mental health

14

his compliance with psychological pharmacological Intervention.

14

professionals, my responsibility cannot be abdicated to the

15

As Mr. Bourne Indicated, the primary thing that's necessary

15

mental health professionals who are not in complete agreement.

16

Because I don't have a clear path, it is very Important then

is If he Is released, one, that he be treated by someone who

17

understands whatever mental health Issues he has; and, two, that

17

that I look at the facts of this crime and the facts of what was

18

he Is compliant with that intervention. And the second is we --

18

going on in that home over a period of time because I think both

19
20

according to Dr. Beaver, that Ethan Windom be followed
appropriately by mental health providers to monitor his

19
20

the objective of protecting society.

medications and psychotic issues. This Is Important because,

21

contrary to what defense has indicated, prior to being

22 . society. It is important that whatever action I take has the

21

Incarcerated, Mr. Windom was not compliant with his medications.

23
24
__,_ 25

counsel have recognized that my primary objective is to fulfill

This case is about Judith Windom, but It is also about

effect of Insuring that this never occurs again.

___________________________ ___________________________
He had adjusted them at will, which is very typical for someone

who suffers from mental illness. He abused them. He added

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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And what that does is -- what makes this very difficult is

16

22
23
24
.__25

i

I also want to point out that not only have I read this
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presentence report over and over again since I got It prior to
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'i

Thanksgiving, but in addition to that, I have reviewed the

1

my mother. I wish she were dead." Brixton said -- he told him

2

interviews of Mr. Windom within hours of the murder. I, too,

2

sometimes I just want to kill her and that he observed him

3

have gone over those over and over again. I went through the

3

constantly yelling at his mother slamming down on her.

4

confession. And we are going to spend some time talking about

4

5

that confession.

6

I want to begin first by talking about the history and

Matt, his best friend, described how he called her a dumb

5

bitch and he hated her. These violent thoughts are very

6

disturbing.

7

relationship with his mother. Judith Windom told her ex-husband

7

8

two to three times that she believed that Ethan Windom would

8

murder scene, a day planner belonging to Ethan. And I'm going

9

murder her in her sleep. She told him.that. When her body was

9

to describe what's in that day planner. And I apologize to the

Subsequent to the murder a day planner was found at the

10

discovered, every single person who was interviewed by the

10

11

police, the very first thing they said is Ethan did it. That

11

12

includes all of his family. That includes his father, his

12

first set of the drawings depicted a naked female being tortured

13

step-mother. That includes all of his friends and classmates.

13

and killed. The female was restrained in some of the drawings,

Ethan Windom was a well-liked young man. He wasn't a

14

victim's family in advance. It is disturbing.
In the day planner there were a series of drawings. The

14

but not in others. Between the two pages there were seven

15

loner. He was integrated into his high school. And that's

15

females being killed in seven different ways. I have looked at

16

borne out by the presentence report. His brother Mason and

16

those pictures. They are extremely disturbing.

17

others as well as Ryan describe how Ethan controlled the

17

18

household. He abused his mother over a period of time. He ran

18

and shot in the face. The second depicted a female with her

The first drawing depicted a restrained female being hung

19

the household. He took it over. He made her move from the

19

head cut off by means of an ax. The third, a knife stabbed in

20

master bedroom to the smallest bedroom. I'll just describe for

20

her mid torso. The fourth female was hanged. The fifth female

21

the record how small that was. There was very barely room for

21

depicted a female being cut in half with a chain saw and stabbed

22

twin beds, a dresser, and it looked like a rocking chair of some

22

in the neck. The sixth and seventh drawings depicted a female

23

sort. It was extremely small.

23

being killed with a chain saw.

24
25

He took over the next larger bedroom when his brother moved 24
out and put all of his toys in there, his weights. He took over

25

There were also handwritten messages that said, "Kill
everyone. Cut them into pieces. Fry organs like heart and

108

110

2

And contrary to what Mr. Windom just said, the evidence in

1
2

3

the presentence report is he and his mother didn't enjoy a good

3

4

relationship. They didn't sit and watch television together.

4

of a naked female being restrained with nails in her hands and

1

the living room. The living room was all devoted to Ethan.

brains and see how it tastes. Heart is an okay organ to eat if
fried."
There was a second drawing dated December 7th and that was

I'

5

That didn't happen. In· fact, when you look at the description

5

chains on her feet. The drawing also had a chain saw inserted

6

of how the living room was set up, there was a large, very nice

6

into her vagina.

I

7

chair for Mr. Windom to sit and watch television and play his

7

The third drawing depicted a Judge, a pig, a police officer

8

video games. There wasn't a chair next to him for his mother.

8

being shot multiple times by a gun and there were written words

9

that could not be read.

I

9
10

1

'

All of his friends and classmates describe Ethan Windom as
saying over a period of time, "I hate my mom. She's such a

10

Mr. Windom expressed an extreme fascination with anything

i' 11
12

bitch. I want to kill her." He -- they describe him openly

11

dealing with serial killers. That was found throughout the

discussing killing people. Those that actually went to his home

12

house. And as we're going to discuss in a minute, during the

! 13

described how he treated her as a servant. Michael, who was one

13

interview he talks about that in detail. He was extremely

I

of his good friends, although we are going to get to what he

14

fascinated by a movie and a book called American Psycho. He was

15

called Michael in the interview, said Ethan Windom oft~n spoke

15

fascinated with psychology, psychopaths and schizophrenia. He

16

of wanting to kill people and wanting to be a famous serial

16

had taken psychology as a sophomore, which is early. Normally

17

killer. In fact, when Andrew Layman diagnosed him as possibly

17

they don't take that until their junior year. This year he had

18

having psychopathy or being psychopathic, Ethan Windom,

18

-- and the year of the murder he had been in abnormal psych,

19

according to Michael, was excited and happy. Ethan Windom told

19

which is how he came to the attention of the school officials.

~o

him he didn't love his mother or anyone.

20

'i 14

I

21

talk about his -- they were his best friends. Mathew lives

had always been difficult with severe anger issues and he

22

across the way. Michael and Matthew are cousins. In the

23

personally witnessed Ethan threatening harm to others with

23

interview they talked about how he was mean to his mom. This is

24

comments like, "I'm going to rip your head off."

24

immediately after the murder. That he runs the household,

21
22

l

There was an interview with Michael and Matthew where they

Austin, a friend since 7th grade, said that Ethan Windom

000055

25
After Christmas he said things to Mr. -- to Austin, "I hate
25 treats her like a slave, like she's there to serve him. They
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asked -- the officer asked whether he had been using steroids

1

Throughout the movie Bateman tells people of his homicidal

2

and both Matthew and Michael stated they didn't think so, stated

2

thoughts and Ethan shared his homicidal thoughts with many

3

he would have told them. They stated he was using creatin,

3

people as well. Bateman tells people in the movie he was

4

which is a protein and protein powders.

4

insane. Ethan has told friends and students he was a

5

psychopath. Bateman says in the movie -- suggests something

5

Michael told me that Ethan is obsessed with the movie

6

American Psycho which he told me is about a serial killer. He

6

horrible is happening inside him that he cannot explain. Ethan

7

told me that Ethan even patterned certain behaviors in the movie

7

made a similar statement about something going on inside of him

8

after the main character in the movie. For example, the main

8

and having feelings he cannot explain. Bateman watches movies

9

character would get up in morning, shower, apply a face mask

10

like the kind that cleans out one's pores, peel off the mask,

9

10

about killing as does Ethan. Bateman has meaningless sex with
females in the movie. Ethan bragged to the officer in

11

take another shower and apply more cream to his face. And he

11

interrogation that he had had meaningless sex with a female at

12

did those things himself. In fact, the officer found many of

12

the Edwards cinema. After killing a male subject in the movie,

13

those items in his bedroom and in the bathroom.

13

Bateman changed the answering machine to reflect that the victim

14

The character in the movie apparently snorted cocaine after

15

carefully making it in rows. Michael stated that Ethan

14

would be out of town. After killing his mother, Ethan changed

15

the answering machine to reflect being out of town for the next
week.

16

approached him about wanting to try cocaine, but was dissuaded

16

17

by Michael. Ethan began to crush his prescription medication

17

18

into a powder making it into rows and snorting it as though it

18

Several people identified Ethan as very controlling with his

19

was cocaine.

19

mother. Bateman was into material possessions and expensive

20

Bateman is very controlling of the women in the movie.

20

products. During officer interviews with Ethan, he continued to

21

killed his mother. The officer asked Michael why he thought

21

mention material things in his life and expensive colognes and

22
23
24
25

that. He said -- stated that in the movie the main character

22

body wash, and I, too~ in those interrogations observed that.

Michael then made a comment that he thought Ethan had

23
24
known Ethan, the family's answering machine had the same generic 25
killed a girl and then changed her answering machine to say she

was out of town in Europe. He stated that as long as he had

r
E

r'

Bateman snorted cocaine in the movie with rolled-up
currency. A rolled-up dollar bill was seized by Detective Smith
from Ethan's home with a white powdered substance attached.

i
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call Ethan at home that morning to find out what was going on,

1
2

divorce. Bateman _was obsessed with working out. Ethan is also

Ethan's voice came on the answering machine and stated they were

3

obsessed with working out. Bateman wears a suit and carries a

4

not home, they had to go to Washington because of family

4

briefcase during the movie. Ethan has been wearing suits and

5

problems and he probably would not be back for a week. Matthew

5

carrying a briefcase since the eighth grade. Bateman kills a

6

stated that he and Ethan had been together last night and Ethan

6

bum in the movie. Ethan made reference in the interview about

7

had not mentioned anything about it at all.

7

going downtown and killing bums. Bateman used facial scrubs and

1
2
3

message that it came from the factory. When he attempted to

Bateman made a comment in the movie about being a child of

8

One of the officers went and got a copy of American Psycho

8

masks in the morning. Michael and Matthew told detectives that

9

and watched it and he noted the following ways in which Ethan's

9

Ethan uses facial scrubs and masks from and those items were

10

found. Bateman had had a white mattress and white comforter

10

behavior was mimicked or seemed to mimic what was in the movie.

11

In the movie Bateman, who is the main character and who is the

11

cover. Ethan had a white mattress and white comforter cover.

12

murderer, kills without provocation and purpose. Ethan told --

12

And during the interrogation he makes a very significant comment

13

this is after he confessed. And actually contrary to defense

13

-- he comments about how important that white comforter Is to

14

counsel's statement, he didn't confess at the outset and we are

14

him. He talked about that during that Interview.

15

going to get to that In a minute.

15

they were stupid. Ethan told me he does not like his friends

THE COURT: You said --

17

because they are stupid. He just uses them. Bateman discusses

18

MR. ODESSEY: I said he confessed. I never said he said --

18

in the movie how powerful countries' businesses are taking over

19

during the time we talked with him he confessed, that's correct,

19

the world and Ethan became angry when Detective Smith didn't --

20

not at the outset. I never said that.

20

said he didn't have an opinion about Wal-Mart pushing mom and

21

pop stores out of business.

MR. ODESSEY: I didn't say that.

17

21
22

23
24
25

THE COURT: Well, that's what I understood, but he did lie
at the very beginning.
MR. ODESSEY: We know that.
THE COURT: Ethan told me that he was not provoked by his

22

23
24
25

{

Bateman talked in the movie about using his friends, how

16

16

I

After killing numerous people in the movie Bateman called
his secretary and told her he wouldn't be In the next day.
Approximately at 1: 18 in the morning, seconds after the murder,

000056

Ethan called Ashley Gargen and reported he wouldn't be in to
,
mother, but didn't have a specific purpose for killing her.
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1

school the next day or probably the day after that. Bateman

1

2

makes a couple of references in the movie about needing to

2

In the first interview where he is being interviewed

3

return a movie. Ethan had rented movies in his residence the

3

initially by -- what happens is Detective Smith kind of takes

4

night of the incident.

4

over and Detective Smith says something which Ethan reacts

5

pretty strongly to and I don't think the reaction is unusual.

5

Bateman makes reference to Ted Bundy in the movie. Ethan

a very interesting discussion.

6
7

spoke of Bundy's intelligence in my interview with him.

6

Detective Smith talks to him about how they know that he had not

Actually quite more than that. Bateman was cunningly

7

left -- that nobody else had come to the premises because they

8

confrontation with the investigator attempting to locate one of

8

had surveillance 24-7 on the house, 360 degrees around his

9

the men killed in the movie. Ethan was confrontational during

10

interviews with the officer and that's very clear from what I

9

house. And Ethan, quite frankly, his reaction to me was fairly

10

normal. He reacts and it is pretty clear. He's, like, saying

11

saw. Ethan had a large figurine in his bedroom of Patrick

11

to Detective Smith, "How stupid do you think I am?" And it does

12

Bateman, the person in American Psycho, and the figurine is

12

become very confrontational because Detective Smith insists that

13

wearing a suit and carrying a brief case. Bateman makes

13

they have these videos. Ethan at one point says, "Show me. You

14

reference to other serial killers in the movie. During the

14

think you know what I did. Tell me what I did." He is -- he's

15

interview Ethan made several references to serial killers and

15

animated. He is using his hands during that.

16

expressed his expansive knowledge and understanding of them. He

16

After this goes for a while, the officer at this point,

17

mentioned several by name.

17

Detective Smith, says, "Well, was this another part of Ethan

18

18

that committed this murder?" And Ethan laughs. He says, "MPD,

19

uses and is apparently obsessed with John Paul Gaultier

19

multiple personality disorder, don't work." He says, "MPD, got

Bateman in the movie had Jean Paul Gaultier luggage. Ethan

20

products. During the interview that is discussed at length. He

20

more than a bunch of personalities." He says, "I get into smart

21

is very concerned about cologne, et cetera, that he wants and he

21

people's heads. Everyone is too easy to figure out. I know au

22

explained how expensive these are and how his mother bought

22

of the symptoms of schizophrenia." And he -- he uses a phrase

23
24
25

those.

23
24

he was saying that. He says Holmes and they write it h-o-m-e-s,

25

and what he really says is Holmes, H-o-1-m-e-s. That's what he

As I indicated, I watched these interviews over and over

again. I do not -- there's nothing in the record to suggest

all the way through and I think the officers misunderstood when

116
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1

that any of the mental health professionals ever reviewed the

1

is saying, Detective Sherlock Holmes. He says, "Holmes, you

2

video. So I don't know if they did, but I did. My observations

2

don't know me."

3

of the video of Ethan Windom's interrogation, which included

3

And it is about that point when Detective Smith gets into

4

when he wasn't being asked, are these: He had good eye contact

4

him and he started using sort of gangster type language. He

5

throughout with the officers. He wasn't talking hyper. He

5

says to Smith, "You think you are smarter than I am. I have

6

wasn't acting depressed. His speech was coherent. It was the

6

street smarts. I feel sorry for you because you are the one

7

normal rate, rhythm except when he became angry. And I observed

7

controlled. I can see people and their wants and desires. I'm

8

him become angry especially with Detective Smith. And in my

8

smarter than anyone I know. I can tell them exactly what they

9

view from what I observed, and I watched it several times, it

9

want to hear. I ain't got nothing in common with my friends. I

10

was because Detective Smith was treating him like he was stupid.

10

just watch people. I watch them and I see them. I can easily

11

At one point when It became clear that Detective Smith was

11

say what they want to hear. It's fun. People are stupid.

12

treating him as though he was stupid, he kind of lapsed into

12

They're easy."

13

gangster type language and it appeared to me he was mocking the

13 .

14

detective. We are going to talk a little bit more about that in

14

Mr. Windom, they ask kind of whether he's influenced by American

15

a moment.

15

Psycho. His response, he says, "Only stupid people are

16

Influenced by those things. People should be able to take

17

responsibility essentially for their actions."

16
17

He was alert. He was oriented as to time and place. He
knew where he was. He had a good memory. His thought process

They get Into a discussion about American Psycho and

18

was logical. His answers showed that he understood the

18

19

questions. He seemed relaxed. But for the description of how

19

Idiot." Asked why he's a friend, he indicates, "He's got better
weights. I just want to use his weights."

20

he killed his mother, his answers really were not that unusual.

20

21

And I will talk about those in a minute.

21

22

23

24
\ 25

When asked about his best friend Matt, he says, "Matt's an

He says -- when Detective Duggan is interviewing him, he

22

says, "Did you notice most of my reference books are all on

head for a period of time and It appears that he has succeeded

23

psychopathic minds?" He says, "I admire psychopaths. They're

when he Is asking Detective Duggan about his sex life and about

24
25

the smartest group of guys. And they're the most interesting.

At one point he actually tries to get into Officer Duggan's

his -- why he wasn't married and those kinds of things. It was
They have an exciting life." He says -- he 000057
says, "Now, Dahmer,
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1
2

party. He was, I think, a deputy sheriff." But he says, "Now

1
2

3

wouldn't be in the general population. And he asked about his

Bundy's, he had a great life. He was extremely smart." And he

3

own cell again and Duggan asked him, "Why do you want your own

4
5
6

talks about what the Judge said to Bundy at that time.

cell?" He says, "I like to be alone. I don't have to share

stupid. And they're too dumb to create their own way. That's

4
5
6

7

why they use the book/movie as an excuse." He says he hates

7

some sleep."

8

Tarantino movies, they're stupid. He calls his mom a whiney

8

So at that point the officer said, "I will see what I can

9

baby. He says, "Want to know how to have the power? Catch the

he was a sissy. Gacey, he was smart. He was in the Republican

Then he tells Detective Duggan, "Most people are weak and

to juvenile. He is going to go to the main place, but he

with some guy." He asked him again why. He says, "I would
prefer it." I wouldn't be disturbed and I could actually get

9

get." He says, "Yeah," and he says, "I don't have my contact

10

hand and then they have no power," and he is talking about

10

lens case and I don't have any deodorant." I already knew --

11

parents.

11

you know, because Duggan at that point says at that point, "You

12

12

know, I don't think you are going to be released. I think you

13

continues to insist that there is this stranger that comes in to

13

did it." He says, "I already know that you think that I did it.

14

the home and that he could hear the murder and knew what was

14

I already know the outcome." The interview stops and at that

15

happening. And this stranger forced him to take this knife,

15

point he goes -- Duggan goes -- I guess finds out whether he can

16

this Winchester knife, and stick it into his mother's brain.

16

have his own cell.

17

That's what he continued to say. He admits fairly early on that

17

Before I describe the third interview, I want to note a

18

he put the message on when he is asked, "Why did you put the

18

couple things about the crime itself. In this case Mr. Windom

Throughout the first interview and the second interview he

19

message on there?" That he walked and he avoided calling the

19

used gloves. He changed that the answering machine to say,

20

police. He is trying to explain, "Because I know I would be the

20

"Hey, this is the Windom residence." This is after the murder.

21

number one suspect."

21

"If you are trying to reach Judy or Ethan, we are actually out

22
23
24
25

22
is extremely interesting about someone named Dr. Robert D. Hare, 23
H-a-r-e, who's the foremost expert on psychopathy. He spends
24
quite a bit of time talking about that, how he's read two of the
25
He then gets into a discussion with Detective Duggan which

in W~shington right now. Having a little trouble with family
p_roblems so we are going to take a trip out there. I'm sure
we'll be there and back by next week."
At 1:30 he also leaves a message with Ashley who is the

120

1

122

books. One is Without a Conscience, and the other one I think

1

girlfriend of his best friend across the street to --

2

is called Snakes in Suits or something like that. Those are the

2

apparently she said that they would -- she would always go pick

3

books they found at the scene. I have actually read those

3

up her boyfriend in the morning and pick up Ethan. The message

4

books. They are very interesting. They describe in detail

4

said he wouldn't be at school tomorrow and highly doubtful he

5

things that you look for in a psychopath. He said in fact he

5

would be able to go to school the next day. He said he would

6

checked out the web site and looked at the psychopathic

6

talk to them later. He stated he felt like crap. Asked her to

7

checklist of how to tell someone's a psychopath.

7

tell Matt that the doors would be locked if he came over and

8

apologized for calling so late. And then said, "I realize I

8

9
10

Detective Duggan at that point asked him, he says, "Do you
think you have some of those characteristics?" And he gets a
big smile on his face and he says, "No, psychopaths don't

9

ain't going to be able to call you in the morning. See you."

10

He then leaves. And according to what he tells the

11

respond well to irritability and most of them are impulsive and

11

officer, he leaves to hitchhike on the interstate. He is seen

12

I'm not impulsive." He then goes back and he says, "Besides you

12

by the neighbor from across the street who's Matt's kind of like

13

can't diagnose anyone under 18 with psychopathy." And then he

13

a stepfather and someone who knows him. And it's about 1:30 in

14

also added this, he says, "I can't diagnose myself."

14

the morning. He sees him. He attempts to flag this Individual,

15

attempts to flag Mr. Windom down. Mr. Windom hides. This

15

He then -- they get Into a discussion about brain injury

16

and essentially he had done a paper on brain injury and

16

individual tries to find him because he's wondering what he is

17

children. He explains to Detective Duggan the fact that he

17

doing out so late.

18

suffered a brain injury from -- in a childhood accident when I

18

19

think he was about four. He discusses that and how it affect

19

20

people later. He said that he was really Interested in it.

He throws away the knife. There are actually two knives.
There is one that he stabbed his mother in the heart and the

20

rest of her body and the one that he leaves in her brain. And

21

Toward the end of that interview he says to the officer --

21

he finally after he's unable to get rides on the interstate and

22
23
24
25

because the officer says, "Do you have any questions?" He says,

22
23
24
25

"Yeah. Where am I going after this?" He says, "Well, wait here
and I'll find out," Duggan explains. Then he says, "Do I get my

r

when asked where he was going, he said anywhere. He then is
able to make it to his father's.
And that brings us to the confession. 000058
I toyed with

own cell?" Duggan explains that in fact he Is not going to go
actually showing the confession here in court because I think it
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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1

1

is extremely interesting, but I think it would be very difficult

2
3

for the victim's family to actually watch. I am, however, going

2

couple of times," and he shrugs again and he looks like he is

to be stating for the record some of things that he said. It is

3

trying to remember. He says, "Then I stabbed her with a knife,"

4

graphic and I want to warn the victim's family that I'm not

4

and he smiles. And the question is, "What knife?" He smiles
broadly, "a knife."

5

meaning to upset them, but I need to make a very clear record of

5

6

what it is that I'm going to do.

6

7
8

When the officer comes back in for the third interview, he
tells them that he is going to be able to have his own room. He

"No." "How long did you hit her?" "No, I first hit her a

Then he -- he likes to use things like Charlie or Holmes.

7

He says, "Charlie, you give me something extra if I tell you

8

where it is?" "What else can I give you, man?" The officer

9

asked what more can he give you and with that, Ethan Windom

10
11

He says, "Well, up until this case is resolved." He is

10

unfolds his arms, leans forward and points to himself and leans

comfortable. He is relaxed. He smiles repeatedly when he finds

11

forward relaxed and he asks -- he asks many questions about the

12

this is going to happen.

9

13

can do that. He asked him -- when Mr. Windom asks for how long.

And he's asked, "Okay. You need to tell me; you need to

12

process to have him put into jail. And he says -- he gets into

13

a discussion of his concerns about his things, his deodorant.

14

tell me the truth." He says, "Sure I did it." He shrugs his

14

He says, "My personal hygiene stuff." And he gets very

15

shoulders. He says -- the officer says, "I need more detail."

15

demanding about how he wants those things in jail. He wants the

16

He says, "Yeah, I did it." "How did you do it?" "I whacked her

16

officer to guarantee that he can have those.

17

in the head." And he says it extremely matter of fact. He

17

18

says, "How -- the officer says, "How did you whack her in the

18

And he starts bragging about them and how expensive they
are and that's when he gets into a description of his stuff. He

19

head?" He leans forward and he is smiling and he says in a

19

tell them where he can find it in the house. And he starts

20
21

fairly quiet voice, "Easily." And he's asked how easy was it?

20

talking about how it's Armani and John Paul Gaultier and the

Smiling again shaking his head, he says, "No problem at all.

21

officer has no idea what these are. He explains it laboriously.

22

That's ~ow easy it was." And he smiles.

22

He even spells it for him. He says, "Yeah, the whole set. John

23

23

Paul Gaultier is $100." Then he says, "Okay. I will see if I

24

know?" "What started it?" "I was up at night. I was

24

can work on it. I can't make any promises." He says, "I hit

25

twitching." He had indicated earlier that the medication, he

25

her two more times, less than ten because I didn't have the

The officer, "Tell me about it." "What do you want to

126

124

1

felt, was causing him to twitch. He says, "It's a'growing

1

2

insicje me, a need for a killin'." He was up late.

2

her in the heart a couple of times." "With what?" "The knife."

3

He says it very specifically with a smile. "Which knife, the

make you mad?" "No," shaking his head shrugging. "I just

4

Winchester knife," which is the one that's in her brain.

5

whacked her with the weights. The only thing around." "Where

5

Smilingly he says, "No, with a special knife." And he smiled.

6

did you whack her?" "In the head." He acts exasperated rolling

6

He got it from his brother's apartment. He described the knife

7

his eyes upward. He says, "How many times?" "I didn't count."

7

and he says, "I know how to use a knife." Again, he's smiling,

8

"Approximate guess?" "I don't know. I don't remember. It was

8

"Real well. Real well. Real well. But I could not get in the

9

either she was making noise or her" -- I will use -- "'f'ing'

9

angles to do the three-shot kill." That's the thing that

brain was making noise." "What kind of noise?" "Kind of a

10

Mr. Bourne was talking about. The officer has no idea what he's

3

l

4
I

II

I

, 10

i

11

hissing sound. Could have been her fucking brain. Kind of, uh,

11

talking about and so he asked him to describe it. Very quietly

12

gurgling. Kind of -- yeah, gurgling, hissing." He

12

he says -- and he shows him where these are. I'm not going to

demonstrates how he uses the weights. He picks it up in his

13

go Into detail where the three-shot kill is.

hands and he puts it over his head and he shows a repeated

14

He says, "I couldn't get in, though, the last part because

whacking motion.

15

she was sleeping.like this." And he demonstrated how she was on

I 13
i
I 14

I

15

!

16

"Do you know how many times?" "Yeah, just whacked her.

16 . her side. He says, "All three and you're dead." He turned her
17

17

Wasn't sure if she would scream or not." That's when he talks

18

about having his hand over her mouth. "One wasn't good enough?" 18

19

"Guess not. Wasn't sure if she was going to scream or not. I

19

thinking where" -- he says, "I was thinking" -- I was feeling

20

couldn't tell if she was alive or not." And he crossed his arms

20

where my own heart was," and he gestured to his own heart, "to

21

about this point.

21

make sure that I got it right."

22

l

She asked whether she had -- "She did not do anything to

strength after that. She's still making noises. Then I stabbed

"She continued making noises." "Loud noises?" "No, small

22

over and stabbed her -- according to what he said, stabbed her
in the thigh and then heart. Then he says, "Because I was

Then he says he stabbed her and she's still making --

23

noises," and he kind of shrugs. He is maintaining good eye

23

hissing is coming from her and her heart gurgling. "I don't

24

contact with this. His voice Is modulated. "But I hit her."

24

know what the hell it was so I stabbed her in the lungs. I

000059
"Until the noises stopped?" And that's the question. He says,
25 don't know, maybe I slit her throat," and he
kind of looks
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1

puzzled and looks like he is thinking about it, "before I

1

2

stabbed her in the lungs. I can't remember. I think I stabbed

2

Windom's My Space page. Apparently when people have a My Space,

3

her in the lungs and then I slit her throat."

3

one of the things they do, among other things, is to have a

4

4

quote. Ethan's quote is this. "It is impossible in this world

5

to empathize with others. We can all empathize with ourselves."

stab wounds and they are not superficial." "Real deep?" He

6

I understand that that comes from American Psycho.

says like -- and he starts smiling. "Never seen actual skin be

7

In a case like this, I agree with both counsel, there are

torn apart like that, like paper but worse." Big smiling.

8

many statements made by the victim's family in this case. There

How many times did you stab her in the lungs?" He thinks
for a minute, "Quite a few. I don't know. There's a lot of

6

7
8

"Worse?" "Yeah." Smiling. You know -- and he explains that.

9

10

are no winners in this case. Everything is a tragedy.

10

He says, "You know clay? Kind of that thing. You just spread

11

it apart. That's how it is. It is elastic. Would kind of just

11

12

rip. He makes stabbing motions. "This knife, the one that's

12

Windom's mental state is. I only know that this crime was

13

thrown out is a monster." He said, "I wasn't sure she was still

13

brutal. The pictures will live with me forever. I can only

14

alive and then the blood started pouring out and then I thought

14

imagine what his mother went through the last couple of years.

15

it might be making noises, but I had to make sure. I had the

15

It Is a tragedy. I don't know which mental health professional

16

glove over her mouth the whole time or what I thought was her

16

has it right. But I tend to agree with Mr. Bourne, assuming

17

mouth."

17

that Dr. Beaver and Dr. Estess are correct and Mr. Windom is a

society requires a couple things. If Mr. Windom is let out, the

he be treated by a mental health professional who really has it

19

he waited to hitchhike anywhere. And he said when asked by the

20

officer, "How do you feel about what you did? He has a big

18
19
20

21

smile on his face and he says, "Nothing." "You don't feel

21

22
23

nothing about it?" Big smile again, "Nothing at all." "Do you
feel good about it," he's asked. Sort of a light laugh, "Don't

24

feel good about it. Told you I don't feel nothing. I don't

25

regret nothing. I already knew it was going to end this way.

22
23
24
25

18

1
"[

5

9

When I look at all of these things, I'm drawn back to Ethan

I don't know that I want to read the rest of it. He said

Everything.
I'm le~ with a couple of things. I don't know what Ethan

;

paranoid schizophrenic, as Dr. Beaver indicated, the safety of

safety of society, according to Dr. Beaver, requires that first

right and we can have no assurances of that. The second thing
is that he actually takes his medications and that they actually
work and that he doesn't play with his medications. And I don't
know that I'm willing to trust that.

1------------------------------+-------------------------------i·•
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1

People didn't listen to me. And I told them exactly. It is

1

My primary concern in a sentencing like this is protection

2

a'growing Inside me." And he was asked why. And he sa~s,

2

of society. Mental health professionals cannot guarantee that

3

"Because it is fucking stupid." He says, "Only Andrew Layman, I

3

Ethan Windom will be compliant or his medications will work or

4

started expressing things to him about how little I cared. He

4

that he will be under proper treatment. We know in jail he has

5

thought I put so much hate Into this world and I told him,

5

continued to titrate his medications. We know that he was not

6
7

'Holmes, I don't even use energy to hate. It Is already there.'

6

compliant before he entered incarceration. We know that he is

He was the one who knew. He's the closest. My psychiatrist, he

7

still isolated from others. We know that he has continued on

8

probably -- his problem is that he talked to my stepmom too much

8

occasion to have bad thoughts even while in jail. We know that

9

so anything she told him, that's mainly what he went on. He

9

the only reason -- we know that he is compliant because his

10

didn't know much about nothing. I had my guy, Andrew Layman,

10

medications are being injected. I cannot gamble that Ethan

11

send the psychiatrist a letter, but I don't know what it said."

11

Windom will be compliant or that he will receive the proper care

12

or that the medications will continue to work against some
potential victim. Society deserves better than that.

12

He says, "I've had these thoughts since 8th grade, for four

13

years." And he was asked, "Why your mom?" He says, "The

13

14

closest person. I was thinking -- he says, "Closest person. I

14

15

was thinking about going downtown and stabbing a couple of bums,

15

we can hand down and it's reserved only for those offenses that

16

too. They're worthless bums. You know what, they live on the

16

are so egregious that it demands an exceptionally high measure

17

fucking streets and make up all of these excuses of why they

17

of retribution, or that the evidence indicates that the offender

18

don't work. Just lazy. If she wakes up, she would have spoiled

18

cannot successfully be monitored in society to reduce the risk

19

my plan. Besides I was going to kill bums anyway. Why not add

to those who come in contact with him and that imprisonment

20

to the list."

19
20

society. In my view that is the case here.

21

At the very end he says, "There are things in life you are

21

22
23

not meant to understand. I'm one of them. I wasn't meant to be

24

most of my life. I will do whatever I fucking want, not care

25

whether I screw up their head or not."

22
23
24
25

Bourne. I shouldn't have. I should have been in the hospital

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

I

Axed life is -- it is one of the harshest sentences that

until death is the only way to insure that we are protecting

And to a reviewing court, potentially a new Judge to
sentence if my sentence is overturned, I strongly urge them to
watch the interviews carefully because they are the best
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evidence of what was happening at the time of this murder. It
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1

is so brutal and so heinous that I believe that a fixed life

2

sentence is appropriate. I do not do that lightly. I have only

3

on one other occasion given fixed life and it was for these

4

similar reasons. I do not know which mental health

5

professionals is right, but I have to rely on what Dr. Craig

6

Beaver suggested.

7

Board of Corrections under the Unified Sentence Law of the state

9

of Idaho in an exercise of my discretion for an aggregate term

10

of fixed life years. I'll specify a minimum period of

11

confinement of life.

12

13

1

Therefore I sentence you to the custody of the Idaho State

8

I remand you to the custody of the sheriff of this county
to be delivered to the proper agent of the State Board of

14

Correction in execution of the sentence. Any bail is

15

exonerated. Credit will be given for the 321 days that were

16

served prior to entry of this judgment.

17
18
19

sample to the Idaho Department of Corrections pursuant to Idaho
Code 19-5501. Because of the nature of this sentence I am not

20

imposing court costs, public defender reimbursement, fines or

21

restitution in this case.

22
23
24
25

It is further ordered that the defendant provide a DNA

Now, Mr. Windom, you do have the right to appeal. If you
cannot afford an attorney, you can request to have one appointed
at public expense. Any appeal must be filed within 42 days.
And, again, I apologize to those who have been sitting

132

1

here. I know it would be. difficult to listen to some of this.

2

In my view it was nec!:!ssary in order to make a clear record as

3

to why I'm doing what I'm doing. We'll stand in recess.

4
5
6

MR. ODESSEY: Judge, I'm going to keep the presentence
report pending the filing of a Rule 35 motion.
MR. BOURNE: I'll do the same, Judge.

7
8

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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1
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2

STATE OF IDAHO

3

County of Ada
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4
5

6
7

I, KIM I. MADSEN, Official Court Reporter for the State of
Idaho, hereby certifies:

8
9

That I attended the hearing of the above-entitled matter and
reported in shorthand proceedings offered, adduced and

10

proceedings had thereat; that I thereafter from the shorthand

11

record made by me at said hearing, prepared a typewritten

12

transcript of said proceedings, including all court rulings

13

therein; that the foregoing pages constitute said transcript and

14

that said transcript contains a full, true, complete transcript

15

of said proceeding's had thereat to the best of my knowledge and

16

belief.
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17

18
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I
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day of

19
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21
22
23
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AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY WINDOM

I, Kathy Windom, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief:
1.

I am employed as a social worker at Intermountain Health, a

psychiatric facility in Boise, and have been so employed since 1989, and in this
capacity I am familiar with mental illness and the treatment of mental illness,
including the available pharmacological treatments.
2.

I have been married to Craig Windom, Ethan Windom's father, and I

have been Ethan Windom's step-mother since 1997, when Ethan was six years old.
3.

Ethan's attorneys had minimal contact with me despite the fact

that Ethan was charged with the murder of his mother and was facing a possible
life sentence. I reached out to Ethan's attorneys on numerous occasions because
I had valid knowledge about Ethan's family and mental health history, his
relationship with his mother, and about the circumstances prior to Judy death. I
also tried often to reach Ethan's attorneys to get information from them about how
Ethan's case was proceeding, but they rarely returned my calls or shared
information with me. Ethan's father and I asked the trial attorneys for the
discovery, because Ethan was a minor, and Ethan wanted us to have it, but his
AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY WINDOM

EXHiBIT
(3

1
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attorneys refused to share this information with us.
4.

Craig and I were instructed by the attorneys not to discuss the case

when we visited or spoke with Ethan over the phone, and in trying to honor that
request we had no opportunity to guide Ethan.
5.

Prior to Ethan's sentencing hearing, the prosecutor met with Craig,

me, and Judy's parents, Lori and Bob Heindel, and told us that he would not be
asking for fixed-life, so we were surprised when the prosecutor asked for a
fixed-life sentence at the sentencing hearing.
6.

In my professional capacity at Intermountain Health, I was

acquainted with Dr. Michael Estess, who was one of the doctors' overseeing
Ethan's mental health care at Ada County Jail. Dr. Estess informed me that he
was available and willing to testify on Ethan's behalf at Ethan's sentencing
hearing. I contacted Ethan's trial attorneys and told them that Dr. Estess
was available to testify on Ethan's behalf, but the attorneys did not call Dr. Estess
as a witness at the sentencing hearing.
9.

Ethan's attorneys did not ask me to testify at Ethan's sentencing

hearing. Had I been called as a witness, I would have testified as follows:

2
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a.

Judy Windom and I worked closely together to co-parent Mason and

Ethan over the years, and we became good friends. We exchanged information
weekly and sometimes even daily about the boys as Ethan went back and forth
between both of our homes.
b.

Judy told me that Mason, then 19-years old and still living with Judy,

was drinking heavily and often brought his girlfriend to the house to drink and
have sex. Judy did not condone Mason's drinking and sexual activity and imposed
a "no-alcohol" and "no-sex" policy at her house. Judy told me that she was
concerned that Ethan, whose bedroom was next to Mason's, was being exposed to
the sounds of the couple drinking and having sex. Judy told me that she was
moving Ethan to her bedroom so that he would not have to hear the couple.
Despite these efforts, Mason's repeat violation of Judy's house rules became too
much. She and I agreed that Mason had to move, and I was present when Judy
asked Mason to move out the house because he refused to follow her rules.
c.

Contrary to Mason's testimony at the sentencing hearing that he

voluntarily left the house because of Ethan's behavior, Mason left because he was
asked to leave the house by Judy.
d.

Contrary to Mason's testimony that Judy changed rooms with Ethan

because he demanded it, Judy changed rooms because she was trying to shield
3
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Ethan from Mason's drunken sexual activities.
e.

As a young boy, Ethan was curious, bright and kind. When Craig and

I had children of our own, Ethan took an interest in his younger half-siblings. He
spent time playing with and caring for his younger half-siblings. In elementary
school, Ethan was a good student and excelled in many of his classes. Although
quirky, as many bright kids are, Ethan showed no signs of violent tendencies or
any unusual interest in violence as a child. He was always protective of and
extremely kind to his younger half-siblings. For most of his life prior to Judy's
death, Ethan was also very close to his older brother Mason.
f.

As early as 2006, Ethan began showing signs of emotional distress.

He complained that he was experiencing headaches, disturbing thoughts and
feelings of anger and anxiety that he did not understand. He was irritable and
unhappy, and asked me for help.
g.

Craig, Judy and I took Ethan to see Dr. Tim Ashaye, who saw Ethan

briefly on only four occasions.
h.

Ethan became more upset, angry, and isolated in the weeks prior to

Judy's death. I called Dr. Ashaye about this, and asked ifwe could come in and
talk. Dr. Ashaye's response was to increase the dosage of Ethan's medication.
1.

On the night that Judy was killed, Ethan came to our house very

AFFIDAVIT OF KATHY WINDOM
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upset, tearful, sweating, speaking rapidly, attempting to speak through sobs and
not making sense. His words were mostly gibberish and he curled into a ball on
the bed and cried.

J.

Following Ethan's arrest, he was placed on suicide watch and then in

solitary confinement at the Ada County Jail, because he was a juvenile, and was
not permitted any contact with the other inmates. Whenever we visited Ethan, he
was behind glass and was shackled with leg and wrist chains that were attached to
a chain around his waist. He also wore a "box" around his hands and wrists.
k.

Following his arrest, Ethan was confused, depressed, and distraught.

He expressed feelings of fear, remorse, and profound sadness. Craig and I became
alarmed about the negative impact that solitary confinement was having on
Ethan's already fragile mental state. We hired a counselor to visit Ethan while at
Ada County Jail. We tried to speak on the phone with him whenever possible and
visited as often as permitted.

1.

As the months went by while Ethan was incarcerated at the county jail

prior to sentencing, we saw his mental state stabilize through the care of Dr. Estess
and with the administration of the proper medication.
7.

I am informed and believe that Ethan now takes Risperdal and

Prozac. He also takes Cogentin to address the side-effects of these drugs. I visit
5
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AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG WINDOM

I, Craig Windom, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief:
1.

I am Ethan Windom's father.

2.

Although Ethan was a minor when he was charged with murder and

facing a life sentence, I was never consulted with or included in any legal
decisions by Ethan's trial counsel or anyone from their office.
3.

I tried often to reach Ethan's attorneys, to get information from them

about how Ethan's case was proceeding, but they rarely returned my calls or
shared information with me. Ethan's attorneys instructed me not to discuss the
case when I visited or spoke with Ethan over the phone, and they denied my
request for a copy of the discovery.
4.

Prior to Ethan's sentencing hearing, the prosecutor meet with me, my

wife Kathy, and Judy's parents, Lori and Bob Heindel. In that meeting, the
prosecutor told us that he would not be seeking a fixed- life sentence. I cried and
thanked the prosecutor.
5.

Ethan's attorneys did not ask me to testify at Ethan's sentencing

hearing. Had I been called as a witness, I would have testified as follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG WINDOM
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a.

Judy and I co-parented Mason and Ethan and exchanged information

daily about the boys.
b.

Judy told me that our son Mason was drinking heavily and having sex

with his girlfriend at the house while Ethan was present. She said she was moving
Ethan to her bedroom to keep him from hearing Mason's sexual activities.
c.

Mason told me he was moving out of her house because he didn't get

along with Judy and couldn't adhere to her rules.
d.

As a young boy, Ethan showed no signs of violent tendencies or any

unusual interest in violence. He was kind and protective of his half-siblings. He
also had a very close relationship with his mother and his older brother Mason.
e.

Around the middle school years, Ethan began complaining of

headaches and having emotional difficulties that he did not understand. When he
entered high school, he became more irritable and unhappy, and asked for help.
f.

Kathy, Judy and I took Ethan to Dr. Tim Ashaye for help. In the

weeks prior to Judy's death, Kathy called Dr. Ashaye, and asked ifwe could come
in and talk because Ethan's medication and therapy did not seem to be working.
Dr. Ashaye responded by increasing the dosage of Ethan's medications.
g.

When Ethan came to our house on the night that Judy was killed, he

was distraught, drenched in sweat and was delusional and nearly incoherent.
2
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Ethan was held in solitary confined at the Ada County Jail because he

was a juvenile and was not permitted any contact with the other inmates. This
isolation exacerbated Ethan's already fragile emotional state. He lost weight, was
despondent, confused, and grieving Judy's loss.
1.

With the exception of one "contact'' visit, Ethan was always behind

the glass when we visited, and he was always shackled, legs and wrists to waist.
J·

As the months went by while Ethan was incarcerated, his medication

began taking effect and his mental state stabilized.
6.

I visit Ethan in prison and speak with him on the phone regularly. He

takes medication daily and his mental state is stable. He is serving his time
productively by studying, reading and actively participating in the programing
.

I

available to him.
7.

I
No one from the Ada County Public Defender's or the State Appellate

Defender's Office contacted me in any manner to inform me that Eth.an had tJe
I

right to challenge his sentence by way of state post-conviction proceedings~
Dated this _JQ_ day of August 2 ~ .

~

I

·~~i

CraigWind
Affiant
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AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG W. BEAVER, PH.D, ABPP - CN
I, Craig Beaver, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:
1.

I am a licensed clinical Neuropsychologist in good standing, and have

31 years of experience in evaluating and treating patients with psychological or
neurological disorders. A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit 1.
2.

In 2007, Ada County Public Defender Edward Odessey asked me to

evaluate Ethan Windom, a then-16-year-old male who was awaiting sentencing on
a second-degree murder conviction for the death of his mother, to address the
issues of Ethan's psychiatric status, treatment needs, risk potential, and
rehabilitation potential. A true and correct copy of the evaluation I produced as a
result of that examination is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
3.

After submitting my report to trial counsel, I spoke with Ethan's trial

counsel regarding my findings. Trial counsel did not ask for clarification or
explanation of my findings. Nor did trial counsel ask for any information or
explanation about the science of male adolescent brain development, or
information about the prospects of medical research relating to the treatment of
schizophrenia, including the promising new medications that would bear of the
issue of future dangerousness and future rehabilitation potential. Finally, trial
1
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counsel did not ask me to testify at Ethan Windom's sentencing hearing.
4.

Had I been called as a witness at that hearing, I would have testified

as follows:
a.

Ethan Windom suffers from Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type.

b.

Ethan's schizophrenia had been undiagnosed at the time of his

mother's death and Ethan's symptoms remained untreated, thus he was
experiencing his first psychotic break at the time that he killed his mother.
c.

It is common for individuals suffering from untreated schizophrenia

to experience auditory and/or visual hallucinations and have intrusive, often times,
violent thoughts. Untreated individuals who experience a psychotic break may
engage in unprovoked and sometimes extreme acts of violence, even against
family and friends as a result of their disease.
d.

Psychiatrist Tim Ashaye's tentative diagnosis that Ethan suffered

from a major depressive disorder without psychotic features and general anxiety
disorder was incorrect, and the drugs prescribed by Dr. Ashaye did nothing to treat
Ethan's schizophrenia or to mitigate the symptoms of his disorder.
e.

Clinical social worker Andrew Layman's musings that Ethan showed

signs of psychopathy were ill-informed, misguided and incorrect. As with Dr.
Ashaye, Mr. Layman's diagnosis and treatment of Ethan as suffering from a major
AFFIDAVIT OF CRAIG BEAVER
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•
depressive disorder was incorrect.
d.

The drugs administered to Ethan by Dr. Ashaye and Mr. Layman

enhanced and exacerbated the severity of the thought disorder Ethan was
experiencing at the time of his mother's death.
e.

The developments in psychology and brain science continue to show

fundamental differences between juvenile and adult minds in parts of the brain
involved in behavior control, and that adolescent brains are not yet fully mature in
regions and systems related to higher-order executive functions such as impulse
control, planning ahead and risk avoidance.
5.

I have reviewed the transcript of Ethan Windom's sentencing hearing

and I believe my testimony would have been relevant to the sentencing decision in
the following areas:
a.

My diagnosis was not "tentative," rather, it was a "true" diagnosis

based on extensive investigation, through testing, backed by solid evidence and
science, and was supported in full by Dr. Michael Estess, a veteran in the field of
psychiatry and neuropsychology.
b.

I found no evidence of malingering or psychopathy in Ethan Windom.

c.

It is common for individuals suffering from untreated schizophrenia

to experience auditory and/or visual hallucinations and have intrusive, often times
3
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violent thoughts. Much of the evidence cited by the court as indicators of
psychopathy and/or malingering - including statements to Mr. Layman that he was
having intrusive homicidal thoughts, an obsession with things like acquiring
physical strength (body building), violence and serial killers, producing drawings
of violent acts toward women, and the emulation of violent individuals (like the
character in American Psycho), and anger, irritability and isolationism - are all
common symptoms of untreated schizophrenia.
d.

Ethan's past is not the best indicator of his future in terms of his

ability to be drug compliant. It is not surprising that Ethan Windom failed to be
compliant with the drug treatment plan prescribed by Ashaye and Layman
because, due to the mis-diagnosis, the prescribed drugs were having no therapeutic
effect, and thus Ethan could not appreciate the necessity of medication treatment.
Given that Ethan had actively sought out help from his parents and doctors prior to
his psychotic break, it is reasonable to conclude that had Ethan been correctly
diagnosed and correctly medicated, he would have experienced the therapeutic
effect of the drugs and would have been compliant with his drug treatment.
e.

Additionally, Ethan's past is not the best indicator of his future in

terms of future dangerousness given the science of adolescent brain development.
Evidence pertaining to the developments in psychology and brain science continue
4
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to reveal the differences between juvenile and adult minds in parts of the brain
involved in behavior control is not '"generalized," but is specific to Ethan Windom
in that he was an adolescent at the time of his psychotic break and at sentencing.
Because his brain would continue to mature in the regions and systems related to
higher-order executive functions, his ability to control impulses, be drug
compliant and to understand and work with the limitations of his mental illness
would improve as he matured. Thus, future dangerousness would be significantly
reduced with increasing maturity and treatment.
Dated this

day of August 2015.

NOTARY
STATE OF
County of Ad

AHO

)
) ss.
)
cknowledged before me by Affiant, on this

i

Res~ding at: ~~w~~~iiiiid~

4th

MARi'-)'.fil, IJ 8ROOKS
N~iilic
State of Idaho

Con)mission
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Curriculum Vitae
Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

1

CURRICULUM VITAE
CRAIG W. BEAVER, Ph.D.
Diplomate in Clinical Neuropsychology, ABPP-CN

913 W. River Street, Suite 440
P.O. Box 9697
Boise, ID 83707-9697
(208) 336-2972
Fax (208) 336-4408
Education:
08/83

Ph.D. Clinical Psychology (APA Approved)
Miami University; Oxford, Ohio

12/80

M.A. Clinical Psychology
Miami University; Oxford, Ohio

06/78

B.S. Psychology (with honors)
University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon

State Licensure:

Idaho
Oregon
Washington
Wyoming

License #PSY-173
License #PSY 2098
Forensic Evaluator Certificate
License #PY 60159534
License #T-006

Professional Experience:

09/12-present

Clinical Instructor; Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, University of Washington Medical Center; Boise, ID.

07/00-present

Private Practice; Clinical and Neuropsychology, Boise, Idaho.

05/86-12/09

Consulting Neuropsychologist (part-time); Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital; Boise, Idaho.

12/88-12/09

Director Neuropsychology Services; Inpatient and Outpatient Brain
Injury Program; Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; Boise, Idaho.
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2

Professional Experience {continued}:
01/98-06/01

Disability Consultant; PERSI; Boise, Idaho.

08/83-07/00

Private practice; Clinical and Neuropsychology; Shoreline
Psychological Associates; Boise, Idaho.

03/88-06/90

Consulting Neuropsychologist (part-time); Rehabilitation Unit, Saint
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho.

05/87-12/88

Consulting Psychologist (part-time); Rehabilitation Medicine
Consultants; Boise, Idaho.

03/84-02/88

Coordinator, Psychology Service; Saint Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center; Boise, Idaho.

09/83-09/84

Psychologist (part-time); Nelson Institute; Boise, Idaho.

09/82-08/83

Clinical Psychology Intern; Ft. Miley V.A. Medical Center; San
Francisco, California (APA approved).

08/79-06/82

Psychotherapist (part-time): Miami University Psychology Clinic;
Oxford, Ohio.

08/80-01 /81

Psychology Trainee (part-time); Rollmans Psychiatric Institute;
Cincinnati, Ohio.

05/79-08/79

Psychology Trainee (part-time); Community Mental Health Center;
Good Samaritan Hospital; Dayton, Ohio.

09/76-06/78

Program Coordinator (part-time); Oregon Smoking Control Project;
University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon.

04/77 -09/77

Acting Director (6/77-9/77), Counselor (4/77-9/77); Franklin House;
Boise, Idaho.

Community/Professional Activities (Current):
-Epilepsy League of Idaho; Professional Advisory Board; 1985-present
-ABPP/ABCN; Work Sample Reviewer; 1993-present.
-Idaho Supreme Court; Domestic Violence Assessment Committee; 1996-present
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Curriculum Vitae
Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Community/Professional Activities {Current) (continued):

-Idaho State Bar, Character and Fitness Committee; 2000-present
-Lloyd, Brinegar, Short & Associates (Developmental Service Agency); Advisory Board;
2006-2010
Community/Professional Activities {Past):

-Child and Family Services, Department of Health & Welfare, State of Idaho;
Psychological Consultation; 1992-2001
-Women and Children Alliance (formerly YWCA); Board of Directors; 1997-2001.
-Medicare, CIGNA, Boise, Idaho; Consultant and Reviewer; 1992-1999.
-Idaho Board of Psychology Examiners, Member; appointed 1991-1997; chairperson
9/91-9/94 and 9/95-8/97.
-Idaho Head Injury Foundation; Board of Directors; 1985-1998.
-Brain Injury Task Force; State of Idaho; 1994-1996.
-CASA (Family Advocacy Program); Professional Advisory Board; 1987-1995.
-Child Custody Guidelines Work Group; Fourth Judicial District; 1992-1995.
-Nelson Institute (Alcohol/Drug Treatment); Consultant; 1983-1991.
-Idaho Commission for Alcohol and Drug Education (ICAD); Planning Committee;
1985-1988.
-Alcohol Intoxication Treatment Act (AITA) Committee, Region IV; Contract Review
Committee; 1986-1987.
-Epilepsy Assessment Unit - Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center; Consultant;
1988-1990.
-CRS Washington New Medico Head Injury Program; Consultant; 1988-1990.
-Easter Seals Society of Idaho; Advisory Board; 1989-1991.
-Governor's Commission (Idaho); Chemical Dependency Treatment Committee;
1989-1991.
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Community/Professional Activities (Past} (continued):
-Vocational Rehabilitation, State of Idaho; Consultant; 1985-1992.
-United Cerebral Palsy of Idaho; Consultant; 1985-1992.
-Boise Samaritan Village Cottage Program; Professional Advisory Board; 1986-1992.

Professional Societies:
American Psychological Association; Member, since 1983
-Rehabilitation Psychology; Division 22; Member
-Health Psychology, Division 38; Member
-Clinical Neuropsychology Division 40; Member
-Law Society; Division 41; Member
Idaho Psychological Association; Fellow, since 1983
-President; 1987-1989
-Treasurer; 1985-1986
-Executive Board: 1985-1991
Society for Personality Assessment, Member, since 1987
International Neuropsychological Society; Member, since 1989
lntermountain Neuropsychology Work Group, Member, since 1989
National Academy of Neuropsychology, Member, since 1994

Other Related Societies:
-National Head Injury Foundation; Member, since 1987
-Epilepsy Foundation of America; Member, since 1987

Professional Honors:
- Idaho Bar Association - Service Award; 2009
- Central District; Distinguished Idaho Citizens Award, Idaho Social Workers
Association - Professional Contributions; 1987
- Miami University Dissertation Fellow: 1981-1982
- Graduate Research Award - Miami University; 1980
- Graduate Research Award - Miami University; 1979

Professional Publications:
Beaver, C., Brown R., and Liechtenstein, E. Effects of monitored nicotine fading and
anxiety management training on smoking reduction. Addictive Behaviors, 1981, §, 301305.
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Professional Publications (continued):
Glasgow, R., Liechtenstein, E., Beaver, C., and O'Neil, H. Subjective reactions to rapid
and normal paced aversive smoking. Addictive Behaviors, in press.
Happ, A. and Beaver, C. Effects of Work at a VDT Intensive Lab Task on Performance,
Mood, and Fatigue Symptoms. Proceedings from the Human Factors Society
Rochester, N.Y.; October 12 - 16, 1981.
Beaver, C. Trait Anxiety, Locus of Control, and Gender as Predictors of Differential
Responses to Muscular and Cognitive Relaxation; Masters Thesis, Miami University;
December 1980.
Beaver, C. A Causal Analysis of the Effects of Life Events, Individual Differences, and
Aspects of the Social Environment on Distress. Doctoral Dissertation, Miami University;
1983.
Beaver, C. Where Are We Going With Dementia Disorders? A review of dementia
disorders, edited by C. L. E. Katona Journal of Contemporary Psychology, September
1991.
Professional Papers:
Beaver, C., Liechtenstein, E. and Brown, R. Use of an Anxiety Management and a
Nicotine Fading Procedure to Control Cigarette Smoking; Association for the
Advancement of Behavior Therapy annual meeting; San Francisco, California;
December, 1979.
Beaver, C. Trait Anxiety, Locus of Control, and Gender as Differential Predictors of
Responses to Muscular and Cognitive Relaxation; Ohio Psychology Association
Convention; Columbus, Ohio; October 31, 1981.
Beaver, C. and Rorer, L. The Effects of Life Events, Cognitive Variables, and the
Social Environment on Distress; Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology
annual meeting; Atlanta, Georgia; November, 1982.
Beaver, C. Medical and Legal Aspects of Disability Resulting from Brain Dysfunction:
Neuropsychology Brain Injury Disability; National Social Security Disability Law
Conference; Seattle, Washington; October, 1996.
Beaver, C. and Weiss, M. Training Manual for Treatment of Brain Injury Patients; State
of Idaho/Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; September, 1998.
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Curriculum Vitae
Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Invited Addresses and Presentations:

Neuropsychology and Closed Head Injury; Idaho Head Injury Foundation Annual
Meeting; Boise, Idaho; 1984.
Behavior Management of Neuropsychology Patients; Idaho Hospital Associate
Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1985.
Neuropsychological Issues with Handicapped Persons; State of Idaho Specialty
Service Providers; Boise, Idaho; 1986.
Traumatic Brain Injury; Assessment and Outcome; Idaho Hospital Association
Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1986.
Neuropsychology and Vocational Rehabilitation; State of Idaho Vocational
Rehabilitation Department; Annual Education Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1986.
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment in Workers Compensation Litigation;
Idaho Bar Association; Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1988.
Neuropsychology and Mental Health Needs; Ada County Mental Health
Association; Boise, Idaho; 1989.
Psychosocial Problems of Brain Injured Patients and Their Families; Idaho
Hospital Association; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1989.
Neuropsychological assessments with Worker Compensation patients. Idaho
Industrial Commission; Boise, Idaho; 1990.
Repressed Memory Syndrome. Fact or Fiction?; Idaho Judicial Conference; Sun
Valley, Idaho; 1994.
Family Dynamics and Domestic Violence; Fourth Judicial District Conference on
Domestic Violence; Boise, Idaho; 1994.
Neuropsychological Assessment Following TBI; Utah Head Injury Association,
Regional Conference; Park City, Utah; 1994.
Psychological Factors in Sentencing; Idaho Criminal Trial Lawyers Association;
Sun Valley, Idaho; 1995.
Work Re-Entry for Brain Injured Patients; Occupational Disability Management
Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1996.
NeuroPsych Issues in Workers Compensation; Surety Association; Boise, Idaho;
2000.
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Invited Addresses and Presentations (continued):
Adolescent Neuropsychology: Who is Minding the Store? Troubled Youth
Conference; Division of Youth Correction Center; Snowbird, Utah; 2000.
Common Mental Health Disorders; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Idaho Falls, Idaho; 2001.
MMPI: Uses, Limitations and Pitfalls in Capital Litigation; Florida Public Defender
Association; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; 2001
Common Mental Health Disorders; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Boise, Idaho; 2001
Neuropsychology Testing - A Hands on Experience; Claims Adjusters/Employers
of the Treasure Valley; Boise, Idaho; 2001
Traumatic Brain Injury & Other Neurological Disabilities; Idaho Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation; Boise, Idaho; 2002
Working with Brain Injury Students; Independent School District of Emmett No.
221; Emmett, Idaho; 2003
Neuropsychology & M.S.; National Multiple Sclerosis Society; Boise, Idaho; 2004
Use of Psychological Tests in Custody Evaluations; Mountain States Chapter
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers; Coeur d'Alene, Idaho; 2004
Models of Practice in Law and Psychology; Association of State and Provincial
Psychology Boards (ASPPB); Portland, Oregon; 2005
Neuropsychology and Brain Injury; Brain Injury Association of Idaho (BIAID);
Boise, Idaho; 2005
Forensic Evaluations: Diagnostic Interviewing and Clinical Expert Testimony for
Social Workers and Clinicians; Region Ill Department of Health and Welfare;
Caldwell, Idaho; 2006
Emotions and Disabilities; Arthritis Education & Support Group; Boise, Idaho;
2007
Mental Health Issues in Criminal Law; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Pocatello, Idaho; 2007
Mental Health and the Law; Idaho Law Foundation, Inc.; Boise, Idaho; 2007
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Invited Addresses and Presentations (continued):
Presentation to Advanced Criminal Law classes; Drake University Law School;
Des Moines, Iowa; 2008
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center/Magic Valley Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit;
Environmental Management of Mental Patients; Twin Falls, Idaho; 2008
Overview of Neuropsychology; University of Washington Psychiatry Residency
Program; Boise, Idaho; 2009
From Progress Notes to Expert Witness; Special Needs and the Law
Conference; University of Concordia School of Law; Boise, Idaho; 2012
The Dementing Millionaire; American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law; 2012
Annual Meeting, Montreal, PQ, Canada; 2012
Mental Health and Mitigation Investigation; Live Man Walking Seminar; Defense
Resource Center; Portland, Oregon; 2013
Treating Worker Compensation Patients: Understanding the Process; Idaho
Psychological Association; Boise, Idaho; 2014
Workshop Presentations:
Clinical Management of Patient with Neuropsychological Deficits; Boise State
University Nursing Training Seminars; Boise, Idaho; 1984 (1 day).
Neuropsychological Assessment; Family Practice Residency Training Seminar;
Boise, Idaho; 1984 (1/2 day).
Educational Impact of Epilepsy: Effects on Attention, Memory, and Behavior;
Epilepsy League of Idaho Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1985 (2 hour
presentation).
Neuropsychological Aspects of Motor Development; Pediatric Physical and
Occupational Therapists Organization, Idaho Chapter, Annual Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1985 (1/2 day).
Associations Between Neuropsychological Models and Cognitive Development;
Boise State University, Gifted and Talented Teacher Summer Institute; Boise,
Idaho; 1985 (1/2 day).
Neuropsychological Assessment and Learning Disabilities; Boise Schools'
Psychologists; Boise, Idaho; 1985 (three day workshop).
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Workshop Presentations (continued}:

Behavior Management of Neuropsychology Patients; Idaho State School and
Hospital Staff; Nampa, Idaho; 1986 (four day seminar).
Neuropsychological Deficits with Chemical Dependency; Idaho Conference on
Alcohol and Drugs; Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1/2 day).
Neuropsychological Aspects of ADD; Idaho Speech and Hearing Association
Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1 day).
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment with Developmental Disabilities; State
of Idaho Adult/Child Development Department; Annual Education Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1 day).
Neuropsychology: Behavior, Emotion, and Seizure Disorders; Idaho Epilepsy
League Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1987 (2 hours).
Treatment Implications of Neuropsychological Deficits; Idaho Conference on
Alcohol and Drugs; Boise, Idaho; 1987 (1/2 day).
Impairment and Disability From Neuropsychological Deficits; Janzen
International Rehabilitation Consultants; Annual Training Seminar; Sun Valley,
Idaho; 1988 (1 day).
Psychometric Testing and Its Limitations; Idaho Region IV Judicial Unit; Boise,
Idaho; 1988 (1/2 day).
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment in Vocational Rehabilitation; State of
Idaho Department of Vocational Rehabilitation; Annual Education Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1988 (2 hours).
Luria's Model of the Brain and Neuropsychological Treatment Strategies;
Occupational Therapists Association; Idaho Chapter; Annual Conference;
Moscow, Idaho; 1991 (1 day).
Use of Psychological Tests in Assessing and Treating Issues of Child Abuse and
Neglect; CASA (Family Advocacy Program); Boise, Idaho; 1991 (1 day).
Head Injury Workshop: Medical and Legal Aspects of Disability Resulting from
Brain Dysfunction; National Social Security Disability Law Conference; Seattle,
Washington; 1996 (1 day).
Neuropsychological Issues in Death Penalty Mitigation; lntermountain
Neuropsychologists Group; Salt Lake City, Utah; 1996 (1/2 day).
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Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D.

Workshop Presentations (continued):
Strategies for Managing Agitated Traumatic Brain Injury Patients; Eastern Idaho
Regional Medical Center; Idaho Falls, Idaho; 1997 (1 day).
Idiosyncratic Uses of Neuropsychological Assessments in the Criminal Courts;
lntermountain Neuropsychologists Group; Salt Lake City, Utah; 1997 (1/2 day).
Competency and Involuntary Commitments in Idaho; Family Practice Residency
Group; Boise, Idaho; 1998 (1/2 day).
Evaluating and Managing Psychiatric Emergencies; Idaho Paramedics Training;
Boise, Idaho; 1999 (1/2 day).
Adolescent Neuropsychology: Who is Minding the Store; Salt Lake City, Utah;
1999 (1/2 day).
Working with the Brain Injured Patient; Idaho State School and Hospital; Nampa,
Idaho; 2001 (1/2 day).
Pitfalls and Highlights in Assessing a Patients Competency: Idaho Disability
Examiners Association; Boise, Idaho; 2001 (1/2 day).
Brain Injury Stages of Recovery; Idaho Speech and Hearing Association Annual
Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 2002 (1 day).
Incapacity Workshop; Idaho Guardianship Fiduciary Association; Boise, Idaho;
2007 ( 1/2 day).
Neuroscience 101; Federal Defenders Annual Death Penalty Conference; Boise,
Idaho; 2007 (1/2 day).
Pediatric Mental Health Conference: Putting All the Pieces Together;
Effectiveness of Neurorehabilitation with Traumatic Brain Injury; Boise, Idaho;
2008 ( 1/2 day).
Pediatric Mental Health Conference: Putting All the Pieces Together; New
Treatment Trends with Traumatic Brain Injury; Boise, Idaho; 2008 (1/2 day).
We are Family: Our Time to Shine; Idaho Parents Unlimited, Inc.; Boise, Idaho;
2009 (1/2 day).
How Good is Your Test Data, National Association of Psychometrists; New
Orleans, Louisiana; 2009 (1/2 day).
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Workshop Presentations {continued):
To Infinity & Beyond -The Exploding Populations of TBI in our Schools and
Communities; Idaho Speech & Hearing Association; Pocatello, Idaho; 2010
(1 day)
Anatomy and Physiology 101 for Attorneys: Head Injury NBI; Boise, Idaho;
2013.
Hospital Staff Privileges:
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1984
Privileges: Clinical Psychologist
Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1985
Privileges: Clinical Psychologist
Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1986
Privileges: Neuropsychologist
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Licensed Psychologist

575 East Parkcenter Blvd., Suite 110 • Boise, Idaho· 83706 • (208) 336·2972 • Fax (208) 336·4408
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 5445 • Boise, Idaho 83706

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
Defendant:
Date of Birth:
Case:
Case No.:
Dates of Examination:
Date of Report:

Ethan Allen Windom
State of Idaho vs. Ethan Allen Windom
M0701292
02/06/07, 02/07/07, 621/23/07, 07/29/07, and 09/26/07
11/07/07

Purpose of Examination:
Ethan Windom was a 16, now 17-year-old single, right-handed male examined at the Ada
County Jail. Ethan Windom is currently pending sentencing on a charge of murder related to the
death of his mother on 01/25/07. Initially, I was requested to evaluate Ethan Windom's
competency to proceed with his legal affairs. This issue, particularly after treatment while in the
Ada County Jail, was largely resolved. He has since entered a guilty plea related to the death of
his mother and is pending sentencing. This report was prepared to address issues of Ethan
Windom's psychiatric status, treatment needs, risk potential, and rehabilitation potential.
Procedures Administered:

Qualitatively I had the opportunity to interview Ethan Windom on 02/06/07, 02/07/07, 04/23/07,
07/29/07, and 09/26/07. Additionally, I also was able to interview Ethan Windom's father, Craig
Windom, on 02/15/07 and I interviewed his stepmother, Cathy Windom, on 03/08/07. Finally, I
interviewed his maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heindel in March 2007. I did
consult with Dr. Michael Estess, who has been the treating psychiatrist with Mr. Windom since
his incarceration in the Ada County Jail. In addition to interviews and consultation, I was able to
review multiple medical, legal, and other records related to Ethan Windom. This included· not
only his prior psychiatric history and academic records, but also multiple records related to
police investigation involving the death of his mother, Judy.
Quantitatively, Ethan Windom underwent a comprehensive neuropsychometric test battery
including the following:
Wechsler Test of Adult Reading
Controlled Oral Word Fluency Test
Rey Complex Figure Test

Diplomate in Clinical Neuropeyehol~ean Board of Professional Psychology
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Trail Making Test
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
Rey 15 Item Memory Test
Consonant Trigrams Test
Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude-II (Sentence Imitation and Oral Direction
Subtest)
Wechsler Memory Scale-III
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III
Beck Depression Inventory-II
Green's Word Memory Test
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
Category Test
Victoria Symptom Validity Test
Conners' Continuous Performance Test-2
Grooved Pegboard Test
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2
Millon Adolescent Personality Inventory
M-FAST
These tests were administered on 02/26/07 and the M-FAST was administered later in further
evaluation of Mr. Windom. Standardized administration and scoring methods were utilized.
Review of Records:
Psychiatric Records:

Ethan Windom was first seen by Dr. Tim Ashaye, psychiatrist, on 09/18/07. His chief complaint
was "I have anger issues". He had been referred to Dr. Ashaye by his stepmother, who is a
social worker at a local psychiatric facility. He reported struggling with issues of irritability, low
frustration tolerance, and problems at school. He acknowledged having some racing thoughts
and some sadness. He reported getting angry. He denied homicidal thoughts at the time. It was
noted he had previously seen a counselor in grade school. He was not on any medications. Dr.
Ashaye tentatively diagnosed him with major depressive disorder, recurrent, and severe, without
psychotic features, as well as having a generalized anxiety disorder. Ethan Windom was started
on a combination ofLexapro (antidepressant) and Klonopin (antianxiety) medication.
Ethan Windom was seen o~ 10/11/06. It was felt the Klonopin had been helpful. He was
tolerating Lexapro. Both the Klonopin and Lexapro were increased:
Ethan Windom was seen by Andrew Layman, licensed clinical social worker for initial intake
evaluation on 10/31/06. He had been referred for counseling by Steve Thaxton from Cherry
Lane Counseling Center in which Ethan Windom had seen him on three occasions and felt he
needed more extended services.
Ethan Windom reported his primary problem was "recurrent homicidal ideation". He reported
this had begun the past year or two when he was in the eighth grade and noted he had never acted

000088

on this, other than some minor aggressive behavior with a sibling. He described obsessive
thoughts which tended to be aggressive. It was noted he had been diagnosed as having irritable
depression by Dr. Ashaye.
His history was reviewed, including the homicidal thoughts. Ethan Windom described having
anxiety attacks. A more detailed psychosocial history was obtained. It was noted he was on
Lexapro and Clonazepam at the time. Andrew Layman noted in his diagnostic considerations
depressive disorder, NOS, the need to rule out anxiety disorder, and major depressive disorder.
No discussions about relative risk issues were noted, and he was planned for further treatment.
Ethan Windom was seen by Andrew Layman on 11/07/06. There was concern at the begitming
of the evaluation that Mr. Layman would not have time to consistently see Ethan Windom on a
weekly basis. He was going to focus on cognitive behavioral therapy. Interestingly, Andrew
Layman noted Ethan Windom reported he felt he did not have control over his thoughts and felt
some degree of obligation to followthrough with his thoughts. He was noted to still be having
homicidal thoughts. Andrew Layman diagnosed him with depressive disorder, NOS; need to
rule out major depressive disorder and anxiety disorder.
Ethan Windom saw Dr. Ashaye again on 11/13/06. He reported doing better on Klonopin and
Lexapro, although he still had some mood swings. He increased the Lexapro and Klonopin
further.
Andrew Layman met with Ethan Windom again on 11/30/06. Ethan Windom felt the medication
was helpful. He did admit to intermittent passive angry thoughts. He did describe getting in
trouble for expressing anger towards a teacher at school. Andrew Layman reported he was going
to contact Ethan Windom's stepmother, Kathy, to review these issues. He continued to provide
to him with a diagnosis of major depressive disorder.
Andrew Layman saw Ethan Windom again on 12/11/06. He denied having any significant
struggles with his thoughts and impulses at this time. However, on further questioning, he
acknowledged he still had some intennittent homicidal thoughts. He noted occasionally
fantasizing about the whole process of homicide. Andrew Layman noted Ethan was fairly
complex to deal with. He continued to try cognitive behavioral therapy intervention with him.
Andrew Layman met with Ethan Windom on 12/29/06. He had gotten in trouble again at school
for apparently striking another youth at school. Ethan did discuss anger he had towards his
parents. They discussed issues of Ethan being relatively intolerant and impatient with others.
Ethan Windom was seen by Dr. Tim Ashaye on 01/05/07. He continued him on Lexapro, which
was increased further, as well as Klonopin.
Andrew Layman saw Ethan on 01/18/07. Apparently, Ethan brought in a folder regarding a
neurology consult he had about headaches he had been having. Ethan had seen a neurologist for
migraines and had been tried on Topamax. He did not like the neurologist. He was tending to
blame other people for some of the difficulties he was having. They did talk about Ethan
watching a violent video of an event. Andrew Layman noted some concern about this. He
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expressed concern about psychopathy. He noted Ethan was showing evidence of superficiality,
grandiosity, being bored, etc.
Academic Records:

In reviewing academic records for Ethan Windom from 2004 through 2007, his grades were
quite variable. In ninth grade year, he was predominately an A to A-B student. This continued
into the beginning of tenth grade, but, by the latter part of the tenth grade, he was a C-B student.
He was somewhat above average in aptitude testing.
There was concern expressed on 09/28/06 regarding Ethan Windom. Apparently, he had made
some comments in a class about fears of "losing it" and doing "serious damage to others" and
being scared of his feelings. The multidisciplinary team at the high school did meet and
reviewed this on 09/28/06, noting Ethan Windom was having visions of violent crimes and
hurting others and was afraid of losing control. His mother, Judy, was notified about this, and
she did note that he was seeing a psychologist and was being placed on medications.
A threat assessment screening was apparently completed on this date and they ultimately decided
there was a low level of concern, given that he was involved in ongoing care and treatment.
They did formulate an action plan.
There was the incident in December 2006 at the school in which Ethan Windom had assaulted
another student after an interaction. The intervention team was again involved with this.
Legal Records:

Ethan Windom did have a prior juvenile record. He was charged with battery on the school
grounds related to an incident that occurred on 12/18/06 involving another student.
Informed Consent:

Throughout my contacts with Ethan Windom, it has been explained my interactions with him are
related to his current legal case. As such, information obtained during our interviews could be
presented to the court. Further, it was explained my role is not to provide treatment to Ethan
Windom, but to continue to evaluate him independently. Ethan Windom consistently agreed to
cooperate fully with the evaluation process.

Clinical Interview and Behavioral Observations:
Mental Status Observations:
Ethan Windom has been seen throughout his stay at the Ada County Jail, typically in the CCU
conference room. While shackled, he independently ambulated without evidence of difficulty.
He does not report any problems with his vision or hearing. He indicates he is right hand
dominant. Personal hygiene has been fair, with uncombed hair and being unshaved most of the
time. Otherwise, personal hygiene was probably adequate.
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During the course of our interviewing Ethan, he at times presented with some attentional issues.
Specifically, at times, he presents as relatively inattentive and almost "blank" and at other times,
he appeared mildly impulsive in his responses. Receptively, he has been able to follow multiplestep instructions without difficulty. Expressively, while he is able to communicate his basic
thoughts and ideas, his expressions have been somewhat "robotic" sounding, typically only
responding in short phrases or sentences without much, if any, elaboration, and without
considerable cuing and promoting.
Interpersonally, he does maintain eye contact, but there is a certain sense of distance in his
engagement. His affect has consistently been very blunted and, at times, incongruent with the
discussion at hand.
He has occasionally, when prompted to engage in more freewheeling discussions, began
discussing issues that had a strong paranoid delusional quality (i.e., his special powers and
abilities, others being somewhat jealous of his capacity, his special destination in the world, etc.).
Again, this has been episodic.
He presented, in the earlier part of his jail stay, with comments about experiencing auditory
hallucinations. His outward behavior in the beginning of his stay at the Ada County Jail would
be consistent with this (i.e., appearing quite internally distracted at times).
Ethan Windom did complete all tasks requested of him. He appeared to put forth adequate
effort. He was always oriented to person, place, and time.
Current Situation:

Ethan Windom was arrested on 01/25/07 and charged with the murder of his mother, Judy.
When he was initially seen in the Ada County Jail, he was not on any medications. At that time,
physically, he did not report any difficulties with vision or hearing. He reported not sleeping
much at night. Appetite was below normal.
He reported feeling he was concentrating and communicating okay and denied any cognitive
problems.
He initially reported he had some anxiety since initially being off the Klonopin. He thought he
was depressed, but could not articulate what those feelings were. He acknowledged having
homicidal thoughts and that they felt odd, but overpowering at times. He also reported he
sometimes, particularly late in the evening, would hear voices encouraging him to do things.
Often, this had a violent theme.
Ethan Windom was later stabilized on psychotropic medications. He was placed on a
combination of Haldol (antipsychotic medications), at fairly significant doses, combined with
Wellbutrin (antidepressant medication). Ethan Windom reported that once on these medications,
particularly the Haldol, he felt much better able to focus and no longer had the auditory
hallucinations or the troubling thoughts or ruminations he had been experiencing. He has not
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always been a particularly good historian, however, about what medications he was taking.
Consultation with Dr. Estess did indicate he was on Haldol for his psychiatric issues.
Later, Ethan Windom reported being on a combination of Wellbutrin (antidepressant
medication), Benadryl (anti-Parkinson medication), and Thorazine (antipsychotic medication).
He reported, later, sleeping well at night. He denied any problems with cognition. He reported
feeling much less depressed and better able to focus. Again, he indicated he was not any longer
experiencing auditory hallucinations. He further indicated not having aggressive or homicidal
thoughts or impulses.
Background Information:

Ethan Windom was born in Boise, Idaho o
mechanic and now, after a back injury, qu
playing music as a drummer at various times.

His father, Craig, initially worked as a
and is "disabled". He has also worked

He describes his father as relatively relaxed, although having a temper. He reports, particularly
when he was younger, spending a fair amount of time with his father. He had regular visitation
with his father after his parents divorced. He did report being somewhat afraid of his father
because of the anger issues.
He reports he got along relatively well with his mother, Judy, who was killed. She worked as a
social worker/special education teacher. She had other employment before this job.
He reports they would watch movies together and TV. He described her as a caring person. He
reported in recent time she got quite religious and he did not share this.
He did report they rarely had arguments, but they had some increasing arguments over the last
several years due to him coming home late or not getting along well about specific issues.
As far as he is aware, he did not know what her drug or alcohol use was like.
I did review his parent's history with regard to their marriage. He reports being 6 years old when
his parents split and divorced. His father ultimately married Kathy. He could recall before his
parents divorced and around the time of their divorce that they would yell a lot at each other.
He denied there was any family history of any type of abuse.
He reports getting along very well with his stepmother, Kathy, who works as a social
worker/counselor at Intennountain Hospital. He reports finding her easy to talk to in comparison
to his parents.
He reports having a brother, Mason, who is 18. He reports his brother graduated early from high
school and is working for a pizza company, living with his girlfriend.
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He notes his brother, Mason, is diabetic since childhood and had some trouble with marijuana
and depression. He reports, at times, they have been close and at other times, they fought with
each other.
In reviewing education history, Ethan Windom reports attending Owyhee Elementary School and
reports he did fine in grade school. He had a small group of friends, and as far as he could recall,
he did not have any behavioral problems and had adequate grades.
He attended South Junior High School. He reports in the seventh grade, his best friend moved to
another school and this made it very difficult. He reports being placed in accelerated English
and liked his teachers.
However, as he moved into eighth grade, he started feeling "weird" in his head. He reports
becoming less motivated about school.
In the ninth grade, he reports he had a few select friends and thought he did a little bit better, but
still was feeling "weird" in his head.
He attended Borah High School beginning in tenth grade. He reports it was a significant
adjustment going to the larger school. He thought his grades were okay. He noted he had
increasing conflicts with some other students. He had a specific incident with another student in
December.
In reviewing medical history, Ethan Windom does not report any history of any medical
problems. He does report that he had a pilonidal cyst on his coccyx area that was lanced, but no
other medical problems.
In reviewing his mental health history, he reports seeing a counselor sometime in grade school,
but he could not remember who or what that was about. He reports becoming increasingly
concerned about some of the thoughts and feelings he was experiencing in the last several years.
He reports over the last year or two, he had increasingly talked with his mother and his father
and stepmother about counseling or medication. He reports he, after several requests, was sent to
see a counselor in late August, early September 2006, and started on medication. This will be
discussed in more detail below.
In reviewing drug and alcohol issues, he reports first experimenting with alcohol when he was
about 14 or 15. Typically, this would involve drinking a few beers on the weekend with friends.
He did not report regular alcohol use. He reports rarely drinking to intoxication.
He does report trying marijuana beginning in ninth grade, again when he was about 15 years old,
and used it on a semi-regular basis through tenth grade. He was using it relatively infrequently
by eleventh grade, predominately with friends. He describes it was·not particularly of interest to
him.
He did not report any other drug use.
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He does report abusing the medication, Wellbutrin, which is an antidepressant medication. He
reports in the month or two before the death of his mother, he would occasionally grind up
Wellbutrin pills and snort them. He found this to be quite stimulating. He reports having done
this on or around the date his mother was killed in January.

Defendant's Perception of Critical Events:
I did review with Ethan Windom a series of issues related to the buildup of events before his
mother, Judy, was killed by Ethan Windom in January 2007.
First of all, I did review with Ethan Windom his thoughts and ideation related to violence and
aggression. He reports begi1111ing to have some thoughts of violence and aggression that was
concerning to him by the time he was about 13 years of age. However, he reports in the last year
or so, those thoughts and ideas had got increasingly "strange". He reports the thoughts were
never really "directed" by anyone, but he felt as if someone was communicating with him. He
reports he could not control the thoughts and they were overwhelming to him.
He reports his thoughts and feelings were getting stronger and stronger. He notes this became
increasingly concerning to him and that he repeatedly asked his mother, stepmother, Kathy, and
his father to help him with counseling or treatment. He ultimately did begin treatment in late
August, early September 2006.
He reports feeling increasingly like someone was "leaving me". He described walking in the
halls at school and feeling like other people were talking about him or knew what his thoughts
were.
It was during this period of time he became increasingly fascinated with movies and literature
which involved violence or aggressive acts.
I did ask him if there were any other events going on his life or with his family during this prior
period of time that also occurred in coordination with these increasing thoughts and feelings. He
reports his mother became involved with a boyfriend who was very dominating and abusive. He
reports this particular boyfriend apparently was stealing things and threatening them. He would
be very verbally abusive towards them and physically abusive towards his mother. He notes
during this time, his mother turned to alcohol. This appears to have been a significant event,
although not necessarily the predominate cause of his odd thought processes.
On a related note, he describes, in about ninth grade, becoming increasingly concerned about his
own physical prowess and vulnerability to others. He became increasingly interested in weight
lifting and taking supplements. He had several friends who were really into this. He began
taking "amino acids and cretin". He reports he went from 180 pounds to 230 pounds between
ninth and eleventh grade.
I inquired with regard to his care and treatment beginning in late August and September 2006.
He reports seeing Dr. Ashaye, who placed him on Lexapro and Klonopin. He did not feel the
Lexapro did very much, but did report in some ways the Klonopin was mildly helpful with his
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anxiety. He reports, in each of his contacts with Dr. Ashaye, he only spent a few minutes with
him and was never asked about his homicidal thoughts, feelings, or impulses.
He reports trying to explain these feelings to his psychotherapist he was also seeing, but reports
he did not feel he was particularly interested in this.
He reports, in the weeks before the death of his mother, he had started snorting Wellbutrin. He
reports he would stay up for nights at a time when doing this.
On the day prior to the death of his mother Judy, he reports having increasing thoughts about
aggression and homicidal issues. He reports he had not taken the Wellbutrin since the week
before the incident.
On the particular evening he killed his mother, he describes having increasingly strong thoughts
and feelings about being homicidal and aggressive. He reports hoping the Klonopin would help
him. He said he took five Klonopin tablets the evening before the events unfolded. He reports
this did not seem to help. He was taking cretin and amino acids at this time.
He denies having clear recall of actually killing his mother on this evening. He reports
fragmented recall about his phone message he placed on the phone or walking to his father's
home.
·
Collateral Interviews:

I did have the opportunity to interview Craig Windom, Ethan's father, on 02/15/07. He reports
he and Judith were married in 1984 and divorced in 1997. As far as he is aware, Judy had a
normal pregnancy and easy birth with Ethan.
In reviewing early developmental milestones, he reports Ethan appeared to be on track without
difficulty. He does note Ethan's older brother, Mason, was diagnosed with juvenile diabetes at
age one and one-half, which was right around the time Ethan was born. He reports in the family,
this resulted in significant more attention being paid to Mason than to Ethan.
In reviewing Ethan's early years, such as in kindergarten and grade school, he seemed relatively
normal. He reports Ethan was always somewhat careless about things, whereas Mason was very
detailed and focused.
During grade school, he reports Ethan was a good student. He was very much a loner, however,
and spent much of his time playing video games and did not like doing anything competitive
where there was a chance he would lose. He did not do well with structure and authority.
As Ethan moved into junior high school, he reports initially thinking Ethan seemed relatively
normal. However, he described an incident when Ethan was in ninth grade in which he wore a
bulletproof vest to school that was very upsetting to everyone. He reports Ethan appeared to
have no understanding of the inappropriateness of his actions. Craig Windom reports just
thinking it was bad judgement on Ethan's part. He notes by the time Ethan was in the ninth
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grade, he was drinking a lot of caffeine. He reports in ninth grade, Judy had talked to him about
having discovered that Ethan was having disturbing thoughts about killing someone.
Craig Windom reports that over the last 2 years, he had seen Ethan become increasingly
interested in violence. This included video with his friends. There was another incident in
which he reports Ethan struck another student this past year.
He notes that in the few weeks prior to the death of Judy, Ethan had come over to visit and
appeared relatively immature and kid-like, but he did not have any inclination of him focusing on
being violent.
He reports Ethan was very connected to Kathy, Ethan's stepmother. He had gotten upset with
Kathy about 2 weeks prior to the death of Judy, which was unusual.
He reports being aware Judy would sometimes get overwhelmed with Ethan and call for
assistance. He reports sometimes she reported feeling threatened by Ethan, but did not describe
any specific incidents.
He had never known Ethan to be confrontational or abusive towards Judy, but did note they got
into verbal arguments at times.
He reports about 1 month before the death of Judy, Ethan had seen a neurologist because Ethan
reported having increasing problems with headaches.
On the day of the incident, he reports having contact with Ethan because Ethan had problems
with lower GI difficulties and had come home from school.
Craig Windom did reflectively note that Ethan had over the last 6 months or so had increasingly
asked for counseling and psychological help because he felt he was having difficulties. but he did
not go into significant detail.
Craig Windom reports that when he saw Ethan Windom on the early morning hours after Judy
had been killed, he appeared calm but confused. He told Craig that Judy was dead and appeared
upset, yet incoherent.
I inquired with Craig Windom about Ethan's mental health care. He reports they helped Ethan
get involved with individual counseling and to get into see Dr. Tim Ashaye. They received
mixed reports from the counselors regarding Ethan. Craig Windom reports going to a session
that Ethan Windom had with Dr. Ashaye and reports it took less than 5 minutes and he never
really asked Ethan many, if any, questions.

Interview with Kathy Windom:
I did have the opportunity to interview Kathy Windom on 03/08/07. She reports. in reflecting
back, she saw Ethan having a lot of ''magical thinking". She reports Ethan over the last year or
so had increasingly asked for help. She worked to help get him into counseling.
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She reported several days before the death of Judy, she had become increasingly concerned with
Ethan because he seemed to be more upset and angry in the last several weeks. She had called
his counselor. The counselor reported that Ethan's sessions were going well. She also requested
if they could come in and talk with the counselor, because of her increasing concerns, and was
told it would be up to Ethan to decide if this was okay.
She reports over the last months before Judy was killed, Ethan kept talking to Kathy that he was
having "impulses" and was very frightened by them. She tried to communicate this with Dr.
Ashaye, but it did not go well. She reports whenever there was any communication with Dr.
Ashaye, he simply increased the Klonopin or Lexapro.
Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heindel:
Finally, I interviewed Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heindel, Judy's parents, in March 2007.
They reported having talked to Judy, including on the night she was killed, and did not have any
indication there was increasing conflict between her and Ethan. They did note Ethan appeared to
have a short temper. They were aware of a few occasions in which they thought Ethan was
demanding in regard to the relationship he had with his mother Judy. They were aware Ethan
had told his father, Craig, he was having increasing difficulties with hearing "voices" and wanted
help. They were very shocked by what had happened.
Finally, I also had a phone consultation with Dr. Michael Estess, treating psychiatrist for Ethan
Windom while incarcerated in the Ada County Jail. Dr. Estess indicated Mr. Windom suffered
from schizophrenia.
He noted Ethan Windom had responded relatively well to
psychophannacological intervention. He noted being optimistic Ethan Windom's significant
psychiatric issues could be managed effectively with medications.
Test Results and Interpretations:
General Neuropsychological Functioning:
Ethan Windom is currently functioning in the average range of intellectual skills and abilities
(Verbal IQ=I01, Performance IQ=105, Full Scale IQ=103). Overall, Ethan Windom functions
broadly within normal limits across multiple neurocognitive measures.
Ethan Windom did put forth strong effort in the testing. He was administered a series of tests
sensitive to issues of motivation in the cognitive testing. This included the Rey 15 Item Memory
Test, Victoria Symptom Validity Test, Green's Word Memory Test, and the Bolter Validity
Index was calculated from the Category Test. All four measures were found to be within normal
limits.
Specific Neurocognitive Functioning:
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Motor speed and dexterity was somewhat slow for Ethan Windom, as noted on the Grooved
Pegboard Test. He does present as right hand dominant. He is particularly slow with his left
non-dominant hand.
On tests involving simple attention, he performed within normal limits in recalling numbers
forwards and backwards, doing arithmetic calculations, and other encoding or sequencing tasks.
Receptively, he did not have any difficulty following multiple-step instructions. He was
administered the DTLA-2, Sentence Imitation and Oral Direction Subtest. These tests deal with
receptive language. He did not have any difficulty on either test. His ability to understand and
follow language, again, is well within normal limits.
Expressively, despite his presentation of being rather quiet and reserved with regard to his
verbalization, his expressive speech was solidly within normal limits on formal testing with the
Controlled Oral Word Fluency Test. Further, his verbal reasoning and problem solving skills, as
noted on the Verbal Subtest of the WAIS-III, were solidly within a normal range.
Academically, he is in the average range for his reading basic skills, as noted on the Wechsler
Test of Adult Reading.
Visual perception and perceptual organizational skills are solidly within the average range, as
noted on the Performance Subtest of the WAIS-III.
Memory was excellent. Both verbal and visual learning and recall of new information was above
average, as noted on multiple measures for Ethan.
Finally, evaluation of executive functioning, which involves high level sustained attention and
information processing, as well as complex problem solving was examined.
In terms of sustained attention and information processing, Ethan perfonned within normal limits
on multiple measures, including the Conners' Continuous Performance Test-II, Trail Making
Test, and the Consonant Trigrams Test. No difficulties with sustained attention and information
processing were found.
On higher level executive problem solving, particularly tasks in which a person is unfamiliar,
and tasks which require some mental flexibility and innovation with problem solving, he did
well. He performed well on both the Category Test and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.
Overall, again, no neurocognitive deficits were found.
Psychological Functioning:

Ethan Windom was administered the M-FAST, which provides a screening tool for exaggeration
or malingering of psychotic symptoms. Ethan Windom had a low score on the M-Fast, without
any clear evidence to suggest feigning or gross exaggeration of his psychiatric symptoms.
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He did complete the Beck Anxiety Inventory in which he scored in the mild range.
Ethan Windom did complete the MMPI-Adolescent Form. In review of the validity scales of the
MMPI-A, Ethan Windom approached this test in a defensive manner. He was very reluctant to
acknowledge personal difficulties or problems. He evidenced a rigid defensiveness in which he
consistently tried to underestimate his psychological problems and their severities.
Caution is needed in interpreting the profile.

In examining the clinical scales from the MMPI-A, he had limited clinical scale elevations
because of his defensiveness. He did show modest elevations indicating he has a significant
amount of social anxiety, conflict and concern, and is quite naive lacking insight into the
dynamics between emotional and psychological issues and how this affects his behavior.
Further, it is suggestive he has a strong need to see himself as socially competent and
comfortable. although he is not. However, again, the results of the MMPI-A were limited
because of his defensiveness.
Conversely, in Ethan Windom's approach to the Millon Adolescent Personalty Inventory, he did
not have any obvious unusual test taking attitudes or difficulties which would have distorted the
results.
In examining the personality scales of the MAPI, he presents as an individual who is a somewhat
dependent, needy individual, who has a fear of losing emotional support. He is quite naive about
psychological and social issues. He has poor ability to cope on his own with stressors.
His profile is further suggestive of an adolescent who does not have any real sense of self or does
not have well-defined boundaries. He has a relatively low self-esteem. In many respects, he
wants to be a "normal" adolescent, but does not know how to do that. He does not report
specific concerns or issues in other aspects of the MAPI. There is certainly a question as to how
reluctant he was to divulge some of his inner psychiatric issues on this particular test.
Impressions and Recommendations:

1. Diagnostic Considerations:
Ethan Windom describes experiencing "weird" thoughts and feelings beginning in early
adolescence, around age 12 or 13. Over time, these unusual thoughts, and impulses, have
typically involved aggressive or violent themes. By the time he reached mid adolescence, in
the year or so before the death of his mother in January 2007, he increasingly experienced
evidence of magical thinking, ideas of reference, auditory hallucinations, as well as
displaying obsessive, compulsive, and aggressive behavior at times.
Ethan Windom did try to seek help for these difficulties. He asked for psychological care
and treatment when talking to his parents. He also disclosed some of these thoughts and
feelings at the school in September 2006.
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Unfortunately, his blunted affect, anxiety, irritability, and aggressive thoughts were
interpreted by psychiatrists and counselors who were seeing Ethan, as reflective of major
depression and anxiety. He was treated accordingly with antidepressant and antianxiety
medications. This began in the fall of 2006.
Ethan Windom reported still having some of those thoughts and feelings. In fact, there was
an incident in December 2006 in which he had an altercation with another student. In
response to this, Ethan Windom's healthcare providers slowly increased the levels of his
medications, but, unfortunately, it did not have the desired effect.
· During this same period of time, Ethan Windom also utilized muscle-building supplements,
strongly suspected to include cretin. This, unfortunately, is known to cause increased
irritability and aggressiveness, and in and of itself, can occasionally cause more significant
mood or affective disturbance. In the weeks before Judy died, Ethan Windom acknowledges
abusing Wellbutrin. While this is an antidepressant medication, it tends to be energizing,
which would have an undesirable effect on an individual who is developing psychotic type
symptoms.
Finally, Ethan Windom reports, on the day and evening before his mother was killed, he had
increasing thoughts and aggressive feelings, which were frightening to him. He reports
talcing approximately five times as much Klonopin as had been prescribed to him in an effort
to reduce this emotional duress. Unfortunately, the benzodiazepines likely were disinhibiting
to him.
It appears by what information is available and in talking with Ethan Windom, he
experienced his first true psychotic break at and around the time he killed his mother, Judy.
I would note further evidence Ethan Windom has a significant psychotic disorder has been
his positive response to antipsychotic medications. He is on a fairly significant amount of
antipsychotic medication, yet does not report significant problems with cognitive slowing or
sleepiness, which might occur with normal individuals taking these medications. He reports
the antipsychotic medications have helped substantially with his thoughts and feelings, which
were so troubling to him.
On formal neuropsychometric testing, Ethan Windom, while stabilized on medications,
presents with average intellectual skills, and no evidence of any neurocognitive deficits. He
performed broadly within the average range for all areas of neurocognitive functioning.
Psychological testing finds Ethan, again conducted while he was on antipsychotic
medications, finds Ethan Windom to be quite psychologically narve, with a tendency to try to
present himself in a positive light. Psychological tests further suggest he struggles with poor
self-esteem, desires to be·attached but has limited abilities to do so. He very much wants to
be "normal".
Finally, Ethan Windom was administered a series of tests to evaluate his overall effort and
issues of malingering or exaggeration, both in the cognitive testing and in the psychiatric
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review. Those measures were all found to be within normal limits. There was not any
evidence of malingering or significant exaggeration of his psychiatric issues.
Therefore, utilizing the DSM-IV, I note the following tentative diagnoses:

AXIS I:

PROBABLE SCHIZOPHRENIA, PARANOID TYPE (CONTINUOUS
SYMPTOMS WITH PARTIAL REMISSION WHILE STABILIZED ON
MEDICATIONS).

AXIS II:

DEFERRED SECONDARY TO HIS AGE.

AXIS III:

THERE IS NO CONCURRENT MEDICAL CONDITION AFFECTING
ETHAN WINDOM AT THIS TIME.

AXIS IV:

SEVERE PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESSORS REFLECTING ETHAN
WINDOM BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VIOLENT DEATH OF
HIS MOTHER AND FACING LIFE IN PRISON.

AXIS V:

GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONING: 55 WHILE ON
MEDICATIONS. HE IS ABLE TO CONDUCT HIMSELF WITHIN
THE CONFINES OF THE ADA COUNTY JAIL WITHOUT
DIFFICULTY OR INCIDENT, AGAIN, WHILE HE IS ON
MEDICATION.

2. In regards to competency to proceed and to be sentenced on current charges, I note several
issues with regard to Ethan Windom.

a. Ethan Windom does suffer from a debilitating mental illness (i.e., schizophrenia), but
it is under partial control with medications.
b. Ethan Windom, during the course of my interviews with him, has been able to
express and understanding of the basic legal system, including the role of judge,
defense, and prosecuting attorneys, as well as the legal process and how that occurs.

c. Ethan Windom does have an understanding of the seriousness of the charges against
him and what the probable outcomes will be with regards to incarceration.
d. Despite his psychotic issues, particularly while stabilized on medications, he has
appeared, in my contacts, to be able to communicate effectively with myself.
Contacts with his legal counsel have suggested Ethan Windom has been able to
communicate adequately with him.
e. At this point in time, I do not have any concerns about Ethan Windom's competency
to proceed with his legal affairs, despite his psychiatric illness.
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3. In considering the psychological dynamics of why this horrific event occurred, there are a
number of elements in the history to consider. First of all, Ethan Windom, beginning several
years ago, began expressing to his family concerns he was having increasingly strange and
odd thoughts, which he later divulged were aggressive in nature. Ethan Windom was able to
recognize there was in fact something "wrong" with him. He persisted in talking to his
parents, requesting they get him some type of help.
Ultimately, he was referred into mental health treatment and saw a counselor and psychiatrist
in the late summer/early fall of 2006. Tragically, they did not recognize his budding
psychotic disorder and treated him predominately for depression. While the medications
which were provided to Ethan Windom may have helped some with the anxiety his psychotic
disorder generated, it did not reduce his increasing psychotic disorder. In fact, some of the
medications prescribed for Ethan Windom, now that his diagnosis is known, would be
contradictory in terms of medications to prescribe for a psychotic disorder.
In addition to this, Ethan Windom over time had become increasingly interested in
bodybuilding and bulking himself up as a protective strategy. He had been teased and taken
advantage of by other students, by his perception, and had some concerns arowid abuse
issues with his mother's prior boyfriend. Nevertheless, Ethan Windom began taking
bodybuilding supplements suspected to be predominately cretin and perhaps other
supplements. This, unfortunately, can increase aggressiveness, and certainly would be
contraindicated for a young man with an emerging psychotic disorder.
Ethan Windom's unfortunate abuse of Wellbutrin in the weeks before this event took place
would also likely have an exacerbating effect on his psychotic disorder. Finally, the day
before Judy was killed by Ethan, he experienced increasing difficulties with his psychotic
process. He describes, for example, taking increasing amounts ofKlonopin to try to help him
reduce his anxiety, which unfortunately may have inadvertently served to disinhibit Ethan
Windom, tragically resulting in the violent death of his mother Judy. All of these factors
appear to have contributed to Ethan Windom' s psychotic break which occurred at and around
the time he killed his mother Judy. Clearly, his psychotic disorder and his treatment, or lack
thereof, of his disorder was a primary factor in the events which led to Judy's death in
January 2007.
4. Ethan Windom is in need of ongoing psychiatric care, as noted below.
a. Ethan Windom has currently been stabilized on several psychiatric medications,
including strong doses of antipsychotic medications. Ethan Windom has responded
well to these medications. This needs to be ongoing and most likely Ethan Windom
will need these types of medications for his lifetime.
b. Within the structured system in which he is currently in, Ethan Windom has been
compliant in talcing his medications. I would also note Ethan Windom appears to
have some insight as to the necessity of him taking these types of medications, and
has been very compliant with mental health treatment within the jail setting in this
regard.
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c. Ethan Windom will always require ongoing mental health care to administered
medications and to monitor his psychiatric status. He, however, is compliant with
this and appears to have insight as to the necessity of this care and treatment.

5. In considering issues of risk for future violence, a number of issues need to be considered.
a. Currently, while Ethan Windom has been stabilized on medications, and within the
structure of the Ada County Jail, he has not posed any risk of aggression or violence
to others. He has been compliant without any acting out episodes. He, in fact, reports
the aggressive, and at times, homicidal thoughts and impulses he experienced prior to
his incarceration have essentially dissipated, or at the very least, are quite minimal for
him on the current medication regimen.
b. Ethan Windom appears cooperative and compliant with his psychiatric care and
treatment. At this point, there is not any reason to expect either within a structured
correctional setting or in the community ifhe was in structured mental health care, he
would not remain compliant.
c. Research shows individuals like Ethan Windom, who have significant psychiatric
illness that leads to violent behavior, change and modify with time as they age. As
these individuals move into their 30s, their risk for future aggression or violent acting
out drops precipitously to a very low level.
d. In considering issues of risk for future violence with Ethan Windom, there are two
key factors.
Predominately, the key factor is his compliance with
psychopharmacological intervention. The second is Ethan Windom being followed
appropriately by mental health providers to monitor his medications and psychotic
issues. I am unfortunately convinced if this had been done appropriately, before the
tragic events in January 2007, Ethan Windom would not be where he is today.
e. That being said, if Ethan Windom should become noncompliant with his
antipsychotic medication, given the nature of his psychotic issues, I would be
concerned about him being violent again in the future under those circumstances. At
this point, and particularly as he ages, it appears he will be compliant which
significantly reduces his risk of future violence.
6. If at some point Ethan Windom is given an opportunity to return to the community and is
compliant in his mental heath treatment, he does have a very good rehabilitation potential.
He has average intelligence, extensive family support, and does not have any significant drug
or alcohol abuse issues. I do not see evidence yet of any significant underlying personality
disorders which would interfere with appropriate adjustment, which includes mental health
care, if he were to transition back into the community at some point in the distant future.
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AFFIDAVIT OF LORI NAKAOKA
I, Lori Nakaoka, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief:
1.

I am the CJA attorney appointed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal

to represent Petitioner Ethan Allen Windom in Court of Appeal Case No. 1435746.
2.

I was appointed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal on March 9,

2015. I am assisting Mr. Windom on a pro bono basis with the filing of this first
state petition for post-conviction relief.
3.

I am informed and believe that Mr. Windom was represented at the

state trial court level by Ada County Public Defenders Edward Oddessy and
Michael Lojek.
4.

After repeated attempts, I finally received trial counsels' file from the

Ada County Public Defender's Office on July 5, 2015. Contained in that file were
the following records which are attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively:
(1) January 29, 2007 Police Report, page 5; (2) various Ada County Jail Medical
records.

1

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI NAKAOKA
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5.

I personally spoke with Dr. Michael Estess on several occasions,

including on August 4, 2015.
6.

Dr. Estess informed me that he was available and willing to testify at

Petitioner's sentencing hearing, and had he testified, he would have testified
consistently with his November 27, 2009 report.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is a true and correct copy of Dr. Estess's

report which I found in trial counsels' file.
8.

Dr. Estess informed me that he was in charge of Petitioner's mental

health care while Petitioner was housed at the Ada County Jail.
9.

Dr. Estess informed me that Petitioner was in a psychotic state when

he arrived at the Ada County Jail, and that Petitioner suffered from schizophrenia.
10.

Dr. Estess informed me that he was familiar with the circumstances

and limitations of Petitioner's incarceration at the Ada County Jail, including the
manner in which Petitioner was housed and Petitioner's pharmacological treatment
for schizophrenia, and had Dr. Estess testified, he would have been able to clarify
some of the misconceptions of the sentencing court, including the reason Haldol
was injected rather than given to Petitioner in a pill form.
Dated this

_i£b_ day of August, 2 0 1 ~ 5 · ; ~

_

~

Lon
· oka
Affiant

2
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- ..

oate & Time Occurred
1'

,

1/25/2007 0538

4 Location of Occurrence

3709 Normandie DR Boise

at mom. That bitch is gonna get what she deserves." At the time and until the last couple of days, Mason
didn't give my credence to that statement and did not think Ethan meant he was going harm his mother, but
after thinking about it for the last few days, he thought it was important to report.
I then asked Mason about the home setting and about the way the furniture was situated. Mason told me that
Ethan got everything he wanted. He stated that Ethan moved into the master bedroom in September, and that
he bullied his mother into allowing him to move into that room. After he bullied her for awhile, she finally, "saw
the silver lining" and the opportunity to get many of Ethan's belongings out of the living room and into the
larger master bedroom, so she allowed him to move there. I mentioned to Mason that the living room also
looked like it was dominated by Ethan and that all the furnature had been pushed into the corner, and there w~s
one chair in front of the television and the video gaming unit. Mason told me that that room also had been
taken over by Ethan, as well as the room Mason used to live in. As soon as Mason moved out Ethan moved his
weight lifting equipment into that room.
I asked Mason what his mom did when she came home. Did she spend much time in the living room or in other
rooms with the family. Mason asked me if I meant did they have sit down dinners and laughed. He stated that
they did not sit down as a family to dinner. He stated his mom stayed outside a lot. She would frequently come
home, perhaps take a nap, and would go outside and smoke. She would go into the kitchen and stay in the
kitchen on occasion, arid ·!1;1~ke. food for Ethan. Mas'on· stated his mom w,as '.'pretty much a servant"
Ethan.

to

I asked Masom if he could think of any reason that Ethan had attacked his mother, if there was any traumatic
events that occurred in Ethan's childhood or lifetime that Mason was aware of, if someone that had lived in the
home prior, or a neighbor or family member had harmed Mason or Ethan in anyway during their youth, and he
stated he couldn't think of a single reason.
i then asked Mason why he moved out of his mother's home. I asked him if Ethan had anything to do with that
move. Mason told me he did not. Mason stated he was having trouble with alcohol at the time, was drinking 1
heavily and his mother didn't want him drinking. They argued and that was the reason Mason noved out of the
home. He specifically stated that Ethan had nothing to do with Mason moving out of the home.
Det. [?uggan had also asked that I obtain the cell phone number and the carrier for the victim. Mason stated her
cell phone number was 921-4243, on a Verizon telephone.
I asked Mason if he had found anything in the home since they had started cleaning it up, and he stated he had
been on the computer in the home, and noticed that Ethan had an E-mail account address and he believed the
mail address was thegrandmaster48@MSN.com and he believed the password was NUFANGUY41. He stated
that in that E-mail account, he had noticed several threats against other people, although nothing specifically
directed toward his mother.
I also asked Mason before he moved out, if Ethan had been making his appointments to the psychiatrist and
psychologist. Mason stated as far as he knew, all appointments had been made. His mother frequently
co·uldn't get off work to take Ethan to his appointments so she would pay ,for a taxi to take him from home to
the appointments. Mason aiso told me that at one pcint, Ethan stated he wanted to be committed tc a mental
institution. He couldn't remember exactly when that statement was made. I asked if there_ was any other things
found in the home, and he stated they found a roiled up dollar bill in the area of Ethan's computer, and that it
appeared to have a white powder residue substance on the inside. i asked if the bill was still there and he said
it was. I later went inside with Mason and collected that dollar bill into a white envelope and packaged it as
evidence. Mason also stated that his cousin Ryan, had taken an agenda book that had been issued to Ethan by
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WINDOM, ETHAN
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Print Date: 9/11/2007

Complaint: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder by Shanna phillips on 2/16/2007
Comments: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder
Assessment: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder

Provider: Shanna phillips

Date of Service: 2/16/2007

General Assessment: SW consulted with PA Smith. Pt. was issued a medication to help him calm down. He will
remain in medical for observation.
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS
Schizophrenic-Psychotic Disorder : Pt. request to talk with SW more about the current medications he is on.
He states that he understands what an anti psychotic is for and he seems to describe the symptoms
appropriately. He states that he had talked with his parents this morning and was told his brother was
interviewed on the news. He is visably very upset by this. He states that he wishes people could just see what a
nice person he is and see that he is not an "animal." He sobs very hard saying, "I don't want to be an animal."
During discussion he is asked a number of times about suicidal ideation or thoughts of self harm. He denies
thoughts and plan consistently.
·
Psychiatric : SW requests the cell door be opened so visit can take place face to face. Pt.'s affect is extremely
distressed but still remains inappropriate in consideration of the discussion. Pt. is crying hard and stating that he hurts
because his brother has turned against him. He reports that he had asked for help for a very long time but nobody
helped him. He states that he has known that something is very wrong with him for several years. Pt. cries hard as he
speaks of the pain he is in and talks about the reality of living a life in jail and prison. He reports that nobody is seeing
his side of this situation which is "I lost my mother too." He reports that he doesn't think he can continue to be
positive but states he will try. In the middle of discussing the emotional stuff with his family, he began telling social
worker how many bricks (and 1/2 bricks) there are in each wall of his cell. He switches back to discussing his
personal situation again, crying and becomes very sad.

EXHIBIT
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Print Date: 9/11/2007

Complaint: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder by Shanna phillips on 2/16/2007
Comments: Psych~Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder
Assessment: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder
Provider: ShaIU1a phillips

Date of Service: 2/16/2007

General Assessment : Pt. will remain in the medical unit and will be observed closely. SW brought him a kite so he
can contact programming regarding the questions on the process of obtaining his GED. He was also told that the
balance on his books is still 0. He is concerned about this due to his parents telling him they had put money on his
account.

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS
Schizophrenic-Psychotic Disorder : Pt. reports that he is feeling more anxious today than he has in the past.
He asks if he can have a sedative medication to help calm him down. He reports that he went to the yard
yesterday for his recreation time. He states that he enjoyed getting outside for the fresh air but it is disturbing
to him that he had to remain restrained during the yard time. He states that when he was in the yard he saw a
reflection of his face coming from a nearby television set, showing up on the window. He was curious about
this and spoke with officers about it. He reports that he didn't realize he would be so "infamous.".
Psychiatric : Pt. appears flushed and looks very distressed this morning which is very different than he has appeared
previously. SW discusses with him what he feels may be going on. He identifies that reality is setting in for him and
he is starting to feel like he has lost all of his freedoms. He discusses how going to the yard was good but also
uncomfortable because he was restrained. He reports a perception that people in the jail are sometimes rude to him but
is unable to give specific incidents. He appears to be more real today and more in touch with the reality of his current
situation and his future than before. SW encourages him find a balance between dealing with the reality of what has
happened and what his future may be like and staying positive.

9/11/2007
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Print Date: 9/11/2007

Complaint: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder by Shanna phillips on 4/11/2007
Comments: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder
Assessment: Psych-Schizophrenic/Psychotic Disorder

Provider: Shanna phillips

Date of Service: 4/11/2007

General Assessment: Pt. will remain in CCU and will be followed up by SW. Dr. Estess will be informed ofracing
thoughts and will be consulted regarding the medications. He will also be consulted about this pt. receiving some
social time.
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS
Schizophrenic-Psychotic Disorder : Pt. states that he is doing well right now. He reports he has not been
going out for his recreation time because it is dreary outside. He requests to have some socialization with other
inmates but appears to have understanding when SW discusses the security issues and the reasons the jail
protects him due to his age. He states he has been reading a good book and tells SW a little bit about the story
line. He reports that he is having racing thoughts part of the time but the says the thoughts aren't inappropriate,
tormented or disturbing, just mostly anxious. He denies side effects of this medicine and denies SI at this time.
He states that he doesn't need to see Dr. Estess to discuss anything but does ask if the doctor is going to
increase his medications to stop racing thoughts.
Psychiatric : Pt. appears sleeping in his cell. He sits up and talks with soci~l worker. He looks like he may be gaining
some weight in his face and arms. He smiles several times during conversation and interacts appropriately with SW.
His thoughts are clear. He makes appropriate eye contact.

9/11/2007
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Print Date: 9/11/2007

Complaint: Psych-Genera] Review by Kate Pape on 9/10/2007
Comments: Psych-General Review
Assessment: Psych-General Review

Provider: Kate Pape

Date of Service: 9/10/2007

Discussion-Medical Info Review: Discussed with pt the importance of utilizing the resources he has and getting out
of his cell when he can. Also discussed with him the possibility of getting a roommate. Pt presented as ambivalent
about this and verbalized concern about not having enough room for both of their belongings. Discussed with pt the
benefits of having a roommate. Pt ultimately stated "I'd be fine with it.".
General Assessment: Pt presents as more depressed than he has been, most likely as a result of his housing change.
Ideally he will benefit from the social stimulation a roommate will provide. He denies SI and is able to contract for
safety. At this time he will remain in his current housing area. He will be continued to be followed by Mental Health.
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS
Psychological Intake: Pt seen for flu and at security staff request. Classifications reports thinking about

housing pt with another juvenile if mental health agrees to this plan. Pt initially reported doing fine, with no
complaints. With some probing by this s.w. because ofpts depressed affect, he eventually admitted to having a
hard time being housed in dorm 8 while his regular housing area is under construction. Reports missing his
regular access to the phone to call his mother and misses his regular rec area. Per security staff pt has been
refusing his out time. Pt reports he is just going to wait until he gets back to his old cell for his out time. Pt
denies any positive sxs and denies experiencing any problems with side effects.
Psychiatric : Pt presents with depressed mood and affect. He denies SI. Pt appears slightly disheveled, not clean
shaven as he had been previously. TP linear. Thought content appropriate.

Note: Kate Pape 09/10/2007
Consulted with Dr. Estess who agreed that housing pt with another i/m is a good
idea. Informed Sgt Stoltenberg that both myself and Dr. Estess would like to see pt
with a roommate.
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PSYCHIATRY
1471 SHORELINE DRIVE
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BOISE, IDAHO 8370Z
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FAX 208-345-6504
E-MAIL MEESTESSMD@aWEST.NET

Novemher 29, 2007

Ada County Public Defender's Office
ATTN: Edward B. Odessey
200 W. Front Street, Rm 3191
Boise. Idaho 83 702

RE:

State_v. Windom, 80700274 (DR 702863)

Dear Mr. Odessey,
I have seen and evaluated Ethan Windom as per your request. The following things were
ad:omplishcd as part of this evaluation:
1.
I have seen Ethan on a number of occasions, beginning a few days after he was
admitted to the Ada County jail. I have seen him on a number of occasions up to the
present time, since I have been involved in evaluating and treating him in the context of
the Ada County jail.
2.
I have reviewed a variety of police reports concerning his legal charges. This
inducted hut was not limited to, a variety of interviews with friends and family members
by the investigating officers.
3.
I have had frequent staff conferences with the social workers as well as the
security officers involved with Ethan's care, during his stay at the Ada County jail from
the period of incarceration to the present time.
4.
I have communicated with the prosecuting attorney, specifically Roger Bourne,
rt!garding vari.;us issues related to Ethan·s circumstances.

5.
1 have communicated on a number of occasions with you, as Ethan's defense
attorney with the Public Defenders Office, regarding various issues related to Ethan's
circumstances.
6.
I have communicated with Ethan's stepmother and biological father both
tell!phonically and in person. regarding various issues related to Ethan's early
development as well as his contemporary circumstances.

EXHIBIT
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7.
I have communicated with Craig Beaver, Ph.D., the psychologist who conducted
some neuropsychological testing on Ethan. I have also reviewed a copy of the report that
he prepared for the court on November 7, 2007. I have discussed the circumstances,
findings and significant issues related to his report with Dr. Beaver.
8.
I have discussed Ethan's circumstances with his treating psychiatrist Dr. Tim
Ashaye, regarding his care and treatment of Ethan prior the incident with which he was
charged.
·
·
9.
I have discussed issues with Andrew Layman, the counselor that Ethan was
seeing, regarding his involvement with Ethan. I-have also reviewed clinical records
regarding his care and treatment of Ethan.
10.
I have discussed Ethan's circumstances with Kirn Brown, the pre-sentence
investigator assigned to this particular case. She has interviewed a variety of persons
involved with Ethan including family, friends and others to try and help the court assess
his circumstances.
Ethan Windom is now seventeen years old, though he was sixteen when he engaged in
the behavior that resulted in his charge of first degree murder. It is my understanding that
he has now pleaded guilty to a charge of second degree murder.
I first saw Ethan in person on the 29th of January of 2007. It was obvious from my first
encounter with Ethan that he was acutely psychotic, and had been suffering from an
evolving paranoid, psychotic, delusional illness, for some time prior to his arrest. I have
subsequently evaluated Ethan during the course of his stay at the Ada County jail. I have
treated him with anti-psychotic medication as well as anti-depressant medication. I have
interviewed him frequently with respect to his personal, developmental and contemporary
set of social circumstances, as well as his backround history as much as I could.
I have also communicated with his family and others regarding his early developmental
history up to the time that he engaged in the behavior that has led to his present criminal
charges and his plead of guilty to second degree murder.
I might mention that Ethan had a neurological examination for problems with headaches,
which included a brain scan, shortly prior to the incident that occurred that resulted in his
present criminal charges.
At the present time Ethan is on a combination of anti-psychotic medications, specifically
Haloperidol Decanoate 1OOrngs, IM every two weeks, in combination with Wellbutrin
which is an anti-depressant medication, 300 to 400 mg in the morning. He is also taking
Artane 5mg twice a day, which is a side effect medication related to the potential side
effects of the Haloperidol that he is taking.
Predi~ated on the above, it is my opinion that Ethan suffers from a schizophrenic illness,
paranoid type. Along with that, he has had some problems with symptoms that wo~d
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justify the diagnosis of a major depressive disorder, single episode. Ethan has clearly had
an evolving psychotic episode going back at least three to four years prior to the incident
that resulted in his present legal charges.
In hindsight and in consultation with his family and others, it appears to me that Ethan
has probably been ill or certainly different, and inclined to developing serious psychiatric
problems since childhood. His early childhood, preadolescence and adolescent period
reflect a rather schizoid developmental circumstance. The changes in his personality in
the eighth grade and his preoccupation with paranoid referential ideation, auditory
hallucinations and intrusive thoughts and ideas to engage·in violent activity, specifically
homicidal activity, are all consistent with the evolution of a serious psychiatric disorder.
Ethan's preoccupation with the morbid, ideas associated with serial killers and his
intrusive thoughts to engage in some sort of homicidal activity, I think are a direct
product of an evolving psychotic disorder. It is my perspective that he experienced
symptoms and signs of this illness going back for some time certainly prior to the fall of
2006 when he started to articulate his concerns that he might be a harm to others.
Ethan's preoccupation with the morbid and with the murderous and violent activity of
others, as well as his utilization of over the counter medications such as Creatinine, and
the inappropriate utilization of his anti-depressant medication Wellbutrin, and Klonopine,
are certainly consistent with someone who is feeling increasingly out of control and
making an effort to control impulses and ideas which are foreign, unusual, intrusive and
frightening. This young man articulated his concerns about his impulse control, his
homicidal ideation, and his concerns about the internal loss of control of his external
behavior, for some time prior to the incident that has resulted in his contemporary legal
charges. It seems to me to be incredible that this young man's cries for help with
thoughts and ideas that were absolutely beyond his control, were not recognized as the
early signs and symptoms of a quite serious psychotic illness. His utilization of
prescription medication as well as over the counter medication, certainly may have
contributed to his impulsivity, but did not, in my opinion, contribute to his underlying
psychotic process which would naturally have evolved whether or not he had the
availability of medicines, over the counter or otherwise, available to him.

It is my perspective that Ethan would have a classic defense of insanity, if indeed he lived
in a state where an insanity defense was a viable option to him from a legal perspective. I
think it is perfectly clear from his developmental history, social history and personal
history that he was developing in a very odd, eccentric and schizoid manner. Ethan's
pleas for help with his inappropriate, illogical, paranoid an aggressive ideation were left
wanting, because of the misinterpretation of it's significant to others, that is family
members and the professional persons that he consulted for his internal turmoil. Had
Ethan received appropriate care and treatment from a psychiatric perspective, it is my
opinion, that he would not now be in the contemporary set of legal circumstances that he
is, and that he would have a biological mother who was still alive to care for him and be
supportive to him.
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Predicated on the above, it is my perspective that Ethan suffers from a schizophrenic
illness, paranoid type, with associated symptoms of depression and anxiety.
With the treatment that Ethan has now received, I believe he is entirely capable of
appreciating the position that he is in, understanding the legal charges against him and of
conferring with his attorney in his own defense. I would have no problem with the
perspective that he is competent to go forward with his legal circumstances. That is, I
think he is and was entirely competent to enter the guilty plea that he did in recent times.
That being said, I think that Ethan meets the rather classical standard with respect to a
mental illness, that is, he lacked the capacity to form the requisite intent to commit the
crime for which he is charged, in my opinion. That being said, that is not able to be taken
into consideration in Idaho.
Of significance to the court, with regard to sentencing issues, I would point out that this is
Ethan's first serious episode of disorganization and response to his intrusive, delusional,
psychotic material. I would point out that this young man made very significant efforts to
get himself some treatment. He described to those around him, including treatment
professionals, his concern that he was going to be of harm to others. A person,
particularly a young person, could do little more than Ethan did to try to get himself some
help prior to the time that he engaged in behavior that would result in such a
tremendously set of problematic circumstances for him, along with the loss of someone
that was important to him. It is my perspective that Ethan's committing a murder of his
mother is entirely a product of his inappropriate, disorganized, illogical and psychotic
process that was evolving above and beyond his control. While some of the medication,
prescription and over the counter that he may have been tal<lng, may have contributed to
some extent his impulse control, I think this kind of event would likely have happened
separately and apart from the presence of those medications.
I think it's important for the court to understand that Ethan's developmental
circumstances going back to childhood reflect the evolution of a schizoid, that is, likely
the evidence of a process psychotic illness from early childhood. That, along with a
history regarding a biological paternal uncle who was institutionalized for some sort of
psychiatric problem, most likely a psychotic illness, makes it likely that Ethan has a
genetically based psychotic illness.
I might mention that Ethan has been perfectly compliant with any recommendations with
respect to treatment that I have made in the Ada County jail. In fact, Ethan has been
solicitous of treatment for his thoughts, his confusion, his depression and his sleep. All
of those things have been improved as a function of the medicine that he has received.
Though improved significantly from a clinical perspective, and while his mood is better
and Ethan is better able to discuss situations and circumstances, he continues to reflect, in
my opinion, a limited, constricted, affectively and cognitively inappropriate quality to his
presentation. I think these are residual symptoms that, while not precluding his
competence to proceed, reflect the residual of his underlying psychotic disorder.
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I think Ethan is a good candidate for treatment, both inpatient and outpatient. I think he
would be compliant with treatment recommendations whether incarcerated or whether he
was an outpatient in a more liberal set of social circumstances.
From my perspective he is a good candidate for probational circumstances. He does not
have, in my opinion, any evidence of underlying personality disorder that would preclude
his capacity for rehabilitation. That is, there is no evidence that he has any sort of
sociopathic or antisocial p~rsonality disorder characteristics. My experience in this area
would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for parole or probation at any point in
time in this particular legal process.

If you would like any further information regarding the above, I will be glad to try and
provide it.
Kind regards,

.
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Michael E. Estess, M.D.
MEE/ser

Cc: Kim Brown
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Michael E. Estess, M.D.

ADDRESS:

1471 Shoreline Drive, Suite 119
Boise, Idaho 83702

BORN:

Jasper, Texas

DATE

OF BIRTH:

UNDERGRADUATE:

University of Texas, Austin, Texas

1959-

1962
MEDICAL SCHOOL:

University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

1962-

1966

INTERNSHIP:

John Sealy Hospital, Galveston, Texas

19661967

RESIDENCY:

Psychiatry, John Sealy Hospital,
1967-1970

Galveston, Texas

U.S. AIR fORCE:

Mountain Home Air Force Base, Idaho

1970-

1972

BOARD CERTIFIED:

1973 by American Board of Psychiatry and

Neurology (Psychiatry)

Private practice in Houston, Texas, 1972-1973.
Private practice in Boise, Idaho, 1973 to the present time.
ORGANIZATIONS:

Ada County Medical Society (Past President)
Idaho Medical Association
American Medical Association
Idaho Psychiatric Association (Past
President)
American Psychiatric Association ·cFellow)
American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law

HOSPITAL STAFF PRIVILEGES:
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
(Past Chairman, Department of Psychiatry)
St. Lukes Regional Medical Center
CPC Intermountain Hospital
Elks Rehabilitation Hospital
CONSULT.ANT:

Idaho State Department of Correction (Idaho
Penitentiary and ·Idaho Security Medical
Facility) 1973 to 1996.
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Michael E, Estess, M.D.
Page 2

Re:

Medical Director, Ada County Mental Health
Program
Ada County Jail (involuntary system)
Department of Health & Welfare
Community Mental Health Center, Region IV
MEMBER:

Idaho State Board of Medicine, Past Chairman
Idaho State Board of Discipline, 1989 .to
present time.
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AFFIDAVIT OF ETHAN WINDOM
I, Ethan Windom, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:
1.

I am the Petitioner is the instant post-conviction petition. I am

incarcerated at the Idaho Correctional Institute and I am indigent.
2.

I was detained at the Ada County Jail while being prosecuted for the

murder of my mother.
3.

For the duration on my stay at the adult jail, which was about 11

months, I was segregated from the other inmates and held in solitary confinement
because I was a juvenile.
4.

Because I was a juvenile I was not allowed in the common areas

which had the telephones and televisions, so my cell had a phone and television.
5.

My recreation area was a small concrete court yard, and later, a small

hallway. No other inmates were allowed in the courtyard or hallway when I was
there, except for one time, when I got to throw a football with a guard and another
juvenile inmate.
6.

During my recreation time, other than that time I got to throw the

football, I was always shackled by leg and wrist chains, which were attached to my
waist, while I was in the yard or hallway. For "recreation" all I could do was
AFFIDAVIT OF ETHAN WINDOM

EXHiBIT
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walk around in circles while shackled. The shackles were uncomfortable and
sometimes painful and I did not like them.
7.

Other than during visits with my attorneys and with medical, or when

showering, I was always restrained by leg, waist and wrist chains, and the "box,"
when out of my cell. The box went over my handcuffs to cover the key locks.
8.

A few months before my sentencing hearing, because of jail

construction in my cell area, I was moved from my cell to a chute off one of the
men's dorms. While I was still housed alone, I no longer had a phone in my cell.
I was given access to the phone infrequently, and almost always at night. When I
made a call, my hands were shackled and bound to my waist and I wore the "box."
The timing of the calls and the shackles made it difficult and painful to talk on the
phone, so I stopped calling my family as often.
9.

I took all of my medication orally except the Haldo1, which was

injected. The medical staff explained to me that the Haldol could be administered
either by a daily pill or by a bi-weekly injection, but that the injected form lasted
longer, was more effective and had fewer side-effects. This is why we chose the
injected Haldol over the pill form.
10.

I took my oral medication voluntarily and independently, and I never

resisted any medications or treatment at the jail.
2
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11.

Neither my trial attorneys nor my appellate attorney informed me

about protections of the Eight Amendment or my right to petition the United
States Supreme Court for certiorari, my right to pursue both state and federal
post-conviction relief, or about the time requirements of those avenues of potential
relief. Had I been aware of these things, I would have tried to pursue these
potential challenges to my sentence .

.>

Dated this O1-:i, day of August 2015.

fr
Ethan Windom
Affiant

3
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AFFIDAVIT OF TIM ASHAYE
I, Tim Ashaye, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief:
1.

I am doctor of medicine with a specialty in psychiatry, licensed to

practice medicine, and in good standing, in the State of Idaho.
2.

I began treating Ethan Windom in September 2006. I saw Ethan on

four (4) occasions, from September 2006 to January 2007.
3.

At that time, I tentatively diagnosed Ethan with major depressive

disorder, recurrent, and severe, without psychotic features, and a generalized
anxiety disorder, and prescribed a combination of Lexapro and Klonopin. The
dosages of these medicines were increased when Ethan reported continued
psychological problems.
4.

Following Ethan's arrest for the death of his mother, I was contacted

by the Ada County Public Defender's Office requesting a copy of Ethan's medical
records, which I provided. There was no further contact by that office, and I was
not called to testify at Ethan's sentencing hearing.
5.

I have reviewed the 11/07/07 Report by Dr. Craig Beaver which was

provided to the sentencing court.
AFFIDAVIT OF TIM ASHAYE
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6.

Had I been called as a witness at the sentencing hearing, I would have

testified as follows:
a.

My tentative diagnosis for Ethan was based on treating him for

a period of less than four months.
b.

My diagnosis was not inconsistent with Dr. Beaver's and Dr.

Esstess's diagnosis in that Ethan was only 16-years old when I treated
him. At that young age, mental illnesses such as schizophrenia are
only just developing, Patients eventually diagnosed with
schizophrenia often present with symptoms of depression and anxiety
in the early onset of the disease.
c.

Based on Ethan's mental health history, the circumstances of

his mother's death and Ethan's marked improvement with the
administration of antipsychotic drugs, I agree with Drs. Beaver and
Estess that Ethan suffers from schizophrenia.
d.

During my treatment of Ethan, he displayed no signs of

malingering or psychopathy.

2
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In my professional opinion and experience, management of

Schizophrenia with the proper medication and medical care enables
individuals with this disease to live productive, law-abiding lives
outside the penal system .

. LL~

Dated this ...:i.._ day of August, 2015.

0.

j~

Tim Ashaye,

Affiant

3
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STATE OF IDAHO, )
) ss.
County of Blaine.
)
R. KEITH ROARK, being sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am a resident of the State of Idaho, County of Blaine and make the
averments contained herein of my own, personal knowledge.

2.

I am an attorney in good standing and licensed to practice law in the
State of Idaho. A true and correct copy of my resume is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1.

3.

I have hied over

300

felony criminal cases, both as a prosecutor and

defense counsel. I have tried more than

10

homicide cases, including

two capital murder cases, and I have been attorney of record for over
20

appeals of serious criminal cases. I have testified previously in state

and federal court as an expert witness on issues of effective assistance
of counsel in criminal cases.
4.

Preparatory to expressing any opinions in this case, I have reviewed the
transcript of the sentencing hearing for Ethan Windom, the affidavits
of Kathy and Craig Windom, Dr. Craig Beaver, Dr. Tim Ashaye, Ethan
Lori Nakaoka and Justin Curtis.
Windom,
..•

5.

··-

I am personally familiar with District Court Jugge Cheri Copsey and
have appeared before her on several occasions in felony cases. I know
Judge Copsey to be a very conscientious, thorough but stern judge with
a reputation for stern sentencing decisions.

6.

Knowing that, in this case, Judge Copsey was the sentencing judge and
th.at a fixed-life sentence was not just possible but indeed likely if the
judge was not properly informed and educated as to Ethan's mental

EXHiBIT
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health issues, it is my professional opinion that competent trial counsel
would prepare and present the following expert and lay witnesses to
rebut the prosecutor's arguments for a fixed life sentence and to
educate the court about the issues of rehabilitation and future
dangerousness:
a. Kathy and Craig Windom:
i. - to impeach Mason Windom's testimony as to why his
mother changed bedrooms with Ethan and why Mason
moved out of the house.
ii. - to testify about Ethan's repeated attempts to get help prior
to his psychotic break.

iii. - to testify about Ethan's mental state following Judy's death
and the circumstances arising out of the conditions of his
incarceration at the Ada County Jail.
b. Dr. Craig Beaver to testify that
i. - his diagnosis of Ethan of Schizophrenia, paranoid type,

was a true diagnosis, not tentative (as assumed incorrectly by
Judge Copsey), supported by the facts and science, and
corroborated by the opinion of Dr. Michael Estes.- Ethan's
statements to Mr. Layman regarding having intrusive
homicidal thoughts, obsessions with things like personal
physical strength (body building), becoming interested in
violence and serial killers, producing drawings that depicted
violent acts toward women~ and his emulation of violent
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individuals (like the character in American Psycho),
including exhibition of anger, irritability and isolationism are all common symptoms of untreated Schizophrenia.
ii. - Ethan's past is not the best indicator of his future behavior
in terms of his potential for rehabilitation, his ability to be
drug compliant, control impulses, and to understand and
work with the limitations of his mental illness, all of which
would improve as he matured.
c. Dr. Michael Estes to corroborate and support Dr. Beaver's diagnosis
of Ethan, and to testify about the jail conditions and policies at Ada
County jail that kept Ethan isolated from other inmates, the reasons
behind the injection of Ethan's medications, and about Ethan's
potential for rehabilitation. Dr. Estes would also have testified that
he found no evidence of malingering or psychopathy in Ethan
Windom, and that it is common for individuals suffering from
untreated schizophrenia to experience auditory and/ or visual
hallucinations and have intrusive often time violent thoughts.

Dr.

Estes would have been a compelling witness for the defense in that
he has an unparalleled level of experience working with inmates at
Idaho Department of Correction facilities and is well known by
Idaho judges to be a "hard-nosed, no-nonsense" psychiatric
evaluator with no tolerance for malingering of any kind and, if
anything, extremely skeptical of claims regarding mental health
issues in criminal cases.
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d. Dr. Tim Ashaye to testify that he agrees with the diagnoses of Drs.
Beaver and Estes and that his tentative diagnosis of Ethan was not
inconsistent with theirs. Dr. Ashaye would have testified that his
diagnosis was tentative and based on only four sessions with Ethan,
that depression and anxiety are common precursors to emerging
schizophrenia and that he agrees Ethan suffers from Schizophrenia,
Paranoid Type, and that he was experiencing his first psychotic
break at the time he killed his mother. Dr. Ashaye would also have
testified that, with the proper medication and medical care, Ethan
had clear potential to manage his disease in a way that would allow
him to live a productive, law-abiding life outside the penal system.
It is clear that Judge Copsey was not provided with this critical
information and, had it been provided to her, would very likely have
resulted in a more lenient and appropriate sentence. Instead, she
was left with the impression that Dr. Ashaye's diagnosis was in

conflict rather than agreement with the diagnoses of Dr. Beaver and
Dr. Estes.

7.

It is also my opinion that competent trial counsel, having received
Judge Copsey's sentencing decision and having recognized that she
misperceived Dr. Beaver's diagnosis as being "tentative", would have
filed a Motion for Reconsideration pursuant to Rule 35, !.C.R., backed
by an affidavit from Dr. Beaver confirming that his diagnosis was
complete and final as well as an affidavit from Dr. Estes outlining his
diagnosis and treatment of Ethan during his incarceration at the Ada
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County Jail and an affidavit from Dr. Ashaye stating that he was fully in
agreement with the diagnoses of Dr. Beaver and Dr. Estes.

Such

motion and proceedings thereon (including live testimony from the
psychotherapists) would have enabled counsel to repair the damage
done by ineffective preparation for and presentation at the sentencing
hearing. Moreover, such motions and proceedings would have set a far
stronger record for appeal.
8.

It is also my professional opinion that competent counsel would have

arranged for an investigator to interview each and every witness listed
by the State to provide a basis for impeachment. At least one of the
state's witnesses who claimed to be a "friend" of Ethan had not, to my
understanding, had any contact with him for years preceding the
murder.
9.

As for the appeal, given Ethan's juvenile status and his mental health

issues and the severity of the sentenced imposed by the trial court,
competent appellate counsel, knowing United States Supreme Court
precedent as it relates to juveniles and the Eight Amendment's evolving
standards of decency for sentencing in decisions like Bellotti v. Baird,
443 U.S. 622 (1979); Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. · 104 (1982);

Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815 (1988); Roper v. Simmons, 543
U.S. 551 (2004), competent trial and appellate counsel would have
raised an Eight Amendment challenge to Ethan's fixed life sentence,
and would have, at a bare minimum, advised Ethan about his right to
petition the United States Supreme Court for certiorari and his right to
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•
pursue both state and federal post-conviction relief , and the time
requirements of those avenues of potential relief.
10.

Based upon the forgoing, it is my professional opinion that Ethan
Windom did not receive effective assistance of counsel at his
sentencing hearing and subsequent post hearing and appellate
proceedings.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1.:/_day of August, 2015

tlu d ~ .c:r.J ,/JcLt~

Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho,
residing at Hailey, therein.
MyCommissionexpires

J-l

8'-lJ
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R. KEITH ROARK
THE ROARK LAW FIRM
409 NORTH MAIN STREET
P.O. BOX 2740
HAILEY, IDAHO

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Managing Partner/The Roark Law Firm

June, 1985 - Present
THE ROARK LAW FIRM is a team of trial attorneys serving all of Southern Idaho from its
offices in Hailey and Twin Falls, Idaho. The firm emphasizes litigation in the personal
injury, commercial and criminal areas and has been in existence since 1985. I supervise the
support staff, create and manage all budgets, coordinate marketing and professional
education. My individual practice emphasizes civil and criminal litigation, planning and
government law, personal injury and civil rights. I am admitted to all state and federal courts
in Idaho and am licensed to practice before the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. I have tried
over three hundred state and federal criminal and civil jury trials to verdict and have handled
numerous appellate matters before the appellate courts of Utah and Idaho as well as the Ninth
Circuit.

Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, Idaho

January, 1979 - June, 1985
Responsible for the prosecution of all misdemeanor and felony cases arising under state and
local law - nearly 5,000 total cases. Handled all civil litigation for the county, including
several major planning and zoning cases eventually decided by the Idaho Supreme Court.
Legal advisor to the Board of Commissioners of Blaine County as well as all other elected
officials and county departments. Supervised attorneys, investigators and support staff.
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, Idaho

August, 1977 - January, 1979
Responsible for the entire criminal docket including felony, misdemeanor, juvenile and
involuntary hospitalization caseload. Duties included screening, motion practice, legal
research and trial work.

1
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PUBLIC OFFICE/PUBLIC SERVICE
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, 1979-1985.
Mayor, City of Hailey, Idaho, January, 1990-1994.
City Attorney, City of Hailey, 1986-88. Complete representation of municipal corporation
including all civil litigation, ordinance drafting, counsel to elected officials and department
supervisors.
City Attorney, City of Bellevue, Idaho, 1985-1990.
Special Examiner, Idaho Judicial Council, 1987 to present. Responsible for investigation,
preparation and trial presentation of disciplinary proceedings against district and magistrate
judges. Judicial Council attorney in disciplinary matters referred to the Idaho Supreme
Court.
President, Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, 1983. Member, Board of Directors,
1980-1985. Lecturer and writer on various topics for continuing prosecutorial education,
1980-1985.
Board of Directors, National District Attorneys Association, 1983 and 1984.
Chairman, Idaho Criminal Justice Council, 1984-1986. Helped organize and served as
first chairman of this organization which continues in existence today. Organized and acted
as director and master of ceremonies for the first two statewide, Governor's Conference on
Criminal Justice for Hon. John Evans, bringing together law enforcement professionals from
all geographic regions and all specialties in the state of Idaho.
Course Director, New Prosecutor's Course, Idaho Prosecuting Attorney's Association,
1984. Organized, directed and lectured at the first comprehensive course for newly elected
prosecuting attorneys and deputies, Idaho College of Law, Moscow, Idaho.
President, Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 2007-08, the only Idaho
attorney elected President of both the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys' Association and the
Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers.
Idaho Supreme Court, Infraction Rules Committee, 1983. Drafted the rules which
implemented the innovative Idaho Infractions Act. Also served on Idaho Prosecuting
Attorney's Association which drafted and lobbied the Infractions Act.
Member, Idaho Supreme Court Committee, Jury Selection Rules, 1985.
2
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Member, Idaho Supreme Court Appellate Rules Committee, 1997 to 2003.
Member, Idaho Supreme Court Civil Rules Committee, 1998 to 2006
Federal Criminal Advisory Committee, 1995 to 2007.
Idaho Trial Lawyers Association, Board of Directors, 1991 and 1992.
Idaho Supreme Court Certified Capital Defense Counsel
Lecturer and Author, Statewide Association of Prosecutors, State of Utah, 1984.
MEMBERSHIPS.
Fellow, American College of Trial Lawyers
Member, National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Member, Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Member, National Trial Lawyers Association
Listed in Western States Super Lawyers
Martindale-Hubbel A/V Rating since 1996.

ACADEMIC EDUCATION
Juris Doctorate awarded by the College of Law of the UniversityofUtah, June, 1977. Class
standing: 24/139. GP A: 3.32 (4 point system). Finalist, Moot Court Competition. Member,
Student Bar Association. Special research assistant to Professor Lionel Frankel, Reporter for
the Federal Speedy Trial Implementation Project, United States District Court for the District
ofUtah.
Bachelor of Science, Cum Laude, English/Political Science, May, 1974. Teaching
Assistant, Department of Philosophy, Editorial Columnist, Daily Utah Chronicle; Debate
Team, College Bowl Team; Member and Director, Collegiate Council for the United
Nations; Member and Director, Campus Young Democrats; Contributing Editor, University
Magazine.

3
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PERSONAL:

Married to Laurel Francis (Quist) Roark, August 25, 1972 to present.
Children: Jennifer April (April 24, 1977); Nathan Brady (April 11, 1980); Hailie Elizabeth
(March 18, 1985).
Additional references, writing samples and case citations available on request.

4
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AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTIN CURTIS
I, Justin Curtis, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the
State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:
1.

I am an attorney in good standing licensed to practice law in the state of

2.

I am employed as a deputy state appellate defender by the Idaho State

Idaho.

Appellate Public Defender's Office, which represents indigent criminal defendants
on the direct appeals of their criminal convictions and sentences, and in this
capacity, I was appointed to represent Petitioner Ethan Windom on direct appeal on
December 27, 2007.
3.

I filed the opening brief in Ethan's direct appeal in July 2008,

challenging the fixed-life sentence he received for second degree murder as an abuse
of discretion.
4.

I did not challenge Ethan's fixed-life sentence on any federal

constitutional grounds in the court of appeals, or in his petition for review before the
Idaho Supreme Court. I did not have any strategic or tactical reason for not
challenging Ethan's fixed-life sentence on constitutional grounds.

AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTIN CURTIS
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5.

I raised an Eighth Amendment challenge to Ethan's fixed-life sentence,

for the first time, in the petition for rehearing before the Idaho Supreme Court
following that court's affirmance of Ethan's sentence.
6.

I did not seek review by the United States Supreme Court when the

Idaho Supreme Court summarily denied the petition for rehearing on June 21, 2011.
7.

On July 12, 2011, following the Idaho Supreme Court's June 21, 2011

denial of rehearing, I sent Ethan a letter informing him that my appointment had
terminated and that I no longer represented him. Attached as Exhibit A is an
unsigned, but otherwise true and correct, copy of that letter.
8.

I have no record of informing Ethan of his right to seek direct review of

his sentence by the United States Supreme Court or his right to seek collateral
review by way of state post-conviction proceedings or by federal habeas
proceedings.
9.

The Idaho State Appellate Public Defender does not provide

representation on state collateral review in the district court. Our standard
termination letter does not inform clients of rights to seek collateral review by way
of state post-conviction proceedings or federal habeas proceedings, or direct review
by the United States Supreme Court.

AFFIDAVIT OF JUSTIN CURTIS
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10.

I have had no contact with Ethan since the Idaho Supreme Court's June

21, 2011 denial of the petition for rehearing and my termination from his case.

NOTARY
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Ada

/'l th

Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me by Affiant, on this
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July 12, 2011

Ethan Allen Windom
Inmate# 87595
ISCI
PO Box 14
Boise ID 83707
Re: Status of your appeal
Dear Mr. Windom:
Enclosed is a copy of the Remittitur for Supreme Court Docket Number 34874.
This is the final document you will receive on your appeal. Our office will no longer be
representing you on this matter as this is the end of the state appellate process.
Best wishes to you in the future.
Sincerely,

JUSTIN M. CURTIS
Deputy State Appellate Public Defender

JMC/afw
Enclosures
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AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT HEINDEL
I, Robert Heindel, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of
the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:

1.

I am the father of the victim, Judy Windom, and the maternal

grandfather of the petitioner, Ethan Windom.
2.

Prior to Ethan's sentencing hearing, my understanding was that Ethan

would be sentenced to an indeterminate life sentence with a fixed prison term so
that he could mature and obtain the mental health treatment that he needed before
being eligible for parole and released back to the community. I was lead to believe
by the prosecuting attorney that there would not be a fixed-life sentence.
3.

Neither of Ethan's attorneys asked me to testify at Ethan's sentencing

hearing. Had I known that the prosecutor was going to ask for a fixed-life sentence,
I would have given a victim impact statement asking for an indeterminate life
sentence.
4.

I remember that I had only one meeting with Ethan's defense attorneys

and that was at the beginning of his case. It focused on introductions and their
comments on the actions they were planning for Ethan's defense. I had no
meetings with them after that to get any progress reports.
5.

I did not then and do not now believe that my grandson should spend
1
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the rest of his life in prison for my daughter's death.
6.

I speak to and visit with Ethan in state prison on a regular basis. I

have personally observed Ethan mature into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring
individual. He works hard to understand his mental illness, to stay on top of the
treatment of his disease and to control it. I firmly believe that Ethan has the
potential to be safely returned to society and should not spend the rest of his life in
pnson.

Dated this 12th day of August 2015.

Robert Heindel
Affiant

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT HEINDEL
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AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HEINDEL ,

I, Lori Heindel, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the
State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:
1.

I am the mother of the victim, Judy Windom, and the maternal

grandmother of the petitioner, Ethan Windom.
2.

Prior to Ethan's sentencing hearing, my understanding was that Ethan

would be sentenced to an indeterminate life sentence with a fixed prison term so
that he could mature and obtain the mental health treatment that he needed before
being eligible for parole and released back to the community. I was lead to believe
by the prosecuting attorney that there would not be a fixed-life sentence.
3.

Neither of Ethan's attorneys asked me to testify at Ethan's sentencing

hearing. Had I known that the prosecutor was going to ask for a fixed-life sentence,
I would have given a victim impact statement asking for an indeterminate life
sentence.
4.

I remember that I had only one meeting with Ethan's defense attorneys

and that was at the beginning of his case. It focused on introductions and their
comments on the actions they were planning for Ethan's defense. I had no
meetings with them after that to get any progress reports.

1
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I did not then and do not now believe that my giandson should spend

the rest of his life in prison for my daughter's death.
6.

I speak to and visit with Ethan in state prison on a regular basis. I

have personally observed Ethan mature into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring
individual. He works hard to understand his mental illness, to stay on top of the
treatment of his disease and to control it. I firmly believe that Ethan has the
potential to be safely returned to society and should not spend the rest of his life in

.

prison.

Dated this 12th day of August 2015.

Lori Heindel
Affiant

AFFIDAVIT OF LORI HEINDEL
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FILED
Tuesday, August 18, 2015 at 02:51 PM
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

'·

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Ethan Allen Windom, Plaintiff :

CASE NO. CV-PC-15-14391

VS,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

State Of Idaho, Defendant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I
have mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the: PETITION FOR POST
CONVICTION RELIEF as notice pursuant to Rule 77 (d) I.R.C.P. to each of the parties
or attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:

ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
(Interdepartmental Mail)

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
(Copy in File) (Interdepartmental Mail)

Lori A Nakaoka
LAW OFFICES OF ANDREW PARNES
PO Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340

Mr. Ethan Windom #87595
ISCI - Unit #16
PO Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

Dated:Tuesday, August 18, 2015

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

1/1
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AUG 2 0 2015

LORI NAKAOKA, ISB #5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
671 First Avenue North
Post Office Box 5988
Ketchum, Idaho 83340
Telephone: 208-726-1010
Facsimile: 208-726-1187

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ROSE WRIGHT
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CV PC 15 1 4 3 9 1
ETHAN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2015-_ _ __
MOTION TO RELEASE
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION
REPORT TO THE PARTIES

COMES NOW, Petitioner Ethan Windom, by and through pro bono counsel Lori
Nakaoka, and hereby moves this Court for an order releasing directly to Lori Nakaoka
the Presentence Investigation Report filed in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274
(H0700274).
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 32(h)(5), which states in relevant
part "When relevant to an issue on which an appeal has been taken, the report shall be made
available for review in courts of appeal when requested by a party or ordered by the court
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 31 (b) .... "
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ORIGINAL

Appellate Rule 31 (b) in turn states, "In any . . . post-conviction case where a
documentary exhibit, including a pre-sentence report, is transmitted to the Supreme Court for use
in an appellate proceeding, this district court shall serve a copy of the documentary exhibit on the
attorney general and on appellate counsel for the defendant, subject to the confidentiality
provisions of I.C.A.R. 32."
Good cause for the disclosure of the presentence report to counsel for the parties is that
(1) Petitioner Ethan Windom, an Idaho inmate, has filed a Petition for Post-Conviction Relief in
the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, State ofldaho, in and for the County of Ada,
alleging that his sentence of fixed-life sentence (L WOP) for second-degree murder was imposed
in violation of the state and federal constitutions, (2) the presentence report is relevant to the
issues raised in that petition, 1 (3) and the presentence report is sealed so that neither parties can
gain access to the presentence report without this Court's order.
No hearing is requested unless the State objects2 or the Court requires further evidence or
argument on this motion.
DATED this frday of August, 2015.
Respectfully submitted by,

~)L
Pro Bono Counsel for Ethan Windom

1At

the date of this motion, a case number has not yet been assigned to Mr. Windom's
post-conviction proceeding.
Counsel has not contacted the State on this motion as the petition has just been sent for
filing and service, and no case number has been assigned.
2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on August/~, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office at Ketchum, Idaho.
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.

~-----
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AUG 26 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KRISTI DUMON
OEPtJTV

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
5

Petitioner,

6
7

vs.

8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

9

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
ORDER CONDITIONALLY
DISMISSING PETITION

Res ondent.

10

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.
11

12

CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a

13

fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals

14

upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme

15

Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of

16

Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and

17

remitted the decision on July 5, 2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873,253 P.2d 310 (2011). 1 The

18

time to file a post-conviction petition ran on July 5, 2012. Windom's Petition is untimely.
19

All of Windom's claims are ineffective assistance of counsel claims against his trial
20

21

counsel and his appellate counsel. These claims are clearly untimely. In addition, to the extent he

22
23
24

25

1 Windom also filed a federal habeas corpus case in federal court where he claimed that his fixed life sentence is
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D. Idaho, 2014). The
District Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently that appeal is pending.

26
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challenges the Court's sentence, that was raised on appeal and the Court's sentence was affirmed.
1

2

Windom's claims are barred by resjudicata.

3

Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, the

4

Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief. LC. § 19-

5

4906(2). The Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be

6

served by any further proceedings. Therefore, by this order, the Court is indicating its intention to

7

dismiss Windom's Petition. Windom and the State may reply2 to the Court's notice of the
8

proposed dismissal within 20 days. In light of his reply, if any, or any failure to reply, the Court
9

10
11

may order the Petition dismissed, grant leave to file an amended application or, direct that the
proceedings otherwise continue.
ANALYSIS

12
13

In this case, Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely. The statute of

14

limitation for post-conviction actions, LC. §19-4902, provides that a petition for post-conviction

15

relief "may be filed at any time within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or

16

from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,
17

whichever is later." See also Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.
18
19

2003); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"

20

referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122

21

Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823

22

P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992).

23

24
25

2

The State need only reply and does not need to answer the Petition.

26
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All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g., Hauschulz v. State,
1

2

144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus the issues presented by this Petition

3

stem from matters that occurred over seven and one-half (7.5) years ago and are untimely.

4

Furthermore, to the extent he is challenging this Court's sentence; he has appealed the sentence

5

and lost on appeal. Post-conviction is not the appropriate mechanism to challenge the Court's

6

sentencing decision. LC. §19-4901(b). 3

7

The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, LC. §19-4902, provides that a petition
8

for post-conviction relief "may be filed at any time within one (1) year from the expiration of the
9

10
11

time for appeal or from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding
following an appeal, whichever is later." The "appeal" referenced in that section means the appeal

12

in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122 Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089

13

(Ct.App.1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153,154,823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct.App.1992).

14
15

Where there has been a post-judgment motion or proceeding in a criminal action, the order
entered on the post-judgment matter, like in a habeas corpus action, ordinarily does not extend the

16

statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the judgment of conviction or the
17

original sentence. Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct.App. 2003); Cf
18
19

Fox v. State, 129 Idaho 881, 934 P.2d 947 (Ct.App.1997) (holding a post-conviction petition was

20

untimely because the limitation period was measured from the judgment of conviction, and claims

21

challenging the judgment were barred). It is thus established that where there has been a post-

22
23

24
25

I.C. § 19-490 I (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on
the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."

3
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judgment motion or proceeding in a criminal action, the order entered on the post-judgment matter
1

2
3

ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the
judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Id.

4

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief-one filed outside of the one-year limitation

5

period-must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be equitably tolled.

6

Peregrina v. State, 2015 WL 4430924, at *1 (Idaho App.,2015); Evensiosky v. State, 136 Idaho

7

189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88 P.3d 776, 778
8

(Ct.App.2003).
9

10

Therefore, Windom's Petition is time-barred. Finally, even if timely, to the extent that he is

11

claiming the Court's sentence is excessive, that claim would be barred as well by res judicata.

12

Idaho law permits application of res judicata to criminal and post-conviction cases. State v.

13

Creech, 132 Idaho 1, 9 n. 1,966 P.2d 1, 9 n. 1 (1998).

14

CONCLUSION

15

Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, the
16
17

Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief. LC. § 19-

18

4906(2). The Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be

19

served by any further proceedings. Therefore, by this order, the Court is indicating its intention to

20

dismiss Windom's Petition. Windom and the State may reply to the Court's notice of the proposed

21

dismissal within 20 days. In light of his reply, if any, or any failure to reply, the Court may order

22
23

24
25
26
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the Petition dismissed, grant leave to file an amended application or, direct that the proceedings
1

2

otherwise continue.

3

4

IT IS SO ORDERED.

5

Dated this 26th day of August 2015.

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on August~, 2015, I mailed one copy of
1

the ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING PETITION as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d)
2

I.C.R. addressed as follows:

3

4
5

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

6
7
8

9

10
11

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
AUGUST CAHILL
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

23
24
25

26
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e
SEP O8 2015
Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

CHRISTOPHER 0. PUCH, Clerk
By STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S
REPLY TO ORDER
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING
PETITION

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, by and through pro bono counsel, and
hereby submits the following reply to the Court's August 28, 2105 order conditionally
dismissing the petition (hereafter "Order").

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO ORDER
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING PETITION

1
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Introduction
This Court has given notice of its intent to dismiss the petition on the following
grounds: (1) the petition is untimely; (2) to the extent petition challenges issues raised on
appeal, it is barred by resjudicata; and, (3) there is no dispute of material fact and no
purpose would be served by further proceedings. This reply will address each of these
grounds.
1.

The Timeliness of the Petition

The Court finds that the time to file the petition ran on July 5, 2012, 1 and writes
that an "untimely petition for post-conviction relief filed outside of the one-year
limitation period must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be
equitably tolled." (See Order, at p. 1.) However, Ethan Windom has made a prima facie
showing that the limitation period should be equitably tolled in accordance with State v.

Dunlap, 131 Idaho 576 (1998), which was cited in the Petition.
In Dunlap, the defendant failed to comply with the 42-day deadline of Idaho Code
section 19-2719 by filing his petition almost two years after the expiration of the time
limit. Dunlap alleged in his petition the ineffective assistance of counsel with respect to
his plea, sentencing, appeal and lack of post-conviction proceedings. Dunlap's former

Petitioner does not agree with the Court's date, as the Supreme Court Remittitur
denying rehearing is dated June 21, 2011.
1
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counsel's files contained no correspondence with Dunlap about his right to apply for postconviction relief.
The district court dismissed Dunlap's petition as untimely. The Idaho Supreme
Court reversed the district court, finding that because of former counsel's omissions, the
statute of limitations was tolled, and since the petition had been filed within forty-two
days after the appointment of Dunlap's current counsel, the petition was timely.
Here, similar to Dunlap, because of appellate and trial counsel's omissions, Ethan
was not aware that he could challenge his sentence through a state post-conviction action.
There is no evidence that either trial counsel or appellate counsel advised Ethan of his
right to post-conviction relief, or that Ethan had the capacity to file a state petition on his
own. 2 On the contrary, appellate counsel's final letter to Ethan merely informed Ethan of
the loss of his appeal and wished him "good luck" with the future. Following the
withdrawal of appellate counsel, Ethan remain unrepresented until he was appointed

The record below contains numerous references, and the Petition is supported by
several affidavits, concerning Ethan's on-going mental illness, his young age at the time
of sentencing, and his unique housing conditions due to his age. Thus, there is sufficient
evidence to support a hearing on the issue of whether these factors - youth, prison
conditions, and mental illness - were significant factors that prevented Ethan from having
the capacity to proceed pro se with a state petition. While undersigned counsel has
attempted to obtain additional evidence regarding the conditions of Ethan's confinement
due to his youth and the state of his mental illness after his sentencing, these efforts have
been constrained by the unavailability of discovery. (See Declaration of Lori Nakaoka,
attached hereto.) At the very least, this Court should not dismiss the Petition, but should
permit discovery pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 57(b) to investigate Ethan's conditions
while incarcerated post-sentencing.
2
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counsel in the appeal of the denial of his federal post-conviction petition. 3 And, like

Dunlap, Ethan filed his petition for post-conviction relief within the time period permitted
after the appointment of current counsel.
Equitable tolling has been recognized in Idaho where a petitioner's ability to
pursue post-conviction relief is impaired through no fault of the petitioner. Thus, the time
limit has been tolled when an inmate was incarcerated in an out-of-state facility without
legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials, or where mental disease and/or
psychotrophic medication prevented the petitioner from timely pursuing challenges to the
conviction. See Rhoades v. State, 148 Idaho 247,251 (2009).
Here, Ethan has made a sufficient factual showing in his petition, based upon
admissible evidence, that his ability to pursue post-conviction relief was impaired not
only by his mental illness and conditions related to his youthful age, but most importantly,
by ineffective assistance of trial and appellate counsel. Accordingly, an evidentiary
hearing should be granted to determine whether the statue is tolled and his petition is

30n

July 3, 2012, approximately one week after the United States Supreme Court
issued its June 25, 2012 decision in Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455 (2012), holding
that mandatory fixed-life sentences are unconstitutional for juvenile offenders, Ethan was
fortuitously contacted by outside counsel who informed Ethan that while his state postconviction rights had likely expired, he still had time to file a federal petition. The
attorney enclosed a form petition which Ethan filled out and filed with the federal district
court along with a request for the appointment of counsel by the federal court. The
request was denied by the district court. (See Declaration of Counsel attached hereto).
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e
timely. See e.g., State v. Goodrich, 104 Idaho 469 (1983) [error to dismiss petition
without evidentiary hearing where there are disputed issues of material fact.]
2.

Res Judicata

The District Court's reasoning that petition should be dismissed on res judicata
grounds is misplaced. As the Court correctly notes, "all ofWindom's claims are
ineffective assistance of counsel claims against his trial counsel and his appellate
counsel." (Order at p. 1). While the doctrine of res judicata applies to post-conviction
proceedings, "three elements must exist: '(I) the same parties; (2) same claim; and (3)
finaljudgment."' Johnson v. State, 2015 Ida. App. LEXIS 28, *7-8 (Idaho Ct. App. Apr.
27, 2015) citing Ticor Title Co. V. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124 (2007).
Because none of Ethan's claims were raised on direct appeal, and indeed could not
have been raised on direct appeal, 4 the doctrine of res judicata simply does not apply.
3.

Undisputed Material Fact

Finally, the district court's conclusion, without citing to any portion of the record,
that there is no disputed "material fact and no purpose would be served by any further
proceedings" 5 cannot be the basis for a dismissal at this juncture.

See e.g., State v. Saxton, 133 Idaho 546, 549, 989 P.2d 288,291 (Ct. App. 1999)
(ineffective assistance of counsel is not ordinarily addressed on direct appeal, because the
record on direct appeal is rarely adequate for review of such claims).
4

5

See Order at p. 2.
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Allegations in an application for post-conviction relief must be deemed to be true
until controverted by the state. King v. State, 114 Idaho 442 (Ct. App. 1988). A material
fact is one which if true would entitle the petitioner to relief. See e.g., Noel v. State, 113
Idaho 92 (Ct. App. 1987); Goodrich, supra, 104 Idaho 469.
While this Court was the also the court which sentenced Ethan to fixed-life, the
issue before the post-conviction court is not whether the sentencing court would have
imposed the same sentence in light of the new evidence. Rather, the issue is whether trial
counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel when it failed to investigate sentencing
witnesses and failed to present evidence that was available to counsel at the time of
sentencing.
To prevail on this claim, Ethan must demonstrate that trial counsels' performance
was deficient and that it was prejudicial to Ethan. This is an objective standard. Thus,
the determination is not whether a particular sentencing judge would have been swayed
by the new evidence, but whether there is a reasonable probability of a different result.

Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. , 537 (2003) [Strickland standard is a "reasonable probability''
that an objective sentencing fact finder would have struck a difference balance."];

Summerlin v. Schriro, 427 F.3d 623,643 (9th Cir, 2005), citing Rompilla v. Beard, 545
U.S. 374,393 (2005) ["Although we suppose that the [sentencer] could have heard it all
and still have decided on the [same] penalty, that is not the test."].
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Accordingly, the "undisputed" material facts alleged in the petition cannot be the
basis of this Court's dismissal of the petition.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the petition should not be dismissed, counsel should be
appointed to represent Petitioner in this matter, an Order to Show Cause should issue as to
why Petitioner's fixed-life sentence should not be vacated and the case remanded for
resentencing, and an evidentiary hearing and discovery should be granted ..

Dated this b a y of September, 2015.
Respectfully submitted by,

--i~(/
~ - - -

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on September~2015, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on September__::t, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

CHRISTOPHEFI 0. 11\ICH, Clerk

ey STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

)
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
DECLARATION OF LORI
NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONSE TO ORDER
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING
PETITION

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA
I, Lori Nakaoka, declare as follows:
1.

I am pro bono counsel assisting Petitioner Ethan Allen Windom in above-

captioned post-conviction proceedings. I am also appointed to represent Ethan Windom
in Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal Case No. 14-35746.

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
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2.

I have contacted the Ada County Jail to request the jail records relating to Ethan

Windom's medical, mental health and housing. I was informed by the jail litigation unit
that I can obtain these records only by way of subpoena.
3.

I have contacted the Idaho Department of Corrections and requested Mr.

Windom's entire C-File, which I am informed and believe contains records relating to his
medical and mental health, housing conditions, programing, inmate conduct, and the like.
4.

I was informed by the litigation unit that IDOC will provide copies of Ethan

Windom's medical and mental health records, but I am informed and believe that IDOC
may take several months to produce these records. I requested the medical and mental
health records on July 30, 2015, but to date, I have not received those records.
5.

I was further informed by the litigation unit that IDOC requires a subpoena or

court order to produce most of the remaining contents of the C-file.
6.

Under Idaho Criminal Rule 57(b), I cannot obtain discovery in a post-conviction

proceeding without permission of the Court.
7.

I believe the above described records are relevant and material to the determination

of whether the statutory time limit to file a petition for post-conviction relief should be
equitably tolled in Ethan Windom's case, and that no decision on the issue of equitable
tolling can be made before the production of these records.
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8.

I have spoken to attorney Dennis Benjamin who has informed me that he sent a

letter to Ethan Windom, dated July 3, 2013, informing Ethan of the Supreme Court
decision in Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455 (2012), enclosing a form federal habeas
petition, and suggesting that Ethan consider challenging his fixed-life sentence in light of
the Miller decision.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.

Dated this

<J- day of September 2 0 1 5 ~
Lori Nakaoka
Declarant

-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2

I hereby certify that on September
2015, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.
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LORI NAKAOKA, ISB #5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
671 First Avenue North
Post Office Box 5988
Ketchum, Idaho 83340
Telephone: 208-726-1010
Facsimile: 208-726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com
Pro Bono Counsel for Ethan A. Windom

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S
MOTION TO FOR PERMISSION TO
CONDUCT DISCOVERY

COMES NOW, Petitioner Ethan Windom, by and through pro bono counsel Lori
Nakaoka, and hereby renews his motion to release the Presentence Investigation Report filed in
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (H0700274) to the parties, and moves this Court for
an order permitting Petitioner to conduct discovery.
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules 32(h)(5) and 57 (b), and is based
on the Declaration of Lori Nakaoka filed in support of Petitioner's Response to the Court's Order
Conditionally Dismissing the Petition.

ETHAN WINDOM'S MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY
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GOOD CAUSE for the disclosure of the presentence report and discovery is that (1)
Ethan Windom, an Idaho inmate, has filed a Petition for Post-Conviction Relief in the District
Court of the Fourth Judicial District, State ofldaho, in and for the County of Ada, alleging that
his sentence of fixed-life sentence (LWOP) for second-degree murder was imposed in violation
of the state and federal constitutions, (2) the presentence report is relevant to the issues raised in
that petition, (3) the presentence report is sealed so that neither parties can gain access to the
presentence report without this Court's order; (4) Mr. Windom is unable to gain access to
evidence relevant and material to issues relating to equitable tolling without a court order or
subpoena power.

DATED this ::\-day of September, 2015.
Respectfully submitted by,

Pro Bono Counsel for Ethan Windom

ETHAN WINDOM'S MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY
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.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on September.3:;2015, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office at Ketchum, Idaho.
By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.

ETHAN WINDOM'S MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY
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SEP 1 4 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. uv

1

By BETH MASTERS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRiei°OF

2
3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

5

Petitioner,

6
7

vs.

8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

9

ORDER RELEASING
PRESENTENCE MATERIALS
AND EXTENDING THE TIME
FOR RESPONSE TO THE COURT'S
CONDITIONAL DISMISSAL

Res ondent.

10

The Court hereby releases a copy of the presentence report to the parties. While he can
11

review it with counsel, Windom is not to be provided a copy of the presentence report.
12

The Court hereby extends the time for responding to the Court's conditional dismissal to

13

October 31, 2015. Thus, the Court continues to indicate its intention to dismiss Windom's

14

Petition. Windom and the State must reply 1 to the Court's notice of the proposed dismissal by

15

filing that reply no later than October 31, 2015. In light of his reply, if any, or any failure to reply,

16

the Court may order the Petition dismissed, grant leave to file an amended application or, direct
that the proceedings otherwise continue.

17

IT IS SO ORDERED.

18

Dated this 14th day of September 2015.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1 The

State need only reply and does not need to answer the Petition.

26
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on September

/ ~- , 2015, I mailed one

1

copy of the ORDER DENYING DISCOVERY as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed
2

as follows:

3

4
5

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

6
7

8

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
AUGUST CAHILL
LANCE FUISTING
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

9

10
11

12

LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

13
14

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County~ Idaho
>

15
16
17

.:~

By3t,ui~
DeputyJ;~rk
~

· ·· ,.

.~,-

""

. ·'

..,,~~,t;'!IC:tJ~,:,.·'J·:·

18

: :'

"1

. ~,

'

.•

19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
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SEP 15 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KRISTI DUMON
DEPUTY

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
5

Petitioner,

6
7

vs.

8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

9

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
ORDER DENYING
MOTION FOR DISCOVERY

Res ondent.

10

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.
11

CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. 80700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a
12

fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals

13

upheld the Court's sentence. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court, again challenging the

14

Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals' decision affirming the

15

Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and remitted the decision on July 5,

16

2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873,253 P.2d 310 (2011). 1 The time to file a post-conviction
petition ran on July 5, 2012. Windom's Petition is untimely and the Court gave notice to Windom

17
18

of its intent to dismiss his Petition as untimely and the grounds for that decision on August 26,
2015.

19

Windom now moves for discovery pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules 32(h) and 57(b).

20

Windom further requests access to the presentence report. Based on the following, the Court

21

denies his request for discovery and provides the parties a copy of the presentence report.

22
23
24

25

Windom also filed a federal habeas corpus case in federal court where he claimed that his fixed life sentence is
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D. Idaho, 2014). The
District Court denied his claim August 13, 2014. He appealed. Apparently that appeal is still pending.
1
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ANALYSIS
1

I.C.R. 57(b) provides as follows:
2
3

4
5

(b) Filing and Processing. The petition for post-conviction relief shall be
filed by the clerk of the court as a separate civil case and be processed under the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure except as otherwise ordered by the trial court;
provided the provisions for discovery in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure shall
not apply to the proceedings unless and only to the extent ordered by the trial court.
I.C.R. 57(b) (emphasis added). While the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure generally apply to

6

proceedings on an application for post-conviction relief, the discovery provisions contained in

7

those rules are not applicable unless specifically ordered by the court. I.C.R. 57(b); State v.

8

LePage, 138 Idaho 803, 810, 69 P.3d 1064, 1071 (Ct. App. 2003) (citing Aeschliman v. State, 132

9

Idaho 397, 402, 973 P.2d 749, 754 (Ct. App. 1999)). Windom seeks unspecific discovery of his
medical records while incarcerated because he "is unable to gain access to evidence relevant and

10

material to issues relating to equitable tolling without a court order or subpoena power." Ethan
11

Windom's Motion for Permission to Conduct Discovery, p. 2.

12

Discovery during post-conviction relief proceedings is a matter put to the sound discretion

13

of the district court. Aeschliman, 132 Idaho at 402, 973 P.2d at 754. Unless necessary to protect

14

Windom's substantial rights, the Court is not required to order discovery. Id. In order to be granted

15

discovery, a post-conviction applicant must identify the specific subject matter where discovery is
requested and why discovery as to those matters is necessary to his application. See Id. at 402-03,

16

973 P.2d at 754-55. "While reasonable discovery may be permitted, the district court should not
17

allow the petitioner to engage in a '[f]ishing expedition."' State v. Abdullah,_ Idaho_, 348 P.3d

18

1, 97 (2015) (quoting Murphy v. State, 143 Idaho 139, 148, 139 P.3d 741, 750 (Ct.App.2006)).

19

"The UPCP A provides a forum for known grievances, not an opportunity to research for

20

grievances." Id. In Murphy, the Court of Appeals explained this rule with reference to an earlier

21
22
23
24
25

Supreme Court case, Raudebaugh.
In Raudebaugh, our Supreme Court concluded that the trial court had discretion to
deny discovery in a post-conviction action where the applicant did not show any
probability that further scientific examination or independent testing would yield
exculpatory evidence. Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho at 605, 21 P.3d at 927. There,
Raudebaugh, who had been convicted of second degree murder, sought release of
the knife used as the murder weapon for examination by an expert witness to
determine if there was fingerprint evidence that could have assisted him at trial. Id.

26
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e
at 604, 21 P.3d at 926. But, there was no showing that the state's fingerprint testing
was flawed or that there was new technology that would make current testing more
reliable. Id. at 605, 21 P.3d at 927. Raudebaugh was not able to establish the
prejudice element of his ineffective assistance of counsel claim because his
allegations were merely speculative. Id.

1
2
3

4

Murphy, 143 Idaho at 148, 139 P.3d at 750 (emphasis added). In this case, Windom requests

discovery in an area unconnected to his post-conviction claims themselves -- whether equitable
5

tolling excuses his patently untimely filing.

6

"Equitable tolling in a post-conviction action has been recognized by Idaho
appellate courts in two circumstances-where the petitioner was incarcerated in an
out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials,
and where mental disease and/or psychotropic medication prevented the petitioner
from timely pursuing challenges to the conviction." Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112,
115,218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct.App.2009) (internal citations omitted).

7

8

9

10

Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 215-16, 335 P.3d 57, 60-61 (Ct. App. 2014).

However, Windom fails to recognize that the bar, especially in a non-capital case like his,2

11

is high and available "only in rare and exceptional circumstances beyond the petitioner's control
12

that prevented him or her from filing a timely petition." Id. (citing Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141
13

14

Idaho 579, 582, 114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct.App. 2005) and quoting Leer, 148 Idaho at 115,218 P.3d at
1176. In fact,
[i]t is not enough to show only that compliance was made more difficult on account
of a mental condition. Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140. The
standard for tolling in a post-conviction action was articulated in Chico-Rodriguez
as follows:

15
16
17

[I]n order for the statute of limitation under the UPCP A to be tolled on
account of a mental illness, an unrepresented petitioner must show that he
suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered him incompetent to
understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or otherwise
rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's
mental illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action;
any period following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the
equitable tolling criteria will count toward the limitation period.

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
2

25

State v. Dunlap cited by Windom is a death penalty case subject to different statutes and standards. Dunlap v. State,
131 Idaho 576,577,961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998).

26
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Id. ... the dispositive question is not whether the individual was able to manage his
personal affairs, but whether his mental illness prevented him from complying with
the statute of limitation for filing a post-conviction action. Chico-Rodriguez, 141
Idaho at 581-82, 114 P.3d at 139-40 (internal citations omitted).

Thus, the question presented is whether Mahler has made a prima facie showing
that his intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing his petition within
the limitations period. A showing that filing a timely petition would merely have
been more difficult for Mahler than for an inmate of average intelligence is not
sufficient. This distinction is illustrated in Sayas, 139 Idaho at 960, 88 P.3d at 779,
where the petitioner sought equitable tolling because he could neither speak nor
write in English. We acknowledged that the language barrier created an obstacle to
timely filing of a petition for post-conviction relief, but affirmed the judgment of
dismissal, holding:

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

While there may be circumstances in which a language barrier would
legitimately give rise to an access to court claim for purposes of extending the
filing deadline, such is not the case here. It is evident that Meza Sayas had
access to bilingual assistance while incarcerated, and was able to adequately
explain his circumstances to this person.
Id. We noted that even an English-speaking, nondisabled prisoner may have great
difficulty amassing the information and employing the skills needed to timely file a
petition for post-conviction relief. Nevertheless, the law requires that a petitioner
seeking relief from the court must overcome these obstacles if he wishes to seek
relief. Additional impediments, such as an inability to speak English, do not
necessitate equitable tolling unless those impediments "actually prevent[ ] [a
petitioner] from filing a post-conviction action." Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at
581-82, 114 P.3d at 139-40.

In this case, Mahler submitted three affidavits in response to the State's motion for
summary dismissal. In his initial affidavit, Mahler testified that he had "head
trauma" resulting in a "documented mental ailment." A later affidavit explained
that Mahler could not remember either the original court proceedings or the
timelines applicable to a post-conviction action. Finally, an affidavit submitted by a
fellow prisoner explained that Mahler was particularly limited when he entered
prison. He could "barely talk" and could "hardly write his own name" until
provided classes within the prison. The affidavit said Mahler had no understanding
of post-conviction proceedings until the fellow prisoner went out of his way and
spent a good deal of time explaining the entire process to Mahler. The fellow
prisoner described Mahler as "challenged" and opined that Mahler's "memory/recall
is almost zero."
We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his

26
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I

•

1
2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired. 6
Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became able to pursue a postconviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was provided help in 2011.
He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly, based solely on the
admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court, Mahler may have taken
many months to file his petition after the right to do so was adequately explained to
him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to communicate orally
upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when this inability ended. 7
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.
For these reasons, we conclude that Mahler failed to make a prima facie showing of
entitlement to equitable tolling of the statute of limitations.
Mahler v. State, 335 P.3d 57, 60-62, 157 Idaho 212, 215-17 (Ct. App. 2014)

15

Like, Raudebaugh and Murphy, he is engaging in a fishing expedition. He is searching for

16

evidence to support equitable tolling and has presented the Court with no information to support

17

that claim at all. It is evident that as of September 12, 2012, Windom had some knowledge about

18

his claims sufficient to spur him to file a pro se federal habeas action in federal court where he
challenged his sentence on Eighth Amendment grounds which Judge Lodge dismissed on August

19

13, 2014 in an unpublished decision. This is now three years later.
20

Thus, the Court finds that Windom's allegations are simply speculative and discovery is

21

nothing more than a fishing expedition. Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho 602, 21 P.3d 924. The Court

22

denies his request.

23
24

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this 14th day of September 2015.

25
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on September

_Q_,

2015, I mailed one

1

copy of the ORDER DENYING DISCOVERY as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed
2

as follows:

3

4
5

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

6

7

8

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
AUGUST CAHILL
LANCE FUISTING
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

9

10
11

12

LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
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NOVO 3 20!5
JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Qy

Hl.Lt.:.Y ;)(·:-c;~·i,:;
Ct!t'i..;·t·:

Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.
THE STA TE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

Case No. CV PC 2015-14391
ANSWER

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Shelley W. Akamatsu, Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney and does answer the petition of Windom's petition for post-conviction relief pursuant to
Idaho Code § 19-4906(c).

I.
Admissions
Petitioner denies the entire petition, but reserves the right to amend its answer if
the court does not grant its motion for summary disposition.
DATED this

°L

day of

N~o1s.

sa&~~

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

3 ,J

day of

No(.)Q..mbu

2015, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing to be placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid,
addressed to:
Lori A. Nakaoka
P.O. Box 5988
Ketchum, Idaho 83340
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NOVO 3 2015

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV PC 2015-14391
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITION

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Shelley W. Akamatsu, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney and does hereby provide this brief in support of the state's motion for
summary disposition of Windom' s petition for post-conviction relief pursuant to Idaho Code §
19-4906(C).

I. Factual and Procedural History
Windom pled guilty to second degree murder on October 4, 2007. Windom received an
aggregate sentence of fixed life with no possibility of parole on December 12, 2007, and timely
appealed his sentence. On April 10, 2009, the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the sentence and
Windom sought review to the Idaho Supreme Court. On March 16, 2011, the Idaho Supreme
Court affirmed Windom's sentence. Remittitur issued July 5, 2011. Over four years later, on
August 18, 2015, Windom filed this petition for post-conviction relief. On August 26, 2015, the
court issued an order conditionally dismissing Windom's petition as untimely. On September 7,
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2015, Windom replied to the court's conditional order to dismiss claiming the petition shouldn't
be dismissed because Windom made a prima facie showing the limitation period should be
equitably tolled in accordance with State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho 576 (1998).

II.

Applicable Legal Standards

A.

General Standards
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding which is civil in nature.

State v. Bearshield, 104 Idaho 676,678,662 P.2d 548, 550 (1983); Clark v. State, 92 Idaho 827,
830,452 P.2d 54, 57 (1969); Murray v. State, 121 Idaho 918,921, 828 P.2d 1323, 1326 (Ct.
App.1992). An application for post-conviction relief differs from a complaint in an ordinary
civil action, however, an application must contain much more than "a short and plain statement
of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). Martinez v. State, 126
Idaho 813, 816, 892 P.2d 488,491 (Ct. App. 1995).

B.

Statute of Limitations
The Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act provides three separate limitations periods.

The first, contained in LC. § 19-4902(a), states that "[a]n application may be filed at any time within
one ( 1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or
from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal, whichever is later." The second,
addressing only DNA testing, is contained in LC. § 19-4902(b). It states that a "petition must be
filed by July 1, 2002, or within one (1) year after the filing of the judgment of conviction,
whichever is later." LC. § 19-4902(b). Finally, LC. § 19-4908 states that a court may grant a
supplemental or additional petition where the "court finds a ground for relief asserted which for
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sufficient reason was not asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or
amended application." The Idaho Supreme Court reinforced the one-year statute oflimitation
when it held that there is no discovery exception.
In rare cases, the district court is permitted to equitably toll the statute of limitations in a
post-conviction action, where the applicant was incarcerated in an out-of-state facility without legal
representation or access to Idaho legal materials, Martinez v. State,. 130 Idaho 530, 536
(Ct.App.1997), and where mental disease and/or psychotropic medication rendered the applicant
incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action or otherwise rendered him incapable of
earlier pursuing a challenge to the conviction. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582
(Ct.App.2005); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957,960 (Ct.App.2003); Abbott v. State,. 129 Idaho 381,
385 (Ct.App.1996). The Supreme Court, in two decisions 1, also indicated that where the postconviction claim raises an important due process issue, there may be a tolling of the statute of
limitation until the petitioner knows or reasonably should know of the factual basis of the claim.
However, Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of the
petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188,190,219 P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct.App.2009)
(even assuming petitioner did not have access to Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-ofstate for less than four months, he still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to
do so); Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112,115,218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct.App.2009) (petitioner
demonstrated the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable to timely file
a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at

I Rhoades v. State, 148 Idaho 247, 250-51, 220 P.3d 1066, 1069-70 (2009), and
Charboneau v. State, 144 Idaho 900, 904-05, 174 P.3d 870, 874-75 (2007),
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385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536, 944 P.2d at 133, or the facts underlying the
claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action, Charboneau, 144 Idaho at 904,
174 P.3d at 874.
In 2010, the Idaho Court of Appeals again affirmed the district court's refusal to equitably
toll an untimely petition. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650 (Ct.App. 2010). In Amboh, the
defendant wrote his attorney about a month after the time for appeal had expired in "regard to his
appeal". The attorney then replied, he had missed filing the appeal on time, but filed an appeal
anyway. Approximately seventeen (17) months later, the defendant contacted the SAPD, to find
out the status of his appeal. The defendant was notified for the first time that the appeal had been
dismissed sixteen (16) months earlier. The defendant filed his petition for post conviction relief
a month later and requested the court equitably toll the statute of limitations. The district court
refused to toll the statute and the Court of Appeals affirmed stating:
"As of August 2007, Amboh was informed in writing that his trial
counsel had not filed a timely appeal from the judgment of
conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his opportunity for
appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even
though the defense attorney may have contributed confusion by
pointlessly filing an untimely notice of appeal, if Amboh had
exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that the
appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a postconviction action expired. Instead, despite having been notified
that his appeal was filed after the appeal deadline, Amboh waited
for nearly one and a half years before he made any inquiry about
the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact
that this appeal was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh
failure to file a timely petition raising his claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel was not due to an extraordinary circumstance
beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In this
circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate." Id
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III.
Analysis
A.

The Court must dismiss the petition entirely because it is barred by the
Statute of limitations.
Windom's petition is untimely under LC. § 19-4902. That statute provides in pertinent part,

"[a]n application may be filed at any time within one (1) year from the expiration of time for
appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from the determination of proceedings
following an appeal, whichever is later." The "determination of an appeal," as used in LC. § l 94902(a), means the date the remittitur is issued by the Idaho Supreme Court or Idaho Court of
Appeals. Atkinson v. State, 131 Idaho 222, 223, 953 P .2d 662, 663 (Ct. App. 1998); State v.

Chapman, 128 Idaho 733,734,918 P.2d 605,607 (Ct. App. 1996); State v. Freeman, 122 Idaho
627,629, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992). Determination of proceedings following an
appeal may include a remand of the criminal case to the trial court as a consequence of the direct
appeal from a judgment of conviction, for example, but does not encompass a separately filed
proceeding under the UPCPA. Freeman, 122 Idaho at 629,836 P.2d at 1090.
As Windom admitted in the petition, his sentence was imposed December 12, 2007. The
Idaho Supreme Court affirmed his conviction on March 16, 2011 and the District Court received
the remittitur on July 5, 2011. Windom filed his application for post-conviction relief on August
18, 2015. His petition is clearly untimely under LC.§ 19-4902(a).

1.) Equitable Tolling
In his original petition, Windom's counsel concluded his petition was timely:
"Because Petitioner has never been represented in any state post-conviction
proceeding, undersigned counsel is assisting pro bona with the filing of this
petition, and the petition is therefore timely. See State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho
576, 577 (1998) [post-conviction petition of previously unrepresented inmate
is timely when filed within statutory time limit of appointed new counsel.]"
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The court indicated Windom's petition was untimely and would be dismissed absent a
showing the limitation should be equitably tolled. See Court's Order pg. 4. In response,
Windom's counsel claimed he had made a prima facie showing the limitation period should be
equitably tolled relying solely on Dunlap. The holding in Dunlap is wholly inapplicable in this
case because Windom was not a "capitol" defendant who had a death warrant issue against him.
The entire holding in Dunlap is based upon LC. 19-2719, in the Execution Section in
Chapter 27 of the Idaho Code. Windom's case is solely governed by the Uniform PostConviction Procedure Act in Chapter 49 of the Idaho Code and has nothing to do with the
"Special Appellate and Post-Conviction Procedures for Capital Cases in LC. 19-2719.
Also, in the petition and reply, Windom's counsel ignored key components of the Dunlap
opinion. The most glaring was the difference between the statute oflimitations in § LC. 19-2719
and § LC. 19-4902(a). In capital cases, a defendant only has forty-two days to file both their
direct appeal and their post-conviction case. The purpose of this procedure was to eliminate
unnecessary delay when carrying out a valid death sentence. Id The Dunlap court pointed out,
the defendant had counsel handling the appeal, and it was these attorneys that failed to file a postconviction case, a ground Dunlap filed in the untimely petition. The court held Dunlap could not
have discovered the post-conviction had not been filed because Dunlap's attorney, at the time,

never told him.
Counsel for Windom claimed the "post-conviction petition of previously unrepresented
inmate is timely when filed within statutory time limit of appointed new counsel." This is
contrary to well established law in the State ofldaho. When "new counsel" is appointed is not
the relevant inquiry.
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Counsel for Windom implied the holding in Dunlap required proof a defendant was
notified about filing a post-conviction case in non-capital cases.

This completely misstates the

holding and ignores the factual distinctions in Dunlap. Dunlap had appellate counsel when the
statute of limitations ran, which meant he had a right to effective appellate counsel. In the
petition Dunlap filed and the trial court dismissed, he alleged appellate counsel was ineffective
for failing to file a post-conviction case within forty-two days of the issuance of the death
warrant. He also alleged the time limitation should be equitably tolled because until the new
attorneys were appointed, he could not have otherwise known a post-conviction case had not
been filed. The Dunlap court then pointed out, the first appeal made no mention of it, the
appellate briefs had not been mailed to Dunlap, and there was no evidence there had been
communication between Dunlap and his then attorneys. These findings were related solely to
whether Dunlap could have known before his appeal was filed, the same deadline for his postconviction case.
Windom's post conviction deadline did not begin until after his appeal had concluded and
his appellate attorneys were no longer representing him, so he had no right to counsel. Where
there is no right to counsel, there can be no deprivation of effective assistance of counsel.
1\1urphy v. State, 156 Idaho at 395,327 P.3d at 371 (2014). Windom cannot make the same

equitable tolling argument as Dunlap, because he had no right to counsel in the year following
the issuance of the remittitur. Counsel for Windom admitted in the reply he was "unrepresented"
during this time period. Additionally, whether Windom's counsel is acting pro bona is not
relevant to the statute of limitations should be tolled.
Windom's petition claimed his counsel was ineffective during the sentencing hearing, but
failed to articulate why the defendant did not know or a reasonable person would not know about
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these claims after the sentencing, during and then after the appeal. Unlike Dunlap, Windom's
appellate counsel sent him the two appellate briefs containing the sentencing issues so Windom
cannot claim he was "unaware" of the issues or could not have discovered them. See

Respondent 's Exhibits 1 and 2

Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling

where the post-conviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188,190,219 P.3d 1204, 1206
(Ct.App.2009).
WHEREFORE the Respondent requests that this court grant its Motion for Summary
Dismissal of the Petition.
DATED this

~ day of November, 2015.

Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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Lori A. Nakaoka
P.O. Box 5988
Ketchum, Idaho 83340
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)
)

Petitioner,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

Case No. CV PC 2015-14391

MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITION AND EXHIBITS 1

AND2

)

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Shelley W. Akamatsu, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney and moves for summary dismissal ofWindom's petition for postconviction relief pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-4906(c).
The respondent moves the court to summarily dismiss this petition as it is beyond the
statute of limitations, and the court is not permitted to equitably toll the statute based on the
record.
DATED this

Y

day of

N

~2015.

&~
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

NO. 34874

)

V.

)
)

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM ,

)
)

APPELLANT'S BRIEF

)

Defendant-Appellant.

)
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nature of the Case
Ethan Allen Windom appeals from his judgment of conviction for second degree
murder. Mr. Windom , who was sixteen years old at the time of incident in this case,
pleaded guilty and the district court imposed a fixed life sentence. This is the harshest

Cl

possible penalty that could have been imposed on Mr. Windom ; because he was only

t!.l

._-..;,......:~:

?.

sixteen years old , the death penalty was not an option . Mr. Windom therefore received
absolutely no benefit from his acceptance of responsibility or his expressions of

Z
~
O
(()

1
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remorse. Further, the district court imposed the maximum possible sentence despite
the fact that Mr. Windom clearly suffered from misdiagnosed mental illnesses and the
. presentence investigator even concluded that, "had the defendant's mental illness been
properly diagnosed and treated,

he would

not have murdered

his mother."

(Presentence Investigation Report (hereinafter, PSI), p.15.) The district court abused its
discretion by imposing an excessive sentence, as Mr. Windom clearly possesses the
potential for rehabilitation.

ISSUE
Did the district court abuse its discretion when it imposed a fixed life sentence upon Mr.
Windom following his plea of guilty to second degree murder?

ARGUMENT
The District Court Abused Its Discretion When It Imposed A Fixed Life Sentence Upon
Mr. Windom Following His Plea Of Guilty To Second Degree Murder
At approximately 5:30 a.m. on January 25, 2007, Craig Windom contacted law
enforcement to inform them that his son, Ethan Windom, had.arrived at his home visibly
upset, tell him that Ethan's mother, Judy Windom, was dead in her home. (PSI, p.1.)
Later, Mr. Windom described that day, and the day preceding it, as follows:
It is difficult to remember everything, but here is everything I do remember.
The full day I felt like I was being shocked. I went to school and I was sent
home because I didn't feel right. I felt in a panic attack and the shock kept
me from doing anything. After I got home and watched movies and took a
nap. About around 7-8 PM, I went over to my friend's house and got back
to my house 9 PM. I watched a movie and that took until 11 PM. I
wouldn't go to sleep, I played with my laptop. At around this time things
went and I took 5 times more than the original dose of my Klonopin. The
medicine didn't work. At the time after my mind went manic and didn't
stop from racing. My emotions went away and that was when I cha·nged
dumbbells the among my weights. It was when I went to her room while
she was sleeping I came into her room, I then started to hit her in the

2
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head. I also after I stopped hit her in head and so I didn't know if she was
dead or not, I wanted her to go away fast. I then started stabbed her
various parts in the body. I ended up using my other to stab her in the
head. As of the time I don't know why this happened I am to believe this
occurred because of a psychotic break.
(PSI, p.8 (errors in original.)) When asked about the event, Mr. Windom stated "[a]t
times I feel hopeless because it was I that have hurt my mother and the rest of the
I wish that things had not occurred as they did. I Jove my mother and I will

family.

always miss her." (PSI, p.8 9errors in original.))
Mr. Windom was charged with one count of murder in the first degree. (R., p.14.)
He pleaded guilty to one count of murder in the second degree. (R., pp.33, 35.) He
was automatically waived into adult court. (R., p.33.) The district court imposed a fixed
life sentence. (R., p.52.) On appeal, Mr. Windom asserts that, given any view of the
facts, his fixed life sentence is excessive.
Where a defendant contends that the sentencing court imposed an excessively
harsh sentence the appellate court will conduct an independent review of the record,
giving consideration to the nature of the offense, the character of the offender, and the
protection of the public interest. See State v. Reinke, 103 Idaho 771, 653 P.2d 1183
(Ct. App. 1982).
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that, '"[w]here a sentence is within statutory
limits, an appellant has the burden of showing a clear abuse of discretion on the part of
the court imposing the sentence.'" State v. Jackson, 130 Idaho 293, 294, 939 P.2d
1372, 1373 (1997) (quoting State v. Cotton, 100 Idaho 573, 577, 602 P.2d 71, 75
(1979)).

Mr. Windom does not allege that his sentence exceeds the statutory

maximum; rather, he asserts that the sentence is excessive considering any view of the

3
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facts. Id. (citing State v. Broadhead, 120 Idaho 141,145,814 P.2d 401,405 (1991)
(overruled on other grounds by State v. Brown, 121 Idaho 385, 825 P.2d 482 (1992))}.
The governing criteria, or objectives of criminal punishment are:

(1) protection of

society; (2) deterrence of the individual and the public generally; (3) the possibility of
rehabilitation; and (4) punishment or retribution for wrongdoing. Id. (quoting State v.
Wolfe, 99 Idaho 382, 384, 582 P.2d 728, 730 (1978) (overruled on other grounds by
State v. Coassolo, 136 Idaho 138 (2002)).

The Idaho Court of Appeals has held:
a fixed life sentence may be deemed reasonable if the offense is so
egregious that it demands an exceptionally severe measure of retribution
and deterrence, or if the offender so utterly lacks rehabilitative potential
that imprisonment until death is the only feasible means of protecting
society.
State v. Eubank, 114 Idaho 635, 638, 759 P.2d 926, 929 (Ct. App. 1988.) The court

went on to find:
In our view, a fixed life sentence should not be regarded as a judicial
hedge against uncertainty. To the contrary, a fixed life term, with its rigid
preclusion of parole or good time, should be regarded as a sentence
requiring a high degree of certainty--certainty that the nature of the crime
demands incarceration until the perpetrator dies in prison, or certainty that
the perpetrator never, at any time in his life, could be safely released.
Id.

See also State v. Helms, 143 Idaho 79, 137 P.3d 466 (Ct. App. 2006) (applying

Eubank standard and modifying sentence). Mr. Windom asserts that his crime is not so

egregious that it demands such severe punishment or that he utterly lacks rehabilitative
potential.
Mr. Windom addressed the district court at the sentencing hearing. He stated:
My name is Ethan Windom and I am r:nentally ill. Through doctors and
through observations and tests I'm told that I'm a paranoid schizophrenic.
As told from my treatment doctor, none of this would have happened if I
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was on the right pills. This causes me a great grief that obviously will
never be fixed. Even though I was in a psychotic state, I still have to take
responsibility for what I did. I did kill Judith Windom. I did kill a friend, a
mother, a sister, a daughter, an aunt, and a mentor. I am very sorry about
this.
It causes me deep grief to know my family has to live with this. I continue
to hope they will love me sometime in the near future, as much as they did
when - before this event. I know that they love me, but I know that there
is still some anger toward me. So I hope that this will be - I will be able to
get back in time, you to see my family because I want to be able to help
them with everything that I have done.
(Tr., p.123, L.15 - p.124, L.5.) Mr. Windom does indeed sufferfrom mental illness.
Dr. Michael E. Estess, M.D., performed an evaluation of Mr. Windom and concluded as
follows:

"it was obvious from my first encounter with Ethan that he was acutely

psychotic, and had been suffering from an evolving paranoid, psychotic, delusional
illness, for some time prior to his arrest." (11/20/07 Estess Evaluation (hereinafter,
Estess Evaluation), p.2.)

It was Dr. Estess's opinion that "Ethan suffers from a

schizophrenic illness, paranoid type." (Estess Evaluation, p.2.)
Dr. Estess noted that Mr. Windom had:
articulated his concerns about his impulse control, his homicidal ideation,
and his concerns about the internal loss of control of his external behavior,
for some time prior to the incident ... It seems to me to be incredible that
this young man's cries for help with thoughts and ideas that were
absolutely beyond his control, were not recognized as the early signs and
symptoms of a quite serious psychotic illness. ... Ethan's pleas for help
with his inappropriate, illogical, paranoid and aggressive ideation were left
wanting, because of the misinterpretation of it's significant [sic] to others,
that is family members and the professional persons that he consulted for
Had Ethan . received appropriate care and
his internal turmoil.
treatment from a psychiatric perspective, it is my opinion, that he
would not now be In the contemporary set of legal circumstances
that he is, and that he would have a biological mother who was still
alive to care for him and be supportive of him.

5
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(Estess Evaluation, p.3 (emphasis added.)) Dr. Estess believed that, had Mr. Windom
lived in a different state, "Ethan would have a classic defense 9f insanity." (Estess
Evaluation, p.3.) Dr. Estess concluded, "[f]rom my perspective [Mr. Windom} is a good
He does not have, in my opinion, any

candidate for probational circumstances.

evidence of underlying personality disorder that would preclude his capacity for
rehabilitation." (Estess Evaluation, p.5.) Further, "there is no evidence that he has any
sort of sociopathic or antisocial personality disorder characteristics. My experience in
this area would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for parole or probation
at any point in time in the particular legal process."

(Estess Evaluation, p.5

(emphasis added.))
As noted by Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D., Ethan was seen by a psychiatrist, Dr. Tim
Ashaye, on 9/18/06, complaining of "anger issues." (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.) He was
tentatively diagnosed with "major depressive disorder, recurrent, _and severe, without
psychotic features, as well as having a generalized anxiety disorder."

(Beaver

Evaluation, p.2.) He was placed on combination of Lexapro (an antidepressant) and
Klonopin (an antianxiety medication.} (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.)
He was then seen by Andrew Layman, a licensed social worker.

(Beaver

Evaluation, p.2.) Mr. Windom complained of "recurrent homicidal ideation," which had
developed in the past year or two. (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.) Mr. Layman diagnosed
Mr. Windom with "depressive disorder." (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.)
"Unfortunately, [Mr. Windom's] blunted affect, anxiety, irritability, and aggressive
thoughts were interpreted by psychiatrists and counselors who were seeing Ethan, as
reflective of major depression and anxiety."

(aeaver Evaluation, p.15.)

In fact,
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Mr. Windom suffered from a "significant psychotic disorder," which went untreated ..
(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) In the weeks before he killed Ms. Windom, Mr. Windom took
Wellbutrin, an antidepressant, but "it tends to be energizing, which would have an
undesirable effect on an individual who is developing psychotic type symptoms."
(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.)
Dr. Beaver concluded that Mr. Windom "experienced his first true psychotic break
at and around the time he killed his mother, Judy." (Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) At the
time he was evaluated by Dr. Beaver, after being incarcerated, "[Mr. Windom] report[ed]
the antipsychotic medications have helped him substantially with his thoughts and
feelings, which were so troubling to him." {Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) "Psychological
tests further suggest he struggles with poor self-esteem, desires to be attached but has
limited abilities to do so. He very much wants to be normal." (Beaver Evaluation, p.16.)
Dr. Beaver diagnosed Mr. Windom with probable paranoid-type schizophrenia, but that
"while on medications, he is able to conduct himself within the confines of the Ada
County Jail without difficulty or incident, again, while he is on medication." (Beaver
Evaluation, p.16.)
Regarding Mr. Windom's risk of future violence, Dr. Beaver concluded, "Ethan
Windom appears cooperative and compliant with his psychiatric care and treatment. At
this point, there is not any reason to expect either within a structured correction setting
or in the community if he was in structured mental health care, he would not remain
compliant."

(Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)

Further, "as these individuals [those with

significant psychiatric illness] move into their 30's, their risk for future aggression or
violent acting out drops precipitously to a very low level." (Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)
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Mr. Windom had not "posed any risk of aggression or violence to others" once he had
been stabilized on his medication.

(Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)

Finally, Dr. Beaver

concluded:
If at some point Ethan Windom is given an opportunity to return to the
community and is compliant with his mental health treatment, he does
have a very good rehabilitation potential.· He has average intelligence,
extensive family support, and does not have any significant drug or
alcohol abuse issues. I do not see evidence yet of any significant
underlying. personality disorders which would interfere with appropriate
adjustment, which includes mental health care, if he were to transition
back into the· community at some point in the distant future.
(Beaver Evaluation, p.19 (emphasis added.)) The me_ntal health records in this case
clearly demonstrate that Mr. Windom was improperly diagnosed with depression and
anxiety when he actually suffered from a much more serious psychotic illness. Further,
the record shows that, when he became aware of his problems, Mr. Windom sought
treatment, although the treatment he received was not what was needed. Mr. Windom
wishes to be "normal" and there is no indication that he would not be compliant with his
treatment. It is clear that, with proper support and treatment, Mr. Windom has "very
good rehabilitation potential," in which case a fixed life sentence is an abuse of
discretion; a fixed life sentence is only to be imposed
if the offense is so egregious that it demands an exceptionally severe
measure of retribution and deterrence, or if the offender so utterly lacks
rehabilitative potential that imprisonment until death is the only feasible
means of protecting society.
State v. Eubank, 114 Idaho 635,638, 759 P.2d 926,929 (Ct. App. 1988.)

Although the district court placed a great deal of emphasis on the fact that
Mr. Windom was "obsessed" with a film entitled "American Psycho," and was
"fascinated with psychology, psychopaths, and schizophrenia," this information hardly
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justifies a fixed life sentence.

(Tr., p.137, Ls.13-17.)

First, it is not unusual that a

teenage boy, such as Mr. Windom, enjoys violent films. Second, "American Psycho" is
a mainstream film featuring actors such as Christian Bale, Reese Witherspoon, and
Willem Defoe and it grossed over $15,000,000 in the United States. 1 Further, to the
extent that Mr. Windom was "fascinated" by psychopaths and schizophrenia, this fact is
wholly unremarkable in light of his own misdiagnosed psychotic symptoms.
The district court concluded that a "mental health professional cannot guarantee that
Ethan Windom will be compliant or his medications will work or that he will be under
proper treatment." (Tr., p.157, Ls.2-5.) Nothing in life can ever be "guaranteed," but the
record in this case is replete with indications that Mr. Windom sought treatment, had
been compliant with his proper treatment once he received it, was not violent or
aggressive. Further, this action specifically violates the holding of the Idaho Court of
Appeals in State v. Eubank, 114 Idaho 635, 638, 759 P.2d 926, 929 (Ct. App. 1988).
There, the court concluded,
In our view, a fixed life sentence should not be regarded as a judicial
hedge against uncertainty. To the contrary, a fixed life term, with its rigid
preclusion of parole or good time, should be regarded as a sentence
requiring a high degree of certainty--certainty that the nature of the crime
demands incarceration until the perpetrator dies in prison, or certainty that
the perpetrator never, at any time in his life, could be safely released.
Id. (emphasis added).

Mr. Windom's fixed life sentence is a judicial hedge against

uncertainty and it should be reversed.
In this case, Mr. Windom accepted responsibility for his crime, expressed his
remorse, and apologized to his family. He suffered from severe mental illness which
went misdiagnosed despite his pleas for treatment.

1

Once properly diagnosed and

See http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movles/?ld=americanpsycho.htm, (last visited, July 14, 2008.)
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receiving the. proper treatment, Mr. Windom was compliant and showed no signs of
violence or aggression. This case does not call for a fixed life sentence. Mr. Windom
shows rehabilitative potential and this Court should re~uce his sentence to one that
allows for such rehabilitation in the community, or it should remand this case for a new
sentencing hearing.

CONCLUSION
Mr. Windom respectfully requests that this Court reduce his sentence as it deems
appropriate. Alternatively, he requests that his case be remanded to the district court
for a new sentencing hearing.
DATED this 14th day of July, 2008.

IN M. CURTIS
uty State Appellate Public Defender
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)
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)

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)

Defendant-Appellant.

)

-'-'---------------)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nature of the Case
This is not a typical sentencing case. Ethan Windom, who was sixteen years old
at the time of his ctime, suffered a psychotic break and killed his mother. He had been
misdiagnosed as having depression and anxiety when, in fact, he suffered from
p~rahoid schizophrenia.
illness.

The medication he was prescribed actually exacerbated his

Two medical professionals, as well as the presentence investigator, all

concluded that, had Mr. Windom been properly diagnosed for his mental illness, he
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would not have even committed the instant crime. All three recommended probation.
Nevertheless, the district court imposed a fixed life sentence, the absolute maximum
sente.nce that Mr. Windom could have received even if he had taken his case to trial
(because, on the original charge of first degree murder as a minor, the death penalty
was not an option). Thus, Mr. Windom received absolutely nothing in exchange for his
guilty plea and no lenie'ncy was shown for his mental illness, his expression of remorse,
and his acceptance of responsibility.
The Court of Appeals concluded that the district court erred in assessing
Mr. Windom's rehabilitative potential; and it held that Mr. Windom does have
rehabilitative potential, however, based on dicta in State v. Cope, 142 Idaho 492, 129
P.3d 1241 (2006), it concluded that the egregious nature of the crime, standing alone,
supported the sentence imposed.

But Cope involved a middle-aged man with an

extensive criminal history and this Court concluded that rehabilitation was not possible.
Cope contains no language, dicta or otherwise, supporting the Court of Appeals'

conclusion that a determinate life sentence may be based solely on the nature of the
offense. Mr. Windom therefore asks the Idaho Supreme Court to review the Opinion of
the Idaho Court of Appeals, 2009 Opinion No. 27 (Ct. App. Apr. 10, 2009) (hereinafter,
Opinion), and modify his sentence or remand the case for a new sentencing hearing.
Statement of the Facts & Course of Proceedings
Mr. Windom was seen by a psychiatrist, Dr. Tim Ashaye, on September 18,
2006, complaining of "anger issues."

(Beaver Evaluation, p.2.)

He was tentatively

diagnosed with 11 major depressive disorder, recurrent, and severe, without psychotic
features, as well as having a generalized anxiety disorder." (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.)
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He was placed on combination of Lexapro (an antidepressant) and Klonopin (an
antianxiety medication). (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.)
He was then seen by Andrew Layman, a licensed social worker.

(Beaver

Evaluation, p.2.) Mr. Windom complained of "recurrent homicidal ideation," which had
developed in the past year or two. (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.) Mr. Layman diagnosed
Mr. Windom with "depressive disorder." (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.)
"Unfortunately, [Mr. Windom's] blunted affect, anxiety, irritability, and aggressive
thoughts were interpreted by psychiatrists and counselors who were seeing Ethan, as
reflective of major depression and anxiety."

(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.)

In fact,

Mr. Windom suffered from a "significant psychotic disorder," which went untreated.
(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) In the weeks before the instant crime, Mr. Windom took
Wellbutrin, an antidepressant, but "it tends to be energizing, which would have an
undesirable effect on an individual who is developing psychotic type symptoms."
(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.)
These undesirable effects came to a head on January 25, 2007. Craig Windom
contacted law enforcement to inform them that his son, Ethan Windom, had arrived at
his home visibly upset, telling him that Ethan's mother, Judy Windom, was dead in her
home.

(Presentence Investigation Report (hereinafter, PSI), p.1.)

Later, Ethan

described that day, and the day preceding it, as follows:
It is difficult to remember everything, but here is everything I do remember.
The full day I felt like I was being shocked. I went to school and I was sent
home because I didn't feel right. I felt in a panic attack and the shock kept
me from doing anything. After I got home and watched movies and took a
nap. About around 7-8 PM, I went over to my friend's house and got back
to my house 9 PM. I watched a movie and that took until 11 PM. I
wouldn't go to sleep, I played with my laptop. At around this time things
went and I took 5 times more than the original dose of my Klonopin. The
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medicine didn't work. At the time after my mind went manic and didn't
stop from racing. My emotions went away and that was when I changed
dumbbells the among my weights. It was when I went to her room while
she was sleeping I came into her room, I then started to hit her in the
head. I also after I stopped hit her in head and so I didn't know if she was
dead or not, I wanted her to go away fast. I then started stabbed her
various parts in the body. I ended up using my other to stab her in the
head. As of the time I don't know why this happened I am to believe this
occurred because of a psychotic break.
(PSI, p.8 (errors in original.)) When asked about the event, Mr. Windom stated "[a]t
times I feel hopeless because it was I that have hurt my mother and the rest of the
family. I wish that things had not occurred as they did. I love my mother and I will
always miss her." (PSI, p.8 (errors in original).)
Mr. Windom was charged with one count of murder in the first degree. (R., p.14.)
He was automatically waived into adult court.

(R., p.33.)

He pleaded guilty to one

count of murder in the second degree. (R., pp.33, 35.) The district court imposed a
determinate life sentence. (R., p.52.) On appeal, Mr. Windom asserted that, given any
view of the facts, his sentence was excessive.
The Court of Appeals, however, affirmed the fixed life sentence. The Court of
Appeals held that the district court erred in evaluating Ethan's rehabilitative potential,
because, "[t]he experts were firmly of the view that Windom has very good rehabilitation
potential, in which case a determinate life sentence cannot be based on certainty that
Windom never, at any time in his life, can be safely released." (Opinion, p.6.) However,
the court then held that the "egregious nature" of the crime, standing alone, justified the
sentence. (Opinion, pp.7-9.) In rendering this conclusion, the Court of Appeals relied
on this Court's opinion in State v. Cope, 142 Idaho 492, 502, 129 P.3d 1241, 1251
(2006):

4
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In dicta, the Idaho Supreme Court has implied that the nature of the
offense, standing alone, may be sufficient to justify a determinate life
sentence. See Cope, 142 Idaho 492, 129 P.3d 1241. In that case, Cope,
forty-three years of age and with a long history of mental illness, murdered
the victim by decapitating him with a knife. Cope then mutilated the
victim's severed head. In his presentence report, Cope ~xplained:
"I hurd [sic] god say finish him off he's the mark of the beast.
Get your knife and answer the door. And there was a man
who I thought was the mark of the beast a black man
mutated white and that's when I slit both sides of his neck
and ran him down cut off his head and tossed it and
[mutilated] it so he could not speak or hear. I had been
taking a lot of benadryl and hearing voices."

Cope, 142 Idaho at 494, 129 P.3d at 1243. In affirming the sentence, the
Court referenced Cape's history of non-compliance with his medication
regimen and Cape's own expert's testimony that even if medicated, Cope
still posed a threat to others. Id. at 502, 129 P.3d at 1251. The Court held
that Cope had failed to show how anything less than a determinate life
sentence could meet the objective to protect society. Id. The Court,
reviewing Cape's criminal history that spanned more than twenty years in
both California and Idaho, concluded rehabilitation was not a realistic
possibility. Id. The Court ended by stating:
This was a gruesome and horrifying crime that warrants the
sentence imposed by the district court when all the
appropriate information and factors are considered. It would
be difficult to rationalize any other sentence.

Cope, 142 Idaho at 502, 129 P.3d at 1251.
Considering the case law history to date, involving the appropriateness of
applying determinate life sentences, we arrive at the conclusion that the
nature of the offense, standing alone, may be so severe and egregious so
as to support the imposition of a determinate life sentence.
(Opinion, pp.8-9.) Because of what it considered to be the state of the law, the Court of
Appeals felt "constrained" to affirm Mr. Windom's sentence. (Opinion, p.9.)
Mr. Windom petitioned this Court for review.

Because the Court of Appeals

incorrectly interpreted the holding ln Cope to permit a determinate life sentence based
solely upon the nature of the offense, without regard to the remaining sentencing

5
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factors, this Court should grant review and either reduce Mr. Windom's sentence or
remand this case for a new sentencing hearing.

6
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----------------------------------------------

ISSUE
Should review be granted where the Court of Appeals incorrectly held that, pursuant to
State v. Cope, a determinate life sentence may be based solely on the nature of the
offense, without regard to the remaining sentencing factors?

7
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e
ARGUMENT

Review Should Be Granted Because The Court Of Appeals Incorrectly Held That.
Pursuant To State v. Cope. A Determinate life Sentence May Be Based Solely On The
Nature Of The Offense. Without Regard To The Remaining Sentencing Factors

A.

Introduction
Review should be granted because the Court of Appeals has misinterpreted

State v. Cope, 142 Idaho 492, 129 P.3d 1241 (2006), as standing for the proposition

that a determinate life sentence may be imposed based solely upon the nature of the
offense.

Because Cope contains no such holding, express or implied, and, in fact,

focuses on the defendant's rehabilitative potential, review should be granted and
Mr. Windom's sentence should be reduced.

B.

Review Should Be Granted Because The Court Of Appeals Incorrectly Held That.
Pursuant To State v. Cope, A Determinate Life Sentence May Be Based Solely
On The Nature Of The Offense, Without Regard To The Remaining Sentencing
Factors
Idaho Appellate Rule 118 sets forth several factors in determining whether review

should be granted.

I.A.R. 118(b). One factor is whether the Court of Appeals has

decided a question of substance probably not in accord with an applicable decision of
this Court. I.A.R. 118(b)(2). In this case, the Court of Appeals has cited State v. Cope
for a holding that is neither expressed nor implied in that case.

Review should be

granted to making it clear that a determinate life sentence may not be based solely on
the egregious nature of the crime, and that all of the appropriate sentencing factors, with
the protection of society being paramount, should be considered in evaluating such a
sentence.

8
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Where a defendant contends that the sentencing court imposed an excessively
harsh sentence, the appellate court will conduct an independent review of the record,
giving consideration to the nature of the offense, the character of the offender, and the
protection ~f the public interest. See State v. Reinke, 103 Idaho 771, 653 P.2d 1183
(Ct. App. 1982).
This Court has held that, "'[w]here a sentence is within statutory limits, an
appellant ~.as the burden of showing a clear abuse of discretion on the part of the court
imposing the sentence."' State v. Jackson, 130 Idaho 293, 294, 939 P.2d 1372, 1373
(1997) (quoting State

v. Cotton, 100 Idaho 573, 577, 602 P.2d 71, 75 (1979)). The

governing criteria, or objectives of criminal punishment are: (1) protection of society; (2)
deterrence of the individual and the public generally; (3) of rehabilitation of the
defendant; and (4) punishment or retribution for the defendant's wrongdoing.

Id.

(quoting State v. Wolfe, 99 Idaho 382, 384, 582 P.2d 728, 730 (1978) (overruled on
other grounds by State v. Coassolo, 136 Idaho 138 (2002)).
In addition the Idaho Court of Appeals has held as follows:
a fixed life sentence may be deemed reasonable if the offense is so
egregious that it demands an exceptionally severe measure of retribution
an9 .qet~.rrenc~.. or if the offender so utterly 1.acks reha.bilitative. potential
that imprisonment until death is the only feasible means of protecting
society.
State v. Eubank, 114 Idaho 635, 638, 759 P.2d 926, 929 (Ct. App. 1988.) In Eubank
the Court.of Appeals went on to recognize the gravity of a fixed life sentence, and to
make it clear that such sentences ought to be imposed only in rare circumstances:
In our view, a fixed life sentence should not be regarded as a judicial
hedge against uncertainty. To the contrary, a fixed life term, with its rigid
preclusion of parole or good time, should be regarded as a sentence
requiring a high degree of certainty--certainty that the nature of the crime
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demands incarceration until the perpetrator dies in prison, or certainty that
the perpetrator never, at any time in his life, could be safely released.
Id.

See also State

v.

Helms, 143 Idaho 79, 137 P.3d 466 (Ct. App. 2006) (applying

Eubank standard and modifying sentence). In the instant case, the Court of Appeals

held, for the first time, that the egregious nature of the crime, standing alone, may
support a determinate life sentence.
The Court of Appeals in this case asserted that this Court, in dicta, "implied" such
a holding in Cope. (Opinion, p.8.) The Court of Appeals, however, did not specifically
cite the dicta to which it referred, but the citations provided in the Opinion do not support
such an "implied holding." In fact, the overwhelming majority of this Court's analysis
regarding the severity of Mr. Cape's sentence focused on his rehabilitative potential, not
the nature of his crime.

Cope, 142 Idaho at 502, 129 P.3d at 1251.

In Cope, the

defendant had a history of non-compliance with his medication regimen, and his own
expert even acknowledged that, even if medicated, he still posed a danger to society.
Id.

This Court considered this factor, along with Mr. Cape's long criminal history, in

determining that rehabilitation was not a realistic possibility. Id. This Court concluded,
"[t]his was a gruesome and horrifying crime that warrants the sentence imposed by the
district court when all the appropriate information and factors are considered. It would
be difficult to rationalize any other sentence." Id. (emphasis added.)
The Cope Court noted that protection of society was the most important goal of
sentencing. Id. at 495, 129 P.3d at 1244. This explains the Cope Court's emphasis on
the defendant's rehabilitative potential - if an individual can be rehabilitated, they are no
longer a threat to society. And as the Court of Appeals noted in this case, Mr. Windom
has rehabilitative potential. Nowhere does Cope suggest that the nature _of the offense,
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standing alone, may justify a determinate life sentence.

Because Mr. Windom has

demonstrated that he possesses "very good rehabilitative potential" (Opinion, p.6), and
because Cope does not hold, expressly, or impliedly, that the nature of the offense,
standing alone, can support a determinate life sentence, review should be granted and
Mr. Windom's sentence should be reduced.

C.

If Review Is Granted. This Court Should Hold That The District Court Abused Its
Discretion
B~ Imposing
A Determinate Life Sentence
···:··.
.
.
;,

Mr. Windom addressed the district court at his sentencing hearing. He stated:
My name is Ethan Windom and I am mentally ill. Through doctors and
through observations and tests I'm told that I'm a paranoid schizophrenic.
As told from my treatment doctor, none of this would have happened if I
was on the right pills. This causes me a great grief that obviously will
never be fixed. Even though I was in a psychotic state, I still have to take
responsibility for what I did. I did kill Judith Windom. I did kill a friend, a
mother, a sister, a daughter, an aunt, and a mentor. I am very sorry about
this.
It causes me deep grief to know my family has to live with this. I continue
to hope they will love me sometime in the near future, as much as they did
when - before this event. I know that they love me, but I know that there
is still some anger toward me. So I hope that this will be - I will be able to
get back in time, you to see my family because I want to be able to help
them with everything that I have done.
(Tr., p.123, L.15- pJ24, L.5.)

Mr. Windom does indeed suffer from mental illness.

Dr. Michael E. Estess, M.D., performed an evaluation of Mr. Windom and concluded as
follows:

"it was obvious from my first encounter with Ethan that he was acutely

psychotic, and had been suffering from an evolving paranoid, psychotic, delusional
illness, for some time prior to his arrest."
Estess Evaluation), p.2.)

(11/20/07 Estess Evaluation (hereinafter,

It was Dr. Estess's opinion that "Ethan suffers from

a

schizophrenic illness, paranoid type." (Estess Evaluation, p.2.)
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Dr. Estess noted that Mr. Windom had:
articulated his concerns about his impulse control, his homicidal ideation,
and his concerns about the internal loss of control of his external behavior,
for some time prior to the incident ... It seems to me to be incredible that
this young man's cries for help with thoughts and ideas that were
absolutely beyond his control, were not recognized as the early signs and
symptoms of a quite serious psychotic illness.... Ethan's pleas for help
with his inappropriate, illogical, paranoid and aggressive ideation were left
wanting, because of the misinterpretation of it's significant [sic] to others,
that is family members and the professional persons that he consulted for
Had Ethan received appropriate care and
his internal turmoil.
treatment from a psychiatric perspective, it is my opinion, that he
would not now be in the contemporary set of legal circumstances
that he is, and that he would have a biological mother who was still
alive to care for him and be supportive of him.
(Estess Evaluation, p.3 (emphasis added).) Dr. Estess believed that, had Mr. Windom
lived in a different state, "Ethan would have a classic defense of insanity." (Estess
Evaluation, p.3.) Dr. Estess concluded, "[f]rom my perspective [Mr. Windom] is a good
He does not have, in my opinion, any

candidate for probational circumstances.

evidence of underlying personality disorder that w~uld preclude his capacity for
rehabilitation." (Estess Evaluation, p.5.) Further, "there is no evidence that he has any
sort of sociopathic or antisocial personality disorder characteristics. My experience in
this area would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for parole or probation

at any point in time in the particular legal process."

(Estess Evaluation, p.5

(emphasis added).}
As noted by Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D., Ethan was seen by a psychiatrist, Dr. Tim
Ashaye, on 9/18/06, complaining of 11 anger issues." (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.) He was
tentatively diagnosed with "major depressive disorder, recurrent, and severe, without
psychotic features, as well as having a generalized anxiety disorder."

(Beaver
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Evaluation, p.2.) He was placed on combination of Lexapro (an antidepressant) and
Klonopin (an antianxiety medication.) (Beaver Evaluation, p.2.)
He was then seen by Andrew Layman, a licensed social worker.

(Beaver

Evaluation, p.2.) Mr. Windom complained of "recurrent homicidal ideation," which had
developed in the past year or two. (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.) Mr. Layman diagnosed
Mr. Windom with "depressive disorder." (Beaver Evaluation, p.3.)
''Unfortunately, [Mr. Windom's] blunted affect, anxiety, irritability, and aggressive
!

>,,~,.,J·<"""

.

.

'

thoughts were interpreted by psychiatrists and counselors who were seeing Ethan, as
reflective of major depression and anxiety."

{Beaver Evaluation, p.15.)

In fact,

Mr. Windom suffered from a "significant psychotic disorder," which went untreated.
{Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) In the weeks before he killed Ms. Windom, Mr. Windom took
Wellbutrin, an antidepressant, but "it tends to be energizing, which would have an
undesirable effect on an individual who is developing psychotic type symptoms."
(Beaver Evaluation, p.15.)
Dr. Beaver concluded that Mr. Windom "experienced his first true psychotic break
at and around the time he killed his mother, Judy." (Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) At the
time he was evaluat~d by Dr. Beaver, after being incarcerated, "[Mr. Windom] report[ed]
the antipsychotic medications have helped him substantially with his thoughts and
feelings, which were so troubling to him." {Beaver Evaluation, p.15.) "Psychological
tests further suggest he struggles with poor self-esteem, desires to be attached but has
limited abilities to do so. He very much wants to be normal.'' (Beaver Evaluation, p.16.)
Dr. Beaver diagnosed Mr. Windom with probable paranoid-type schizophrenia, but that
"while on medications, he is able to conduct himself within the confines of the Ada
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County Jail without difficulty or incident, again, while he is on medication.,, (Beaver
Evaluation, p.16.)
Regarding Mr. Windom's risk of future violence, Dr. Beaver concluded, "Ethan
Windom appears cooperative and compliant with his psychiatric care and treatment. At
this point, there is not any reason to expect either within a structured correction setting
or in the community if he was in structured mental health care, he would not remain
compliant."

(Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)

Further, "as these individuals [those with

significant psychiatric illness] move into their 30's, their risk for future aggression or
violent acting out drops precipitously to a very low level." (Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)
Mr. Windom had not "posed any risk of aggression or violence to others" once he had
been stabilized on his medication.

(Beaver Evaluation, p.18.)

Finally, Dr. Beaver

concluded:
If at some point Ethan Windom is given an opportunity to return to the
community and is compliant with his mental health treatment, he does
have a very good rehabilitation potential. He has average intelligence,
extensive family support, and does not have any significant drug or
alcohol abuse issues. I do not see evidence yet of any significant
underlying personality disorders which would interfere with appropriate
adjustment, which includes mental health care, if he were to transition
back into the community at some point in the distant future.
(Beaver Evaluation, p.19 (emphasis added).) The mental health records in this case
clearly demonstrate that Mr. Windom was improperly diagnosed with depression and
anxiety when he actually suffered from a much more serious psychotic illness. Further,
the record shows that, when he became aware of his problems, Mr. Windom sought
treatment, although the treatment he received was not what was needed. Mr. Windom
wishes to be "normal" and there is no indication that he would not be compliant with his
treatment. It is clear that, with proper support and treatment, Mr. Windom has "very
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good rehabilitation potential," in which case he presents very little, if any, risk to the
community.
Although the district court placed a great deal of emphasis on the fact that
Mr. Windom was "obsessed" with a film entitled "American Psycho," and was
"fascinated with psychology, psychopaths, and schizophrenia," this information hardly
justifies a determinate life sentence. (Tr., p.137, Ls.13-17.) First, it is not unusual that a
teenage boy, such as Mr. Windom, enjoys violent films. Second, "American Psycho" is
a mainstream film featuring actors such as Christian. Bale, Reese Witherspoon, and
Willem Defo·e and it grossed over $15,000,000 in the United States. 1 Further, to the
extent that Mr. Windom was "fascinated" by psychopaths and schizophrenia, this fact is
wholly unremarkable in light of his own misdiagnosed psychotic symptoms.
The district court concluded that a "mental health professional cannot guarantee
that Ethan Windom will be compliant or his medications will work or that he will be under
proper treatment." (Tr., p.157, Ls.2-5.) Nothing in life can ever be "guaranteed," but the
record in this case is replete with indications that Mr. Windom sought treatment, had
been compliant with his proper treatment once he received it, and was not violent or
aggressive. Further, as the Court of Appeals pointed out in Eubank,
a fixed life sentence should not be regarded as a judicial hedge
against uncertainty. To the contrary, a fixed life term, with its rigid
preclusion of parole or good time, should be regarded as a sentence
requiring a high degree of certainty--certainty that the nature of the crime
demands incarceration until the perpetrator dies in prison, or certainty that
the perpetrator never, at any time in his life, could be safely released.

1

See http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?ld=americanpsycho.htm, (last visited, July
14, 2008.)
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Id. (emphasis added).

Mr. Windom's determinate life sentence is a judicial hedge

against uncertainty and it should be reduced.
In this case, Mr. Windom accepted responsibility for his crime, expressed
remorse, and apologized to his family. He suffered from severe mental illness which,
because it went misdiagnosed despite his pleas for treatment, likely caused his offence.
Once properly diagnosed and receiving the proper treatment, Mr. Windom was
compliant and showed no signs of violence or aggression. This case does not call for a
determinate life sentence.

Mr. Windom shows rehabilitative potential and this Court

should reduce his sentence to one that allows for such rehabilitation in the community,
or it should remand this case for a new sentencing hearing.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Windom requests that this Court grant review and reduce his sentence as it
deems appropriate. Alternatively, he requests that his case be remanded for a new
sentencing hearing.
DATED this 1zlh day of June, 2009.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1z!h day of June, 2009, I served a true and
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
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CRIMINAL DIVISION
PO BOX83720
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FAX No.208 72.187

Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES

NOVO 6 2015
o~~ISTOPH!R D. RICH, C!erk
l)J JAMIE MARTIN

P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum~ ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
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Fax.: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

EIBAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
VS.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S
REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY
TIIE STATE'S ANSWER AND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITION

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, by and through pro bono counsel, and
hereby requests an order from the Court allowing Petitioner twenty (20) days, to and
including November 23, 2015, in which to file a reply to the State's answer and motion

for summary judgment.

PETITIONER E1HAN WINDOM'S REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY
THE STATE'S ANS"WER MOTION FOR SlJl\1MARY DISPOSITION

OR.IGINAL
000218

1

NOV/06/2015/FRI 11:41 AM

AnlJ Parnes

FAX No.208 71f187

P. 003/007

This motion is based on the principals of due process and :fundamental fairness
which dictate that Petitioner, through counsel, who just received the State,s answer and

motion on November 6, 2015, be given the opportunity to respond to the State's moving
papers.
This motion is based on the attached declaration of counsel and the pleadings and

court orders on file in this case.

Dated this 6tti day ofNovember, 2015.

PETITIONER E1HAN WINDOM'S REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY
1HE STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SilldMAR.Y DISPOSITION
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NOV/06/2015/FRI 11:41 AM

An. Parnes

P. 004/007

FAX No. 208 72.187

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka
I, Lori Nakaoka, state under the penalty of perjury of the laws of Idaho that the
following is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and information:
1.

I am an attorney in good standing and licensed to practice law in Idaho, and

in that capacity I have been providing pro bono representation to Ethan Windom, the
petitioner in this case.
2.

Petitioner filed a petition for post-conviction relief on August 18, 2015.

3.

On August 26, 2015, this Court ordered that the petition be conditionally

dismissed and gave the parties twenty days in which to reply to its order.
4.

On September 8, 2015, Petitioner filed his reply to the Court's conditional

dismissal.
5.

The State did not file a reply within the twenty day time period.

6.

On September 14, 2015, on its own motion, the Court extended the time to

reply to its order to October 31, 2015, to allow the State to reply.
7.

On November 3, 2015, one day after the expiration of the Court's October

31, 2015 filing deadline, the State filed its Answer denying the entire petition and a
Motion for Summary Judgment. I did not receive a copy of the State's Answer and
motion ootil November 6, 2015, when it was delivered to my office mailing address by
way of United States Postal Service.

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY

THE STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUtv1MARY DISPOSITION
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NOV/06/2015/FRI 11:42 AM

8.

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208 72.187

P. 005/007

I will be out of the office from November 11 to November 17, 2015t due to

previously scheduled travel obligations, so I am asking for twenty days from the date of
the State's filing, which was November 3, 2015, to reply to the State's moving papers.

Dated this 6th day ofNovember, 2015.

PETITIONER E1HAN WINDOM'S REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY
TIIE STA'IE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
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NOV/06/2015/FRI 11:42 AM
•

(

I

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208 71,187

P. 006/007

"

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on November 6. 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attomeys named below in the
manner noted:
·
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191

Boise, ID 83702
By sen.rung facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.

.>°

Ethan Windom,# 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail. postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum. Idaho.

PETITIONER ETI!AN WINDOM'S REQUEST FOR TIME TO REPLY
TilE STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR Sl.Th1MARY DISPOSITION
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, _ .----------,F,:,,-tL'=EO,------------

A.M.
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i

P.M, _ _ _ __

NOV 10 2015
1

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS~~fPN

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391

4

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
5

Petitioner,

6
7

vs.

8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

9

CORRECTED ORDER EXTENDING
THE TIME TO RESPOND AND
RE-SETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

Res ondent.

10

The State replied to the Court's conditional dismissal and answered on November 3, 2015.
11

It moved for summary dismissal on the same grounds the Court identified. In response, Windom
12

requested more time to respond on November 6, 2015. The Court hereby grants Windom until

13

November 24, 2015, to respond. Windom has had notice of the grounds for dismissal since the

14

Court's conditional dismissal dated August 26, 2015. The Court previously gave Windom

15

additional time and ordered any response to its conditional dismissal be filed by October 31, 2015;

16

Windom filed nothing. The State's motion substantively supports the Court's August order and
raises nothing new.

17
18

The Court further re-schedules oral argument on both the State's motion and the Court's
conditional dismissal for 4:00 p.m. on December 14, 2015.

19

IT IS SO ORDERED.

20

Dated this 9th day of November 2015.

21

22

Cheri¥.:;:;/z::s

23
24
25

26

ORDER RELEASING PRESENTENCE MATERIALS
1
CASE NO. CV-PC-2015-14391
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on November

10-frA-: 2015, I mailed one

1

copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed as follows:
2
3
4

JAN M. BENNETTS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CASE NO. CV-PC-2015-14391
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

NOTICE OF HEARING
Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Res ondent.

APPEARANCES:
SHELLEY AKAMATSU
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
VIA: EMAIL
LORI A. NAKAOKA
Attorney at Law
VIA: EMAIL
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM
#87595 ISCI UNIT 16
PO BOX 14
BOISE ID 83707

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge,
has set this matter for State Motion for Summary Disposition and Court's Conditional Dismissal
on the Monday, December 14, 2015 at 04:00 PM, at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West
Front
Boise, ID. The court will call Ethan WindOffif\\fllF.
Idaho State Correctional
. Street,
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FILED
P.M _ _ __

NOV 12 2015
Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

CHRISTOPHCR 0. RICH, Clerk
By LUSINA MCl~KAFU
CCPW'n'

Pro Bono Cou.nsel for Petitioner

Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)

)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391

)
)

MOTION TO CORRECT ORDER

)
)
)
)
)

)

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, by and through pro bono counsel, and
hereby moves the Court to cottect its November 9, 2015 Order Extending Time to
Respond and Setting Oral Argument to reflect that Petitioner Windom did respond to the
\\
\\
MOTION TO CORRECT ORDER

1

OR.iGINAL
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NOV/10/2015/TUE 05:41 PM

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208 72.187

P. 003/005

Court's Order by filing his Response on September 8, 2015. A copy of the file-stamped

caption page is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Dated this

1Z.l day ofNovember, 2015.

Pro Bono CoW1Sel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom

MOTION TO CORRECT ORDER
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And. Parnes
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on NovemberJD. 2015, I served a nue and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Shelley Akamatsu
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Ethan Windo~ # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise" ID 83 707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid. at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number ·
208-287-7709.
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And. Parnes
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SEP OS ?.015
Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

CHf!USTOPHER 0. RICH, Ct,a~
ey STACEY L.AF~!:A'l'V
OEl"trn'

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner

Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S
REPLY TO ORDER
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING
PETITION

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, by and through pro bona counsel, and
hereby submits the following reply to the Court's August 28. 2105 order conditionally
dismissing the petition (hereafter "Order").

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO ORDER
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING PETITION

I
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NOV 16 2015

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~l§JePHER D. RICH, Clerk
By RIC NELSON

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

DEFUTY

CASE NO. CV-PC-2015-14391
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
Plaintiff,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant.

APPEARANCES:
SHELLY AKAMA TSU
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
VIA: EMAIL
LORI A. NAKAOKA
ATORNEY AT LAW
VIA:EMAIL
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM
#87595 ISCI UNIT 16
PO BOX 14
BOISE ID 83707

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge,
has Re-set this matter for States Motion Summary Disposition and Court's Conditional
Dismissal on the Tuesday, December 15, 2015 at 03:00 PM , at the Ada County Courthouse, 200
West Front Street, Boise, ID. The court will call Ethan Windom at the Idaho State
Correctional Institution and the court will call Attorney Lori A. Nakaoka.

CC: Counsel/ mll
Notice of Hearing
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES

NOV 2 4 2015
CHf~(Sl'OPHER D. RlCH, Clerk

P.O. Box 5988

By SANTIAGO BARRIOS

671 First Avenue, N.
Ketch1.m1, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

Di:PUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom

IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S
RESPONSE TO THE STATE'S

ANSWER AND MOTION FOR
SU:M:MARY DISPOSillON

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, Ethan Allen Windom. by and through
counsel, and hereby submits the following Reply to the State's Answer and Motion for Summary
Disposition. This Reply is intended to address the arguments raised by the State in its November
3, 2015 Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Disposition that require further discussion
(hei:-eafter "Brief'). Mr. W:indotti intends no waiver or concession of any arguments made in his
September 8, 2015 Reply to the Court's August 26, 2015 Order Conditionally Dismissing the
Petition (hereafter "Order").

OM'S REPLY TO THE
N FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION

1
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Procedural History
On December 12, 2007, Mr. Windom was sentenced to life without the possibility of

parole for the second degree murder of bis mother when he was 16 years old. He appealed his
sentence and was appointed the State Public Defender (hereafter "SAPD"). The Court of Appeal
and the Supreme Court affirmed Mr. Windo:m's sentence, and the remititur affuminghis
sentence was issued on June 21, 2011, and filed in the district court on July 5, 2011. The SAPD
terminated its representation of Mr. Windom on July 12, 2011, stating "this is the end of the state
appellate process." Exhibit I to the Petition.
In July 2012, Windom received a letter from a private attomey interested in juvenile
justice. The attorney advised Windom that while the deadline to file a state post-conviction
petition may have passed, Windom still had time,to file a writ of habeas corpus in federal court,
and enclosed a form petition encouraging Mr. Windom to do so. See Declaration of Lori
Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to Order Conditionally Dismissing Petition, filed
September 8, 2015 and Declaration of Lori Nakaoka filed in Support of this Reply.
On August 18, 20l5, with the help of pro bono counsel, Mr. Windom filed bis petition for
post-conviction relief which is at issue here. 1
On August 26, 2015, indicating its tentative decision to dismiss the petition because it

was untimely, barred by res judicata and presented no disputed issue of material fact, the Court
issued an order conditionally dismissing the petition. (Order, p. 2.) Regarding timeliness, the
Court merely concluded H[T]he issues presented by the Petition stem fro:m matters that occurred
over seven and one-half (7.5) years ago and are untimely." (Order, p. 3.) Before reaching a final
decision, the Court gave Mr. Windom and the State twenty days2 to reply to its order, but stated
in a footnote that the State need not answer the petition. (Order, p. 2, n. 2.)

1Mr.

Windom also filed a Motion to Release the Presentence Investigation Report.

2The

20-day deadline for the parties to reply expired on September 15, 2015.

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUM1v1AR.Y DISPOSITION
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On September 8, 2015, Mr. Windom replied to the Court's conditional order. In his

Reply (hereafter "PR"), he requested the issuance of an Order to Show Cause, the appointment of
counsel and an evidentiazy hearing. (PR. p. 7.) Mr. Windom separately moved for permission
to conduct discovery and renewed bis request to release the Presentence Investigation Report to

the parties.
On September 14, 2015, a day before the Court's 20-day deadline expired, the Court

denied Mr. Windom's motion to conduct discovery. In a separate order, the Court granted Mr.
Windom• s motion to release the presentence investigation report to the parties and sua sponte
. extended the time for the State to reply to its conditional order, giving the State until October 31,
2015, an additional forty-six days, to reply. 3 (Order Releasing PSI and Extending Time, p. I.)
On November 3, 2015, one day after the court-imposed deadline expired, the State filed a

blanket denial to the petition, and moved for summary disposition.
On November 6, 2015, Mr. Windom filed a request for time to reply to the State's answer

and motion for summary dismissal. The Court gave Mr. Windom until November 24, 2015.4

Mr. Windom hereby submits the following Reply to the State's Answer and Motion for Summary
Disposition.
Introduction
Toe State raises the sole defense that Mr. Windom's post-conviction petition is time
barred. (State's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Disposition, hereafter "Brief," p. 5.)

Law
The statute oflimitations in Idaho Code section 19·4902(a) may be equitably tolled.
Schultz v. State, 151 Idaho 383, 385~86 (Ct. App. 2011). "Equitable tolling for post-conviction

3Th.e State had not filed a reply to the Court's c.onditional order by September 14, 2015.
"The Court's corrected order giving Mr. Windom until November 24, 2015 to reply
inCOITectly states that Mr. Windom did not file a reply to its conditional order.

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
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actions is 'borne of the petitioner's due process right to have a meaningful opportunity to present
bis orherclauns."' &hultz, 151 Idaho at385-86, quotingLeerv. State, 148 Idaho 112,115 (Ct.

App. 2009). This is because '"[p]rocedural due process issues are raised whenever a person risks
being deprived of life, liberty, or property interests because of governmental action.'" Rhoades v.
State, 148 Idaho 247, 250 (2009), quoting State v. Rhoades, 120 Idaho 795, 806 (1991). A

defendant must be provided with '~notice and an opportunity to be heard" to ensure that the
individual is not arbitrarily deprived ofhis rights in violation of the state or federal constitutions.
Ibid.

A petitioner must prove by a preponderance of evidence the allegations upon which the
request for post-conviction relief is based. J.C.§ 19-4907; Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865, 869

{1990). Ifuncontroverted, the court must regard the '11nderlying facts as true." Rhoades, 148
Idaho at 250. The c.ourt is responsible for resolving conflicting inferences :from the undisputed

facts. State v. Yakovac, 145 Idaho 437,444 (2008).
Summary dismissal of an application for post-conviction relief is pennissible only when
there are no genuine issues of material fact, and the moving party is entitled to the requested
relief. Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763 (Ct. App. 1991). If such a factual issue is
presented, an evidentiary hearing must be granted. I.C. § 19-4906; Heartfelt v. State, 125 Idaho
424, 426 (Ct. App. 1994). "These standards apply equally to the accrual of actions and the
passage of the statute oflimitations." Rhoades, 148 Idaho at 250.
Argument
The State does not address the facts raised in the Petition and Mr. Windom' s reply to the
conditional order - such as his youthful age, inexperience with the law, ongoing mental illness,
his conditions of coufioement and the ineffectiveness of appellate coun.sel and absence of postconviction -which support Mr. Windom's request for equitable tolling. Instead, the State
ugues that Mr. Windom should not be permitted equitable tolling because his own lack of

PETITIONER ETIIAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION
FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
:
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diligence caused or contnl>uted to the untimeliness of the petition (Brief p. 3-4, 7). Alternatively,
the State argues that State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho 576 (1998) does not require equitable tooling

because Mr. Windom had no state right to post-conviction counsel. 5
1.

Diligence

The State cites State v. Amboh, 149 Idaho 650 (Ct. App. 2010) for its assertion that Mr.
Wind.om failed to exercise due diligence in pursing his post-conviction rights. Amboh, is
distinguishable. Am.bob filed a petition for post-conviction relief challenging his conviction for
driving under the influence. His trial attorney filed an untimely notice of appeal, but advised
Amboh of this in a letter, and also informed Amboh of his right for post-conviction relief. Id. at
651. The SAPD filed an appeal on behalf of Amboh, but it was dismissed as untimely. The
appellate defender did not ~otify Am.boh of the dismissal. Am.boh eventually filed a pro se
petition for post-conviction·reliet;, which was also dismissed as untimely. In sustaining the lower
court's dismissal of the petition, the court concluded that Amboh's own lack of diligence did not
excuse the untimely petition: '·A.mboh was informed in writing" that his appeal was untimely
..long before the limitation for a post-conviction action had expired." Id. at 653.
In con1rast to Mr. Windom's case, Am.bob, presented no evidence that he was

incarcerated under circumstances that may have prevented his access to the courts or that he
suffered from a mental disease or defect. or that he was taking medication that may have
impaired his ability to pursue his post-conviction rights. Moreover, Amboh received written
notice of his post-conviction rights. Accordingly, Amboh case is inapplicable.

5It

is noteworthy that the State's Reply is untimely. The Court ordered that the State reply

by October 31, 2015. Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, rule 6(a) because October 31st
was a Saturday the State bad until November 2, 2015 to file its reply. Accordingly, this Court
may deem that the State has waived its argument against equitable tolling.

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SIDvfMARY DISPOSITION
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Mr. Windom has presented evidence that the conditions relating to his confinement including but not limited to his mental illness, the medications he was on,6 his youthful age,
inexperience with the law and interrupted education due to his incarceration at age 16, and his
housing conditions - impaired his ability to access the courts. He has also presented evidence
that he had no post-conviction counsel and his counsel appointed on his direct appeal did not

advise him of his post-conviction rights, thus he had no notice -written or otherwise - that he
had post-conviction rights. In rebuttal, the State alleges merely that Mr. Windom should have
known of his post-conviction rights because the SAPD served him with copies of its briefs on
appeal. (Brief, p. 5.) The State fails to point to any evidence, however, that the SAPD appellate
briefs infonned Mr. Windom about the existence of his trial counsel's errors, his post-conviction
rights, the statute of limitations, or the legal and factual requirements for equitable tolling.

Summ.azy dismissal of Mr. Windom• s petition for post-conviction relief is not
permissible because there are genuine issues of facts material to the issue of equitable tolling and
to the merits of the clailn.S in the petition. Gonzales, supra, 120 Idaho at 763. In light of these
factual disputes, an evidentiary hearing must be granted. Ibid. Given the state of the evidence
before this Court, and the fact that the State has filed a blanket denial to the petition, there are
;

material issues of disputed fact on the timeliness issue of whether the statute of limitation should

be equitably tolled in this case. Thus, discovery should be pennitted and an evidentiary hearing
should be granted.7

During the one year following the issuance of the remititur, Mr. Windom was medicated
with anti-psychotic drugs. See Declaration of Lori Nakaoka, filed in support of this Reply.
Because the Court has not permitted discovery or appointed COUJJ.Sel, and Mr. Windom is
indigent, Mr. Windom does not have. the funds to retain an expert to testify by way of affidavit
regarding the effects of these dlUgs on Mr. Windom' s mental ability to plll'Sue his postconviction rights. [See§§ 19-4903 and 4904.
6

The Answer states "Petitioner [sic] denies the entire petition, but reserves the to amend
its answer if the Court do~ not grant its motion for summary disposition." (State's Answer, p.
1.) Therefore, at the present time, there also e:x.ists a factual dispute as to the merits of the claims
7

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
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Equitable Tolling Due to Absence or fueffective Assistance of Counsel
Next, the State concludes that State v. Dunlap does not provide an avenue of equitable

tolling for Mr. Windom's petition because Dunlap was a capital case and a different statute of
limitations applied in that case. (Brie( p.5.) This distinction is oflittle consequence. The
purpose of 42-day statute oflimitations in section 19-2719 is to "eliminate[] unnecessary delay in
carrying out a valid death sentence~ ... " State v. Rhoades, 120 Idaho 806 (1991). Since the
sentence at issue here :q.as already been imposed, the State's interest in the strict application of the
statute of limitations in section 19A902 is not as great.
Moreover, despite the greater state interest in capital cases, it is important to note that the
Dunlap court applied the equitable principles of fairness and due process to find an exception to

a statute of limitations bar to collateral relief. In ruling that Dunlap's petition was not time
barred, the Court implicitly held that denying a prisoner the opportunity to assert an important
fundamental constitutional right, such as the Sixth .Amendment right to the effective assistance of
counsel, creates due process concerns that should be remedied by equitable tolling. (Ibid.)
These due process concerns are similarly recognized by the United States Supreme Court.
In.Martinez v. Ryan 132 S. Ct. 1309 (2012), the Supreme Court held that where there is an

absence of counsel, or ineffective counsel, in a state's initial-review collateral proceeding, a
procedural rule baning review of an ineffective assistance of counsel claim may result in a due
process violation. The Court reasoned that where the initial-review collateral proceeding is the

first designated proceeding for a prisoner to raise a claim of ineffective assistance at trial, it is the
equivalent of a prisoner's direct appeal as to the ineffective-assistance claim. Thus, the Court
concluded that when the state habeas court looks to the merits of the claim of ineffective
assistance, no other court has addressed the claim, and under these circumstances, prisoners are
"generally ill equipped" to represent themselves.

as well. However, this Court need not reach the merits until it decides the tolling issues.

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
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[A]n attorney• s errors during an appeal on direct review may provide cause to
ex.cuse a procedural.default; for if the attorney appointed by the State to pursue the
direct appeal is ineffective, the prisoner has been denied fair process and the
opportunity to comply with the State's procedures and obtain an adjudication on
the merits of bis claims. [Citations.]

Martinez, at 1317 [citations omitted].
Without the help of an adequate attorney, a prisoner will have similar difficulties
vindicating a substantial ineffective-assistance-of-trial~counsel claim. Claims of
ineffective assistance at trial often require investigative work and an
understanding of trial strategy. When the issue cannot be raised on direct review,
moreover, a prisoner asserting an ineffective-assistance•of-trial-counsel claim in
an initial~review collateral proceeding cannot rely on a court opinion or the prior
work of an attorney addressing that claim. Halbert, 545 U. S., at 619, 125 S. Ct.
2582, 162 L. Ed. 2d 552. To present a claim of ineffective assistance at trial in
accordance with the State's procedures, then, a prisoner likely needs an effective
attorney. The same would be true if the State did not appoint an attorney to assist
the prisoner in the initial-review collateral proceeding. Tue prisoner, unlearned
in the law, may not comply with the State's procedural rules or may misapprehend
the substantive details of federal constitutional law. Cf., e.g., id., at 620-621, 125
S. Ct. 2582, 162 L. Ed. 2d 552 (describing the educational background of the
prison population). While confined to prison, the prisoner is in no position to
develop the evidentiary basis for a claim of ineffective assistance, which often
turns on e'Vidence outside the trial record_
A prisoner's inability to present a claim of trial error is of particular
concern when the claim is one of ineffective assistance of counsel. The right to the
effective assistance of counsel at trial is a bedrock principle in our justice system_
It is deemed as an '~obvious truth" the idea that "any person haled into court, who
is too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be assured a fair trial unless counsel is
provided for him." Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335, 344, 83 S. Ct. 792, 9 L.
Ed. 2d 799 (1963).

Martinez, at 1317-1318 [emphasis added.]
Mr. Windom is the "ill-equipped" prisoner Martinez recognized. This is particularly so
given the unique circumstances of his case, including his youthful age, mental illness, conditions

of incarceration and his ineffective appellate counsel. Following the SAPD's summary
termination of its representation, Mr. Windom was left without notice of his post-conviction
rights, or the statue of limitations requirements. Moreover, he had no indication from appellate
counsel that his trial counsel had been ineffective. Given Mr. Windom's particular

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
STATE'S ANSWER MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION
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circumstances, and the abandonment by appellate counsel, Mr. Windom had no ability to

preserve his claims ofineffective assistance of trial counsel. Indeed, the only reason Mr.
Windom was able to file a federal writ of habeas corpus was due to the serendipitous intervention
of good samaritan counsel who wrote to Mr. Windom, encouraged him to file the federal writ,
and enclosed a form enabling Mr. Windom to use for this pUipOse.
Because Mr. Windqm filed his petition within one year of being appointed counsel in the
federal courts, the equitable principles of Dunlap and Martinez should apply. and~- Windom's
petition should not be time-bmed.

Conclusion
In light of unique characteristics of this Petitioner. the particular facts in this case and the

Sixth Amendment and equitable and due process principles underlying the decisions in Dunlap
an.d Martinez, this Court should, at a minimwn, appoint cowisel, grant discovery and set the case

for an evidentiary hearing on the issue of equitable tolling. Of course, this Court could accept the
allegations in the petition and additional affidavits to conclude that equitable tolling applies in
these circumstances. But f:4e Court cannot hold that the me.re passage of time has created an
absolute bar to the filing of the petition :in this case.
Dated this 24th day of November, 2015.

.

Lorika
Attorney at Law

...

PETITIONER ETHAN WINDOM'S REPLY TO THE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on November 24, 2015, I served a true and oorrect copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attomeys named below in the manner noted:
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
~

By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.

Ethan Windom,# 87595
· Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
, P.O.

Box 14

Boise, ID 83 707

~

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office at Ketchum, Idaho.
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Lori A. Nakaoka, JSB # S746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.0. Box S988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, JD 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax:(208)726-1187

NOV 2~ 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANilMO BARRIOS

ov:urv

Luak@mmdspring.com
Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
.

IN DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR. THB COUNTY OF ADA

BTHAN ALLEN' WINDOM,
.

Petitioner,

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Respoodmt.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 201S-14391
DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA
nl SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S

REPLY TO THE STATE1S REPLY TO
ORDER CONDmONALLY
DISMISSING PETITION.

DECLARATION OP·I..oRI NAKAOKA

I, Lori Nakaoka, declare as follows:
1.

I am pro bono counsel assisting Petitioner Ethan Allen Windom in above-

captioned post.conviction pmceedings. I am also appointed to represent Ethan Windom in Ninth

Circuit Court ofAppeal Case No. 14-35746.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct oopy of the letter Mr. Wmdom

received from attorney Demris Benjamin and re:fcrcnced in my September 8, 201 S filed in
Support of Petitioner's Reply to tho Court's Order Conditionally Dismissing the petition.

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
TO ORDER. CONDmONAILY DISMISSING PETITION

ORIGINAL

..
l
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is true and correct copy of the IDOC record listing

the drugs Mr. Windom was prescribed. I have reviewed the records and attest that Mr. Windom
was prescribed and took these drugs regularly between June 2011 and June 2012.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 are the pharmacological descriptions of the

medications listed in Exhibit 2.

5.

In my professional opinion, a medical expert is needed to interpret this effects of

the drugs listed in Exhibit 2, however Mr. Windom is indigent, the Court has not granted Mr.
Windom's request for appointed counsel, and I am pro bono counsel. Accordingly, Mr. Windom
does not have funds to retain an expert to supply such an affidavit.
6.

Because IDOC requires a subpoena or court order to produce most of the contents

of the C-file, I remain unable to obtain Mr. Windom's entire C-File, which I am informed and
believe contains records relating to his housing conditions, programing, inmate conduct, and the
like. I believe these records are relevant and material to the determination of whether the
statutory time limit to file a petition for post-conviction relief should be equitably tolled in Ethan
Windom's case, and that no decision on the issue of equitable tolling can be made before the
production of these records.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the

foregoing is true and correct
Dated this 24th day of November 2015.

Declarant

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
TO ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING PETITION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on November 24, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:
Shelley Akamatsu

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702

Y}_

By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number

208-287-7709.

Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

Y1

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

~~

Emily Dion

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
TO ORDER CONDITIONAI.LY DISMISSING PETITION
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AFFIDAVIT OF DENNIS BENJAMIN
I, Dennis Benjamin, do hereby state under the penalty of perjury of the laws
of the State of Idaho that the following is true and correct:
1.

I am an attorney in good standing licensed to practice law in the state

of Idaho, and I am a partner at the law firm Nevin, Benjamin, McKay & Bartlett,
LLP, which is located at 303 W Bannock Street, Boise, Ada County, Idaho.
2.

I represent two Idaho inmates who are serving fixed-life sentences

which were imposed when my clients were juveniles, and due to this
representation, I have taken a special interest in the constitutionality of state
sentencing laws that allow the imposition of fixed-life sentences on juvenile
offenders.

3.

I was aware of petitioner Ethan Windom's case as it was prosecuted

in Ada County, where I practice law, and because Ethan, a juvenile, received a
fixed-life sentence.
4.

On July 3, 2012, approximately one week after the United States

Supreme Court issued its June 25, 2012 decision holding that mandatory fixed-life
sentences are unconstitutional for juvenile offenders, I sent a letter to Ethan who
was housed at the Idaho State Correctional Institution. A true and correct copy of
my July 3, 2012 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
AFFIDAVIT OF DENNIS BENJAMIN

1

EXHIBIT
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5.

My letter informed Ethan of the Miller decision and encouraged him

to seek review of his fixed-life sentence, including by filing a federal habeas
corpus petition.

6.

I enclosed with my letter a form petition for Ethan to fill out in case

he decided to seek federal habeas review.
7.

I wrote to Ethan on my own initiative because I was concerned that,

due to fact that he was unrepresented~ he may be unaware of potential remedies
available to him.
8.

I have not represented Ethan previously and do not represent him

now.
Dated this ~day of May 2015.
I

±,.

NOTARY
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

¥

(
th day
Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me by Affiant,OO"tms.
...
-,:;-y
QJ.$.~
..,. ,P ~to~
_ n __
:{ r§ .·,....•·!,.o-rAn1-\
Notary Public fi:>r ldaho
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- · -· ·
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NEVIN, BENJAMIN,

MCKAY & BARTLETT LLP
July 3, 2012

Ethan Windom
#87595
Idaho State Correctional Institution Unit I 0
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

Dear Mr. Windom:
You may have heard that the United States Supreme Court recently decided that
mandatory fixed-life sentences for juveniles are unconstitutional. You do not have a mandatory
fixed life sentence. But, it is possible that Judge Copsey did not consider all the factors that the
Supreme Court says courts should consider before she imposed your discretionary fixed life
sentence.
Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a form to
fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file that petition in 'the
federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You also might be able to file a state
post-conviction petition. but the deadline for that might have been June 21. 2012. So you might
be too late if you haven>t filed a state post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able
to file a Rule 35 motion to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney,
Ed Odessey, to see ifhe thinks that is advisable.
I spoke to Justin Curtis today and he S;8id that he would be writing you too.
I do not know if any of these court chall~ges will end up helping you. I write only out of
a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to see you lose any
chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.
Please feel free to write or call if you have any questions or concerns. My office accepts
collect calls.
Sincerely,

Dennis Benjamin

EXHIBITA__
303 W. Bannock• P.O. Box 2m. Boise, Idaho 83701 • 208.343.1000 • Facsimile 208.345.8274 • www.nbmJaw..com
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BENZTROPINE MES 1 MG TABS -COGENTINTAJC.E 1 TAB TWICE DAILY FOR 120 DAYS »TAKE WITH FOOO <:<:

Prescriber ELIASON.SCOTT PSY
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Risperidone
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Risperidone (/ri'spE?ridoonl ri-SPAIR-i-dohn) (trade name
Risperdal and generics) is an antipsychotic drug mainly used to treat
schizophrenia (including adolescent schizophrenia), schizoa:ffective
disorder, the mixed and manic states of bipolar disorder, and
irritability in people with autism.
Risperidone is a second-generation atypical antipsychotic. !ll It is a
dopamine antagonist possessing anti-serotonergic, anti-adrenergic
and anti-hlstaminergic properties.

Risperidone

':(X)
Nfr

F

Adverse effects of risperidone include significant weight gain and
metabolic problems such as diabetes mellitus type 2,[31as well as
tardive dyskinesia and neuroleptic malignant syndrome. There is
evidence that risperidone and other antipsychotics produce "a small
increase in the risk of death" in people with dementia, though
prescription "should be considered in a wider medical context. r1[4J
The drug was developed by Janssen-Cilag, subsidiazy of Johnson &
Johnson, from 1988 to 1992 as an improvement from the typical
antipsychotic and first approved by the FDA in.1994.!SJ Today many
generic versions are available. It is on the World Health
Organization's List of Essential Medicines, a list of the most
important medications needed in a basic health system.161

Systematic (IUPAC) name
4-[2-[4-(6-fluorobenzo[d)isoxaz.ol-3-yl}1-piperidyl]ethyl]-3-methyl2,6-diazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec&-1,3-dien-5-one

Clinical data
Trade names

Risperdal, Risperdal Consta,
Risperdal M-Tab, Risperdal
Quicklets

Contents

AHFS/Drugs.corn monograph

• 1 Medical uses
• 1.1 Schizophrenia
• 12 Bipolar disorder
• 1.3 Autism
• 1.4 Other uses
• 2 Adverse effects
• 2.1 Drug interactions
• 2.2 Discontinuation
• 2.3 Dementia
• 3 Pharmacology
• 4 Society and culture
• 4.1 ReiUlatory status
• 42 Availability
• 4.3 Lawsuits
• 5 References
• 6 External links

Medical uses

MedlinePlus

a69401S

Pregnancy

AU:B3

category

US: C (Risk not ruled out)

Legal status

AU: S4 (Prescription only)
UK: POM (Prescription
only)
US: R-only

Routes of
administration

Oral (tablets and liquid form). IM

Phannacokinetic data
Bioavailabillty

70% (oral)Cll

Metabolism.

Hepatic (CYP2D6 mediated to

9-hydroxyrisperidonei 11

EXHIBIT]

Biological half-

20 hol.U'S (Oral), 2.9-6 days (IM)

life

[l]

Eieretion

ca

https://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Risperid.one
·-------··--·····
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Benzatropine
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Benzatropine (INN), also known as benztropine
(USAN, BAN). is an anticholinergic marketed under
the trade name Cogentin which is used in the
treatment of Parkinson's disease, Parkinsonism, and
dystonia.

Contents
•
•
•
•
•

1
2
3
4
5

Benzatropine

I

P9

0

Medical uses
Adverse effects
Pharmacology
See also
References
Systematic (IUPAC) name

Medical uses

(3-endo)-3-(Diphenylmethoxy)-8-methyl-8-azabicyclo[3.2.l]

octane

Benz.atropine is an anticholinergic drug used in
patients to reduce the side effects of antipsychotic
treatment. Benzatropine is also a second-line drug for
the treatment of Parkinson's disease. It improves
tremor, but not rigidity and bradykinesia.
Benz.atropine is also sometimes used for the treatment
of dystonia, a rare disorder that causes abnormal
muscle contraction, resulting in twisting postures of
limbs, trunk, or face.

Clinical data

Trade names

Cogentin

AIIFS/Drugs.com monograph

category

US: C (Risk not ruled
out)

Legal status

US:R-only

Pregnancy

Routes of
administration

Adverse effects

Pbannacokinetic data
Metabolism

These are principally anticholinergic:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Drymoutb.
Blurred vision
Cognitive changes
Constipation
Urinary retention
Tachycardia
Anorexia
Psychosis (in overdose)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benzatropine

Oral, IM, IV

Hepatic

Biological half-life 12-24 hours
Excretion

Urine
ldentifien

CASNumber

86·13-5 ....

ATC code

N04AC01

PubChem

CID: 1201549

IUPHAR/BPS

7601

DrugBank

DB00245x
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DEC O1 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,

Clerk

By RIC NELSON

1

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
5

Petitioner,

6
7

vs.

8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
ORDER VACATING HEARING

9

Res ondent.

10

Windom filed his Petition for post-conviction relief on August 18, 2015, and was
11

represented by counsel (pro bono). Windom did not move for appointment of counsel. However,
12

in reviewing his recent response to the State's answer and motion for summary disposition, in

13

footnote 6, he argues, among other things, that the Court did not "permit" appointed counsel. That

14

is not true; the record does not support that claim. This Court has never addressed this "request"

15

and indeed, Windom failed to comply with statutory authority. The only place where Windom

proposes that counsel be appointed appears in the prayer for relief in the original Petition which
16

reads as follows:
17

Request for Relief

18

B.
19

***

That Petitioner be appointed counsel to represent him in this matter ...

The statutes, I.C. §§ 19-4904, 19-852, make clear how to move for appointment of counsel. The

20

Court gives Windom until December 15, 2015, to comply with statutory requirements. The Court

21

further vacates the hearing currently scheduled for December 15, 2015.

22

23

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this 30th day of November 2015.

24

25

26
ORDER VACATING HEARING
CASE NO. CV-PC-201S-14391

000250
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on Wovember

l , 2015, I mailed one

1

copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed as follows:
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

ORDER VACATING HEARING
CASE NO. CV-PC-201S-14391
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DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 16 PM

P. 002/008

FAX No. 208 72.187

An. Parnes

:.:=--Fiiio'i"'~::::_-"'"'·------A1£:;i
.. - ~ -:
Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
· LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P .0. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.

DECO 1-2015
~HRll10PHeA D. RICH ~....

~ JAME MNn1N' - "
DEPurt

Ketchum, ID 83340

Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF
EXPENSES PURSUANT TO IDAHO
CODE §§ 19-852, et. Seq., and 19-4904

)

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner, by and through pro bono counsel, and
pursuant to Idaho Code sections 19-852. et. Esq. and 19-4904, hereby moves the Court for
county funds to pay court costs and expenses of representation, including stenorgraphic, printing,
witnesses fees and expenses, and legal services, and for a court-appointed attorney to represent
Petitioner Ethan Allen Windom, in the preparation of the application, in the trial court, and on

appeal.

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT
OF EXPENSES PURSUANT TO PAYMENT OF EXPENSES PURSUANT
TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19-852, et. Seq., and 19-4904

1

ORIGINAL
000252

DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 17 PM

An. Parnes

P. 003/008

FAX No.208 72.187

Good cause for the granting of this motion exists because the case involves legally and

factually complex issues of equitable tolling; fundamental constitutional rights such as due
process, the effective assistance of counsel and the prohibition against cmel and untisual
punishment; and Mr. Windom, who is unschooled and mentally ill, has been incarcerated since
the age of sixteen. The appointment of counsel is essential to the fair adjudication of the issues.
This motion is based on the Declaration of Lori Nakaoka, filed in support ofthis motion,
the papers and pleadings on file in this case, and any evidence and argument on the motion

should the Court require an evidentiary hearing on this motion.
Dated this ~day of December 2015.
ectfully submitted by,

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT
OF EXPENSES PURSUANT TO PAYMENT OF EXPENSES PURSUANT
TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19-852, et. Seq., and 19-4904

2
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DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 17 PM

An. Parnes

P. 004/008

FAX No. 208 72.187

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on Decernber-3 , 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:

Shelley Akamatsu
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office at Ketch~ Idaho.
By sen.ding facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number

208-287-7709.

S{J [)____
y

10n

.

MOTION FOR APPOIN1MENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT
OFEXPENSESPURSUANTTOPAYMENTOFEXPENSESPURSUANT
TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19-852, et. Seq., and 19-4904
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An. Parnes

P. 005/008

FAX No. 208 72~87

Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187

!:-- ... yl§--~
DEC 013 2015
'ONFU&TOPHeflt 0. RICH, Cle,t
S,JAME IWn1N
IJEPlnv

Lnak@mindspring.com

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom

IN" DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS1RICT OF

TiiE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETIIAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

vs.·
THE STA1E OF IDAHO,
Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA
JN SUPPORT OF PETffiONER'S
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF

COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF
EXPENSES PURSUANT TO IDAHO
CODE §§ 19-852 et. seq and 19-4094

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA
I, Lori Nakaoka, declare as follows:
1.

I am pro bono counsel assisting Petitioner Ethan Allen Windom in above-

captioned post-conviction proceedings. I am also appointed to :represent Ethan Windom in Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeal Case No. 14-3S746.

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA. IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF EXPENSES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19~852 et. seq and 19-4094

.

1

ORIGINAL
000255

DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 17 PM

2.

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208

72al 87

P. 006/008

I am informed and believe that Mr. Windom is indigent and does not have the

financial resources to retain counsel. This belief is based on the following:
3.

Mr. Windom has been incarcerated since the age of sixteen, and is cu:trently

housed at the Idaho State Correctional Institute in Boise, Idaho.
4.

At trial, Mr. Windom was declared indigent and was represented by the Ada

County Public Defender.
5.

On appeal, he was declared indigent and was represented the State Appellate

Public Defender.
6.

In his petition for writ of federal.habeas corpus, Mr. Windom appeared prose. He

requested the appointment of counsel, but that request was denied.
7.

On appeal from the denial of his federal petition for writ ofhabeas corpus. Mr.

Windom was declared indigent and undersigned counsel was appointed to represent him pursuant
to the Federal Criminal Justice Act.
8.

To date, because Mr. Windom does not have the financial resources to hire

retained counsel, I have volunteered all ofmy services related to Mr. Windom's preparation and
filing of the state petition for post-conviction relief in the above-captioned case.
9.

I believe good cause exists for the appointment of counsel exists because the case

involves legally and factually complex issues of equitable tolling; fundamental constitutional

rights such as due process, the effective assistance of counsel and the prohibition against cruel
and unusual punishment; and Mr. Windom, who is unschooled and mentally ill, has been
incarcerated since the age of sixteen. The appointment of counsel is essential to the fair
adjudication of the issues.

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF EXPENSES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19-852 et. seq and 19-4094

2
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DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 18 PM

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208 72.187

P. 007/008

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Dated this 3rd day of December 2015.
~==:-

Lori Nakaoka

Declarant

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF EXPENSES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 19-852 et. seq and 19-4094
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DEC/03/2015/THU 03: 18 PM

An. Parnes

FAX No. 208 72.'.87

P. 008/008

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on December 3, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing docwnent upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:
Shelley Ak:amatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attomey
Ada Cowity Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street. Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Ethan Windom. # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707
jQ_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office at Ketchum. Idaho.

~&---

Emilyl)ion

DECLARATION OF LORI NAKAOKA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF EXPENSES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§§ 19-852 et. seq and 19-4094
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cle k
By RIC NELSON

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF°ePuTv

3
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4
5

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

6

Petitioner,

7
8

vs.

9
THE STA TE OF IDAHO,

10

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE

Res ondent.

11
12

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a
fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals
upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme
Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of
Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and
the Supreme Court remitted the decision to the Court on July 5, 2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho
873,253 P.2d 310 (2011). The State Appellate Public Defender represented him.
On July 3, 2012, following the United States Supreme Court decision holding mandatory'

21
22
23

fixed life sentences for juveniles to be unconstitutional, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him, in relevant part, as follows:
Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a
form to fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file
that petition in the federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You
also might be able to file a state post-conviction petition, but the deadline for that
might have been June 21, 2012. So you might be too late if you haven't filed a state
post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able to file a Rule 35 motion
to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney, Ed Odessey,
to see if he thinks that is advisable.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1

Windom·s sentence was not mandated by statute, distinguishing it from the Supreme Court decision.

11

J
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1

3

I do not know if any of these court challenges will end up helping you. I write only
out of a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to
see you lose any chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.

4

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order

5

Conditionally Dismissing Petition, Exhibit A (emphasis added). Thus, Windom clearly knew his

6

post-conviction rights and knew time was critical.

2

7

As Benjamin advised, Windom filed a federal habeas corpus case prose in federal court

8

on September 12, 2012. Windom argued that his fixed life sentence was unconstitutional under the

9

Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at * 1 (D. Idaho, 2014). The District

1O

Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently the appeal is still pending.

11

The time to file a post-conviction petition ran no later than July 5, 2012. Windom filed this

12

Petition on August 18, 2015, over three (3) years late. In fact, Windom filed the Petition nearly

13

three (3) years after he filed his own federal habeas corpus case in federal court and over three (3)

14

years after Dennis Benjamin wrote him and informed him about filing a post-conviction petition

15

and habeas.

16
17

When he filed this Petition, counsel, appearing pro bono, represented Windom. That same
attorney continues to represent him and has not asked to withdraw.

18

Windom did not file a motion for appointment of counsel when he filed his Petition.

19

Instead, in his prayer for relief, he requested counsel be appointed at state expense. He never filed

20

a motion or requested a hearing or complied with the statutory requirements. In reviewing his

21

response to the State's answer and motion for summary disposition, in footnote 6, he argued,

22

among other things, that the Court did not "permit" appointed counsel. That is not true; the record

23

does not support that claim.

24

In fact, Windom never filed a motion in compliance with statutory authority, LC. §§ 19-

25

4904, 19-852. However, because he failed to file a motion or comply with the statutory

26

requirements, the Court gave Windom additional time to comply with the statute on November 30,

27

2015. At last, on December 3, 2015, in response to the Court's notice, his attorney filed a motion.

28

That motion was not supported by any affidavit from Windom or a copy of his inmate account.

29
30
11
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•
1

Because Windom failed to file a motion until December 3, 2015, the Court previously gave

2

notice it intended to dismiss his Petition because it was untimely. The State likewise moved to

3

summarily dismiss his Petition.

4

On December 3, 2015, Windom finally complied with the statutory requirements.

5

However, as analyzed below, Windom did not present even the possibility of a valid claim and did

6

not provide any additional evidence to support an appointment of counsel than he did in response

7

to the Court's notice of intent to dismiss.

8

Based on the following, in an exercise of discretion, the Court denies appointment of new

9

counsel. The Court notes he is presently represented pro bona and has been represented throughout

10

this litigation.

ANALYSIS

11
12

There is no Sixth Amendment right to appointed counsel in post-conviction. Follinus v.

13

State, 127 Idaho 897, 902, 908 P.2d 590, 595 (Ct. App. 1995) (citing Pennsylvania v. Finley, 481

14

U.S. 551 (1987)); I.C. § 19-4904. The decision to grant or deny a request for a court-appointed

15

attorney lies within the discretion of the district court. Charboneau v. State, 140 Idaho 789, 792,

16

102 P .3d 1108, 1111 (2004 ). "[T]he proper standard for determining whether to appoint counsel

17

for an indigent petitioner in a post-conviction proceeding is whether the petition alleges facts

18

showing the possibility of a valid claim that would require further investigation on the defendant's

19

behalf." Workman v. State. 144 Idaho 518, 529, 164 P.3d 798, 809 (2007) (emphasis added). In

20

determining whether the appointment of counsel would be appropriate, "every inference must run

21

in the petitioner's favor where the petitioner is unrepresented at that time and cannot be expected to

22

know how to properly allege the necessary facts." Charboneau, 140 Idaho at 794, 102 P.3d at

23

1113. The Supreme Court opined:

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

When considering a motion for appointment of counsel, the trial court must do
more than determine whether the petition alleges a valid claim. The court must also
consider whether circumstances prevent the petitioner from making a more
thorough investigation into the facts. An indigent defendant who is incarcerated in
the penitentiary would almost certainly be unable to conduct an investigation into
facts not already contained in the court record. Likewise, a pro se petitioner may be
unable to present sufficient facts showing that his or her counsel's performance was
deficient or that such deficiency prejudiced the defense. That showing will often
require the assistance of someone trained in the law. Therefore, the trial court
should appoint counsel if the petition alleges facts showing the possibility of a valid

11
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•
1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
11

claim such that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing to retain
counsel to conduct a further investigation into the claim. The investigation by
counsel may not produce evidence sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. But,
the decision to appoint counsel and the decision on the merits of the petition if
counsel is appointed are controlled by two different standards.

Swader v. State, 143 Idaho 651, 654-55, 152 P.3d 12, 15-16 (2007)(emphasis added). As
previously noted, Windom is represented by counsel. He did not file this Petition unrepresented. In
fact, the Petition was supported by a massive amount of information, including affidavit testimony
by multiple experts.
Counsel should be appointed for a petitioner if the petitioner qualifies financially and
alleges facts to raise the possibility of a valid claim. Hust v. State, 14 7 Idaho 682, 214 P .3d 668
(2009). In other words, Windom must allege facts demonstrating the possibility of a valid claim,
and he fails to do so. There is no evidence that with paid counsel he can gather facts that would
change the outcome.
Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely; Windom does not claim they are
timely. The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, LC. § 19-4902, requires a petition for
post-conviction relief be filed within one (I) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or
from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,
whichever is later. See also Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.
2003); Hanks v. State. 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"
referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122
Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823
P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992).
All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g. Hauschulz v. State,
144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus the issues presented by this Petition
stem from matters that occurred over seven and one-half (7 Yi) years ago and are untimely. The
failure to file a timely petition is a basis for dismissal of the petition. Evensiosky v. State, 136
Idaho 189, 30 P.3d 967 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App.
2003). Furthermore, to the extent he is challenging this Court's sentence, he actually challenged
the sentence on appeal and lost. Post-conviction is also not the appropriate mechanism to
challenge the Court's sentencing decision and the doctrine of res judicata precludes Windom from
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE
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1

re-litigating an issue already decided. I.C. § 19-4901 (b)2; State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, _, 966

2

P.2d 1, 23 (1998).

3

The fact Windom filed a federal habeas corpus action, although relevant to his tolling

4

argument, does not extend the statute of limitations. The case law is clear, where there has been a

5

post-judgment motion or proceeding in a criminal action, the order entered on the post-judgment

6

matter, like in a habeas corpus action, ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a

7

post-conviction action pertaining to the judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Gonzalez

8

v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App. 2003);

9

934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding a post-conviction petition was untimely because the

10

limitation period was measured from the judgment of conviction, and claims challenging the

11

judgment were barred). It is thus established that where there has been a post-judgment motion or

12

proceeding in a criminal action, the order entered on the post-judgment matter ordinarily does not

13

extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the judgment of

14

conviction or the original sentence. Id.

CJ Fox v.

State, 129 Idaho 881,

15

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief -- one filed outside of the one-year

16

limitation period -- must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be

17

equitably tolled. Peregrina v. State, 158 Idaho 948, 354 P.2d 510 (Ct. App. 2015); Evensiosky v.

18

State, 136 Idaho 189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State. 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88

19

P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). However, Windom claims the statute of limitations was equitably

20

tolled.

21

Idaho appellate courts recognize the statute of limitations applicable to post-conviction

22

may be equitably tolled in two circumstances -

where the petitioner was incarcerated in an out-

23

of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials, see Martinez v.

24

State, 130 Idaho 530, 536, 944 P.2d 127, 133 (Ct. App. 1997); and where mental disease and/or

25

psychotropic medication prevented the petitioner from timely pursuing challenges to the

26
27
28
29
30

·u

2 J.C. § 19-490 I (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on
the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."
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conviction. See Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381, 385, 924 P.2d 1225, 1229 (Ct. App. 1996). In cases
2

where equitable tolling is allowed, the petitioner must establish that he or she was unable to timely

3

file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his or her effective control, or show that

4

the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action. Amboh v.

5

State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). Windom does not allege that the

6

State unlawfully hid facts underlying his claims.

7

Instead, Windom generally contends the statute of limitations was equitably tolled 3 because

8

he was young, diagnosed with schizophrenia, taking psychotropic medication, inexperienced in the

9

law, had ineffective appellate counsel, suffered from ongoing mental health issues and some as yet

1O

undisclosed conditions of confinement. 4 He failed to support his claims with any specific evidence

11

that he was incompetent throughout his confinement or until he actually filed the Petition and, in

12

fact, provided no support for any of these claims at all. To date, the appellate courts in Idaho have

13

not recognized that being young, inexperienced in the law, or represented by inadequate appellate

14

counsel, toll the statute of limitations for post-conviction. Furthermore, as noted, at the time the

15
16
3

17
18

Windom originally relied on Dunlap v. State, 131 Idaho 576, 577, 961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998). As previously
observed by the Court, Dunlap is a capital case governed by a specific statute, I.C. § 19-2719(3), which explicitly
creates a discovery exception as follows:
(3) Within forty-two (42) days of the filing of the judgment imposing the punishment of death, and
before the death warrant is filed, the defendant must file any legal or factual challenge to the
sentence or conviction that is known or reasonably should be known. The defendant must file any
claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel within forty-two (42) days of the Idaho supreme
court issuing the final remittitur in the unified appeal from which no further proceedings except
issuance of a death warrant are ordered.

19
20
21
22
23
24

1.C. § 19-2719(3) (emphasis added). Furthennore, Dunlap was not a tolling case; the issue was whether Dunlap knew
that his appellate and post-conviction attorney had failed to file a post-conviction petition. His claim was ineffective
assistance of appellate and post-conviction counsel. The statute that applies to Windom's case is I.C. § 19-4908 which
provides in relevant part as follows:
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his original,
supplemental or amended application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so raised, or knowingly,
voluntarily and intelligently waived in the proceeding that resulted in the conviction or sentence or in
any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure relief may not be the basis for a subsequent
application, unless the court finds a ground for relief asserted which for sufficient reason was not
asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or amended application.

25
26

27
28
29

§ 19-4908. Nothing in that statute provides a discovery exception like the one in the statute applicable to death penalty
cases, I.C. § 19-2719(4). Thus, Dunlap, does not apply.
4

30
11

To the extent he complains that at the time he was arrested, he was housed separately from the adult population, such
complaints are irrelevant. He is now twenty-five and at the time the statute ran he was twenty-two years old.
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1

statute ran, he was twenty-two years old. His youth is irrelevant. Counsel paid for by the State

2

would not be able to change that fact.

3

Similarly, Idaho appellate courts soundly rebuff petitioner arguments that statute of

4

limitations are tolled by language barriers or ignorance of the law. See Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho

5

957, 958, 88 P.3d 776, 777 (Ct. App. 2003); Reyes v. State, 128 Idaho 413, 414, 913 P.2d 1183,

6

1184 (Ct. App. 1996).

7

Like his burden of proof on claims presented in the Petition itself, Windom also has to

8

prove that facts exist to support his claim the statute of limitations is tolled. To sustain his burden

9

of proof~ Windom must support his allegations with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v.

10

State, 146 Idaho 95, 99, 190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449,453, 885

11

P.2d 1165, 1169 (Ct. App. 1994); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct.

12

App. 1994). It is not enough to allege that a witness would have testified to certain events, or

13

would have rebutted certain statements made at trial, without providing through affidavit non-

14

hearsay evidence of the substance of the witnesses' testimony. Windom's arguments thus far

15

"contained only bare and conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by factually based affidavits,

16

records, or other admissible evidence." There is no evidence that paid counsel or some expert can

17

change the outcome.

18

Windom even failed to indicate the duration of any of these alleged conditions. For

19

example, the murder occurred over nine (9) years ago. Windom is presently twenty-five (25) years

20

old and will be twenty-six in February 2016. Thus, even if Idaho case law recognized youth as a

21

basis to toll the statute, his "youth" does not equitably toll the statute; he turned eighteen years

22

before the statute of limitations ran. Furthermore, in support of his Petition, his step-mother, father

23

and grand-parents all testify that he has matured into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring

24

individual.

25

For the purpose of this decision, the Court assumes he took psychotropic medications and

26

that he suffers from mental disorders. Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531 P .2d 1187, 1190

27

(1975); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 532, 944 P.2d 127, 129 (Ct. App. 1997); Ramirez v.

28

State, 113 Idaho 87, 88, 741 P.2d 374, 375 (Ct. App. 1987). Those facts still do not support tolling

29

the statute in this case.

30
11
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1

2
3
4
5
6

7

A.

Windom's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of
the Petition.

Windom failed to exercise due diligence and his own actions caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of his Petition. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App.
2010). In Amboh, the Supreme Court found Amboh failed to exercise due diligence because
Amboh knew that his attorney failed to timely appeal the underlying conviction and still failed to
timely file his post-conviction petition.

26

Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State. 148 Idaho 188, 190, 219
P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct. App. 2009) (even assuming petitioner did not have access to
Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-of-state for less than four months, he
still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to do so); Leer v. State,
148 Idaho 112, 115, 218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct. App. 2009) (petitioner demonstrated
the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable
to timely file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective
control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at 385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536,
944 P.2d at 133, or the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner
by unlawful state action, Charboneau, 144 Idaho at 904, 174 P.3d at 874. None of
these analogous circumstances are present in Amboh's case. As of August 2007,
Amboh was informed in writing that his trial counsel had not filed a timely appeal
from the judgment of conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his
opportunity for appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even though the defense
attorney may have contributed confusion by pointlessly filing an untimely notice of
appeal, if Amboh had exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that
the appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a post-conviction
action expired. Instead, despite having been notified that his appeal was filed after
the appeal deadline, Amboh waited for nearly one and a half years before he made
any inquiry about the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact that this appeal
was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh's failure to file a timely petition
raising his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not. due to an
extraordinary circumstance beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In
this circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate.

27

Amboh, 149 Idaho at 653, 239 P.3d at 451 (emphasis added). The fact that Amboh was informed

28

of his post-conviction rights as follows was not a basis for the court's decision.

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

29
30
11
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•
You still have Post Conviction Relief rights. This is contained in the Idaho
Criminal Rule 57. If you have any question about Rule 57, call me or write me.

1

2
3

Id. at 651,239 P.3d at 449.
Moreover, in this case, Dennis Benjamin clearly and unequivocally informed Windom

4

5
6

7
8
9

more than three (3) years before he actually filed his Petition about his right to file for postconviction relief and his concern that the time may have run at the time. Therefore, applying the
reasoning in Amboh, Windom failed to diligently pursue post-conviction and his Petition was
untimely due to his own lack of diligence. Waiting over three (3) years demonstrates he failed to
act diligently, and appointing counsel at State expense will not change that fact.

B.

10

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

11

Windom claims he was under the influence of medications, Cogentin, Prozac and

12

Resperdal, at least in 2011, and that he suffered from a mental defect that effectively tolled the

13

statute. However, the bar for equitable tolling based on mental defect or use of psychotropic

14

medications is high. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582, 114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct. App.

15

2005).

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

It is not enough to show that compliance was simply made more difficult on
account of a mental condition. We hold that in order for the statute of limitation
under the UPCP A to be tolled on account of a mental illness, an unrepresented
petitioner must show that he suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered
him incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or
otherwise rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's mental
illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action; any period
following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the equitable tolling
criteria will count toward the limitation period.
Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140 (emphasis added).

24

The question is whether Windom has made a prima facie showing that his mental health or

25

use of psychotropic medications actually prevented him from filing his petition within the

26

limitations period. See Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 215-16, 335 P.3d 57, 60-61 (Ct. App.

27

2014). However, Windom presented no evidence supporting his claim. Mahler demonstrates how

28

high the bar is.

29
30
11

We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
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the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his
post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired.
[footnote omitted] Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became
able to pursue a post-conviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was
provided help in 2011. He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly,
based solely on the admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court,
Mahler may have taken many months to file his petition after the right to do so was
adequately explained to him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to
communicate orally upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when
this inability ended.

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Id. (emphasis added). The Court continued
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.

10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Id.
Even assuming he was under the influence of psychotropic medications or suffered from

20
mental illness, 5 in September 2012, the record establishes Windom filed a federal habeas action
21

22

pro se. This clearly demonstrates that at least in September 2012, he exhibited the appropriate
mental capacity. Moreover, Dennis Benjamin clearly notified him about his rights.

23
Mental incapacity does not equitably toll the statute of limitations where a defendant timely
24
files a pro se motion for appointment of post-conviction counsel because the Court of Appeals
25

ruled this demonstrates his mental alertness. See Leer v. State. 148 Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct.
26

App. 2009). Thus, even assuming the statute tolled by his use of psychotropic medications or by
27
28
29
30
11

5

To the extent he complains that this Court failed to provide him funds to hire an expert, the Court notes that when he
filed this Petition, he supported it with August 2015 affidavits from Craig Beaver, Ph.D. and Timothy Ashaye, M.D ..
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•

•

1

his diagnosis, as of September 2012, any tolling stopped6 when he exhibited his mental capacity by

2

filing a federal habeas action. He filed this petition nearly three (3) years later.

3

An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because his counsel's affidavit, as well as the

4

record, establishes that he was competent to understand his legal right to bring action at least in

5

September 2012. Based on the fact that not only did he apparently understand his right to file a

6

habeas action in response to Dennis Benjamin's letter but that he actually did so. even assuming he

7

was taking the medications listed or that he suffered from a mental condition, the fact is that he

8

did file the habeas action. Id.
Therefore, Windom's Petition 1s time-barred and counsel provided at public expense

9

10

cannot change the facts.

C.

11
12

Finally, as previously observed, even if timely, to the extent that he claims the Court's

13
14
15

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

sentence is excessive, res judicata bars that claim as well. Idaho law applies res judicata to
criminal and post-conviction cases. State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, 9 n. 1, 966 P .2d 1, 9 n. 1 ( 1998).

CONCLUSION

16

Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, the

17
18
19
20
21

22

Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief. I.C. § 194906(2). The Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be
served by any further proceedings. Contrary to Windom's counsel's claim, the issues presented are
not complex legally or factually. They are straightforward. Therefore, the Court dismisses
Windom's Petition.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

23

Dated this 10th day of December 2015.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Windom misapprehends the effect of tolling. Even where a petitioner meets the heavy burden and establishes the
statute was tolled for some reason outside his or her control, the statute of limitations period does not begin again. A
petitioner must act and diligently pursue his or her rights. As previously discussed, Windom failed to diligently pursue
his rights.

6

11
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•

•

The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on December

l l , 2015, I mailed one

2

copy of the ORDER DENYING APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE as

3

notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed as follows:

4
5
6

7

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

8
9

10
11

LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

29
30
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NO·-:----~:::-----Ll) 1, 'Z..

Fllg~'-----

A.M

DEC 11 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By RIC NELSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CASE NO. CV-PC-2015-14391
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

NOTICE OF HEARING
Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,

Res ondent.

APPEARANCES:
SHELLY AKAMATSU
SHELLY DUNN
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
Lori A. Nakaoka
PARNES, ANDREW LAW OFFICE
671 N 1st Ave
PO Box 5988
Ketchum, ID 83340

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM
IDOC #87595, ISCI- Unit #16,
PO Box 14
BOISE ID 83707

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge,
has set this matter for Oral Argument on State's Motion for Summary Disposition on the
Monday, January 11, 2016 at 04:00 PM, at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front
Street, Boise, ID. The court will initiate the call to counsel Lori Nakaoka and petitioner
Ethan Windom.

CC: CounseV mil
Notice of Hearing

000271

Copsey/Nelson/Kim Madsen 011116

1A-CRT400

03:52:17 PM 1Judge
calls CV-PC-15-14391
Ethan Windom v. State of
j
!
Idaho
Motion for Summary Disposition
!
!
·---····------····-··"'_"_J.___________________+I __........................-.....................................-.............____________________,,.,,__,,.___
04:01 :57 PM! counsel
IAkamatsu/ Nakaoka (on the phone) Mr. Windom on phone
I
I
,,_,.............................+--···---····--..--·+·-""""
____..................................................-..............______,,_____,,,__________________
I

.~.:.~~~~~-l
.~-~ate A~~~,!9J_+~~~!~.~
..!.!!!':'!:. ~~-io~.~~er..~~ues ·-----··--------·-04:03:04 PM Defense
I inquires on order filed 12/2015, conclusion an error
i

!Attorney

I

~~§.~~~!~~n..u~ge . . .: .. I~~~~~!~~w~~~~~~~~~~h~~e ~ot ~ded iS~!_~_..___
04:04:40 PM! Defense

i argues motion

....

iAttomey
!
04:09:48_PM { Judge _______]here has..never_ been official req"uest_funding ___,,_________
04:10:27 PMi State Attorney i? 7 yrs too late, the defedant was on notice since 2012
............_, ____,,,...........i ........._____,,_____+--·"·--···"""""""'-·-·-·--..--..----·---·--·-·-·-------·----..-·
04: 11 :57 PM i Judge
i will take matter under advisement and will issue a written
i
I
...............-.. ·-···--·-·-·'··. -----------+.decission
.·---·---·-..·-···--··--·. --....,_.,,__,,,,_............_____________________.
04: 12: 14 PM l Defense
!motion for appointment of counsel that request was made
i coments..........................................._ ............_____________________________
·04: 12:38•PMT!Attorney
Judge .....

---·-·t

........____ ,,__,........; k -..,-·--·--·-----···-·"··-..--------·-..--..,---·--·"'"""-"""______________________ _

04: 14:03 PM IDefense

..................................dAtto"'!ey
04: 14: 11 PM1Judge

1/11/2016

Isupplement for counsel

·---l----··-··
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. .-................-------·-·--..-----'no
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•

••r----iP.M

j

:..r.f_

JAN 2 O2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clark
By MARTHA LYKE
OEPIJTV

1

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

3
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4

5
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

6

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
Petitioner,

7
8

vs.

9

THE ST ATE OF IDAHO,

10

CORRECTED ORDER DENYING
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE
COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE

Respondent.

11

12
At oral argument, Windom's counsel identified errors in the Court's December 10, 2015

13
14
15

order denying appointment of substitute counsel at public expense. The Court hereby issues a
corrected order reflecting the corrections to those errors.
Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a
fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals
upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme
Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of
Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and
the Supreme Court remitted the decision to the Court on July 5, 2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho
873, 253 P.2d 310 (2011). The State Appellate Public Defender represented him in both appeals.
On July 3, 2012, following the United States Supreme Court decision holding mandator/

24
25
26

fixed life sentences for juveniles to be unconstitutional, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him, in relevant part, as follows:

27
28
Windom's sentence was not mandated by statute, distinguishing it from the Supreme Court decision. Miller v.
Alabama, 567 U.S._, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 183 L.Ed.2d 407 (2012).
1

29
30
11
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1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

•

Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a
form to fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file
that petition in the federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You
also might be able to file a state post-conviction petition, but the deadline for that
might have been June 21, 2012. So you might be too late if you haven't filed a state
post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able to file a Rule 35 motion
to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney, Ed Odessey,
to see if he thinks that is advisable.
I do not know if any of these court challenges will end up helping you. I write only
out of a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to
see you lose any chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.
Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order
Conditionally Dismissing Petition, Exhibit A (emphasis added). Thus, Windom clearly knew his
post-conviction rights and knew time was critical.
As Dennis Benjamin advised him, Windom filed a federal habeas corpus case, prose, in
federal court on September 12, 2012. Windom argued that his fixed life sentence was
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D.
Idaho, 2014). The Federal District Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently, the appeal is
still pending.
The time to file a post-conviction petition ran no later than July 5, 2012. Windom filed this
Petition on August 18, 2015, over three (3) years late. In fact, Windom filed his Petition nearly

19

three (3) years after he filed his own federal habeas corpus case in federal court and over three (3)

20

years after Dennis Benjamin wrote him and informed him about filing a post-conviction petition

21

and habeas.

22

When he filed this Petition, counsel, appearing pro bona, represented Windom. That same

23

attorney continues to represent him and has not asked to withdraw. Thus, Windom is currently

24

represented. This motion is solely to replace current counsel with a publically funded attorney

25

chosen by the Ada County Public Defender's Office.

26

Windom did not file a motion for appointment of counsel when he filed his Petition.

27

Instead, in his prayer for relief, he requested counsel be appointed at state expense. He never filed

28

a motion or requested a hearing on his request or complied with the statutory requirements. In

29

reviewing his response to the State's answer and motion for summary disposition, in footnote 6, he

30
11
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•

argued, among other things, that the Court did not "permit" appointed counsel. That is not true; the
2

record does not support that claim.

3

In fact, Windom never filed a motion in compliance with statutory authority, LC. §§ 19-

4

4904, 19-852. However, because he failed to file a motion or comply with the statutory

5

requirements, the Court gave Windom additional time to comply with the statute on November 30,

6

2015. At last, on December 3, 2015, in response to the Court's notice, his attorney filed a motion.

7

That motion was not supported by any affidavit from Windom or a copy of his inmate account.

8

Because Windom failed to file a motion, or comply with statute, until December 3, 2015,

9

the Court gave notice it intended to dismiss the Petition because it was untimely. The Court fully

1O

apprised him of the grounds for that intention to summarily dismiss his Petition. The State

11

likewise moved to summarily dismiss his Petition.

12

On December 3, 2015, Windom finally complied with the statutory requirements.

13

However, as analyzed below, Windom still did not present even the possibility of a valid claim and

14

did not provide any additional evidence to support an appointment of substitute counsel at public

15

expense. Windom presented no additional facts to those previously presented in opposition to the

16

Court's notice of intent to dismiss.

17

Based on the following, in an exercise of discretion, the Court denies appointment of new

18

counsel at public expense. Windom is represented pro bona and has been represented throughout

19

this litigation by counsel. This motion is unique because in essence he wants the Court to appoint a

20

substitute counsel at public expense.

21

ANALYSIS

22

There is no Sixth Amendment right to appointed counsel at public expense in post-

23

conviction. Follinus v. State, 127 Idaho 897, 902, 908 P.2d 590, 595 (Ct. App. 1995) (citing

24

Pennsylvania v. Finley, 481 U.S. 551 (1987)); LC. § 19-4904. The decision to grant or deny a

25

request for a court-appointed attorney at public expense lies within the discretion of the district

26

court. Charboneau v. State, 140 Idaho 789, 792, 102 P.3d 1108, 1111 (2004).- "[T]he proper

27

standard for determining whether to appoint counsel for an indigent petitioner in a post-conviction

28

proceeding is whether the petition alleges facts showing the possibility of a valid claim that would

29

require further investigation on the defendant's behalf." Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518, 529,

30
11
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164 P.3d 798, 809 (2007) (emphasis added). In determining whether the appointment of counsel

2

would be appropriate, "every inference must run in the petitioner's favor where the petitioner is

3

unrepresented at that time and cannot be expected to know how to properly allege the necessary

4

facts." Charboneau. 140 Idaho at 794, 102 P .3d at 1113. The Supreme Court opined:

5

When considering a motion for appointment of counsel, the trial court must do
more than determine whether the petition alleges a valid claim. The court must also

6

consider whether circumstances prevent the petitioner .from making a more
thorough investigation into the facts. An indigent defendant who is incarcerated in

7

the penitentiary would almost certainly be unable to conduct an investigation into
facts not already contained in the court record. Likewise, a pro se petitioner may be
unable to present sufficient facts showing that his or her counsel's performance was
deficient or that such deficiency prejudiced the defense. That showing will often
require the assistance of someone trained in the law. Therefore, the trial court
should appoint counsel if the petition alleges facts showing the possibility of a valid
claim such that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing to retain
counsel to conduct a further investigation into the claim. The investigation by
counsel may not produce evidence sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. But,
the decision to appoint counsel and the decision on the merits of the petition if
counsel is appointed are controlled by two different standards.

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Swader v. State. 143 Idaho 651, 654-55, 152 P.3d 12, 15-16 (2007)(emphasis added). As
previously noted, Windom is represented by counsel. He did not file this Petition unrepresented. In

17

fact, the Petition was supported by a massive amount of information, including affidavit testimony

18

by multiple experts.

19

Counsel should be appointed, at public expense, 2 for a petitioner, if the petitioner qualifies

20

financially and alleges facts that raise the possibility of a valid claim. Hust v. State, 14 7 Idaho 682,

21

214 P .3d 668 (2009). In other words, Windom must allege facts demonstrating the possibility of a

22

valid claim, and he fails to do so. There is no evidence that with paid counsel Windom can gather

23

facts that would change the outcome or support his contention that the statute was tolled.

24

Speculation is not sufficient.

25

The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, LC. § 19-4902, requires a petition for

26

post-conviction relief be filed within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or

27
28
29
30
11

2

Petitioners can always hire counsel to represent them on post-conviction, if they wish. A petitioner does not need the
court's permission to hire his or her own counsel. The issue presented by Windom is whether he is entitled to
substitute counsel at public expense.
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from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,
2

whichever is later. See also Gonzalez v. State. 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.

3

2003); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"

4

referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122

5

Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823

6

P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely and

7

Windom does not claim they are timely.

8

All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g., Hauschulz v. State,

9

144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus they originate from matters that

10

occurred over seven and one-half (7Yz) years ago and are untimely. The failure to file a timely

11

petition is a basis for summarily dismissing the petition. Evensiosky v. State, 136 Idaho 189, 30

12

P.3d 967 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). Therefore,

13

if Windom cannot prove the statute of limitations time was tolled, he cannot proceed and the Court

14

cannot consider his complaints. Furthermore, to the extent he challenges this Court's sentence, he

15

actually challenged his sentence on appeal and lost. Post-conviction is not the appropriate

16

mechanism to challenge the Court's sentencing decision, and the doctrine of res judicata precludes

17

Windom from re-litigating an issue already decided. I.C. §19-4901(b)3; State v. Creech, 132 Idaho

18

1. 21,966 P.2d 1, 21 (1998).

•

19

The fact Windom filed a federal habeas corpus action does not extend or change the statute

20

of limitations. 4 The case law is clear. Where a petitioner filed a post-judgment motion in a

21

criminal action, like in a habeas corpus, the order entered on the post-judgment matter, ordinarily

22

does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the judgment of

23

conviction or the original sentence. Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
11

3 J.C. § 19-490 I (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on
the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."
4

However, as discussed below, filing a habeas case in federal court is relevant to Windom's tolling argument.
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1

App. 2003); Cf Fox v. State, 129 Idaho 881, 934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding a post-

2

conviction petition was untimely because the limitation period was measured from the judgment of

3

conviction, and claims challenging the judgment were barred).

4

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief -- one filed outside of the one-year

5

limitation period -- must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be

6

equitably tolled. Peregrina v. State, 158 Idaho 948, 354 P.2d 510 (Ct. App. 2015); Evensiosky v.

7

State, 136 Idaho 189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957,959, 88

8

P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). In this case, Windom claims the statute of limitations was

9

equitably tolled 5 because he was young, diagnosed with schizophrenia, taking psychotropic

10

medication, inexperienced in the law, had ineffective appellate counsel, suffered from ongoing

11

mental health issues and some as yet undisclosed conditions of confinement. 6 He failed to support

12

his claims with any specific evidence that he was incompetent throughout his confinement or until

13

he actually filed the Petition. In fact, Windom provided no support for any of these claims at all.

14
15
16
17

5

Windom originally relied on Dunlap v. State, 131 Idaho 576, 577, 961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998). As previously
observed by the Court, Dunlap is a capital case governed by a specific statute, I.C. § 19-2719(3), which explicitly
creates a discovery exception as follows:

18

(3) Within forty-two (42) days of the filing of the judgment imposing the punishment of death, and
before the death warrant is filed, the defendant must file any legal or factual challenge to the
sentence or conviction that is known or reasonably should be known. The defendant must file any
claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel within forty-two (42) days of the Idaho supreme
court issuing the final remittitur in the unified appeal from which no further proceedings except
issuance of a death warrant are ordered.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

I.C. § 19-2719(3) (emphasis added). Furthermore, Dunlap was not a tolling case; the issue was whether Dunlap knew
that his appellate and post-conviction attorney had failed to file a post-conviction petition. His claim was ineffective
assistance of appellate and post-conviction counsel. The statute that applies to Windom's case is I.C. § 19-4908 which
provides in relevant part as follows:
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his original, supplemental or amended
application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so raised, or knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waived in the
proceeding that resulted in the conviction or sentence or in any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure
relief may not be the basis for a subsequent application, unless the court finds a ground for relief asserted which for
sufficient reason was not asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or amended application.
§ 19-4908. Nothing in that statute provides a discovery exception like the one in the statute applicable to death penalty
cases, I.C. § 19-2719(4). Thus, Dunlap, does not apply.

To the extent he complains that at the time he was arrested, he was housed separately from the adult population, such
complaints are irrelevant. He is now twenty-five and at the time the statute ran he was twenty-two years old.
6

29
30
11
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To date, the Idaho appellate courts have not recognized that being young, inexperienced in
2

the law, or represented by inadequate appellate counsel, toll the statute of limitations for post-

3

conviction. Furthermore, the statute ran at the time he was actually twenty-two years old. His

4

youth is irrelevant. Appointing new counsel paid for by the public would not change that fact.

5

Similarly, Idaho appellate courts soundly rebuff petitioner arguments that statute of limitations are

6

tolled by language barriers or ignorance of the law. See Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 958, 88 P.3d

7

776, 777 (Ct. App. 2003); Reyes v. State, 128 Idaho 413, 414, 913 P.2d 1183, 1184 (Ct. App.

8

1996).

9

Idaho appellate courts recognize that the statute of limitations applicable to post-conviction

10

may be equitably tolled in two circumstances. They recognize tolling where factually the petitioner

11

was incarcerated in an out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal

12

materials. See Martinez v. State. 130 Idaho 530, 536, 944 P.2d 127, 133 (Ct. App. 1997). Windom

13

does not contend he was incarcerated out of state or had no access to legal materials. They also

14

recognize the statute may be tolled where mental disease or psychotropic medication prevented the

15

petitioner from timely pursuing challenges to the conviction. See Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381,

16

385, 924 P.2d 1225, 1229 (Ct. App. 1996). This is the basis claimed by Windom. In cases where

17

equitable tolling is allowed, the petitioner must establish that he or she was unable to timely file a

18

petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his or her effective control, or show that the

19

facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action. Amboh v.

20

State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). Windom does not allege that the

21

State unlawfully hid facts underlying his claims.

22

Like his burden of proof on claims presented in the Petition itself, Windom must prove that

23

facts exist to support his claim the statute of limitations is tolled. To sustain his burden of proof,

24

Windom must support his allegations with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v. State, 146

25

Idaho 95, 99, 190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d

26

1165, 1169 (Ct. App. 1994); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,649,873 P.2d 898,903 (Ct. App.

27

1994). It is not enough to allege that a witness would have testified to certain events, or would

28

have rebutted certain statements made at trial, without providing through affidavit non-hearsay

29

evidence of the substance of the witnesses' testimony. Windom's arguments thus far contain

30
11
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"only bare and conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by factually based affidavits, records, or
2

other admissible evidence." There is no evidence that paid counsel or some expert can change the

3

outcome. He does not even present an offer of proof.

4

Windom even failed to indicate the duration of any of these alleged conditions. For

5

example, the murder occurred over nine (9) years ago. Windom is presently twenty-five (25) years

6

old and will be twenty-six in February 2016. Thus, even if Idaho case law recognized youth as a

7

basis to toll the statute, his "youth" does not equitably toll the statute; he turned eighteen years

8

before the statute of limitations ran. Furthermore, in support of his Petition, his stepmother, father

9

and grandparents all testify that he has matured into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring

10

individual.

11

For the purpose of this decision, the Court assumes he took or takes psychotropic

12

medications and that he suffers from mental disorders. Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531

13

P.2d 1187, 1190 (1975); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530,532,944 P.2d 127,129 (Ct. App.

14

1997); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 88,741 P.2d 374,375 (Ct. App. 1987). Those facts by

15

themselves still do not support tolling the statute in this case and, he presented no facts suggesting

16

the statute was tolled. He presents no evidence they prevented him from pursuing post-conviction.

17

He presented no evidence that appointing new substitute counsel at public expense would

18

enable him to present evidence supporting his tolling argument, other than his speculation. As both

19

the Court and the State observed, the case law supports summary dismissal. Windom and his

20

attorney failed to present evidence that supports even the possibility that the statute was tolled such

21

that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing to retain counsel to conduct further

22

investigation. Swader v. State, 143 Idaho at 655, 152 P.3d at 16.

23
24

Those arguments against tolling which remain relevant are the legal ones presented in the
Court's notice of intent to dismiss.

25

A.

26

Windom failed to exercise due diligence and his own actions caused or contributed to the

27

untimeliness of his Petition. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App.

28

2010). In Amboh, the Supreme Court found Amboh failed to exercise due diligence because

Lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of the Petition.

29
30
11
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1

Amboh knew that his attorney failed to timely appeal the underlying conviction and still failed to

2

timely file his post-conviction petition.

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

24

25
26
27

28
29
30
~1

Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188, 190, 219
P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct. App. 2009) (even assuming petitioner did not have access to
Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-of-state for less than four months, he
still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to do so); Leer v. State.
148 Idaho 112, 115, 218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct. App. 2009) (petitioner demonstrated
the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable
to timely file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective
control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at 385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536,
944 P .2d at 13 3, or the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner
by unlawful state action, Charboneau. 144 Idaho at 904, 174 P.3d at 874. None of
these analogous circumstances are present in Amboh's case. As of August 2007,
Amboh was informed in writing that his trial counsel had not filed a timely appeal
from the judgment of conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his
opportunity for appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even though the defense
attorney may have contributed confusion by pointlessly filing an untimely notice of
appeal, if Amboh had exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that
the appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a post-conviction
action expired. Instead, despite having been notified that his appeal was filed after
the appeal deadline, Amboh waited for nearly one and a half years before he made
any inquiry about the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact that this appeal
was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh's failure to file a timely petition
raising his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not due to an
extraordinary circumstance beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In
this circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate.

Amboh, 149 Idaho at 653, 239 P.3d at 451 (emphasis added). The fact that Amboh was informed
of his post-conviction rights as follows was not cited as a basis for the appellate court's decision.
However, even if being advised of his rights was integral to the court's Amboh decision, in
this case, Dennis Benjamin clearly and unequivocally informed Windom more than three (3) years
before he actually filed his Petition about his right to file for post-conviction relief and his concern
that the time may have run at the time. Therefore, applying the reasoning in Amboh, Windom
failed to diligently pursue post-conviction and his Petition was untimely due to his own lack of
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1

diligence. Waiting over three (3) years demonstrates he failed to act diligently, and appointing

2

counsel at State expense will not change that fact.

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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B.

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Windom claims he was under the influence of medications, Cogentin, Prozac and
Resperdal, at least in 2011, and that he suffered from a mental defect that effectively tolled the
statute. However, the bar for equitable tolling based on mental defect or use of psychotropic
medications is high and he does not overcome it. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582,
114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct. App. 2005).

It is not enough to show that compliance was simply made more difficult on
account of a mental condition. We hold that in order for the statute of limitation
under the UPCP A to be tolled on account of a mental illness, an unrepresented
petitioner must show that he suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered
him incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or
otherwise rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's mental
illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action; any period
following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the equitable tolling
criteria will count toward the limitation period.
Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140 (emphasis added).
The question of whether mental health or the use of medication tolled the statute of
limitations is whether Windom makes a prima facie showing that either actually prevented him
from filing his petition within the limitations period. See Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 215-16,
335 P.3d 57, 60-61 (Ct. App. 2014). Windom presented no evidence supporting his tolling claim,
and no evidence that appointing replacement counsel at public expense would change that. Mahler
demonstrates how high the bar is.
We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his
post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired.
[footnote omitted] Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became
able to pursue a post-conviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was
provided help in 2011. He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly,
based solely on the admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court,
CORRECTED ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE
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Mahler may have taken many months to file his petition after the right to do so was
adequately explained to him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to
communicate orally upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when
this inability ended.

2
3
4

Id. (emphasis added). The Court continued
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

•

Id.

15

Significantly, even assuming he was under the influence of psychotropic medications or

16

suffered from mental illness, 7 in September 2012, the record establishes Windom filed a federal

17

habeas action pro se. Filing a post judgment motion or initiating a post judgment proceeding,

18

clearly demonstrates that at least in September 2012, Windom exhibited the appropriate mental

19

capacity. In Idaho, mental incapacity does not equitably toll the statute of limitations where a

20

defendant timely files a pro se motion for appointment of post-conviction counsel because this

21

demonstrates a petitioner's mental alertness. See Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct.

22

App. 2009). Thus, even assuming the statute was tolled by his use of psychotropic medications or

23

by his diagnosis prior to September 2012, as of September 2012, any tolling ended 8 when he

24

exhibited his mental capacity by filing a federal habeas action. Windom filed this Petition nearly

25

26
27

28
29
30
11

7

To the extent he complains that this Court failed to provide him funds to hire an expert, the Court notes that when he
filed this Petition, he supported it with August 2015 affidavits from Craig Beaver, Ph.D. and Timothy Ashaye, M.D.
8 Windom misapprehends the effect of tolling. Even where a petitioner meets the heavy burden and establishes the
statute was tolled for some reason outside his or her control, the statute of limitations period does not begin again. A
petitioner must act and diligently pursue his or her rights. As previously discussed, Windom failed to diligently pursue
his rights.
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three (3) years later. Additionally, Dennis Benjamin clearly notified him about his post-conviction
2

rights in his letter.

3

An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because his counsel's affidavit, as well as the

4

record, establishes that he was competent to understand his legal right to bring a post-conviction

5

action at least in September 2012. Based on the fact that not only did he apparently understand his

6

right to file a habeas action in response to Dennis Benjamin's letter but that he actually did so,

7

even assuming he was taking the medications listed or that he suffered from a mental condition,

8

the fact is that he did file the habeas action. Neither Windom nor his counsel explain how

9

appointing a different attorney at public expense would change this analysis.

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

Therefore, Windom's Petition is time-barred and counsel provided at public expense
cannot change the facts.

C.

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Finally, as previously observed, even if timely, to the extent that he claims the Court's
sentence is excessive, res judicata bars that claim as well. Idaho law applies res judicata to
criminal and post-conviction cases. State v. Creech. 132 Idaho I, 9 n. 1, 966 P.2d 1, 9 n. 1 (1998).

CONCLUSION

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28

Counsel must be appointed at public expense for a petitioner if the petitioner qualifies
financially and alleges facts that raise the possibility of a valid claim. Hust v. State, 14 7 Idaho 682,
214 P.3d 668 (2009). In order to require appointment of counsel at public expense or, in this case,
substitute counsel. Windom must have supported his tolling argument with facts demonstrating the

possibility of a valid claim that the statute of limitations was tolled; he did not. For example, he
failed to even identify evidence that could possibly change the fact that nearly three years ago he
displayed the appropriate competency to file a federal habeas action pro se and still did not file
this Petition for nearly three years.
In an exercise of discretion, the Court denies Windom' s request that the Court appoint
substitute counsel at public expense, finding that a reasonable person with the adequate means
would not be willing to retain counsel to conduct a further investigation into his claims. He is not

29
30
~1
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entitled to substitute counsel at public expense to conduct further investigation for possible
2

evidence to support his tolling argument.

3

IT IS SO ORDERED.

4

Dated this 20th day of January, 2016, effective December 10, 2015, nunc pro tune.
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on January .:J /

1

, 2016, I mailed one copy

2

of the

3

SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R.

4

addressed as follows:
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APPOINTMENT

OF
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JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

9

10
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LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST A VENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

13
14
15
16

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By DEBBIE PERKINS
OOPt.fl'V

Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner

Ethan Allen Windom

IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE STATE OF IDARO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AlvffiND
THE PETITION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIEF PURSUANT
TO I.C. § 19-4906.

CO:MES NOW the above-named Petitioner~ by and through pro bono cowisel, and
hereby moves the Court, pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-4906 for leave to amend his
petition for post-conviction relief to add an additional claim that his fixed-life sentence

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND PETITION
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FAX No. 208 726.7

violates_the Eight Amendment pursuant to Montgomery v. Louisiana, 577 U.S. __
(2016) [Slip Opinion Docket No. 14-280).1

In Montgomery v. Louisiana, the United States Supreme Court held that in light of
what the Court has said in Roper, 2 Graham3 and Miller'' about how children are
constitutionally different from adults in their level of culpability/ juveniles sentenced to

fixed-life in prison <~must be given the opportunity to show their crime did not reflect

irreparable corruption. " 577 U.S. _ , Slip Opinion at p. 22. The Court explained that
allowing juvenile offenders to be considered for parole ensures that juveniles whose
"crimes reflected only transient immaturity - and who have since matured - will not be
forced to serve a disproportionate sentence in violation of the Eighth Amendment." Slip
Opinion at p. 21.

Montgomery held that Miller announced a new substantive rule of constitutional
law, and as such, it is retroactive and requires the state collateral review courts to give
retroactive effect to that rule. 577 U.S. _ , Slip Opinion at p. 20. Similarly,

Montgomery is applicable to Mr. Windom's case. The Montgomery 9ourt concluded that
A copy of the Slip Opinion will be mailed to the Court as Exhibit A to this

1

motion.

').Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2004).
3(}raham
4Miller

v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48 (2011).

v. Alabama, 577 U.S._, 132 S. Ct. 546 (2012).

cases recognized that children are different from adults in their diminished
culpability and greater prospects for reform, and that these distinctions lessen the
penological justifications for imposing life without parole on juvenile offenders.
5These

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND PETITION
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extending parole eligibility to juvenile offenders does not impose an onerous burden on
the States, nor does it disturb the finality of state convictions, because ·'the opportwtlty
for release will be afforded to those who demonstrate the truth on Miller's central
intuition - that children who commit even heinous crimes are capable of change." Slip

Opinion at p. 21.
Montgomery v. Louisiana was decided today, January 25, 2016, thus, this claim

was not previously available to Mr. Windom, and should not be deemed waived under
Idaho Code section 19-4908. Given that :Mr. Windom could not move to amend the

petition to add his Montgomery claim until today, waiver does not apply and good cause
exists to grant leave to amend the petition.
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner hereby moves this Court for leave to amend
his petition for post-conviction relief with the claim that his fixed~life sentence for a
juvenile violates the Eighth Amendment.

Dated: January 25, 2016.

Lori
Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on January 25, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the manner noted:
Shelley Akamatsu
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office

200 West Front S1reet, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702

_x_ By sending facsimile copies· of the same to said attorney at his facsimile number
208-287-7709.
And upon the Petitioner at:

Ethan Windom, ~ 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.0.B.ox 14

Boise, ID 83707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

---·
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS~~pPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By RIC NELSON

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

DEPUTY

CASE NO. CV-PC-2015-14391
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

NOTICE OF HEARING
Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Res ondent.

APPEARANCES:
SHELLY AKAMATSU
SHELLY DUNN
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
Lori A. Nakaoka
PARNES, ANDREW LAW OFFICE
671 N 1st Ave
PO Box 5988
Ketchum, ID 83340

ETHAN A. WINDOM
IDOC#87595, ISCI UNIT #16
PO BOX 14
BOISE ID 83707

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, District Judge,
has set this matter for Motion for Leave to Amend Petition for Post-Conviction Relief on the
Monday, February 22, 2016 at 11:00 AM, at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front
Street, Boise, ID. The court will initiate the call to counsel Lori Nakaoka and
petitioner Ethan Windom.

CC: Counsel/ mll
Notice of Hearing
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

FEB - 3 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
Ol!!PUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADa

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Respondent.

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
EXHIBIT A TO MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND THE PETITION
FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-4906.

Comes now Petiti_oner Ethan Windom, by and through pro bono counsel, and
hereby submits the attached Exhibit A, the Slip Opinion for Montgomery v. Louisiana,
577 U.S. __ (2016) [Docket No. 14-280], in support of his Motion for Leave to Amend
his Petition for Post-Conviction Relief.
Dated this 1st day of February, 2016.

EXHIBIT A TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND
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Syllabus
NOTE: Where it is feasible, a syllabus (headnote) will be released, as is
being done in connection with this case, at the time the opinion is issued.
The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been
prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the convenience of the reader.
See United States v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U. S. 321, 337.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
Syllabus

MONTGOMERY u. LOUISIANA
CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREME COURT OF LOUISIANA
No. 14-280. Argued October 13, 2015-Decided January 25, 2016
Petitioner Montgomery was 17 years old in 1963, when he killed a deputy sheriff in Louisiana. The jury returned a verdict of "guilty without capital punishment," which carried an automatic sentence of life
without parole. Nearly 50 years after Montgomery was taken into
custody, this Court decided that mandatory life without parole for juvenile homicide offenders violates the Eighth Amendment's prohibition on "'cruel and unusual punishments.'" Miller v. Alabama, 567
U.S. _, _. Montgomery sought state collateral relief, arguing
that Miller rendered his mandatory life-without-parole sentence illegal. The trial court denied his motion, and his application for a supervisory writ was denied by the Louisiana Supreme Court, which
had previously held that Miller does not have retroactive effect in
cases on state collateral review.
Held:
1. This Court has jurisdiction to decide whether the Louisiana Supreme Court correctly refused to give retroactive effect to Miller.
Pp. 5-14.
(a) Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, a federal habeas case, set forth
a framework for the retroactive application of a new constitutional
rule to convictions that were final when the new rule was announced.
Whii8<"1lke Court held that new constitutional rules of criminal procedure are generally not retroactive, it recognized that courts must give
retroactive effect to new watershed procedural rules and to substantive rules of constitutional law. Substantive constitutional rules include "rules forbidding criminal punishment of certain primary conduct'' and "rules prohibiting a certain category of punishment for a
class of defendants because of their status or offense," Penry v.
Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 330. Court-appointed amicus contends that
because Teague was an interpretation of the federal habeas statute,
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MONTGOMERY v. LOUISIANA
Syllabus
not a constitutional command, its retroactivity holding has no application in state collateral review proceedings. However, neither
Teague nor Danforth v. Minnesota, 552 U.S. 264-which concerned
only Teague's general retroactivity bar for new constitutional rules of
criminal procedure-had occasion to address whether States are required as a constitutional matter to give retroactive effect to new
substantive rules. Pp. 5-8.
·
(b) When a new substantive rule of constitutional law controls
the outcome of a case, the Constitution requires state collateral review courts to give retroactive effect to that rule. This conclusion is
established by precedents addressing the nature of substantive rules,
their differences from procedural rules, and their history of retroactive application. As Teague, supra, at 292, 312, and Penry, supra, at
330, indicate, substantive rules set forth categorical constitutional
guarantees that place certain criminal laws and punishments altogether beyond the State's power to impose. It follows that when a
State enforces a proscription or penalty barred by the Constitution,
the resulting conviction or sentence is, by definition, unlawful. In
contrast, where procedural error has infected a trial, a conviction or
sentence may still be accurate and the defendant's continued confinement may still be lawful, see Schriro v. Summerlin, 542 U.S.
348, 352-353; for this reason, a trial conducted under a procedure
found unconstitutional in a later case does not automatically invalidate a defendant's conviction or sentence. The same possibility of a
valid result does not exist where a substantive rule has eliminated a
State's power to proscribe the defendant's conduct or impose a given
punishment. See United States v. United States Coin & Currency,
401 U.S. 715, 724. By holding that new substantive rules are, indeed, retroactive, Teague continued a long tradition of recognizing
that substantive rules must have retroactive effect regardless of
when the defendant's conviction became final; for a conviction under
an unconstitutional law "is not merely erroneous, but is illegal and
void, and cannot be a legal cause of imprisonment," Ex parte Siebold,
100 U. S. 371, 376-377. The same logic governs a challenge to a punishment that the Constitution deprives States of authority to impose,
Penry, supra, at 330. It follows that a court has no authority to leave
in place a conviction or sentence that violates a substantive rule, regardless of whether the conviction or sentence became final before
the rule was announced. This Court's precedents may not directly
control the question here, but they bear on the necessary analysis, for
a State that may not constitutionally insist that a prisoner remain in
jail on federal habeas review may not constitutionally insist on the
same result in its own postconviction proceedings. Pp. 8-14.
2. Miller's prohibition on mandatory life without parole for juvenile
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Syllabus
offenders announced a new substantive rule that, under the Constitution, is retroactive in cases on state collateral review. The "foundation stone" for Miller's analysis was the line of precedent holding certain punishments disproportionate when applied to juveniles, 567
U.S., at_, n. 4. Relying on Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, and
Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, Miller recognized that children differ from adults in their "diminished culpability and greater prospects
for reform," 567 U.S., at_, and that these distinctions "diminish
the penological justifications" for imposing life without parole on juvenile offenders, id., at _ . Because Miller determined that sentencing a child to life without parole is excessive for all but" 'the rare juvenile offender whose crime reflects irreparable corruption,' " id., at
_ , it rendered life without parole an unconstitutional penalty for "a
class of defendants because of their status"-i.e., juvenile offenders
whose crimes reflect the transient immaturity of youth, Penry, 492
U. S., at 330. Miller therefore announced a substantive rule of constitutional law, which, like other substantive rules, is retroactive because it" 'necessarily carr[ies] a significant risk that a defendant'"here, the vast majority of juvenile offenders-" 'faces a punishment
that the law cannot impose upon him.' " Schriro, supra, at 352.
A State may remedy a Miller violation by extending parole eligibility to juvenile offenders. This would neither impose an onerous burden on the States nor disturb the finality of state convictions. And it
would afford someone like Montgomery, who submits that he has
evolved from a troubled, misguided youth to a model member of the
prison community, the opportunity to demonstrate the truth of Miller's central intuition-that children who commit even heinous
crimes are capable of change. Pp. 14-21.
2013-1163 (La. 6/20/14), 141 So. 3d 264, reversed and remanded.
KENNEDY, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which ROBERTS,
C. J., and GINSBURG, BREYER, SOTOMAYOR, and KAGAN, JJ., joined.
SCALIA, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in which THOMAS and ALITO, JJ.,
joined. THOMAS, J., filed a dissenting opinion.
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Opinion of the Court
NOTICE: This opinion is subject to formal revision before publication in the
preliminary print of the United States Reports. Readers are requested to
notify the Reporter of Decisions, Supreme Court of the United States, Washington, D. C. 20543, of any typographical or other formal errors, in order
that corrections may be made before the preliminary print goes to press.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 14-280

HENRY MONTGOMERY, PETITIONER v. LOUISIANA
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREME COURT OF
LOUISIANA
[January 25, 2016]

JUSTICE KENNEDY delivered the opinion of the Court.

This is another case in a series of decisions involving the
sentencing of offenders who were juveniles when their
crimes were committed. In Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S.
_ (2012), the Court held that a juvenile convicted of a
homicide offense could not be sentenced to life in prison
without parole absent consideration of the juvenile's special circumstances in light of the principles and purposes
of juvenile sentencing. In the wake of Miller, the question
has arisen whether its holding is retroactive to juvenile
offenders whose convictions and sentences were final
when Miller was decided. Courts have reached different
conclusions on this point. Compare, e.g., Martin v. Symmes, 782 F. 3d 939, 943 (CAB 2015); Johnson v. Ponton,
780 F. 3d 219, 224-226 (CA4 2015); Chambers v. State,
831 N. W. 2d 311, 331 (Minn. 2013); and State v. Tate,
2012-2763, p. 17 (La. 11/5/13), 130 So. 3d 829, 841, with
Diatchenko v. District Attorney for Suffolk Dist., 466 Mass.
655, 661-667, 1 N. E. 3d 270, 278-282 (2013); Aiken v.
Byars, 410 S. C. 534, 548, 765 S. E. 2d 572, 578 (2014);
State v. Mares, 2014 WY 126, ,r,r47-63, 335 P. 3d 487,
504-508; and People v. Davis, 2014 IL 115595, il41, 6
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N. E. 3d 709, 722. Certiorari was granted in this case to
resolve the question.

I
Petitioner is Henry Montgomery. In 1963, Montgomery
killed Charles Hurt, a deputy sheriff in East Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. Montgomery was 17 years old at the time of
the crime. He was convicted of murder and sentenced to
death, but the Louisiana Supreme Court reversed his
conviction after finding that public prejudice had prevented a fair trial. State v. Montgomery, 181 So. 2d 756,
762 (La. 1966).
Montgomery was retried. The jury returned a verdict of
"guilty without capital punishment." State v. Montgomery,
242 So. 2d 818 (La. 1970). Under Louisiana law, this
verdict required the trial court to impose a sentence of life
without parole. The sentence was automatic upon the
jury's verdict, so Montgomery had no opportunity to present mitigation evidence to justify a less severe sentence.
That evidence might have included Montgomery's young
age at the time of the crime; expert testimony regarding
his limited capacity for foresight, self-discipline, and
judgment; and his potential for rehabilitation. Montgomery, now 69 years old, has spent almost his entire life in
prison.
Almost 50 years after Montgomery was first taken into
custody, this Court decided Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S.
_ . Miller held that mandatory life without parole for
juvenile homicide offenders violates the Eighth Amendment's prohibition on "'cruel and unusual punishments."'
Id., at _ (slip op., at 2). "By making youth (and all that
accompanies it) irrelevant to imposition of that harshest
prison sentence," mandatory life without parole "poses too
great a risk of disproportionate punishment." Id., a t _
(slip op., at 17). Miller required that sentencing courts
consider a child's "diminished culpability and heightened
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capacity for change" before condemning him or her to die
in prison. Ibid. Although Miller did not foreclose a sentencer's ability to impose life without parole on a juvenile,
the Court explained that a lifetime in prison is a disproportionate sentence for all but the rarest of children, those
whose crimes reflect '"irreparable corruption."' Ibid.
(quoting Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 573 (2005)).
After this Court issued its decision in Miller, Montgomery sought collateral review of his mandatory life-withoutparole sentence. In Louisiana there are two principal
mechanisms for collateral challenge to the lawfulness of
imprisonment. Each begins with a filing in the trial court
where the prisoner was convicted and sentenced. La. Code
Crim. Proc. Ann., Arts. 882, 926 (West 2008). The first
procedure permits a prisoner to file an application for
postconviction relief on one or more of seven grounds set
forth in the statute. Art. 930.3. The Louisiana Supreme
Court has held that none of those grounds provides a basis
for collateral review of sentencing errors. See State ex rel.
Melinie v. State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96), 665 So. 2d 1172
(per curiam). Sentencing errors must instead be raised
through Louisiana's second collateral review procedure.
This second mechanism allows a prisoner to bring a
collateral attack on his or her sentence by filing a motion
to correct an illegal sentence. See Art. 882. Montgomery
invoked this procedure in the East Baton Rouge Parish
District Court.
The state statute provides that "[a]n illegal sentence
may be corrected at any time by the court that imposed
the sentence." Ibid. An illegal sentence "is primarily
restricted to those instances in which the term of the
prisoner's sentence is not authorized by the statute or
statutes which govern the penalty" for the crime of conviction. State v. Mead, 2014-1051, p. 3 (La. App. 4 Cir.
4/22/15), 165 So. 3d 1044, 1047; see also State v. Alexander, 2014-0401 (La. 11/7/14), 152 So. 3d 137 (per curiam).
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In the ordinary course Louisiana courts will not consider a
challenge to a disproportionate sentence on collateral
review; rather, as a general matter, it appears that prisoners must raise Eighth Amendment sentencing challenges on direct review. See State v. Gibbs, 620 So. 2d 296,
296-297 (La. App. 1993); Mead, 165 So. 3d, at 1047.
Louisiana's collateral review courts will, however, consider a motion to correct an illegal sentence based on a
decision of this Court holding that the Eighth Amendment
to the Federal Constitution prohibits a punishment for a
type of crime or a class of offenders. When, for example,
this Court held in Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48 (2010),
that the: Eighth Amendment bars life-without-parole
sentences for juvenile nonhomicide offenders, Louisiana
courts heard Graham claims brought by prisoners whose
sentences had long been final. See, e.g., State v. Shaffer,
2011-1756, pp. 1-4 (La. 11/23/11), 77 So. 3d 939, 940-942
(per curiam) (considering motion to correct an illegal
sentence on the ground that Graham rendered illegal a
life-without-parole sentence for a juvenile nonhomicide
offender). Montgomery's motion argued that Miller rendered his mandatory life-without-parole sentence illegal.
The trial court denied Montgomery's motion on the
ground that Miller is not retroactive on collateral review.
Montgomery then filed an application for a supervisory
writ. The Louisiana Supreme Court denied the application. 2013-1163 (6/20/14), 141 So. 3d 264. The court
relied on its earlier decision in State v. Tate, 2012-2763,
130 So. 3d 829, which held that Miller does not have retroactive effect in cases on state collateral review. Chief
Justice Johnson and Justice Hughes dissented in Tate,
and Chief Justice Johnson again noted his dissent in
Montgomery's case.
This Coµrt granted Montgomery's petition for certiorari.
The petition presented the question "whether Miller
adopts a new substantive rule that applies retroactively on
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collateral review to people condemned as juveniles to die
in prison." Pet. for Cert. i. In addition, the Court directed
the parties to address the following question: "Do we have
jurisdiction to decide whether the Supreme Court of Louisiana correctly refused to give retroactive effect in this
case to our decision in Miller?" 575 U.S._ (2015).

II
The parties agree that the Court has jurisdiction to
decide this case. To ensure this conclusion is correct, the
Court appointed Richard D. Bernstein as amicus curiae to
brief and argue the position that the Court lacks jurisdiction. He has ably discharged his assigned responsibilities.
Amicus argues that a State is under no obligation to
give a new rule of constitutional law retroactive effect in
its own collateral review proceedings. As those proceedings are created by state law and under the State's plenary
control, amicus contends, it is for state courts to define
applicable principles of retroactivity. Under this view, the
Louisiana Supreme Court's decision does not implicate a
federal right; it only determines the scope of relief available in a particular type of state proceeding-a question of
state law beyond this Court's power to review.
If, however, the Constitution establishes a rule and
requires that the rule have retroactive application, then a
state court's refusal to give the rule retroactive effect is
reviewable by this Court. Cf. Griffith v. Kentucky, 479
U.S. 314, 328 (1987) (holding that on direct review, a new
constitutional. rule must be applied retroactively "to all
cases, state or federal"). States may not disregard a controlling, constitutional command in their own courts. See
Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 1 Wheat. 304, 340-341, 344
(1816); see also Yates v. Aiken, 484 U.S. 211, 218 (1988)
(when a State has not "placed any limit on the issues that
it will entertain in collateral proceedings ... it has a duty
to grant the relief that federal law requires"). Amicus'
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argument therefore hinges on the premise that this
Court's retroactivity precedents are not a constitutional
mandate.
Justice O'Connor's plurality opinion in Teague v. Lane,
489 U. S. ,288 (1989), set forth a framework for retroactivity in cases on federal collateral review. Under Teague, a
new constitutional rule of criminal procedure does not
apply, as a general matter, to convictions that were final
when .the new rule was announced. Teague recognized,
however, two categories of rules that are not subject to its
general retroactivity bar. First, courts must give retroactive effect to new substantive rules of constitutional law.
Substantive rules include "rules forbidding criminal punishment of certain primary conduct," as well as "rules
prohibiting a certain category of punishment for a class of
defendants because of their status or offense." Penry v.
Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 330 (1989); see also Teague, supra, at 307. Although Teague describes new substantive
rules as an exception to the bar on retroactive application
of procedural rules, this Court has recognized that substantive rules "are more accurately characterized as ...
not subject to the bar." Schriro v. Summerlin, 542 U.S.
348, 352, n. 4 (2004). Second, courts must give retroactive
effect to new "' "watershed rules of criminal procedure"
implicating the fundamental fairness and accuracy of the
criminal proceeding."' Id., at 352; see also Teague, 489
U.S., at 312-313.
It is undisputed, then, that Teague requires the retroactive application of new substantive and watershed procedural rules in federal habeas proceedings. Amicus, however, contends that Teague was an interpretation of the
federal habeas statute, not a constitutional command; and
so, the argument proceeds, Teague's retroactivity holding
simply has no application in a State's own collateral review proceedings.
To support this claim, amicus points to language in
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Teague that characterized the Court's task as '"defin[ing]
the scope of the writ."' Id., at 308 (quoting Kuhlmann v.
Wilson, 477 U.S. 436, 447 (1986) (plurality opinion)); see
also 489 U. S., at 317 (White, J., concurring in part and
concurring in judgment) ("If we are wrong in construing
the reach of the habeas corpus statutes, Congress can of
course correct us ... "); id., at 332 (Brennan, J., dissenting) ("No new facts or arguments have come to light suggesting that our [past] reading of the federal habeas statute ... was plainly mistaken").
In addition, amicus directs us to Danforth v. Minnesota,
552 U.S. 264 (2008), in which a majority of the Court held
that Teague does not preclude state courts from giving
retroactive effect to a broader set of new constitutional
rules than, Teague itself required. 552 U. S., at 266. The
Danforth majority concluded that Teague's general rule of
nonretroactivity for new constitutional rules of criminal
procedure "was an exercise of this Court's power to interpret the federal habeas statute." 552 U.S., at 278. Since
Teague's retroactivity bar "limit[s] only the scope of federal
habeas relief," the Danforth majority reasoned, States are
free to make new procedural rules retroactive on state
collateral review. 552 U.S., at 281-282.
Amicus, however, reads too much into these statements.
Neither Teague nor Danforth had reason to address
whether States are required as a constitutional matter to
give retroactive effect to new substantive or watershed
procedural rules. Teague originated in a federal, not state,
habeas proceeding; so it had no particular reason to discuss whether any part of its holding was required by the
Constitution in addition to the federal habeas statute.
And Danforth held only that Teague's general rule of
nonretroactivity was an interpretation of the federal habeas statute and does not prevent States from providing
greater relief in their own collateral review courts. The
Danforth majority limited its analysis to Teague's general
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retroactivity bar, leaving open the question whether
Teague's two exceptions are binding on the States as a
matter of constitutional law. 552 U.S., at 278; see also
id., at 277 ("[T]he case before us now does not involve
either of the 'Teague exceptions'").
In this case, the Court must address part of the question
left open in Danforth. The Court now holds that when a
new substantive rule of constitutional law controls the
outcome of a case, the Constitution requires state collateral review courts to give retroactive effect to that rule.
Teague's conclusion establishing the retroactivity of new
substantive rules is best understood as resting upon constitutional premises. That constitutional command is, like
all federal law, binding on state courts. This holding is
limited to Teague' s first exception for substantive rules;
the constitutional status of Teague's exception for watershed rules of procedure need not be addressed here.
This Court's precedents addressing the nature of substantive rules, their differences from procedural rules, and
their history of retroactive application establish that the
Constitution requires substantive rules to have retroactive
effect regardless of when a conviction became final.
The category of substantive rules discussed in Teague
originated in Justice Harlan's approach to retroactivity.
Teague adopted that reasoning. See 489 U.S., at 292, 312
(discussing Mackey v. United States, 401 U.S. 667, 692
(1971) (opinion concurring in judgments in part and dissenting in part); and Desist v. United States, 394 U. S. 244,
261, n. 2 (1969) (Harlan, J., dissenting)). Justice Harlan
defined substantive constitutional rules as "those that
place, as a matter of constitutional interpretation, certain
kinds of primary, private individual conduct beyond the
power of the criminal law-making authority to proscribe."
Mackey, supra, at 692. In Penry v. Lynaugh, decided four
months after Teague, the Court recognized that "the first
exception set forth in Teague should be understood to
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cover not only rules forbidding criminal punishment of
certain primary conduct but also rules prohibiting a certain category of punishment for a class of defendants
because of their status or offense." 492 U.S., at 330.
Penry explained that Justice Harlan's first exception
spoke "in terms of substantive categorical guarantees
accorded by the Constitution, regardless of the procedures
followed." Id., at 329. Whether a new rule bars States
from proscribing certain conduct or from inflicting a certain punishment, "[i]n both cases, the Constitution itself
deprives the State of the power to impose a certain penalty." Id., at 330.
Substantive rules, then, set forth categorical constitutional guarantees that place certain criminal laws and
punishments altogether beyond the State's power to impose. It follows that when a State enforces a proscription
or penalty barred by the Constitution, the resulting conviction or sentence is, by definition, unlawful. Procedural
rules, in contrast, are designed to enhance the accuracy of
a conviction or sentence by regulating "the manner of
determining the defendant's culpability." Schriro,. 542
U.S., at 353; Teague, supra, at 313. Those rules "merely
raise the possibility that someone convicted with use of
the invalidated procedure might have been acquitted
otherwise." Schriro, supra, at 352. Even where procedural error has infected a trial, the resulting conviction or
sentence may still be accurate; and, by extension, the
defendant's continued confinement may still be .lawful.
For this reason, a trial conducted under a procedure found
to be unconstitutional in a later case does not, as a general
matter, have the automatic consequence of invalidating a
defendant's conviction or sentence.
The same possibility of a valid result does not exist
where a substantive rule has eliminated a State's power to
proscribe the defendant's conduct or impose a given punishment. "[E]ven the use of impeccable factfinding proce-
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dures could not legitimate a verdict" where "the conduct
being penalized is constitutionally immune from punishment." United States v. United States Coin & Currency,
401 U.S. 715, 724 (1971). Nor could the use of flawless
sentencing procedures legitimate a punishment where the
Constitution immunizes the defendant from the sentence
imposed. "No circumstances call more for the. invocation of
a rule of complete retroactivity." Ibid.
By holding that new substantive rules are, indeed,
retroactive, Teague continued a long tradition of giving
retroactive effect to constitutional rights that go beyond
procedural guarantees. See Mackey, supra, at 692-693
(opinion of Harlan, J.) ("[T]he writ has historically been
available for attacking convictions on [substantive]
grounds"). Before Brown v. Allen, 344 U. S. 443 (1953),
"federal courts would never consider the merits of a constitutional claim if the habeas petitioner had a fair opportunity to raise his arguments in the original proceeding."
Desist, 394 U.S., at 261 (Harlan, J., dissenting). Even in
the pre-1953 era of restricted federal habeas, however, an
exception was made "when the habeas petitioner attacked
the constitutionality of the state statute under which he
had been convicted. Since, in this situation, the State had
no power to proscribe the conduct for which the petitioner
was imprisoned, it could not constitutionally insist that he
remain in jail." Id., at 261, n. 2 (Harlan, J., dissenting)
(citation omitted).
In Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371 (1880), the Court
addressed why substantive rules must have retroactive
effect regardless of when the defendant's conviction became final. At the time of that decision, "[m]ere error in
the judgment or proceedings, under and by virtue of which
a party is imprisoned, constitute[d] no ground for the issue
of the writ." Id., at 375. Before Siebold, the law might
have been thought to establish that so long as the conviction and sentence were imposed by a court of competent
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jurisdiction, no habeas relief could issue. In Siebold,
however, the petitioners attacked the judgments on the
ground that they had been convicted under unconstitutional statutes. The Court explained. that if "this position
is well taken, it affects the foundation of the whole proceedings." Id., at 376. A conviction under an unconstitutional law
"is not merely erroneous, but is illegal and void, and
cannot be a legal cause of imprisonment. It is true, if
no writ of error lies, the judgment may be final, in the
sense that there may be no means of reversing it. But
... if the laws are unconstitutional and void, the Circuit Court acquired no jurisdiction of the causes." Id.,
at 376-377.
As discussed, the Court has concluded that the same logic
governs a challenge to a punishment that the Constitution
deprives States of authority to impose. Penry, supra, at
330; see also Friendly, Is Innocence Irrelevant? Collateral
Attack on Criminal Judgments, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 142,
151 (1970) ("Broadly speaking, the original sphere for
collateral attack on a conviction was where the tribunal
lacked jurisdiction either in the usual sense or because the
statute under which the defendant had been prosecuted
was unconstitutional or because the sentence was one the
court could not lawfully impose" (footnotes omitted)). A
conviction or sentence imposed in violation of a substantive rule is not just erroneous but contrary to law and, as a
result, void. See Siebold, 100 U.S., at 376. It follows, as a
general principle, that a court has no authority to leave in
place a conviction or sentence that violates a substantive
rule, regardless of whether the conviction or sentence
became final before the rule was announced.
Siebold and the other cases discussed in this opinion, of
course, do not directly control the question the Court now
answers for the first time. These precedents did not in-
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volve a state court's postconviction review of a conviction
or sentence and so did not address whether the Constitution requires new substantive rules to have retroactive
effect in cases on state collateral review. These decisions,
however, have important bearing on the analysis necessary in this case.
In support of its holding that a conviction obtained
under an unconstitutional law warrants habeas relief, the
Siebold Court explained that "[a]n unconstitutional law is
void, and is as no law." Ibid. A penalty imposed pursuant
to an unconstitutional law is no less void because the
prisoner's sentence became final before the law was held
unconstitutional. There is no grandfather clause that
permits States to enforce punishments the Constitution
forbids. To conclude otherwise would undercut the Constitution's substantive guarantees. Writing for the Court in
United States Coin & Currency, Justice Harlan made this
point when he declared that "[n]o circumstances call more
for the invocation of a rule of complete retroactivity" than
when "the conduct being penalized is constitutionally
immune from punishment." 401 U. S., at 724. United
States Coin & Currency involved a case on direct review;
yet, for the reasons explained in this opinion, the same
principle should govern the application of substantive
rules on collateral review. As Justice Harlan explained,
where a State lacked the power to proscribe the habeas
petitioner's conduct, "it could not constitutionally insist
that he remain in jail." Desist, supra, at 261, n. 2 (dissenting opinion).
If a State may not constitutionally insist that a prisoner
remain in jail on federal habeas review, it may not constitutionally insist on the same result in its own postconviction proceedings. Under the Supremacy Clause of the
Constitution, state collateral review courts have no greater
power than federal habeas courts to mandate that a
prisoner continue to suffer punishment barred by the
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Constitution. If a state collateral proceeding is open to a
claim controlled by federal law, the state court "has a duty
to grant the relief that federal law requires." Yates, 484
U.S., at 218. Where state collateral review proceedings
permit prisoners to challenge the lawfulness of their confinement, States cannot refuse to give retroactive effect to
a substantive constitutional right that determines the
outcome of that challenge.
As a final point, it must be noted that the retroactive
application of substantive rules does not implicate a
State's weighty interests in ensuring the finality of convictions and sentences. Teague warned against the intrusiveness of "continually forc[ing] the States to marshal
resources in order to keep in prison defendants whose
trials and appeals conformed to then-existing constitutional standards." 489 U.S., at 310. This concern has no
application in the realm of substantive rules, for no resources marshaled by a State could preserve a conviction
or sentence that the Constitution deprives the State of
power to impose. See Mackey, 401 U.S., at 693 (opinion of
Harlan, J.) ("There is little societal interest in permitting
the criminal process to rest at a point where it ought
properly never to repose").
In adjudicating claims under its collateral review procedures a State may not deny a controlling right asserted
under the Constitution, assuming the claim is properly
presented in the case. Louisiana follows these basic Supremacy Clause principles in its postconviction proceedings for challenging the legality of a sentence. The State's
collateral review procedures are open to claims that a
decision of this Court has rendered certain sentences
illegal, as a substantive matter, under the. Eighth
Amendment. See, e.g., State v. Dyer, 2011-1758, pp. 1-2
(La. 11/23/11), 77 So. 3d 928, 928-929 (per curiam) (considering claim on coilateral review that this Court's decision in Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, rendered peti-
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tioner's life-without-parole sentence illegal). Montgomery
alleges that Miller announced a substantive constitutional
rule and that the Louisiana Supreme Court erred by
failing to recognize its retroactive effect. This Court has
jurisdiction to review that determination.

III
This leads to the question whether Millers prohibition
on mandatory life without parole for juvenile offenders
indeed did announce a new substantive rule that, under
the Constitution, must be retroactive.
As stated above, a procedural rule "regulate[s] only the
manner of determining the defendant's culpability."
Schriro, 542 U. S., at 353. A substantive rule, in contrast,
forbids "criminal punishment of certain primary conduct"
or prohibits "a certain category of punishment for a class
of defendants because of their status or offense." Penry,
492 U.S., at 330; see also Schriro, supra, at 353 (A substantive rule "alters the range of conduct or the class of
persons that the law punishes"). Under this standard, and
for the reasons explained below, Miller announced a substantive rule that is retroactive in cases on collateral
review.
The "foundation stone" for Miller's analysis was this
Court's line of precedent holding certain punishments
disproportionate when applied to juveniles. 567 U. S., at
_ , n. 4 (slip op., at 8, n. 4). Those cases include Graham
v. Florida, supra, which held that the Eighth Amendment
bars life without parole for juvenile nonhomicide offenders, and Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, which held that
the Eighth Amendment prohibits capital punishment for
those under the age of 18 at the time of their crimes.
Protection against disproportionate punishment is the
central substantive guarantee of the Eighth Amendment
and goes far beyond the manner of determining a defendant's sentence. See Graham, supra, at 59 ("The concept of
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proportionality is central to the Eighth Amendment");
see also Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349, 367
(1910); Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 997-998
(1991) (KENNEDY, J., concurring in part and concurring in
judgment).
Miller took as its starting premise the principle established in Roper and Graham that "children are constitutionally different from adults for purposes of sentencing."
567 U.S., at _ (slip op., at 8) (citing Roper, supra, at
569-570; and Graham, supra, at 68). These differences
result froni children's "diminished culpability and greater
prospects for reform," and are apparent in three primary
ways:
"First, children have a 'lack of maturity and an underdeveloped sense of responsibility,' leading to recklessness, impulsivity, and heedless risk-taking. Second, children 'are more vulnerable to negative
influences and outside pressures,' including from their
family and peers; they have limited 'control over their
own environment' and lack the ability to extricate
themselves from horrific, crime-producing settings.
And third, a child's character is not as 'well formed' as
an adult's; his traits are 'less fixed' and his actions
. less likely to be 'evidence of irretrievable depravity."'
567 U. S., at _ (slip op., at 8) (quoting Roper, supra,
at 569-570; alterations, citations, and some internal
quotation marks omitted).
As a corollary to a child's lesser culpability, Miller recognized that "the distinctive attributes of youth diminish
the penological justifications" for imposing life without
parole on, juvenile offenders. 567 U.S., a t _ (slip op., at
9). Because retribution "relates to an offender's blameworthiness, the case for retribution is not as strong with a
minor as with an adult." Ibid. (quoting Graham, supra, at
71; internal quotation marks omitted). The deterrence
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rationale likewise does not suffice, since "the same characteristics that render juveniles less culpable than adultstheir immaturity, recklessness, and 1.mpetuosity-make
them less likely to consider potential punishment." 567
U.S., at _ - _ (slip op., at 9-10) (internal quotation
marks omitted). The need for incapacitation is lessened,
too, because ordinary adolescent development diminishes
the likelihood that a juvenile offender "'forever will be a
danger to society."' Id., at _ (slip op., at 10) (quoting
Graham, 560 U. S., at 72). Rehabilitation is not a satisfactory rationale, either. Rehabilitation cannot justify the
sentence, as life without parole "forswears altogether the
rehabilitative ideal." 567 U. S., at _
(slip op., at 10)
(quoting Graham, supra, at 74).
These considerations underlay the Court's holding in
Miller that mandatory life-without-parole sentences for
children "pos[e] too great a risk of disproportionate punishment." 567 U. S., at _ (slip op., at 17). Miller requires that before sentencing a juvenile to life without
parole, the sentencing judge take into account "how children are different, and how those differences counsel
against irrevocably sentencing them to a lifetime in prison."
Ibid. The Court recognized that a sentencer might
encounter the rare juvenile offender who exhibits such
irretrievable depravity that rehabilitation is impossible
and life without parole is justified. But in light of "children's diminished culpability and heightened capacity for
change," Miller made clear that "appropriate occasions for
sentencing juveniles to this harshest possible penalty will
be uncommon." Ibid.
Miller, then, did more than require a sentencer to consider a juvenile offender's youth before imposing life without parole; it established that the penological justifications
for life without parole collapse in light of "the distinctive
attributes of youth." Id., at _ (slip op., at 9). Even if a
court considers a child's age before sentencing him or her
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to a lifetime in prison, that sentence still violates the
Eighth Amendment for a child whose crime reflects "'unfortunate yet transient immaturity."' Id., a t _ (slip op.,
at 17) (quoting Roper, 543 U. S., at 573). Because Miller
determined that sentencing a child to life without parole is
excessive for all but "'the rare juvenile offender whose
crime reflects irreparable corruption,"' 567 U. S., at _
(slip op., at 17) (quoting Roper, supra, at 573), it rendered
life without parole an unconstitutional penalty for "a class
of defendants because of their status"-that is, juvenile
offenders whose crimes reflect the transient immaturity of
youth. Pen,ry, 492 U.S., at 330. As a result, Miller announced a substantive rule of constitutional law. Like
other substantive rules, Miller is retroactive because it
'"necessarily carr[ies] a significant risk that a defendant"'-here, the vast majority of juvenile offenders" 'faces a punishment that the law cannot impose upon
him."' Schriro, 542 U. S., at 352 (quoting Bousley v. United
States, 523 U. S. 614, 620 (1998)).
Louisiana nonetheless argues that Miller is procedural
because it did not place any punishment beyond the
State's power to impose; it instead required sentencing
courts to take children's age into account before condemning them to die in prison. In support of this argument,
Louisiana points to Miller's statement that the decision
"does not categorically bar a penalty for a class of offenders or type of crime-as, for example, we did in Roper or
Graham. Instead, it mandates only that a sentencer
follow a certain process--considering an offender's youth
and attendant characteristics-before imposing a particular penalty." Miller, supra, at _ (slip op., at 20). Miller,
it is true, did not bar a punishment for all juvenile offenders, as the Court did in Roper or Graham. Miller did bar
life without parole, however, for all but the rarest of juvenile offenders, those whose crimes reflect permanent
incorrigibility. For that reason, Miller is no less substan-
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tive than are Roper and Graham. Before Miller, every
juvenile convicted of a homicide offense could be sentenced
to life without parole. After Miller, it will be the rare
juvenile offender who can receive that same sentence. The
only difference ·between Roper and Graham, on the one
hand, and Miller, on the other hand, is that Miller drew a
line between children whose crimes reflect transient immaturity and those rare children whose crimes reflect
irreparable corruption. The fact that life without parole
could be a proportionate sentence for the latter kind of
juvenile offender does not mean that all other children
imprisoned under a disproportionate sentence have not
suffe:red the deprivation of a substantive right.
To be sure, Miller's holding has a procedural component.
Miller requires a sentencer to consider a juvenile offender's youth and attendant characteristics before determining that life without parole is a proportionate sentence.
See 567 U. S., at _ (slip op., at 20). Louisiana contends
that because Miller requires this process, it must have set
forth a procedural rule. This argument, however, conflates a procedural requirement necessary to implement a
substantive guarantee with a rule that "regulate[s] only
the manner of determining the defendant's culpability."
Schriro, .supra, at 353. There are instances in which a
substantive change in the law must be attended by a
procedure that enables a prisoner to show that he falls
within the category of persons whom the law may no
longer punish. See Mackey, 401 U.S., at 692, n. 7 (opinion
of Harlan,, J.) ("Some rules may have both procedural and
substantive ramifications, as I have used those terms
here"). For example, when an element of a criminal offense is deemed unconstitutional, a prisoner convicted
under that offense receives a new trial where the government must prove the prisoner's conduct still fits within the
modified definition of the crime. In a similar vein, when
the Constitution prohibits a particular form of punishment
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for a class of persons, an affected prisoner receives a procedure through which he can show that he belongs to the
protected class. See, e.g., Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304,
317 (2002) (requiring a procedure to determine whether a
particular individual with an intellectual disability "fall[s]
within the range of [intellectually disabled] offenders
about whom there is a national consensus" that execution
is impermissible). Those procedural requirements do not,
of course, transform substantive rules into procedural
ones.
The procedure Miller prescribes is no different. A hearing where "youth and its attendant characteristics" are
considered as sentencing factors is necessary to separate
those juveniles who may be sentenced to life without
parole from those who may not. 567 U. S., a t _ (slip op.,
at 1). The hearing does not replace but rather gives effect
to Miller's substantive holding that life without parole is
an excessive sentence for cl}.ildren whose crimes reflect
transient immaturity.
Louisiana suggests that Miller cannot have made a
constitutional distinction between children whose crimes
reflect transient immaturity and those whose crimes
reflect irreparable corruption because Miller did not require trial courts to make a finding of fact regarding a
child's incorrigibility. That this finding is not required,
however, speaks only to the degree of procedure Miller
mandated in order to implement its substantive guarantee. When a new substantive rule of constitutional law is
established, this Court is careful to limit the scope of any
attendant procedural requirement to avoid intruding more
than necessary upon the States' sovereign administration
. of their criminal justice systems. See Ford v. Wainwright,
477 U.S. 399, 416-417 (1986) ("[W]e leave to the State[s]
the task of developing appropriate ways to enforce the
constitutional restriction upon [their] execution of sentences"). Fidelity to this important principle of federalism,
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however, should not be construed.to demean the substantive character of the federal right at issue. That Miller did
not impose a formal factfinding requirement does not
leave States free to sentence a child whose crime reflects
transient immaturity to life without parole. To the contrary, Miller established that this punishment is disproportionate under the Eighth Amendment.
For this reason, the death penalty cases Louisiana cites
in support of its position are inapposite. See, e.g., Beard v.
Banks, 542 U. S. 406, 408 (2004) (holding nonretroactive
the rule that forbids instructing a jury to disregard mitigating factors not found by a unanimous vote); O'Dell v.
Netherland, 521 U.S. 151, 153 (1997) (holding nonretroactive the rule providing that, if the prosecutor cites future
dangerousness, the defendant may inform the jury of his
ineligibility for parole); Sawyer v. Smith, 497 U.S. 227,
229 (1990) · (holding nonretroactive the rule that forbids
suggesting to a capital jury that it is not responsible for a
death sentence). Those decisions altered the processes in
which States must engage before sentencing a person to
death.. The processes may have had some effect on the
likelihood that capital punishment would be imposed, but
none of those decisions rendered a certain penalty unconstitutionally excessive for a category of offenders.
The Court now holds that Miller announced a substantive rule of constitutional law. The conclusion that Miller
states a substantive rule comports with the principles that
informed Teague. Teague sought to balance the important
goals of finality and comity with the liberty interests of
those imprisoned pursuant to rules later deemed unconstitutional. Miller's conclusion that the sentence of life
without parole is disproportionate for the vast majority of
juvenile offenders raises a grave risk that many are being
held in violation of the Constitution.
Giving Miller retroactive effect, moreover, does not
require States to relitigate sentences, let alone convic-
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tions, in every case where a juvenile offender received
mandatory life without parole. A State may remedy a
Miller violation by permitting juvenile homicide offenders
to be considered for parole, rather than by resentencing
them. See, e.g., Wyo. Stat. Ann. §6-10-301(c) (2013)
(juvenile homicide offenders eligible for parole after 25
yearsf Allowing those offenders to be considered for
parole ensures that juveniles whose crimes reflected only
transient immaturity-and who have since matured-will
not be forced to serve a disproportionate sentence in violation of the Eighth Amendment.
Extending parole eligibility to juvenile offenders does
not impose an onerous burden on the States, nor does it
disturb the finality of state convictions. Those prisoners
who have shown an inability to reform will continue to
serve life sentences. The opportunity for release will be
afforded to those who demonstrate the truth of Miller's
central intuition-that children who commit even heinous
crimes are capable of change.
Petitioner has discussed in his submissions to this Court
his evolution from a troubled, misguided youth to a model
member of the prison community. Petitioner states that
he helped establish an inmate boxing team, of which he
later became a trainer and coach. He alleges that he has
contributed his time and labor to the prison's silkscreen
department and that he strives to offer advice and serve
as a role model to other inmates. These claims have not
been tested or even addressed by the State, so the Court
does not confirm their accuracy. The petitioner's submissions are relevant, however, as an example of one
kind of evidence that prisoners might use to demonstrate
rehabilitation.

*

*

*

Henry Montgomery has spent each day of the past 46
years knowing he was condemned to die in prison. Per-
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haps it can be established that, due to exceptional circumstances, this fate was a just and proportionate punishment
for the crime he committed as a 17-year-old boy. In light
of wli~t this Court has said in Roper, Graham, and Miller
about''·how children are constitutionally different from
adults in their level of culpability, however, prisoners like
Montgomery must be given the opportunity to show their
crime did not reflect irreparable corruption; and, if it did
not, their hope for some years of life outside prison walls
must be restored.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of Louisiana is
reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings
not inconsistent with this opinion.
It is so ordered.
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SUPREME COURT OF.THE .UNITED STATES
No.14-280

HENRY MONTGOMERY, PETITIONER v. LOUISIANA
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREME COURT OF
LOUISIANA
[January 25, 2016]

JUSTICE SCALIA, with whom JUSTICE THOMAS and
JUSTICE ALITO join, dissenting.
The Court has no jurisdiction to decide this case, and
the decision it arrives at is wrong. I respectfully dissent.

I. Jurisdiction
Louisiana postconviction courts willingly entertain
Eighth Amendment claims but, with limited exceptions,
apply the law as it existed when the state prisoner was
convicted and sentenced. Shortly after this Court announced Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288 (1989), the Louisiana Supreme Court adopted Teague's framework to govern
the provision of postconviction remedies available to state
prisoners in its state courts as a matter of state law. Taylor v. Whitley, 606 So. 2d 1292 (1992). In doing so, the
court stated that it was "not bound" to adopt that federal
framework. Id., at 1296. One would think, then, that it is
none of our business that a 69-year-old Louisiana prisoner's state-law motion to be resentenced according to Miller
v. Alabama, 567 U. S. _ (2012), a case announced almost
half a century after his sentence was final, was met with a
firm rejection on state-law grounds by the Louisiana
Supreme Court. But a majority of this Court, eager to
reach the merits of this case, resolves the question of our
jurisdiction by deciding that the Constitution requires
state postconviction courts to adopt Teague's exception for
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so-called "substantive" new rules and to provide state-law
remedies for the violations of those rules to prisoners
whose sentences long ago became final. This conscription
into federal service of state postconviction courts is nothing short of astonishing.
A
Teague announced that federal courts could not grant
habeas corpus to overturn state convictions on the basis of
a "new rule" of constitutional law-meaning one announced after the convictions became final-unless that
new rule was a "substantive rule" or a "watershed rul[e] of
criminal procedure." 489 U.S., at 311. The Teague prescription followed from Justice Harlan's view of the "retroactivity problem" detailed in his separate opinion in Desist
v. United States, 394 U. S. 244, 256 (1969) (dissenting
opinion), and later in Mackey v. United States, 401 U.S.
667, 675 (1971) (opinion concurring in judgment in part
and dissenting in part). Placing the rule's first exception
in context requires more analysis than the majority has
applied.
The Court in the mid-20th century was confounded by
what Justice Harlan called the "swift pace of constitutional change," Pickelsimer v. Wainwright, 375 U. S. 2, 4
(1963) (dissenting opinion), as it vacated and remanded
many cases in the wake of Gideon v. Wainwright, 372
U. S. 335 (1963). Justice Harlan called upon the Court to
engage in "informed and deliberate consideration" of
"whether the States are constitutionally required to apply
[Gideon's] new rule retrospectively, which may well require the reopening of cases long since finally adjudicated
in accordance with then applicable decisions of this
Court." Pickelsimer, supra, at 3. The Court answered
that call in Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618 (1965).
Linkletter began with the premise "that we are neither
required to apply, nor prohibited from applying, a decision
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retrospectively" and went on to adopt an equitable rule-byrule approach to retroactivity, considering "the prior history of the rule in question, its purpose and effect, and
whether retrospective operation will further or retard its
operation." Id., at 629.
The Linkletter framework proved unworkable when the
Court began applying the rule-by-rule approach not only
to cases on collateral review but also to cases on direct
review, rejecting any distinction "between convictions now
final" and "convictions at various stages of trial and direct
review." Stovall v. Denno, 388 U.S. 293, 300 (1967). It
was this rejection that drew Justice Harlan's reproach in
Desist and later in Mackey. He urged that "all 'new' rules
of constitutional law must, at a minimum, be applied to all
those cases which are still subject to direct review by this
Court at the time the 'new' decision is handed down."
Desist, supra, at 258 (dissenting opinion). "Simply fishing
one case from the stream of appellate review, using it as a
vehicle for pronouncing new constitutional standards, and
then permitting a stream of similar cases subsequently to
flow by unaffected by that new rule constitute an indefensible departure from th[e] model of judicial review."
Mackey, supra, at 679.
The decision in Griffith v. Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314
(1987), heeded this constitutional concern. The Court
jettisoned the Linkletter test for cases pending on direct
review and adopted for them Justice Harlan's rule of
redressability: "[F]ailure to apply a newly declared constitutional rule to criminal cases pending on direct review
violates basic norms of constitutional adjudication." 4 79
U.S., at 3~2 (emphasis added). We established in Griffith
that this Court must play by our own "old rules"-rules we
have settled before the defendant's conviction and sentence become final, even those that are a "clear break from
existing precedent"-for cases pending before us on direct
appeal. Id., at 323. Since the Griffith rule is constitution-
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ally compelled, we instructed the lower state and federal
courts to comply with it as well. Ibid.
When Teague followed on Griffith's heels two years
later, the opinion contained no discussion of "basic norms
of constitutional adjudication," Griffith, supra, at 322, nor
any discussion of the obligations of state courts. Doing
away with Linkletter for good, the Court adopted Justice
Harlan's solution to "the retroactivity problem" for cases
pending on collateral review-which he described not as a
constitutional problem but as "a problem as to the scope of
the habeas writ." Mackey, supra, at 684 (emphasis added).
Teague held that federal habeas courts could no longer
upset state-court convictions for violations of so-called
"new rules," not yet announced when the conviction became final. 489 U.S., at 310. But it allowed for the previously mentioned exceptions to this rule of nonredressability: substantive rules placing "certain kinds of primary,
private individual conduct beyond the power of the criminal law-making authority to proscribe" and "watershed
rules of criminal procedure." Id., at 311. Then in Penry v.
Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302 (1989), the Court expanded this
first exception for substantive rules to embrace new rules
"prohibiting a certain category of punishment for a class of
defendants because of their status or offense." Id., at 330.
Neither Teague nor its exceptions are constitutionally
compelled. Unlike today's majority, the Teague-era Court
understood that cases on collateral review are fundamentally different from those pending on direct review because
of "considerations of finality in the judicial process." Shea
v. Louisiana, 470 U.S. 51, 59-60 (1985). That line of
finality demarcating the constitutionally required rule in
Griffith from the habeas rule in Teague supplies the answer to the not-so-difficult question whether a state postconviction court must remedy the violation of a new substantive rule: No. A state court need only apply the law as
it existed at the time a defendant's conviction and sen-
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tence became final. See Griffith, supra, at 322. And once
final, "a new rule cannot reopen a door already closed."
James B. Beam Distilling Co. v. Georgia, 501 U.S. 529,
541 (1991) (opinion of Souter, J.). Any relief a prisoner
might receive in a state court after finality is a matter of
grace, not constitutional prescription.

B
The majority can marshal no case support for its contrary position. It creates a constitutional rule where none
had been before: "Teague's conclusion establishing the
retroactivity of new substantive rules is best understood
as resting upon constitutional premises" binding in both
federal and state courts. Ante, at 8. "Best understood."
Because of what? Surely not because of its history and
derivation.
Because of the Supremacy Clause, says the majority.
Ante, at 12. But the Supremacy Clause cannot possibly
answer the question before us here. It only elicits another
question: What federal law is supreme? Old or new? The
majority's champion, Justice Harlan, said the old rules
apply for federal habeas review of a state-court conviction:
"[T]he habeas court need only apply the constitutional
standards that prevailed at the time the original proceedings took place," Desist, 394 U.S., at 263 (dissenting opinion), for a state court cannot "toe the constitutional mark"
that does not yet exist, Mackey, 401 U.S., at 687 (opinion
of Harlan,· J.). Following his analysis, we have clarified
time and again-recently in Greene v. Fisher, 565 U.S.
_ , _ - _ (2011) (slip op., at 4-5)-that federal habeas
courts are to review state-court decisions against the law
and factual record that existed at the time the decisions
were made. "Section 2254(d)(l) [of the federal habeas
statute] refers, in the past tense, to a state-court adjudication that 'resulted in' a decision that was contrary to, or
'involved' an unreasonable application of, established law.
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This backward-looking language requires an examination
of the state-court decision at the time it was made." Cullen v. Pinholster, 563 U.S. 170, 181-182 (2011). How can
it possibly be, then, that the Constitution requires a state
court's. review of its own convictions to be governed by
"new rules" rather than (what suffices when federal courts
review state courts) "old rules"?
The majority relies on the statement in United States v.
United States Coin & Currency, 401 U.S. 715 (1971), that
"'[n]o circumstances call more for the invocation of a rule
of complete retroactivity"' than when '"the conduct being
penalized is constitutionally immune from punishment."'
Ante, at 9-10 (quoting 401 U.S., at 724). The majority
neglects to mention that this statement was addressing
the "circumstances" of a conviction that "had not become
final," id., at 724, n. 13 (emphasis added), when the "rule
of complete retroactivity" was invoked. Coin & Currency,
an opinion written by (guess whom?) Justice Harlan,
merely foreshadowed the rule announced in Griffith, that
all cases pending on direct review receive the benefit of
newly announced rules-better termed "old rules" for such
rules were announced before finality.
The majority also misappropriates Yates v. Aiken, 484
U.S. 211 (1988), which reviewed a state habeas petitioner's Fourteenth Amendment claim that the jury instructions at his trial lessened the State's burden to prove every
element of his offense beyond a reasonable doubt. That
case at least did involve a conviction that was final. But
the majority is oblivious to the critical fact that Yates's
claim depended upon an old rule, settled at the time of his
trial. Id., at 217. This Court reversed the state habeas
court for its refusal to consider that the jury instructions
violated that old rule. Ibid. The majority places great
weight upon the dictum in Yates that the South Carolina
habeas court '"ha[d] a duty to grant the relief that federal
law requires."' Ante, at 13 (quoting Yates, supra, at 218).
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It is simply wrong to divorce that dictum from the facts it
addressed. In that context, Yates merely reinforces the
line drawn by Griffith: when state courts provide a forum
for postconviction relief, they need to play by the "old
rules" announced before the date on which a defendant's
conviction and sentence became final.
The other sleight of hand performed by the majority is
its emphasis on Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371 (1880).
That case considered a petition for a federal writ of habeas
corpus following a federal conviction, and the initial issue
it confronted was its jurisdiction. A federal court has no
inherent habeas corpus power, Ex parte Bollman, 4
Cranch 75, 94 (1807), but only that which is conferred
(and limited) by statute, see, e.g., Felker v. Turpin, 518
U.S. 651, 664 (1996). As Siebold stated, it was forbidden
to use the federal habeas writ "as a mere writ of error."
100 U.S., at 375. "The only ground on which this court, or
any court, without some special statute authorizing it,
[could] give relief on habeas corpus to a prisoner under
conviction and sentence of another court is the want of
jurisdiction in such court over the person or the cause, or
some other matter rendering its proceedings void." Ibid.
Turning to the facts before it, the Court decided it was
within its power to hear Siebold's claim, which did not
merely protest that the conviction and sentence were
"erroneous" but contended that the statute he was convicted of violating was unconstitutional and the conviction
therefore void: "[I]f the laws are unconstitutional and void,
the Circuit Court acquired no jurisdiction of the causes."
Id., at 376-377. Siebold is thus a decision that expands
the limits of this Court's power to issue a federal habeas
writ for a federal prisoner.
The majority, however, divines from Siebold "a general
principle" that "a court has no authority to leave in place a
conviction or sentence that violates a substantive rule,
regardless of whether the conviction or sentence became
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final before the rule was announced." Ante, at 11. That is
utterly impossible. No "general principle" can rationally
be derived from Siebold about constitutionally required
remedies in state courts; indeed, the opinion does not even
speak to constitutionally required remedies in federal
courts. It is a decision about this Court's statutory power
to grant the Original Writ, not about its constitutional
obligation to do so. Nowhere in Siebold did this Court
intimate that relief was constitutionally required-or as
the majority puts it, that a court would have had "no
authority" to leave in place Siebold's conviction, ante, at
11.
The majority's sorry acknowledgment that "Siebold and
the other cases discussed in this opinion, of course, do not
directly control the question the Court now answers for
the first time," ibid., is not nearly enough of a disclaimer.
It is not just that they "do not directly control," but that
the di9,ta cherry picked from those cases are irrelevant;
they addressed circumstances fundamentally different
from those to which the majority now applies them. Indeed, we know for sure that the author of some of those
dicta, Justice Harlan, held views that flatly contradict the
majority.
The majority's maxim that "state collateral review
courts have no greater power than federal habeas courts to
mandate that a prisoner continue to suffer punishment
barred by the Constitution," ante, at 12~13, begs the question rather than contributes to its solution. Until today,
no federal court was constitutionally obliged to grant relief
for the past violation of a newly announced substantive
rule. Until today, it was Congress's prerogative to do
away with Teague's exceptions altogether. Indeed, we had
left unresolved the question whether Congress had already done that when it amended. a section of the habeas
corpus statute to add backward-looking language governing the review of state-court decisions. See Antiterrorism
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and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, §104, 110 Stat.
1219, codified at 28 U.S. C. §2254(d)(l); Greene, 565 U. S,
at _ , n. (slip op., at 5, n.). A maxim shown to be more
relevant to this case, by the analysis that the majority
omitted, is this: The Supremacy ,Clause does not impose
upon state courts a constitutional obligation it fails to
impose upon federal courts.
C

All that remains to support the majority's conclusion is
that all-purpose Latin canon: ipse dixit. The majority
opines that because a substantive rule eliminates a State's
power to proscribe certain conduct or impose a certain
punishment, it has "the automatic consequence of invalidating a defendant's conviction or sentence." Ante, at 9.
What provision of the Constitution could conceivably
produce such a result? The Due Process Clause? It surely
cannot be a denial of due process for a court to pronounce
a final judgment which, though fully in accord with federal
constitutional law at the time, fails to anticipate a change
to be made by this Court half a century into the future.
The Equal Protection Clause? Both statutory and (increasingly) constitutional laws change. If it were a denial
of equal protection to hold an earlier defendant to a law
more stringent than what exists today, it would also be a
denial of equal protection to hold a later defendant to a
law more stringent than what existed 50 years ago. No
principle of equal protection requires the criminal law of
all ages to be the same.
The majority grandly asserts that "[t]here is no grandfather clause that permits States to enforce punishments the
Constitution forbids." Ante, at 12 (emphasis added). Of
course the italicized phrase begs the question. There most
certainly is a grandfather clause-one we have called
finality-which says that the Constitution does not re·quire States to revise punishments that were lawful when
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they were imposed. Once a conviction has become final,
whether new rules or old ones will be applied to revisit the
conviction is a matter entirely within the State's control;
the Constitution has nothing to say about that choice. The
majority says that there is no "possibility of a valid result"
when a new substantive rule is not applied retroactively.
Ante, at 9. But the whole controversy here arises because
many think there is a valid result when a defendant has
been convicted under the law that existed when his conviction became final. And the States are unquestionably
entitled to take that view of things.
The majority's imposition of Teague's first exception
upon the States is all the worse because it does not adhere
to that exception as initially conceived by Justice Harlanan exception for rules that "place, as a matter of constitutional interpretation, certain kinds of primary, private
individual conduct beyond the power of the criminal lawmaking authority to proscribe." Mackey, 401 U.S., at 692
(emphasis added). Rather, it endorses the exception as
expanded by Penry, to include "rules prohibiting a certain
category of punishment for a class of defendants because
of their status or offense." 492 U.S., at 330. That expansion empowered and obligated federal (and after today
state) habeas courts to invoke this Court's Eighth
Amendment "evolving standards of decency" jurisprudence
to upset punishments that were constitutional when imposed but are "cruel and unusual," U.S. Const., Arndt. 8,
in our newly enlightened society. See Trop v. Dulles, 356
U.S. 86, 101 (1958). The "evolving standards" test concedes that in 1969 the State had the power to punish
Henry Montgomery as it did. Indeed, Montgomery could
at that time have been sentenced to death by our yet
unevolved society. Even 20 years later, this Court reaffirmed that the Constitution posed no bar to death sentences for juveniles. Stanford v. Kentucky, 492 U.S. 361
(1989). Not until our People's "standards of decency"
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evolved a mere 10 years ago-nearly 40 years after Montgomery's sentence was imposed-did this Court declare
the death penalty unconstitutional for juveniles. Roper v.
Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005). Even then, the Court
reassured States that "the punishment of life imprisonment without the possibility of parole is itself a severe
sanction," implicitly still available for juveniles. Id., at
572. And again five years ago this Court left in place this
severe sanction for juvenile homicide offenders. Graham
v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 69 (2010). So for the five decades
Montgomery has spent in prison, not one of this Court's
precedents called into question the legality of his sentence-until the People's "standards of decency," as perceived by five Justices, "evolved" yet again in Miller.
Teague's central purpose was to do away with the old
regime's tendency to "continually force the States to marshal resources in order to keep in prison defendants whose
trials and appeals conformed to then-existing constitutional standards." 489 U.S., at 310. Today's holding
thwarts that purpose with a vengeance. Our ever-evolving
Constitution changes the rules of "cruel and unusual
punishments" every few years. In the passage from
Mackey that the majority's opinion quotes, ante, at 13,
Justice Harlan noted the diminishing force of finality (and
hence the equitable propriety-not the constitutional
requirement-of disregarding it) when the law punishes
nonpunishable conduct, see 401 U.S., at 693. But one
cannot imagine a clearer frustration of the sensible policy
of Teague when the ever-moving target of impermissible
punishments is at issue. Today's holding not only forecloses Congress from eliminating this ·expansion of Teague
in federal courts, but also foists this distortion upon the
States.
II. The Retroactivity of Miller
Having created jurisdiction by ripping Teague's first
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exception from its moorings, converting an equitable rule
governing federal habeas relief to a constitutional command governing state courts as well, the majority proceeds
to the merits. And here it confronts a second obstacle to
its desired outcome. Miller, the opinion it wishes to impose upon state postconviction courts, simply does not
decree what the first part of the majority's opinion says
Teague's 'first exception requires to be given retroactive
effect: a rule "set[ting] forth categorical constitutional
guarantees that place certain criminal laws and punishments altogether beyond the State's power 'to impose."
Ante, at 9 (emphasis added). No problem. Having distorted
Teague, the majority simply proceeds to rewrite Miller.
The majority asserts that Miller "rendered life without
parole an unconstitutional penalty for 'a class of defendants because of their status'-that is, juvenile offenders
whose crimes reflect the transient immaturity of youth."
Ante, ·at 17. It insists that Miller barred life-withoutparole sentences "for all but the rarest of juvenile offenders, those whose crimes reflect permanent incorrigibility.
For that reason, Miller is no less substantive than are
Roper and Graham." Ante, at 17-18. The problem is that
Miller stated, quite clearly, precisely the opposite: "Our
decision does not categorically bar a penalty for a class of
offenders or type of crime-as, for example, we did in
Roper or Graham. Instead, it mandates only that a sentencer follow a certain process-considering an offender's
youth and attendant characteristics-before imposing a
particular penalty." 567 U.S., at _
(slip op., at 20)
(emphasis added).
To contradict that clear statement, the majority opinion
quotes passages from Miller that assert such things as
"mandatory life-without-parole sentences for children
'pos[e] too great a risk of disproportionate punishment"'
and "'appropriate occasions for sentencing juveniles to this
harshest possible penalty will be uncommon."' Ante, at 16
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(quoting Miller, supra, at _ (slip op., at 17)). But to say
that a punishment might be inappropriate and disproportionate for certain juvenile offenders is not to say that it is
unconstitutionally void. All of the statements relied on by
the majority do nothing more than express the reason why
the new, youth-protective procedure prescribed by Miller is
desirable: to deter life sentences for certain juvenile offenders. On the issue of whether Miller rendered lifewithout-parole penalties unconstitutional, it is impossible
to get past Miller's unambiguous statement that "[o]ur
decision does not categorically bar a penalty for a class of
. offenders" and "mandates only that a sentencer follow a
certain process ... before imposing a particular penalty."
567 U. S., at_ (slip op., at 20). · It is plain as day that the
majority is not applying Miller, but rewriting it. 1
And the rewriting has consequences beyond merely
making Miller's procedural guarantee retroactive. If,
indeed, a State is categorically prohibited from imposing
life without parole on juvenile offenders whose crimes do
not "reflect permanent incorrigibility," then even when the
procedures that Miller demands are provided the constitutional requirement is not necessarily satisfied. It remains
available for the defendant sentenced to life without parole to argue that his crimes did ·not in fact "reflect permanent incorrigibility." Or as the majority's opinion puts
it: "That Miller did not impose a formal factfinding requirement does not leave States free to sentence a child[21
1 It is amusing that the majority's initial description of Miller is the
same as our own: "[T]he Court held that a juvenile convic~ed of a
homicide offense could not be sentenced to life in prison without parole
absent consideration of the juvenile's special circumstances in light of
the principles and purposes of juvenile sentencing." Ante, at 1. Only 15
pages later, after softening the reader with 3 pages of obfuscating
analysis, does the majority dare to attribute to Miller that which Miller
explicitly denies.
2 The majority presumably regards any person one day short of voting
age as a "child."
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whose crime reflects transient immaturity to life without
parole. To the contrary, Miller established that this punishment is disproportionate under the Eighth Amendment." Ante, at 20.
How wonderful. Federal and (like it or not) state judges
are henceforth to resolve the knotty "legal" question:
whether a 17-year-old who murdered an innocent sheriff's
deputy half a century ago was· at the time of his trial
"incorrigible." Under Miller, bear in mind, the inquiry is
whether the inmate was seen to be incorrigible when he
was sentenced-not whether he has proven· corrigible and
so can safely be paroled today. What silliness. (And how
impossible in practice, see Brief for National District
Attorneys Assn. et al. as Amici Cll,riae 9-17.) When in
Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U. S. 586, 608 (1978), the Court imposed the thitherto unheard-of requirement that the sentencer in capital cases must consider and weigh all "releyant mitigating factors," it at least did not impose the
substantive (and hence judicially reviewable) requirement
that the aggravators must outweigh the mitigators; it
would suffice that the sentencer thought so. And, fairly
read, Miller did the same. Not so with the "incorrigibility"
requirement that the Court imposes today to make Miller
retroactive.
But have no fear. The majority does not seriously expect state and federal collateral-review tribunals to engage in this silliness, probing the evidence of "incorrigibility" that existed decades ago when defendants were
sentenced. What the majority expects (and intends) to
happen is set forth in the following not-so-~ubtle invitation: "A State may remedy a Miller violation by permitting
juvenile homicide offenders to be considered for parole,
rather than by resentencing them." Ante, at 21. Of
course. This whole exercise, this whole distortion of Miller, is just a devious way of eliminating life without parole
for juvenile offenders. The Court might have done that
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expressly (as we know, the Court can decree anything),
but that would have been something of an embarrassment.
After all, oile of the justifications the Court gave for decreeing an end to the death penalty for murders (no matter how many) committed by a juvenile was that life without parole was a severe enough punishment. See Roper,
543 U. S., at 572. How could the majority-in an opinion
written by the very author of Roper-now say that punishment is also unconstitutional? The Court expressly
refused to say so in Miller. 567 U. S., at _ (slip op., at
17). So the Court refuses again today, but merely makes
imposition of that severe sanction a practical impossibility. And then, in Godfather fashion, the majority makes
state legislatures an offer they can't refuse: Avoid all the
utterly impossible nonsense we have prescribed by simply
"permitting juvenile homicide offenders to be considered
for parole." Ante, at 21. Mission accomplished.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 14-280

HENRY MONTGOMERY, PETITIONER v. LOUISIANA
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREME COURT OF
LOUISIANA
[January 25, 2016]

JUSTICE THOMAS, dissenting.
I join JUSTICE SCALIA's dissent. I write separately to
explain why the Court's resolution of the jurisdictional
question, ante, at 5-14, lacks any foundation in the Constitution's text or our historical traditions. We have jurisdiction under 28 U.S. C. §1257 only if the Louisiana Supreme Court's decision implicates a federal right. That
condition is satisfied, the Court holds, because the Constitution purportedly requires state and federal postconviction courts to give "retroactive effect" to new substantive
constitutional rules by applying them to overturn longfinal convictions and sentences. Ante, at 8. Because our
Constitution and traditions embrace no such right, I respectfully dissent.

I
"[O]ur jurisprudence concerning the 'retroactivity' of
'new rules' of constitutional law is primarily concerned,
not with the question whether a constitutional violation
occurred, but with the availability or nonavailability of
remedies." Danforth v. Minnesota, 552 U.S. 264, 290-291
(2008). Accordingly, the issue in this case is not whether
prisoners who received mandatory life-without-parole
sentences for crime~ they committed decades ago as juveniles had an Eighth Amendment right not to receive such
a sentence. Rather, the question is how, when, and in
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what forum that newfound right can be enforced. See
ibid.
The Court answers that question one way: It says that
state postconviction and federal habeas courts are constitutionally required to supply a remedy because a sentence
or conviction predicated upon an unconstitutional law is a
legal nullity. See ante, at 8-14. But nothing in the Constitution's text or in our constitutional tradition provides
such a right to a remedy on collateral review.
A
No provision of the Constitution supports the Court's
holding. The Court invokes only the Supremacy Clause,
asserting that the Clause deprives state and federal postconviction courts alike of power to leave an unconstitutional sentence in place. Ante, at 12-13. But that leaves
the question of what provision of the Constitution supplies
that underlying prohibition.
The Supremacy Clause does not do so. That Clause
merely supplies a rule of decision: If a federal constitutional right exists, that right supersedes any contrary
provisions of state law. See Art. VI, cl. 2 ("This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be
made in Pursuance thereof ... shall be the supreme Law
of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any
State to the Contrary notwithstanding"). Accordingly, as
we reaffirmed just last Term, the Supremacy Clause is no
independent font of substantive rights. Armstrong v.
Exceptional Child Center, Inc., 575 U.S. _ , _ (2015)
(slip op., at 3).
Nor am I aware of any other provision in the Constitution that would support the Court's new constitutional
right to retroactivity. Of the natural places to lookArticle III, the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, and the Equal Protection Clause of
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the Fourteenth Amendment-none establishes a right to
void an unconstitutional sentence that has long been final.
To begin, Article III does not contain the requirement
that the Court announces today. Article III vests "[t]he
judicial Power'' in this Court and whatever inferior courts
Congress creates, Art. III, § 1, and "extend[s]" that power
to various "Cases . . . and Controversies," Art. III, §2.
Article III thus defines the scope of federal judicial power.
It cannot compel state postconviction courts to apply new
substantive rules retroactively.
Even if the Court's holding were limited to federal
courts, Article III would not justify it. The nature of "judicial power" may constrain the retroactivity rules that
Article III courts can apply.* But even our broad modern
precedents treat Article III as requiring courts to apply
new rules only on direct review. Thus in Griffith v. Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314 (1987), the Court suggested-based
on Justice Harlan's views-that "after we have decided a
new rule in the case selected, the integrity of judicial
review requires that we apply that rule to all similar cases
pending on direct review." Id., at 322-323. But, as Justice Harlan had explained, that view of Article III has no
force on collateral review: "While the entire theoretical
underpinnings of judicial review and constitutional supremacy dictate that federal courts having jurisdiction on
direct review adjudicate every issue of law ... fairly implicated by the trial process below and properly presented on
appeal, federal courts have never had a similar obligation
on habeas corpus." Mackey v. United States, 401 U. S.
667, 682 (1971) (opinion concurring in judgment in part
and dissenting in part).

* For instance, Article III courts cannot arrive at a holding, refuse to
apply it to the case at hand, and limit its application to future cases
involving yet-to-occur events. The power to rule prospectively in this
way is a quintessentially legislative power. See Harper v. Virginia
Dept. of Taxation, 509 U.S. 86, 106-110 (1993) (SCALIA, J., concurring).
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The Court's holding also cannot be grounded in the Due
Process Clause's prohibition on "depriv[ations] ... of life,
liberty, or property, without due process oflaw." Amdts. V
and XIV, §1. Quite possibly, "'[d]ue process of law' was
originally used as a shorthand expression for governmental proceedings according to the 'law of the land' as it
existed at the time of those proceedings." In re Winship,
397 U. S. 358, 378 (1970) (Black, J., dissenting) (emphasis
added); accord, Johnson v. United States, 576 U.S.
_, _
(2015) (THOMAS, J., concurring in judgment)
(slip op., at 17). Under that understanding, due process
excluded any right to have new substantive rules apply
retroactively.
Even if due process required courts to anticipate this
Court's new substantive rules, it would not compel courts
to revisit settled convictions or sentences on collateral
review. We have never understood due process to require
further proceedings once a trial ends. The Clause "does
not establish any right to an appeal ... and certainly does
not establish any right to collaterally attack a final judgment of conviction." United States v. MacCollom, 426
U.S. 317, 323 (1976) (plurality opinion); see Pennsylvania
v. Finley, 481 U.S. 551, 557 (1987) ("States have no obligation to provide [postconviction] relief"). Because the
Constitution does not require postconviction remedies, it
certainly does not require postconviction courts to revisit
every potential type of error. Cf. Martinez v. Court of
Appeal of Cal., Fourth Appellate Dist., 528 U. S. 152, 165166 (2000) (SCALIA, J., concurring in judgment) ("Since a
State could ... subject its trial-court determinations to no
review whatever, it could a fortiori subject them to review
which consists of a nonadversarial reexamination of convictions by a panel of government experts").
Nor can the Equal Protection Clause justify requiring
courts on collateral review to apply new substantive rules
retroactively. That Clause prohibits a State from "de-
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ny[ing] to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws." Arndt. XIV, §1. But under our
precedents "a classification neither involving fundamental
rights nor proceeding along suspect lines . . . cannot run
afoul of the Equal Protection Clause if there is a rational
relationship between the disparity of treatment and some
legitimate governmental purpose." Armour v. Indianapolis, 566 U; S. _ , _ (2012) (slip op., at 6) (internal quotation marks omitted; ellipsis in original).
The disparity the Court eliminates today-between
prisoners whose cases were on direct review when this
Court announced a new substantive constitutional rule,
and those whose convictions had already become final-is
one we have long considered rational. "[T]he notion that
different standards should apply on direct and collateral
review runs throughout our recent habeas jurisprudence."
Wright v. West, 505 U.S. 277, 292 (1992); see Brecht v.
Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 633-635 (1993). Thus, our
precedents recognize a right to counsel on direct review,
but not in collateral proceedings. Compare Douglas v.
California, 372 U. S. 353, 355-358 (1963) (courts must
provide counsel on an initial direct appeal), with Finley,
supra, at 555 (no such right on habeas). The Fourth
Amendment also applies differently on direct and collateral review. Compare Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 654660 (1961) (courts on direct review must exclude evidence
obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment), with
Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465, 489-496 (1976) (no relitigation of such claims on collateral review).
These distinctions are reasonable. They reflect the
"significant costs" of collateral review, including disruption of "the State's significant interest in repose for concluded litigation." Wright, supra, at 293 (internal quotation marks omitted). Our equal protection precedents,
therefore, do not compel a uniform rule of retroactivity in
direct and collateral proceedings for new substantive
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constitutional rules.

B
The Court's new constitutional right also finds no basis
in the history of state and federal postconviction proceedings. Throughout our history, postconviction relief for
alleged constitutional defects in a conviction or sentence
was available as a matter of legislative grace, not constitutional command.
The Constitution mentions habeas relief only in the
Suspension Clause, which specifies that "[t]he Privilege of
the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless
when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety
may require it." Art. I, §9, cl. 2. But that Clause does not
specify the scope of the writ. And the First Congress, in
prescribing federal habeas jurisdiction in the 1789 Judiciary Act, understood its scope to reflect "the black-letter
principle of the common law that the writ was simply not
available at all to one convicted of crime by a court of
competent jurisdiction." Bator, Finality in Criminal Law
and Federal Habeas Corpus for State Prisoners, 76 Harv.
L. Rev. 441, 466 (1963). Early cases echoed that understanding. E.g., Ex parte Watkins, 3 Pet. 193, 202 (1830)
("An imprisonment under a judgment cannot be unlawful,
unless that judgment be an absolute nullity; and it is not a
nullity if the court has general jurisdiction of the subject,
although it should be erroneous").
For nearly a century thereafter, this Court understood
the Judiciary Act and successor provisions as limiting
habeas relief to instances where the court that rendered
the judgment lacked jurisdiction over the general category
of offense or the person of the prisoner. See Wright, supra,
at 285 (recounting history). Federal habeas courts thus
afforded no remedy for a claim that a sentence or conviction was predicated on an unconstitutional law. Nor did
States. Indeed, until 1836, Vermont made no provision for
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any state habeas proceedings. See Oaks, Habeas Corpus
in the States 1776-1865, 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 243, 250
(1965). Even when States allowed collateral attacks in
state court, review was unavailable if the judgment of
conviction was rendered by a court with general jurisdiction over the subject matter and the defendant. Id., at
261-262. ·
The Court portrays Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371
(1880), as a departure from this history and as the genesis
of a constitutional principle that "a conviction obtained
under an unconstitutional law warrants habeas relief."
Ante, at 12. But Siebold-a case construing the scope of
federal habeas review under the 1789 Judiciary Act-does
not support the Court's position. Ante, at 7-8 (SCALIA, J.,
dissenting). Siebold did not imply that the Constitution
requires courts to stop enforcing convictions under an
unconstitutional law. Rather, Siebold assumed that prisoners would lack a remedy if the federal habeas statute
did not allow challenges to such convictions. 100 U.S., at
377 ("It is true, if no writ of error lies, the judgment may
be final, in the sense that there may be no means of reversing it").
Moreover, when Congress authorized appeals as a matter of right in federal criminal cases, the Court renounced
Siebold and stopped entertaining federal habeas challenges to the constitutionality of the statute under which a
defendant was sentenced or convicted. See Bator, supra,
at 473-474, and n. 77. If the Constitution prevented
courts from enforcing a void conviction or sentence even
after the conviction is final, this Court would have been
incapable of withdrawing relief.
The Court's purported constitutional right to retroactivity on collateral review has no grounding even in our modern precedents. In the 1950's, this Court began recognizing many new constitutional rights in criminal proceedings. Even then, however, the Court did not perceive any
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constitutional right for prisoners to vacate their convictions or sentences on collateral review based on the
Court's new interpretations of the Constitution. To the
contrary, the Court derived Miranda warnings and the
exclusionary rule from the Constitution, yet drew the line
at creating a constitutional right to retroactivity. E.g.,
Linkletter v. Walker, 381 U.S. 618, 629 (1965) ("[T]he
Constitution neither prohibits nor requires retrospective
effect. As Justice Cardozo said, 'We think the Federal
Constitution has no voice upon the subject"').
Only in 1987, in Griffith v. Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314, did
this Court change course and hold that the Constitution
requires courts to give constitutional rights some retroactive effect. Even then, Griffith was a directive only to
courts on direct review. It held that "a new rule for the
conduct of criminal prosecutions is to be applied retroactively to all cases, state or federal, pending on direct review or not yet final." Id., at 328. It said nothing about
what happens once a case becomes final. That was resolved in Teague v. Lane, 489 U. S. 288 · (1989)-which
announced the narrow exceptions to the rule against
retroactivity on collateral review-but which did so by
interpreting the scope of the federal habeas writ, not the
Constitution.

II
A
Not only does the Court's novel constitutional right lack
any constitutional foundation; the reasoning the Court
uses to construct this right lacks any logical stopping
point. If, as the Court supposes, the Constitution bars
courts from insisting that prisoners remain in prison when
their convictions or sentences are later deemed unconstitutional, why can courts let stand a judgment that wrongly
decided any constitutional question?
The Court confronted this question when Siebold and
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other cases began expanding the federal habeas statute to
encompass claims that a sentence or conviction was constitutionally void. But the Court could not find a satisfactory answer: "A judgment may be erroneous and not void,
and it may be erroneous because it is void. The distinctions ... are very nice, and they may fall under the one
class or the other as they are regarded for different purposes." Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall. 163, 175-176 (1874).
The lack of any limiting principle became apparent as
the Court construed the federal habeas statute to supply
jurisdiction to address prerequisites to a valid sentence or
conviction (like an indictment). See Bator, 76 Harv.
L. Rev., at 467-468, and n. 56, 471. As Justice Bradley,
Siebold's author, later observed for the Court: "It is difficult to see why a conviction and punishment under an
unconstitutional law is more violative of a person's constitutional rights, than an unconstitutional conviction and
punishment under a valid law." In re Nielsen, 131 U.S.
176, 183 (1889).
I doubt that today's rule will fare any better. By refashioning Siebold as the foundation of a purported constitutional right, the Court transforms an unworkable doctrine
into an immutable command. Because Justice Bradley's
dicta in Siebold was a gloss on the 1789 Judiciary Act,
Congress could at least supply a fix to it. But the Court's
reinvention of Siebold as · a constitutional imperative
eliminates any room for legislative adjustment.

B
There is one silver lining to today's ruling: States still
have a way to mitigate its impact on their court systems.
As the Court explains, States must enforce a constitutional
right to remedies on collateral review only if such proceedings are "open to a claim controlled by federal law."
Ante, at 13. State courts, on collateral review, thus must
provide remedies for claims under Miller v. Alabama, 567
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U.S. _ (2012), only if those courts are open to "claims
that a decision of this Court has rendered certain sentences illegal . . . under the Eighth Amendment." See ante,
at 13.
Unlike the rule the Court announces today, this limitation at least reflects a constitutional principle. Only when
state courts have chosen to entertain a federal claim can
the Supremacy Clause conceivably command a state court
to apply federal law. As we explained last Term, private
parties have no "constitutional ... right to enforce federal
laws against the States." Armstrong, 575 U.S., at _
(slip op., at 4). Instead, the Constitution leaves the initial
choice to entertain federal claims up to state courts, which
are "tribunals over which the government of the Union has
no adequate control, and which may be closed to any claim
asserted under a law of the United States." Osborn v.
Bank of United States, 9 Wheat. 738, 821 (1824).
States therefore have a modest path to lessen the burdens that today's decision will inflict on their courts.
States can stop entertaining claims alleging that this
Court's Eighth Amendment decisions invalidated a sentence, and leave federal habeas courts to shoulder the
burden of adjudicating such claims in the first instance.
Whatever the desirability of that choice, it is one the
Constitution allows States to make.

*

*

*

Today's decision repudiates established principles of
finality. It finds no support in the Constitution's text, and
cannot be reconciled with our Nation's tradition of considering the availability of postconviction remedies a matter
about which the Constitution has nothing to say. I respectfully dissent.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

'

· I hereby certify that on January 25, 2016, I served a copy of the foregoing Exhibit
upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the manner noted:
Shelley Akamatsu
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

EXHIBIT A TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND
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JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ALESIA BUTTS
DE?U1Y

Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV PC 2015-14391
RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S
MOTION TO AMEND
PETITION

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Shelley W. Akarnatsu, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney and does hereby respond to Windom's motion to amend his petition as
follows;

I. Factual and Procedural History
Windom pled guilty to second degree murder on October 4, 2007. Windom received an
aggregate sentence of fixed life with no possibility of parole on December 12, 2007, and timely
appealed his sentence. On April 10, 2009, the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the sentence and
Windom sought review to the Idaho Supreme Court. On March 16, 2011, the Idaho Supreme
Court affirmed Windom's sentence. Remittitur issued July 5, 2011. Over four years later, on
August 18, 2015, Windom filed this petition for post-conviction relief. On August 26, 2015, the
court issued an order conditionally dismissing Windom's petition as untimely. On September 7,
2015, Windom replied to the court's conditional order to dismiss claiming the petition shouldn't
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be dismissed because Windom made a prima facie showing the limitation period should be
equitably tolled in accordance with State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho 576 (1998). The Respondent's
motion for summary judgment was heard on January 11, 2016. The court took the matter under
advisement on that date. On January 26, 2016, Windom filed a motion for leave to amend his
petition. Respondent now files this objection to Windom's motion to amend his petition.

II.
Applicable Legal Standards

Post-conviction proceedings are civil in nature, and therefore are governed by the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure. McKinney v. State, 133 Idaho 695, 699-700, 992 P.2d 144, 148-49
(1999). Pursuant to I.R.C.P. l 5(a), "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by
written consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires."
Motions to amend pleadings are to be liberally granted under I.R.C.P. 15(a). Estate o.f Becker v.

Callahan, 140 Idaho 522, 528, 96 P.3d 623,629 (2004). However, the decision to grant or deny a
motion to amend is left to the sound discretion of the trial court. Jones v. Watson, 98 Idaho 606,
610, 570 P .2d 284, 288 (1977). A proposed amendment which would not entitle the party to the
relief claimed is properly refused. Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 869, 727 P.2d 1293, 1297 (Ct.
App. 1986). Clyne v. State, 2015 Ida. App. Unpub. LEXIS 107, (Idaho Ct. App. Mar. 11, 2015)

III.
Analysis

A.

Statute of Limitations Bars Amendment of Petition

Windom's original petition is untimely under LC. §19-4902. That statute provides in
pertinent part, "[a]n application may be filed at any time within one (1) year from the expiration
oftime for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from the determination of
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proceedings following an appeal, whichever is later." The "determination of an appeal," as used
in LC. § 19-4902(a), means the date the remittitur is issued by the Idaho Supreme Court or Idaho
Court of Appeals. Atkinson v. State, 131 Idaho 222, 223, 953 P .2d 662, 663 (Ct. App. 1998);
State v. Chapman, 128 Idaho 733,734,918 P.2d 605,607 (Ct. App. 1996); State v. Freeman,
122 Idaho 627,629, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992). Determination of proceedings
following an appeal may include a remand of the criminal case to the trial court as a consequence
of the direct appeal from a judgment of conviction, for example, but does not encompass a
separately filed proceeding under the UPCPA. Freeman, 122 Idaho at 629, 836 P.2d at 1090.
As Windom admitted in the petition, his sentence was imposed December 12, 2007. The
Idaho Supreme Court affirmed his conviction on March 16, 2011 and the District Court received
the remittitur on July 5, 2011. Windom filed his application for post-conviction relief on August
18, 2015. His petition is clearly untimely under LC.§ 19-4902(a).
1.) Equitable Tolling

In his original petition, Windom's counsel concluded his petition was timely:
"Because Petitioner has never been represented in any state post-conviction
proceeding, undersigned counsel is assisting pro bona with the filing of this
petition, and the petition is therefore timely. See State v. Dunlap, 131 Idaho
576, 577 (1998) [post-conviction petition of previously unrepresented inmate
is timely when filed within statutory time limit of appointed new counsel.]"
The court indicated Windom' s petition was untimely and would be dismissed absent a
showing the limitation should be equitably tolled. See Court's Order pg. 4. In response,
Windom' s counsel claimed he had made a prima facie showing the limitation period should be
equitably tolled relying solely on Dunlap. The holding in Dunlap is wholly inapplicable in this
case because Windom was not a "capitol" defendant who had a death warrant issue against him.
The entire holding in Dunlap is based upon LC. 19-2719, in the Execution Section in
Chapter 27 of the Idaho Code. Windom's case is solely governed by the Uniform Post-
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Conviction Procedure Act in Chapter 49 of the Idaho Code and has nothing to do with the
"Special Appellate and Post-Conviction Procedures for Capital Cases in LC. 19-2719.
Also, in the petition and reply, Windom's counsel ignored key components of the Dunlap
opinion. The most glaring was the difference between the statute oflimitations in§ LC. 19-2719
and§ LC. 19-4902(a). In capital cases, a defendant only has forty-two days to file both their
direct appeal and their post-conviction case. The purpose of this procedure was to eliminate
unnecessary delay when carrying out a valid death sentence. Id. The Dunlap court pointed out,
the defendant had counsel handling the appeal, and it was these attorneys that failed to file a postconviction case, a ground Dunlap filed in the untimely petition. The court held Dunlap could not
have discovered the post-conviction had not been filed because Dunlap's attorney, at the time,

never told him.
Counsel for Windom claimed the "post-conviction petition of previously unrepresented
inmate is timely when filed within statutory time limit of appointed new counsel." This is
contrary to well established law in the State ofldaho. When "new counsel" is appointed is not
the relevant inquiry.
Counsel for Windom implied the holding in Dunlap required proof a defendant was
notified about filing a post-conviction case in non-capital cases.

This completely misstates the

holding and ignores the factual distinctions in Dunlap. Dunlap had appellate counsel when the
statute of limitations ran, which meant he had a right to effective appellate counsel. In the
petition Dunlap filed and the trial court dismissed, he alleged appellate counsel was ineffective
for failing to file a post-conviction case within forty-two days of the issuance of the death
warrant. He also alleged the time limitation should be equitably tolled because until the new
attorneys were appointed, he could not have otherwise known a post-conviction case had not
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been filed. The Dunlap court then pointed out, the first appeal made no mention of it, the
appellate briefs had not been mailed to Dunlap, and there was no evidence there had been
communication between Dunlap and his then attorneys. These findings were related solely to
whether Dunlap could have known before his appeal was filed, the same deadline for his postconviction case.
Windom's post conviction deadline did not begin until after his appeal had concluded and
his appellate attorneys were no longer representing him, so he had no right to counsel. Where
there is no right to counsel, there can be no deprivation of effective assistance of counsel.
Murphy v. State, 156 Idaho at 395,327 P.3d at 371 (2014). Windom cannot make the same

equitable tolling argument as Dunlap, because he had no right to counsel in the year following
the issuance of the remittitur. Counsel for Windom admitted in the reply he was "unrepresented"
during this time period. Additionally, whether Windom's counsel is acting pro bono is not
relevant to the statute of limitations should be tolled.
Windom's petition claimed his counsel was ineffective during the sentencing hearing, but
failed to articulate why the defendant did not know or a reasonable person would not know about
these claims after the sentencing, during and then after the appeal. Unlike Dunlap, Windom's
appellate counsel sent him the two appellate briefs containing the sentencing issues so Windom
cannot claim he was "unaware" of the issues or could not have discovered them. See
Respondent 's Exhibits I and 2

Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling

where the post-conviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188,190,219 P.3d 1204, 1206
(Ct.App.2009).
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In addition, a year after his State appeals were final, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him of his rights regarding state and federal collateral attacks on
his convictions and their deadlines. Windom did not actually file a state post-conviction petition
until over three years later.
Windom's original petition was untimely. His is now attempting to amend his untimely
petition to include yet another claim without any attempt to address its untimeliness. Counsel for
Windom claimed in her motion that Windom could not have included the Eighth Amendment
claim in his original untimely petition because the Montgomery v. Louisiana was not decided
until January 25, 2016. However, Windom's claim is based on Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct.
546 (2012), which held mandatory life without parole for juvenile homicide offenders violates
the Eight Amendment's prohibition on "cruel and unusual punishments".

Miller was decided in

2012, which prompted attorney Benjamin to write him. Montgomery's holding is only limited to
whether Miller was to be applied retroactively and cannot be used by Windom as a shield to
avoid the requirement of complying with the Statute of Limitations.
The court must deny the motion to amend the petition because he would not be entitled to
any relief under his proposed amendment.
WHEREFORE the Respondent requests that this court deny petitioner's Motion to
amend the Petition.
DATED this

~ a y of February, 2016.

Cfu~

Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.

)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Respondent.

.

)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391

:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITIONER'S MOTION TO
AfvffiND THE PETITION FOR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
PURSUANT TO LC. § 19-4906.
AND REPLY TO STATE'S
RESPONSE

Mr. Windom's proposed amendment should be granted because Montgomery 1
places substantive Eighth Amendment limits on discretionary fixed-life sentences for
juveniles and the proposed amendment would entitle Mr. Windom to the relief claimed.

1577

U.S.

_J

196 L.Ed.2d 599, slip op. 15 (2016).
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Procedural History
Mr. Windom' s petition for post conviction relief was filed on August 18, 2015.

The State filed a motion :dismiss the petition on November 3, 2015. On January 11, 2015,
this Court heard argument on the State's motion to summarily dismiss the petition, and
took the matter under submission. On January 25, 2016, the United States Supreme Court

issued its decision in Mbntgomery v. Louisiana, and Mr. Windom filed his motion for
leave to amend the following dayt on January 26, 2015. The State filed its Response
(hereafter "Response") fo Mt Windom's Motion to Amend on February 5, 2016.
II.

Legal Standards

The legal standards regardmg leave to amend the petition are set forth in the
State's Response to Petitioner's Motion to Amend Petition (Response at p. 2). Leave to
amend ''shall be freely given whenjustice requires!' McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228,
237, quoting Carl H. Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871

(1999). urn the absence of any apparent or declared reasons such as undue delay, bad
faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by
amendment previously allowed, widue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of
allowance of the amendment, and futility of amendment, etc.- the leave sought should, as
the rules require, be freely given."' Ibid.

Ill.

Mr. Wfndom's ,Proposed Montgomery Amendment Entitles Him to Relief
Henrr Montgomery, age 17, killed a police officer and was sentenced to life in

prison without the possibility of parole. After spending almost 50 years in prison. at age
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S MOTION TO
AMEND THE PETITION FOR, POST-CONVICTION RELIEF AND REPLY
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69, Montgomery's life sentence was reversed by the United States Supreme Court and his
case remanded for resentencing. Montgomery v. Louisiana, supra, slip op. at 22 .

.

In so doing, the Supreme Court held not only that Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct.
245 (2012), is a substantive decision that applies retroactively, it also made clear that
Miller ("did more than require a sentencer to consider a juvenile offender's youth before

imposing life without parole; it established that the penological justifications for life
without parole collapse in light of the distinctive attributes of youth." Montgomery. slip
op. at 16. The Court further held that "[e]ven if a court considers a child's age before
sentencing him or her to. a lifetime in prison, that sentence still violates the Eighth

Amendment for a child whose crime reflects unfortunate yet transient immaturity." Id. at
16-17 [internal quotation marks omitted; italics added.].
Montgomery explained that "children are constitutionally different from adults for .

purposes of sentencing," and "these differences result from children's diminished
culpability and greater prospects for reform and are apparent in three primary ways. "2 Id.
2

The three ways are:
"First, children have a 'lack of maturity and an
underdeveloped sense of responsibility/ leading to
recklessness, impulsivity, and heedless risk-taking. Second,
children 'are more vulnerable to negative influences and
outside pressures,' including from their family and peers; they
have limited ·~ontrol over their own environment' and lack
the ability to ex1ricate themselves from honific, crimeproducing .settings. And third, a child's character is not as
'well formed' as an adult's; his traits are 'less fixed' and his
actions less likely to be 'evidence of irretrievable depravity."'

lv.IEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S MOTION TO
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at 14-15 (citingRoperv. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 569-570 (2005) and Graham v. Florida,

560 U.S. 48, 68 {2010).)
According to Montgomery, Miller determined that sentencing a child to life
without parole is "excessive for all but the rare juvenile offender whose crime reflects
irreparable corruption) [citation omitted]. it rendered life without parole an
unconstitutional penalty for a class of defendants because of their status-that is,juvenile

offenders whose crimes reflect the transient immaturity ofyouth. [Citation omitted.]" Id.
at 17 (italics added). The Court noted that although Miller did not absolutely foreclose a
sentencer' s ability to impose life without parole on a juvenile. "a lifetime in prison is a
disproportionate sentence for all but the "rarest of children." Id. at 3 (italics added).

Miller 's conclusion that the sentence of life without parole is disproportionate for the vast
majority ofjuvenile offenders ''raised a grave risk that many are being held in violation of
the Constitution.'' Id. atl 6.

Montgomery now applies Miller to juveniles sentenced to life without parole in
discretionary regimes, and requires that before imposing a fixed-life sentence, the
sentencer must ''take into account how children are different, and how those differences
counsel against irrevocably sentencing them to a lifetime in prison," and this holding is
I

at~

567 U.S.,'
(slip op., at 8) (quoting Roper. supra, at 569-570;
alterations, citations, and some internal quotation marks omitted).
Id. at 15-16.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S MOTION TO
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retroactive. Id. at 20. 3 It follows therefore, that Mr. Windom's life-without-parole
sentence violates the Eighth Amendment. Because Mr. Windom has presented_this claim
one day after the Montgomery decision without out undue delay, bad faith or dilatory
motive on bis part, there is no undue prejudice to the State becaus_e Mr. Windom is

already serving the fixed~life sentence imposed, and Mr. Windom has stated a valid claim
which may entitle him

to relief, his request for leave to amend should be granted.

The State argues that the Montgomery amendment should not be allowed because
the original petition was filed beyond the statute of limitations and is not excused by
equitable tolling.4 (Response 2-6.) However, Idaho's procedural rules cannot operate to
foreclose a Montgomery claim.
In determining that Miller is retroactive, the Supreme Court recognized that the
vast majority of juvenile offenders face punishments that the "law cannot impose upon
0

Moreover, under Montgomery, the mere mention of youth or the existence of
discretion cannot establish that the sentencer gave appropriate mitigating weight to the
characteristics and circumstances of a juvenile's youth. For this reason, even where the
record reflects a sentencer' s view that the juvenile was irredeemable, the sentence must
be revisited because, prior to Miller, such a record does not demonstrate that the sentencer
addressed the presumptive lack of penological justification for sentencing yonng people
to life in prison. Montgomery, slip op. at 18-19..
3

4Tb.e State also repeats its arguments against equitable tolling from its November
3, 2015 Brief in Support:ofMotion for Summary Judgment. Because Mr. Windom
previously addressed those arguments in his November 11, 2015 Response to the State's
brief, and the Court has heard argument and taken the equitable tolling issue tmder
submission, Mr. Windom will not further address the State's equitable tolling arguments
herein. By not doing so, Mr. Windom does not concede the state's points and intends no
waiver of his claim the statute of limitations is equitably tolled and his original petition
should be considered on the merits.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S MOTION TO
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them, and there is a grave .risk that many are being held in violation of the Constitution.
Id. at 17. To remedy this grave risk, the Cowt concluded that a state may either

resentence the juvenile; or provide a mechanism to permit a juvenile offender to be
considered for parole. Id. at 20-21.
In light of what this Court has said in Roper, Graham, and Miller about
how children are constitutionally different from adults in their level of
culpability, ... , prisoners like Montgomery must be given the opportunity
to show their crime did not reflect irreparable corruption; and, if it did not,
their hope for some years of life outside prison walls must be restored.

Id. at 22.

It was for this reason that the Court remanded Mr. Montgomery's case for
resentencing 46 years after the fixed-life sentence was imposed. Accordingly, regardless
of Idaho's procedmal rules for post-conviction relief, the State may not foreclose Mr.
Windom's Montgomery claim by precluding it as time-barred.
The State also suggests that Mr. Windom could and should have included his
Montgomery claim in his original petition because "his claim is based on Miller," which

was decided in 2012, but, in the next breath, argues that Miller applies only to mandatory
fixed-life sentences. ~esponse at 6.) The state cannot have it both ways.
As explained above, Montgomery made clear for the frrst time that not only is

Miller retroactive, but its holdmg now applies to discretionary senten~es as well. Because
the Court did not issue t1li$ decision until January 25, 2016, Mr. Windom's Montgomery
claim could not possibly ·have been raised in 2012.
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Finally, in the event that the State argues that the Montgomery claim was raised on
direct appeal or in the petition for rehearing and is thus barred by res judicata, Mr.
Windom submits that his claim is properly raised on post-conviction relief. See LC. § 194901; Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 766 n.12, 760 P.2d 1174, 1182 (1988) [postconviction relief is not barred where later case law suggests a conviction is unlawful].
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Windom respectfully moves for leave to amend his
· petition for post-conviction relief to add a claim that pursuant the Montgomery decision
announced on January 25. 2016, his fixed-life sentence violates the Eighth Amendment.

Dated: February 15, 2016.

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on February 15. 2016, I seived a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document
upon the attorney named below in the
manner noted:
. .
.

Shelley Akamatsu
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
200 West Front Street; Room 3191
Boise~ ID 83702

_x_ By sending facsimile copies of the same to said attorney at bis facsimile number
208-287-7709.
· And upon the Petitioner at:

Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14·
Boise, ID 83707

....X.. By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.
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KARI MAXWELL

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTKlCT @F)1 v

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4
5
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

6

Petitioner,

7

8

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391

ORDER
DISMISSING PETITION

vs.

9

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

10

Res ondent.

11
12

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Ethan Allen Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

See Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the
Court imposed a fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the
Court of Appeals upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the
Idaho Supreme Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed
the Court of Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March
16, 2011, and the Supreme Court remitted the decision to the Court on July 5, 2011. State v.

Windom, 150 Idaho 873, 253 P.2d 310 (2011). The State Appellate Public Defender represented
him in both appeals.
On July 3, 2012, following the United States Supreme Court decision holding mandatory 1

22
23
24

fixed life sentences for juveniles to be unconstitutional, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him, in relevant part, as follows:
You may have heard that the United States Supreme Court recently decided that
mandatory fixed-life sentences for juveniles are unconstitutional. You do not have a
mandatory fixed life sentence. But, it is possible that Judge Copsey did not consider
all the factors that the Supreme Court says courts should consider before she
imposed your discretionary fixed life sentence.

25
26
27
28
29
30

1

Windom's sentence was not mandated by statute, distinguishing it from the United States Supreme Court decision.

11
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Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a
form to fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file
that petition in the federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You
also might be able to file a state post-conviction petition, but the deadline for that
might have been June 21, 2012. So you might be too late if you haven't filed a state
post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able to file a Rule 35 motion
to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney, Ed Odessey,
to see if he thinks that is advisable.

1

2
3
4
5
6

I spoke to Justin Curtis2 today and he said that he would be writing you too.

7

9

I do not know if any of these court challenges will end up helping you. I write only
out of a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to
see you lose any chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.

10

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order

11

Conditionally Dismissing Petition, Exhibit A (emphasis added). Thus, Windom clearly knew his

12

post-conviction rights and knew time was critical.

8

13

As Dennis Benjamin advised him, Windom filed a federal habeas corpus case pro se in

14

federal court on September 12, 2012. Windom argued that his fixed life sentence was

15

unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D.

16

Idaho, 2014). The Federal District Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently the appeal is

17

still pending.

18

The time to file a post-conviction petition ran no later than July 5, 2012. Windom filed this

19

Petition on August 18, 2015, over three (3) years late. In fact, Windom filed the Petition nearly

20

three (3) years after he filed his own federal habeas corpus case in federal court and over three (3)

21

years after Dennis Benjamin wrote him and informed him about filing a post-conviction petition

22

and habeas. Windom was represented by counsel in filing this Petition. 3

23

Under every view of the evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, Windom's Petition

24

1s untimely and Windom never presented any evidence that supports tolling the statute of

25
26

27
28
29
30

2 Justin

Curtis was a member of the State Appellate Public Defender's office at the time.

3 That his counsel was appearing without compensation is not relevant. In reviewing his response to the State's answer
and motion for summary disposition, in footnote 6, he argued, among other things, that the Court did not "permit"
appointed counsel. That is not true; the record does not support that claim. In fact, Windom never filed a motion in
compliance with statutory authority, LC. §§ 19-4904, 19-852. Because he failed to file a motion or comply with the
statutory requirements, the Court gave Windom additional time to comply with the statute on November 30, 2015.
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1

limitations. The Court notified Windom on August 26, 2015, it intended to dismiss his Petition as

2

untimely and carefully disclosed the grounds for that decision.

3

Windom, represented by counsel, replied on September 8, 2015, and among other things

4

argued that he needed discovery in order to establish that his mental condition prevented him from

5

filing his petition or that there was some other ground to toll the statute.

6

On September 15, 2015, the Court denied Windom's request for discovery finding it was

7

nothing more than a fishing expedition. The Court extended the time for Windom to reply to its

8

notice until October 31, 2015, and provided him with a copy of his presentence report from his

9

criminal case. The State also moved to summarily dismiss Windom's Petition on the basis it was

10

untimely.

11

The Court scheduled oral argument for December 15, 2015. On November 24, 2015,

12

Windom again opposed the potential summary disposition. In support, his attorney attached a copy

13

of the letter Windom received from Dennis Benjamin and copies of medications the Department of

14

Corrections administered to him in 2011. Windom also complained that he did not have the funds

15

to hire an expert.

16

On November 30, 2015, after reviewing his November 24, 2015, response to the State's

17

motion and answer, the Court vacated oral argument to allow Windom the opportunity to comply

18

with the statutory requirements and file the appropriate motion for appointed counsel. Windom's

19

counsel filed a motion to appoint what amounted to substitute counsel. The Court denied the

20

motion and re-scheduled oral argument on the State's motion to summarily dismiss his Petition.

21

The Court heard argument on January 11, 2016, and Windom's pro bono counsel

22

continued to represent him. His attorney alerted the Court to the fact its order denying substitute

23

counsel had significant errors in it. The Court corrected those errors and reissued its decision.

24

On January 26, 2016, the United States Supreme Court issued a new decision, Montgomery

25

v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718, 733-34 (U.S. La. 2016), clarifying its earlier decision, Miller v.

26

Alabama, 567 U.S._,_, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 2460 (2012). The Supreme Court ruled that Miller

27

announced a substantive change in the law and, thus, applied retroactively. Windom's attorney

28

immediately moved to amend his Petition and argued that this new decision tolled the statute of

29

limitations. The State opposed. Windom replied on February 16, 2016.

30
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1

The Court heard argument on February 22, 2016, and took the matter under advisement. As

2

discussed below, Montgomery did not change the holding announced in Miller and, thus, does not

3

apply to Windom's case or change the fact this Petition is untimely. Windom was not subject to a

4

mandatory life sentence. Montgomery does not stand for the proposition that a Court may never

5

impose a life sentence on a juvenile without possibility of parole. At sentencing, while a person

6

may disagree with the Court's sentence, the Court applied reason, considered Windom's youth, the

7

horrific nature of the crime that reflected "irretrievable depravity" and exercised discretion to

8

sentence Windom. The Court denies his motion to amend because amendment would not change

9

the outcome. Amendment is futile; the Petition is untimely.
The Court takes judicial notice of the attached transcript of the sentencing hearing in the

10
11

underlying case, Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No. H0700274).

12

Having reviewed the Petition, argument, and any evidence in a light most favorable to

13

Windom, the Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief

14

because his Petition is untimely and the statute was not tolled. LC. § 19-4906(2). The Court further

15

finds there was no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be served by any further

16

proceedings. Therefore, the Court dismisses his Petition.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

17

Ethan Allen Windom was nearly 17 years old4 when he brutally murdered his mother. On

18
19

appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court summarized the facts of this murder, in relevant part, as follows:

20

Ethan Windom (Windom) lived alone with his divorced mother, Judith Windom
(Judith). In late 2006, sixteen-year old Windom was diagnosed as suffering from
anxiety and a major depressive disorder with no psychotic features. He was
prescribed medications appropriate to those conditions. His counselor expressed
concern that Windom may be a psychopath, and noted that if so, his condition was
not treatable.

21

22
23
24

Windom was fascinated by serial killers, psychopaths, and schizophrenics.
Beginning in the eighth grade, he modeled aspects of his daily life upon the habits
of the protagonist in the movie American Psycho, carrying a briefcase to school,
maintaining a specific hygiene routine, and using particular brands of hygiene
products and luggage. He kept a day planner within which he wrote about "kill[ing]
everyone" and "see[ing] how" human organs would taste. The day planner

25
26
27

28
29

30

4

Windom's birthday is February 15, 1990, making him 16 years and 11 months ofage at the time of the murder.
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contained sketched figures of naked women being tortured and killed in gruesome
ways.
Windom had an aggressive relationship with his mother. He bullied her into buying
him the expensive personal hygiene products and accessories he knew from
American Psycho, and intimidated her into occupying their home's smallest
bedroom. He dominated the remaining spaces in the home. He repeatedly told his
friends that he wanted his mother dead. Windom's father, Judith's ex-husband,
testified that on more than one occasion, she had expressed fear that Windom
would kill her as she slept.
On the evening of January 24, 2007, Windom experienced a strong urge to kill. He
took five times his normal dose of anti-anxiety medication. He considered seeking
out "bums" to kill, but feared that his mother would stop him. Instead, Windom
fashioned a club by attaching several weights to the end of a dumbbell. He collected
two knives and took the club to Judith's bedroom. Windom placed his hand over
his mother's mouth while she slept and began to beat her in the face with the club.
When his arms tired from the weight, he took one of the knives and stabbed her
repeatedly in the throat, chest, and abdomen. Eventually convinced that Judith was
dead, Windom removed his hand from what he "thought was her mouth" and thrust
the second knife into her exposed brain.
Windom then changed the home's answering machine message to relate that he and
his mother had unexpectedly left town to deal with family issues. He called a friend
and left her a voicemail stating that he would not meet her as was their normal
morning routine. He then attempted to hitchhike to his father's house and
eventually walked there. Upon arriving, Windom told his father that someone had
attacked Judith and that she was dead. After Windom's father called the police,
Windom was arrested and interrogated. Later that day, he confessed to the murder.
He was charged as an adult with first-degree murder, eventually pleading guilty to
an amended charge of second-degree murder.
While he was incarcerated, two mental health professionals assessed Windom. The
first, Dr. Craig Beaver, a licensed psychologist, tentatively diagnosed him as
suffering from schizophrenia, paranoid type. Dr. Beaver observed that Windom's
symptoms appeared to be in partial remission as he was stabilized by the
antipsychotic medication administered during his incarceration. Dr. Beaver opined
that the murder occurred during a psychotic break. He noted that research
demonstrates that individuals with similar psychiatric illnesses change and modify
as they age, and their risk for future violence diminishes "precipitously" after they
tum thirty. Dr. Beaver expressed concern that Windom would present a threat of
violent behavior if he were to stop regularly taking medication.
The second mental health professional, Dr. Michael Estess, is a psychiatrist. He
first met Windom a few days after his arrest. At that time, Dr. Estess viewed
Windom as "acutely psychotic." Dr. Estess viewed Windom as suffering from "an
evolving paranoid, psychotic, delusional illness." Dr. Estess opined that the murder
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was "entirely a product of [Windom' s] inappropriate, disorganized, illogical and
psychotic process that was evolving above and beyond his control." Dr. Estess
viewed Windom as having been "perfectly compliant" with all of his treatment
recommendations. Finally, Dr. Estess opined that Windom was a "good candidate
for treatment, both inpatient and outpatient" and expressed his belief that Windom
"would be compliant with treatment recommendation" regardless of whether he
were incarcerated.
State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873, 874-75, 253 P.3d 310, 311-12 (2011).

7

In affirming the Court's sentence, the Supreme Court noted that the Court spent a great

8

deal of time explaining its decision and made clear that it understood the gravity of what it was

9

doing. The Supreme Court observed:

10
11
12
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As a prelude to its lengthy sentencing remarks, the district court explicitly noted
that it was exercising its sentencing discretion, stating:
I have considered the nature of the offense. I have considered the mental
health issues. I have considered mitigating and aggravating factors. I have
considered in mitigation, for example, the relative youth. I have considered
the fact that he does not have a long criminal record. And I have to say it is
the most difficult case I have ever had. Ever. It will haunt me forever. Not
just the pictures of the crime scene and what you did to your mom, but the
entirety of the case.
It is particularly difficult in this case because, as [the prosecutor] pointed out,
I am presented with four different mental health diagnoses in the presentence
report, or four different mental health professionals who have had contact
with Mr. Windom at various times who have come to either a different
diagnosis or a different prognosis.
The court then conducted an extended examination of the evidence relating to
Windom's mental health including the differing diagnoses reached by the mental
health professionals who worked with Windom prior to the murder and those who
saw him later, the circumstances of the murder and Windom's behavior following
the crime, including the manner in which he conducted himself during the
interviews with law enforcement officers and the content of his statements to
investigating officers. The district court concluded:
I don't know which mental health professional has it right. But I tend to agree
with [the prosecutor], assuming that Dr. Beaver and Dr. Estess are correct and
Mr. Windom is a paranoid schizophrenic, as Dr. Beaver indicated, the safety
of society requires a couple [of] things. If Mr. Windom is let out, the safety of
society, according to Dr. Beaver, requires that first he be treated by a mental
health professional who really has it right and we can have no assurances of
that. The second thing is that he actually takes his medications and that they

30
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actually work and that he doesn't play with his medications. And I don't
know that I'm willing to trust that.
My primary concern in a sentencing like this is protection of society. Mental
health professionals cannot guarantee that Ethan Windom will be compliant
or his medications will work or that he will be under proper treatment. We
know in jail he has continued to titrate his medications. We know that he was
not compliant before he entered incarceration. We know that he is still
isolated from others. We know that he has continued on occasion to have bad
thoughts even while in jail. We know that the only reason-we know that he
is compliant because his medications are being injected. I cannot gamble that
Ethan Windom will be compliant or that he will receive the proper care or
that the medications will continue to work against some potential victim.
Society deserves better than that.
Fixed life is-it is one of the harshest sentences that we can hand down and
it's reserved only for those offenses that are so egregious that it demands an
exceptionally high measure of retribution, or that the evidence indicates that
the offender cannot successfully be monitored in society to reduce the risk to
those who come in contact with him and that imprisonment until death is the
only way to insure that we are protecting society. In my view that is the case
here.
.. . [This murder] is so brutal and so heinous that I believe that a fixed life
sentence is appropriate. I do not do that lightly. I have only on one other
occasion given fixed life and it was for these similar reasons.
From these comments, it is evident that the district court was conscious of our
earlier decisions holding that a fixed life sentence may be appropriate both when
there is a high degree of certainty that the defendant can never be released safely
into society and when the nature of the offense warrants such punishment. It is
equally evident that the district court believed that both circumstances existed in
this case. Windom asserts that the sentence imposed by the district court was an
impermissible "judicial hedge against uncertainty" and argues that the district court
abused its discretion, noting his expressed remorse for his crime, his youth, his
rehabilitative potential and the evidence that his mental illness resulted in the
murder. The State responds that the trial court properly considered each of the
sentencing factors and reasonable minds may differ as to its conclusion that a
determinate life sentence was warranted. Thus, the State concludes that the
sentence cannot be deemed to represent an abuse of discretion.

Id. at 876-77, 253 P.3d at 313-14. The Supreme Court observed that this Court carefully
considered a lot more than just Windom's youth. In particular, this Court focused on Windom's
potential for rehabilitation. The Supreme Court wrote:
In this case, although the trial court had evidence before it including the opinions of
two well-regarded mental health professionals regarding Windom's rehabilitative
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potential, it was the judge who bore the heavy burden of evaluating whether
Windom would actually comply with rehabilitative programming and whether such
programming would reduce his risk of future violent behavior to an acceptable
level. [footnote omitted] Although Windom and the dissent rely heavily on these
opinions, the trial court engaged in a lengthy discussion of other evidence casting
doubt that Windom possessed the rehabilitative potential reflected in the opinions
advanced by Drs. Beaver and Estess.
The district court's comments reflect that it was not wholly persuaded of the
accuracy of their shared diagnosis of schizophrenia, paranoid type. The trial court
discussed the differing diagnoses of Windom's earlier treating mental health
professionals and the "tentative" diagnosis advanced by Dr. Beaver.
When considering the opinions that Windom' s crime was the product of a psychotic
break, the trial court considered the differing diagnoses of Windom's earlier
treating mental health professionals as well as the evidence that Windom had
planned and looked forward to the murder of his mother. For months preceding the
murder, he had intimidated and bullied her, forcing her to move into the smallest
bedroom while he dominated the other spaces in their home. He drew in his day
planner graphic images of tortured women. He told friends and even his brother that
he despised his mother and that he wanted her dead. Windom was so brazen that
even his mother-his eventual victim-told Windom's father that she feared he
might kill her while she slept. The trial court cited evidence suggesting that
Windom had studied the symptoms of mental illness and believed he could use
them as a guise if he was ever in trouble with the law. During his interviews with
police. he mentioned that he had researched the symptoms of schizophrenia, and
when pressed by an officer about whether "another part of Ethan" killed his mother,
he laughingly replied that "MPD, multiple personality disorder, don't work."
Additionally, it appeared that Windom modeled some of his conduct prior to and
after the murder in the likeness of the serial-killer protagonist from a movie called
American Psycho. Based upon the district court's sentencing comments, it is
evident that the court did not reject the possibility that Windom believed that he
could mimic the brutal murders committed by the American Psycho protagonist and
evade punishment by simulating a mental illness. The court also noted that
Windom's logic, responsiveness. and demeanor during the several interviews in the
hours following the murder were suggestive that Windom may not have been
actively psychotic.
The trial court further noted that even if Windom did suffer from a treatable mental
health condition, both expert opinion and the course of Windom's treatment
indicated that the condition of his illness and his treatment regime would require
meticulous oversight. During incarceration, Windom's medication regime required
titration, or monitoring of its efficacy and appropriate adjustment, several times.
The Court noted evidence in the record that Windom was resistant to
recommendations of Dr. Estess and others that he integrate with other juveniles and
"go out into the yard and exercise" so that they could evaluate his behavior. The
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district court observed that before the murder, Windom had abused medications
prescribed to treat his mental health by adjusting dosages and combining them with
other substances. Although defense counsel pointed out that Windom had been
compliant with his pharmacological regime while incarcerated, the court did not
consider this to be a strong indication of his future compliance with the
requirements imposed by mental health professionals. Rather, the district court
pointed out that Windom's compliance was merely the passive receipt of
medication by way of injection.

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

Id. at 878-79, 253 P.3d at 315-16 (emphasis added).

ANALYSIS

8
9

Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely; Windom does not claim they are

10

timely. The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, LC. §19-4902, requires a petition for

11

post-conviction relief be filed within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or

12

from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,

13

whichever is later. See also Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.

14

2003); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"

15

referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122

16

Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823

17

P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992).

18

All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g., Hauschulz v. State,

19

144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus, the issues presented by this Petition

20

stem from matters that occurred over seven and one-half (7 Vi) years ago and are untimely. The

21

failure to file a timely petition is a basis for dismissal of the petition. Evensiosky v. State, 136

22

Idaho 189, 30 P.3d 967 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App.

23

2003). Furthermore, to the extent he challenges this Court's sentence, he actually challenged his

24

sentence on appeal and lost. Post-conviction is also not the appropriate mechanism to challenge

25

the Court's sentencing decision, and the doctrine of res judicata precludes Windom from re-

26

litigating an issue already decided. LC. §19-4901(b)5; State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, _ , 966 P.2d

27

1, 23 (1998).

28
29
30
11

5

LC. §19-4901 (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on
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The fact Windom filed a federal habeas corpus action does not extend the statute of

2

limitations. The case law is clear. Where there has been a post-judgment motion or proceeding in a

3

criminal action, the order entered on the post-judgment matter, like in a habeas corpus action,

4

ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the

5

judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d

6

743, 745 (Ct. App. 2003); Cf Fox v. State, 129 Idaho 881, 934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding

7

a post-conviction petition was untimely because the limitation period was measured from the

8

judgment of conviction, and claims challenging the judgment were barred). It is thus established

9

that where there has been a post-judgment motion or proceeding in a criminal action, the order

1O

entered on the post-judgment matter ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-

11

conviction action pertaining to the judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Id.

12

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief -- one filed outside of the one-year

13

limitation period -- must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be

14

equitably tolled. Peregrina v. State, 158 Idaho 948, 354 P.2d 510 (Ct. App. 2015); Evensiosky v.

15

State, 136 Idaho 189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88

16

P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). In this case, Windom claims the statute of limitations was

17

equitably tolled. 6

18

Idaho appellate courts recognize the statute of limitations applicable to post-conviction

19

may be equitably tolled in several circumstances. First, where the petitioner was incarcerated in an

20

out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials, the time is

21

tolled. See Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 536, 944 P.2d 127, 133 (Ct. App. 1997).

22

Windom does not base his tolling claim on this circumstance. Second, Idaho courts hold

23

the time tolled where a mental disease or psychotropic medication prevented the petitioner from

24

timely pursuing challenges to the conviction. See Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381, 385, 924 P.2d

25
26
27
28
29
30
11

the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."
6 Windom complains that the State never addressed the merits of his underlying claims. However, untimeliness
deprives a court of jurisdiction and until the timeliness issue is resolved, neither the State nor the Court should address
the merits. I.A.R. 21; Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 652, 239 P.3d 448,450 (Ct. App. 2010); State v. Payan, 128
Idaho 866,867,920 P.2d 82, 83 (Ct. App. 1996); State v. Fuller, 104 Idaho 891,665 P.2d 190 (Ct. App. 1983).
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1225, 1229 (Ct. App. 1996). Windom claims his mental condition or the medications prescribed

2

prevented him from timely pursuing post-conviction relief. In cases where equitable tolling is

3

allowed, the petitioner must establish that he or she was unable to timely file a petition due to

4

extraordinary circumstances beyond his or her effective control, or show that the facts underlying

5

the claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650,

6

653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). Windom does not allege that the State unlawfully hid

7

facts underlying his claims.

8

Windom generally contends the statute of limitations was equitably tolled7 because he was

9

young, diagnosed with schizophrenia, taking psychotropic medication, inexperienced in the law,

1O

had ineffective appellate counsel, suffered from ongoing mental health issues and some as yet

11

undisclosed conditions of confinement. 8 He failed to support his claims with any specific evidence

12

that he was incompetent throughout his confinement and, in fact, provided no support for any of

13

these claims at all. To date, the appellate courts in Idaho have not recognized that being young,

14

inexperienced in the law, or represented by inadequate appellate counsel, toll the statute of

15
16
17

Windom initially relied on Dunlap v. State, 131 Idaho 576, 577, 961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998). As previously
observed by the Court, Dunlap is a capital case governed by a specific statute, LC. § 19-2719(3), which explicitly
creates a discovery exception as follows:
7

18

(3) Within forty-two (42) days of the filing of the judgment imposing the punishment of death, and
before the death warrant is filed, the defendant must file any legal or factual challenge to the
sentence or conviction that is known or reasonably should be known. The defendant must file any
claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel within forty-two (42) days of the Idaho supreme
court issuing the final remittitur in the unified appeal from which no further proceedings except
issuance of a death warrant are ordered.

19
20
21
22
23
24

LC. § 19-2719(3) (emphasis added). Furthermore, Dunlap was not a tolling case; the issue on appeal was whether
Dunlap knew that his appellate and post-conviction attorney had failed to file a post-conviction petition. His claim was
ineffective assistance of appellate and post-conviction counsel. The statute that applies to Windom's case is LC.§ 194908 which provides in relevant part as follows:
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his original,
supplemental or amended application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so raised, or knowingly,
voluntarily and intelligently waived in the proceeding that resulted in the conviction or sentence or in
any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure relief may not be the basis for a subsequent
application, unless the court finds a ground for relief asserted which for sufficient reason was not
asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or amended application.

25
26
27

28
29
30

LC. § 19-4908. Nothing in that statute provides a discovery exception like the one in the statute applicable to death
penalty cases, LC. § 19-2719(4). Thus, Dunlap, does not apply.
To the extent he complains that at the time he was arrested, he was housed separately from the adult population, such
complaints are irrelevant. He is now twenty-six and at the time the statute ran he was twenty-two years old.
8

11
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limitations for post-conviction. Similarly, Idaho appellate courts soundly rebuff petitioner

2

arguments that statute of limitations are tolled by language barriers or ignorance of the law. See

3

Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 958, 88 P.3d 776, 777 (Ct. App. 2003); Reyes v. State, 128 Idaho

4

413,414, 913 P.2d 1183, 1184 (Ct. App. 1996).

5

After the Supreme Court issued the Montgomery decision, Windom supplemented his

6

contention that the statute was tolled and now also argues that this decision applies to his case,

7

thus tolling the statute and that he should be allowed to amend his Petition. As discussed below,

8

the Court finds the Supreme Court Montgomery decision does not change the outcome or

9

Windom's tolling arguments. Therefore, amendment would be futile. Windom's Petition is

10

untimely.

11

I.

Windom presents no facts to support tolling the statute of limitations.

12

Like his burden of proof on the Petition itself, Windom also has to prove that facts exist to

13

support his claim the statute of limitations is tolled. To sustain his burden of proof, Windom must

14

support his allegations with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v. State, 146 Idaho 95, 99,

15

190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d 1165, 1169 (Ct.

16

App. 1994); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App. 1994). It is not

17

enough to allege that a witness would have testified to certain events, or would have rebutted

18

certain statements made at trial, without providing through affidavit non-hearsay evidence of the

19

substance of the witness' testimony. Windom's arguments thus far contain "only bare and

20

conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by factually based affidavits, records, or other admissible

21

evidence." As the State argued, it appears that Windom's argument is "I need more time and I

22

need money to determine whether I have a basis to toll the statute."

23

Windom even failed to indicate the duration of any of these alleged conditions. For

24

example, the murder occurred over nine (9) years ago. Windom is presently twenty-six (26) years

25

old. Thus, even if Idaho case law recognized youth as a basis to toll the statute, Windom's age

26

does not equitably toll the statute; he turned eighteen before the statute of limitations ran.

27

Furthermore, in support of his Petition, his step-mother, father and grand-parents all testify that he

28

has matured into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring individual. Finally, to the extent

29

Windom suggests that the State "waived" the arguments because its brief was one day late, the

30

suggestion is specious. The ,Court had already given notice of its intent to dismiss on the same
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1

basis, and the Court is not limited to the arguments made by the State. See e.g., Martinez v. State,

2

130 Idaho 530, 533, 944 P.2d 127, 130 (Ct. App. 1997). Furthermore, the Court may sua sponte

3

initiate summary disposition. Id.

4

However, for the purpose of this decision, the Court assumed Windom takes psychotropic

5

medications and that he suffers from mental disorders. Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531

6

P.2d 1187, 1190 (1975); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 532, 944 P.2d 127, 129 (Ct. App.

7

1997); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 88, 741 P.2d 374, 375 (Ct. App. 1987). Those facts still do

8

not support tolling the statute in this case.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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24
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A.

Windom's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of
the Petition.

The State contends that Windom failed to exercise due diligence and that his own actions
caused or contributed to the untimeliness of his Petition. The Court agrees. The State relies, in
part, on Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). In response,
Windom seems to argue that Amboh stands for the proposition that counsel's failure to exercise
due diligence equitably tolls the statute of limitations. However, that is not what this case says.
The Supreme Court found that Amboh himself failed to exercise due diligence because
Amboh knew that his attorney failed to timely appeal the underlying conviction and still failed to
timely file his post-conviction petition.
Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188, 190, 219
P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct. App. 2009) (even assuming petitioner did not have access to
Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-of-state for less than four months, he
still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to do so); Leer v. State,
148 Idaho 112, 115, 218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct. App. 2009) (petitioner demonstrated
the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable
to timely file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective
control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at 385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536,
944 P.2d at 133, or the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner
by unlawful state action, Charboneau, 144 Idaho at 904, 174 P.3d at 874. None of
these analogous circumstances are present in Amboh's case. As of August 2007,
Amboh was informed in writing that his trial counsel had not filed a timely appeal
from the judgment of conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his
opportunity for appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even though the defense

~1
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attorney may have contributed confusion by pointlessly filing an untimely notice of
appeal, if Amboh had exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that
the appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a post-conviction
action expired. Instead, despite having been notified that his appeal was filed after
the appeal deadline, Amboh waited for nearly one and a half years before he made
any inquiry about the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact that this appeal
was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh's failure to file a timely petition
raising his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not due to an
extraordinary circumstance beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In
this circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate.
Amboh, 149 Idaho at 653, 239 P.3d at 451 (emphasis added). The fact that Amboh was informed

of his post-conviction rights was not cited as a basis for the appellate court's decision.
However, even if being advised of his rights was integral to the Supreme Court's Amboh
decision, in this case, Dennis Benjamin clearly and unequivocally informed Windom more than
three (3) years before he actually filed his Petition about his right to file for post-conviction relief
and his concern that the time may have run. Therefore, applying the reasoning in Amboh, Windom
failed to diligently pursue post-conviction and his Petition is untimely due to his own lack of
diligence. Waiting over three (3) years after he filed his federal habeas case and even appealed that
case, demonstrates Windom failed to act diligently in pursuing post-conviction relief.
B.

Martinez v. Ryan does not apply; Windom's due process rights are not violated
by applying the statute of limitations.

19

Windom argues that the United States Supreme Court case, Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct.

20

1309 (2012) applies. However, it does not apply. The Martinez case is limited to federal habeas

21

corpus cases and the role federal courts play in reviewing the constitutionality of a state prisoner's

22

conviction and sentence. Generally, federal courts follow the "doctrine of procedural default". This

23

doctrine precludes a federal court from reviewing the .merits of claims that a state court declined to

24

hear or consider because the prisoner failed to comply with a state procedural rule.

25
26
27
28

29
30

Federal habeas courts reviewing the constitutionality of a state prisoner's
conviction and sentence are guided by rules designed to ensure that state-court
judgments are accorded the finality and respect necessary to preserve the integrity
of legal proceedings within our system of federalism. These rules include the
doctrine of procedural default, under which a federal court will not review the
merits of claims, including constitutional claims, that a state court declined to hear
because the prisoner failed to abide by a state procedural rule. See, e.g., Coleman,
supra, at 747-748, 111 S.Ct. 2546; Sykes, supra, at 84-85, 97 S.Ct. 2497. A state
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e
court's invocation of a procedural rule to deny a prisoner's claims precludes federal
review of the claims if, among other requisites, the state procedural rule is a
nonfederal ground adequate to support the judgment and the rule is firmly
established and consistently followed. See, e.g., Walker v. Martin, 562 U.S._,
_ , 131 S.Ct. 1120, 1127-1128, 179 L.Ed.2d 62 (2011); Beard v. Kindler, 558
U.S._,_, 130 S.Ct. 612, 617---618, 175 L.Ed.2d 417 (2009).

1

2
3
4

5

Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1316. The Martinez case considered one exception to that general

6

rule.

7

Martinez involved an Arizona prisoner. In Arizona, unlike Idaho, defendants cannot assert

8

ineffective assistance of counsel claims on direct appeal and can only raise that issue on post-

9

conviction. In Martinez, the Supreme Court ruled that in that narrow set of cases where a prisoner

10

cannot raise ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal and where the ineffective assistance

11

of counsel claim is substantial, the procedural default doctrine may not apply. Only in those

12

narrow set of cases, the federal court may hear the claim.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

[W]hen a State requires a prisoner to raise an ineffective-assistance-of-trial-counsel
claim in a collateral proceeding, a prisoner may establish cause for a default of an
ineffective-assistance claim in two circumstances. The first is where the state courts
did not appoint counsel in the initial-review collateral proceeding for a claim of
ineffective assistance at trial. The second is where appointed counsel in the initialreview collateral proceeding, where the claim should have been raised, was
ineffective under the standards of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104
S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984). To overcome the default, a prisoner must also
demonstrate that the underlying ineffective-assistance-of-trial-counsel claim is a
substantial one, which is to say that the prisoner must demonstrate that the claim
has some merit. Cf. Miller-El v. Cockrell, 537 U.S. 322, 123 S.Ct. 1029, 154
L.Ed.2d 931 (2003) (describing standards for certificates of appealability to issue).
Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1318-19.

However, in Idaho, unlike in Arizona, defendants enjoy the right to raise ineffective
assistance of counsel claims either on post-conviction or on direct appeal.

25

A defendant may raise the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel at trial either on
direct appeal or in a petition for post-conviction relief, but not both.

26

Matthews v. State, 122 Idaho 801, 806, 839 P.2d 1215, 1220 (1992). Therefore, Idaho prisoner

27

cases are distinguishable and Martinez does not apply. In addition, in Martinez, the United States

28

Supreme Court also observed as follows:

29
30

Other States appoint counsel if the claims have some merit to them or the state
habeas trial court deems the record worthy of further development. . . . Hust v.

'.l 1
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e
State, 147 Idaho 682, 683-684, 214 P .3d 668, 669-670 (2009) .... It is likely that
most of the attorneys appointed by the courts are qualified to perform, and do
perform, according to prevailing professional norms; and, where that is so, the
States may enforce a procedural default in federal habeas proceedings.

1

2
3
4

Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1319.

5

As previously noted, Windom appealed to both the Court of Appeals and to the Idaho

6

Supreme Court challenging his sentence. In both cases, the State Appellate Public Defender

7

represented him. Not only were his due process rights not violated, but a federal court would be

8

barred by the doctrine of procedural default from examining application of the statute of

9

limitations to Windom's post-conviction claims. Martinez does not change that analysis.

C.

10
11

Windom claims he was under the influence of medications, Cogentin, Prozac and

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Resperdal, at least in 2011, and that he suffers from a mental defect that effectively tolled the
statute. However, the bar for equitable tolling based on mental defect or use of psychotropic
medications is high. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582, 114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct. App.
2005).
It is not enough to show that compliance was simply made more difficult on
account of a mental condition. We hold that in order for the statute of limitation
under the UPCP A to be tolled on account of a mental illness, an unrepresented
petitioner must show that he suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered
him incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or
otherwise rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's mental
illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action; any period
following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the equitable tolling
criteria will count toward the limitation period.

Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140 (emphasis added). In other words, even if
Windom established he suffered from a mental defect or was under the influence of medication,
the tolling ends once the condition ends. In this case, the problem Windom faces is that he actually
filed a federal habeas case three (3) years before he filed this Petition. Idaho case law is clear, the
act of initiating any legal action demonstrates a petitioner's competency.
The question is whether Windom made a prima facie showing that his mental health or use
of psychotropic medications actually prevented him from filing his petition within the limitations

30
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1

period. See Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 216-17, 335 P.3d 57, 61-62 (Ct. App. 2014). However,

2

Windom presented no admissible evidence supporting his claim. Mahler demonstrates how high

3

the bar is.
We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his
post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired.
[footnote omitted] Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became
able to pursue a post-conviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was
provided help in 2011. He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly,
based solely on the admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court,
Mahler may have taken many months to file his petition after the right to do so was
adequately explained to him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to
communicate orally upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when
this inability ended.

4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13

Id. (emphasis added). The Court continued:
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

Id.

24

Idaho appellate courts clearly hold that mental incapacity does not equitably toll the statute

25

of limitations where a defendant timely files a pro se motion for appointment of post-conviction

26

counsel or otherwise demonstrates his mental capacity at some point in the past. The Court of

27

Appeals ruled even filing a pro se motion for counsel demonstrates a petitioner's mental alertness.

28

See Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct. App. 2009).

29
30
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1

Significantly, even assuming Windom was under the influence of psychotropic medications

2

or suffered from mental illness, 9 in September 2012, Windom filed a federal habeas action prose.

3

Filing a post judgment motion or initiating a post judgment proceeding, clearly demonstrates that

4

at least in September 2012, Windom exhibited the appropriate mental capacity to pursue legal

5

relief. In Idaho, where a defendant claiming mental incapacity timely files a pro se motion for

6

appointment of post-conviction counsel, his mental incapacity does not toll the statute of

7

limitations because this act demonstrates the petitioner's mental alertness. See Leer v. State, 148

8

Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct. App. 2009). Thus, even assuming the statute was tolled by his use

9

of psychotropic medications or by his diagnosis prior to September 2012, as of September 2012,

10

any tolling ended 10 when he exhibited his mental capacity by filing a federal habeas action.

11

Windom filed this Petition nearly three (3) years later. Additionally, Dennis Benjamin clearly

12

notified him about his post-conviction rights in his letter.

13

An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because his counsel's affidavit, as well as the

14

record, establishes that he was competent enough to understand his legal right to bring action at

15

least in September 2012. Based on the fact that not only did he apparently understand his right to

16

file a habeas action in response to Dennis Benjamin's letter but that he actually did file the action,

17

even assuming he was taking the medications listed or that he suffered from a mental condition.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

To the extent Windom complains that this Court failed to provide him funds to hire an expert or do some unidentified
discovery, the Court notes that when he filed this Petition, Windom supported it with August 2015 affidavits from
Craig Beaver, Ph.D. and Timothy Ashaye, M.D. (albeit pro bono as well). Neither opined as to his present condition
or what his condition would have been during the relevant time frame. The Court further notes that, other than vaguely
talking about the need for experts, at no time has Windom specifically requested funds or indicated what he needed in
any particular way or how much he needed or for what he needed these funds. The Court is not required to simply
provide a petitioner or defendant with a blank check to go on a fishing expedition.
9

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that such assistance is not "automatically mandatory, but rather depends upon [the]
needs of the defendant as revealed by the facts and circumstances of each case." State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 838,
537 P.2d 1369, 1374 (1975) (murder case). In ruling on a specific request, the trial court considers the defendant's
needs and the facts and circumstances of the case, and then decides whether an adequate defense is available to the
defendant without the assistance of the requested expert or investigative aid. State v. Olin, 103 Idaho 391, 395, 648
P.2d 203,207 (1982). Such "a denial ofa defendant's request for expert assistance or investigative assistance will not
be disturbed absent a showing that the trial court abused its discretion by rendering a decision which is clearly
erroneous and unsupported by the circumstances of the case." Id.
Windom misapprehends the effect of tolling. Even where a petitioner meets the heavy burden and establishes the
statute was tolled for some reason outside his or her control, the statute of limitations period does not begin again. A
petitioner must act and diligently pursue his or her rights. As previously discussed, Windom failed to diligently pursue
his rights.
10

11
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1

The fact is that he filed the habeas action pro se. Windom provided no explanation why being

2

competent enough to file the federal habeas action did not also mean that he could have filed a

3

petition for post-conviction relief.

4

Therefore, Windom' s Petition is time-barred and no evidentiary hearing is required.

5

D.

6

Finally, as previously observed, even if timely, to the extent that he claims the Court's

7

8
9

10

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

sentence is excessive, res judicata bars that claim as well. Idaho law applies res judicata to
criminal and post-conviction cases. State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, 9 n. 1, 966 P.2d 1, 9 n. 1 (1998).
II.

The recent Montgomery case does not change the Court's tolling analysis; any
amendment is futile and the motion to amend is denied.

11

On January 25, 2016, the United States Supreme Court issued the Montgomery decision.

12

Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718 (U.S. La. 2016). In response to that new decision,

13

Windom immediately moved to amend his Petition to allege his sentence violated the Eighth

14

Amendment. The State opposed. If amending his Petition to include an Eighth Amendment claim

15

would not change the Court's analysis, such amendment would be futile and should be denied.

16

A.

17

The Montgomery decision does not change the actual holding in Miller. In Montgomery,

18

the Supreme Court simply ruled that Miller announced a new substantive constitutional law that

19

applied retroactively to all juveniles who had been sentenced under a mandatory statutory scheme.

20

Like the defendant in Miller, but unlike Windom, Montgomery was sentenced under a sentencing

21

law that mandated fixed life without the possibility of parole. As the Supreme Court observed:

22

The Montgomery case only holds that Miller announced a new substantive law.

24

In Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S.--, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 183 L.Ed.2d 407 (2012), the
Court held that a juvenile convicted of a homicide offense could not be sentenced
to life in prison without parole absent consideration of the juvenile's special
circumstances in light of the principles and purposes of juvenile sentencing.

25

Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718, 725 (U.S. La. 2016) (emphasis added). If Montgomery's

26

reasoning applied to Windom and would have changed the outcome or required the Court's

27

sentence to be overturned, the statute may have been tolled and, thus, amendment would be

28

appropriate. However, Montgomery's holding does not apply to Windom and, in any event, does

29

not change the outcome of the tolling analysis.

23

30
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1

Windom pled guilty to second degree murder and was never exposed to a mandatory life

2

sentence without possibility of parole. In fact, the Court had a great deal of discretion in sentencing

3

Windom. The record establishes that Windom's sentence was the result of an exercise of

4

discretion. Furthermore, as the Court's sentencing comments prove, the Court in fact considered

5

Windom' s "special circumstances", considered the possibility of rehabilitation, and properly

6

applied Windom's special factors to determine Windom's sentence. Thus, on its face, Montgomery

7

does not apply to Windom and the statute is not tolled by this case.

8

Moreover, while Windom suggests that Montgomery announced new standards for

9

imposing a fixed life sentence to a juvenile and that this Court failed to apply those standards, he

10
11

12

is incorrect.

B.

Windom's actions did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth" and the
facts establish that this is one of those rare cases where fixed life is
appropriate.

13

At sentencing, the Court carefully disclosed its reasoning. The transcript proves that in

14

reaching its sentencing decision, the Court in fact applied the heightened standards and factors

15

identified in Montgomery and previously in Miller. In a lengthy sentencing, the Court, in effect,

16

found that Windom's crime did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth". The Court carefully

17

weighed Windom's potential for rehabilitation and his potential danger to the community. Neither

18

Miller nor Montgomery precludes a fixed life sentence for a juvenile or finds such a sentence

19

categorically violates the Eighth Amendment. Even the Montgomery Court acknowledged that

20

Miller specifically recognized: " ... a sentencer might encounter the rare juvenile offender who

21

exhibits such irretrievable depravity that rehabilitation is impossible and life without parole is

22

justified." Montgomery, 136 S.Ct. at 733-34.

23

Thus, while clearly such a sentence should be reserved for the rare case, in fact, both

24

Montgomery and Miller clearly recognize that life without parole may be appropriate in some

25

limited circumstances. Those circumstances existed here. This case was that rare case that justifies

26

imposing life without parole for a juvenile.

27

28

29
30
'U
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1

The sentencing transcript11 confirms this Court carefully considered his special

2

circumstances, including his youth, mental health and relative lack of significant criminal history.

3

In fact, the Court noted during sentencing that it reviewed the psychological reports (even

4

discussing them in detail), the crime itself, the police interviews and considered what was going on

5

in the house before the crimes. However, based on the murder itself and Windom's behavior and

6

attitude before, during and after the murder, the Court determined that even considering these

7

factors, fixed life was appropriate.

8

The murder was carefully planned and particularly horrific. The murder was not reckless or

9

impulsive. Windom himself describes how he coldly and indifferently brutalized his mother.

10

Windom did not want to get caught. His actions clearly demonstrated that he knew what he was

11

doing and that he went to great lengths to conceal his own involvement in order to preserve his

12

ability to kill more people. At sentencing, the Court took great pains to explain the evidence for

13

that planning.

14

For example, Windom wore gloves. He changed the message on the phone. He called a

15

friend to tell her he and his mother were going out of town. He threw out one of the knives he

16

used. The Court at sentencing carefully recounted what Windom did and noted his cautious

17

attempts to hide his involvement. This was not a murder demonstrating a lack of maturity or an

18

''underdeveloped sense of responsibility". It was the opposite. Furthermore, the Court carefully

19

examined Windom's police interviews. This interviews took place within hours of the murder. In a

20

nearly one hour sentencing, the Court disclosed what the Court observed in those interviews. The

21

interviews themselves and Windom's own words and demeanor demonstrated that Windom

22

exhibited "irretrievable depravity."

23

At school, Ethan Windom was well-liked and was not a loner. He integrated well into his

24

high school. Windom's brother Mason, Windom's friends and cousins, described how Windom

25

controlled the Windom household and how he had repeatedly abused his mother for some time.

26

His mother was a well-liked counselor with the school district. She told many people that she

27

feared Windom. Windom ran the household. He forced his mother to move from her master

28
29
30

ll From this point on, the Court summarizes, in part, and quotes, in part, the Court's sentencing comments from the
sentencing transcript, attached to the decision.

11
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1

bedroom to the smallest bedroom and he had the master bedroom instead. In fact, his mother's

2

new bedroom barely accommodated a twin bed, dresser, and rocking chair. This was where

3

Windom brutally murdered her.

4

In addition to commandeering the master bedroom, Windom also took over the next larger

5

bedroom when hi~ brother moved out. He moved his toys, like his weights, into his brother's old

6

bedroom. Windom also took over the living room. For example, he had a large, very nice chair in

7

the living room for him to sit in, watch television and play his video games. However, his mother

8

did not even have a chair for her to use.

9

All of his friends and classmates recounted how Windom told them over a period of time,

10

"I hate my mom. She's such a bitch. I want to kill her." They also describe him openly discussing

11

killing people in general. Those who actually went to his home described how he treated his

12

mother as a servant. One friend told police Windom often spoke of wanting to kill people and

13

wanting to be a famous serial killer. In fact, when Andrew Layman, Windom's therapist,

14

diagnosed Windom as possibly having psychopathy or being psychopathic, his friend told police

15

Windom was excited and happy. Windom told him he did not love his mother or anyone.

16

As the Court observed during sentencing, Windom was in complete control of both his

17

environment for a long time prior to the murder and in control of the crime itself. He was not the

18

victim of a "horrific, crime producing setting". His mother was by all accounts a wonderful and

19

caring individual. But she lived in fear of Windom. The evidence suggested that he knew exactly

20

what he was doing.

21

After the murder, police found a day planner belonging to Windom at the murder scene.

22

The day planner contained a series of drawings that this Court reviewed and discussed at

23

sentencing. The first set of the drawings depicted naked females being tortured and killed. Many of

24

the females were restrained. It was extremely disturbing.

25

For example, one drawing depicted a restrained female being hung and shot in the face. A

26

second drawing depicted a female with her head cut off by an ax. The third drawing depicted a

27

female stabbed by a knife in her mid-torso. A fourth female was hanged and another picture

28

depicted a female being cut in half with a chain saw and stabbed in the neck. The sixth and seventh

29

drawings depicted a female being killed with a chain saw. Another drawing dated December 7th

30

depicted a naked female being restrained with nails in her hands and chains on her feet. This same
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1

drawing also depicted a chain saw inserted into her vagina. Another drawing depicted a judge, a

2

pig, and a police officer being shot multiple times by a gun.

3

The day planner also contained handwritten messages that said, "Kill everyone. Cut them

4

into pieces. Fry organs like heart and brains and see how it tastes. Heart is an okay organ to eat if

5

fried."

6

The Court noted during sentencing Windom was fascinated with psychology, psychopaths

7

and schizophrenia. He took psychology as a sophomore and in his junior year (the year of the

8

murder) Windom took abnormal psychology. Windom bragged during the interviews about his

9

knowledge.

10

Before sentencing, the Court watched a video of his police interviews, where he confessed.

11

These interviews occurred within hours after the murder. In fact, as the record indicated, the Court

12

watched those videos over and over again to try to get a sense of what Windom was doing, what he

13

was thinking, the reasons why he murdered his mother, and to ensure that this was not an

14

impulsive act or in reaction to an abusive situation. In fact, the Court saw exactly the opposite was

15

true. The Court observed an intelligent, coldly calculating, nearly 17-year-old man bent on murder.

16

At sentencing, the Court recounted the more chilling aspects of the interviews and carefully

17

quoted Windom himself. The Court also described Windom's physical reactions and demeanor. At

18

sentencing, the Court explained its own observations of those interviews. As the Court observed,

19

in response to the officer's request to tell him about the murder, Windom proudly discussed his

20

actions in murdering his mother:

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

29

"What do you want to know?" "What started it?" "I was up at night. I was
twitching." He had indicated earlier that the medication, he felt, was causing him to
twitch. He says, "It's a' growing inside me, a need for a killin' ." He was up late.
She [the officer] asked whether she [his mother] had -- "She did not do
anything to make you mad?" "No," shaking his head shrugging. "I just whacked her
with the weights. The only thing around." "Where did you whack her?" "In the
head." He acts exasperated rolling his eyes upward. He says, "How many times?" "I
didn't count."
"Approximate guess?" "I don't know. I don't remember. It was either she
was making noise or her" ... '"fing' brain was making noise." "What kind of
noise?" "Kind of a hissing sound. Could have been her fucking brain. Kind of, uh,
gurgling. Kind of -- yeah, gurgling, hissing." He demonstrates how he uses the

30
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weights. He picks it up in his hands and he puts it over his head and he shows a
repeated whacking motion.

1

2

"Do you know how many times?" "Yeah, just whacked her. Wasn't sure if
she would scream or not." That's when he talks about having his hand over her
mouth. "One wasn't good enough?" "Guess not. Wasn't sure if she was going to
scream or not. I couldn't tell if she was alive or not." And he crossed his arms
about this point.

3

4
5
6

10

"She continued making noises." "Loud noises?" "No, small noises," and he
kind of shrugs. He is maintaining good eye contact with this. His voice is
modulated. "But I hit her." "Until the noises stopped?" And that's the question. He
says, "No." "How long did you hit her?" "No, I first hit her a couple oftimes," and
he shrugs again and he looks like he is trying to remember. He says, "Then I
stabbed her with a knife," and he smiles. And the question is, "What knife?" He
smiles broadly, "a knife."

11

Transcript 12, p.123, ln. 23 through p. 125, ln. 5. In the interview, Windom continued to describe

12

his murder:

7

8
9

13

He says, "I hit her two more times, less than ten because I didn't have the
strength after that. She's still making noises. Then I stabbed her in the heart a
couple oftimes." "With what?" "The knife."

14
15

He says it very specifically with a smile. "Which knife, the Winchester
knife," which is the one that's in her brain. Smilingly he says, "No, with a special
knife." And he smiled.

16
17

He got it from his brother's apartment. He described the knife and he says,

18

"I know how to use a knife." Again, he's smiling, "Real well. Real well. Real well.

19

But I could not get in the angles to do the three-shot kill." ... The officer has no
idea what he's talking about and so he asked him to describe it. Very quietly he
[Windom] says -- and he shows him where these are [on the body]. . ...

20
21

He says, "I couldn't get in, though, the last part because she was sleeping
like this." And he demonstrated how she was on her side. He says, "All three and
you're dead." He turned her over and stabbed her -- according to what he said,
stabbed her in the thigh and then heart. Then he says, "Because I was thinking
where" -- he says, "I was thinking" -- I was feeling where my own heart was," and
he gestured to his own heart, "to make sure that I got it right."

22
23
24

25

Then he says he stabbed her and she's still making -- hissing is coming from
her and her heart gurgling. "I don't know what the hell it was so I stabbed her in the
lungs. I don't know, maybe I slit her throat," and he kind of looks puzzled and

26
27
28
29

All of the transcript cites come from State v. Windom, Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No.
H0700274) sentencing dated December 12, 2007.
12
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•

looks like he is thinking about it, "before I stabbed her in the lungs. I can't
remember. I think I stabbed her in the lungs and then I slit her throat."

1

2
3
4

Transcript, p.125, ln. 24 through p. 127, ln. 3. The officer asked him how many times he stabbed
her in the lungs and in response, Windom:
... thinks for a minute, "Quite a few. I don't know. There's a lot of stab
wounds and they are not superficial." "Real deep?" He says like -- and he starts
smiling. "Never seen actual skin be tom apart like that, like paper but worse." Big
smiling. "Worse?" "Yeah." Smiling. You know-- and he explains that.

5
6
7

11

He says, "You know clay? Kind of that thing. You just spread it apart.
That's how it is. It is elastic. Would kind of just rip. He makes stabbing motions.
"This knife, the one that's thrown out is a monster." He said, "I wasn't sure she
was still alive and then the blood started pouring out and then I thought it might be
making noises, but I had to make sure. I had the glove over her mouth the whole
time or what I thought was her mouth."

12

Transcript, p.127, Ins. 4-17. The officer asked him "How do you feel about what you did?"

13

Transcript, p. 127, In. 20. Windom smiled broadly when he responded:

8
9

10

"Nothing." "You don't feel nothing about it?" Big smile again, "Nothing at
all." "Do you feel good about it," he's asked. Sort of a light laugh, "Don't feel good
about it. Told you I don't feel nothing. I don't regret nothing. I already knew it was
going to end this way.

14
15
16
17

Transcript, p. 127, Ins. 20-25. Windom told the officer:
People did not listen to me. And I told them exactly. It is a'growing inside
me." And he was asked why. And he says, "Because it is fucking stupid." He says,
"Only Andrew Layman, I started expressing things to him about how little I cared.
He thought I put so much hate into this world and I told him, 'Holmes, I don't even
use energy to hate. It is already there.' He was the one who knew. He's the closest.
My psychiatrist, he probably -- his problem is that he talked to my stepmom too
much so anything she told him, that's mainly what he went on. He didn't know
much about nothing. I had my guy, Andrew Layman, 13 send the psychiatrist a letter,
but I don't know what it said."

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

He says, "I've had these thoughts since 8th grade, for four years." And he
was asked, "Why your mom?" He says, "The closest person. I was thinking -- he
says, "Closest person. I was thinking about going downtown and stabbing a couple
of bums, too. They're worthless bums. You know what, they live on the fucking
streets and make up all of these excuses of why they don't work. Just lazy. If she
wakes up, she would have spoiled my plan. Besides I was going to kill bums
anyway. Why not add to the list."

25

26
27

28
29
30

~,

13

Andrew Layman diagnosed Windom as a psychopath.
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1

2
3

4
5
6

At the very end he says, "There are things in life you are not meant to
understand. I'm one of them. I wasn't meant to be Bourne [sic]. I shouldn't have. I
should have been in the hospital most of my life. I will do whatever I fucking want,
not care whether I screw up their head or not."
Transcript, p.128, Ins. 1-25.
Windom played with his interrogators throughout the interview, even asking the officers
about their relationships. At one point he said to one of the officers,

10

"You think you are smarter than I am. I have street smarts. I feel sorry for
you because you are the one controlled. I can see people and their wants and
desires. I'm smarter than anyone I know. I can tell them exactly what they want to
hear. I ain't got nothing in common with my friends. I just watch people. I watch
them and I see them. I can easily say what they want to hear. It's fun. People are
stupid. They're easy."

11

Transcript p. 118, Ins. 5-12. At another point, they discussed American Psycho, a book and movie

12

that fascinated Windom. One officer asked whether American Psycho influenced him, Windom

13

responded:

7
8

9

14

16

"Only stupid people are influenced by those things. People should be able
to take responsibility essentially for their actions." . . . "Most people are weak and
stupid. And they're too dumb to create their own way. That's why they use the
book/movie as an excuse."

17

Transcript p. 118, Ins. 13-17; p. 119, Ins. 5-7. According to the transcript, the Court observed that

18

throughout the interview, Windom appeared well oriented in time, demonstrated a good memory,

19

kept good eye contact, and seemed relaxed. Unprompted, Windom said at another point in the

20

interview:

15

21

22
23
24

25

26
27
28

"Did you notice most of my reference books are all on psychopathic
minds?" He says, "I admire psychopaths. They're the smartest group of guys. And
they're the most interesting. They have an exciting life." He says -- he says, "Now,
Dahmer, he was a sissy. Gacey, he was smart. He was in the Republican party. He
was, I think, a deputy sheriff." But he says, "Now Bundy's, he had a great life. He
was extremely smart."
Transcript p. 118, In. 22 through p. 119, In. 3;
Based on the horrific facts of the murder itself, the past behaviors, and Windom's own
statements and actions in the interviews, the Court concluded, after careful deliberation, that
Windom's actions did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth" but in the words of the

29
30
11
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1

United States Supreme Court, reflected those actions of "the rarest of children" whose crime

2

reflected "irreparable corruption" deserving life without parole.

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

In affirming this Court's carefully considered and agonizing decision, the Idaho Supreme
Court opined:
The task of sentencing is a difficult one. When evaluating the defendant's prospects
for rehabilitation, trial judges are asked to make a probabilistic determination of a
human being's likely future behavior. The reality is that a sentencing judge will
never possess sufficient information about the defendant's character, life
circumstances and past behavior so as to project future behavior with unerring
accuracy. To the contrary, the factual determination of the defendant's probability
of re-offense will always be based upon limited data. This extraordinarily difficult
task is made more difficult because it is merely one factor to be considered by the
sentencing judge-and a subordinate consideration at that. State v. Moore, 78 Idaho
359, 363, 304 P.2d 1101, 1103 (1956) ("Rehabilitation is not the controlling
consideration.... The primary consideration is, and presumptively always will be,
the good order and protection of society.").
Sentencing is less a science than an art. Judges face a different uncertainty principle
than physicists: they must make a factual finding of the probability of future
criminal behavior based upon limited data. In so doing, they draw upon their
accumulated experience. It is precisely because of the difficulty of fashioning an
objectively appropriate sentence that this Court has adopted a deferential standard
of review of sentencing decisions. In this case, Windom essentially asks this Court
to re-weigh the evidence presented to the district court and reach a different
conclusion as to his prospects for rehabilitation. It is evident that the district court
did not believe that it was appropriate to abdicate its responsibility to conduct its
own assessment of Windom's mental condition based upon the evidence before it
and to accept, without reservation, the opinions of two doctors who offered
promises of Windom's complete rehabilitation. If we were acting as sentencing
judges, we may well have done as the dissent suggests, and placed greater weight
on the opinions of Dr. Beaver and Estess than did the district court. However, our
role is not to reweigh the evidence considered by the district court; our role is to
determine whether reasonable minds could reach the same conclusion as did the
district court. Applying this standard, we can find no error in the district court's
finding that Windom represented an unreasonable risk of future dangerous
behavior.
Windom, 150 Idaho at 879-80, 253 P.3d at 316-17.

27

Therefore, even if the Court allowed the Petition to be amended, it would not change the

28

outcome. The most recent Supreme Court decision does not change that outcome and did not toll

29

the statute. The motion to amend the petition is denied as futile.

30
11
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CONCLUSION

1
2

Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, the

3

Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief as the petition is

4

untimely. LC. §19-4906(2). Windom failed to establish the statute of limitations was tolled. The

5

Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be served by any

6

further proceedings. Therefore, the Court dismisses Windom's Petition and denies his motion to

7

amend his Petition.

:

8

IT IS SO ORDERED.

9

Dated this 23rd day of February 2016.

10
11

12
13
14
15
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on February

R3 , 2016, I mailed one

2

copy of the ORDER DISMISSING PETITION as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed

3

as follows:

4

5
6
7

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
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10
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LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340
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1

NO.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~mCX-0.F

1
2
3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

}

}

Plaintiff,

4
5

vs ..

6

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

}
}

}
}
}

)
7

Case No. · H0700274

Defendant,

}
}

ORIGINAL

8
9

THE

10

BEFORE
HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY,
DISTRICT JUDGE

11
12

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter came on
regularly for hearing before the Court, in the courtroom of the
Ada County Courthouse in Boise, Idaho on December 12, 2007·

13
14
APPEARANCES

15

For the State:

Roger Bourne
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 w. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83701

For the Defendant:

Edward Odessey, Michael Lojek
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 w. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83701
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5

3

1
2

3

~ISi:, IQAt!Q, QfCf~eeR

1Z. ZQQZ

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 ·marked for Identification.)
THE COURT: Counsel just approached me and asked whether it

4
5

would be possible for Mr, Windom to visit with his grandmother

6

Bourne indicated that he had no objection and I certainly have

before he leaves the building and I have Indicated and Mr.

7

no objection. To the transport team, ff you could make him

8
9
10
11
12

ava!lable. I think he can visit through the windows out there

13

1

additional Investigation or evaluation of the defendant before

4

sentencing?

that. Is that acceptable, Mr. Odessey?
MR. ODESSEY: That wm work.
THE COURT: My records reflect that Mr. Windom In exchange
for reduction of murder In the first degree to be amended to

14

murde·r in the second degree, that he plead guilty to murder in

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the second degree and that there was no recommendation that the
State was required to -- was bound by, Therefore it's an open

to ask for up to fixed

life. I did Inquire as to whether they were required to stand
silent. My understanding Is they were not required to stand
silent. Is that everyone's understanding of the plea agreement?
MR. BOURNE: That's the State's understanding.
MR. ODESSEY: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Is there any legal cause why judgment should
not be pronounced against him today?
MR. BOURNE: None known by the State.

MR. ODESSEY: No.
THE COURT: Does either party contend there should be

5
6
7

at the attorney visiting area. I think we can go ahead and do

recommendation and the State is free

1
2
3

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

MR. BOURNE: The State does not.
MR. ODESSEY: Judge, In that vein I have a printout of an
e-mail that I'm going to ask be included or reviewed by the
Court. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of -- here,
counsel. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of the
presentence report. It is actually referred to in a different
form In the materials already on file. But I will be using that

In the course of my comments to the Court later this morning.
But I just want you to be aware of that. It Is not really
a formal request to make that an addendum. Maybe I should have
given you that when you were reviewing that as part of these
materials. I leave that In your discretion, Your Honor.
THE COURT: In an exercise of my discretion, ft will be
Included In the presentence report.

i think anything that's

considered should be made part of that presentence report for
purposes of any appeal.

,

And for the record what this ls this Is an e-mail from the
school to Judy Windom that was sent as a result of the incident
that occurred in September of last year. And so it wm be made

24

part of it ·and I have read the n:iaterial.

25

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.
6

4

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Z2
?3

!4
'.5

1

MR. ODESSEY: None known by the defense.
THE COURT: With respect to the presentence report, which
lndudes all of the Interview DVDs that have been made as part
of that report as well as the addendum that the Court received a
couple of days ago, have both parties had full opportunity and
sufficient time to examine those documents?
MR. BOURNE: The State has, Judge, but could I make sure I
understand one thing for sure.
THE

couim

Yes.

MR. BOURNE: Old I just hear the Court say that the DVDs of
the defendant's Interview with law enforcement are part of the '
presentence report?
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you. I have had 5'Jffident time.
MR. ODESSEY: As have I.
THE COURT: Mr. Windom, It Is Important that you have
actually read that report and made yourself famlllai' with It, ·
Have you done that?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Does either patty contend there are any
deficiencies or errors In that report?
MR. ODESSEY: No ma'am.
THE COURT: Does either party object to anything that's
been Included In that report?

MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am.
>f 33 sheets

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 ·
17
18
19
.. 20
21
22
23

24

THE COURT: You are welcome. I do want to ask before we
get too much further on, Mr. Odessey, Is there anything that's
happened between and your client that suggests that he Is not
competent to go forward?
MR. ODESSEY: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Does the victim -- is there going

to be

restitution claimed in this case?
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I believe

as

part of the -- evidently

not if the Court is not aware of it.
THE COURT: But I want to make sure that you are going to
actually claim that amount.
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'm going to recommend a prison
sentence. that may make the question of restitution moot, but I
will recommend the amount of $3,609.80 as the claimed
restitution amount.
THE COURT: That was for the funeral expenses?
MR. BOURNE: Yes, ma'am.
THE COURT: Mr. Odessey, have you gone over that amount
with your client and Is he willing to pay that amount?
MR, ODESSEY: I have not discussed that with my client,
Judge. I'm objecting to the Court ordering It. I think you can
find good cause not to given his age, his lack of work history,
the guarantee of a significant term of years In prison in this
case and I'd ask not for that lri this case.

25
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.

7

1

sentencing at this time. Does the victim's Immediate family

2

wish to make a statement?

1

I

2

I

3

MR. BOURNE: Jurge, they do. There are two people -well,

4
5

9

MR. BOURNE: Since Mason, of course, Is family, I'd ask
that he not be photographed as he testifies.

3

THE COURT: That would comply with my order that he not

there are actually threr who want to make Victim Impact

4

statements. Mason, who the court knows Is the defendant's

5
6

produced at the Instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

7

was examined as follows:

I
brother, wants to make an Impact statement.

6
7

ellclt some direct testimony from hl_m about circumstances that

8

are relevant Uhlnk.

I

But I also want to

.

I

·

8

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you.

And so what I thought I might do with that, but I will do

10

what the Court thinks ls best, Is I thought I might call him as

10

I

.

I

MASON WINDOM,

9

9

DIRECT EXAMINATION

11

a witness so I could Just elicit the direct testimony and then

11

12

at the conduslon of that time when It suits the· Court's

12

Q.

Mason, would you start first by telling us your name.

13

convenience, I will give him the opportunity to•make the Victim

13

A.

Mason Lee Windom.

14
15

Q.

How old are you, Mason?

A.

I'm 19 years old.

I
I

.

I

14

Impact statement that he wants to make or I could wrap It all up

15

Into one.

16

I

~e

photographed.

BY MR. BOURNE:

16

Q.

How are you related to Ethan?

17

appropriate for the parties to offer any evidence regarding

17

A.

I'm his brother.

18

sentence at this time ard then have the vlctlm,:lmp~ct

18

Q.

Older or younger?

19

statements?

19
20

A.

Older.

Q.

Have you been raised In the same household with Ethan?

THE COURT: Alf right. In light of that, would It be more

I

.

20

l

·

MR. BOURNE: Thies what I think, Judge,:.

r ~gree.

21

MR. ODESSEY:

22
23
24

THE COURT: Then do you have some evlc:!ence that you wish to
present?

25

my Intention to make S\)me reference to statements that witnesses

·

I

l

MR. BOURNE: Yes; Could I Just Inquire of the Court, It Is

.

I

.

I

.

21

A.

We have.

22

Q.

Have?

23
24
25

A.

Yeah.

Q.

Mason, when did you graduate from high school?

A.

In January of '06.
10

8

1.

made at the time of the grand jury that are In the transcript

1

2

that I -- and I know the Court has a transcript, though.

2

3

That's, I suppose, pa rt of the presentence material. Does the

3

A.

I did.

4

Court object to me refe~ng to statements made by witnesses at

4

Q.

And that's on Normandy Street here In Boise?

5

the grand Jury, though that same Information Is contained In

5

A.

Yes.

6
7
8
9

police reports that are part of the presentence report?
I
THE COURT: Mr. Qdessey, any objection?

6

Q.

And then In November did you move out of the house?

7

A.

I did.

8

Q.

About what time of the month?

9

A.

The beginning of the month.

I

11
12

: .

I
I

I

I

:::a:::~~ i

MR. ODESSEY: I left my grand Jury transcript In my office.

I

:

10

.

with me

1

.

I'm at a little bit of a .

MR. BOURNE: I can sum It up. Iti'ii the statements made by

I

10

Q.

Why did you move out of the house In November?

A.

The constant fighting between my brother and my mom.

12

13

the answering machine ressage and the phone •calls made to the

13

14

girlfriend who came to pick them up only to polilt that out. But

15

I think that's all In the p1>1fce reports as well.

14
15

16

.

Between January '06 and November of ~06, did you live

11

the defendant's friends about the change of the.. vofce mall -- or

,

Q.

In the same house with Ethan and your mother Judy?

Instead of once a week, It was now an every dat thing.
Q.

Earlier In the year had ft been -

well, had It been

a less regular occurrence?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, what I want you to tell the judge

a llttle bit

THE COURT: This Ir In the police reports.

16

17

MR. ODESSEY: It Is.

17

18

THE COURT: If yo~ just stick to that, that wtll be tine.

18

Instigator and what was It over, I mean, what was going on

19

MR. BOURNE: Tha, works for me, I'm rea'.1Y to call a

19

there.

20

witness.

about, Mason, Is what this fighting was like, whc;, was the

20

.

A.

Fcir Instance, homework. Homework was a constant

21

THE COURT: You jay call your first wltne$S.

21

fight. My brother would ro11r at my mother. It wouldn't be a

22
23

MR. BOURNE: Just,one other request that I'd make. The

22

raising of his voice, It would be deafen)ng roar. He would get

23
24
25

In her face and yell

24
25

family has requested

th+

family members not be photographed.

THE COURT: I have already ordered that they not be
I

photographed without their consent.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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13

11

1
2
3

A.

He did,

1

Q.

Give us an example. You were telling me yesterday

2

So -- all right But he wanted the wireless

3

Q.

4

connection?

Q.

Did he want a laptop?

5

A.

He did.

A.

He did.

6

Q.

So when she said no, what did you see Ethan's response

Was your mother hesitant to try and afford to buy one?

7
8

to that be?

Q.

8

A.

12
13
14

we had a computer already that had Internet so --

The Broadband wireless Internet, his laptop,

7

11

or the --

A.

A.

about an Internet connection?

4
5
6

9
10

over that because

Yes, she was.

A.

9
A. He needed a laptop, Apparently a regular computer was 10
not enough for him,
11
Tell us what happened.

Q.

Yet, another conflict.

Q.. Orthe same kind?

A.

Of the same kind,

Q,

At some point In your presence did Ethan tell your mom

Q.

Did you have a regular computer In the house?

12

A.

We did,

13

A.

He did,

Q.

And so when he wanted a laptop and she said no, It's

14
15
16
17
18
1'9
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

About when would that have been?

15
16
17
18
19

of these conversations and the event, Your Honor.

ZO

and I will ask you In a second when that was -- was there an

Z1

argument between the two of them?

too expensive··
MR. ODESSEY: Objection as to foundation

as to the timing

MR. BOURNE: I can do that.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: When he wanted one and· she said no --

Z2

A.

Oh, yeah, there was conflict.

Z3

Q.

Did that occur - I mean, can you give i.Js a general

24

time frame?

Z5

A.

August.

that he wanted a weight bench?

A.

The day I moved out.

Q.

Oh, all right. So the first part o.f November?

A.

Yup,

Q.

What did your mom say about that In your presence?

A.

rm sure she wouldn't give Into an expensive weight

bench MR. ODESSEY: Objection, move to strike the response, Your
Honor.
THE COURT: Sustain the objection.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Did you hear what your mom said about

that?

14

12

1

Q.

Of '067 .

1

A.

She was -- she didn't want to buy It.

2

A.

August of '06.

2
3

Q.

Did you see what Ethan said or did In response to her

3

Q.

And so does your mom ultimately buy him a laptop?

4

A.

She does.

5

Q.

How does that work? What happened to make her change

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19
?O
!1

?2
'.3

saying no?

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Go ahead, That means you can··

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A.

He would get In her face. He would demean her. He

15

A.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Q.

was •• so what was Ethan's response to that to her?

A.

A conflict, yelllng at her, raising his voice.

Q.

Was •• was It your •• well, your mom In the fall of

hermlnd7
MR. ODESSEY: Objection, calllng for speculation on this
witness's part as to what Judy Window was thinking and why.
THE COURT: can you lay further foundation, counsel.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: What"dld Ethan do that appeared to you

to cause her to relent and buy the computer?
MR. ODESSEY: Objection, still speculation, Judge.

THE COURT: I'm going to overrule the objection.

would degrade her. He would yell until he eventually got It,
Q.

When you say demean her?

A.

I mean degrade,

Q,

Degrade, well, how did he do that?

A.

Psychological brute, mean things, blunt, Just things

that didn't need to be iald,
Q.

How about the Broadband Internet connection, about

when was that?

4

A.

Shortly after he got the laptop.

5

Q.

Did you ever hear your in other also say no to Ethan

f 33 sheets

A.

Another fight.

Q.

Do you know whether Ethan had designer cologne,

designer dothes, designer eyewear, that kind of th Ing?

A.

He did.

Q.

Were you .ever present when he asked his mother to buy

those things for him?

A.

Iwas.

-a

About when would that have been?

A.

August through when I moved out.

Q.

Generally speaking what was your mom's response to his

demands for those things?

She wouldn't want to give In,

ZOO& was a school teache~; right?
A.

Shewas.

Q.

Now, I don't suppose you were balancing the checkbook

for her, bl.it was - besides her Income, was there •• was there

23

extra Income In the ,house

24
25

have •• did It appear to you that she had lots money avallable

as far as you knew? I mean, die! you

to her?
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15

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1
2

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: I mean, did money seem to be -

1
2
3
4
5

A.

Money

Q.

Now, In addition to the designer clothes and glasses

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, Your Honor.
I

THE COURT: Overruled.

I

THE WITNESS: She had her house refin1)nced and bought a
I

car. That was the only thing that she got out of It
I

wa,I

.

tight.

and things, did Ethan)also require certain kinds of things like

I

.

Pellegrini bottled water, energy drinks, those:klnds of things?

l

A.

Yes.

Q.

And body buJlding supplements?

I

~

A.

Yes,

Q.

Was there conflict between Ethan and your mother over

I

those things In your presence?

I

~-

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, the house on Normandy Street, tell us how many

bedrooms It has.

I

A.

It has three bedrooms.

Q.

Describe them for us.

A.

There is a Jaster bedroom, a slightly smaller room and

I

J

.

yet another smaller'room.
Q.

I

Is there -- Is there a fair amount of difference In

I

size between the mast;er bedroom and the smallest bedroom?

I

'

A.

There is.

Q.

When you were living In the house up until November,

I

who was living In the master bedroom?

Ethan was. ,

3

Q.

I should say before that?

4
5

A.

Before Ethan, my mother. ·

Q.

Then what bedroom was yours?

I

I
I

6

A.

7

Q.

Mine was th.e next biggest.
I
And then where did Ethan sleep?

8
9

A.

I
Ethan slept In the smallest room.

Q.

At some point did there come a switch between your

I

.

There did,

Q.

Tell us about

A.

Ethan --

I

at

MR, ODESSEY: Fjundatlon

as to timing, Your Honor.
.

I

Q.

BY MR. BOUR~E: About when did th' switch take place?

A.

August,_ SePfember of '06,

Q.

Now, what switch was there?

A.

Ethan made

.

la promise to move his Items out of the

living room area In +change for the biggest bedroom.
Q.

What kind of rems did he promise to.move?

A.

Several speakers, several speakers.

Q.

Stereo speaJrs?

Stereo spea~ers.

Q.

And In your presence did your mom 11gree to give him

\

l

A.

In exchange for it?
Well, did he go to the small bedroom then?

6

A.

She did, yes.

7

Q.

He got the master bedroom?

8
A. Yes.
Q. How many bathrooms In the house?
9
A. One.
10
Q. Was It connected to the master bedroom?
11
12
A. It was not.
Q. So she went to the small bedroom, he went to the big
13
14 bedroom. Did Ethan move his stuff out of the front room for
15 her?
16
A. He did not.
Q.
Was there conflict In your presence between your
17
18 mother and Ethan over paint and floor finishing material?
19
A. There was.
Q. Was It the same kind of conflict that you've described
20
21 to us already?
22
A. Yes.
Q. Now, did there come a point when you found out or -23
24 Just with a yes or no, that Ethan spit In your mother's face?
25
A. Yes.
18

-1

Q.

About when was that?

2
3
4
5

A.

November, December.

Q.

It was after you moved out or about that time?

A.

Yes.

Q,

How did that lnform;:ition come to your mother?

6

A.

My mother told me.

7
8
9

Q.

Where were you?

A.

I was at the house.

Q.

What were the circumstances?

'

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

A.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

What was the switch?

Q.

13

MR. BOURNE: Ye$, I can do better.

l

She did.

Q.

A. She wasn't - she di~ not like the way Ethan was
10
11 treating her, She told me occasionally the things that he did.
12
Q. Did she tell you about that?

mother and Ethan ove~[the bedroom?

A.

A.

16

A.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the bedroom If he'd clean up the front room then?

A.

She did,

Q.

What w• the context?

A.

She told him no and there was conflict and he spit In

her face.
Q.

Did $he also tell you about a time when she was locked

Into het bedroom or did that come to you through another source?

A.

That came to me through another source,

Q.

Now, on the last night of your mQm's life, did you

meet with your mom at an Albertson's store?
A.

I did,

23

Q.

Which Albertson's was that?

24
25

A.

Vista,

Q.

Is that Vista and Overland?
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A.

That is,

2

Q.

What happened there? How Is It that you happened to

1

3

be there with her?

4
5

A. We needed groceries, me and my girlfriend, and my
mother was glad to help out.

6
7
8
9
10

21

19

1

A.

My girlfriend, Ch~l!;;ea.

Q.

Did Ethan say something abo1,.1t your mom that stuck In

4

your mind?

5

A.

Yes, he did.

Q.

Was It a planned meeting?

6

Q.

What did he say?

A.

Itwas.

7

A.

"That bitch Is going to get what she desen,es."

Q.

Did she pay for your grocery?

8

Q,

What was the context of that? Why was he talking like

A.

She did.

9

Q,

Now, after you got the groceries and you went

12

A.

Yes.

10
11
12

13

Q.

Did you discover that something she wanted was in one

13

11

14
15

to- your

aparbnent because you were living someplace else by now; right?

of your grocery bags?

· 14

Yes.

15

A.

16

Q.

What did you do?

17

A.

I -- I returned the items to her, the avocados . .

18
19
20

Q.

How did you return them?

A.

I put them In the fridge.

16
17
18
19

Q.

Let me take a step at a time. Did you drive from your

20

21

besides you and him?

2
3

that?
A.

He was upset over a conflict they had.

Q.

Okay.

MR. BOURNE: Judge, that's. all of the questions of a direct
nature. I'd like to give Mason an opportunity to do a victim
impact statement, but perhaps we could do that at the end of THE COURT: So we don't have any problem because he
certainly cann~t be cross-examined on the victim Impact
statement.
MR. BOURNE: That's all of the questions that I have.
THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.
MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.

21

apartment over to Nonnandy Street?

CROSS-EXAMINATION

22

A.

I did.

22

23

Q.

When you got there, had your mom arrived there yet?

23

Q.

BY MR. ODESSEY:
Good morning:

24

A.

She had not.

24

A.

Good morning.

25

Q.

Did -- was Etlian there?

25

Q.

Is It all right if I ask you some questions as well?

22

20

1

A.

Hewas.

1

A,

Yup.

2

Q.

~hat was he doing?

2

Q.

Thank you. Now, this -- these conflicts that you

3
4

A.

He was sitting In the lounge chair In the living room.

3

detail -- let's back up a little bit. You had lived with Ethan

Q.

About what time of night would that have been?

4

your entire life until you moved out In November of '06 --

5

A.

I would say 6:00, 6:30-ish.

5

6
7

Q.

Did you have a conversation with Ethan?

A.

I just asked him where my mother was.

8

Q.

What did he say?

6
7
8
9

A.

I have.

Q.

I need to ask -- this lady is taking down your words

so I need to finish my sentence before you

start yours.

A.

Okay.

Q.

You have lived w!th Ethan your entire llfe up until

9

A.

He said no.

10

Q.

He didn't know?

10

11

A.

No.

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

All right. On that night did -- at the Albertson's

12

Q.

So you've always been under the same roof?

13

store did your mom buy Ethan some kind of energy drink that he

13

A.

Yes.

14
15
16
17
18

likes?

19
20

Christmas Day of 2006?

November of 20067

' .

14

Q.

And always with Judy?

A.

She did.

15

A.

Yea.

Q.

You saw her buy those?

16
17
18

Q.

The conflicts that you described got more frequent in

A.

I did,

Q.

Now, i:lo you remember a conversation with Ethan on

19

•

A.

I do.

20

Q.

Where was that·conversatlon?

21
22

A.

In the garage.

21
22

23

Q.

Of the Normandy house?

23

I:24
25

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did -· was anybody else Involved In the conversation

24
25

' 5 of 33 sheets

the fall --

A,

They··

Q.

Let me finish my question, please. The conflicts that

you described became more frequent In the fall of 2006?

A,

They did,

Q,

And they became more heated In the sense of the words

that were spo!cen?
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25

23

1
2
3

A.

Yes.

1

Q.

You spoke to a number of detectives?

Q.

You have from time to time had conflicts with your

2

A.

I did.

Q.

And you were as truthful and cooperative with those

I

mother as well, didn't you?

3
4

4
5

A.

Occasional, lyes.

Q.

You are older than Ethan?

6

A.

7

Q.

Yes.
And when yoa were 16 living in the house you had

8

I

I.

problems with your

9

A.

10
11

Q.

.

5

.

mbm from time to timei

OccasionanJ, yes.

persons as you could be?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And when people In law enfor':ement spoke to you a few

6
7

days after your mother was killed, did you tell them why you

8

moved out of the house?

9

A.

I did.

10

Q.

What did you tell them?

These words, !these conflicts that you testified to in
I
the fall of 2006, they were just that, words; ,isn't that
.
I
'
12 correct? He never put a hand on her, did he?

11

13

12

A. I told them that the constant fighting and bickering ,
was enough.

A.

No, not that~ saw.

13

14

Q.

He never threrened to put a hand c;,n her, did he?

14

with alcohol at the time and were drinking heavily and your

15

A.

Not that I saw.

15

mother did not want you drinking?

16

Q.

Now, it is the fair to say that your experience with

16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

I
i

You mean oJ.erall throughout my life?

Q.

Yes.

A.

Yes.

Q.

And it's fair to 1
say, Is it not, that she, tried to

21

please you as much as she could during your.time with her?
I
.
A. Yes, as all mothers would.
'1

Q.

And that woul~ also be true from your observation In

her relationship with Ethan?

I

Did you also tell them that you were having trouble

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I object to that. That's Irrelevant to

17 the question of -18
THE COURT: I will overrule the objection and he's
19 answered.
20
THE COURT REPORTER: I didn't get your answer.

Judy was overall a very, positive one, with your mother?

A.

Q.

22
23
24
25

THE WITNESS: Do I have to give it?
THE COURT: Yes.
THE WITNESS: I did.
Q.

BY MR. ODESSEY: You did what?

A.

The question that you askea.
26

24

1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And your mother was a special education teacher.

3

A.

Yes.

f

;

3

4
5

Q.

And she was also a counselor?

.

4

THE COURT REPORTER: And the answer?

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

So your mother- took a career path of trying to help

5
6
7

THE COURT REPORTER: Well, I didn't get the answer.

8

THE COURT REPORTER: I did not get the answer.

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

I

others with special circuhistances?

.
·

Yes.
. \
Q. Now, this discussion you described hearing in the

A.

I

garage in 2006, that wa! at the Normandy property?

A.

That was.

Q.

In the discusslor you heard that-- w~ere you gave the

1
2

Q.

Maybe I need to hear what the question and answer was,

Madam Reporter.
(Question read by the Court Reporter.)
MR. ODESSEY: Yes, please.
MR. ODESSEY: You did get the answer?

9

Q.

BY MR. ODESSEY: What's the answer?

10

A.

I did. Yes, I did.

11

Q.

You did say that?

12

A.

Yes.

statement attributed to !;than, "That bitch will get what she

13

Q.

Thank you. When you spoke to law enforcement days

deserves,• there was no ~peclflc context for th~t, was there?

after your mother's. death, did you also tell law enforcement
psychiatrist and psychologist?

A.

You mean no Jeason behind It?

14
15

Q.

Yeah.

16

I·

A.

He was not satisfied.

Q.

Just a general urset, frustration In the relationship

,

I

20

A.

21

Q,

22
23
24

A.
Q,

I

.

Yes.
Nothing more sP,eclflc than that; fs·that correct?
Yes.
Now, when the

J

f your mother was kllled in January of

this yea, you had contact:wlth law enforcemen~, didn't you?

· A. Yes, I did.
25
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

I

'·

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

As far as you know all appointments had been made by

19
20
21

that he was having with fuls mother at that time?

that Ethan had been making all of his appointments to his

,

Ethan with the assistance of both your mother Judy as well as
his stepmom Kathy as well as money provided to a taxi service to
make those appointments?

'22

A,

Yes.

23
24
25

Q.

Did you also tell law enforcement a few days after

your mother's death that at one point Ethan told you that he

wanted to be committed to a mental Institution?
Page. 23 to 26 of 132
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. 1

A.

Yes, he did.

'2

Q.

When was that statement made to you by Ethan?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A.
Q.

.22

:.;5;.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

I

29

27

I would say September-November, October-November.

1
2
3

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

In the fall?

4

was examined as follows:

A.

That fall.

Q.

Did you know If that statement -- If you have a

5
6

before or after your moving out of the house on Normandy?

A.

Just before.

Q.

So Ethan was communicating to you that he was -- In

his own mind having problems with being balanced mentally?

As I recall, he didn't - he was having trouble with

his friends so he didn't want to have to deal with them.
Q.

So what was your -- so your understanding of why he:

said to you he wanted to go Into a mental Institution was what?

A.

Because he didn't want to deal with everyone's

bullshit, is his words.
Q.

Now, It's -- It's fair to say, Mason, that you

suffered a tremendous loss with your mother's passing?

A.

Yes.

Q.

That you have been robbed of the companionship and

love of your mother?

23
24
25

A.

Yes.

Q.

And you are angry about that?

A.

Yes.

·1

Q.

You hold Ethan responsible for that?

DAVID DUGGAN,

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you, Judg,.

7

recollection, do you know If that statement was made to you

A.

MR. BOURNE: Yes, I do. Detective Duggan.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q.

Would you state your name, please, and spell your last

name.

A.

David Duggan, D-u-g-g-a-n.

Q.

Your employment, sir?

A.

Boise Police Department.

Q.

How long have you been a police officer?

A.

13 years.

Q.

Detective, I will direct your attention to the 25th

17

day of January, 2007. Were you so employed as you Just

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

described and on duty on that day?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Were you assigned to assist In the Investigation of an

apparent homicide that had occurred on Normandy Street In Boise
on the morning of that day?

A.

Yes, I was,

Q.

Without going into all of the details of the things

that you did, did you go into the Normandy Street residence and
30

28

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A. ·yes,

1
2

the body of a woman was who apparently had been beaten and

Q.

3

stabbed?

And Is It fair to say that that perspective that you

bring In this matter colors your judgmenf about a lot of things
as It relates to this case?

A.

In what for example?

Q.

In your real anger -- or did you use hatred In one of

your on-line --

A.

Was it hatred that I used or was It anger?

Q.

I'm asking you.

A.

I think it was anger,

Q.

Yoo don't have hatred for Ethan?

A.

Oh, I do.

Q.

You do have hatred?

A.

I do.

Q.

Because of what I said, taking Judy away from you?

17
18

A.

Yes,

Q.

That's the only reason?

19

A.

Yes.

20
21
22
23
24
· 25

MR. ODESSEY: One moment, please. that's all I have at
this time, Your Honor. Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you. Anything further, Mr. Bourne?·
MR. BOURNE: No, thank you.

THE COURT:

Mr. Windom may step down. Do you have any

addltlonal evidence, Mr. Bourne?

of 33 sheets

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

see what we'll call -- refer to as a crime scene, that Is where

A.

Yes.

Q.

Of course you know now that's Judith Windom.

A.

Ye:5, sir.

Q.

Now, at the time there were you aware that photographs

were taken of certain things Inside the residence and that
photographs were later taken of the body of Judith Windom?

A.

Yes, I'm aware of those.

Q.

You reviewed certain photos this morning of certain

Items of evidence that you saw at that place?

A.

Yes.

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll just tell the.Court that, of
course, certain photographs. were attached to the presentence
report, but these photographs, with the CQurt's permission,

J

thought were perhaps Inappropriate for the presentence report
Itself and I'd like

to supplement that with some -- four

additional photographs at this time.
·· THE COURT: Any objection?
MR. ODESSEY: Mr. Lojek wlll be questioning this witness so
he'll be happy to respond.
MR. LOJEK: No, Your Honor.

THe COURT:

Thank you. You may so supplement. We'll have

them marked as exhibits and made part of the record.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

i

33

31

1

Q.

No. 4, please. Does No. 4 show her right side?

.

2

A.

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Do you want to publish them?

3

Q.

What's pictured there?

MR. BOURNE: No, lust to the Court.

4

A.

Multiple stab wounds to her lower right torso area,

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 were marked for
I
identification.)

j

THE COURT: All right. I do want to make a rea>rd here. I
I
.
have read and looked at ev.ery single page In this presentence

I

.

5

rib cage area.

6

Q.

Is that -- can you tell where those photographs were

7

report multiple times, a~ you'll learn. I've also watched the

7

8

interview tapes repeatedly and in particular the confession

8

9
10

tape. I have watched ar/ of those things repeatedly. As is my
I
habit, I know this prese1tence report inside anc;I out

10

Q.

Is that an accurate photo as weU?

11

MR. BOURNE: Thank you, Judge. If you'd ,hand the

11

A.

Yes, sir.

9

taken or that last one, No. 4?

A.

Yes; sir. These photographs were taken again at the

Ada county Coroner's Office.

12

photographs to the witn+s, I have shown them to counsel, Judge.

12

13

BY MR. BOURNE: Detective, you've been handed a folder
j
.
that contains four photographs marked State's Exhibits 1 through

13

marked 1 through 4 to supplement the presentence report as I

14

have earlier indicated.

14
15

16

Q.

I

.

4. The first one I think on the top shows a barbell, Is that
I
.
the one you are looking at?

I

.

17

A.

Yes, sir,

18

Q.

Tell us what we:are seeing there.

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

I

.:
.

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Is that an accurate photograph of what the barbell

I

looked like?

MR, LOJEK: That's· correct
THE COURT: Without objection they will be admitted and
they will be attached to the presentence report.

19

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 admitted.)

20
21

Is that barbell essentially right next to .the bed

bbdy was found?

THE COURT: My understanding is there Is no objection.

16·
18

There is a bloddy barbell laying on.:the floor of
I
Judith Wlndom's bedrjom and labeled State's Exhibit 1.
where Judith Windom's

15

17

A.

Q.

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I move for admission of the four photos

MR, BOURNE: Thank you. If you would give those to the
Court. Judge, since the Court has already indicated that it's

22 seen the other photographs and the Interview tape, I won't ask
23 any further questions of the officer about those things. No
24 . further questions.
25
THE COURT: Mr. Lojek.
34

32

1

A.

It Is.

1

MR, LOJEK: No, thank you.

2

Q.

No. 2. Do you S!*! in No. 2 the body of a woman there?

2

THE COURT: Thank you, Officer. You may call your next

3
4

A.

Yes, sir.

3

Q.

In particular I want to draw your attention to a knife

5

I

.

that Is In that picture. Doll you see that?

·

4

produced at: the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,
was examined as follows:

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Just so the recorp ls clear, where is the knife?

7

8

A.

It is placed in between her open skull Into her brain

8

9
10

11
12

I

matter.
Q.

,

9

Is that an accura·te photograph of the way she looked

I

.

when she was fcrund by Jar enforcement?
A.

Yes, sir.

13

Q.

No. 3, please.

14

A.

A gun.

15

Q.

Is that a photog':rph that shows Judith 'fVlndom's throat

16

17
1$
19

20

·

and also some injuries to her upper le~ chest?

I

.

Yes, It Is.

Q.

Those photographs obviously show she is cleaned up.

A.

at a dlffebnt place than at the tesldence?

I

.

Yes, sir, they were taken at the Ada'. County Coroner's

I

.

21 Office,
22
Q. All right. Is that hh~graph - does that
23 photograph accurately sho~ some Injuries to her:throat and to
I
.
24 the upper left: chest of Judith Windom?
25
A. Yes, they do.

I

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

CHELSEA ELLIS,

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

10
11

A.

My name is Chelsea Ann Ellis.

12

Q.

How do you spell Chelsea?

13

A.

C-h-e-1-s-e-a.

Q.

How are you related - what Is the nature of your

Q.

14

A.

Were they taken

MR. BOURNE: Thank you.

5
6

6

·

witness.

15

Would you state your name by telling us your name,

relationship, I should say, with Mason?

16

A.

I'm dating Mason,

17
18

Q.

Chelsea, I Just want to ask you a question about an

event I will direct your attention back to the summer of 2006.

19

In the summer of 2006 were you girlfriend and boyfriend with

20

Mason at that time?

21

A. . Yes, r was.

22
23
24

Q.

Did you spend some time In Mason's house on Normandy?

A.

r did.

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan Windom at that

25

residence?
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35

1
'

2

3

10
11
12
13
14

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan and Mason's

1
2

A.

Yes.

3
4

Q.

In the summer of 2006 were there occasions when you

5

would see conflict between Ethan and 'Judy?

8
9

Yes.

mother, Judy Windom?

4
5

6
7

A.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOU~E:

face?

a.

Did you see other fights where he was rlght In her

6

A.

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all.

Yes.

A.

Yes, I did.

7

Q.

In particular did you -- were there times when Ethan

8

MR. ODESSEY: Nothing more.

9

THE COURT: Thank you. 06 you have any additional

would raise his voice to his mother?
A.

Yes, he would.

10

Q.

Besides being able to say that It was In the summer of

11

12
13
14

2006, can you get any closer to a time or date?

A.

Around July, August, those dates.

Q.

Did you see a conflict more than once?

witnesses?
MR. BOURNE: Yes.
GLENNA NEJLL,
produced at the Instance of the State, .having been duly sworn,
was examined as follows:

15

A.

Yes, I did.

15

16
17

Q.

In the nature of this conflict, I want to know what

16

you remember about how Ethan - how Ethan attempted to get his

17

Q.

18

mother to ~o things for him or to buy things for him. Were you

18

A.

My name Is Glenna Neill.

19

ever present when you saw that kind of an Interaction?

19

Q.

How do you spell your last name?

20
21
22
23
24
'.25

,

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Would you tell us your name, please

A.

Yes.

20

A.

N-e+l-1.

Q.

What did you see?

21

Q.

How are you employed?

A.

During one Instance he was yelling at her and he was

22

A.

I am -- I was a special ed assistant In ludy"s room

pretty much roaring at her. He was right In h~r face. Me and
. Ma_son were In the other room, but we could ~ear them and
honestly I never ever heard anyone yell at a woman like that

23

last year.

24

Q.

Judy Windom?

25

A.

That Is correct.

1

Q.

Besides working with Judy In the school, were you

38

1

38

2

Q.

What effect did -It have on you?

2

3

A.

I was scared.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

When you say In her face, .how was that? I mean, like

4

Q.

Old you have a routine that you followed with Judy

5

A.

Closer than that.

Q.

I mean, within a foot or two?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Okay. Good. Thank you.

15

16

10

MR. BOURNE: I believe that's all of the questions that I

11

have.

12

THE COl,JRT: Cross-~amlnatlon.

13

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. ODESSEY:

Q.

friends with her besides?

5 after school In some way of conversation?
6
A. Yes, I did. We talked to .e.ach other on her cell phone
7 while she was on her way home and I was on my way home every
8 night.
9
Q. Okay. You weren't rldlng In the same car, but you

as far away as you and I or was It closer than that? l mean --

6
7

10
11
12
13
14

I

before.

I thought you said you were In another room when this

argument occurred?

talked together?
A.

Q.

15
16

Ethan?

A.

Yes, I did.

·a.

Now; In particular was there an occasion that she told

Iwas.

17

:13

Q.

I'm sorry?

18

·19

A.

Yes,

20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

You were In another ;room?

A.

Yes,

19
20
21

that?·

Q.

so you don't know how dose they were to each other?

22

A.

A.

I guess not during that particular fight, but there

MR.· ODESSEY: Thank you. That's all that I have.

Now, did you have a conversation with her

on the phone about the nature of her relationship with her son

A.

• 9 of 33 sheets

All right

14

17

were other fights.

No. We talked to each other, One time I forgot to

call her and she thought maybe something was wrong,

you about - that Involved her being locked In a bedroom?
A.

Yes, but she told me at school at what time that was.

Q.

Do you remember about when It was that she told you

I can't remember the date, but she told me, she said,

· · 23 "He had me locked In the room. He Wl!S holding onto the door,•
24 And she was saying, "Ethan, let me out, Ethan, let me out."
25
Q. Old she express fear to you of Ethan?
01/11/2008, 02:02:53 PM
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5

39

41

I
In some ways,
yes, but It's hard to
express fear of
j
.

A

your son when you love him so much.
I
Q. Did you give hrr advice on being careful?

I

have any cross-examination?
MR. ODESSEY: No.

3

Yes, I did. I told her, I said, "Judy, you are not

A.

1

2

,

4

THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, Miss Neill. Do you have
any additional witnesses?

5

6

safe." She says, "Yes, I am." I said, "No you're not."
I
Q. Did Judy write ,You I guess we'd call It a thank you

7

note Just a week before ~he died?

7

produced at the Instance of the State, having been duly swom,

8

was examined as follows:

j

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

That is correct. She had written me several notes in

A.

I

the time.

6

15

Q.

BY MR. BOURN'r That's a Xerox copy?

10
11
12
13
14
15

16

A.

That Is correct.

16

17

Q.

You just showed me the original this morning; Is that

18

I

.

BY MR. BOURNf= I'm going to have you handed a single

sheet of paper that's marked State's Exhibit 5.
THE COURT: Has thlat been shown to counsel?
MR. ODESSEY:

Yes)IYour Honor.
t

I

correct?

CARY GENE CADA,

9

(State's Exhll>it No. 5 marked for identification.)
Q.

MR. BOURNE: Just one.

.

·

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q,

Would you tell us your name, please.

A.

Cary Gene Cada,

Q.

Spell your last name.

A

C-a-d-a

Q.

How are you employed?

A

I'm a counselor at Borah High School.

17

Q.

How long have you been so employed?

18

A.

Since 1985. Five years as a·counselor.

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Is that an accurate copy of the note that you showed

19
Q. Mr. cada, as part of your duties, do you have access
20 to the transcripts of students that attend Borah High School?

A.

Yes, it ls.

22

23

Q.

Tell us about th~t note, how did that co·rne to you?

23

24
25

A.

She had given it to me after one of our talks that

24
25

19

20
21
22

,

I

.

21

me?

I

we'd had, Did you want me to read it?

I

.

Q.

2

remember?

3
4

A.

She put it on my desk,

Q.

But Is that the kind of thing that she had written to

5

you before?

6

A.

1
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

But did she give It to you hand to hand or do you

I

.

Oh, yes, but this one was more special than the

I

others.

.

·:

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I move for Its admission and with the

.I

.

Court's permission I'd ask to read It.

l

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.
THE COURT: Without rbjectlon Exhibit 5 Is admitted.
(States Exhibit No. 5 Is admitted.)

I do.

(State's Exhibit No. 6 marked for Identification,)
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Pursuant to our request did you bring

Ethan Wllidom's transcript which would cover from the 8th grade
up to the time he left school in January of this year?

42

40

1

l
I

A.

1
2

I

Yes, I did.

Q.

I'm going to have you handed what's been marked here

3

as State's Exhibit No. 6, a single sheet of"paper. I ha.ve shown

4
5
6

that to counsel. You have been handed State's Exhibit No. 6 for
Identification, sir. Is tllat a copy of the transcripts that you
brought for me this morning on Ethan Windom?

7

A.

It is.

8

Q.

How did that come to your possession, sir?

9

A.

I have access to all of the transcripts with the

10
11
12

i

A.

students and I was asked to bring it.
Q.

Are they kept there at the high school?

A.

Yes, they are.

MR. BOURNE: May she read --

13

Q.

You Just made a copy of It and brought It?

THE COURT: Absolutely. She may read It.

14

A.

That's correct,

THE WITNESS: "Glen1a, yo1,1 were one or mv:angets. I can

15

Q.

Is that an accurate copy or his tra11scrlpt?

16

A.

Yes, It Is,

17

Q.

What period of time does It cover?

A.

It's not actually a transcript of the 8th grade here,

night.

'

fo1 the work that you do ~ach day and
You have been such f blessing In my Ufe. You have been

never thank you enough

your hard work and the extta work you do to help me and your

18
19

The Boise School District requires two classes that they take In

friendship and your asslstan.ce In making our classroom run more

20

the 8th grade so those two··are on here, plus all 9th, 10th,

smoothly. All the best -- all the best always. Sln~rely, Judy

21

11th, each by semester,

Windom.•

22

so wllllng to help me at wo1 and with my boys. I appreciate

I

I

I

•

' :

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all of the questions that I
have;

II

.

. 23
24
25

Q.

In general does It -- does It show that In the 9th

grade he was a straight A student?
A

THE COURT: Would yo1,1 hand the note to the l)alllff. Do you
Q.
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43

1

.A.

Two B's, all A's..

1

was murdered by her son Ethan. This crime has brought my family

2

Q.

Then In the first semester of his 10th grade what does

2

unspeakable pain and anger and overwhelming sorrow. When Ethan

3

beat and stabbed his mother to death, he not only ended her life

A.

Three A's, three B's.

and. ruined his, he also shattered ,riy family and broke our

Q,

Second semester of 10th grade?

4
5

3

4
5

:

itshow?

hearts. Our sister was a precious. gift to the world, a

6

A.

Two A's, one B and three C's.

6

peacemaker who .liked to bless others. She received her first

7

Q,

Then his -- the last semester that he attended school

7

college degree in social work and her second one received after

8

which would be between September '06 and January of '06?

9

A.

Approximately January 20th.

'

10

Q,

January 20th. Did he complete that semester?

8

her recovery from a serious accident a few years ago was in

9

special 4:!ducation.

10

My family and I have many wonderful memories of our

11

A.

He did. So the semester break was just --

11

childhoods together; Judy ha<! an Infectious laugh that lit up

12

Q.

All right. What were his grades that last semester?

12

the room, one that has been sadly missed over the last year and

13

A.

He had four C's and one B.

14

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all of the questions. I

15
16

move for the admission of the transcripts.

17

presentence report.

MR, ODESSEY: No objection. I think it was part of the

13

one that will never be forgotten. She loved her children,

14

parents; brothers, sister, nieces and nephews. Although she was •

15

a somewliat private person, she made friends easily and everyone •

16

loved her.

17

Because she was such a private person, I had no i:lea of the

18

THE COURT: I don't remember seeing that.

18

turmoil within my sister's home over the past few years. Judy

19

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.

19

's oldest son Mason moved out of the house months earlier

20

THE COURT: Exhibit 6 Is admitted.

20

because he could not stand the fact that Ethan and his anger

21

were running the household. Ethan had verbally and emotionally

22
23
24
25

abused Judy for a long time prior to her death. I feel helpless

21

22
23
24
25

· (State's Exhibit No. 6 was admitted.)
THE COURT: Do you have any questions for this witness?
MR. ODESSEY: No witnesses.
THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Cada. Do you have
any additional witnesses?

in the fact that I was unaware of the difficulty she was
experiencing in raising Ethan especially over the last few
years. She was too proud to share In her family trouble, a

46

44·

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am. Thank you.

1

loving mother who was the primary caregiver in both her sons'

THE COURT: Do you wish to offer evidence at this time or

2
3
4

lives.

do you want to wait until after the victim impact statements?
MR, ODESSEY: We have no evidence to present today.
THE COURT: If the victim -- the immediate family of the
victim wish to make a statement, they can do so at this time.
MR. BOURNE: Where would you like them to speak from?
THE COURT: Wherever they are the most comfortable.
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll start him if yoi.J don't mind.

be fine.

5

everything. Judy hated confrontation. She hated it her whole

6

life, which is -- which, I suppose, ls why she didn't take the

7
8
9

I'm sure that that's why she just didn't kick him out.

10

upper hand with her kids from the earty years of her life. And

She said Ethan always nagged her endlessly to buy him

10

THE COURT: That would

11

MR. BOURNE: If you'd start by telling us your name.

11

a pair of 06ver People glasses. They were very expensive and

12

MR. HEINDEL: My name is Mark Elliot Heindel.

12

she refused and so he was very angry. Debbie knew -- Debbie

13

MR. BOURNE: Spell your last name, please.

13

just knew from the resigned look that Judy had and the signs she

14

MR, HEINDEL: H-e+n-d-e-1.

14
15
16
17
18

always did when she talked about Ethan, that he would eventually

15
16
17
18

MR. BOURNE: Tell us your relationship In the family.
THE WITNESS: I'm ~lated to Judy Windom. I'm her youngest
brother.
MR, BOURNE: Have you prepared some thoughts that you want

19

19

to Inform the Court of concenilng your sister and the impact

20

20
21
THE COURT: All right. Then you may proceed.
22
MR.. MARK HEINDEL: These thoughts and words put together -- 23
these are thoughts and words put together by my sister Debbie
24
and I. On January 25th, 2007, my sister Judith EIieen Windom
25

21

22
23
24

1

In August 2006 Judy told our sister Debbie that Ethan was
always angry and he literally ran the household, controlling

25

this has had on you?
THE WITNESS:

11 of 33. sheets

Yes, I have.

things she couldn't afford. Right then he was after her to buy

get those glasses. He would always yell, demand and push until
she gave In.
After Ethan was arrested, Debbie was asked to retrieve his
glasses so he could read while he was incarcerated and she found
them at the house. My sister Debbie was devastated. They were
those same onver People glasses that Ethan nagged Judy to
purchase. Ethan had gotten his way.

I know that his defense has presented evidence of Ethan
being

a paranoid schizophrenic who was Incorrectly diagnosed.

One thing that they probably won't tell you Is that Ethan had
become extremely Interested in psychology over the last few
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47

j

1

years, taking a psychoiogy course at high school, studying books

1

2

2

represents the loss of a dream and a relationship. But this one

3

and materials, viewing schizophrenic and psychotic movies. And
I
'
I'm very confident tha~he learned a great deal about psychology

3

ls harder than most because two people that we loved that were

4
5

and its tendency over that time period. There are people we

4

involved, now one ·is dead and the other is guilty.

encounter in every day life with the same illnesses. Some are

6

also -- some are probably also misdiagnosed, but it does not

5
6

with the impact of his brother's actions. I'm not just talking

7

give them the right to ,;,iclously attack and hurt the very person

8

that had a hand in bringing him his own life. -

7
8

has lost his mom and now is dealing with a father who has

9

I

I

.

I

I

.

!

.

i

loss of a grands~n through imprisonment. Every murder

It is also difficult to watch our nephew, Mason, struggle
about the difficulty and publl~ity this has generated. Mason

10
11

essentially saying this person will be fine as long as they take
I
.
their medicine. In other words, whether Ethan kills another

9
10
11

12

person when he gets o~t of prison will depend on whether, number

12

parents away. A classroom, special needs kids have lost someone

13

one, he feels like taking his medication that day; and, number

13

who truly loved them, believed in thern and worked toward their

14

14

success. And now we have a whole bunch of family photos that

15

two, he properly administers
the medication and
I
.. hot by snorting
It through his nasal passages. As painful as it, this Is what

15

are painful to look at, not just of Judy's absence, but because

16

we now know.

16

of Ethan's presence. It is like having one of your greatest

17

blessings and one of your greatest curses In the same photo.

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

1

The problem with the mental illness excuse is that you are

I

•

.

I

!

.

One night Ethan dei:lded to take care of his problems once
I

and for all. He took his 1weight set, loaded all of the weights
18
I .
on one end of the dumbbell and repeatedly smashed In my sister's 19
I
skull while she slept. He then became afraid She wasn't quite
20
I
dead enough and stabbed her countless times.In the chest with a
21
I

continued support for Ethan. Craig, being a father myself, I
can understand how difficult this situation must be. In a way
Ethan has taken away both of - Ethan has taken both of Mason's

Please don't get me wrong, I do not hate Ethan. I feel
absolutely nothing for him most of the time. I am praying that
he does not get hurt In prison. And I know God requires me to
forgive him eventUc!IIY or my own sins will not be forglvei:i.

knife. And if that wasn't enough, he then plunged a knife Into

22

This will take time.

her skull and left it therJ. As it turns out, Eth~n carried out
I
.
those threats that he made to Judy on a few o'ccasions promising
I
to kill her while she was sleeping.

23
24
25

realization of what he has done, what he has lost, and the pain

I

Our greatest hope Is that Ethan will come to a full
he has caused us all and that he will truly become sorry for

50

48

1

that, that the sorrow and ache of It will fill him up and

2

death. My brother and I did our best to clean up her room

2

consume him so that he resolves that he will do whatever it

3

before our sister Debbie arrived so she could gather photos and
I
.
Items for her funeral display. We removed a blood-soaked

3
4

takes to insure he doesn't causes this pain in anyone's life

mattress and covered th~ blood-splattered walls and ceilings

5

restore the relationships and make his fife a beautiful thing

with blankets and towelsll but there were still tiny blood

6

instead of a curse, I will be ready to listen, Thank you.

.4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

I will never forget entering the house two days after her

I

I

spatters everywhere.

.

.

She wrote prayers t~ God all of the time. One of our
favorites, and we all still rave a copy of it, had been- on her

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.
MR. JEFF HEINDEL: My name is Jeff Heindel, H-e-1-n-d-e-l.

10

on It.

11

·

Ethan so disfigured J)Jdy that we were not ·able to see her

I

when we went to the funeral home. We saw a body draped In a
sheet with a hand lying olr the top sheet to prov.e that tt,ere was

a body there,

12

I'm Mark's brother and Ethan's uncle.
MR. BOURNE: You've got a statement that you want to make
to the Court?
MR. JEFF HEINDEL: I'm sorry. I didn't plan this. I

13 didn't send a letter. I should have. I just want it to be
14 clear·· I haven't even talked to my family about this. I don't
15 know what I'm feellng right now.
18

Judy wants -- you know, if we could go back to January,

childhood memories, the ~ne who has worried and cried with us as

17

this a terrible deal. Everybody Is going to be affected for the

our parents' health has dTcilned. The Intense sadness we feel

18
19
20
21
22

rest of their lives. My sister, Judy, I know with certainty

We have lost a precious sister, one present In all of our

I

almost every day Is a result of her murder as are the sleepless
nights.

Thanksgiving was very difficult and the Christmas spirit

22

just hasn't been the sameI a yearly tradition of a· family

23

gathering on Christmas oty, once the hlghllght of my year, will
I
.
be terribly stained by Judy's absence. It Is difficult to watc~

24

7
8
9

dresser next to the bed and you can see the drops of dried blood

I

again. When that day comes, when he Is truly sorry and ready to

that she Is somewhere wanting us to all move ahead, move
forward. It Is not going to be easy. We lost a mother, a
daughter, a sister and It's a terrible deal,
I'm sure -· I would llke to think that if we could go b
. ack

23

In time, if some of us acted on what we knew at that time and we

24

could go backwards, you know, this might have been a different

our parents struggle with ~he loss of a beloved daughter and the
25 story. But that's not the case,
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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1
2

one sided. We're all going to move forward.

3
4

daughter or child did this to me, I know dam good an({ well that

·5
6

53

1

us. We lost Judy In January, my sister Carol in February of

2
3
4

lung cancer, my mom who was 89 years old in July, and my best

I'm not really sure Why I just -- I don't want this to be

If you are ·sick, I hope we can get you help. If my

friend Sharon.

I~ has been a very emotional year for us and we have spent

Judy would be there hanging in for my children, too. It is a

5

many ·days crying. When Judy was mlJrdered, we were in absolute

terrible deaf, but we are going to move on.

6

shock for months. It would have been hard enough if she was

7
8

terrible deaf. We are going to be affected for the rest of our

8

for Judy's death. We kept hoping it was a nightmare, one we

9

lives, but I don't regret any part of the past, you know.

9

could awaken to, but it wasn't.

7 just murdered, but Ethan, 16 years old at the time, was arrested

I just want this to end on an even keel. This is a

10

That's aff I have to say. I'm sorry. I just wanted -- there's

10

Ethan has been in Ada County Jail now since July - or

11

no positive in here, but if we can try to leave it -- stay on

11

since January 25th. Even after reading the discovery, we know

12

the fence here and acknowledge what happened, but acknowledge

12

few of the details except he bludgeoned her to death with

13

that Judy Is there wanting us to move on. We've gotto move on

13

weights and stabbed her. We don't know if he was using drugs or

14

and keep trudging forward. I don't know. That's all I have to

14

had an argument. We know he made statements to several people,

15
16

say. I'm sorry.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Heindel.

17

MS. HEINDEL: I don't know if you saw a picture of Judy.

18

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

19

MS. HEINDEL: My name Is Lori Heindel.

I

15

one of whom was his therapist and another was his teacher. We

16
17
18

know he was seeing a psychiatrist and was on an antidepressant.
So we thought he was going to be okay. He was following all the

19

severe problems, we didn't know about them.

doctor's orders and he would be okay, we thought. If there were

20

MR. BOURNE: How are you related to the victim?

20

I've had a kidney transplant and then got an Incurable lung

21

THE WITNESS: I'm Judy mom and Ethan and Mason's

21

disease from the Immune suppressants and even though I talked to

22

Judy ·almost every night, I had no idea there were any problems

22
23

grandmother.

25

say what you

want.

23

other than normal teenage problems. I guess she did talk to

MS. HEINDEL: Right here. I don't k119w, Judge Copsey, if

24

several people about Ethan, but she always wanted to protect us.

MR. BOURNE: Speak to the Court and

24

you saw a picture of our daughter. Do you want to hold It up.

25

I miss J1,1dy every day. She was so young and life was just

52

I

54

1

Part of this Is a letter that I wrote that I have to do this for

1

2

me.

3
4

thought Jong and hard before deciding to speak, to bear my

5

heart. My husband and I are Judy's parents and Mason and

2
3
4
5

6
7

Ethan's grandparents. We have four remaining children; Debbie,

6

46; Bob Jr., 45; Jeff, 40; and our youngest son, Mark, 38.

8

Debbie and her family live in South Dakota, but the rest of the

9

kids and their families live in Boise or Eagle. We are very ,

It is with a heavy heart that I begin this. I prayed and

10

blessed with 15 grandchildren and two children who ate Sara's

11

children, who's Mark's girlfriend, and who we consider all ours.

12

All of whom live In Boise except the two In South Da'kota arid a

13

granddaughter who is In her final year at West Point.

14
I remember so well the night we brought Judy home from th.e
15 hospital. It was Halloween night and after we got Debbie, ·
16 three, and, Bobby, two, down for the night, :we were looking·.
17 forward to ju$t holding her and loving her and then came 65
. 18 trick-or-treaters.
'
19
We are a very close family
and always spend holidays and
20 birthdays together besfd~ the usual get-togethers that family
21 gather for. Even Debbie and her husband Mike and their two
22 girls come every other ·vear for Christmas. They were home· last
23 year and normally .wouldn't come this year, but Debbie decided we
24 needed to be together for this first year without Judy and -· ·•
25 and my mom who died In July. It has been a very hard year for

- 13 or 33 sheets

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19
20

starting to get easier for her•. The day after she got her new
car, she called me and was so excited, she said It m13de even the
long drive to Eagle High School fun.
The morning the police found her body my husband was on his
way to the we~y Bible study he does with our son Bob at the
prison. I was just sitting in bed enjoying a cup of coffee and
decided to tum on the Today show. I hadn't watched it since
Katie left the show. When I turned on the television, Judy's
house was on ft and there was crime tape everywhere.
I called Cheryl, our daughter-in-law, and asked If she
could find out what was going on. She went down to Judy's
house, which was only a few blocks away, and an announcer
started saying that a female had been found dead in her bed. I
called the tiouse and It went Immediately to messaging. Ethan's
voice said there was a family emergency and they had gone to
Washington for a few days; I knew .that couldn't be rl!Jht
because I had just talked to Judy the night before. She usually
went to bed about 9:00 and got up about 4:30 to get to school
early. She hated the traffic and she said she could get a lot
done before everyone else came In.

21

I called Eagle High school where she was

a special ed

22

teacher and they said she hadn't arrived yet late nor had she

23

called In. I began to get very scared.

24
25
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1 or Bob or Jeff and Mark and their families·we're so proud of
2 you. Tell those that you love every chance how much they are

from feeling numb to like feeling I was drowning and no one

2· could help me. The only things that we knew were in the paper
3 and on 1V. We had so mariy questions. we weren't able to see

3

loved and how proud you are of them. Life is so short. Judy,

4
5

we miss you every day.

at the funeral parlor had painted her fingernails because they

4
5

were discolored. Judy never wore fingernail polis.h so that was
l
.
hard. They finally agreed to give me a lock of her hair.

6
7

give me some closure.

6

7

her body. It was too mut11Jted, only her arm. And the fellow

I

f

8

9

•

Her casket was closed) of course, but We did not get any
closure and -that was hard./ We knew it was Judy, In the casket,

10 . but it was so hard not t.o s,y good-bye. Many of. us wrote short

And, thank you, this was really for me. I hope It will

.THE COURT: Thank you very much.

8

MR. BOURNE: Is the Court ready for the next one?

9

THE COURT: Yes.

10

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

11

notes to her and asked if tliey could remain In the casket and be

11

MR. WINDOM: Mason Lee Windom.

12

cremated with her body.

12

MR. BOURNE: Mason, have you prepared -- are there some

13

14

/

I always hoped she could find someone to love and

marry.

13

things that you want to say to the Court?

15 wanted to sit back and enjoy her career as a special ed teacher,

14
15

16

I
.,
17 older. If you're not old enough to have grown children, you
I
.
18 probably don't understand( but it Is very satisfyi~g t.o watch

16

a kiss. I usually did. She got us groceries. She smHed. She

17

seemed happy. And I went In to give her a kiss and say I loved

18

her. I said I loved her, but I did not give her a kiss. I

19

your children raise your gr'.and kids and have a whole different

19, thought I will do it next time. I did not get a next time. She

20

relationship with them.

She was such a loving, caring and responsible woman and we
I

a job she truly loved, and ~atch her and the other kids get

21

J

She was just good fr! nd as we grew older and I miss her so

I

.

22 much. I keep praying that I'll have a dream some night where
23 she will tell me that she is1 at peace and happy.· ·
I
I love Mason and I worry about him all of the time even

24

25

I

though he always says, Grandma, I'm really okay. Mason lost the

mo-/

y<>:

don,:,.

THE COURT: You may proceed, Mason.
MR. WINDOM: The last night I saw my mom, I didn't give her

20

was taken early by the very person who brought her -- at your

21

angriest you don't stab your mom 30 freaking times and leave a

22

knife in her head. I could only hope that he is put in bars a

23

long time and that he is able to realize what he's done.

24

MR. BOB HEINDR: My name is Bob Heindel. My sister Is

25 · Judy Windom. And like my brother, I didn't prepare anything,
58

1

mo,t. He lost hi,

1

but I just want to say in the midst of this circus that's going

2

sometimes you need your mom at 19, you really do. But I know

2

on, he's exactly right, there's nothing good that's going to

3

she's looking down on you, Mason, and all of u~ and are sharing

come from this situation. The only good that's going to come

4

In your joys and tears. I eally believe this.

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

.

ANi even though

I

,

f

."

I miss Ethan, too. We still visit him every few weeks, but

I see him withdrawing fro1m us. And it's so hard for me. I
I

:

don't want to lose him either. That's the only bad part about
I

12

the plea bargain. We wi111 really never know why. A trial
I
;- .
wouldn't have been good either and actually I'm not sure I could
I
.
have sat through it and heard everything and dealt wJth it on
I
.
the television and papers,every day.
.
I
I hope after the senten.cing we can learn more. Whether

13

Judy was afraid of Ethan) if she got-the journal, how he could

14
15
16
17
18

have hurt her so badly, l;ow we could only see her arm.

11

19

I

to kriow these things.

/

I want
·

I have forgiven Ethan and I still love him. The Ethan that
killed his mom was .not 'e one that I took several vacations
with or hugged and he told us he loved us. I hope today will
I

give us some kind of closure so we can go on With our lives, so

from this situation is focusing on the one person that we need

5
6

to focus on and that's Judy and the spirit that she lived with.
And the spirit she lived with, I experienced first hand her
7 unconditional love. See, I had two boys that went through drug
8 problems. And one is still now in prison and she loved my boys
9 like no other person ever loved my boys. She cared for them.
10 She loved them unconditionally.
11
For us to forgive Ethan doesn't mean that It makes it all
12

right. It wlll never make what happened right, but It make us

13

right and begins the healing process in us.

14

This Is so necessary and

I appreciate Ada County, Detective

15
16
17
18

of the redemption process. But healing only begins when we

19

again look to forgive. Again, not making It right what

Duggan and the prosecution and the defense and everything that
has to happen as a result of the legal proceedings that
happened, Judge Cor,sey.

That part Is n97essary and that's

20

I
..
we can find. peace and Joy again. We really w~mt peace and joy

20

happened. It won't make It right, but we can begin to live

21

In our lives and an ability to enjoy our other grandchildren.

21

again. We begin to heal again.

22
23
24

from this past year. Judy knew she was loved, the kids all know

22
23

focus on my sister and the loving and the carl~g and the

they are loved. We tell them every time we talk to them. But

24

nuturlng that she carried with her.

25

we didn't tell Judy often ·t,ow proud. we were of her or of Debbie

•

I

.

I want to also tell sqme -- you somethlng1:hat I learned
I

j
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do happen, blessings do come out. We hear wonderful things
about the teachers that she worked with and the students that
she Impacted and we hope that we can leave footprints in
people's lives as we lead our life. And she's left some .·
wonderful footprints In this life. And that's the thing I'm
going to remember the most. Yeah, It Is a difficult time. It's
a terrible, horrible thing that happened. But I focus on
everything that she left and the footprints that she left in
people's lives. And that is what helps me to forgive,. not
forget, but forgive and start to heal through this process.
Again, thank you for this time, Your Honor. I appreciate that.
THE COURT: Thank you.
MR. BOURNE: By that I think that's all of the victim
impact statements, Judge. Thank you.
THE COURT: I understand that the defendant does not want
. to give any testimony or -- or any evidence at this time.
r

MR. ODESSEY: No evidence, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Then I'll listen to argument from
each counsel. Mr. Bourne.
MR. BOURNE: Can I have just one second?
THE COURT: Certainly. You have may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you. Judge, I certainly agree with the
things that the. family has said here. They've. said It two or
three different ways, that the family has to focus on Judy, on
her life. They have to focus themselves on the things they need

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

but also made a handle so it could be used as a bludgeoning
Instrument. He stab!)ed her In the chest, 16 times into her
heart. He had to move her arm and stab Into her right chest to
get into her liver and other internal organs and then put her
arm back where It was because that arm covered where the stab
wounds were. He cut her on her neck and he put a knife In her
head.
In all of the cases that I've dealt with and I know the
Court has dealt With, there can't be more -- there can't be a
case that shows more malice or more deliberateness or a more
willful and intentional killing.
Then the things that the defendant did afterwards which
includes changing the answering machine message, calling the
girlfriend, Ashley, and telling her to not come the next morning
and asking her to make sure she called Mike Silva to tell him
not to come to Ethan's house the next morning and show a
presence of mind and a rational thought process that goes hand
in hand with the deliberateness that we see of the crime. And,
of course, changing the answering machine message that the Court
just heard about again from his grandmother, Judy's mother,
saying he had gone to the state of Washington.
The Court also knows that he tried to leave the house, but
was just seen by the neighbor, and, of course, he ran from the
neighbor or hid from the neighbor.
And finally what I think ls so telling Is that In the end

62

60

1

to do to heal and to move on and to take into their lives the

1

he negotiates with the police. He describes the story -- first,

2

things that are positive about Judy and the things that they

2.

he lies to the police and makes up this whole story about the

3

need to remember about her. I think that's healthy and I hope

3

4

that In the long run the family can heal over this.

5

And as difficult as that Is to say, even I can't imagine

6

what it will be like for them to actually do either, but they

7

I

are certainly saying the right words. And it looks like they

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

strange ground that we're dealing with here. And what I mean by

are doing all they can to do that.
Unfortunately I don't think that that's what we can do
here. Our focus can't be on Judy exclusively. Our focus has to
be on protection of the public and the protection of the public
is what my argument is about here today and what I'm going to
urge to the Court to do because I feel that the defend<!nt stands
for a great risk ~o the community beca11se of what he's done and
what his situation Is.
As I thought In the last few days about this and discussed
It with others in the office, It occurs to me that this Is

4
5
6
7
8
9
10·
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

killer and what the killer did and made him do and it Is a
fairly elaborate sort of a hoax.
And then when the officer offers him -- or just talks to
him about·the single cell that the defendant actually brings up
first, the defendant negotiates, "All right. I'll tell you
about this, but I've_got to make sure that I'm going to have a
single cell. I will tell you the truth, but I want a single
cell first.• "All right. I will give you the single cell."

Then the officer asks where is the knife. He says, "I'll
tell you where the knife is, but I've got to have my personal
stuff first. I have got $100 worth of Arman! and. John Paul
somebody cologne, body wash and deodorant and I want that
personal stuff In my cell. If you'll promise me that you'll
give me that stl,lff, I'll tell you where the knife Is.•
That talks about ·• that describes a presence of mind and a

19

that is this: The defendant has pied guilty to second degree

19

rationality that Is considerably different than what the defense

20

murder which Is an Intentional, willful, deliberate killing with

to this Is, I guess, but that's the other: part of this that Is

21
22

deliberateness or malice.

20
21
22
23
24
25

23
24
25

ma.lice aforethought. The facts could hardly show more

I just showed to the Court a picture of the barbells which
shows that the weights were taken off of one end and put on the

;

Then he tells the story.

so odd. Because despite the ratlonallty of the actions and the
actions after the crime, the defendant then, despite his plea,
puts on essentially a mental health lnformatlo.n that said he had
a psychotic break. And I don't want to read too·much Into that,

other which gave the weight end, of course, additional weight,
but my view of It Is that the information about the psychotic
01/11/2008 02.02.53 PM
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1

break must be that it's an excuse. It's not his fault. He had

2

a psychotic break and sp we should go easy on him.

3
4
5

i

.

I

Now, I don't think l overstate that because Dr. Estess

65

1

Dr. Estess and Dr. Beaver, we are not told what it is intended

2

to mean. We're left to assume that -- well, I'm not s4re what

3

they mean for us to assume, but neither one of them say that the

4
5
6
7

defendant did not know what he was doing. They just say that he

7
8

makes It crystal clear that he thinks that the Court could
I
release the defendant today; put him on probation, set him up
I
with mental health counseling, order him to take his medication,
I
.
and we'll be fine. Dr. Beaver's not far behind that even though
I
.
he's little more realistic.because he says that he needs to go

8

what he did and there will be retribution for taking Judy's

9

to prison, but sometlmJ In the distant future ~fter he gets into

9

life. But perhaps the meaning of the mental health information

6

I

.

had a psychotic break.
· So I'm left then with .the idea that -- and I assume that
the defendant should be punished for an intentional killing for

I

10
11

his 30s where violence drops off, he could be good for parole.

l

.

They both use the term psychotic break and yet this is sort

10

Is to convince the Court that In the future medication may keep

11

him from doing It again. As I've indicated, Dr. Beaver says
that should be In the distant future, but Dr. Estess says now.

12

of In the face of a guilty! plea to an Intentional killing, and,

12

13

as I view It, can't be both ways. Either this is an intentional
I
•
killing or it's not his fault and he's got a legal,'factual

14

14

13

I want to point out wtiat I do think I understand from the

reports and that is schizophrenia is a lifetime condition. This

15
16

defense to It. But my view is he's waived that.

17

certainly a dilemma. Itjappears to me that It does not

18
19
20

rationally describe what we've got here.
I
Now I thought I understood what the term psychotic break :
I
meant. I think It means a break with reality. ;It means that a

21

21
22

defendant's dangerousness to the community. And the fact that

22

person's unable. to control their thoughts and actions. I think
I
.
It means that the persor,i's
seelng or hearing. things that aren't
I

23

there and they're not able to act rationally. Yet despite the

23

to be dangerous for the rest of his life.

24

nature of the term, that certainly is not what the evidence
I
:
shows, because, as I sal,d, the defendant has pied guilty to an

24

Now, I have great respect for Dr. Estess. As the Court

25

knows, the State called him as a State's expert. I have respect

25

I

So this psychotic break is sort of In -- Is ,~ well, it's

.

I

I

I

I

.

15
16
17
18
19
20

doesn't get better. Medications can treat the symptoms, but not
the causes. This medicine Haldol and other things aren't like
chemotherapy that's going to make a tumor disappear or a cast on
the arm where the cast -- where the arm wlll heal and the cast
can be taken off. This Is a lifetime thing. And that's what I
think is critical to the question of what Is the degree of the
he Is mentally Ill, If that's the case, means that he Is going

66

64

1

intentional kllllng and he has described the murder In great

1 for Dr. Beaver. I have seen him testify a number of times. But

2

detail.

2

three things at least have to occur for this Court to have any

3

confidence that the public will be protected from the defendant.

4
5

the medication has to work. By that I mean that a mental health

6

expert has to understand the defendant's condition, correctly

7
8

diagnose the condition and give proper medication and the proper

3

I

.

Well, I have to say that
I if the -- If when the
. defendant

4
5
6

was interviewed by Det,ctlve Duggan, h~ had .said I don't --

7

that woman. She was the devil ·and she attacked me. Or he had
I
said I don't know anythlrg about killing my mother, but there

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

what am I doing here? I don't know why I'm here. I don't
I
remember anything about this. Or if he had said I had to kill

was a huge spider In that room and I had to beat the spider.
I
.
And then he had stayed there and waited for the police or he had
I
.
run down the street to the neighbors screaming about spiders,
I
.
then maybe I'd go a little farther toward the psychotic break.

I

Bµt he doesn't do any

oti those things.

.

He describes the

boogleman story to beglr with In great detail.·
And then after he gets the single cell promise, he

describes the murder In preat detail and he says nothing about

-- well, he doesn't give any Information that would
I

Indicate

.

that he wasn't In control of his thinking process. He describes
that he killed his mothe~ and the most chilling ·ipan: of that Is
he smiles when he does 1that. And It has nothing to do with
anything that would make me think as a layman -- I'm certainly
not a mental health exp'rt -- but there's nothl.tig about that as ,
chilling as It Is that would make me think that he -- that he
I

wasn't thinking rationally.

First, the defendant has to be prescribed medication and

quantity.

9

Now, I point out, too, what the Court already knows and

10

that Is Dr. Ashaye, however you say that correctly, who's an

11

MD/psychiatrist, and a psychologist, Andrew Layman, both

12

diagnosed the defendant as being anxious and depressed.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

THE COURT: Actually Mr. Layman said -- toward the end says
that he suffered from psychopathy.
MR. BOURNE: Yes. Or that he thought there were some signs
ofthat.
THE COURT: Which Is not treatable,
MR, BOURNE: But my point Is that they diagnosed him In the
beginning -- at least Dr. Ashaye, I guess the whole time, and
this Andrew Layman most of the time, diagnosed him as being
anxious and depressed with anxiety dlsorQer and depression.

22
23

had It wrong and I assume Dr. Estess has his diagnosis of

24

schizophrenia generally correct. _But I'm just saying that

Now, Dr. Estess and Dr. Beaver disagree and say that they

I

25
So besides having the phrase used on us !n the reports of
25 doesn't give me much confidence If the defendant Is released on
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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67

1
'
2
3
4
5

1 toward his mother, spitting in her face, locking her In her

parole at a time near in the future or at any time, that

.

. whichever mental health expert he walks to wlll get it right,

2

room, making her do things that - of being selfish,

will get the medication right and in the right quantities and

3

essentially, that he puts. his values over her.

can take care of this. Not because these doctors -- well, It's

taking her bedroom away from her, taking essentially the whole

6

different doctors see different things and they can make

4
5
6

7

different judgments on that, That's the first thing that has to ·

7

told the defendant's father that she feared he would kill her In

8

go right before the Court has confidence that the defendant will

8

her sleep. That when she described it to her friend at school,

9

not be dangerous.

9

the friend feared for her and said, "You've got to do something

because this isn't a hard science and it's subjective and that

Two, we know that he's capable of intimidating her, of
house av.:ay from her, taking her security to the point that she

10
11

10
11

to protect yourself.• "No, I'll be all right,• she says.

whatever the symptoms are, he's got to take the initiative to go

12

in to the doctor and say, doctor, this is what I'm feeling, this

12

know that he is able to logically carry out a plan. We know

13

is what is going on In my head, this is what I think needs to

13

that he can put together the notion that a dumbbell with all the

14

happen, what Is wrong with me. If he didn't do that, nobody

14

weights on one end Is. a really good weapon and -- because It's

15 will know. It is not like he looks different. His eyes don't
16 turn red or something like that and he walks down the street

15
16

two-handed handle that he can use as a dub. We know he is

17

capable of making that choice.

i17

Number two, the defendant has to self report, that is

somebody will look at him and say that man Is schizophrenic. We

18 have got to get him some Haldol. Nobody will know unless he
19 tells.
20
Remember, Dr. Asaye's notes say that the defendant claims

~

And, three, whether we call It a psychotic break or not, we

real heavy when you take the weights off one end, It gives it a

18
19

We know that he's capable of knowing that hitting Judy on
the head Is the way to klll her, not hitting her on the foot,

20

not hitting the cat, not hitting the pillow, but hitting her on

no homicidal or sulcldal ideatlons. Whether Dr. Ashaye got It .

21

the head. We know that he Is capable of making that choice.

wrong, whether he didn't ask the right question or whatever,

22

that is still What his notes say. I assume, then, that either

23

We know, as the Court knows from having just recently seen
the video tape, that she Is capable of making a noise and that

124

he didn't ask the right question-or the defendant didn't say

24

he had better put a glove over her mouth. That's what he did.

~5

those things or that the defendant wasn't thinking those things

25

I had forgotten that until I watched that again yesterday, that

I'1
,2

70

68

at the time and they changed later, ff that's what we assume.·

1

he put one of those gloves over her face so she couldn't cry

But nonetheless this is based on self report.

2
3
4

out.

3
4

it's been my experience, and I'll bet it's been the Court's

5

experience, that when mentally ill people take medication and-

5

never heard of before, but that Is stabbing her in the neck, in

6

get feeling better, they oftentimes decide they don't need

6

the heart, and in the -- under the arm. But he couldn't do that

7

medication anymore. They don't like the side effects. They

7
8
9
10
11

that day l;!ecause of the way ~he was laying. He couldn't reach

8
9
10

11

Third, the defendant has to take the pill every day. And

feel good. They don't want -- they think they're no longer, so:
to speak, crazy and quit taking that medication, which starts us
all over again.

. Now, then, he has to self report If his condition changes ·.

12

and a new doctor has to make those findings. ·And if any of

We know that he Is capable of knowing and understanding and
Intending to do what he calls the three-shot kill, which I had

her ti> do the three-shot kill. So he had to change his plan and
hit her on the head first with a dumbbell and then In the heart,
then under her arm into the side.
And, of course, we know-ile had the presence of mind to make

12 a plan to call off the friends, to change the answering machine

13

those things fail, the consequences will be or could be and wm

13

message, to hide from the neighbor, to concoct the story and

14

likely be as catastrophic as they have that brings us here

14

negotiate. We also know Interestingly enough that he has the

/15
16

today.

15
16

all the way across town In the night to Overland .and Cloverdale.

1

I guess that's what brings me around to this. I'm not sure

presence of mind to walk six or seven miles from Normandy Street

17

that It makes a difference what label we put on him, whether we·

17

18

label him schizophrenic, whether,we label him anxious and

18

MR. BOURNE: He says that.

19

depressed, or label him

19

THE COURT: Or tried to.

20
_21
22
23

testing. I don't think that the labeling makes much difference.

20

MR. BOURNE: Yes, And he said --

What makes a difference Is what the defendant Is capable of. We

THE COUR,T: On I84.

capable of regardless of what doctor says what about his mental

21
2~
23

he was walking to try to hitchhike and then get a ride from a

24

condition. We know that he's capable of an unspeakable crime.

24

security guard, which all suggests that he has the social skill

as being within norml!ll .limlts on the

know,· all of us here In this room, know what the defendant Is

THE COURT: He first hitchhiked.

MR. BOURNE: And he says he had the presence of mind while

25

We know that he's capable of being a bully, of being aggressive
25 to be able to convince somebody In the middle of .the night to
7 or 33 sheets
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I

1

And what schizophrenia is is it's a thought disorder in this

There are a bunch of other details that I haven't gone over

2

particular assessment of the paranoid variety.

because I know the Court has, but the point is that whether we
I
call this a psychotic break or we label him schizophrenic or we
I
label him depressed or anxious, I'm not sure it matters because
I
.
what really does matter, as I see it, is we know what he's

3
4

that Mr. Bourne speaks to the Court that at least three things

5

must be satisfied before you can be safe in assuring the public

6

protection in releasing or considering a release time for Ethan

7

Windom. There must be a correct diagnosis.

let him get in the car; and drive him places;

.

,

'

capable of. As long as he's capable of those things, I don't
I
think we can - we as a society are safe from him.
I
So I'm sorry for
defendant. I'm c~rtalnly sorry for

re

his family. They seem like decent, honest; God-fearing people
I
who are trying to do the right thing and balance the Interests

.

I

..

that they have to balance between -- with the ri~ in their
family. I have great respect for them for that. But my job and
-- is to recommend the protection of the public, which I think

I

.

is the Court's job. And I -- I can't see that·there is a way
that I can say, Judge! if we give him a ten~year sentence, he'll
I
be fine in ten years because he won't. Or if we give the
defendant a 20-year kentence, he will be fi~e in 20 years
because he won't.

o~ If we wait until he is ;In his 40s,

'

. and he won't be
violence drops off, but the mental illness won't
okay in 20 yea~.

I

..

22

And I don't - as .I tried to do the math in this, I can't

23
24
25

think of a comblnatioh of years that will put him In a period of
time In his life that hJ won't be mentally ill; when he won't

' he won't have to take the medication
have to self report, w.hen

I

And I guess, again, Judge, I want to emphasize to the Court

8
And before I get into some length about Drs. Estess and
9 Beaver's assessments, I just want to draw the Court's attention
10 to the difference in credentials. Both of those person are -11 well, Or; Estess is a medical doctor and diplomate in
12 psychiatry, a Ph.D. Dr. Beaver's a clinical neuropsychologist
13 who's also a diplomate. These people are highly credentialed.
14 I don't think they're strangers to your courtroom. And
15 certainly in the case of Dr. Estess, c1 person who the Ada County
16 Prosecuting Attorney's Office and Mr. Bourne specifically have
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
. 24
25

used for decades, this person, Dr. Estess, who's all about
criminal responsibility, whatever the mental health status of an
Individual and that ls why I urged him to write a letter because
In effect, Judge, he was the treating doctor In Ethan,'s case of
any real substance In terms of accomplishing anything. And he's
not -- you know, he ls not generally a friend of the defense
bar, Judge, to state the obvious. Quite the opposite In fact.
Dr. Estess has peen called ,in scores of cases, if not
hundreds of cases on behalf of the State. And certainly some of

1

that will keep us safe from him, that the medication will be

74
1 the biggest cases even in recent memory, State versus Payne,

2

under circumstances ~here It will for sure wo·rk in the right

2

first degree murder, death sentence, Or. Estess. State versus

quantities. And I'm left
Judge,
of asking
I with the situation,
.
.
I just don't think that there's anything

3
4

witness, as I understand It, but definitely Involved on behalf

5

of the state of Idaho and the Ada County Prosecutor's Office in

6

that matter.

3

I

4
5

the Court to fix life.

6

him. Thank you.

7
.8

9

72

else that we can feel bonfident In and we can be protected from

1

:

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.
I
MR. ODESSEY: can I get about a five-minute break before I
give my remarks be~use I'm going to take some time.

7

Hall, first case consult, access to Mr. Hall. Not called as a

He testified In State versus McDermott, a first degree

8

capital case held in this building not too long ago, a few years

9

ago. So this Is a person, Dr. Estess, who's not at the beck and

10
11

THE COURT: Weill take a five-minute recess.

12

THE COURT: Mr.1Odessey.
12
MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge. I'm going to take some of 13

particular In State versus Hall, and I believe Mr. Bourne also

14

So passing reference to that connection by Mr, Bourne I

(Recess)

I

11

13
14

the Court's time this looming because rm ~olng to go Into

15

detail -- and I mean

16
17
18

you are very careful

19
20

21
22
23
24
25

10

I

10 disrespect to Your 11onor because I know

'r

0

reviewing the material, but these four

or five inches of paper detail here,

I think, a lot of the

call, but readily available to offer his measured expertise on
behalf of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney and Mr. Bourne, In

was Involved In State versus Payne.

15

think Is Insufficient In that.the depth of the professional

16
17

relatlonshlp that Dr. Estess ha~ with the Ada County Prosecuting
Attorney is well past a quarter century vintage.

satisfied. The correct dia_gnosis. Dr. Estess sets forth In

to Impose also the m11ndatory minimum of ten years. And I

18
19
20

realize that this case 1s in a bit of an unusu~I posture In

21

If you will, comes forward and tells you that correct diagnosis.

terms of cases of this nature that come before the Court because

22
23

And that Is the tragedy of this case, Judge. There was not a

24

account Judy Windom would be with us today. That's the tragedy

background to my re9uest of the Court to Impose a llfe sentence
in this case, Judge, b$Cause schizophrenia wlll not go away, but

I
I

1

I

-

.

of the fact there w11s a psychotic break.

1

Now, I'm not he1 to parse definitions wl~h counsel wno

Mr. Bourne says there are threl;! things that must be

great detail, as does Or. Beaver from a. little different place,

correct diagnosis sooner. If there was, by most people's
\I

really didn't offer one ,other than It is a break with reality.
25 of this case.
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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The self reporting that he talks about, I'm going to detail

i

that In my remarks about Mr; Windom, Ethan Windom -- along with

3

Judy, his mother, along with Kathy Windom, his stepmother,. along

4

with Craig Windom, all -- and as you heard~ from brother Mason,

5
6

criteria Mr. Bourne set out, the correct diagnosis, and thqt

7

Ethan was the one who came forward In the school setting, which

ail In concert, if you will, tried to facilitate that first
.

8 I will detail, as well as through counselors about these
'9 disturbing, troubling thoughts. And when you read this
10 paperwork and put that alongside with what Dr. Estess and Dr.
11 Beaver contributed, it does mes_h. It does make the story whole.
And the story Is that Ethan Windom suffers from a real true
12
13 mental health condition, that Ethan Windom suffers that
14 condition that could fairly be documented from the last three
15 years, 8th, 9th, 10th and now 11th grade on. And it has
16 steadily progressed. It progressed to the point that back on
17 January 25 of this year an unspeakable tragedy was committed at
18 the hands of Ethan Windom.
19
He's never said different, Judge. He has been self
20 reporting. He has been so self reporting, Judge, that page two
·21 of your presentence report -. and my compliments, by the way,
22 Judge, to the author. Your suggestion of that person and
23 counsel's stipulation to that person being the author of this
[24 report I think generated a very thorough, comprehensive report.

1

the school people, professionals, and not effectively diagnosed

2
3
4
5

or treated, not meaningfully addressed.

Windom does, at the outset that whatever Mr. Bourne was

6

characterized as negotiating, that I did this. Now, he doesn't

7

know why. He doesn't know why. And the why, which Is really, I

8

think, the Important r.iart in this Court's evaluation of what
society's protection requires in this case, but the why Is that

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

And I'm not sure If it's four or five Inches tall, but it Is

I1

voluminous and accurate and I am happy to have this material to

1

2

work from and I think the court has a great aid in having that

3

quality of work before Your Honor to review.

2
3
4

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

He goes on to say that his mother was the most readily
available target. H_e then was arrested, So he tells us, Ethan

9

125

4
5
6

77

he was mentally Ill In an active psychotic state. That's the
point.
This was not a plan that on -- on this -- I forgot what day
of the week It was. I knew It at onetime. But on this
Thursday I'm going to commit this crime. That was not the case,·
Judge. What the case was was that evening, that night, yes,
Ethan Windom had been prescribed medications, and,. yes, Ethan
had compromised himself perhaps unwittingly In grinding up the
Wellbutrln and doing some of the other things he shouldn't have,
In taking more Klonopln than he should have. Agreed. But when
you read Dr. Estess who prescribed these kinds of medications
and Is aware of the effect of those medications as well as Dr.
Beaver who is well aware of the effects of the medications, they
are really aware of what went on here in terms of the driving
force. The driving force was this building mental illness to a
psychotic state.
78

76

But on page two up front and early, Judge, that's just ;

That's what this case is about, Judge. And that's what you
are sentencing Ethan Windom on in terms of protecting the
community In -the future, which clearly is your concern as it
ought to be.

after the face sheet, the last full paragraph on page two,

5

Judge, the presentence Investigator speaks to Detective Duggan

6

who Is going to be questioning alone and confronting the

7

Ethan was -- I hope you noticed, Ethan was -- his eyes welled up

defendant getting the truth from him after securing the promises

8

with tears as well because it Is a sad, sad thing that this

that we've heard so much about, about having the solitary jail
cell, just parenthetically doesn't that show how insecure and
unsophisticated that Mr. Windom is and what kind of thought
disorder was apparent at the time of arrest, that time of 25
January.
So after he talks about having a solitary jail cell, the
defendant admitted that he killed his mother. If that's not a
self report, I don't know what Is. If It Isn't acknowledging
responslblllty, I don't know what It Is. He said the need to
klll someone had been building In him for some time and his.
mother was the most readily available target That's what he
tells the case officer detective who's Interviewing the accused
the morning of the discovery of the body.
What we do find out from

Ors.

Estess and Beaver In their

evaluations Is that the Intrusiveness of these homicidal
thoughts, the persistence of those homicidal thoughts were ;

9
10

Lori Heindel wrote a really touching .letter, Judge, and her
presentation this morning was -- and if you were touched as

tragedy that Ethan has caused has rippled out In some many
directions and none of it good. None of it good.

11
The Helndels In my experience, Jtidge, are extraordinary
12 people In a lot of ways as are most of the people that
13 contributed to this presentence material through their letters,
14 Judge. These are bright people, articulate people. These are
15 people who have .Insight. These are people who really are trying
16 to grapple In many ways In the most extraordinary, difficult
17 circumstances. The loss of a loved one, whether It's a
18 daughter, sister, mother, dear friend, dedicated career person,
19 a person. who had a lot of heart and lot of the love.
20
I ask, Your Honor, today when you think about what the
21 appropriate sentence Is this case bear In mind what two of
22 Judy's brothers told you earlier today, Jeff and Bob, That what
23 Judy was about was helping people, that she was a loving,
24 caring, nuturlng person. That was her character. That's what
25 Judy was about. I mean no disrespect to Mason or Judy's memory,

building to a crescendo In the fall of '06. That was noted by
19 of 33 sheets
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but that's what she would want today, Your Honor. She would
I
want a loving, caring, nuturlng outcome. As awful as this case
I
.
is, I still believe that because that was her character. That
I

was the person she was.
I

And it Is true that i'm sure Ethan was boorish, if not

I

81

79

.

1 middle of a psychotic break, that he was not correctly
2 diagnosed, that he was not correctly treated. Is Mr. Bourne's

3
4
5
6

speaks to what Dr. Beaver found on page 13. She talks about the
ongoing need for psychiatric care and the risk for violence will

6

verbally abusive, If not rxtremely difficult to llve with In the

7

fall of '06 when his me tar health was deteriorating to the

7

1

position to warehouse every mentally ill person because those
conditions are treatable and manageable, but Incurable?
Your presentence Investigator In summary form, Judge,

8

extent that it was. I do.n't dispute that, Judge. But she stuck

8

9
10

In there with him and J.e'II document what efforts were made
I
.
especially In that time frame. But still driving her was that

9
10

Judge. That's not out of the sky or some speculation. That's

11

loving, caring, nuturlng character that never stopped even when

That's a person who has spent his life and career involved with

12

it got tough.

11
12
13

13

I

I

On page eight in ~e presentence report, Mr. Windom, Ethan,

drop as he moves Into his 30s. That's based on real data,

an Informed opinion. That's a person who sb.Jdies these things.

these things.
And certainly :it's conditioned upon certain things. It Is

14

was asked by your presentence Investigator how he feels about

14

conditioned that he continue to comply with his medication

15

regiment and he's appropriately monitored by mental health care

having committed the clime. And recognize, Your Honor -- it is
I
the second full paragraph way down the page above the prior

15

16
17

16

providers. That Is why in this case we made sure that your

records section-~~ bear In mind, Judge, that Interview occurred

17

presentence Investigator had all those releases necessary to get

18

at a time after Ethan was correctly diagnosed and correctly

18

all of those records, not only from the county jail, but

19

medicated.

19

elsewhere in terms of the efforts that Ethan and his family made

20

to get a diagnosis, to get the treatment

20

I

.

I

And more importantly, and I as a person who saw him days

I

21

after his arrest and Dr. Estess who saw him days after his

21

22
23

arrest and for the contiJuing ten or eleven months that have
!
passed since have seen 1a steady progress, have seen a steady

22
23

and that's his -- I don't quite know how to say It -- he

24

improvement and a constant ongoing refinement of the treatment

24

Mr. Windom.

25

'I

regimen, especially the _kinds of medications taken. And the

And, remember, Judge, that even though Dr. Ashaye missed It .

prescribed medication and that medication was taken dutifully by

25

Dr. Beaver further goes to this, which I think is

82

1

ongwng ooo- a , ~ by Ethao to~ n,gimen , : tt,,

1

particularly important, Judge, in your consideration in terms of

2

2

the protection of society, Dr. Beaver saw no signs of any

3

continuing self reporting by Ethan as to any symptoms he may be
I
.
experiencing and the ongoing dlmlnlshment of:any homicidal

3

significant underlying personality disorders which would

4

ldeations and ongoing diminishment of intrusiV:e thoughts, the

4

interfere with appropriate adjustment Including mental health

5

lessening of his depression. All of those thing~ are documented

5

care should the defendant one day transition back Into the

6

in the records from the jail as well as Dr. Este~'s written

6

community at some point in the distant future.
What that tells you and what those evaluations by Drs.

8

report.
And certainly I can. ouch, having seen - Mr. Lojek or I

7
8

Beaver and Estess tell you, Judge, is there's no Access II here.

9

visiting With Mr. WindoJ on a weekly basis without fail, we have

9

7

'

l
I

10

witnessed that steady itprovement. We have witnessed the change 10

11

in his bearing and thought processes.

12

13
14

15
16
17
18

·

And when your lnvdstigator asks Mr. Windom -- and this was

I

.

Those of us who are in this business very much at this level
certainly, you will see the antisocial personality disorder

11
12

characterization or you'll see some kind of characterologlcal

assessment, you will see the oppositional defiant

done In -- I think we are down to the 30th or 31st of October,
I
six weeks or so ago, he's substantlally Improved. And he says,

13

disorder oftentimes with people who commit very serious

14

offenses. It's not uncommon. In some ways It's expec;ted.

"At times I feel hopel~ because It was I that have hurt my

15

mother and the rest of t:r,e family. I wish that things had not

16 who I think manifest that, ani:f I'm not a trained psychiatrist or
17 psychologist, but I have been In this business long enough to
18 get a feel for It, I'm not too surprised too often when an
19 antisocial personality disorder characterization is put out

occurred as they did. I love my mother and wUI always miss
her." Isn't that the mo' Ironic thing that you

i:ead, Judge?

19

The person who caused rerdeath misses her• .Because the person

20
21

January 25 of '07. It's, different person, Jud~e.

before you now Is not the same person who took her life on

20
21

r

In those cases that I have contact with ~ i n individuals

there. It fits and when that fits, the Court has to take that
Into mind.

22

Mr. Bourne will havr you believe that anybody will know

22

Then you oftentimes see In conjunc:tlon with a mental -

23

what he's capable of. This Is horrific event. No question. So

23

documentecl, verifiable true mental health condition, behavioral

24
25

this person on January ~S, '07 was capable of a horrific event
I
We know that. What was not known at the tllT\e that he was In the

24
25

condition, characterolo1;1ical disorder, and sometimes see

I

· 01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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1
2

mess for you to sort out, as you know. Those complicating

1 In a secured medical or other mental health facilities In the

factors in other cases are not present here.

2

state mental prison system. He knows what it Is. As I have

3
4

And I remind the Court-of the obvious, and that is to say

3

said, he's a person who has testified a .number of times on

Ethan Windom is •• well, technically he doesn't have a record up

4

behalf of the state of Idaho prosecutor cases. He Is all about

5

to this point. A misdemeanor battery record from juvenile cou_rt·

5 · criminal responsibility all of the time.

6

was dismissed that I'll address In more detail, but he Is a

6

7

complete neophyte In the system, Judge. He Is not a

7

8

manipulator. He Is not smart enough ·to manipulate Drs. Estess

8

reviewed, from the police reports to face to face time with
Ethan, social workers, family, clinical records that were

9

He tells you In his letter a bit of the dilemma he has.
After reviewing all of the things that he tells you he has

or Beaver. And they have the test -- Dr. Beaver had the test '

9

10

results evaluated evaluating that at some great length as well

10

supplied by Andrew Layman and others, Dr. Tim Ashaye, he spo!(e

11

as Dr. Estess' ongoing assessment and refinement In review of

11

with, Dr. Beaver, and he tells you straight out, Judge, that

12

charts with Ethan, social workers, nurses, and all of that. So

12

when we .first saw Ethan on the 29th of January of this year, It •

13

this Is not a person who Is, as Mr. Bourne.would somehow refer,

13

was obvious from the first encounter he was acutely psychotic,

14

capable of pulllng wool over anybody's eyes In this regard. ·

14

he was suffering from revolving psychotic lllusional Illness for

15
16

15 some time prior to his arrest.
. This is a culminating event, Judge. That doesn't have a
second full paragraph from the bottom, when asked aboutthe Idea 16
Later in that same page, 13, In the presentence report, the

117 that the defendant would not be trustworthy In the future to

17

rational, logical building up to, this horrible tragedy. But

18

comply with the medicinal and counseling regimen, Dr. Estess

18

Unfortunately after this tragedy occurs, it Is to be explained,

says there is little to support that theory when one looks at It
hard that the defendant was trying to get help and alert other

19
20

responsibility first with Detective Duggan at the time of

of his problems even before becoming properly diagnosed and

21

arrest, telling Dr. Estess what happened, telling me what

medicated. This goes to the self report and this goes to the

22

happened when I first met him, This is not a person ducking

compliance issue that Mr. Bourne raises. Ethan Windom did what

23 responsibility or accountability, Judge. This is not that case.
24 I'm not here to tell you to excuse him. I'm asking Your Honor
25 to fashion your sentence such that It does truly maximize the

24 he could, Judge, and, frankly, I think In some ways more than·
25 you would reasonably expect. He did what he could. Kathy

not excused, to be explained because Ethan has taken

86

84

1 Windom did what she could. Judy Windom did what she could.

1 potential to protect society.

2

Craig Windom did what he could do. They should not be faulted

2

3

or feel guilty here. The diagnosis was missed, but not by them

3

well familiar with. They are very substantial and ongoing. And

4

and not for lack of effort on their part or Ethan's part.

4

I think that now we're In a refining process, that we're in a

5

The medications listed there, Judge, I think that you are

5

position where It works, where Ethan's in pretty good shape

Your Honor, when she was In contact with him, smiling, polite·

6

mentally.

7 and answered all questions asked of him. Page 14. She goes on

that had Ethan received appropriate care from a psychiatric

6

She tells you -- the presentence· investigator tells you,

8

in page 15 and details Dr. Beaver's evaluation in speaking with

7
8

9

Dr. Estess. "It appears to this investigator that it is

9

perspective, It Is my opinion. he wouldn't be iri the contrary set

He tells you, Dr. Estess, in the third page of his letter

10

unlikely either ofthem would disagree that had the defendant's

10

of legal circumstances that he is and he would have a biological

11

mental iffness been properly diagnosed and treated, he would not

11

mother stlll alive to care for him and be supportive to him.

12

have murdered his mother.• And she states her recommendations 12

13

for the Court. That Is the truth.

14
15
16
17
•18
.19
20
21 ·

He tells -- he speaks above about the efforts, talks about

13 self reporting, as Mr. Bourne did, It seems to me -- and I'm

And this is an author, Judge, who_has decades of experience

14

quoting, Judge, from the second actual paragraph from the bottom
of that third page of Dr. Estess' report, "It seems to me to be

doing presentence reports. She has done many, many seriou's

15

cases. She Is very well equipped to sort the wheat from the ·

16

Incredible that this young man's cries for help with thoughts

chaff. She Is not going to get bambootled. Dr. Estess Is not·

17

and Ideas that were absolutely beyond his control were not

going to get bamboozled and Or. Beaver Is not going to get

18
19
20
21
22
23

bamboozled. You're not going to get bamboozled. That's thfilr
assessment because that's the truth.
The reason that I had Dr. Estess forward his CV, Judge, Is

22 because this Is a person who has Institutional experience. This
I
23 ls a person who was the Board of Corrections psychiatrist, as
24 you see on the bottom of the first page of his CV, for 23 years, ,
25 1973 through '96. He saw the worst of the worst that Idaho has
~1 or 33 sheets

24
25

recognized as the early signs and symptoms of a quite serious
psychotic Illness.~· Ethan was not keeping It a secret, Judge•

Of course, Dr. Estess, who's no stranger to the sentencing
proc;:ess in the Ada County courthouse, tells you In the fourth
page of his letter, ''This Is the first serious episode of
disorganization, responsive, Intrusive, delusional and psychotic
material. I would point out that this young man made very

significant efforts to get him some treatment. He described to
Page 83 to 86 of 132
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1 those around him including
treatment professionals his concern
I
.

1 earlier on, 9th grade In particular and 10th grade to the first

2

that he was going to be a harm to others. A person,

2

particularly a young Jerson, could do little more than Ethan did

3

the progression, the tandem progression of his disorder, thought

3
4

I

.

semester certainly. He was a solid A, B student. Then you see

to try to get himself some help prior to the time he engaged In
I
behavior that would r:esult In such a tremendous set of
I
problematic circumstances for him along with the loss of someone

4

disorder. And what happens? His grades start to drop. ·Not

5

surprising. It's consistent. It is real. It's a mental

6

illness, Judge, that was simply missed. Traglcally so.

7

that was Important ~ him. It ls my perspec;:tlve Ethan

7

8

committing the murder of his mother was entirely the product of

8

9

his Inappropriate, org1
anized and psychotic process that was

5

6

.

I

10 ·evolving above and bryond his contror.·

.

In the conduslon part of Dr. Beaver's report, Your Honor,
he tells you that, yes, tie Is going to require ongoing mental

9
10

insight as to the necessity of his care and treatment. Ethan
knows he is better. He has been the one that's been solicitous.

health care, but he is complaint with this and appears to have

11

He detailed furthfr In that paragraph the relative

11

12

lnsig nificance of the driving up of the Wellbutrtn and of the
I
other things that he did, that this Is a genetically-based

12

He has been the one who Is self reporting. He goes on to tell

13

13

you that as people move Into their 30s, their risk for future

14

illness from his famllJ. tree. And he tells you, Judge, that he

14

aggression drops precipitously.

15

has been perfectly cor,pliant with any recommendations with

15

When you go back in these materials, Judge, I started a

16

respect to treatment ~hat Dr. Estess has ma.de for him In the Ada

16

timeline, but perhaps in the Interest of time I'm going to try

17

County Jail. In fact, he has been solicitous of treatment for
I
his thoughts, his confusion, depression and his sleep. All of

17

to cut It short because

18
19
20

afternoon. I just think that It's so Important, Judge, and

18
19

these things have improved as a function of. the medicine he has

20

received.

21

22

I

.

I

He goes on, as counsel noted, that Ethan In his judgment Is
eligible for lnpatient/Jutpatient treatment. Dr. Estess knows

r

.

23 well, Judge, that there's
a ten-year minimum in this case. I've
I
.
•
24 said that to him and he knew it before I said it. This is not
I
25 his first case of a serious criminal charge in Ada County. He

I

2

I
He opines, Dr. Estess, that I think he would be compliant

3

with treatment recommendations whether incarcerated or whether

4
5

he was an outpatient In a more liberal set of circumstances. He
.
I
.
does not, In my opinion, have any evidence of an underlying

6

7
8
9
10
11

that's why I gave you the additional e.-mall this morning, that
in the fall of '06 things were coming to ·a head, things were

21 · building. And some of this -- a lot of it Is documented.
22

We have the September 28th event where the abnormal

23 psychology teacher, Miss Farley, is concerned. She speaks to
24 Ethan and -- he's well liked. She checks that off. He is
25 smart. He Is a good student. But this preoccupation with
90

88

1 knows exactly what's at stake.

I

I know you have a full calendar this

,

I

1
2

things violent concerns her and that sets off a series of
people, Mr. Cada, and others who are Involved In trying to

3 figure out what Is goln.g on here and they have a threat
4 · assessment and they discuss It and in the end not much Is done.
5

They talk to Jason Hennick (phonetic). He's the behavioral --

personality disorder. there Is no evidence that he has any sort

6

at St. Al's Which used to be St. Mike's counselor -- excuse me,

of sociopathlc or antisbcial personality characteristics. My

7 school counselor-- he's the psychologist. Mr. Layman's is St.

experience -- which rs 1enormous. My experli:!nce in this area
I
would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for probation
I
.
or parole at any point In time in this particular legal process.

8

Al's. But all of these people, Layman, Hennick, teacher Farley,

9

vice-principal Stanley, SRO Brian Jones, who's the one who

10

talked to vice-principal about the threats of homicidal --

I have never seenl anything like thaf from Dr. Estess. I

11

thoughts of homicidal things, people in positions of authority

I

12

have never heard of ahything like that Dr. Estess. Quite the

12 are alerted. People in positions of authority are Informed by

13

opposite.

13

14

l

·

Dr. Beaver's repoi't, Judge, details at greater length the

14

Ethan and they do what they do which clearly isn't enough.
What happens, Judge, Is that, you know, you have things

16 Estess was not hired b~ my office, Judge, as·you gather. Dr,
I
.
17 Estess Is the In-house rsvchlatrlst at the Ada County Jail.

15 like cary cada set out that he talks about sending It to Judy,
16 thathe has fears of rosing It, doing serious damage to others.
17 He also said ,Ethan, that he was seeing a psychologist or

'18

That's the way he camr Into contact with Ethan.

18

19

19
MR. ODESSEY: T~ank you. Dr. Beaver_revlewed again, as Dr. 20
Estess did, Andrew Layman, Dr. Ashal 1s·wri~n materials and
21
others. He tested exh~ustlvely. And When you see that -- 5 or
22
I
.
6, whatever It Is, the transcript, Judge, that was admitted
23
I
earller, you see the deterioration of the grad~ point average In
24
school academic perfoJmance where Ethan t•sted out at average
25

15

20
21

22
23
24
25

kinds of contacts, the ~ackground he gave y~u: Of course, Dr.

THE COURT:

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

I a~ well aware of Dr. Estess.

I

psychiatrist to balance his emotions, but he's quote, unquote,
not balanced yet. Talk .about self reporting. Apparently his
feelings are really scaring him. t-:tls teacher, Miss Farley, Is
very concerned, as well thinks the world of Ethan, and is scared
for him.
Ethan was a liked chlld, Your Honor, Ethan was a llked
student. Ethan was a person Who applied himself academically

and was getting himself In a compromised deteriorating
Page 87 to 90 of 132
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1 teachers to watch behavior. So the school was on notice and

1 circumstance which he didn't understand and unfortunately the
2 B.S. level, bachelor of science level, counselors and helpers

2

3

that he was exposed to, they didn't see it_. They just didn't

3

4

see It.

4

there were certainly some attempts to address the problem.
And, again, Judge, this goes back to the September event of
the 28th, that's documented in the materials of page 389 of the

5

I'm looking at a part of the police discovery as appended

5

prosecutor's pagination number. And it just wasn't enough. It

6

to the presentence report and the number printed on the bottom

6

just wasn't done right.

7 of that page as 257, it is third -- fourth packet of material,
8 Your Honor. And I'm looking at a report referencing the 12/18

7

And that's really the saddest part of this, Judge, is that

12

8
9
event, the 12/18 event when the misdemeanor assault occurred at
the school. We are talking about now five weeks before the
10
taking of the life of Judy Windom. The September event occurred 11
12
and after there was the October 12 continuing task force

13

assessment of Ethan's progress and status. And on December 18

13

Would you let him llve with you? You have it In writing that

14

the school resource officer talks to the person -- excuse me,

14

yes, we would. Clearly it has to be under certain conditions.

15
16

school resource officer Jones talks to the person Ward who Is

He has to continue what he's doing. He has to continue being

17

Stanley. They talk about what happened and then lie arrests·

18
, 19

transport him to detention. This is SRO Jones authoring this,

9

10
11

Ethan really was compliant. Ethan really was sincere and
earnest in seeking help. _He had help by his family. In fact,
his stepmother and father will tell you, Judge, that they'd
welcome him In their home if and when that's possible.
The classic question is asked, okay, this is what we have.

20

Your Honor. "In the office while I was writing this report,

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

Windom was talking about his thoughts about being homlcidal and

21

22

that his meds were not working properly."

23
24
25

be taken into custody and is still continuing to self report, is

22 This is a young man who's got not one jail topic report. Not
23 one. A person who's been completely forthright and compliant
24 with the medical treatment staff at the jail. A person who's
25 gotten along with all of the guards. Because of the nature of

I

the victim of the assault and also speaks to vice-principal Tim
Ethan for battery on school grounds and calls for an officer to

Again, Judge, this Is a person who is in trouble going to
still continuing to say rm complying, but it is not working.

compliant. He has to continue to self report. He has to
continue to follow the diagnostic setting in terms of what is
required. If there are refinements, improvement in the
medication, fine.
You have before you, Judge, still a juvenile. He Is two
months away from his 18th birthday, just over two months away.

94

92

1 I'm still having these Intrusive homicidal thoughts.

1

his charge and age, Judge; he does not have much contact with

2

2

other inmates. I will tell you that he has no problems with

report and further verification of the incident on the 18th of

3

other inmates. In fairness· he doesn't have much opportunity to

4

December. Again, people In position to know, Mr. Cada and

4 do that either. But he Is a person who's most importantly

5

others, talk about what Is going to happen. Ethan gets a couple

5

correctly diagnosed •.He's a person who's completely forthright

3

We have further in the presentence report, Judge, the

6

of days suspension out of it and referred to police and referred

6

in his self report and that's why there's been steady

7

to the school psychologist. Ethan when he is getting

8

transported tells the SRO that toe problem remains.

7
8

the course· of his stay In the Ada County Jail. He is a person

improvement and refinement of his regiment of medications over

9
10
11
12

13
14

notes of October 12th, '06, which Is In the presentence report

14

to have a consequence. The law says Your Honor has to protect

15

as prosecutor's page 386. On the bottom of the page he talks

the community and I think this community can be best protected

16

about Ethan having vision -- this Is from Mr. Cada who testified

17
18

earlier today -- Ethan having visions of a violent crime and

15
16
17

circumstances and what could be best done to help him, dearly

9
10
11

of another and doesn't know why. ors. Beaver and Estess tell

efforts were made. There's .no question about that, that

12

you that, not as an excuse, as an explanation.

Mr. Cada, the school counselor, and these mult-dlscipllnary team

13

When you look at the materials that detail the ongoing team
approach, if you will, Your Honor, of trying to assess Ethan's

hurting Others. This Is October 12, Judge. Afraid he will lose

· 18

who wants to do the right thing. He's a person who tells us of
remorse. He Is a person that tells us he wrongly took the life

So what we do have, Judge, is a person who the law says has

because schizophrenia doesn't go away with a life sentence

wlll be supervised and monitored. But that's all that he needs,

19
20

control. E-malled mother Judy -- that's the e-mail that I

19 Judge. But protection of society Is not your only

provided you, Judge, earlier -- who's a special ed teacher

20

21

herself and has some traumatic brain Injury herself. Michelle

21

22
23

Farley, who Is the abnormal psych teacher who expressed concern. 22

24
25

Spoke with him and he's seeing a psychologist and on mads.
Ethan living with stepmom. Will let her know to get him into a

23
24
25

to

make sure that for the rest or Ethan Wlndom's natural life he

consideration, Your Honor.
Rehabllltation In many ways has already commenced, already
commenced by the correct diagnosis and course or treabnent and
complete whole hearted participation by Ethan In that treatment.
Deterrence. Judge, this Is a psychotic break. There Is no

counselor today •. Not In school today. Cary wlll e-mail all
specific real deterrence In a person In that circumstance. As a
23 of 33 sheets
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1

future, as much as they did when •• before this event. I know

2

general deterrence I'm not sure It has much efficacy.
J
The bottom line Is Judy Windom Is not here and she should

2

that they love me, but I know that there Is still some anger

3

be and that's due to E~an Wlndom's condu~ and that warrants

3

toward me. So I hope that this will be -

4

punishment. Idaho Code
I tells Your Honor that
•· punishment In this

4

get back In time, you know, to see my family because I want to

5

case must be not less .than ten years. It will put Ethan at his

5

be able to help them with everything that I have done.

6

late 20s, assuming that he continues this flawless conduct In

7

custody that he has to date. What does he have to predict his

8

future behaviors? His :past behaviors. The very stressful

6
7
8

9
10

I

I

.

.

I

1

I

.

I

I want -THE COURT: Mr. Windom, you have to face me. I. never allow
you to face the victim.

9

circumstance where he was actively psychotic, where he was In a

I will be able to

THE DEFENDANT: All right. At this time I will apologize

11

homicidal ldeatlons are not part of his dally life, that he Is

10
11

12

able to sleep, that he'J not depressed. His life's

12

done wrong to you. And I just hope that you forgive me for

13

circumstances has much Improved that way. And If there was

13

everything that I have done. I tried to be a good son to you,

14

going to be a problem lin jail, I would have guessed we would

14

but maybe at times I just didn't know that I was out of control.

bad way, It's much ea;ler now In the sense that his Intrusive

I

.

I

15 have seen that early on. But we've seen none.
I
16
So I think it Is fair to say, Judge, that this now 17 year
1
.
17 old who has spent one seventeenth of his llfe)n custody, the
18 only time he has really ever been In custody, Your Honor, has
I

1

to each and every one of my family members and friends of my
mother, Judy. rm sorry, Mother, that I have·· that I have

15 I now look upon that and know I have done bad. But I hope that
16 you forgive me for all of this.
Now·r apologize to my grandparents, my grandpas and
17
18 grandmas on both sides because my Grandpa and Grandma Heindel

19

demonstrated by his Pfrformance that he Is ~ot a management

19

are the parents of my mother. I'm really sorry, Grandma and

20

problem to the people who are In his control, the people who

20

Grandpa. I feel llke I have failed you and I know It really

21

monitor him. So we know by that, that his future behavior Is

21

hurts you guys. I know you all were always very dose to Judy.

22

probably going to be good as long as the proper course of
I
medication Is continuing to be administered, that he continues

23
24
25

I

.

I

f

to share and be open with the treatment providers.

I

.

That being the cas.e, Judge, he Is ready to be released In

I

22 I know about all of the times you talked to her over the phone
23 every day. I know that I wasn't as dose to you guys as I
24 should have been, but now that we've talked a lot, we've gained
25 a lot of interest In each other. I hope to continue to talk to

96

98

1

the sense that he would not be a threat, but punishment requires

1

you and see you every week or every other week as planned. I'm

2

Incarceration. The statute requires Incarceration. And as -·

2

grateful that you still care for me and I know that In time

3

and maybe that will help Ethan have that extr.a nine years or so

we'll be healed.

4

to reflect on why it Is h~ Is where he is because he's the one

5

that caused It to be so.l Maybe he •• n~t mayl;)e, he was not in

6

his right mind, Judge. !But that doesn't help Judy Windom at

7

this point in time.

3
4
5
6
7

forgive me In the future. I know how much hatred you have

8

because I know how much hatred I still have for me. I wish I

8

9

10
11
12
13

I

.

I

I'd just ask you to keep In mind what brothers Bob and Jeff
said to Your Honor earlier about her character· being loving,
caring and nuturlng.

rp ask you to do the same. Thank you.

THE COURT: Tharik you. Mr. Windom, do you wish to make a

I

.

9
10

Mason, I'm sorry. I know I failed you. I know that I did
a really bad thing. I'm so sorry, Mason. I'm sorry, Mason. I
know that I have done this very bad thing. I hope that you'll

was normal, but things couldn't be possible like that. So I've
tried to apQloglze to you as best I can.

11

I hope you know how much love I have for you and I have a

.

12

lot of·· I just hope you love me back someday because you're

THE DEFENDANT: !Yes, I do, Your Honor.. _

13

very close and I know that we had a lot of fun times.

statement or present any Information regarding sentence?

I

14

THE COURT: All right.

14

15

THE DEFENDANT: !My name Is Ethan Windom and I am mentally

15

for your statements. I know that you have lost a sister and I

Unde Bob, Uncle Jeff and Uncle Mark, I thank all of you

16

Ill. Through doctors and through observations and tests I'm

16

know that's very hard for you all. I knpw that you always were

·17
18
19
20

told that I'm a paranol~ schizophrenic. As tolc;I from my

nice to each other. It was good to see each other. But I hate

the right pills. This ca ses me a great grief tiiat obviously

17
18
19

to see you guys In this setting. It makes me very sad because

wUI never be fixed. Evjn though I was In a p$ychotlc state, I

20

we're not all smlllng and having a good, time.

treatment doctor, none1of this would have happened If I was on

1

+

21

still have to take responslblllty for what I did•. I did kill

22

Judith Windom. I did

23
24
25

daughter, an aunt, and 1a mentor. I am very sorry about this.

,a friend, a mother,

a· sister, a

It causes me deep '.grief to know my famlly has to live with
I

I

·

this. I continue to hope they will love me sometime In the near

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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22
23
24
25
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very close especially at family gatherings, We were always very

I apologize really very much. I just •• I just hope that
some day that we can move on to •• so things will become better
for us. I apologize to my Aunt Debbie· who's not here. She was
very. •• the best of an aunt. She Is a very great aunt. I love
her very much and I know that she really has some anger toward

or 132
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1

what happened. I know that she has not hatred toward me, but I

1

THE COURT: I'll note that counsel is present, Mr. Windom

2

know she has hatred toward what happened. I know she wan~ me

2

is present. First, Mr. Windom, on your plea of guilty to second

3

to be able to come back Into the world properly again sometime.

3

degree of murder, I do find that you are guilty of this crime.

4
5
6
7

I know she does not want me to come in in ten years or I know

4

In an exercise of my discretion in sentencing I have considered

she also doesn't want me to come out without a life fixed.

5

a number of things. This Is going to be a lengthy sentence,

6

probably about 45 minutes, and I hope everyone will bear with

and I know that hopefully it will be what Debbie would like,

7

me, but I think it Is important to make a very clear record of

8

too. I hope that I can facilitate my problems and I hope that

8

what I'm doing and why I'm doing it. I want to make sure that

9

they'll be pleasant toward you and Debbie.

9

any review court understands exactly what I'm doing •• what I'm

10

But I know that Judge Copsey will make the right decision

Glenna, I'm glad that I have seen you today. I never met

10

11

yo1,1 before. I've talked to you over the phone a little bit, but

11

12

that just was mainly small talk, is your mother tl'!ere, and I

12

going to do.
I have considered the nature of the offense. I have
considered the mental health issues. I have considered

13 said, yes, of course, and I would .hand the phone to my mother.
14 But I heard all the world about you. I know you are a very good
15 person and helped a lot with my mother. She was very happy to
16 have you around and she was a very good friend toward you.

13

mitigating and aggravating factors. I have considered in

14

mitigation, for example, the relative youth. I have considered

15
16

the fact that he does not have a long criminal record. And I

17

17

Ever. It will haunt me forever. Not just the pictures of the

walked with my mother to·· on walks, They would always be

18

crime.scene and what you did to your mom, but the entirety of

19 together while walking on a route. But I know that she also
20 took my mother out to bars and places to have some fun and .I was
21 always happy that my mother got to get away and have something
22 different in her life.
23
I know that Melody Is a very good friend of my mother and I
24 just hope·that some day she can forgive me and I hope someday I
25 can forgive myself, too, because I do have some hatred toward

19

the case.

18

I apologize to her friend, Melody, also. Melody always

have to say It is the most difficult case I have ever had.

20

It Is particularly difficult in this ~e because, as

21

_Mr. Bourne pointed out, I am presented with four different

22

mental health diagnoses in the presentence report, or four

23
24
25

different mental health professionals who have had contact with
Mr. Windom at various times who have come to either ·a different
diagnosis or a different prognosis. There were two individuals

102

100

1

myself. I know I'D never -- I know It will fix up sometime,

1

who treated Mr. Windom before the murder, Dr, Ashaye and Andrew

2
3
4

but my mother will never come back so it hurts me very dearly.

2

Layman. Dr. Ashaye, even though I know that Dr. Estess and Dr.

I'm very sorry for this. I even apologize to my friends

3

Beaver disagree with his diagnosis, it is a diagnosis

who •• I know at times they were goofing around with my mother,

4

nonetheless. And that is it's a presumptive diagnosis, was

5

but I know my friends really cared for my mother, too. I wish I

6

wouldn't have -- I wish none of this would have happened, I

5 probably a major depressive disorder without psychotic features.
6 And I'm going to read into the record the mental status

7 wish that I could still be able to be at home and see my friends
8 and ~e with my mother at time.
9
We •• my mother and I always used to love to watch TV ·
! 10 together and movies together. And it was always nice that we

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
~4

could talk about that.

I apologize to everyone In this courtroom for I am a guilty
person and I -- I do here for every one of you.
I would also like to apologize to my father and my
stepmother, Kathy, because I know Judy was a great friend to
them both. I know they used to have fights or had anger when
they first got divorced, but I know now that they passed that:
route and now everyone was a lot happier. I know that passing
that anger off helped a lot for both of them. I know that
hopefully passing that anger off of me wlll heal for this area. •

I am sorry that any of this happened so please I hope that
you all forgive me.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Windom. I'm going to hav~ to
take five minute recess until quarter of 12:00,

25
25 of 33 sheets

(Recess.)

7

evaluation because I think it Is important to show the

8

differences among tlie mental health professionals.

9
10

According to Dr. Ashaye when he met with him In December,
Mr. Windom seemed quite anxious and tense throughout the

11

interview, but he made good eye contact throughout, his speech

12

was coherent, nonnal rate, rhythm, volume. He stated that his

13

mode was anxious, his affect was slightly blunted. He denied

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

suicidal or homicidal thoughts, plans or Intents and denied

24
25

auditory or visual halluclnatlons. Thought processes seemed
logical and goal directed. There were. no deh./slons elicited
during this Interview. He was alert, oriented to time, place
person and sl~atlon. His memory seemed Intact both long term
and short tenn. Atten~on and concentration seemed to be quite
good and he did have some good Insight Into his Illness
realizing that he needed help. Impulse control and judgment
were poor.
As late as the end •• just the last month before ••

It was

actually In January before this murder when he last saw
Mr. Windom, he said that he saw no psychotic features.
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l

103

Mr. Windom denied homicidal and suicidal thoughts.

'

During that same tlme frame he was seer:i' by Andrew Layman,

l
who was really the counselor.
I

•

105

1

other substances In and Dr. Craig Beaver indicated that may have

2

exacerbated his symptoms.

4

end there In January a cordlng to the report presented by Dr.

3
4

5

Beaver, he was concerned there was some evidence that Mr. Windom

5

and Is not a true diagnosis, the past;, as was Indicated by

6
7

suffered from psychopathy, which, as I Indicated, we all know

8
9

1

He's a social worker.
Toward the
..

I

.

So even assuming that he has the dlc!gnosls of paranoid
schizophrenia, which Is the tentative diagnosis of Dr. Beaver

I
cannot be treated. ThQse were the evaluations and the prognosis
I
.

6

defense counsel, Is the best Indicator of the futu,re. In the

7

past he has not been compliant when he was on his own and he's

and diagnosis that presented prior to this murder.

8

added other substances in.

The two lndividua1J after the murder who·saw him, Dr. Craig

I

.

10

Beaver and Dr. Estess, roth people I have high admiration for,

11

they are very respecte,. Dr. Beaver's diagnosis Is Interesting

12

and I spent some time and I think It Is going to become obvious

13

that I know this presentence report Inside and out. His

I
I

9

In addition, I think It Is Important to emphasize that Dr.

10 Beaver said, "That being said, If Ethan Windom should become
11 non-compliant with his antipsychotlc medications given the
12 nature of his psychOtlc Issues, I would be concerned about him
13 being violent again In the future under those circumstances."

14

diagnosis was a tentative diagnosis, and I emphasize that, of

14

He does opine that as he ages, the research tends to

15

probable schizophrenia 'paranoid type In partial remission while

Indicate that risk reduces, not necessarily to zero. Those are

16

stabilized while on medications.

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

1

·.

1

He came to the co duslon that he had been currently
stabilized on several psychiatric medications Including strong
I
doses of antipsychotlc medication.
I
Having reviewed the medical records of Mr, Windom while In
I.
the jail, It Is clear that mr. Beaver Is correct, he was on
Increasingly high doses!of antlpsychotlc medication Including

I

.

such things as Haldol. He Indicated that these need to be

I

.

:

ongoing and most likely will be necessary for his life. He also

I

.

. '-

opined, and I want to ernphaslze his opinion, "Within the

I

generallzed research documents that don't necessarily hi!ve

17

anything to do with Mr. Windom. These are not particular to

18

Mr. Windom.

19
Dr. Estess Is a little more adamant suggesting that In fact
20 that not only Is he paranoid schizophrenic, but In addition to
21 that he will be fully compliant and Is appropriate for
22 probation. There Is absolutely no evidence to support that
23 conclusion. And I say that because In the jail setting there
24 have been a number of times -- and I went through all of the
25 medical records that were provided - over this period Qf time
106

104

1

that they have continued to titrate the medications, going up

alleged psychotic problems have not been fully taken care of.

2

structured system In which he currently Is In, !:;than Windom has
I
been compliant In taking his medications. I wquld also note

3

Ethan Windom appears!to have some Insight as to the necessity of

2
3

4

him taking his medlcatl(lns and has been compliant with the

4

5

mental health treatment within the jail setting ;in this regard.•

5

people who were working with him In the jail attempted to get

6

I will note for the record that all of his antlpsychotlc

6

him to Integrate with other juveniles or to go out Into the yard

7

and exercise at various times so that they could see how he

8

would behave and they felt It would be better for his mental

I

.

•

I

I

. ,

7

medications are lnjecteh. They were not taken In pill form.

8

He's not given a choice las to whether he receives this

9

medication:

I·

·:

9

10

I will also note that he has been In his owh cell with his

11

own television, his own :phone throughout his Incarceration. He

12

j

I

Is never ml1<ed with other juveniles or with anyone else. In
I

13. addition, Dr. Beaver said says predominantly the key factor Is

10
11
12
13

and down adding new medications at various times because his

Furthermore, when Dr. Estess and the other mental health

health status, Instead Mr. Windom refu~ed to do that Indicating
that that's not what he wanted to do. As I go through this
sentencing, you'll see why that Is significant to me.
And what that does Is -- what makes this very difficult Is
that while I have great respect for these mental health

14

his compliance with psyfhologlcal pharmacological Intervention.

14

professionals, my responsibility cannot be abdicated to the

15
16
17
18

As Mr. Bourne Indicated, the primary thing that's necessary

15
16

mental health professionals who are not lh complete agreement.

17
18
19

that-I look at the facts of this crime and the facts of what was

Is If he Is released, oneJ that he be treated by someone who
understands whatever rental health Issues he· has; and,

two, that

he Is compllant with th~t Intervention. And the second Is we --

19

according to Or. Beave~ that Ethan Windom be followed

20

appropriately by menta{ health providers

Because I don't have a clear path, It Is very Important then

going on In that home over a period of time because I think both
counsel have recognized that my primary objective Is to fulfill

21

medications and psychotic Issues. This Is lmPQrtant because,

20
21

22

contrary to what defense has Indicated, prior to being

22

society. It Is Important that whatever action I take has the

23
24
25

Incarcerated, Mr. WlndJm was not compllant with his medications.
I
r
He had adjusted them ~t will, which Is very typical for someone

23

effect of Insuring that this never o~rs again.

I

to monitor his

.

.

24

the objective of protecting society.
This case Is about Judith Windom, but It Is also about

I also want to point out that not only have I read this

who suffers from ment~l Illness. He abused them. He added
25 presentence report over and over again since I got It prior to
Page 103 to 106 of 132
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109

1

Thanksgiving, but in addition to that, I have reviewed the

:

1

my mother. I wish she were dead." Brlxton said -- he told him

'2

interviews of Mr. Windom within hours of the murder. I, too,

2

sometimes I just wantto kill her and that he observed him

3

have gone over those over and over again. I went through the

3

constantly yelling at his mother slamming down on her.

4
5
6

confession. And we are going to spend some time talking about

4
5
6

bitch and he hated her. These. violent thoughts are very

that confession.

;

I want to begin first by talking about the history and

!

,

Matt, his best friend, ·described how he called her a dumb
disturbing.

7
8

two to three times that she believed that Ethan Windom would

8

murder scene, a day planner belonging to Ethan. And I'm going

9

murder her in her sleep. She told him that. When her body was

9

to describe what's in that day planner. And I apologize to the

relationship with his mother, Judith Windom told her ex-husband

7

Subsequent to the murder a day planner was found at the

10

discovered, every single person who was interviewed by the:

10

11

police, the very first .thing they said is Ethan did it. That

11

12

includes all of his famlly. That includes his father, his

12

first set of the drawings depicted a naked female being tortured

13

step-mother. That includes all of his friends and classmates.

13

and killed. The female was restrained in some of the drawings,

14

Ethan Windom was a well-liked young man. He wasn't a

14

but not ih others. Between the two pages there were seven

victim's family In advance. It Is disturbing.
In the day planner there were a series of drawings. The

15

loner. He was integrated into his high school. And that's

15

females being killed in seven different ways. I have looked at

16

borne out by the presentence report. His brother Mason and

16

those pictures. They are extremely disturbing.

17

others as well as Ryan describe how Ethan controlled the

17

18

household. He abused his mother over a period of time. He ran

18

and shot In the face. The second depicted a female with her

19

the household. He to.ok it over. He made her move from the

19

head cut off by means of an ax. The third, a knife stabbed in

20
21
22
23

The first drawing depicted a restrained female being hung

master bedroom to the smallest bedroom. I'll just describe for

20

her mid torso •. The fourth female was hanged. The fifth female

the record how small that was. There was very barely room for

21

depicted a female being cut in half with a chain saw and stabbed

twin beds, a dresser, and it looked like a rocking chair of some

22
23

in the neck. The sixth and seventh drawings depicted a female ·

sort. It was extremely small.

being killed with a chain saw.

24
He took over the next larger bedroom when his brother moved 24
There were also handwritten messages that said, "Kill
25 everyone. Cut them into pieces. Fry organs like heart and
25 out and put all of his toys in there, his weights. He took over
110

108 ·

1

1

brains and see how it tastes. Heart is an okay organ to eat if

2

And contrary to what Mr. Windom just said, the evidence in

2

fried.•

3
4
5
6
7

the presentence report is he and his mother didn't enjoy a good

chair for Mr. Windom to sit and watch television and play his

3
4
5
6
7

video games. There wasn't a chair next to him for his mother.

8

being shot multiple times by a gun and there were written words

9

that could not be read.

8
9

1

the living room •. The living room was all devoted to Ethan. ;

relationship. They didn't sit. and watch television together.
That didn't happen. In fact, when you look at the description
of how the living room was set up, there was a large, very nice

· · All of his friends and classry1ates describe Ethan Windom as

10

saying over a period of time, •1 hate my mom. She's such a

10

11

bitch. I want to kill her. 0 He -- they describe him openly

11

There was a second drawing dated December 7th and that was
of a naked female being restrained with nails in her hands and
chains on her feet. The drawing also had a chain saw inserted
into her vagina;

,

The third drawing depicted a Judge, a pig, a police officer

Mr. Windom expressed an extreme fascination with anything
dealing with serial killers. That was found throughout the

12

discussing killing people. Those that actually went to his home

12 · house. And as we're going to discuss in a minute, during the

13

described how he treated her as a servant. Michael, who was one

13

interview he talks about that in detail. He was extremely

14 of his good friends, although we are going to get to what he

14

l'iiscinated by a movie and a book called American Psycho. He was

15

15
16

fascinated with psychology, psychopaths and schizophrenia. He

.16

called Michael In the Interview, said Ethan Windom often spoke
of wanting to kill people and wanting to be a famous serial

had taken psychology as a sophomore, which is early. Normally

I

: 17
18

klller, In fact, when Andrew Layman diagnosed him as pos!!ibly
having psychopathy or being psychopathic, Ethan Windom,

17 they don't take that until their junior year. This year he had
18 - and the year of the murder he had been In abnormal psych,

19
20
21

according to Michael, was excited and happy. Ethan Windom told

19

him he didn't .love his mother or anyone.

20

~2

had always been difficult with severe anger Issues and ·he

· 23

Austin, a friend since 7th grade,

said that Ethan Windom

personally witnessed Ethan threatening harm to others with

24 comments like, "I'm going to rip your head off.•

21
22
23
24
25

which Is how he came to the attention of the school officials.
There was an interview with Michael and Matthew where they
talk about his -~ they were his best friends. Mathew lives
across the way. Michael and Matthew are cousins. In the
Interview they talked about how he was mean to his mom. This Is
Immediately after the murder. That he runs the household,

25
After Christmas he said things to Mr. -- to Austin, "I hate
treats her like
27 of 33 sheets
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111

I

1

asked - the officer asked whether he had been using steroids

2

and both Matthew and Michael stated they didn't think so, stated

I

.

I

•

1

Throughout the movie Bateman tells people of his homicidal

2

thoughts and Ethan shared his homicidal thoughts with many

3

he would have told them. They stated he was using creatln,

3

people as well. Bateman tells people in the movie he was

4

which is a protein and Jroteln powders.

4

Insane. Ethan has told friends and students he was a

5

I

Michael told me that Ethan is obsessed with the movie
I

•

6

American Psycho which.he told me Is about a serial killer. He

7

told me that Ethan ever! patterned certain behaviors In the movie

I
I

8

after the main character In the movie. For example, the main

9

character would get up In morning, shower, apply a face mask

I

10

like the kind that deanJ out one's pores, peel off the mask,

11

take another shower anp apply more cream tQ. his face. And he

I

.

12

did those things himself. In fact, the officer tqund many of

13

those items In his bed~om and in the bathroom.

14

15
16

. The character In thk movie apparently snorted cocaine after
carefully making it in ro~s. Michael stated th~t Ethan

I

.

approached him about wanting to try cocaine, :but was dissuaded
I
by Michael. Ethan began to crush his prescription medication

5

psychopath. Bateman says in the movie ~ suggests something

6
7

horrible Is happening inside him that he cannot explain. Ethan

8

and having feelings he cannot explain. Bateman watches movies

9

about killing as does Ethan. Bateman has meaningless sex with

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

made a similar statement about something going on inside of him

females in the movie. Ethan bragged to the officer in
Interrogation that he. had had meaningless sex with a female at
the Edwards cinema. After killing a male subject in the movie,
Bateman changed the answering machine to reflect that the victim
would be out of town. After killing his mother, Ethan changed
the answering machine to reflect being out of town for the next
week.

17
18

Into a powder making it'into rows and snorting It as though It

18

Several people identified Ethan as very controlling with his

19

was cocaine.

19

mother. Bateman was into material possessions and expensive

Bateman is very controlling of the women in the movie.

I

.

If

.:

20

products. During officer interviews witl) Ethan, he continued to

21 · killed his mother. The officer asked Michael why he thought

21

mention material things in his life and expensive colognes and

22

that. He said -- stated fhat In the movie the main character _

22

body wash, and I, too, in those Interrogations observed that.

23
24
25

23
was out of town in Europe. He stated that as long as he had
24
I
known Ethan, the family's answ,!;!ring machine )lad the same generic 25

20

Michael then made

?'mment that he thought Ethan had

j

killed a girl and then chTnged her answering machine to say she

I

.

Bateman snorted cocaine in the movie with rolled-up
currency. A rolled-up dollar bill was seized by Detective Smith
from Ethan's home with a white powdered substance attached.

114

112

1

message that it came from the factory. When :he attempted to

1

Bateman made a comment In the movie about being a child of

2

call Ethan at home that 1
moming to find out wfiat was going on,

2
3
4

divorce. Bateman was obsessed with working out. Ethan is also

the

3 Ethan's voice came on
answering machine''and stated they were
I
4 .not home, they had to go to Washington beca.;ise of family

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

5 carrying a briefcase since the eighth grade. Bateman kills a
6 bum In the movie. Ethan made reference in the interview about
I
7 going downtown and killing bums. Bateman used facial scrubs and
had not mentioned anytring about it at all.
8 masks in the morning. Michael and Matthew told detectives that
One of the officers jent and 9ot a copy of.American Psycho
and watched it and he noted the following ways in which Ethan's
9
Ethan uses facial scrubs and masks from and those Items were
I
~
behavior was mimicked or seemed to mimic what was in the movie. 10 found. Bateman had had a white mattress and white comforter
In the movie Bateman,
11 cover. Ethan had a white mattress and white comforter cover.
I is the main chara~er
. and who is the
problems and he probably would not be back for a week. Matthew

stated that he and Etha~ had been together last night and Ethan

iho

murderer, kills without provocation and purpose. Ethan told -1

this is after he confessed. And actually contrary to defense
counsel's statement, he!didn't confess at the outset and we are

12

And during the Interrogation he makes a very significant comment

13
14

him. He talked about that during that Interview.

THE COURT: You +d --

18

MR. OOESSEY: I s11d he confessed. I never said he said --

18

19

during the time we talkf with him he confess~, that's correct,

19
20
21
22
23
24

· 20
21
22
23
24
25

briefcase during the movie. Ethi3n has been wearing suits and

l

15
16
17

15
16
17

obsessed with working out. Bateman wears a suit and carries a

going to get to that In a:mlnl,!te.
MR, OOESSEY: I didn't say that.

not at the outset.

I never said that.
I

THE COURT: Well, that's what I understood, but he did lie
at the very beginning.

j

MR. OOESSEY: we:know that.

I

•

THE COURT: Ethan,told me that he was not provoked by his
mother, but didn't have !a specific purpose for killing her.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

I

-- he comments about how Important that white comforter Is to

Bateman talked In the movie about using his friends, how
they were stupid. Ethan told me he does not like his friends

In the movie how powerful countries' businesses are taking over

because they are stupid.· He just uses them. Bateman c:Uscusses

the world and Ethan became angry when Detective Smith didn't -said he didn't have an opinion. about Wal-Mi!rt ~ushlng mom and
pop stores out of business.
After killing numerous people In the movie Bateman called
his secretary and told her he wouldn't be in the next day.
Approximately at 1 :18 In the morning, sec;onds after the murder,

25 Ethan called Ashley Gargen and reported he wouldn't be In to
Page 111 to 114 of 132
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1

school the next day or probably the day after that Bateman

117

1
2

a very interesting discussion.

inltlally by -- what happens is Detective Smith kind of takes

2'

makes a couple of references in the movie a_bout needing to

3

return a movie. Ethan had rented movies in his residence the

3

4

night of the incident.

4

over and Detective Smith says something which Ethan reacts

5

pretty strongly to and I don't think the reaction is unusual.

spoke of Bundy's intelligence in my interview with him.

6

Detective Smith talks to him about how they know that he had not

7 Actually quite more than that Bateman was cunningly

7

left: -- that nobody else had come to the premises because they

8

confrontation with the investigator attempting to locate one of

8

had surveillance 24-7 on the house, 360 degrees around his

9

the men killed in the movie. Ethan was confrontational during

9

house. And Ethan, quite frankly, his reaction to me was fairly

5

Bateman makes reference to Ted Bundy in the n:iovle. Ethan

6

IO
11

.

Interviews with the officer and that's very clear from what I

In the first interview where he Is being interviewed

normal. He reacts and It is pretty clear. He's, like, saying

saw. Ethan had a large figurine in his bedroom of Patrick

10
11

12

Bateman, the person in American Psycho, and the figurine Is

12

become very confrontational because Detective Smith insists that

13

wearing a suit and carrying a brief case. Bateman makes

13

they have these videos •. Ethan at one point says, "Show me. You

14

to Detective Smith, "How stupid do you think I am?" And It does

reference to other serial killers in the movie. During the

14

thjnk you know what I did. Tell me what I did." He Is~- he's

interview Ethan made several referen~ to serial killers and

15

animated. He Is using his hands during that.

16

expressed his expansive knowledge and understanding of them. He

16

After this goes for a while, the officer at this point,

J7

mentioned several by name.

17

Detective Smith, says, "Well, was this another part of Ethan

18

that committed this murder?" And Ethan laughs. He says, "MPD,

19
20

more than a bundl of personalities.• He says, "I get Into smart

15

8

.1

Bateman in the movie had Jean Paul Gaultier luggage, Ethan

9

uses and is apparently obsessed with John Paul Gaultier

0

products. During the Interview that is discussed at length. He

multiple personality disorder, don't work.• He says, "MPD, got

1 Is very concerned about cologne, et cetera, that he wants and he

21

people's heads. Everyone Is too easy to figure out. I know al

2

explained how expensive these are and how his mother bought

22

of the symptoms of schizophrenia." And he

3

those.

23
24

all the way through and I think the officers misunderstood when

25

and what he really says Is Holmes, H-o-1-m-e-s. That's what he

As I indicated, I watched these Interviews over and over
again, I do not -- there's nothing in the record to suggest

he uses a phrase

he was saying that. He says Holmes .and they write It h-o-m-e-s,

116

1

-a

· 118

that any of the mental health professionals ever reviewed the·

1

Is saying, Detective Sherlock Holmes. He says, "Holmes, you

2

video. So I don't know if they did, but I did. My observations

2

don't know

3
4

of the video of Ethan Wlndom's interrogation, which included

3

And It is about that point when Detective Smith gets into

when he wasn't being asked, are these: He had good eye contact

4

him and he sta·rted using sort of gangster type language. He

me.•
.

.

5

throughout with the officers. He wasn't talking hyper. He

5

says tQ Smith, "You think you are smarter than I am. I have

6

wasn't acting depressed. His speech was coherent. It was the

6

street smarts. I feel sorry for you because you are the one

7
8

normal rate, rhythm except when he became angry, And I observed

7

controlled. I can see people and their wants and desires. I'm

him become angry especially with Detective Smith. And In my

8

smarter than anyone I know. I can tell them exactly what they

9

view from what I observed, and I watched it several times, it

10
11
12

.

.

9

want to hear. I ain't got nothing in common with my friends. I
just watch people. I watch them and I see them. I can easily

At one point when It became clear that Detective Smith was

10
11

They're easy.•

was because Detective Smith was treating him like he was stupid.

say what they want to hear. It's fun.' People are stupid.

·

treating him as though he was stupid, he kind of lapsed Into

12

13 gangster type language and It appeared to me he was mocking the
14 detective. We are going to talk a little bit more about that in'
15 a moment.
.,
18
He was alert. He was oriented as to time and place. He

13

14
15
16

Influenced by those things. People should be able to take

17

knew where he was. He had a good memory. His thought process

17

responsibility essentially for their actions.•

18
19

was. ioglCl!!I, His answers showed that he understood the

18

questions. He seemed relaxed. But for the description of how

19

Idiot.• Asked why he's a friend, he Indicates, "He's got better

20

he killed his mother, his answers really were not that unusuaJ.

20

weights. I just want to use his weights.•

21

And I will talk about those In a minute.

22

23

Mr. Windom, they ask kind of whether he's Influenced by American

Psycho. His response, he says, "Only stupid people are

When asked about his best friend Matt, he says, "Matt's an

21

At one point he actually tries to get Into Officer Duggan's
head for a period of time and it appears that he has succeeded

24 when he is asking Detective Dugga"! about his sex life and al:!out
25 his -- why he wasn't married and_those. kinds of things. It was
.9 of 33 sheets

They get Into a discussion about American Psycho and

He says -- when Detective Duggan Is Interviewing him, he

22

says, "Did you n~lce most of my reference books are all on

23

psychopathic minds?" He says, "I admire psychopaths. They're

24 the smartest group of guys. And they're the most interesting.
25 They have an exciting llfe,• He says - he says, "Now, Dahmer,
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121

1 he was a sissy. Gacey! he was smart. He was in the Republican

1 to juvenile. He is going to go to the main place, but he

2

party. He was, I think; a deputy sheriff.• But he says, "Now

2

wouldn't be in the general population. And he asked about his

3

Bundy's, he had a great life. He was extremely smart.• And he
I
.·
talks about what the Jf.idge said to Bundy at that time.

3

own cell again and Duggan asked him, nwhy do you want your ow

4
5
6

j

·:

Then he tells Deteb:ive Duggan, "Most people are weak and
stupid. And they're toJ dumb to create their own way. That's

I

4 cell?" He says, "I like to be alone. I don't have to share
5

with some guy.• He asked him again why. He says, "I would

6

prefer It.• I wouldn't be disturbed and I could actually get

7 . why they use the book/movie as an excuse. n. He says he hates

7 some sleep.•

8

8

So at that point the officer said, "I will see what I can

9

get." He says, "Yeah,• and he says, "I don't have my contact

9
10

•
I
Tarantino movies, they're stupid. He calls his mom a whiney

baby; He says, "Want lo know how to have the power? Catch the

I

hand and then they hale no power,• and he is talking about

10

lens case and I don't have any deodorant.• I already knew --

11

parents.

11

you know, because Duggan at that point says at that point, "You

12
14

Throughout the first interview and the second Interview.he
continues to insist that1there Is this stranger that comes in to
I
.
the home and that he could hear the murder and knew what was

15

happening. And this stranger forced him to take this knife,

15

point he goes -- Duggan goes -- I guess finds out whether he can

16

this Winchester knife, +d stick it into his mother's brain.

16

have his own cell.

17

That's what he continued to say. He admits fairly early on that

17

Before I describe the third Interview, I want to note a

18

he put the message on 1when he is asked, nwhy did you put the

18

couple things about the crime itself. In this case Mr. Windom

19
20

message on there?" That he walked and he avoided calllng the
police. He Is trying to explain, "Because I know I would be the

19
20

"Hey, this Is the Windom residence." This is a~er the murder.

21

number one suspect.•

21

"If you are trying to reach Judy or Ethan, we are actually out

22

In Washington right now. Having a little trouble with family

Is extremely interestinJ about someone named Dr. Robert D. Hare, 23

problems so we are going to take a trip out there. I'm sure

13

22

I

I

I

I

He then gets into ~ discussion with Detective Duggan which

23
24

H-a·-r-e, who's the foremost expert on psychopathy. He spends

25

quite a bit of time talkir'lg about that, how he's read two of the

I

l

j

.

~

12

know, I don't think you are going to be released. I think you

13

did It.• He says, "I already know that you think that I did it.

14

I already know the outcome.• The interview stops and at that

24
25

used gloves. He changed that the answering machine to say,

we'll be there and back by next week.•
At 1:30 he also leaves a message with Ashley who is the

no

122

1 books. One Is Without a Conscience, and the,.other one I think

1 · girlfriend of his best friend across the street to --

2

is called Snakes in SuitJ or something like th.it. Those are the

2

apparently she said that they would -- she would always go pick

3

books they found at th, scene. I have actually read those

3

up her boyfriend In the morning aild pick up Ethan. The message

4

books. They are very interesting. They describe In detail

4

said he wouldn't be at school tomorrow and highly doubtful he

5

J1n a psychopath. He said
'
things that you look for1
In fact he

5

would be able to go to school the next day. He said he would

6

6

talk to them later. He stated he felt like crap. Asked her to

7

checked out the web site and looked at the psychopathic
I
.
checklist of how to tell someone's a psychopath.

7

tell Matt that the doors would be locked if he came over and

8
9

think you have some of those characteristics?P And he gets a

10

I

Detective Duggan it that point asked him, he says, "Do you

I

big smile on his face an~, he says, "No, psychopaths don't

8

apologized for calling so late. And theri said, "I realize I

9

ain't going to be able to call you in the morning. See you."

10

He then leaves. And according to what he tells the

11

respond well to lrritabilify and most of thein are impulsive and

11

officer, he leaves to hitchhike on the Interstate. He Is seen

12

I'm not impulsive." He fhen goes back and he says, "Besides you

12

by the neighbor from across the street who's Matt's kind of like

13

can't diagnose anyone under 18 with psychopathy." And then he

13

a stepfather and someone who knows him. And it's about 1:30 in

14

also added this, he sayJ, •1 can't diagnose my,self. •
I

14

the morning. He sees him. He attempts to flag this Individual,

15

attempts to flag Mr. Windom down. Mr. Windom hides. This

15

f

.

He then -- they gJ Into a discussion about brain Injury

16

and essentially he had one a paper on brain injury and

16

lndlvldual tries to find him because he's wondering what he Is

17

children. He explains t I Detective Duggan the fact that he
suffered a brain Injury from -- In a childhood accident when I

17
18

doing out so late.

think he was about four} He discusses that and how It affect

19
20

There is one that he stabbed his mother in the heart and the

he finally after he's unable to get rides on the interstate and
when asked where he was going, he said anywhere. He then Is
al:Jle to make It to his father's.

18

19
20
21
22

because the officer sayJ( "Do you have any questions?" He says,

21
22

23

"Yeah. Where am I going a~r this?" He says, "Well, wait here

23

24

and I'll find out,• Duggan explains. Then he s:!IYS, "Do I .get my

24

people later. He said that he was really Interested In It.
I

,

Toward the end of that Interview he says .to the officer --

.

I
I

He throws away the knife. There are actually two knives.

rest of her body and the one tt,at he leaves In her brain. And

And that brings us to.the confessipn. I toyed with

25 own cell?" Duggan expl~lns that In fact he is not going to go
25 actually showing the confession here In court because I think It
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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125

2

for the victim's family to actually watch. I am, however, g9fng

1
2

3

to be stating for the record some of things that he said. It Is

3

trying to remember. He says, "Then I stabbed her with a knife,•

4

graphic and I want to warn the victim's family that I'm not

4

and he smiles. And the question Is, "What knife?" He smfles

5

meaning to upset them, but I need to make a very clear record of

5

broadly, "a knife."

6

what It Is that I'm going to do.

7
8

9

is extremely Interesting, but I think it would be very difficult

tells them that he Is going to be able to have his own room. He

couple of times,• and he shrugs again and he looks like he Is

Then he -- he likes to use things like Charlie or Holmes.

7

He says, "Charlie, you give me something extra If I tell you

8

where It Is?" "What else can I give you, man?" The officer

9

asked what more can he give you and with that, Ethan Windom

10

unfolds his arms, leans forward and points to himself and leans

comfortable. He Is relaxed. He smiles repeatedly when he finds

11

forward relaxed and he asks -- he asks many questions about the

this Is going to happen.

12

process to have him put into jail. And he says -- he gets into

13

a discussion of his concerns about his things, his deodorant.

can do that. He asked him - when Mr. Windom asks for how long.

10

He says, "Well, up until this case is resolved." He Is

11
12

13

6

When the officer comes back In for the third interview, he

"No.• "How long did you hit her?" "No, I first hit her a

And he's asked, "Okay. You need to tell me; you need to

14

tell me the truth." He says, "Sure !_did It." He shrugs his .

14

He says, "My personal hygiene stuff." And he gets very

15

shoulders. He says -- the officer says, •1 need more detail."

15

demanding about how he wants those things In jail. He wants the
officer to guarantee that he can have those.

16

He says, "Yeah, I did it.• "How did you do It?" "I whacked her

16

17

in the head.• And he says It extremely matter of fact. He

17

18

says, "How -- the officer says, "How did you whack her in the

18

are and that's when he gets into a description of his stuff. He

19
20

head?" He leans forward and he Is smiling and he says in a

19

tell them where he can find It in the house. And he starts

fairly quiet voice, "Easily.• And he's asked how easy was It?

20

talking about how It's Arman! and John Paul Gaultier and the

21

Smiling again shaking his head, he says, "No problem at all.

21

officer has no Idea what these are. He explains It laboriously.

22

That's how easy it was.• And he smiles.

22
23

He even spells it for him. He says, "Yeah, the whole set. John

23

The officer, "Tell me about It,• "What do you want to

And he starts bragging about them arid how expensive they

Paul Gaultier is $100. • Then he says, "Okay. I will see if I

24

know?• "What started it?" "I was up at night. I was

24

can work on It. I can't make any promises.• He says, "I hit

.25

twitching.• He had indicated earlier that the medication, he

25

her two more times, less than ten because I didn't have the

126

124

1

felt, was causing him to twitch. He says, "It's a'growlng

1

strength after that. She's still making noises. Then I stabbed

2

Inside me, a need for a killin'." He was up late.

2

her in the heart a couple of times." "With what?" "The knife.•

3
4

3
4

He says it very specifically with a smile. "Which knife, the

make you mad?" "No,• shaking "his head shrugging. "I just

5

whacked her with the weights. The only thing around.• "Where

5

Smilingly he says, "No, with a special knife.• And he smiled.

6

did you whack her?" "In the head,• He acts exasperated rolling

6

He got it from his brother's apartment. He described the knife

7

his eyes upward. He says, "How many times?" "I didn't count.•

7

and he says, "I know how to use a knife.• Again, he's smiling,

She asked whether she had -- "She did not do anything to

Winchester knife;" which.is the one that's In her brain.

8

"Approximate guess?" "I don't know. I don't remember. It was

8

"Real well. Real well. Real well. But I could not get ln the

9

either she was making noise or her" -- I will use -- "'ring'

9

angles to do the three-shot kill." That's the thing that

10

,

brain was making noise.• "What kind of noise?• "Kind of a

10

Mr. Bourne was talking about. The officer has no Idea what he's
talking about and so he asked him to describe It. Very c;uietly

11

hissing sound. Could have been her fucking .brain. Kind of; uh,

11

12

gurgling. Kind of -- yeah, gurgling, hissing.• He

12

he says - and he shows him where these are. I'm not going to

13
14

demonstrates how he uses the weights. He picks it up in his

13

go Into detail where the three-shot kill ls.

hands and he puts it over his head and he shows a repeated

15

whacking motion.

14
15

she was sleeplng like this.• And he qemonstrated how she was on

18

her side. He says, "All three and you're dead." He tumed her

16

qDo you know how many times?• "Yeah, just whacked her.

He says,

•r couldn't get In, though, the last part because

17

Wasn't sure If she would scream or not." That's when he talks

18

about having his hand over her mouth, "One wasn't good enough?" 18

19
20

"Guess not. Wasn't sure If she was going to scream or not. I

19

thinking where" -- he says, "I _was thinking• -- I was feeling

couldn't tell If she was alive or not.• And he crossed his arms

20

where my own heart w~s, • and he gestured to his own

21

make sure that I _got It right.•

21
22

about this point.
.

.

17 over and stabbed her-- according to what he said~ stabbed her

23

noises,• and he kind of shrugs. He Is maintaining good eye ,

22
23

24
25

contact with this. His voice Is modulated. "But I hit her.•

24

31

"She continued making noises.• "Loud noises?" "No, small

In the thigh and then heart. Then he says, "Because I was

heart,

"to

Then he says he stabbed her and she's still making -hissing Is coming from her and her heart gurgling. "I don't
know what the hell It was so I stabbed her In the lungs. I

"Until the noises stopped?" And that's the question. He says,
25 don't know, maybe I slit her throat,• and he kind of looks
Page 123 .to 126 or 132
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127

1

puzzled and looks like he 1$ thinking about it, "before I

2

stabbed her In the lungs. I can't remember. I think I stabbed

3

her in the lungs and then II slit her throat."

4

129

I
I

I'm drawn back to Ethan

1
2

Wlndom's My Space page. Apparently when people have a My Space

3

one of the things they do, among other things, Is to have a

When I look at all of these things,

4

quote. Eth~n's quote Is this. "It Is Impossible In this world

5

for a minute, "Quite a few.l I don't know. There'$ a lot of

5

to empathize with others. We can alt empathize with ourselves."

6

stab wounds and they are not superficial.• "Real deep?" He

I understand that that comes from American Psycho.

How many times did you stab her in the lungs?" He thinks

7

says like -- and he starts smlllng. "Never seen actual skin be

6
7

8

tom apart like that, like pJper but worse.• Big smlllng.

8

many statements made by the victim's family In this case. There

9

"Worse?" "Yeah." SmllinJ. You know-- and he explains that.

9

are no winners In this case. Everything Is a tragedy.

I

In a case like this, I agree with both counsel, there are

10

He says, "You know day?/ Kind of that thing. Yo~ just spread

10

11

It apart. That's how It Is. ·It Is elastic. Would kind of just

11

12

rip. He makes stabbing Jotlons. ''This knife, the one that's

12

13
14

thrown out Is a monster."/ He said, "I wasn't sur~ she was still

13

brutal. The pictures will live with me forever. I can only

alive and then the blood started pouring out and 'then I thought

14

Imagine what his mother went through the last couple of years.

Everything.
I'm left with a couple of things. I don't know what Ethan
Wlndom's mental state Is. I only know that this crime was

15

It might be making noises~ but I had to make sure. I had the

15

It Is a tragedy. I don't know which mental health professional

16

glove over her mouth the 1whole time or what I thought was her

16

has It right. But I tend to agree with Mr. Bourne, assuming

17

mouth."

17

that Dr. Beaver and Dr. Estess are correct and Mr. Windom Is a
paranoid schizophrenic, as Dr. Beaver Indicated, the safety of

safety of society, according to Dr. Beaver, requires that first

18

I .

:·

20
21
22

officer, "How do you feel about what you did? He has a big

18
19
20

smile on his face and he says, "Nothing.• "You don't feel

21

he be treated by a mental health professional who really has It
right and we can have no assurances of that. The second thing

23

feel good about It,• he's asked. Sort of a light laugh, "Don't

24
25

feel good about It. Told you I don't feel nothing. I don't

22
23
24
25

19

I don't know that I want to read the rest of it. He said

I

.

he waited to hitchhike anywhere. And he said when asked by the
j

I

I
I

nothing about It?" Big smile again, "Nothing at ,;111. • "Do you

..

I

.

regret nothing. I already! knew It was going to end this way.

I

society requires a couple things. If Mr. Windom Is let out, the

Is that he actually takes his medications and that they actually
work and that he. doesn't play with his medications. And I don't
know that I'm willing to trust that.
130

128

1

People didn't listen to me. And I told them exactly. It Is

1

My primary concem In a sentencing. like this Is protection

2

a'growlng Inside me." Ald he was asked why. And he says,

2

of society. Mental health professionals cannot guarantee that

3

"Because it Is fucking stupid." He says, "Only Andrew Layman, I

3

Ethan Windom will be compliant or his medications will work or

4

started expressing thlngJ to him about how little I cared. He

4

that he will be under proper treatment. We know In jail he has

5

thought I put so much hate Into this world and I told him,

5

continued to titrate his medications. We know that he was .not

6
7
8
9

'Holmes, I don't even use energy to hate. It Is already there.•

6

compllant before he entered Incarceration. We know that he Is

He was the one who knew. He's the dosest. My psychiatrist, he
I
.
probably -- his problem Is that he talked to my stepmom too much

7

still Isolated from others. We knqw that he has continued on

I

I
I

.
.

r

8

occasion to have bad thoughts even while In jail. We know that

10

didn't know much aboutlnothlng. I had my guy, Andrew Layman,

9
10

11

send the psychiatrist a letter, but I don't know what It said."

11

Windom will be compliant or that he will receive the proper care

12

or that the medications will continue to worlc against some

years." And he was asked, "Why your mom?" He says, "The

13

potential victim. Society deserves better than that.

dosest person. I was tinlclng - he says, "Clo~est person. I

14

12

13
14

so anything she told him[ that's mainly what he went on. He

I

.

He says, "I've had t)lese thoughts since 8th grade, for four

I

the only reason -- we know that he Is compliant because his
medications are being Injected. I cannot gamble that Ethan

Axed life is -- It Is one of the harshest senten~ that .

15

was thinking about golnf downtown and stabbl~g a couple of bums,

15

we can hand down and It's reserved only for those offenses that

16

too. They're worthless 1ums. You know what,. they live on the

are so egregious that It demands an exceptionally high measure

17

fucking streets and ma'f up all of these excuses of why they

18
19

don't work. Just lazy. If she wakes up, she would have spoiled

16
17
18
19

20

to the list."

21
22

23

24
25

my plan. Besides I was 1golng to kill bums anyv,ray. Why not add
•

/

,;

At the very end he fays, "There are things. in life you are
not meant to understanr, I'm one of them. I wasn't meant to be
Bourne. I shouldn't hav.e. I should have been111n the hospital
'
I
most of my llfe. I wlll di', whatever I fucking W'9nt, not care
whether I screw up the\r head or not,•

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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of retribution, or that the evidence indicates that the offender
cannot successfully be monitored tn society to reduce the risk
to those who come In contact with him and that Imprisonment

20
21
22

until death Is the only way to Insure that we are protecting

23
24
25

sentence If my sentence Is overturned, I strongly urge them to

society. In my view that Is the case here.
And to

a revtewlng court, potentially a new Judge to

watch the Interviews carefully

because they are the best

evidence of what was happening at the time of this murder. It
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is so brutal and so heinous that I believe that a fixed .life

2

sentence is appropriate. I do not do that lightly.

3

on one other occasion given fixed life and it was for these

4

similar reasons. I do not know which mental health

5
6

professionals is right, but I have to rely on what Dr. Craig

7

8
9
10
11
12

i

have only

Beaver suggested.
Therefore I sentence you to the custody of the Idaho State
Board of Corrections under the Unified Sentence Law of the state
of Idaho In an exercise of my discretion for an aggregate term
of fixed life years. I'll specify a minimum period of
confinement of life.
I remand you to the custody of the sheriff of this county

13

to be delivered to the proper agent of the State Board of

14

Correction in execution of the sentence. Any ball ls

15
16

served prior to entry of this judgment.

17

18

exonerated. Credit will be given for the 321 days that were
It Is further ordered that the defendant provide a DNA
sample to the Idaho Department of Corrections pursuant to Idaho

19

Code 19-5501. Because of the nature of this sentence I am not

20

imposing court costs, public defender reimbursement, tines or

21

re5Fftutlon in this case.

22
23
24
25

Now, Mr. Windom, you do have the right to appeal. If you
cannot afford an attorney, you can request to have one appointed
at public expense. Any appeal must be filed within 42 days.
And, again, I apologize to those who have been sitting
132

1 here. I know It would be difficult to listen to some of this.
2

In my view it was necessary In order to make a clear record as

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

to why I'm doing what I'm doing. We'll stand In recess.
MR. ODESSEY: Judge, I'm going to keep the presentence
report pending the filing of a Rule 35 motion.
MR. BOURNE: I'll do the same, Judge.

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

1

2

STATE OF IDAHO

3

County 9f Ada

)
) Ss
)

4
5

I, KIM I. MADSEN, Official Court Reporter for the State of

6

7

Idaho, hereby certifies:
That I attended the hearing of the above-entitled matter and

8
9

reported in shorthand proceedings offered, adduced and

10

proceedings had thereat; th~t I thereafter from the shorthand

11

record made by me at said hearing, prepared a typewritten

12

transcript of said proceedings, including all court rulings

13

therein; that the foregoing pages constitute said transcript and

14

that said transcript contains a full, true, complete transcript

15

of said proceedings had thereat to the. best of my knowledge and

16

belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this

17
18

---/!!!--day of

, 2008.

19
20
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22
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24
25
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By KARI MAXWELL
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2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4
5

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

6

Petitioner,

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391

7
8
9

vs.

JUDGMENT
STATE OF IDAHO,

10

Res ondent.

11
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13

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: the Petition is dismissed with prejudice.
Dated this 23rd day of February 2016.
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Senior District Judge
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P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
JUDGMENT
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RECEIVED
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'

MAR 15 2016
Ada County Clerk

NO'---..---.~--A.M.

Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

///j9"

~1----

MAR 1 5 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SUZANNE SIMON
DEPUTY

Pro Bono Counsel for
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner-Appellant,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent-Appellee

TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
NOTICE OF APPEAL

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT AND THE RESPONDENT'S
ATTORNEYS, THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY FOR ADA COUNTY AND
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND TO THE
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Petitioner-Appellant, Ethan Allen Windom, hereby

appeals against the Respondent-Appellee, State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court

1

NOTICE OF APPEAL

000427

•
from the denial of his motions for discovery; the appointment of counsel and payment of
expenses; and to amend his petition for post-conviction relief; and the final order
dismissing the petition for post-conviction relief, which was entered on February 23,
2016, by the Honorable Cheri Copsey, Senior District Judge, in the above-entitled case.
A copy of the orders (and final judgment) being appealed are attached to this notice as
Exhibits A, B and C 1, respectively.
2.

Petitioner-Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court

pursuant to Idaho Code section 19-4909 and pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 1 l(a)(l),
because the denial and judgment above-described are an appealable order and judgment
of a district court in a civil action.
3.

A preliminary statement of issues on appeal which Petitioner-Appellant

intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not
prevent Petitioner-Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, includes:
A.

Whether the district court erred in denying Petitioner's Motion to

Amend the Petition to add a claim this his fixed-life sentence violates the Eighth
Amendment pursuant to Montgomery v. Louisiana, 577 U.S._, 136 S. Ct. 718, 193 L.
Ed. 2d. 599 (2016).

1The

orders denying the motion to amend the petition and dismissing the petition
are contained in February 23, 2016 order dismissing the petition.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
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e
B.

Whether the district court erred in denying Petitioner's motion for

leave to conduct discovery.
C.

Whether the district court erred in denying Petitioner's motion for

appointment of counsel and payment of expenses.
D.

Whether the district court erred in finding that Petitioner's petition

for post-conviction relief was barred by the statute of limitations and that the statute of
limitations was not equitably tolled.
E.

Whether the district court erred in finding that Petitioner's federal

due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment and pursuant to Martinez v. Ryan,
132 S. Ct. 1309, 182 L. Ed. 2d 272 (2012) were not violated by failing to toll the statute
of limitations to allow the petition for post-conviction relief.
F.

Whether the district court erred in finding that there was no dispute

of material fact precluding summary dismissal or requiring an evidentiary hearing and
that no purpose would be served by any further proceedings;
G.

Whether the district court erred in finding that the petition was

barred by res judicata.
4.

There is no order entered sealing any portion of the record.

5.

A Reporter's Transcript is requested of the followings hearings before the

district court. Petitioner-Appellant requests both a hard copy and electronic format of the
record:

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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a.

The January 11, 2016 hearing on the State's Motion to Dismiss the

Petition. The court reporter is Kim Madsen, CSR. The transcript is estimated to be less
than 25 pages and has not been prepared.
b.

The February 22, 2016 hearing on Petitioner's Motion to Amend the

Petition. The court reporter is Kim Madsen, CSR. The transcript is estimated to be less
than 10 pages and has not been prepared.
6.

Petitioner-Appellant requests the automatic designation of the Clerk's

Record pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 28, and in addition, requests the following:
a.

Order Conditionally Dismissing the Petition, filed 8/26/2015;

b.

Petitioner's Reply to Order Conditionally Dismissing the Petition, and
Declaration of Counsel (Lori Nakaoka) in Support of Reply, filed 9/8/2015;

c.

Petitioner's Motion to Conduct Discovery, filed 9/8/2015;

d.

Order Releasing PSI and Extending Time to File Response to Conditional
Order, filed 9/14/2015;

e.

Petitioner's Response to State's Motion for Summary Disposition, and
Declaration of Counsel (Lori Nakaoka) in Support of Petitioner's Response,
filed 11/24/2016;

f.

Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of Counsel and Payment of Expenses,
filedl2/03/2015;

4
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•
g.

Order and Corrected Order Denying Petitioner's Motion for Appointed
Counsel, filed 12/11/2015 and 1/20/2016, respectively;

h.

Petitioner's Motion for Leave to Amend the Petition, filed 1/26/2016;
State's Objection to Petitioner's Motion fo Leave to Amend the Petition,
filed 2/5/2016;

1.

Petitioner's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to Amend and
Reply to State's Objection for Leave to Amend, filed 2/16/2016;

J.

Order Dismissing Petition, dated February 23, 2016.

7.

I certify that:
a.

A copy of this Notice of Appeal was served on the court reporter
Kini Madsen, CSR, by delivery via United States Postal Service to
Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, ID 83702.

b.

Petitioner-Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated reporter's

transcript and clerk's record fees because Petitioner-Appellant, who has been incarcerated
since he was 16 years of age, is indigent. Petitioner-Appellant was represented by pro
bono counsel in district court in the filing of this Notice of Appeal, but pro bono counsel
has filed a motion to withdraw as counsel on appeal and Petitioner-Appellant has filed a
motion for appointment of counsel;
c.

Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 23, there is no filing fee for an

appeal of any order or from a judgment dismissing a petition for post-conviction relief.

5
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d.

Service has been made upon all parties, including the Ada County

Prosecuting Attorney and the Idaho Attorney General, who are required to be served
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
8.

Furthermore, Petitioner-Appellant by separate motion, requests appointment

of the State Appellate Public Defender's Office or other appointed counsel to represent
him on appeal as he is indigent.
DATED this _lg_th day of March 2016.

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner-Appellant
Ethan Allen Windom

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Lori Nakaoka, hereby certify that I am employed in the County of Blaine, Idaho;
I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action; my business address is
671 First Avenue North, Ketchum, Idaho 83340; on March J!:1:.., 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing on the following:

Jan M. Bennetts
Shelly Akamatsu
Office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Kim Madsen, CSR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom,# 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707

_x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

7
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____

NO,~~:-r~=:-----,

A.M.~

SEP 15 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk.
By KRISTI DUMON
DEPUTY

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
5

Petitioner,

6
7

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
ORDER DENYING

VS.

MOTION FOR DISCOVERY
8

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Res ondent.

9

10

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pled guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.
11

CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a
12

fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals

13

upheld the Court's sentence. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court, again challenging the

14

Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals' decision affirming the

15

Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and remitted the decision on July 5,
2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873,253 P.2d 310 (2011). 1 The time to file a post-conviction

16

petition ran on July 5, 2012. Windom's Petition is untimely and the Court gave notice to Windom
17

18

of its intent to dismiss his Petition as untimely and the grounds for that decision on August 26,
2015.

19

Windom now moves for discovery pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules 32(h) and 57(b).

20

Windom further requests access to the presentence report. Based on the following, the Court

21

denies his request for discovery and provides the parties a copy of the presentence report.

22
23
24

25

1 Windom also filed a federal habeas corpus case in federal court where he claimed that his fixed life sentence is
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D. Idaho, 2014). The
District Court denied his claim August 13, 2014. He appealed. Apparently that appeal is still pending.

26
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•
ANALYSIS
1

I.C.R. 57(b) provides as follows:
2
3

4
5

(b) Filing and Processing. The petition for post-conviction relief shall be
filed by the clerk of the court as a separate civil case and be processed under the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure except as otherwise ordered by the trial court;
provided the provisions for discovery in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure shall
not apply to the proceedings unless and only to the extent ordered by the trial court.
I.C.R. 57(b) (emphasis added). While the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure generally apply to

6

proceedings on an application for post-conviction relief, the discovery provisions contained in

7

those rules are not applicable unless specifically ordered by the court. I.C.R. 57(b); State v.

8

LePage, 138 Idaho 803, 810, 69 P.3d 1064, 1071 (Ct. App. 2003) (citing Aeschliman v. State, 132

9

Idaho 397, 402, 973 P.2d 749, 754 (Ct. App. 1999)). Windom seeks unspecific discovery of his
medical records while incarcerated because he "is unable to gain access to evidence relevant and

10

material to issues relating to equitable tolling without a court order or subpoena power." Ethan
11

Windom's Motion for Permission to Conduct Discovery, p. 2.

12

Discovery during post-conviction relief proceedings is a matter put to the sound discretion

13

of the district court. Aeschliman, 132 Idaho at 402, 973 P.2d at 754. Unless necessary to protect

14

Windom's substantial rights, the Court is not required to order discovery. Id. In order to be granted

15

discovery, a post-conviction applicant must identify the specific subject matter where discovery is
requested and why discovery as to those matters is necessary to his application. See Id. at 402-03,

16

973 P.2d at 754-55. "While reasonable discovery may be permitted, the district court should not
17

allow the petitioner to engage in a '[f]ishing expedition."' State v. Abdullah,_ Idaho_, 348 P.3d

18

1, 97 (2015) (quoting Murphy v. State, 143 Idaho 139, 148, 139 P.3d 741, 750 (Ct.App.2006)).

19

"The UPCP A provides a forum for known grievances, not an opportunity to research for

20

grievances." Id. In Murphy, the Court of Appeals explained this rule with reference to an earlier

21
22
23

24
25

Supreme Court case, Raudebaugh.
In Raudebaugh, our Supreme Court concluded that the trial court had discretion to
deny discovery in a post-conviction action where the applicant did not show any
probability that further scientific examination or independent testing would yield
exculpatory evidence. Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho at 605, 21 P.3d at 927. There,
Raudebaugh, who had been convicted of second degree murder, sought release of
the knife used as the murder weapon for examination by an expert witness to
determine if there was fingerprint evidence that could have assisted him at trial. Id.

26
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•

at 604, 21 P.3d at 926. But, there was no showing that the state's fingerprint testing
was flawed or that there was new technology that would make current testing more
reliable. Id at 605, 21 P.3d at 927. Raudebaugh was not able to establish the
prejudice element of his ineffective assistance of counsel claim because his
allegations were merely speculative. Id.

1

2
3
4

•

Murphy, 143 Idaho at 148, 139 P.3d at 750 (emphasis added). In this case, Windom requests
discovery in an area unconnected to his post-conviction claims themselves -- whether equitable

5

tolling excuses his patently untimely filing.

6

"Equitable tolling in a post-conviction action has been recognized by Idaho
appellate courts in two circumstances-where the petitioner was incarcerated in an
out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials,
and where mental disease and/or psychotropic medication prevented the petitioner
from timely pursuing challenges to the conviction." Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112,
115,218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct.App.2009) (internal citations omitted).

7
8

9

10

Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 215-16, 335 P.3d 57, 60-61 (Ct. App. 2014).
However, Windom fails to recognize that the bar, especially in a non-capital case like his,2

11

is high and available "only in rare and exceptional circumstances beyond the petitioner's control
12

that prevented him or her from filing a timely petition." Id (citing Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141
13

14

Idaho 579, 582, 114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct.App. 2005) and quoting Leer, 148 Idaho at 115,218 P.3d at
1176. In fact,
[i]t is not enough to show only that compliance was made more difficult on account
of a mental condition. Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140. The
standard for tolling in a post-conviction action was articulated in Chico-Rodriguez
as follows:

15

16

17

[I]n order for the statute of limitation under the UPCP A to be tolled on
account of a mental illness, an unrepresented petitioner must show that he
suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered him incompetent to
understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or otherwise
rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's
mental illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action;
any period following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the
equitable tolling criteria will count toward the limitation period.

18
19
20

21

22
23
24

State 11. Dunlap cited by Windom is a death penalty case subject to different statutes and standards. Dunlap 11. State,
131 Idaho 576,577,961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998).

2

25
26
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•
1
2.
3
4

5
6
7

•

Id. ... the dispositive question is not whether the individual was able to manage his
personal affairs, but whether his mental illness prevented him from complying with
the statute of limitation for filing a post-conviction action. Chico-Rodrigu,ez, 141
Idaho at 581-82, 114 P.3d at 139-40 (internal citations omitted).

Thus, the question presented is whether Mahler has made a prima facie showing
that his intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing his petition within
the limitations period. A showing that filing a timely petition would merely have
been more difficult for Mahler than for an inmate of average intelligence is not
sufficient. This distinction is illustrated in Sayas, 139 Idaho at 960, 88 P.3d at 779,
where the petitioner sought equitable tolling because he could neither speak nor
write in English. We acknowledged that the language barrier created an obstacle to
timely filing of a petition for post-conviction relief, but affirmed the judgment of
dismissal, holding:

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25

While there may be circumstances in which a language barrier would
legitimately give rise to an access to court claim for purposes of extending the
filing deadline, such is not the case here. It is evident that Meza Sayas had
access to bilingual assistance while incarcerated, and was able to adequately
explain his circumstances to this person.
Id We noted that even an English-speaking, nondisabled prisoner may have great
difficulty amassing the information and employing the skills needed to timely file a
petition for post-conviction relief. Nevertheless, the law requires that a petitioner
seeking relief from the court must overcome these obstacles if he wishes to seek
relief. Additional impediments, such as an inability to speak English, do not
necessitate equitable tolling unless those impediments "actually prevent[ ] [a
petitioner] from filing a post-conviction action." Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at
581-82, 114 P.3d at 139-40.
In this case, Mahler submitted three affidavits in response to the State's motion for
summary dismissal. In his initial affidavit, Mahler testified that he had "head
trauma" resulting in a "documented mental ailment." A later affidavit explained
that Mahler could not remember either the original court proceedings or the
timelines applicable to a post-conviction action. Finally, an affidavit submitted by a
fellow prisoner explained that Mahler was particularly limited when he entered
prison. He could "barely talk" and could "hardly write his own name" until
provided classes within the prison. The affidavit said Mahler had no understanding
of post-conviction proceedings until the fellow prisoner went out of his way and
spent a good deal of time explaining the entire process to Mahler. The fellow
prisoner described Mahler as "challenged" and opined that Mahler's "memory/recall
is almost zero."

We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his

26
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•
1

2
3

4

•

post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired. 6
Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became able to pursue a postconviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was provided help in 2011.
He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly, based solely on the
admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court, Mahler may have taken
many months to file his petition after the right to do so was adequately explained to
him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to communicate orally
upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when this inability ended. 7

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.
For these reasons, we conclude that Mahler failed to make a prima facie showing of
entitlement to equitable tolling of the statute of limitations.
Mahler v. State, 335 P.3d 57, 60-62, 157 Idaho 212, 215-17 (Ct. App. 2014)

15

Like, Raudebaugh and Murphy, he is engaging in a fishing expedition. He is searching for

16

evidence to support equitable tolling and has presented the Court with no information to support

17

that claim at all. It is evident that as of September 12, 2012, Windom had some knowledge about

18

his claims sufficient to spur him to file a pro se federal habeas action in federal court where he
challenged his sentence on Eighth Amendment grounds which Judge Lodge dismissed on August

19

13, 2014 in an unpublished decision. This is now three years later.
20

Thus, the Court finds that Windom's allegations are simply speculative and discovery is

21

nothing more than a fishing expedition. Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho 602, 21 P.3d 924. The Court

22

denies his request.

23
24

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 14th day of September 2015.

25
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on September

_Q_,

2015, I mailed one

1

copy of the ORDER DENYING DISCOVERY as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed
2

as follows:

3
4
5

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

6
7

8

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
AUGUST CAHILL
LANCE FUISTING
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

9

10
11

12

LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE,N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340
,,,,,11111,.-,.,
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' 1 .•
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.

Ada County, Idaho ..:: ;;; :

15
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~
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' '

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Lori Nakaoka, hereby certify that I am employed in the County of Blaine, Idaho;
I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action; my business address is
671 First Avenue North, Ketchum, Idaho 83340; on March~, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing on the following:
Jan M. Bennetts
Shelly Akamatsu
Office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Kim Madsen, CSR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, ID 83 702
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707

__x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

~--Lori Nakaoka
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JAN 2 0 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clark
By MARTHA LYKE
DEPUTY

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

3
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4

5
6

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391
Petitioner,

7

8

vs.

9

10
11

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

CORRECTED ORDER DENYING
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE
COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE

Res ondent.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

At oral argument, Windom's counsel identified errors in the Court's December 10, 2015
order denying appointment of substitute counsel at public expense. The Court hereby issues a
corrected order reflecting the corrections to those errors.
Pursuant to a plea agreement, Windom pied guilty to Murder, Second Degree. See Case No.
CR-FE-2007-00274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the Court imposed a
fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the Court of Appeals
upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the Idaho Supreme
Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Court of
Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March 16, 2011, and
the Supreme Court remitted the decision to the Court on July 5, 2011. State v. Windom, 150 Idaho
873, 253 P.2d 310 (2011 ). The State Appellate Public Defender represented him in both appeals.
On July 3, 2012, following the United States Supreme Court decision holding mandatory'
fixed life sentences for juveniles to be unconstitutional, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him, in relevant part, as follows:

27
28
29
30

1 Windom's sentence was not mandated by statute, distinguishing it from the Supreme Court decision. Miller v.
Alabama, 567 U.S._, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 183 L.Ed.2d 407 (2012).

CORRECTED ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE
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6

7

8

•

Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a
form to fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file
that petition in the federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You
also might be able to file a state post-conviction petition, but the deadline for that
might have been June 21, 2012. So you might be too late if you haven't filed a state
post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able to file a Rule 35 motion
to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney, Ed Odessey,
to see if he thinks that is advisable.
I do not know if any of these court challenges will end up helping you. I write only
out of a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to
see you lose any chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.

9

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order

10

Conditionally Dismissing Petition, Exhibit A (emphasis added). Thus, Windom clearly knew his

11

post-conviction rights and knew time was critical.

12

As Dennis Benjamin advised him, Windom filed a federal habeas corpus case, pro se, in

13

federal court on September 12, 2012. Windom argued that his fixed life sentence was

14

unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at *1 (D.

15

Idaho, 2014). The Federal District Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently, the appeal is

16

still pending.

17

The time to file a post-conviction petition ran no later than July 5, 2012. Windom filed this

18

Petition on August 18, 2015, over three (3) years late. In fact; Windom filed his Petition nearly

19

three (3) years after he filed his own federal habeas corpus case in federal court and over three (3)

20

years after Dennis Benjamin wrote him and informed him about filing a post-conviction petition

21

and habeas.

22

When he filed this Petition, counsel, appearing pro bono, represented Windom. That same

23

attorney continues to represent him and has not asked to withdraw. Thus, Windom is currently

24

represented. This motion is solely to replace current counsel with a publically funded attorney

25

chosen by the Ada County Public Defender's Office.

26

Windom did not file a motion for appointment of counsel when he filed his Petition.

27

Instead, in his prayer for relief, he requested counsel be appointed at state expense. He never filed

28

a motion or requested a hearing on his request or complied with the statutory requirements. In

29

reviewing his response to the State's answer and motion for summary disposition, in footnote 6, he

30
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argued, among other things, that the Court did not "permit" appointed counsel. That is not true; the

2

record does not support that claim.

3

In fact, Windom never filed a motion in compliance with statutory authority, I.C. §§ 19-

4

4904, 19-852. However, because he failed to file a motion or comply with the statutory

5

requirements, the Court gave Windom additional time to comply with the statute on November 30,

6

2015. At last, on December 3, 2015, in response to the Court's notice, his attorney filed a motion.

7

That motion was not supported by any affidavit from Windom or a copy of his inmate account.

8

Because Windom failed to file a motion, or comply with statute, until December 3, 2015,

9

the Court gave notice it intended to dismiss the Petition because it was untimely. The Court fully

1O

apprised him of the grounds for that intention to summarily dismiss his Petition. The State

11

likewise moved to summarily dismiss his Petition.

12

On December 3, 2015, Windom finally complied with the statutory requirements.

13

However, as analyzed below, Windom still did not present even the possibility of a valid claim and

14

did not provide any additional evidence to support an appointment of substitute counsel at public

15

expense. Windom presented no additional facts to those previously presented in opposition to the

16

Court's notice of intent to dismiss.

17

Based on the following, in an exercise of discretion, the Court denies appointment of new

18

counsel at public expense. Windom is· represented pro bono and has been represented throughout

19

this litigation by counsel. This motion is unique because in essence he wants the Court to appoint a

20

substitute counsel at public expense.

21

ANALYSIS

22

There is no Sixth Amendment right to appointed counsel at public expense in post-

23

conviction. Follinus v. State, 127 Idaho 897, 902, 908 P.2d 590, 595 (Ct. App. 1995) (citing

24

Pennsylvania v. Finley, 481 U.S. 551 (1987)); I.C. § 19-4904. The decision to grant or deny a

25

request for a court-appointed attorney at public expense lies within the discretion of the district

26

court. Charboneau v. State, 140 Idaho 789, 792, 102 PJd 1108, 1111 (2004). "[T]he proper

27

standard for determining whether to appoint counsel for an indigent petitioner in a post-conviction

28

proceeding is whether the petition alleges facts showing the possibility of a valid claim that would

29

require further investigation on the defendant's behalf." Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518, 529,

30
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1

164 P .3d 798, 809 (2007) (emphasis added). In determining whether the appointment of counsel

2

would be appropriate, "every inference must run in the petitioner's favor where the petitioner is

3

unrepresented at that time and cannot be expected to know how to properly allege the necessary

4

facts." Charboneau, 140 Idaho at 794, 102 P.3d at 1113. The Supreme Court opined:

5

When considering a motion for appointment of counsel, the trial court must do
more than determine whether the petition alleges a valid claim. The court must also
consider whether circumstances prevent the petitioner from making a more
thorough investigation into the facts. An indigent defendant who is incarcerated in
the penitentiary would almost certainly be unable to conduct an investigation into
facts not already contained in the court record. Likewise, a pro se petitioner may be
unable to present sufficient facts showing that his or her counsel's performance was
deficient or that such deficiency prejudiced the defense. That showing will often
require the assistance of someone trained in the law. Therefore, the trial court
should appoint counsel if the petition alleges facts showing the possibility of a valid
claim such that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing to retain
counsel to conduct a further investigation into the claim. The investigation by
counsel may not produce evidence sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss. But,
the decision to appoint counsel and the decision on the merits of the petition if
counsel is appointed are controlled by two different standards.

6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18

Swader v. State, 143 Idaho 651, 654-55, 152 P.3d 12, 15-16 (2007)(emphasis added). As

previously noted, Windom is represented by counsel. He did not file this Petition unrepresented. In
fact, the Petition was supported by a massive amount of information, including affidavit testimony
by multiple experts.

19
20
21
22
23
24

Counsel should be appointed, at public expense,2 for a petitioner, if the petitioner qualifies
financially and alleges facts that raise the possibility of a valid claim. Hust v. State, 147 Idaho 682,
214 P.3d 668 (2009). In other words, Windom must allege facts demonstrating the possibility of a
valid claim, and he fails to do so. There is no evidence that with paid counsel Windom can gather
facts that would change the outcome or support his contention that the statute was tolled.
Speculation is not sufficient.

25
26

The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, I.C. §19-4902, requires a petition for
post-conviction relief be filed within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or

27
28
29
30
11

2

Petitioners can always hire counsel to represent them on post-conviction, if they wish. A petitioner does not need the
court's pennission to hire his or her own counsel. The issue presented by Windom is whether he is entitled to
substitute counsel at public expense.
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fr~m the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,

2

whichever is later. See also Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.

3

2003); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"

4

referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122

5

Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823

6

P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely and

7

Windom does not claim they are timely.

8

All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g., Hauschulz v. State,

9

144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus they originate from matters that

10

occurred over seven and one-half (7Yi) years ago and are untimely. The failure to file a timely

11

petition is a basis for summarily dismissing the petition. Evensiosky v. State, 136 Idaho 189, 30

12

P.3d 967 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957,959, 88 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). Therefore,

13

if Windom cannot prove the statute of limitations time was tolled, he cannot proceed and the Court

14

cannot consider his complaints. Furthermore, to the extent he challenges this Court's sentence, he

15

actually challenged his sentence on appeal and lost. Post-conviction is not the appropriate

16

mechanism to challenge the Court's sentencing decision, and the doctrine of resjudicata precludes

17

Windom from re-litigating an issue already decided. I.C. §19-4901(b)3; State v. Creech, 132 Idaho

18

I, 21,966 P.2d 1, 21 "(1998).

19

The fact Windom filed a federal habeas corpus action does not extend or change the statute

20

of limitations.4 The case law is clear. Where a petitioner filed a post-judgment motion in a

21

criminal action, like in a habeas corpus, the order entered on the post-judgment matter, ordinarily

22

does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the judgment of

23

conviction or the original sentence. Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct.

24

25
26
27

28

29
30
11

I.C. § 19-4901 (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on
the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."

3

4

However, as discussed below, filing a habeas case in federal court is relevant to Windom's tolling argument.
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1

App. 2003); Cf Fox .v. State, 129 Idaho 881, 934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding a post-

2

conviction petition was untimely because the limitation period was measured from the judgment of

3

conviction, and claims challenging the judgment were barred).

4

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief -- one filed outside of the one-year

5

limitation period -- must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be

6

equitably tolled. Peregrina v. State, 158 Idaho 948, 354 P.2d 510 (Ct. App. 2015); Evensiosky v.

7

State. 136 Idaho 189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88

8

P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). In this case, Windom claims the statute of limitations_ was

9

equitably tolled5 because he was young, diagnosed with schizophrenia, taking psychotropic

1O

medication, inexperienced in the law, had ineffective appellate counsel, suffered from ongoing

11

mental health issues and some as yet undisclosed conditions of confinement.6 He failed to support

12

his claims· with any specific evidence that he was incompetent throughout his confinement or until

13

he actually filed the Petition. In fact, Windom provided no support for any of these claims at all.

14
15
16
17

Windom originally relied on Dunlap v. State, 131 Idaho 576, 577, 961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998). As previously
observed by the Court, Dunlap is a capital case governed by a specific statute, l.C. § 19-2719(3 ), which explicitly
creates a discovery exception as follows:

5

(3) Within forty-two (42) days of the filing of the judgment imposing the punishment of death, and
before the death warrant is filed, the defendant must file any legal or factual challenge to the
sentence or conviction that is known or reasonably should be known. The defendant must file any
claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel within forty-two (42) days ofthe Idaho supreme
court issuing the final remittitur in the unified appeal from which no further proceedings except
issuance of a death warrant are ordered.

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

I.C. § 19-2719(3) (emphasis added). Furthermore, Dunlap was not a tolling case; the issue was whether Dunlap knew
that his appellate and post-conviction attorney had failed to file a post-conviction petition. His claim was ineffective
assistance of appellate and post-conviction counsel. The statute that applies to Windom's case is I.C. § 19-4908 which
provides in relevant part as follows:
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his original, supplemental or amended
application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so raised, or knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waived in the
proceeding that resulted in the conviction or sentence or in any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure
relief may not be the basis for a subsequent application, unless the court finds a ground for relief asserted which for
sufficient reason was not asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or amended application.
§ 19-4908. Nothing in that statute provides a discovery exception like the one in the statute applicable to death penalty
cases, LC.§ 19-2719(4). Thus, Dunlap, does not apply.

To the extent he complains that at the time he was arrested, he was housed separately from the adult population, such
complaints are irrelevant. He is now twenty-five and at the time the statute ran he was twenty-two years old.

6

29
30
'l 1
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To date, the Idaho appellate courts have not recognized that being young, inexperienced in

2

the law, or represented by inadequate appellate counsel, toll the statute of limitations for post-

3

conviction. Furthennore, the statute ran at the time he was actually twenty-two years old. His

4

youth is irrelevant. Appointing new counsel paid for by the public would not change that fact.

5

Similarly, Idaho appellate courts soundly rebuff petitioner arguments that statute of limitations are

6

tolled by language barriers or ignorance of the law. See Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 958, 88 P.3d

7

776, 777 (Ct. App. 2003); Reyes v. State, 128 Idaho 413, 414, 913 P.2d 1183, 1184 (Ct. App.

8

1996).

9

Idaho appellate courts recognize that the statute of limitations applicable to post-conviction

1O may be equitably tolled in two circumstances. They recognize tolling where factually the petitioner
11

was incarcerated in an out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal

12

materials. See Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530,536,944 P.2d 127, 133 (Ct. App. 1997). Windom

13

does not contend he was incarcerated out of state or had no access to legal materials. They also

14

recognize the statute may be tolled where mental disease or psychotropic medication prevented the

15

petitioner from timely pursuing challenges to the conviction. See Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381,

16

385, 924 P.2d 1225, 1229 (Ct. App. 1996). This is the basis claimed by Windom. In cases where

17

equitable tolling is allowed, the petitioner must establish that he or she was unable to timely file a

18

petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his or her effective control, or show that the

19

facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action. Amboh v.

20

State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). Windom does not allege that the

21

State unlawfully hid facts underlying his claims.

22

Like his burden of proof on claims presented in the Petition itself, Windom must prove that

23

facts exist to support his claim the statute of limitations is tolled. To sustain his burden of proof,

24

Windom must support his allegations with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v. State, 146

25

Idaho 95, 99, 190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d

26

1165, 1169 (Ct. App. 1994); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App.

27

1994). It is not enough to allege that a witness would have testified to certain events, or would

28

have rebutted certain statements made at trial, without providing through affidavit non-hearsay

29

evidence of the substance of the witnesses' testimony. Windom's arguments thus far contain

30
11
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"only bare and conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by factually based affidavits, records, or
2

other admissible evidence." There is no evidence that paid counsel or some expert can change the

3

outcome. He does not even present an offer of proof.

4

Windom even failed to indicate the duration of any of these alleged conditions. For

5

example, the murder occurred over nine (9) years ago. Windom is presently twenty-five (25) years

6

old and will be twenty-six in February 2016. Thus, even if Idaho case law recognized youth as a

7

basis to toll the statute, his "youth" does not equitably toll the statute; he turned eighteen years

8

before the statute of limitations ran. Furthermore, in support of his Petition, his stepmother, father

9

and grandparents all testify that he has matured into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring

10

individual.

11

For the purpose of this decision, the Court assumes he took or takes psychotropic

12

medications and that he suffers from mental disorders. Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531

13

P.2d 1187, 1190 (1975); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 532, 944 P.2d 127, 129 (Ct. App.

14

1997); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 88, 741 P.2d 374, 375 (Ct. App. 1987). Those facts by

15

themselves still do not support tolling the statute in this case and, he presented no facts suggesting

16

the statute was tolled. He presents no evidence they prevented him from pursuing post-conviction.

17

He presented no evidence that appointing new substitute counsel at public expense would

18

enable him to present evidence supporting his tolling argument, other than his speculation. As both

19

the Court and the State observed, the case law supports summary dismissal. Windom and his

20

attorney failed to present evidence that supports even the possibility that the statute was tolled such

21

that a reasonable person with adequate means would be willing to retain counsel to conduct further

22

investigation. Swader v. State, 143 Idaho at 655, 152 P.3d at 16.

23
24

Those arguments against tolling which remain relevant are the legal ones presented in the
Court's notice of intent to dismiss.

Lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of the Petition.

25

A.

26

Windom failed to exercise due diligence and his own actions caused or contributed to the

27

untimeliness of his Petition. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 PJd 448, 451 (Ct. App.

28

2010). In Amboh, the Supreme Court found Amboh failed to exercise due diligence because

29
30
11
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1

Amboh knew that his attorney failed to timely appeal the underlying conviction and still failed to

2

timely file his post-conviction petition.

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
11

Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188, 190, 219
P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct. App. 2009) (even assuming petitioner did not have access to
Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-of-state for less than four months, he
still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to do so); Leer v. State.
148 Idaho 112, 115, 218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct. App. 2009) (petitioner demonstrated
the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable
to timely file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective
control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at 385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536,
944 P.2d at 133, or the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner
by unlawful state action, Charboneau, 144 Idaho at 904, 174 P.3d at 874. None of
these analogous circumstances are present in Amboh's case. As of August 2007,
Amboh was informed in writing that his trial counsel had not filed a timely appeal
from the judgment of conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his
opportunity for appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even though the defense
attorney may have contributed confusion by pointlessly filing an untimely notice of
appeal, if Amboh had exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that
the appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a post-conviction
action expired. Instead, despite having been notified that his appeal was filed after
the appeal deadline, Amboh waited for nearly one and a half years before he made
any inquiry about the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact that this appeal
was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh's failure to file a timely petition
raising his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not due to an
extraordinary circumstance beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In
this circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate.
Amboh, 149 Idaho at 653, 239 P.3d at 451 (emphasis added). The fact that Amboh was informed

of his post-conviction rights as follows was not cited as a basis for the appellate court's decision.
However, even if being advised of his rights was integral to the court's Amboh decision, in
this case, Dennis Benjamin clearly and unequivocally informed Windom more than three (3) years
before he actually filed his Petition about his right to file for post-conviction relief and his concern
that the time may have run at the time. Therefore, applying the reasoning in Amboh, Windom
failed to diligently pursue post-conviction and his Petition was untimely due to his own lack of
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1

diligence. Waiting over three (3) years demonstrates he failed to act diligently, and appointing

2

counsel at State expense will not change that fact.

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

B.

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Windom claims he was under the influence of medications, Cogentin, Prozac and
Resperdal, at least in 2011, and that he suffered from a mental defect that effectively tolled the
statute. However, the bar for equitable tolling based on mental defect or use of psychotropic
medications is high and he does not overcome it. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582,
114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct. App. 2005).

It is not enough to show that compliance was simply made more difficult on
account of a mental condition. We hold that in order for the statute of limitation
under the UPCPA to be tolled on account of a mental illness, an unrepresented
petitioner must show that he suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered
him incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or
otherwise rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's mental
illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action; any period
following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the equitable tolling
criteria will count toward the limitation period.

Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P .3d at 140 (emphasis added).
17
The question of whether mental health or the use of medication tolled the statute of
18
limitations is whether Windom makes a prima facie showing that either actually prevented him
19
from filing his petition within the limitations period. See Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 215-16,
20
335 P.3d 57, 60-61 (Ct. App. 2014). Windom presented no evidence supporting his tolling claim,
21
and no evidence that appointing replacement counsel at public expense would change that. Mahler
22
demonstrates how high the bar is.
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
11

We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant guestion is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his
post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired.
[footnote omitted] Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became
able to pursue a post-conviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was
provided help in 2011. He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly,
based solely on the admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court,
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Mahler may have taken many months to file his petition after the right to do so was
adequately explained to him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to
communicate orally upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when
this inability ended.

1

2
3

4

Id. (emphasis added). The Court continued
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

•

Id.

15

Significantly, even assuming he was under the influence of psychotropic medications or

16

suffered from mental illness, 7 in September 2012, the record establishes Windom filed a federal

17

habeas action pro se. Filing a post judgment motion or initiating a post judgment proceeding,

18

clearly demonstrates that at least in September 2012, Windom exhibited the appropriate mental

19

capacity. In Idaho, mental incapacity does not equitably toll the statute of limitations where a

20

defendant timely files a pro se motion for appointment of post-conviction counsel because this

21

demonstrates a petitioner's mental alertness. See Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct.

22

App. 2009). Thus, even assuming the statute was tolled by his use of psychotropic medications or

23

by his diagnosis prior to September 2012, as of September 2012, any tolling ended8 when he

24

exhibited his mental capacity by filing a federal habeas action. Windom filed this Petition nearly

25

26
27

28
29
30
11

To the extent he complains that this Court failed to provide him funds to hire an expert, the Court notes that when he
filed this Petition, he supported it with August 20 I5 affidavits from Craig Beaver, Ph.D. and Timothy Ashaye, M.D.

7

Windom misapprehends the effect of tolling. Even where a petitioner meets the heavy burden and establishes the
statute was tolled for some reason outside his or her control, the statute of limitations period does not begin again. A
petitioner must act and diligently pursue his or her rights. As previously discussed, Windom failed to diligently pursue
his rights.

8
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three (3) years later. Additionally, Dennis Benjamin clearly notified him about his post-conviction

2

rights in his letter.

3

An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because his counsel's affidavit, as well as the

4

record, establishes that he was competent to understand his legal right to bring a post-conviction

5

action at least in September 2012. Based on the fact that not only did he apparently understand his

6

right to file a habeas action in response to Dennis Benjamin's letter but that he actually did so,

7

even assuming he was taking the medications listed or that he suffered from a mental condition,

8

the fact is that he did file the habeas action. Neither Windom nor his counsel explain how

9

appointing a different attorney at public expense would change this analysis.

10

II
12
13

14
15

16

Therefore, Windom's Petition is time-barred and counsel provided at public expense
cannot change the facts.

C.

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Finally, as previously observed, even if timely, to the extent that he claims the Court's
sentence is excessive, res judicata bars that claim as well. Idaho law applies res judicata to
criminal and post-conviction cases. State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, 9 n. 1, 966 P.2d 1, 9 n. 1 (1998).
CONCLUSION

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Counsel must be appointed at public expense for a petitioner if the petitioner qualifies
financially and alleges facts that raise the possibility of a valid claim. Hust v. State, 147 Idaho 682,
214 P Jd 668 (2009). In order to require appointment of counsel at public expense or, in this case,
substitute counsel. Windom must have supported his tolling argument with facts demonstrating the
possibility of a valid claim that the statute of limitations was tolled; he did not. For example, he

failed to even identify evidence that could possibly change the fact that nearly three years ago he
displayed the appropriate competency to file a federal habeas action pro se and still did not file
this Petition for nearly three years.
In an exercise of discretion, the Court denies Windom' s request that the Court appoint
substitute counsel at public expense, finding that a reasonable person with the adequate means
would not be willing to retain counsel to conduct a further investigation into his claims. He is not
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1

entitled to substitute counsel at public expense to conduct further investigation for possible

2

evidence to support his tolling argument.

3

IT IS SO ORDERED.

4

Dated this 20th day of January, 2016, effective December 10, 2015, nunc pro tune.
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1

The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on January

..J/ , 2016, I mailed one copy

2

of the

3

SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL AT PUBLIC EXPENSE as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R.

4

addressed as follows:

CORRECTED

ORDER DENYING

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT

OF

5
6

7

8

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL

9

10
11

12

LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340

13
14
15

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
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CHRISTOPHEH D. RICH, Clerk
KAP.I MAXWELL

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTR1:'t=T @FJTY

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4
5
6

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,

7
8

vs.

ORDER
DISMISSING PETITION

9
10
11

Case No. CV-PC-2015-14391

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Res ondent.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Pursuant to a plea agreement, Ethan Allen Windom pied guilty to Murder, Second Degree.

See Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No. H0700274). On December 12, 2007, the
Court imposed a fixed life sentence. Windom appealed, challenging the Court's sentence, and the
Court of Appeals upheld the Court's sentence in an unpublished decision. Windom appealed to the
Idaho Supreme Court, again challenging the Court's sentence. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed
the Court of Appeals' decision affirming the Court's sentence in a published decision on March
16, 2011, and the Supreme Court remitted the decision to the Court on July 5, 2011. State v.

Windom, 150 Idaho 873, 253 P.2d 310 (2011). The State Appellate Public Defender represented
him in both appeals.
On July 3, 2012, following the United States Supreme Court decision holding mandatory 1
fixed life sentences for juveniles to be unconstitutional, attorney Dennis Benjamin wrote to
Windom and clearly informed him, in relevant part, as follows:
You may have heard that the United States Supreme Court recently decided that
mandatory fixed-life sentences for juveniles are unconstitutional. You do not have a
mandatory fixed life sentence. But, it is possible that Judge Copsey did not consider
all the factors that the Supreme Court says courts should consider before she
imposed your discretionary fixed life sentence.

28
29
30
11

1 Windom' s

sentence was not mandated by statute, distinguishing it from the United States Supreme Court decision.
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.
Therefore, you may want to challenge your sentence in court. I have enclosed a
form to fill out if you want to file a federal habeas corpus petition. You need to file
that petition in the federal court in Boise no later than September 19, 2012. You
also might be able to file a state post-conviction petition, but the deadline for that
might have been June 21, 2012. So you might be too late if you haven't filed a state
post-conviction petition already. Finally, you might be able to file a Rule 35 motion
to correct an illegal sentence. I suggest you write to your trial attorney, Ed Odessey,
to see if he thinks that is advisable.

1
2
3
4
5
6

I spoke to Justin Curtis2 today and he said that he would be writing you too.

7

9

I do not know if any of these court challenges will end up helping you. I write only
out of a concern that you may have let one opportunity slip by and would hate to
see you lose any chance to challenge your sentence, should you want to do so.

10

Declaration of Lori Nakaoka in Support of Petitioner's Reply to the State's Reply to Order

11

Conditionally Dismissing Petition, Exhibit A (emphasis added). Thus, Windom clearly knew his

12

post-conviction rights and knew time was critical.

8

13

As Dennis Benjamin advised him, Windom filed a federal habeas corpus case pro se in

14

federal court on September 12, 2012. Windom argued that his fixed life sentence was

15

unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment. Windom v. Blades, 2014 WL 3965031, at * 1 (D.

16

Idaho, 2014). The Federal District Court denied his claim. He appealed. Apparently the appeal is

17

still pending.

18

The time to file a post-conviction petition ran no later than July 5, 2012. Windom filed this

19

Petition on August 18, 2015, over three (3) years late. In fact, Windom filed the Petition nearly

20

three (3) years after he filed his own federal habeas corpus case in federal court and over three (3)

21

years after Dennis Benjamin wrote him and informed him about filing a post-conviction petition

22

and habeas. Windom was represented by counsel in filing this Petition. 3

23

Under every view of the evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, Windom's Petition

24

1s untimely and Windom never presented any evidence that supports tolling the statute of

25
26
27

28
29
30
ll

2

Justin Curtis was a member of the State Appellate Public Defender's office at the time.

That his counsel was appearing without compensation is not relevant. In reviewing his response to the State's answer
and motion for summary disposition, in footnote 6, he argued, among other things, that the Court did not "permit"
appointed counsel. That is not true; the record does not support that claim. In fact, Windom never filed a motion in
compliance with statutory authority, LC. §§ 19-4904, 19-852. Because he failed to file a motion or comply with the
statutory requirements, the Court gave Windom additional time to comply with the statute on November 30, 2015.
3
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1

limitations. The Court notified Windom on August 26, 2015, it intended to dismiss his Petition as

2

untimely and carefully disclosed the grounds for that decision.

3

Windom, represented by counsel, replied on September 8, 2015, and among other things

4

argued that he needed discovery in order to establish that his mental condition prevented him from

5

filing his petition or that there was some other ground to toll the statute.

6

On September 15, 2015, the Court denied Windom's request for discovery finding it was

7

nothing more than a fishing expedition. The Court extended the time for Windom to reply to its

8

notice until October 31, 2015, and provided him with a copy of his presentence report from his

9

criminal case. The State also moved to summarily dismiss Windom's Petition on the basis it was

10

untimely.

11

The Court scheduled oral argument for December 15, 2015. On November 24, 2015,

12

Windom again opposed the potential summary disposition. In support, his attorney attached a copy

13

of the letter Windom received from Dennis Benjamin and copies of medications the Department of

14

Corrections administered to him in 2011. Windom also complained that he did not have the funds

15

to hire an expert.

16

On November 30, 2015, after reviewing his November 24, 2015, response to the State's

17

motion and answer, the Court vacated oral argument to allow Windom the opportunity to comply

18

with the statutory requirements and file the appropriate motion for appointed counsel. Windom's

19

counsel filed a motion to appoint what amounted to substitute counsel. The Court denied the

20

motion and re-scheduled oral argument on the State's motion to summarily dismiss his Petition.

21

The Court heard argument on January 11, 2016, and Windom's pro bona counsel

22

continued to represent him. His attorney alerted the Court to the fact its order denying substitute

23

counsel had significant errors in it. The Court corrected those errors and reissued its decision.

24

On January 26, 2016, the United States Supreme Court issued a new decision, Montgomery

25

v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718, 733-34 (U.S. La. 2016), clarifying its earlier decision, Miller v.

26

Alabama, 567 U.S. _ , _ , 132 S.Ct. 2455, 2460 (2012). The Supreme Court ruled that Miller

27

announced a substantive change in the law and, thus, applied retroactively. Windom's attorney

28

immediately moved to amend his Petition and argued that this new decision tolled the statute of

29

limitations. The State opposed. Windom replied on February 16, 2016.

30
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1

The Court heard argument on February 22, 2016, and took the matter under advisement. As

2

discussed below, Montgomery did not change the holding announced in Miller and, thus, does not

3

apply to Windom's case or change the fact this Petition is untimely. Windom was not subject to a

4

mandatory life sentence. Montgomery does not stand for the proposition that a Court may never

5

impose a life sentence on a juvenile without possibility of parole. At sentencing, while a person

6

may disagree with the Court's sentence, the Court applied reason, considered Windom's youth, the

7

horrific nature of the crime that reflected "irretrievable depravity" and exercised discretion to

8

sentence Windom. The Court denies his motion to amend because amendment would not change

9

the outcome. Amendment is futile; the Petition is untimely.
The Court takes judicial notice of the attached transcript of the sentencing hearing in the

10
11

underlying case, Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No. H0700274).

12

Having reviewed the Petition, argument, and any evidence in a light most favorable to

13

Windom, the Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief

14

because his Petition is untimely and the statute was not tolled. LC. § 19-4906(2). The Court further

15

finds there was no dispute of material fact arid no purpose would be served by any further

16

proceedings. Therefore, the Court dismisses his Petition.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

17

Ethan Allen Windom was nearly 17 years old4 when he brutally murdered his mother. On

18
19

appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court summarized the facts of this murder, in relevant part, as follows:

20

Ethan Windom (Windom) lived alone with his divorced mother, Judith Windom
(Judith). In late 2006, sixteen-year old Windom was diagnosed as suffering from
anxiety and a major depressive disorder with no psychotic features. He was
prescribed medications appropriate to those conditions. His counselor expressed
concern that Windom may be a psychopath, and noted that if so, his condition was
not treatable.

21
22
23
24

Windom was fascinated by serial killers, psychopaths, and schizophrenics.
Beginning in the eighth grade, he modeled aspects of his daily life upon the habits
of the protagonist in the movie American Psycho, carrying a briefcase to school,
maintaining a specific hygiene routine, and using particular brands of hygiene
products and luggage. He kept a day planner within which he wrote about "kill[ing]
everyone" and "see[ing] how" human organs would taste. The day planner

25
26
27

28
29
30
~1

4

Windom's birthday is February 15, 1990, making him 16 years and 11 months of age at the time of the murder.
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contained sketched figures of naked women being tortured and killed in gruesome
ways.
Windom had an aggressive relationship with his mother. He bullied her into buying
him the expensive personal hygiene products and accessories he knew from
American Psycho, and intimidated her into occupying their home's smallest
bedroom. He dominated the remaining spaces in the home. He repeatedly told his
friends that he wanted his mother dead. Windom's father, Judith's ex-husband,
testified that on more than one occasion, she had expressed fear that Windom
would kill her as she slept.
On the evening of January 24, 2007, Windom experienced a strong urge to kill. He
took five times his normal dose of anti-anxiety medication. He considered seeking
out "bums" to kill, but feared that his mother would stop him. Instead, Windom
fashioned a club by attaching several weights to the end of a dumbbell. He collected
two knives and took the club to Judith's bedroom. Windom placed his hand over
his mother's mouth while she slept and began to beat her in the face with the club.
When his arms tired from the weight, he took one of the knives and stabbed her
repeatedly in the throat, chest, and abdomen. Eventually convinced that Judith was
dead, Windom removed his hand from what he "thought was her mouth" and thrust
the second knife into her exposed brain.
Windom then changed the home's answering machine message to relate that he and
his mother had unexpectedly left town to deal with family issues. He called a friend
and left her a voicemail stating that he would not meet her as was their normal
morning routine. He then attempted to hitchhike to his father's house and
eventually walked there. Upon arriving, Windom told his father that someone had
attacked Judith and that she was dead. After Windom's father called the police,
Windom was arrested and interrogated. Later that day, he confessed to the murder.
He was charged as an adult with first-degree murder, eventually pleading guilty to
an amended charge of second-degree murder.
While he was incarcerated, two mental health professionals assessed Windom. The
first, Dr. Craig Beaver, a licensed psychologist, tentatively diagnosed him as
suffering from schizophrenia, paranoid type. Dr. Beaver observed that Windom's
symptoms appeared to be in partial remission as he was stabilized by the
antipsychotic medication administered during his incarceration. Dr. Beaver opined
that the murder occurred during a psychotic break. He noted that research
demonstrates that individuals with similar psychiatric illnesses change and modify
as they age, and their risk for future violence diminishes "precipitously" after they
turn thirty. Dr. Beaver expressed concern that Windom would present a threat of
violent behavior if he were to stop regularly taking medication.
The second mental health professional, Dr. Michael Estess, is a psychiatrist. He
first met Windom a few days after his arrest. At that time, Dr. Estess viewed
Windom as "acutely psychotic." Dr. Estess viewed Windom as suffering from "an
evolving paranoid, psychotic, delusional illness." Dr. Estess opined that the murder
ORDER DISMISSING PETITION
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e
1

2
3
4
5
6

was "entirely a product of [Windom's] inappropriate, disorganized, illogical and
psychotic process that was evolving above and beyond his control." Dr. Estess
viewed Windom as having been "perfectly compliant" with all of his treatment
recommendations. Finally, Dr. Estess opined that Windom was a "good candidate
for treatment, both inpatient and outpatient" and expressed his belief that Windom
"would be compliant with treatment recommendation" regardless of whether he
were incarcerated.

State v. Windom, 150 Idaho 873, 874-75, 253 P.3d 310, 311-12 (2011).

7

In affirming the Court's sentence, the Supreme Court noted that the Court spent a great

8

deal of time explaining its decision and made clear that it understood the gravity of what it was

9

doing. The Supreme Court observed:

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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26
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29

As a prelude to its lengthy sentencing remarks, the district court explicitly noted
that it was exercising its sentencing discretion, stating:
I have considered the nature of the offense. I have considered the mental
health issues. I have considered mitigating and aggravating factors. I have
considered in mitigation, for example, the relative youth. I have considered
the fact that he does not have a long criminal record. And I have to say it is
the most difficult case I have ever had. Ever. It will haunt me forever. Not
just the pictures of the crime scene and what you did to your mom, but the
entirety of the case.
It is particularly difficult in this case because, as [the prosecutor] pointed out,
I am presented with four different mental health diagnoses in the presentence
report, or four different mental health professionals who have had contact
with Mr. Windom at various times who have come to either a different
diagnosis or a different prognosis.

The court then conducted an extended examination of the evidence relating to
Windom's mental health including the differing diagnoses reached by the mental
health professionals who worked with Windom prior to the murder and those who
saw him later, the circumstances of the murder and Windom's behavior following
the crime, including the manner in which he conducted himself during the
interviews with law enforcement officers and the content of his statements to
investigating officers. The district court concluded:
I don't know which mental health professional has it right. But I tend to agree
with [the prosecutor], assuming that Dr. Beaver and Dr. Estess are correct and
Mr. Windom is a paranoid schizophrenic, as Dr. Beaver indicated, the safety
of society requires a couple [of] things. If Mr. Windom is let out, the safety of
society, according to Dr. Beaver, requires that first he be treated by a mental
health professional who really has it right and we can have no assurances of
that. The second thing is that he actually takes his medications and that they

30
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actually work and that he doesn't play with his medications. And I don't
know that I'm willing to trust that.
My primary concern in a sentencing like this is protection of society. Mental
health professionals cannot guarantee that Ethan Windom will be compliant
or his medications will work or that he will be under proper treatment. We
know in jail he has continued to titrate his medications. We know that he was
not compliant before he entered incarceration. We know that he is still
isolated from others. We know that he has continued on occasion to have bad
thoughts even while in jail. We know that the only reason-we know that he
is compliant because his medications are being injected. I cannot gamble that
Ethan Windom will be compliant or that he will receive the proper care or
that the medications will continue to work against some potential victim.
Society deserves better than that.
Fixed life is-it is one of the harshest sentences that we can hand down and
it's reserved only for those offenses that are so egregious that it demands an
exceptionally high measure of retribution, or that the evidence indicates that
the offender cannot successfully be monitored in society to reduce the risk to
those who come in contact with him and that imprisonment until death is the
only way to insure that we are protecting society. In my view that is the case
here.
.. . [This murder] is so brutal and so heinous that I believe that a fixed life
sentence is appropriate. I do not do that lightly. I have only on one other
occasion given fixed life and it was for these similar reasons.
From these comments, it is evident that the. district court was conscious of our
earlier decisions holding that a fixed life sentence may be appropriate both when
there is a high degree of certainty that the defendant can never be released safely
into society and when the nature of the offense warrants such punishment. It is
equally evident that the district court believed that both circumstances existed in
this case. Windom asserts that the sentence imposed by the district court was an
impermissible 'judicial hedge against uncertainty" and argues that the district court
abused its discretion, noting his expressed remorse for his crime, his youth, his
rehabilitative potential and the evidence that his mental illness resulted in the
murder. The State responds that the trial court properly considered each of the
sentencing factors and reasonable minds may differ as to its conclusion that a
determinate life sentence was warranted. Thus, the State concludes that the
sentence cannot be deemed to represent an abuse of discretion.

Id at 876-77, 253 P.3d at 313-14. The Supreme Court observed that this Court carefully
considered a lot more than just Windom's youth. In particular, this Court focused on Windom's
potential for rehabilitation. The Supreme Court wrote:
In this case, although the trial court had evidence before it including the opinions of
two well-regarded mental health professionals regarding Windom's rehabilitative
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potential, it was the judge who bore the heavy burden of evaluating whether
Windom would actually comply with rehabilitative programming and whether such
programming would reduce his risk of future violent behavior to an acceptable
level. [footnote omitted] Although Windom and the dissent rely heavily on these
opinions, the trial court engaged in a lengthy discussion of other evidence casting
doubt that Windom possessed the rehabilitative potential reflected in the opinions
advanced by Drs. Beaver and Estess.
The district court's comments reflect that it was not wholly persuaded of the
accuracy of their shared diagnosis of schizophrenia, paranoid type. The trial court
discussed the differing diagnoses of Windom's earlier treating mental health
professionals and the ''tentative" diagnosis advanced by Dr. Beaver.
When considering the opinions that Windom' s crime was the product of a psychotic
break, the trial court considered the differing diagnoses of Windom's earlier
treating mental health professionals as well as the evidence that Windom had
planned and looked forward to the murder of his mother. For months preceding the
murder, he had intimidated and bullied her, forcing her to move into the smallest
bedroom while he dominated the other spaces in their home. He drew in his day
planner graphic images of tortured women. He told friends and even his brother that
he despised his mother and that he wanted her dead. Windom was so brazen that
even his mother-his eventual victim-told Windom's father that she feared he
might kill her while she slept. The trial court cited evidence suggesting that
Windom had studied the symptoms of mental illness and believed he could use
them as a guise if he was ever in trouble with the law. During his interviews with
police, he mentioned that he had researched the symptoms of schizophrenia, and
when pressed by an officer about whether "another part of Ethan" killed his mother,
he laughingly replied that "MPD. multiple personality disorder, don't work."
Additionally, it appeared that Windom modeled some of his conduct prior to and
after the murder in the likeness of the serial-killer protagonist from a movie called
American Psycho. Based upon the district court's sentencing comments, it is
evident that the court did not reject the possibility that Windom believed that he
could mimic the brutal murders committed by the American Psycho protagonist and
evade punishment by simulating a mental illness. The court also noted that
Windom's logic, responsiveness, and demeanor during the several interviews in the
hours following the murder were suggestive that Windom may not have been
actively psychotic.
The trial court further noted that even if Windom did suffer from a treatable mental
health condition, both expert opinion and the course of Windom's treatment
indicated that the condition of his illness and his treatment regime would require
meticulous oversight. During incarceration, Windom's medication regime required
titration, or monitoring of its efficacy and appropriate adjustment, several times.
The Court noted evidence in the record that Windom was resistant to
recommendations of Dr. Estess and others that he integrate with other juveniles and
"go out into the yard and exercise" so that they could evaluate his behavior. The
ORDER DISMISSING PETITION
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district court observed that before the murder, Windom had abused medications
prescribed to treat his mental health by adjusting dosages and combining them with
other substances. Although defense counsel pointed out that Windom had been
compliant with his pharmacological regime while incarcerated, the court did not
consider this to be a strong indication of his future compliance with the
requirements imposed by mental health professionals. Rather, the district court
pointed out that Windom's compliance was merely the passive receipt of
medication by way of injection.

1
2

3
4

5
6

7

Id at 878-79, 253 P.3d at 315-16 (emphasis added).
ANALYSIS

8
9

Windom's post-conviction claims are clearly untimely; Windom does not claim they are

10

timely. The statute of limitation for post-conviction actions, I.C. § 19-4902, requires a petition for

11

post-conviction relief be filed within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or

12

from the determination of appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an appeal,

13

whichever is later. See also Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d 743, 745 (Ct. App.

14

2003); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823 P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992). The "appeal"

15

referenced in that section means the appeal in the underlying criminal case. Freeman v. State, 122

16

Idaho 627, 628, 836 P.2d 1088, 1089 (Ct. App. 1992); Hanks v. State, 121 Idaho 153, 154, 823

17

P.2d 187, 188 (Ct. App. 1992).

18

All of Windom's claims relate to his sentencing and appeal. See e.g., Hauschulz v. State,

19

144 Idaho 834, 836-39, 172 P.3d 1109, 1111-14 (2007). Thus, the issues presented by this Petition

20

stem from matters that occurred over seven and one-half (7 Yz) years ago and are untimely. The

21

failure to file a timely petition is a basis for dismissal of the petition. Evensiosky v. State, 136

22

Idaho 189, 30 P.3d 967 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App.

23

2003). Furthermore, to the extent he challenges this Court's sentence, he actually challenged his

24

sentence on appeal and lost. Post-conviction is also not the appropriate mechanism to challenge

25

the Court's sentencing decision, and the doctrine of res judicata precludes Windom from re-

26

litigating an issue already decided. LC. §19-4901(b)5; State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, _ , 966 P.2d

27

1, 23 (1998).

28
29
30

5

LC. § 19-490 I (b) "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the proceedings in the
trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal,
but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on

'l 1
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I

The fact Windom filed a federal habeas corpus action does not extend the statute of

2

limitations. The case law is clear. Where there has been a post-judgment motion or proceeding in a

3

criminal action, the order entered on the post-judgment matter, like in a habeas corpus action,

4

ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-conviction action pertaining to the

5

judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Gonzalez v. State, 139 Idaho 384, 386, 79 P.3d

6

743, 745 (Ct. App. 2003); Cf Fox v. State, 129 Idaho 881,934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) (holding

7

a post-conviction petition was untimely because the limitation period was measured from the

8

judgment of conviction, and claims challenging the judgment were barred). It is thus established

9

that where there has been a post-judgment motion or proceeding in a criminal action, the order

IO

entered on the post-judgment matter ordinarily does not extend the statute of limitation for a post-

11

conviction action pertaining to the judgment of conviction or the original sentence. Id.

12

An untimely petition for post-conviction relief -- one filed outside of the one-year

13

limitation period -- must be dismissed absent a showing that the limitation period should be

14

equitably tolled. Peregrina v. State, 158 Idaho 948, 354 P.2d 510 (Ct. App. 2015); Evensiosky v.

15

State, 136 Idaho 189, 190-91, 30 P.3d 967, 968-69 (2001); Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 88

16

P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). In this case, Windom claims the statute of limitations was

17

equitably tolled. 6

18

Idaho appellate courts recognize the statute of limitations applicable to post-conviction

19

may be equitably tolled in several circumstances. First, where the petitioner was incarcerated in an

20

out-of-state facility without legal representation or access to Idaho legal materials, the time is

21

tolled. See Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 536, 944 P.2d 127, 133 (Ct. App. 1997).

22

Windom does not base his tolling claim on this circumstance. Second, Idaho courts hold

23

the time tolled where a mental disease or psychotropic medication prevented the petitioner from

24

timely pursuing challenges to the conviction. See Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381, 385, 924 P.2d

25
26
27
28

29
30

the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been
presented earlier."
Windom complains that the State never addressed the merits of his underlying claims. However, untimeliness
deprives a court of jurisdiction and until the timeliness issue is resolved, neither the State nor the Court should address
the merits. I.A.R. 21; Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 652, 239 P.3d 448, 450 (Ct. App. 2010); State v. Payan, 128
Idaho 866,867,920 P.2d 82, 83 (Ct. App. 1996); State v. Fuller, 104 Idaho 891,665 P.2d 190 (Ct. App. 1983).

6
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1

1225, 1229 (Ct. App. 1996). Windom claims his mental condition or the medications prescribed

2

prevented him from timely pursuing post-conviction relief. In cases where equitable tolling is

3

allowed, the petitioner must establish that he or she was unable to timely file a petition due to

4

extraordinary circumstances beyond his or her effective control, or show that the facts underlying

5

the claim were hidden from the petitioner by unlawful state action. Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650,

6

653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). Windom does not allege that the State unlawfully hid

7

facts underlying his claims.

8

Windom generally contends the statute of limitations was equitably tolled7 because he was

9

young, diagnosed with schizophrenia, taking psychotropic medication, inexperienced in the law,

1O

had ineffective appellate counsel, suffered from ongoing mental health issues and some as yet

11

undisclosed conditions of confinement. 8 He failed to support his claims with any specific evidence

12

that he was incompetent throughout his confinement and, in fact, provided no support for any of

13

these claims at all. To date, the appellate courts in Idaho have not recognized that being young,

14

inexperienced in the law, or represented by inadequate appellate counsel, toll the statute of

15
16
17

Windom initially relied on Dunlap v. State, 131 Idaho 576, 577, 961 P.2d 1179, 1180 (1998). As previously
observed by the Court, Dunlap is a capital case governed by a specific statute, I.C. § 19-2719(3), which explicitly
creates a discovery exception as follows:
7

18

(3) Within forty-two (42) days of the filing of the judgment imposing the punishment of death, and
before the death warrant is filed, the defendant must file any legal or factual challenge to the
sentence or conviction that is known or reasonably should be known. The defendant must file any
claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel within forty-two (42) days of the Idaho supreme
court issuing the final remittitur in the unified appeal from which no further proceedings except
issuance of a death warrant are ordered.

19
20
21
22
23
24

LC. § 19-2719(3) (emphasis added). Furthermore, Dunlap was not a tolling case; the issue on appeal was whether
Dunlap knew that his appellate and post-conviction attorney had failed to file a post-conviction petition. His claim was
ineffective assistance of appellate and post-conviction counsel. The statute that applies to Windom's case is LC. § 194908 which provides in relevant part as follows:
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his original,
supplemental or amended application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so raised, or knowingly,
voluntarily and intelligently waived in the proceeding that resulted in the conviction or sentence or in
any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure relief may not be the basis for a subsequent
application, unless the court finds a ground for relief asserted which for sufficient reason was not
asserted or was inadequately raised in the original, supplemental, or amended application.

25
26
27

28
29
30

LC. § 19-4908. Nothing in that statute provides a discovery exception like the one in the statute applicable to death
penalty cases, LC.§ 19-2719(4). Thus, Dunlap, does not apply.
8

To the extent he complains that at the time he was arrested, he was housed separately from the adult population, such
complaints are irrelevant. He is now twenty-six and at the time the statute ran he was twenty-two years old.

11
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1

limitations for post-conviction. Similarly, Idaho appellate courts soundly rebuff petitioner

2

arguments that statute of limitations are tolled by language barriers or ignorance of the law. See

3

Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 958, 88 P.3d 776, 777 (Ct. App. 2003); Reyes v. State, 128 Idaho

4

413,414, 913 P.2d 1183, 1184 (Ct. App. 1996).

5

After the Supreme Court issued the Montgomery decision, Windom supplemented his

6

contention that the statute was tolled and now also argues that this decision applies to his case,

7

thus tolling the statute and that he should be allowed to amend his Petition. As discussed below,

8

the Court finds the Supreme Court Montgomery decision does not change the outcome or

9

Windom's tolling arguments. Therefore, amendment would be futile. Windom's Petition is

10

untimely.

11

I.

Windom presents no facts to support tolling the statute of limitations.

12

Like his burden of proof on the Petition itself, Windom also has to prove that facts exist to

13

support his claim the statute of limitations is tolled. To sustain his burden of proof, Windom must

14

support his allegations with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v. State, 146 Idaho 95, 99,

15

190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d 1165, 1169 (Ct.

16

App. 1994); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App. 1994). It is not

17

enough to allege that a witness would have testified to certain events, or would have rebutted

18

certain statements made at trial, without providing through affidavit non-hearsay evidence of the

19

substance of the witness' testimony. Windom's arguments thus far contain "only bare and

20

conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by factually based affidavits, records, or other admissible

21

evidence." As the State argued, it appears that Windom's argument is "I need more time and I

22

need money to determine whether I have a basis to toll the statute."

23

Windom even failed to indicate the duration of any of these alleged conditions. For

24

example, the murder occurred over nine (9) years ago. Windom is presently twenty-six (26) years

25

old. Thus, even if Idaho case law recognized youth as a basis to toll the statute, Windom's age

26

does not equitably toll the statute; he turned eighteen before the statute of limitations ran.

27

Furthermore, in support of his Petition, his step-mother, father and grand-parents all testify that he

28

has matured into a more thoughtful, insightful and caring individual. Finally, to the extent

29

Windom suggests that the State "waived" the arguments because its brief was one day late, the

30

suggestion is specious. The ,Court had already given notice of its intent to dismiss on the same

~1
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1

basis, and the Court is not limited to the arguments made by the State. See e.g., Martinez v. State,

2

130 Idaho 530, 533, 944 P.2d 127, 130 (Ct. App. 1997). Furthermore, the Court may sua sponte

3

initiate summary disposition. Id.

4

However, for the purpose of this decision, the Court assumed Windom takes psychotropic

5

medications and that he suffers from mental disorders. Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531

6

P.2d 1187, 1190 (1975); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 530, 532, 944 P.2d 127, 129 (Ct. App.

7

1997); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 88, 741 P.2d 374, 375 (Ct. App. 1987). Those facts still do

8

not support tolling the statute in this case.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
11

A.

Windom's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the untimeliness of
the Petition.

The State contends that Windom failed to exercise due diligence and that his own actions
caused or contributed to the untimeliness of his Petition. The Court agrees. The State relies, in
part, on Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650, 653, 239 P.3d 448, 451 (Ct. App. 2010). In response,
Windom seems to argue that Amboh stands for the proposition that counsel's failure to exercise
due diligence equitably tolls the statute oflimitations. However, that is not what this case says.
The Supreme Court found that Amboh himself failed to exercise due diligence because
Amboh knew that his attorney failed to timely appeal the underlying conviction and still failed to
timely file his post-conviction petition.
Idaho appellate courts have not permitted equitable tolling where the postconviction petitioner's own lack of diligence caused or contributed to the
untimeliness of the petition. See, e.g., Kriebel v. State, 148 Idaho 188, 190, 219
P.3d 1204, 1206 (Ct. App. 2009) (even assuming petitioner did not have access to
Idaho legal materials while incarcerated out-of-state for less than four months, he
still had over nine months to file a timely petition but failed to do so); Leer v. State,
148 Idaho 112, 115, 218 P.3d 1173, 1176 (Ct. App. 2009) (petitioner demonstrated
the ability to craft and file a petition, but failed to timely file one). Rather, in cases
where equitable tolling was allowed, the petitioner was alleged to have been unable
to timely file a petition due to extraordinary circumstances beyond his effective
control, Abbott, 129 Idaho at 385, 924 P.2d at 1229; Martinez, 130 Idaho at 536,
944 P.2d at 133, or the facts underlying the claim were hidden from the petitioner
by unlawful state action, Charboneau, 144 Idaho at 904, 174 P.3d at 874. None of
these analogous circumstances are present in Amboh' s case. As of August 2007,
Amboh was informed in writing that his trial counsel had not filed a timely appeal
from the judgment of conviction. At that point, he was on notice that his
opportunity for appeal had been lost, and on notice of the deficient performance of
counsel that he now alleges as his post-conviction claim. Even though the defense
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1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

attorney may have contributed confusion by pointlessly filing an untimely notice of
appeal, if Amboh had exercised reasonable diligence he could have determined that
the appeal was dismissed long before the limitation period for a post-conviction
action expired. Instead, despite having been notified that his appeal was filed after
the appeal deadline, Amboh waited for nearly one and a half years before he made
any inquiry about the disposition of the appeal and thereby learned of its dismissal.
Neither the State nor anyone else concealed from Amboh the fact that this appeal
was untimely or that it had been dismissed. Amboh's failure to file a timely petition
raising his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not due to an
extraordinary circumstance beyond his control, but by his own lack of diligence. In
this circumstance, equitable tolling is not appropriate.

Amboh, 149 Idaho at 653, 239 P.3d at 451 (emphasis added). The fact that Amboh was informed
of his post-conviction rights was not cited as a basis for the appellate court's decision.
However, even if being advised of his rights was integral to the Supreme Court's Amboh
decision, in this case, Dennis Benjamin clearly and unequivocally informed Windom more than
three (3) years before he actually filed his Petition about his right to file for post-conviction relief
and his concern that the time may have run. Therefore, applying the reasoning in Amboh, Windom
failed to diligently pursue post-conviction and his Petition is untimely due to his own lack of
diligence. Waiting over three (3) years after he filed his federal habeas case and even appealed that
case, demonstrates Windom failed to act diligently in pursuing post-conviction relief.

B.

Martinez v. Ryan does not apply; Windom's due process rights are not violated
by applying the statute of limitations.

19

Windom argues that the United States Supreme Court case, Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct.

20

1309 (2012) applies. However, it does not apply. The Martinez case is limited to federal habeas

21

corpus cases and the role federal courts play in reviewing the constitutionality of a state prisoner's

22

conviction and sentence. Generally, federal courts follow the "doctrine of procedural default". This

23

doctrine precludes a federal court from reviewing the merits of claims that a state court declined to

24

hear or consider because the prisoner failed to comply with a state procedural rule.

25
26
27
28
29
30
11

Federal habeas courts reviewing the constitutionality of a state prisoner's
conviction and sentence are guided by rules designed to ensure that state-court
judgments are accorded the finality and respect necessary to preserve the integrity
of legal proceedings within our system of federalism. These rules include the
doctrine of procedural default, under which a federal court will not review the
merits of claims, including constitutional claims, that a state court declined to hear
because the prisoner failed to abide by a state procedural rule. See, e.g., Coleman,
supra, at 747-748, 111 S.Ct. 2546; Sykes, supra, at 84-85, 97 S.Ct. 2497. A state
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court's invocation of a procedural rule to deny a prisoner's claims precludes federal
review of the claims if, among other requisites, the state procedural rule is a
nonfederal ground adequate to support the judgment and the rule is firmly
established and consistently followed. See, e.g., Walker v. Martin, 562 U.S. _ ,
_ , 131 S.Ct. 1120, 1127-1128, 179 L.Ed.2d 62 (2011); Beard v. Kindler, 558
U.S._,_, 130 S.Ct. 612, 617-618, 175 L.Ed.2d 417 (2009).

1

2
3
4
5

Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1316. The Martinez case considered one exception to that general

6

rule.

7

Martinez involved an Arizona prisoner. In Arizona, unlike Idaho, defendants cannot assert

8

ineffective assistance of counsel claims on direct appeal and can only raise that issue on post-

9

conviction. In Martinez, the Supreme Court ruled that in that narrow set of cases where a prisoner

10

cannot raise ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal and where the ineffective assistance

11

of counsel claim is substantial, the procedural default doctrine may not apply. Only in those

12

narrow set of cases, the federal court may hear the claim.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

[W]hen a State requires a prisoner to raise an ineffective-assistance-of-trial-counsel
claim in a collateral proceeding, a prisoner may establish cause for a default of an
ineffective-assistance claim in two circumstances. The first is where the state courts
did not appoint counsel in the initial-review collateral proceeding for a claim of
ineffective assistance at trial. The second is where appointed counsel in the initialreview collateral proceeding, where the claim should have been raised, was
ineffective under the standards of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104
S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984). To overcome the default, a prisoner must also
demonstrate that the underlying ineffective-assistance-of-trial-counsel claim is a
substantial one, which is to say that the prisoner must demonstrate that the claim
has some merit. Cf. Miller-El v. Cockrell, 537 U.S. 322, 123 S.Ct. 1029, 154
L.Ed.2d 931 (2003) (describing standards for certificates of appealability to issue).

Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1318-19.
However, in Idaho, unlike in Arizona, defendants enjoy the right to raise ineffective

23
assistance of counsel claims either on post-conviction or on direct appeal.
24
25

A defendant may raise the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel at trial either on
direct appeal or in a petition for post-conviction relief, but not both.

26

Matthews v. State, 122 Idaho 801, 806, 839 P.2d 1215, 1220 (1992). Therefore, Idaho prisoner

27

cases are distinguishable and Martinez does not apply. In addition, in Martinez, the United States

28

Supreme Court also observed as follows:

29
30

Other States appoint counsel if the claims have some merit to them or the state
habeas trial court deems the record worthy of further development. . . . Hust v.

11
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State, 147 Idaho 682, 683-684, 214 P.3d 668, 669-670 (2009) .... It is likely that
most of the attorneys appointed by the courts are qualified to perform, and do
perform, according to prevailing professional norms; and, where that is so, the
States may enforce a procedural default in federal habeas proceedings.

1

2
3
4

Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. at 1319.

5

As previously noted, Windom appealed to both the Court of Appeals and to the Idaho

6

Supreme Court challenging his sentence. In both cases, the State Appellate Public Defender

7

represented him. Not only were his due process rights not violated, but a federal court would be

8

barred by the doctrine of procedural default from examining application of the statute of

9

limitations to Windom's post-conviction claims. Martinez does not change that analysis.

C.

10

11

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

Windom claims he was under the influence of medications, Cogentin, Prozac and

12

Resperdal, at least in 2011, and that he suffers from a mental defect that effectively tolled the
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

statute. However, the bar for equitable tolling based on mental defect or use of psychotropic
medications is high. Chico-Rodriguez v. State, 141 Idaho 579, 582, 114 P.3d 137, 140 (Ct. App.
2005).
It is not enough to show that compliance was simply made more difficult on
account of a mental condition. We hold that in order for the statute of limitation
under the UPCP A to be tolled on account of a mental illness, an unrepresented
petitioner must show that he suffered from a serious mental illness which rendered
him incompetent to understand his legal right to bring an action within a year or
otherwise rendered him incapable of taking necessary steps to pursue that right.
Equitable tolling will apply only during the period in which the petitioner's mental
illness actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action; any period
following conviction during which the petitioner fails to meet the equitable tolling
criteria will count toward the limitation period.

Chico-Rodriguez, 141 Idaho at 582, 114 P.3d at 140 (emphasis added). In other words, even if
Windom established he suffered from a mental defect or was under the influence of medication,
the tolling ends once the condition ends. In this case, the problem Windom faces is that he actually
filed a federal habeas case three (3) years before he filed this Petition. Idaho case law is clear, the
act of initiating any legal action demonstrates a petitioner's competency.
The question is whether Windom made a prima facie showing that his mental health or use
of psychotropic medications actually prevented him from filing his petition within the limitations

30
11
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e
1

period. See Mahler v. State, 157 Idaho 212, 216-17, 335 P.3d 57, 61-62 (Ct. App. 2014). However,

2

Windom presented no admissible evidence supporting his claim. Mahler demonstrates how high

3

the bar is.
We conclude that Mahler's affidavits are insufficient to present a genuine issue of
material fact. First, the statement that Mahler does not know or cannot remember
the applicable statute of limitations is irrelevant. The relevant question is not
whether he knew the statute of limitations, but whether he had the ability to file his
post-conviction claims for a reasonable time before the limitations period expired.
[footnote omitted] Second, Mahler provided no evidence as to when he became
able to pursue a post-conviction action with assistance. His affidavit says he was
provided help in 2011. He did not file his petition until March 2012. Accordingly,
based solely on the admissible evidence submitted to the post-conviction court,
Mahler may have taken many months to file his petition after the right to do so was
adequately explained to him. Although Mahler claims to have been unable even to
communicate orally upon his arrival at the prison, his evidence does not state when
this inability ended.

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

Id. (emphasis added). The Court continued:
Third, there is no evidence in the record that Mahler made any attempt to use the
resources made available by the prison for illiterate inmates. According to his brief
below, Mahler was able to understand the relevant procedures after "over an hour"
of help from a fellow inmate. There is no evidence that Mahler ever sought help
earlier or would have been unable to file his petition earlier using the aid provided
by the prison. In short, Mahler's evidence shows that for some undefined period
after his incarceration he did not understand that he could file a post-conviction
action and did not know the statute of limitations. The same could undoubtedly be
said for nearly every first-time inmate upon his or her arrival at a state prison. They
learn about these matters by giving attention to information provided by the prison
and through conversations with other inmates. Mahler has not shown that his
intellectual disability actually prevented him from filing a post-conviction action
within the limitations period.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

Id.

24

Idaho appellate courts clearly hold that mental incapacity does not equitably toll the statute

25

of limitations where a defendant timely files a pro se motion for appointment of post-conviction

26

counsel or otherwise demonstrates his mental capacity at some point in the past. The Court of

27

Appeals ruled even filing a prose motion for counsel demonstrates a petitioner's mental alertness.

28

See Leer v. State, 148 Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct. App. 2009).

29
30
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1

Significantly, even assuming Windom was under the influence of psychotropic medications

2

or suffered from mental illness,9 in September 2012, Windom filed a federal habeas action prose.

3

Filing a post judgment motion or initiating a post judgment proceeding, clearly demonstrates that

4

at least in September 2012, Windom exhibited the appropriate mental capacity to pursue legal

5

relief. In Idaho, where a defendant claiming mental incapacity timely files a pro se motion for

6

appointment of post-conviction counsel, his mental incapacity does not toll the statute of

7

limitations because this act demonstrates the petitioner's mental alertness. See Leer v. State, 148

8

Idaho 112, 218 P.3d 1173 (Ct. App. 2009). Thus, even assuming the statute was tolled by his use

9

of psychotropic medications or by his diagnosis prior to September 2012, as of September 2012,

10

any tolling ended 10 when he exhibited his mental capacity by filing a federal habeas action.

11

Windom filed this Petition nearly three (3) years later. Additionally, Dennis Benjamin clearly

12

notified him about his post-conviction rights in his letter.

13

An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because his counsel's affidavit, as well as the

14

record, establishes that he was competent enough to understand his legal right to bring action at

15

least in September 2012. Based on the fact that not only did he apparently understand his right to

16

file a habeas action in response to Dennis Benjamin's letter but that he actually did file the action,

17

even assuming he was taking the medications listed or that he suffered from a mental condition.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
11

To the extent Windom complains that this Court failed to provide him funds to hire an expert or do some unidentified
discovery, the Court notes that when he filed this Petition, Windom supported it with August 2015 affidavits from
Craig Beaver, Ph.D. and Timothy Ashaye, M.D. (albeit pro bono as well). Neither opined as to his present condition
or what his condition would have been during the relevant time frame. The Court further notes that, other than vaguely
talking about the need for experts, at no time has Windom specifically requested funds or indicated what he needed in
any particular way or how much he needed or for what he needed these funds. The Court is not required to simply
provide a petitioner or defendant with a blank check to go on a fishing expedition.
9

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that such assistance is not "automatically mandatory, but rather depends upon [the]
needs of the defendant as revealed by the facts and circumstances of each case." State v. Powers, 96 Idaho 833, 838,
537 P.2d 1369, 1374 (1975) (murder case). In ruling on a specific request, the trial court considers the defendant's
needs and the facts and circumstances of the case, and then decides whether an adequate defense is available to the
defendant without the assistance of the requested expert or investigative aid. State v. Olin, 103 Idaho 391, 395, 648
P.2d 203,207 (1982). Such "a denial of a defendant's request for expert assistance or investigative assistance will not
be disturbed absent a showing that the trial court abused its discretion by rendering a decision which is clearly
erroneous and unsupported by the circumstances of the case." Id
10 Windom misapprehends the effect oftolling. Even where a petitioner meets the heavy burden and establishes the
statute was tolled for some reason outside his or her control, the statute of limitations period does not begin again. A
petitioner must act and diligently pursue his or her rights. As previously discussed, Windom failed to diligently pursue
his rights.
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1

The fact is that he filed the habeas action pro se. Windom provided no explanation why being

2

competent enough to file the federal habeas action did not also mean that he could have filed a

3

petition for post-conviction relief.

4

Therefore, Windom's Petition is time-barred and no evidentiary hearing is required.

5

D.

6

Finally, as previously observed, even if timely, to the extent that he claims the Court's

7
8
9

10

There are no material facts in dispute precluding dismissal or requiring an
evidentiary hearing.

sentence is excessive, res judicata bars that claim as well. Idaho law applies res judicata to
criminal and post-conviction cases. State v. Creech, 132 Idaho 1, 9 n. 1,966 P.2d 1, 9 n. 1 (1998).

II.

The recent Montgomery case does not change the Court's tolling analysis; any
amendment is futile and the motion to amend is denied.

11

On January 25, 2016, the United States Supreme Court issued the Montgomery decision.

12

Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718 (U.S. La. 2016). In response to that new decision,

13

Windom immediately moved to amend his Petition to allege his sentence violated the Eighth

14

Amendment. The State opposed. If amending his Petition to include an Eighth Amendment claim

15

would not change the Court's analysis, such amendment would be futile and should be denied.

16

A.

17

The Montgomery decision does not change the actual holding in Miller. In Montgomery,

18

the Supreme Court simply ruled that Miller announced a new substantive constitutional law that

19

applied retroactively to all juveniles who had been sentenced under a mandatory statutory scheme.

20

Like the defendant in Miller, but unlike Windom, Montgomery was sentenced under a sentencing

21

law that mandated fixed life without the possibility of parole. As the Supreme Court observed:

22

The Montgomery case only holds that Miller announced a new substantive law.

24

In Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S.--, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 183 L.Ed.2d 407 (2012), the
Court held that a juvenile convicted of a homicide offense could not be sentenced
to life in prison without parole absent consideration of the juvenile's special
circumstances in light of the principles and purposes of juvenile sentencing.

25

Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718, 725 (U.S. La. 2016) (emphasis added). If Montgomery's

26

reasoning applied to Windom and would have changed the outcome or required the Court's

27

sentence to be overturned, the statute may have been tolled and, thus, amendment would be

28

appropriate. However, Montgomery's holding does not apply to Windom and, in any event, does

29

not change the outcome of the tolling analysis.

23

30
11
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1

Windom pled guilty to second degree murder and was never exposed to a mandatory life

2

sentence without possibility of parole. In fact, the Court had a great deal of discretion in sentencing

3

Windom. The record establishes that Windom's sentence was the result of an exercise of

4

discretion. Furthermore, as the Court's sentencing comments prove, the Court in fact considered

5

Windom's "special circumstances", considered the possibility of rehabilitation, and properly

6

applied Windom's special factors to determine Windom's sentence. Thus, on its face, Montgomery

7

does not apply to Windom and the statute is not tolled by this case.

8

Moreover, while Windom suggests that Montgomery announced new standards for

9

imposing a fixed life sentence to a juvenile and that this Court failed to apply those standards, he

10

11
12

is incorrect.
B.

Windom's actions did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth" and the
facts establish that this is one of those rare cases where fixed life is
appropriate.

13

At sentencing, the Court carefully disclosed its reasoning. The transcript proves that in

14

reaching its sentencing decision, the Court in fact applied the heightened standards and factors

15

identified in Montgomery and previously in Miller. In a lengthy sentencing, the Court, in effect,

16

found that Windom's crime did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth". The Court carefully

17

weighed Windom's potential for rehabilitation and his potential danger to the community. Neither

18

Miller nor Montgomery precludes a fixed life sentence for a juvenile or finds such a sentence

19

categorically violates the Eighth Amendment. Even the Montgomery Court acknowledged that

20

Miller specifically recognized: " ... a sentencer might encounter the rare juvenile offender who

21

exhibits such irretrievable depravity that rehabilitation is impossible and life without parole is

22

justified." Montgomery, 136 S.Ct. at 733-34.

23

Thus, while clearly such a sentence should be reserved for the rare case, in fact, both

24

Montgomery and Miller clearly recognize that life without parole may be appropriate in some

25

limited circumstances. Those circumstances existed here. This case was that rare case that justifies

26

imposing life without parole for a juvenile.

27
28
29
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1

The sentencing transcript 11 confirms this Court carefully considered his special

2

circumstances, including his youth, mental health and relative lack of significant criminal history.

3

In fact, the Court noted during sentencing that it reviewed the psychological reports (even

4

discussing them in detail), the crime itself, the police interviews and considered what was going on

5

in the house before the crimes. However, based on the murder itself and Windom's behavior and

6

attitude before, during and after the murder, the Court determined that even considering these

7

factors, fixed life was appropriate.

8

The murder was carefully planned and particularly horrific. The murder was not reckless or

9

impulsive. Windom himself describes how he coldly and indifferently brutalized his mother.

1O

Windom did not want to get caught. His actions clearly demonstrated that he knew what he was

11

doing and that he went to great lengths to conceal his own involvement in order to preserve his

12

ability to kill more people. At sentencing, the Court took great pains to explain the evidence for

13

that planning.

14

For example, Windom wore gloves. He changed the message on the phone. He called a

15

friend to tell her he and his mother were going out of town. He threw out one of the knives he

16

used. The Court at sentencing carefully recounted what Windom did and noted his cautious

17

attempts to hide his involvement. This was not a murder demonstrating a lack of maturity or an

18

"underdeveloped sense of responsibility". It was the opposite. Furthermore, the Court carefully

19

examined Windom's police interviews. This interviews took place within hours of the murder. In a

20

nearly one hour sentencing, the Court disclosed what the Court observed in those interviews. The

21

interviews themselves and Windom's own words and demeanor demonstrated that Windom

22

exhibited "irretrievable depravity."

23

At school, Ethan Windom was well-liked and was not a loner. He integrated well into his

24

high school. Windom's brother Mason, Windom's friends and cousins, described how Windom

25

controlled the Windom household and how he had repeatedly abused his mother for some time.

26

His mother was a well-liked counselor with the school district. She told many people that she

27

feared Windom. Windom ran the household. He forced his mother to move from her master

28
29

30

From this point on, the Court summarizes, in part, and quotes, in part, the Court's sentencing comments from the
sentencing transcript, attached to the decision.
11
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1

bedroom to the smallest bedroom and he had the master bedroom instead. In fact, his mother's

2

new bedroom barely accommodated a twin bed, dresser, and rocking chair. This was where

3

Windom brutally murdered her.

4

In addition to commandeering the master bedroom, Windom also took over the next larger

5

bedroom when hi~ brother moved out. He moved his toys, like his weights, into his brother's old

6

bedroom. Windom also took over the living room. For example, he had a large, very nice chair in

7

the living room for him to sit in, watch television and play his video games. However, his mother

8

did not even have a chair for her to use.

9

All of his friends and classmates recounted how Windom told them over a period of time,

10

"I hate my mom. She's such a bitch. I want to kill her." They also describe him openly discussing

11

killing people in general. Those who actually went to his home described how he treated his

12

mother as a servant. One friend told police Windom often spoke of wanting to kill people and

13

wanting to be a famous serial killer. In fact, when Andrew Layman, Windom's therapist,

14

diagnosed Windom as possibly having psychopathy or being psychopathic, his friend told police

15

Windom was excited and happy. Windom told him he did not love his mother or anyone.

16

As the Court observed during sentencing, Windom was in complete control of both his

17

environment for a long time prior to the murder and in control of the crime itself. He was not the

18

victim of a "horrific, crime producing setting". His mother was by all accounts a wonderful and

19

caring individual. But she lived in fear of Windom. The evidence suggested that he knew exactly

20

what he was doing.

21

After the murder, police found a day planner belonging to Windom at the murder scene.

22

The day planner contained a series of drawings that this Court reviewed and discussed at

23

sentencing. The first set of the drawings depicted naked females being tortured and killed. Many of

24

the females were restrained. It was extremely disturbing.

25

For example, one drawing depicted a restrained female being hung and shot in the face. A

26

second drawing depicted a female with her head cut off by an ax. The third drawing depicted a

27

female stabbed by a knife in her mid-torso. A fourth female was hanged and another picture

28

depicted a female being cut in half with a chain saw and stabbed in the neck. The sixth and seventh

29

drawings depicted a female being killed with a chain saw. Another drawing dated December 7th

30

depicted a naked female being restrained with nails in her hands and chains on her feet. This same
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1

drawing also depicted a chain saw inserted into her vagina. Another drawing depicted a judge, a

2

pig, and a police officer being shot multiple times by a gun.

3

The day planner also contained handwritten messages that said, "Kill everyone. Cut them

4

into pieces. Fry organs like heart and brains and see how it tastes. Heart is an okay organ to eat if

5

fried."

6

The Court noted during sentencing Windom was fascinated with psychology, psychopaths

7

and schizophrenia. He took psychology as a sophomore and in his junior year (the year of the

8

murder) Windom took abnormal psychology. Windom bragged during the interviews about his

9

knowledge.

10

Before sentencing, the Court watched a video of his police interviews, where he confessed.

11

These interviews occurred within hours after the murder. In fact, as the record indicated, the Court

12

watched those videos over and over again to try to get a sense of what Windom was doing, what he

13

was thinking, the reasons why he murdered his mother, and to ensure that this was not an

14

impulsive act or in reaction to an abusive situation. In fact, the Court saw exactly the opposite was

15

true. The Court observed an intelligent, coldly calculating, nearly 17-year-old man bent on murder.

16

At sentencing, the Court recounted the more chilling aspects of the interviews and carefully

17

quoted Windom himself. The Court also described Windom's physical reactions and demeanor. At

18

sentencing, the Court explained its own observations of those interviews. As the Court observed,

19

in response to the officer's request to tell him about the murder, Windom proudly discussed his

20

actions in murdering his mother:

21

22
23

24
25

26

27
28
29

"What do you want to know?" "What started it?" "I was up at night. I was
twitching." He had indicated earlier that the medication, he felt, was causing him to
twitch. He says, "It's a' growing inside me, a need for a killin' ." He was up late.
She [the officer] asked whether she [his mother] had -- "She did not do
anything to make you mad?" "No," shaking his head shrugging. "I just whacked her
with the weights. The only thing around." "Where did you whack her?" "In the
head." He acts exasperated rolling his eyes upward. He says, "How many times?" "I
didn't count."
"Approximate guess?" "I don't know. I don't remember. It was either she
was making noise or her" ... '"fing' brain was making noise." "What kind of
noise?" "Kind of a hissing sound. Could have been her fucking brain. Kind of, uh,
gurgling. Kind of -- yeah, gurgling, hissing." He demonstrates how he uses the

30
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weights. He picks it up in his hands and he puts it over his head and he shows a
repeated whacking motion.

1

2

"Do you know how many times?" "Yeah, just whacked her. Wasn't sure if
she would scream or not." That's when he talks about having his hand over her
mouth. "One wasn't good enough?" "Guess not. Wasn't sure if she was going to
scream or not. I couldn't tell if she was alive or not." And he crossed his arms
about this point.

3

4
5
6

10

"She continued making noises." "Loud noises?" "No, small noises," and he
kind of shrugs. He is maintaining good eye contact with this. His voice is
modulated. "But I hit her." "Until the noises stopped?" And that's the question. He
says, "No." "How long did you hit her?" "No, I first hit her a couple of times," and
he shrugs again and he looks like he is trying to remember. He says, "Then I
stabbed her with a knife," and he smiles. And the question is, "What knife?" He
smiles broadly, "a knife."

11

Transcript 12 , p.123, ln. 23 through p. 125, ln. 5. In the interview, Windom continued to describe

12

his murder:

7
8
9

13

He says, "I hit her two more times, less than ten because I didn't have the
strength after that. She's still making noises. Then I stabbed her in the heart a
couple of times." "With what?" "The knife."

14

15

He says it very specifically with a smile. "Which knife, the Winchester
knife," which is the one that's in her brain. Smilingly he says, "No, with a special
knife." And he smiled.

16
17

He got it from his brother's apartment. He described the knife and he says,

18

"I know how to use a knife." Again, he's smiling, "Real well. Real well. Real well.

19

But I could not get in the angles to do the three-shot kill." ... The officer has no
idea what he's talking about and so he asked him to describe it. Very quietly he
[Windom] says -- and he shows him where these are [on the body]. . ...

20
21

He says, "I couldn't get in, though, the last part because she was sleeping
like this." And he demonstrated how she was on her side. He says, "All three and
you're dead." He turned her over and stabbed her -- according to what he said,
stabbed her in the thigh and then heart. Then he says, "Because I was thinking
where" -- he says, "I was thinking" -- I was feeling where my own heart was," and
he gestured to his own heart, "to make sure that I got it right."

22
23

24
25

Then he says he stabbed her and she's still making -- hissing is coming from
her and her heart gurgling. "I don't know what the hell it was so I stabbed her in the
lungs. I don't know, maybe I slit her throat," and he kind of looks puzzled and

26
27

28

29
All of the transcript cites come from State v. Windom, Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000274 (formerly Case No.
H0700274) sentencing dated December 12, 2007.
12
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looks like he is thinking about it, "before I stabbed her in the lungs. I can't
remember. I think I stabbed her in the lungs and then I slit her throat."

1

2
3

4

Transcript, p.125, ln. 24 through p. 127, ln. 3. The officer asked him how many times he stabbed
her in the lungs and in response, Windom:
... thinks for a minute, "Quite a few. I don't know. There's a lot of stab
wounds and they are not superficial." "Real deep?" He says like -- and he starts
smiling. "Never seen actual skin be tom apart like that, like paper but worse." Big
smiling. "Worse?" "Yeah." Smiling. You know -- and he explains that.

5
6

7

11

He says, "You know clay? Kind of that thing. You just spread it apart.
That's how it is. It is elastic. Would kind of just rip. He makes stabbing motions.
"This knife, the one that's thrown out is a monster." He said, "I wasn't sure she
was still alive and then the blood started pouring out and then I thought it might be
making noises, but I had to make sure. I had the glove over her mouth the whole
time or what I thought was her mouth."

12

Transcript, p.127, Ins. 4-17. The officer asked him "How do you feel about what you did?"

13

Transcript, p. 127, ln. 20. Windom smiled broadly when he responded:

8
9

10

"Nothing." "You don't feel nothing about it?" Big smile again, "Nothing at
all." "Do you feel good about it," he's asked. Sort of a light laugh, "Don't feel good
about it. Told you I don't feel nothing. I don't regret nothing. I already knew it was
going to end this way.

14
15
16
17

Transcript, p. 127, Ins. 20-25. Windom told the officer:
People did not listen to me. And I told them exactly. It is a'growing inside
me." And he was asked why. And he says, "Because it is fucking stupid." He says,
"Only Andrew Layman, I started expressing things to him about how little I cared.
He thought I put so much hate into this world and I told him, 'Holmes, I don't even
use energy to hate. It is already there.' He was the one who knew. He's the closest.
My psychiatrist, he probably -- his problem is that he talked to my stepmom too
much so anything she told him, that's mainly what he went on. He didn't know
much about nothing. I had my guy, Andrew Layman, 13 send the psychiatrist a letter,
but I don't know what it said."

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

He says, "I've had these thoughts since 8th grade, for four years." And he
was asked, "Why your mom?" He says, "The closest person. I was thinking -- he
says, "Closest person. I was thinking about going downtown and stabbing a couple
of bums, too. They're worthless bums. You know what, they live on the fucking
streets and make up all of these excuses of why they don't work. Just lazy. If she
wakes up, she would have spoiled my plan. Besides I was going to kill bums
anyway. Why not add to the list."

25

26
27
28

29
30
11
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Andrew Layman diagnosed Windom as a psychopath.
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e
1

2
3
4

5
6

At the very end he says, "There are things in life you are not meant to
understand. I'm one of them. I wasn't meant to be Bourne [sic]. I shouldn't have. I
should have been in the hospital most of my life. I will do whatever I fucking want,
not care whether I screw up their head or not."
Transcript, p.128, Ins. 1-25.
Windom played with his interrogators throughout the interview, even asking the officers
about their relationships. At one point he said to one of the officers,

10

"You think you are smarter than I am. I have street smarts. I feel sorry for
you because you are the one controlled. I can see people and their wants and
desires. I'm smarter than anyone I know. I can tell them exactly what they want to
hear. I ain't got nothing in common with my friends. I just watch people. I watch
them and I see them. I can easily say what they want to hear. It's fun. People are
stupid. They're easy."

11

Transcript p. 118, Ins. 5-12. At another point, they discussed American Psycho, a book and movie

12

that fascinated Windom. One officer asked whether American Psycho influenced him, Windom

13

responded:

7
8
9

14

16

"Only stupid people are influenced by those things. People should be able
to take responsibility essentially for their actions." ... "Most people are weak and
stupid. And they're too dumb to create their own way. That's why they use the
book/movie as an excuse."

17

Transcript p. 118, Ins. 13-17; p. 119, Ins. 5-7. According to the transcript, the Court observed that

18

throughout the interview, Windom appeared well oriented in time, demonstrated a good memory,

19

kept good eye contact, and seemed relaxed. Unprompted, Windom said at another point in the

20

interview:

15

21

22
23
24

25

26
27
28

"Did you notice most of my reference books are all on psychopathic
minds?" He says, "I admire psychopaths. They're the smartest group of guys. And
they're the most interesting. They have an exciting life." He says -- he says, "Now,
Dahmer, he was a sissy. Gacey, he was smart. He was in the Republican party. He
was, I think, a deputy sheriff." But he says, "Now Bundy's, he had a great life. He
was extremely smart."
Transcript p. 118, ln. 22 through p. 119, ln. 3;
Based on the horrific facts of the murder itself, the past behaviors, and Windom' s own
statements and actions in the interviews, the Court concluded, after careful deliberation, that
Windom's actions did not reflect "the transient immaturity of youth" but in the words of the

29
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1

United States Supreme Court, reflected those actions of "the rarest of children" whose crime

2

reflected "irreparable corruption" deserving life without parole.

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

In affirming this Court's carefully considered and agonizing decision, the Idaho Supreme
Court opined:
The task of sentencing is a difficult one. When evaluating the defendant's prospects
for rehabilitation, trial judges are asked to make a probabilistic determination of a
human being's likely future behavior. The reality is that a sentencing judge will
never possess sufficient information about the defendant's character, life
circumstances and past behavior so as to project future behavior with unerring
accuracy. To the contrary, the factual determination of the defendant's probability
of re-offense will always be based upon limited data. This extraordinarily difficult
task is made more difficult because it is merely one factor to be considered by the
sentencing judge-and a subordinate consideration at that. State v. Moore, 78 Idaho
359, 363, 304 P.2d 1101, 1103 (1956) ("Rehabilitation is not the controlling
consideration.... The primary consideration is, and presumptively always will be,
the good order and protection of society.").
Sentencing is less a science than an art. Judges face a different uncertainty principle
than physicists: they must make a factual finding of the probability of future
criminal behavior based upon limited data. In so doing, they draw upon their
accumulated experience. It is precisely because of the difficulty of fashioning an
objectively appropriate sentence that this Court has adopted a deferential standard
of review of sentencing decisions. In this case, Windom essentially asks this Court
to re-weigh the evidence presented to the district court and reach a different
conclusion as to his prospects for rehabilitation. It is evident that the district court
did not believe that it was appropriate to abdicate its responsibility to conduct its
own assessment of Windom' s mental condition based upon the evidence before it
and to accept, without reservation, the opinions of two doctors who offered
promises of Windom's complete rehabilitation. If we were acting as sentencing
judges, we may well have done as the dissent suggests, and placed greater weight
on the opinions of Dr. Beaver and Estess than did the district court. However, our
role is not to reweigh the evidence considered by the district court; our role is to
determine whether reasonable minds could reach the same conclusion as did the
district court. Applying this standard, we can find no error in the district court's
finding that Windom represented an unreasonable risk of future dangerous
behavior.

Windom, 150 Idaho at 879-80, 253 P.3d at 316-17.

27

Therefore, even if the Court allowed the Petition to be amended, it would not change the

28

outcome. The most recent Supreme Court decision does not change that outcome and did not toll

29

the statute. The motion to amend the petition is denied as futile.
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CONCLUSION

1

2

Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Windom, the

3

Court finds that it is satisfied that Windom is not entitled to post-conviction relief as the petition is

4

untimely. I.C. § 19-4906(2). Windom failed to establish the statute of limitations was tolled. The

5

Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be served by any

6

further proceedings. Therefore, the Court dismisses Windom's Petition and denies his motion to

7

amend his Petition.

8

IT IS SO ORDERED.

9

Dated this 23rd day of February 2016.

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
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18
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20
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The undersigned authority hereby certifies that on February

R3 , 2016, I mailed one

2

copy of the ORDER DISMISSING PETITION as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. addressed

3

as follows:

4

5
6

7

JAN M. BENNETTS
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
SHAWNA DUNN
SHELLY AKAMATSU
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
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LORI A. NAKAOKA
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. BOX 5988
671 FIRST AVENUE, N.
KETCHUM, IDAHO 83340
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST1':sl!CX 011

1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

2
3

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,

4
5

vs ..

6

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,

)
)
)

Defendant,

Case No.· H0700274

)
)
)

)

7

PJ.1.1..-f.1"-_..•

)
)

ORIGINAL

8

BEFORE
THE HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY,
DISTRICT JUDGE

9

10
11

12

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled matter came on
regularly for hearing before the Court, in the courtroom of the
Ada County Courthouse in Boise, Idaho on December 12, 2007·

13
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APPEARANCES
15

For the State:

Roger Bourne
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 w. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83701

For the Defendant:

Edward Odessey, Michael Lojek
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 w. Front Street
Boise,· Idaho 83701
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\ TE VSJ WINDOM
5

3

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3

additional Investigation or evaluation of the defendant before

would be possible for Mr. Windom to visit with his grandmother '

4

sentencing?

6QIS1:, IQAl:!Q, Q!;C!;M6fB 12, 2.QQZ
(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 marked for Identification.)
THE COURT: Counsel just approached me and asked whether it

before he leaves the building and I have Indicated and Mr.

5

6

Bourne Indicated that he had no objection and I certainly have

6

7

no objection. To the transport team, If you could make him

7

MR. ODESSEY: No.
THE COURT: Does either party contend there should be

MR, BOURNE: The State does not.
MR. ODESSEY: Judge, In that vein I have a printout of an
e-mail that I'm going to ask be included or reviewed by the

8

available. I think he can visit through the windows out there

8

9
10
11
12
13

at the attomey visiting area. I think we can go ahead and do

counsel. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of the

for reduction of murder In the first degree to be amended to

14

murder in the second degree, that he plead guilty to murder In

materials. I leave that In your discretion, Your Honor.

Court. It doesn't necessarily need to be part of -- here,

15

the second degree and that there was no recommendation that the

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

State was required to -- was bound by. Therefore it's an open

16

17
18
19

recommendation and the State is free to ask for up to fixed

silent. My understanding ls they were not required to stand

considered should be made part of that presentence report for

zo

silent Is that everyone's understanding of the plea agreement?
MR. BOURNE: That's the State's understanding.

17
18
19
20
21

MR. ODESSEY: Yes, Your Honor.

22

school

THE COURT: Is there any legal cause why judgment should

23

that occurred in September of last year. And so it wm be made

24

part of it ·and I have read the n:iaterlal.

25

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.

Z1
Z2
Z3
24
ZS

that. Is that acceptable, Mr. Odessey?
MR. ODESSEY: That will work.
THE COURT: My records reflect that Mr. Windom in exchange

life. I did Inquire as to whether they were required to stand

not be pronounced against him today?
MR. BOURNE: None known by the State.

presentence report. It Is actually referred to in a different
form In the materials already on flle. But I will be using that
In the course of my comments to the Court later this morning.
But I just want you to be aware of that. It Is not really
a formal request to make that an addendum. Maybe I should have
given you that when you were reviewing that as part of these

THE COURT: In an exercise of my discretion, It will be
included In the presentence report

purposes of any appeal.

i think anything that's

,

And for the record what this Is this is an e-mail from the

to Judy Windom that was sent as a result of the incident

6

4

1
2

MR. ODESSEY: None known by the defense.
THE COURT: With respect to the presentence report, which

1
2

get too much further on, Mr. Odessey, Is there anything that's

THE COURT: You are welcome. I do want to ask before we

3
4
5

includes all of the interview DVDs that have been made as part

3

happened between and your client that suggests that he Is not

of that report as well as the addendum that the Court received a

competent to go forward?

6

sufficient time to examine those documents?

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Z1
~2
?3

!4
:5

couple of days ago, have both parties had

full opportunity and

MR. BOURNE: The State has, Judge, but could I make sure I
understand one thing for sure.
THE

couim

Yes.

MR. BOURNE: Did I just hear the Court say that the DVDs of
the dekndant's Interview with law enforcement are part of the :
presentence report?
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you. I have had sufficient time.
MR. ODESSEY: As have I.
THE COURT: Mr. Windom, It is Important that you have
actually read that report and made yourself famillai" with it. ·
Have you done that?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Does either party contend there are any
deficiencies or errors In that report?
MR. ODESSEY: No ma'am.
THE COURT: Does either party object to anything that's
been included In that report?
MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am.

>f 33 sheets

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. ODESSEY: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Does the victim -- Is there going to be
restitution claimed In this case?
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I believe as part of the -- evidently
not If the Court is not aware of it
THE COURT: But I want to make sure that you are going to
actually claim that amount.
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'm going to recommend a prison
sentence. that may make the question of restitution moot, but I
will recommend the amount of $3,609.80 as the dalmed
restitution amount.
THE COURT: That was for the funeral expenses?
MR. BOURNE: Yes,

ma'am.

THE COURT: Mr. Odessey, have you gone over that amount
with your client and is he willing to pay that amount?
MR, ODESSEY: I have not discussed that with my client,
Judge. I'm objecting to the Court ordering it. I think you can
find good cause not to given his age, his lack of work history,
the guarantee of a significant term of years In prison in this
case and I'd ask not for that
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I

.

7

9

1

sentencing at this time. Does the victim's Immediate family
J

2

wish to make a statement?

I

MR. BOURNE: Judge, they do. There are two people -- well,

I

there are actually threr Who want to make Vlc,tlm Impact

4

5

statements. Mason, who the Court knows Is the defendant's

5

6
7

brother, wants to make an Impact statement. But I also want

8

to

THE COURT: That would comply with my order that he not

MASON WINDOM,
produced at the Instance of the State, having been duly sworn,

ellclt some direct testimony from him about circumstances that

7

was examined as follows:

are relevant Uhlnk,

8

I

.

I

,

And so what I thought I might do with that, but I wllf do

10
11
12

what the Court thinks 1.s best, Is I thought I might calf him as

at the conclusion

13

convenience, I wlll give him the opportunity to,make the victim

14

Impact statement that he wants to make or I could wrap It all up

15

Into one.

I

9
10
11

.

I

a witness so I could Just elicit the direct testimony and then

or thatI time when ft suits the.Court's
I

.

I

I

THE COURT: All r!ght. In fight or that, would ft be more

~e

photographed.

6

9

16

that he not be photographed as he testifies.

3

4

I

MR. BOURNE: Since Mason, of course, Is family, I'd ask

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.
MR. BOURNE: Thank you.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

12

Q.

Mason, would you start first by telllng us your name.

13

A.

Mason Lee Windom.

14

Q.

How old are you, Mason?

15

A.

I'm 19 years old.

16

Q.

How are you related to Ethan?

17
18

17
18

A.

I'm his brother.

sentence at this time af d then have the vlctfm,:lmp~ct

Q.

Older or younger?

19

statements?

•

19

A.

Older.

20

MR. BOURNE: That's what I think, Judge•.

Have you been raised In the same household with Ethan?

MR. ODESSEY: I Jgree.

A.

We have.

22

THE COURT: Then do you have some evfc;fence that you wish to

20
21
22
23

Q.

21

Q.

Have?

A.

Yeah.

24

Q.

Mason, when did you graduate from high school?

25

A.

In January of '06.

Q.

Between January '06 and November of ~06, did you lfve

23
24
25

appropriate for _the pates

to offer any evidence regarding

I

I

present?

MR. BOURNE: Yes; Could I just Inquire or the court, ft Is

I

.

I

.

my Intention to make some reference to statements that witnesses

.

10

8

1.
2

made at the time of the grand jury that are In the transcript

1

that I -- and I know the Court has a transalpt, though.

2

3

That's, I suppose, pa rt

3

I

:

trI the presentence material.
. Does the

4

Court object to me refetnng to statements made by witnesses at

5

the grand jury, though that same Information Is contained In

6

polfce reports that are part or the presentence report?

I

I
I

7

THE COURT: Mr, Odessey, any objection?

8
9

MR. ODESSEY: I felt my grand jury transcript In my office.

10
11

I

i
I

:l::::a:::~~ with me

.

I'm at a little bit of a .

MR. BOURNE: I can sum It up. Iti'S the statements made by

I
12 the defendant's friends about
the change of the.. volce mall -- or
13 the answer!ng machine bessage and the phone;calls made to the
I
.
14 girlfriend who came to pick them up only to poli)t that out. But
.
15 I think that's all In the r»llce reports as wen.
16
THE COURT: This In the police reports,
17
MR. ODESSEY: It Is.
18
THE COURT: If yo~ Just stick to that, that WIii be fine.
19
MR. BOURNE: Tha~works for me. I'm rea~y to call a
20 witness.
.
21
THE COURT: You ay call your first witness.
22
MR. BOURNE: Just10ne other request that I'd make, The

,

Ir

23
24
25

I

.

famlly has requested th,t famlly members not be photographed.
THE COURT: I have already ordered that they not be
I

photographed without their consent.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

In the same house with Ethan and your mother Judy?

A.

I did,

4

Q.

And that's on Normandy Street here In Boise?

5

A.

Yes.
And then In November did you move out of the house?

6

Q.

7

A.

I did.

8

Q.

About what time of the month?

9

A.

The beginning of the month.

10

Q.

Why did you move out of the house In November?

A.

The constant fighting between my brother and my mom.

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

Instead of once a week, It was now an every dat thing,
Q.

Earlier In the year had ft been -

well, had It been

a less regular occurrence?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, what I want you to tell the Judge a llttle bit

about, Mason, Is what this ftghtlng was like, who was the
Instigator and what was It over, I mean, what was going on
there.

A.

For Instance, homework, Homework was a constant

fight. My brother would ro.ar at my mother, It wouldn't be a
raising of his voice, It would be deafenl.ng roar. He would get

23 In her face and yell at her.
Q. Did he want certain kinds or things that It was
24
25 difficult for your mother to afford?
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11

1
,2
3

A.

He did,

1

Q.

Give us an example. You were telling me yesterday

2

over that because of the --

A.

We had a computer already that had Internet so -So -- all right But he wanted the wireless

3

Q.

4

connection?

Did he want a laptop?

5

A.

He did.

He did.

6

Q.

So when she said no, what did you see Ethan's response

Was your mother hesitant to try and afford to buy one?

7

to that be?

Yes, she was.

8

A.

Yet, another conflict.

Tell us what happened.

9

Q. .

or the same kind?

about an Internet connection?

4
5
6

7

Q.

8

A.

9
10

Q.

A.

He needed a laptop. Apparently a regular computer was 10

A.

Of the same kind.

11

Q,

At some point In your presence did Ethan tell your mom

11
12

A.

The Broadband wireless Internet, his laptop.

Q.

A.

not enough for him.
Q.

12

Did you have a regular computer In the house?

that he wanted a weight bench?

13

A.

We did.

13

A.

He did,

14
15
16
17
18

Q.

And so when he wanted a laptop and she said no, It's

14
15

Q.

About when would that have been?

A.

The day I moved out.

16

Q,

Oh, all right. So the nrst part.of November.?

17

A.

Yup.

18

Q.

What did your mom say about that In your presence?

1"9

A.

I'm sure she wouldn't give Into an expensive weight

too expensive MR. ODESSEY: Objection as to foundation

as to

the timing

of these conversations and the event, Your Honor.
MR. BOURNE: I can do that

one and· she said no --

19
20

and I wlll ask you In a second when that was -- was there an

20

21

argument between the two of them?

21

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: When he wanted

bench MR. ODESSEY: Objection, move to strike the response, Your

22
23

A.

Oh, yeah, there was conflict.

22

Q.

Did that occur -- I mean, can you give Us a general

23

THE COURT: Sustain the objection.

24

time frame?

24

Q,

25

A.

25

August.

Honor.

BY MR. BOURNE: Did you hear what your mom said about

that?

14

12

1

Q.

Of '067

1

A.

She was - she didn't want to buy It.

2

A.

August of '06,

2

Q.

Did you see what Ethan said or did In response to her

3

Q.

And so does your mom ultimately buy him a laptop?

3

saying no?

4

A.

She does.

4

A.

Another fight.

5

Q.

How does that work? What happened to make her change

5

Q.

Do you know whether Ethan had designer cologne,

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

.

6

hermlnd?

witness's part

as to what Judy WI ndow was thinking and why.

8

9

THE COURT: can you lay further foundation, counsel.

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: What"dld Ethan do that appeared to you

to cause her to relent and buy the computer?
MR. ODESSEY: Objection, still speculation, Judge.
THE COURT: I'm going to overrule the objection.

14
Q. BY MR. BOURNE: Go ahead. That means you cari-15
A. He would get In her face, Ha would demean her. Ha
16 would degrade her. Ha would yell until ha eventually got It,
17
Q. When you say demean her?
18
A. I mean degrade.

19
?O
!1
!2

'.3
4

Q.

Degrade, well, how did he do that?

A.

Psychologlcal brute, mean things, blunt, Just things

How about the Broadband Internet connection, about

when was that?
A.

Shortly after ha got the laptop.

5

Q.

Did you ever hear your mother also say no to Ethan

r

33 sheets

Page

A.

He did,

Q.

Were you .ever present when he asked his mother to buy

those things for him?

10

A.

11

-a

About when would that have been?

12
13

A.

August through when I moved out.

Q.

Generally speaking what was your mom's response to his

I was.

14 demands for those things?
15·
A. She wouldn't wantto give In.
16
Q. Was - so what was Ethan's response to that to her?
17
A. A conflict, yelling at her, raising his voice.
18
Q.
was -- was It your ·- well, your mom In the rall of
19 2006 was a school teache~; right?
20
A. She was.

21

that didn't need to be said,
Q.

designer dcithes, designer eyewear, that kind of th Ing?

7

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, calling for speculation on this

Q.

Now,

I don't suppose you were balancing the checkbook

22

for her, bl.it was - besides her Income, was there -· was there

23

extra Income In the house as far as you knew?

24
25

to her?

I mean, did you

have - did It appear to you that she had lots money available

11 to 14 of 132
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17

15

1
2
3
4

1

MR. ODESSEY: Objection, Your Honor.
I

THE COURT: Overruled.

I

THE WITNESS: She had her house refinanced and bought a

'

In exchange for It?

Q.

Well, did he go to the small bedroom then?

6

A.

She did, yes.

7
8

Q.

He got the master bedroom?

A.

Yes.

I

.

A.

Money wai tight,

Q.

Now, In addition to the designer clothes and glasses

8

and things, did Ethan 1also require certain kinds of things llke

9

Pellegrini bottled water, energy drinks, those:klnds of things?

I

.

I
I

·
:

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And body buJlding supplements?

12

A.

Yes,

13

Q.

Was there conflict between Ethan and your mother over

A.

Yes,

Q.

Now, the house on Normandy Street, tell us how many

17

What was the switch 7

A.

6

14

She did.

Q.

5

7

15
16

A.

4

I

Q.

2
3

BY MR. BOURNE: I mean, did money seem to be -

car. That was the only thing that she got out of ft

5

the bedroom if he'd clean up the front room then?

I
those things In vour presence?

I
I

bedrooms ft has.

'.

9

Q.

How many bathrooms In the house?

10

A.

One,

11
12
13
14
15
16

Q.

Was It connected to the master bedroom?

A.

It was not,

Q.

So she went to the small bedroom, he went to the big

bedroom. Did Ethan move his stuff out of the front room for
her?

17

did not.

A.

He

Q.

Was there conflict In your presence between your

18

A.

It has three bedrooms.

19

Q.

Describe them for us.

19

A.

There was,

20

A.

There is a master bedroom, a slightly smaller room and

20

Q.

Was ft the same kind of conflict that you've described

18

I
I

I

.

21
22

yet another smaller room.

23
24
25

size between the master bedroom and the smallest bedroom?

1

Q.

21
22

Is there -- Is there a fair amount of difference In
I

I

'

There Is,

Q.

When you were llving in the house up until November,

Q.

l

A.

Yes.
18

·1

Q.

About when was that?

2

A.

November, December.

Q.

I should say efore that?

3

Q.

It was after you moved out or about that time?

Before Ethan, my mother,·

4

A.

Yes.

Then what bedroom was yours?

5

Q.

How did that Information come to your mother?

I

I
I

Mine was th.e next biggest.

Q.

And then where did Ethan sleep?

8

A.

Ethan slept In the smallest room,

9

Q.

At some point did there come a switch between your

I

I

I
I

.
.

mother and Ethan overlthe bedroom?

11

A.

There did,

~:

:

::::: ~out rat

14
15
16
17

MR. ODESSEY: Foundation as to timing, Your Honor.

Q.

BY MR. BOURrE: About when did th. switch take place?

A.

August, September of '06,

18

Q.

Now, what switch was there?

24
25

just with a yes or no, that Ethan spit In your mother's face?

A.

A.

20
21
22
23

Now, did there come a point when you found out or --

Ethan was.

6

19

Yes,

Q.

A.

7

10

24
25

A.

16

who was llvlng In the master bedroom?

2
3
4
5

to us already?

23

A.

I

mother and Ethan over paint and floor finishing material?

MR. BOURNE:

yJ, I

can do better.

.

I

.

I

.

Ethan made la promise to move his Items out of the
living room area In +change for the biggest bedroom.
A.

6

A.

My mother told me.

7
8

Q.

Where were you?

A.

I WiiS at the house.

9

Q.

What were the circumstances?

A. She wasn't - she did not like the way Ethan was
10
11 treating her, She told me occasionally the things that he did.
Q. Did she tell you about that?
12
A. Shedid,
13
Q. What was the context?
14
15
A. She told him no and there was conflict and he spit In
16 her face,
Q. Did she also tell you about a time when she was locked
17

18
19

Into her bedroom or did that come to you through another source?

20

A.

That came to me through another source,

Q.

Now, on the last night of your mom's life, did you

Q.

What kind of fems did he promise to.move?

21

A.

Several spe~kers, several speakers.

22

A.

I did,

Q.

Stereo speakf!rs?

Q.

Which Albertson's was that?

A.

l
Stereo speal¢ers.

23

Vista.

And In your presence did your mom agree to give him

24
25

A.

Q.

Q.

Is that Vista and Overland?

I

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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meet with your mom at an Albertson's store?
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21

19

1
, 2
3
4

5
6

A.

Thatis,

Q.

What happened there? How Is it that you happened to

be there with her?

A.

We needed groceries, me and my girlfriend, and my

mother was glad to help out.
Q.

Was It a planned meeting?

7

A.

Itwas.

8

Q.

Did she pay for your grocery?

9
10

A.

She did,

Q.

Now, after you got the groceries and you went to· your

111
. 12
13

apartment because you were living someplace else by now; right?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you discover that something she wanted was in one

1
2
3

besides you and him?

4

yourmind?

5

A.

Yes, he did,

6
7
8

Q,

What did he say?

9
10

A.

My girlfriend, Ch~lsea.

Q.

Did Ethan say something abo1,1t your mom that stuck in

A.

"That bitch Is going to get what she deserves."

Q.

What was the context of that? Why was he talking like

that?

11
12

A.

He was upset over a conflict they had.

Q.

Okay •

MR. BOURNE: Judge, that's all of the questions of a direct

13 . nature. I'd like to give Mason an opportunity to do a victim

14 of your grocery bags?
15
A. Yes.

14
15

impact statement, but perhaps we could do that at the end of -

16

Q.

What did you do?

16

certainly cann~t be cross-examined on the victim impact

17
18
19

A.

I -- I returned the items to her, the avocados, .

17

statement.

Q.

How did you return them?

A.

I put them In the fridge.

18
19

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.

Q.

Let me take a step at a time. Did you drive from your

20

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge.

20

21

21
22

apartment over to Nonnandy Street?

THE COURT: So we don't have any problem because he

MR. BOURNE: That's all of the questions that I have.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

22

A.

23
24
25

Q.

When you got there, had your mom arrived there yet?

23

Q.

A.

She had not.

A.

Good morning.

Q.

Did -- was Etlian there?

24
25

Q,

Is It all right if I ask you some questions as well?

1

A.

Hewas.

1

A.

Yup.

2
3
4

Q.

~hat was he doing?

2

Q.

Thank you. Now, this - these conflicts that you

A.

He was sitting In the lounge chair in the living room.

3

detail -- let's back up a little bit. You had lived with Ethan

Q.

About what time of night would that have been?

4

your entire life until you moved out in November of '06 --

I did,

BY MR. ODESSEY:
Good morning;

22

20

5

A.

I would say 6:00, 6:30-ish.

6
7
8
9

Q.

Did you have a conversation with Ethan?

5
6

A.

I just asked him where my mother was.

7 · so I need to finish my sentence before you start yours.

Q.

What did he say?

8

A.

Okay.

A.

He said no.

9

Q.

You have lived wjth Ethan your entire llfe up untll

10

Q.

He didn't know?

10

11
12

A.

No.

A.

Yes,

Q.

All right. On that night did -- at the Albertson's

11
12

Q.

So you've always been under the same roof?

.

A.

I have.

Q.

I need to ask -- this lady is taking down your words

November of 20067

13

store did your mom buy Ethan some kind of energy drink that he

13

A.

Yes,

14

likes?

14

Q.

And always with Judy?

A.

Yes,

Q.

The conflicts that you described got. more frequent In

15
16

A.

She did,

Q.

You saw her buy those?

15
16

17

A.

I did,

17

18

Q.

Now, do you remember a conversation with Ethan on

18

A.

They••

19

Q,

Let me finish my question, please. The conflicts that

19

Christmas Day of 2006?

~

A.

I~

~

21

Q.

Where was that·conversatlon?

21

22

A,

In the garage.

22

23

Q.

Of the Normandy house?

23

24
25

A.

Yes,

Q.

Did -- was anybody else Involved in the conversation

24
25

5 of 33 sheets

the fall --

you described became more frequent In the fall of 2006?

A,

Theydld,

Q,

And they became more heated In the sense of the words

that were spoken?
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25

23

1

2
3

A.

Yes.

Q.

You have from time to time had conflicts with your
I

mother as well, didn't you?

4

A.

Occasional, ~es.

5

Q,

You are older than Ethan?

I

.

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

And when you were 16 living In the house you had

9
10

problems with your m6m from time to time~
I
A. Occasionally, yes.
Q.

These words)these conflicts tliat you testified to in

11

the fall of 2006, they ~ere JL!st that, words; ,isn't that
.
I
'
12 correct? He never put a hand on her, did he?

13
14

A.

I saw.
No, not that{

Q.

He never thrertened to put a hand gn her, did he?

15

A.

16

Q.

Not that I saw.
I
Now, It is the fair to say that your ei<perlence with

17 Judy was overall a very, positive one, with your mother?
18
~ ~:~ mean ov\1erall throughout my life?
19

20
21

A.

Yes.

Q.

And It's fair to 1say, Is It not, that she. tried to

22
23
24

please you as much as she could during your.time with her?

25

her relatlonshlp with Ethan?

.

2

A. I did.

3

Q.

5
6

6
8

Q.

4
.

I

1

I

A.

Yes, as all mothers would,

Q.

And that woul9 also be true from your observation In

i

I

.

~

A.
Q.

What did you tell them?

A,

I told them that the constant fighting and bickering ,

12

was enough.

13
14

with alcohol at the time and were drinking heavily and your

15

mother did not want you drinking?

TiiE COURT: Yes.

23
24
25

TiiE WITNESS:
Q,

BY MR. ODESSEY: You did what?

A.

The question that you askecf',

1

Q.

Maybe I need to hear what the question and answer was,

3
4

2
3

Q,

And she was also a counselor?

,

4

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

So your mother- took a career path of trying to help

10

Yes.

Now, this discussion you described hearing In the

.

(Question read by the Court Reporter.)
TiiE COURT REPORTER: And the answer?

5

MR. ODESSEY: Yes, please.

6

TiiE COURT REPORTER: Well, I didn't get the answer.

7

MR. ODESSEY: You did get the answer?

8

TiiE COURT REPORTER: I did not get the answer.
Q,

BY MR. ODESSEY: What's the answer?

10
11

A.

I did. Yes, I did.

Q.

You did say that?

12

A.

Yes.

statement attributed to !;:than, "That bitch wlll get what she

13

Q.

Thank you. When you spoke to law enforcement days

deserves," there was no!speciflc context for th~t, was there?

14
15

after your mother's death, did you also tell law enforcement

18
17
18

psychiatrist and psychologist?

19

Ethan with the assistance of both your mother Judy as well as

20

his stepmom Kathy as well as money provided to a taxi service to

21
22

make those appointments?

garage in 2006, that wak at the Normandy property?

j

A.

That was.

12

Q,

In the discusslor you heard that-- w~ere you gave the

A.

You mean no Jeason behind It?

Q,

Yeah.

A.

He was not satisfied.

Q,

that he

I

.

Just a general ubset, frustration In the relatlonshlp
I
.
fuls mother at that time?

was having with

20

A. Yes,

21

Q,

22
23
24
25

Madam Reporter.

9

11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

I did.

26

.

Q.

Did you also tell them that you were having trouble

22

f

A.

Q.

16
MR. BOURNE: Judge, I object to that. That's Irrelevant to
17 the question of -18
TiiE COURT: I will overrule the objection and he's
19 answered.
20
TiiE COURT REPORTER: I didn't get your answer.
21
TiiE WITNESS: Do I have to give it?

Yes.

9

I did.

9

And your mother was a special education teacher.

.

And when people In law enfor~ement spoke to you a few

10
11

Q.

others with special circu1
rstances?

Yes.

Q.

moved out of the house?

A.

7
8

A.

days after your mother was killed, did you tell them why you

2

.

persons as you could be?

7

~s.

i

And you were as truthful and cooperative with those

8

A.

1

You spoke to a number of detectives?

I

.

Nothing more sP,ecfflc than that; Is· that correct?

A. Yes.

J

f your mother was killed In January of

that Ethan had been making all of his appointments

to his

A.

Yes.

Q.

As far as you know all appointments had been made by

A. Yes.

23
Q, Did you also tell law enforcement a few days after
this yea, you had contact with law enforcemen~, didn't you?
24 your mother's death that at one point Ethan told you that he
· A. Yes, I did,
/
'·
25 wanted to be committed to a mental Institution?
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1

A.

Yes, he did,

2

Q.

When was that statement made to you by Ethan?

29

1
2

MR. BOURNE: Yes, I do. Detective Duggan.
DAVID DUGGAN,

3

A.

I would say September-November, October-November.

3

produced at the Instance of the State, having been duly swam,

4

Q.

In the fall?

4

was examined as follows:

5

A.

That fall,

5

THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel.

Q.

Did you know If that statement -- if you have a

6

MR. BOURNE: Thank you, Judge.

6

7

recollection, do you know If that statement was made to you

7

8

before or after your moving out of the house on Normandy?

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

A.

Just before.

Q.

So Ethan was communicating to you that he was -- In

his own mind having problems with being balanced mentally?

A.

As I recall, he didn't - he was having trouble with

Q.

state your name, please, and spell your last

10

name.

11

A.

David Duggan, D-u-g-g-a-n,

12

Q.

Your employment, sir?

13

A.

Boise Police Department,

Q.

How long have you been a police officer?

said to you he wanted to go Into a mental institution was what?

15

A.

13 years,

Q.

Detective, I will direct your attention to the 25th

A.

Because he didn't want to deal with everyone's

19

suffered a tremendous loss with your mother's passing?

Q.

Now, It's -- it's fair to say, Mason, that you

16
17

day of January, 2007. Were you so employed as you just

18

described and on duty on that day?

23

A.

Yes.

_24
25

Q.

And you are angry about that?

19
20
21
22
23
24

A.

Yes.

25

·1

Q.

You hold Ethan responsible for that?

1

21

Would you

14

Q.

bullshit, is his words.

22

BY MR. BOURNE:

9

So what was your -- so your understanding of why he·.

his friends so he didn't want to have to deal with them,

17
18
20

DIRECT EXAMINATION

A.

Yes,

Q.

That you have been robbed of the companionship a"nd

love of your mother?

A.

Yes, sir,

Q.

Were you assigned to assist In the investigation of an

apparent homicide that had occurred on Normandy Street In Boise
on the morning of that day?

A.

Yes, I was.

Q.

Without going into all of the details of the things

that you did, did you go Into the Normandy Street residence and

28

30
see what we'll call -- refer to as a Crime scene, that is where

2

A.

Yes.

2

the body of a woman was who apparently had been beaten and

3

Q.

And Is It fair to say that that perspective that you

3

stabbed?

4

bring In this matter colors your judgmenf about a lot of things

5

as It relates to this case?

6

7
8

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Of course you know now that's Judith Windom.

A.

In what for example?

6

A.

Yes, sir,

Q.

In your real anger -- or did you use hatred In one of

7

Q.

Now, at the time there were you aware that photographs

your on-line --

8

were taken of certain things inside the residence and that

9

photographs were later taken of the body of Judith Windom?

9

A.

Was it hatred that I used or was it anger?

10

Q.

I'm asking you.

10

A.

Yes, I'm aware of those.

11

A.

I think it was anger,

11

Q.

You reviewed certain photos this morning of certain

12
13
14

Q.

You don't have hatred for Ethan?

12

A.

Oh, I do,

13

A.

Q.

You do have hatred?

14

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll just tell the_ Court that, of

15

A.

I do,

16
17
18

Q.

Because of what I said, taking Judy

A.
Q.

19

A.

Yes.

20

MR. ODESSEY: One moment, please. that's all I have at

21

. 22
23
24
25

Yes,

15

course, certain photographs were attached to the presentence

16

report, but these photographs, with the Court's permission, I

Yes,

17

thought were perhaps Inappropriate for the presentence report

That's the only reason?

18

itself and rd like to supplement that with some -- four

19

additional photographs at this time.

20

. THE COURT: Any objection?

away from you?

this time, Your Honor. Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you. Anything further, Mr. B01,1me?·
MR. BOURNE: No, thank you.
THE COURT: Mr. Windom may step down. Do you have any
additional evidence, Mr. Bourne?

7 of 33 sheets

Items of evidence that you saw at that place?

21
22
23
24
25

MR. ODESSEY: Mr. Lojek will be questioning this witness so
he'll be happy to respond.
MR. LOJEK: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you. You may so supplement. We'll have
them marked as exhibits and made part of the record.
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1

Q.

No. 4, please. Does No. 4 show her right side?

.

2

A.

Yes, sir.

3

THE COURT: Do you want to publish them?

What's pictured there?

MR, BOURNE: No, lust to the Court.

3
4

Q.

4
5

A.

Multiple stab wounds to her lower right torso area,

2

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 were marked for
Identification.)

I

j

THE COURT: All right. I do want to make a record here. I

I

.

5

rib cage area.

6

have read and looked at every single page In this presentence

6

7

report multiple times, as you'll learn. I've also watched the

7
8

taken or that last one, No. 4?

9

Ada County Coroner's Office.

I

.

8

interview tapes repeatedly and In particular the confession

9

tape. I have watched all of those things repeatedly. As Is my
I
habit, I know this prese~tence report inside an~ out

10
11
12

13

MR. BOURNE: Than'k you, Judge. If you'd.hand the
photographs to the wltn+s, I have shown them to counsel, Judge.
Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: Detective, you've been handed a folder

Q.

A.

Is that -- can you tell where those photographs were

Yes, sir. These photographs were taken again at the

10

Q.

Is that an accurate photo as well?

Yes, sir.

11

A.

12
13

MR, BOURNE: Judge, I move for admission of the four photos
marked 1 through

have earlier indicated.

4 to supplement the presentence report as I

14

that contains four photoJraphs marked State's Exhibits 1 through

14

15

4. The first one I think on the top shows a barbell. Is that
I
.
the one you are looking at?

15

THE COURT: My understanding. is there is no objection.

16·
17

THE COURT: Without objection they will be admitted and

I

.

16
17
A. Yes, sir.
18
Q. Tell us what we:are seeing there.
19
A. There is a bloJdy barbell laying on.:the floor of
I
20 Judith Wlndom's bedroom and labeled State's Exhibit 1.
j
.
.
21
Q. Is that barbell essentially right next to the bed

20
21

Court. Judge, since the Court has already Indicated that It's

22

22

seen the other photographs and the Interview tape, I won't ask

23

any further questions of the officer about those things. No

I

.

I

.:

where Judith Wlndom's bbdy was found?

23
24

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Is that an accurate photograph of what the barbell

25

looked like?

18

MR. LOJEK: That's· correct

they will be attached to the presentence report.

19

(State's Exhibits 1 through 4 admitted.)
MR. BOURNE: Thank you. If you would give those to the

24 . further questions.
25
THE COURT: Mr. Lojek.

I

34

32

1

A.

It Is.

2

Q.

No. 2. Do you s~ in No. 2 the body of a woman there?

3

A.

Yes, sir.

4

Q.

In particular I wjnt to draw your attention to a knife

5

I

.

that is in that picture. Doi· you see that?
A.~&

7

Q.

Just so the record Is clear, where ts the knife?

A.

It is placed in between her open skull into her brain

9
10
11
12

Q.

1·

Is that an accurate photograph of the way she looked

I

A.
Q.

No. J, please.

A.

A gun.

18

19

20
21
22

23

24
25

.

Yes, sir.

13

17

,

when she was found by lar enforcement?

14

15
16

.

I·

matter.

·

. Q. Is that a photogrrph that shows Judith Windom's throat
and also some injuries to her upper le~ chest?

I

.

A.

Yes, it Is.

Q.

Those photographs obviously show she Is cleaned up.

Were they taken at a diffe~nt place than at the residence?
A.

THE COURT: Thank you, Officer. You may call your next

I

All right. Is that photograph -

I

Yes, they do.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

I

witness.

4

MR. BOURNE: Thank you.

5

CHELSEA EWS,

6
7
8
9

produced at the instance of the State, having been duly sworn,
was examined as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

does that

-

Q.

Would you state your name by telling us your name.

A.

My name is Chelsea Ann Ellis.

Q.

How do you spell Chelsea?

A.

C-h-e-1-s-e-a.

Q.

How are you related - what is the nature of your

relationship, I should say, with Mason?
A.

rm dating Mason.

Q.

Chelsea, I just want to ask you a question about an

event. I will direct your attention back to the summer of 2006.
In the summer of 2006 were you girlfriend and boyfriend with
Mason at that time?

21

photograph accurately show some injuries to her-throat and to
I
.
the upper le~ chest of Judith Windom?
A.

2

Yes, sir, they J,re taken at the Ada' County Coroner's 20

Office.
Q.

MR. LOJEK: No, thank you.

3

6
8

1

A.

Yes, I was.

22

Q.

Did you spend some time in Mason's house on Normandy?

23

A.

I did.

24

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan Windom at that

25

residence?
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1
2
3

5

1

Q.

Did you become acquainted with Ethan and Mason's

2
3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

In the summer of 2006 were there occasions when you

5

would see conflict between Ethan and Judy?

7
8
9

Yes.

mother, Judy Windom?

4
6

A.

· ,

A.

MR. BOURNE: Thank you, That~s all.

Yes.

Yes, I did.

7
8

MR. ODESSEY: Nothing more.

9

THE COURT: Thank you. Do you have any addltlonal

A.

Yes, he would.

Q.

Besides being able to say that It was In the summer of

2006, can you get any closer to a time or date?

13

A.

Around July, August, those dates.

14
15
16
17

Q.

Did you see a conflict more than once?

A.

Yes, I did. ·

Q.

In the nature of this conflict, I want to know what

you remember about how Ethan - how Ethan attempted to get his

18

mother to do things for him or to buy things for him. Were you

19
20
21

ever present when you saw that kind of an Interaction?

A.

Yes.

Q.

What did you see?

A.

During one Instance he was yelling at her and he was

pretty much roaring at her. He was right In hl]!r face. Me and

24 . Ma_son were In the other room, but we could hear them and

·25

face?

6

In particular did you -- were there times when Ethan

10

23

Did you see other fights where he was right In her

Q.

would raise his voice to his mother?

22

Q._

A

11
12

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:

honestly I never ever heard anyone yell at a woman llke that

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

witnesses?
MR, BOURNE: Yes,
GLENNA NEILL,
produced at the Instance of the state, .having been duly sworn,
was examined as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q.

Would you tell us your name, please

18

A.

My name Is Glenna Neill.

· 19

Q.

How do you spell your last name?

20
21
22

A.

N-e-1-1-1.

Q.

How are you employed?

A.

I am -

23

last year.

I was a special ed assistant In Judy's room

24

Q.

Judy Windom?

25

A.

That Is correct.

1

Q.

Besides working with Judy In the school, were you

36

36

1
2

J

before.
Q.

What effect did -It have on you?

2
3
4

3

A.

I was scared.

4

Q.

When you say In her face, _how was that? I mean, !Ike•

tar away as you and I

friends with her besides?

A.

Yes.

Q,

Did you have a routine that you followed with Judy

6

A.

Closer than that.

5
6

7

Q.

I mean, within a foot or two?

7

while she was on her way home and I was on my way home every

8

A.

Yes,

8

night.

9

Q.

Okay. Good. Thank you.

9

5

10
11
12
13
14
15

18
17

as

or was It closer than that? l mean --

MR. BOURNE: I belleve that's all of the questions that I
have.
THE COURT: Cross-examination.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. ODESSEY:
Q.

I thought you said you were In another room when this

argument occurTed?

10
11
12
13
14
15

Okay. You weren't riding In the same car, but you

talked together?

A.

No, We talked to each other; One time I forgot to

call her and she thought maybe something was wrong.
Q.

All right. Now, did you have a conversation with her

on the phone about the nature of her relatlonshlp with her son

Ethan?

A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Now; In particular was there an occasion that she told

:1a

Q.

I'm sorry?

·19

A.

Yes,

20
21

Q.

You were In another.room?

A.

Yes,

22

Q.

so you don't know how dose they were to each other? ·

22

A.

I guess not during that particular fight, but there

·23
24
25

MR, ODESSEY: Thank you. That's all that I have.

Q.

Yes, I did, We talked to each other on her cell phone

16

Iwas,

or 33 sheets

A.

17
18
19

A.

were other fights.

after school In some way of conversation?

you about - that Involved her being locked In a bedroom?

A.

Yes, but she told me at school at what time that was.

20

Q.

Do you remember about when It was that she told you

21

that? .

A.

I can't remember the date, but she told me, she said,

"He had me locked In the room, He Wii!S holding onto the door,"
And she was saying, "Ethan, let me out. Ethan, let me out."
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A.

41

39

I

'

I

.

In some ways, yes, but it's hard to express fear of

1

have any cross-examination?

2

MR. ODESSEY: No.

3

Q,

Did you give hrr advice on being careful?

3

THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, Miss Neill. Do you have

4

A.

Yes, I did, I told her, I said, "Judy, you are not

4

5

your son when you 1o·ve him so much.
I

5

Did Judy write 1you I guess we'd call It a thank you

6

Q,

note Just a week before ~he died?

I

8

A.

9

the time.

10
11
12
13

.

safe,n She says, "Yes, I am," I said, "No you're not,"

6

7

I

That is correct. She had written me several notes in

I

MR. BOURNE: Just one.
CARY GENE CADA,

7

produced at the Instance of the State, having been duly swom,

8

was examined as follows:

9

(State's EXhltiit No. 5 marked for identification.)

10

BY MR. BOURNE: I'm going to have you handed a single

11
12

I

Q.

any additional witnesses?

.

I

sheet of paper that's marked State's Exhibit 5.
THE COURT: Has thlat been shown to counsel?

13
14

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BOURNE:
Q,

Would you tell us your name, please.

A.

Cary Gene Cada.

Q.

Spell your last name.

14

MR. ODESSEY:

A.

c-a-d-a

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Q.

BY MR. BOURNE: That's a Xerox copy?

15

Q.

How are you employed?

A.

That is correct.
I

16

A.

I'm a counselor at Borah High School.

Yes) Your Honor.
I

.

I

.

I

·

You just showed me the original this morning; Is that

Q.

correct?

Q,

How long have you been so employed?

A.

Since 1985, Five years as a·counselor.

19

Q.

Mr. Cada, as part of your duties, do you have access

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Is that an accurate copy of the note that you showed

A.

Yes, it Is.

23

Q.

Tell us about tha0t note, how did that come to you?

23

24
25

A.

She had given it to me after one of our talks that

24
25

me?

,

17
18

I

,

I
I

we'd had. Did you want me to read it?

1

Q.

But did she give

ll

40

2

remember?

A.

She put it on my desk.

Q.

But is that the kind of thing that she had written to

5

you before?

6

A.

7
9

10
11
12
13

I
l

.

.

·:

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I move for Its admission and with the

.

Court's permission rd ask~ read It
I

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.

(States Exhibit No. 5 is admitted.)

•

I

MR. BOURNE: May she read ••

14
TI-IE COURT: Absolutely. She may read it
I
15
THE WITNESS: "Glen1a, yo1,1 were one of my:angels. I can
16 never thank you enough ro the work that you do •ach day and
17 night You have been such blessing In my life. You have been
18 SO WIiiing to help me at worr and With my boys, I appreciate
19 your hard work and the extta work you do to help me and your

1

r
I

•

20

friendship and your assistance In making our classroom run more

21

smoothly. All the best·· all the best always. Sincerely, Judy

22

Windom.•

23
24
25

I

'· :

MR, BOURNE: Thank you. That's all of the qu·estlons that I
have,

I

I

THE COURT: Would yo1,1 hand the note to the bailiff. Do you

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

A.

Yes, I did,

Q.

I'm going to have you handed what's been marked here

as State's Exhibit No. 6, a single sheet of"paper. I have shown

4

that to counsel. You have been handed State's Exhibit No. 6 for

5

identification, sir. Is that a copy of the transcripts that you

6

brought for me this morning on Ethan Windom?

7

A.

It is,

8

Q.

How did that come to your possession, sir?

9

A.

I have access to all of the transcripts with the

10

.

TI-IE COURT: Without rbjectlon Exhibit 5 is admitted.

I

1
3

Oh, yes, but this one was more special than the

.I

BY MR. BOURNE: Pursuant to our request did you bring

up to the time he left school in January of this year?

2

I

others.

Q,

Ethan Wlndom's transcript which would cover from the 8th grade

42

to you hand to hand or do you

3
4

8

20 to the transcripts of students that attend Borah High School?
21
A. I do,
(State's EXhibit No. 6 marked for identification,}
22

students and I was asked to bring it.

tire'/ kept there at the high school?

11

Q.

12
13

A.

Yes, they are.

Q.

You just made a copy of it and brought It?

14

A.

That's correct.

15

Q.

Is that an accurate copy of his transcript?

16

A.

Yes, It Is.

Are

17

Q.

What period of time does It cover?

18

A.

It's not actually a transcript of the 8th grade here,

19 The Boise School District requires two classes that they take In
20 the 8th grade so those two ·are on here, plus all 9th, 10th,
21 11th, each by semester,
Q. In general does It -- does It show that In the 9th
22

23

grade he was a straight A student?

24

A.

First semester 9th grade.

25

Q.

Then second semester he got mostly A's and two B's.
10 or 33 sheets
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45

43

1

A

Two B's, all A's..

2

Q.

Then In the first semester of his 10th grade what does

2
3

beat and stabbed his mother to death, he not only ended her life

3

:

ltshow?

1 · was murdered by her son Ethan. This crime has brought my famny
unspeakable pain and anger and overwhelming sorrow. When Ethan

4

A.

Three A's, three B's.

4

and. ruined his, he also shattered my family and broke our

5

Q,

Second semester of 10th grade?

A.

Two A's, one Band three C's.

5
6

hearts. Our sister was a precious.gift to the world, a

6

7

Q,

Then his -- the last semester that he attended school

7

college degree lri social work and her second one received after

8

which would be between September '06 and January of '06?

peacemaker who liked to bless others. She received her first

8

her recovery from a serious accident a few years ago was in

9

special ~ducatlon.

9
10

A.

Approximately January 20th.

Q,

January 20th. Did he complete that semester?

10

11
12
13

A.

He did. So the semester break was just --

11

childhoods together; Judy had an infectious laugh that lit up

Q.

All right. What were his grades that last semester?

12

the room, one that has been sadly missed over the last year and

A.

He had four C's and one B.

14
15
16
17

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. That's all of the questions. I
move for the admission of the transcripts.
MR. ODESSEY: No objection. I think It was part of the

13

one that will never be forgotten. She loved her children,

14

parents; brothers, sister, nieces and nephews. Although she was •

15

a somewtiat private person, she made friends easily and everyone •

16

loved her.

17

presentence report.

My family and I have many wonderful memories of our

Because she was such a private person,

I had

no idea of the

18
19

THE COURT: I don't remember seeing that.

18

MR. ODESSEY: No objection.

19

's oldest son Mason moved out of the house months earlier

20

THE COURT: Exhibit 6 Is admitted.

20

because he could not stand the fact that Ethan and his anger

21
22
23

THE COURT: Do you have any questions for this witness?

24

THE COURT: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Cada. Do you have

25

· (State's Exhibit No. 6 was admitted.)

MR. ODESSEY: No witnesses.

any additional witnesses?

21
22
23
24
25

turmoil within my sister's home over the past few years. Judy

were running the household. Ethan had verbally and emotionally
abused Judy for a Jong time prior to her death. I feel helpless
In the fact that I was unaware of the difficulty she was
experiencing in raising Ethan especially over the last few
years. She was too proud to share In her family trouble, a

44

1
2
3

4
5
6

46

MR. BOURNE: No, ma'am. Thank you.

1

loving mother who was the primary caregiver in both her sons'

THE COURT: Do you wish to offer evidence at this time or

2

lives.

do you want to wait until after the victim impact statements?
MR, ODESSEY: We have no evidence to present today.
THE COURT: If the victim -- the Immediate family of the
victim wish to make a statement, they can do so at this time.

3

4

In August 2006 Judy told our sister Debbie that Ethan was
always angry and he literally ran the household, controlling

5

everything. Judy hated confrontation. She hated it her whole

6

life, which Is -- which, I suppose, is why she didn't take the

7

MR. BOURNE: Where would you like them to speak from?

7

upper hand with her kids from the early years of her life. And

8

THE COURT: Wherever they are the most comfortable.

8

I'm sure that that's why she just didn't kick him out.

9

MR. BOURNE: Judge, I'll start him if you don't mind.

9

She said Ethan always nagged her endlessly to buy him

10

THE COURT: That would be fine.

10

things she couldn't afford. Right then he was after her to buy

11

MR. BOURNE: If you'd start by telling us your name.

11

a pair of Ofiver People glasses. They were very expensive and

12

MR. HEINDEL: My name Is Mark Elliot Heindel.

12

she refused and so he was very angry. Debbie knew -- Debbie

13

MR. BOURNE: Spell your last name, please.

13

just knew from the resigned look that Judy had and the signs she

14

MR. HEINDEL: H-e+n-d-e-1.

14

always did when she talked about Ethan, that he woukl eventually

15

MR. BOURNE: Tell us your relationship In the family.

get those glasses. He would always yell, demand and push until

16

THE WITNESS: I'm related to Judy Windom. I'm her youngest

15
16

17
18

17

brother.

MR. BOURNE: Have you prepared some thoughts that you want 18

she gave in.
After Ethan was arrested, Debbie was asked to retrieve his
glasses so he could read while he was Incarcerated and she found

19

to inform the Cowt of concerning your sister and the impact

19

them at the house. My sister Debbie was devastated. They were

20
21
22
23

this has had on you?

20
21

those same Oliver People glasses that Ethan nagged Judy to

24

these are thoughts and words put together by my sister Debbie

25

and I. On January 25th, 2007, my sister Judith EIieen Windom

1

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have.

22
MR. MARK HEINDEL: These thoughts and words· put together -- 23

THE COURT: All right. Then you may proceed.

11 of 33 sheets

24
25

."

purchase. Ethan had gotten his way.
I know that his defense has presented evidence of Ethan
being

a paranoid schizophrenic who was incorrectly diagnosed.

One thing that they probably won't tell you is that Ethan had

become extremely Interested in psychology over the last few
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1
2

years, taking a psychology course at high school, studying books
I
and materials, viewing schizophrenic and psv.chotic movies. And

1
2

represents the loss of a dream and a relationship. But this one

3

I'm very confident tha~he learned a great deal about psychology

3

is harder than most because two people that we loved that were

and its tendency over that time period. There are people we

4

involved, now one ·is dead and the other Is guilty.

4
5

I

.

loss of a grands~n through Imprisonment. Every murder

5

It Is also difficult to watch our nephew, Mason, struggle

6

with the impact of his brother's actions. I'm not just talking

6

encounter In every day life with the same Illnesses. Some are
I
also -- some are probably also misdiagnosed, but it does not

7

give them the right to Viciously attack and hLirt the very person

7

about the difficulty and publl~lty this has generated. Mason

8

that had a hand in bringing him his own life. ·

8

has lost his mom and now is dealing with a father who has

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
1
2
3
.4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

I

.

!

.

i

The problem with the mental Illness excuse is that you are

I

.

9

continued support for Ethan. Craig, being a father myself, I

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

of Ethan's presence. It is like having one of your greatest

One night Ethan decided to take care of his problems once

17

blessings and one of your greatest curses In the same photo.

and for all. He took his !weight set, loaded all of the weights
I
on one end of the dumbbell and repeatedly smashed In my sister's

18

Please don't get me wrong, I do not hate Ethan. I feel

19
20
21

absolutely nothing for him most of the time. I am praying that

22
23

This wlll take time.

24
25

realization of what he has done, what he has lost, and the pain

essentially saying this person will be fine as long as they take
.
I
their medicine. In other words, whether Ethan kills another
person when he gets otit of prison will depend on whether, number
one, he feels like taklnJ his medication that d~y; and, number
.

I

two, he properly admln~sters the medication a.nd not by snorting

I

It through his nasal passages. As painful as it, this Is what
we now know.

I

skull while she slept. H(! then became afraid she wasn't quite
I
dead enough and stabbed her countless times .In the chest with a

1

knife. And if that wasn't enough, he then plunged a knife Into
I
.
her skull and left it thert~. As it turns out, Ethan carried out
I
those threats that he made to Judy on a few dtcaslons promising
I
to kill her while she was sleeping.

I

can understand how difficult this situation must be. In a way
Ethan has taken away both of - Ethan has taken both of Mason's
parents away. A classroom, special needs kids have lost someone
who truly loved them, believed In them and worked toward their
success. And now we have a whole bunch of family photos that
are painful to look at, not just of Judy's absence, but because

he does not get hurt In prison. And I know God requires me to
forgive him eventually or my own sins will not be forglver:i.
Our greatest hope is that Ethan will come to a full
he has caused us all and that he will truly become sorry for
50

48

1

that, that the sorrow and ache of it will fill him up and

death. My brother and I did our best to dean up her room

2

consume him so that he resolves that he will do whatever it

before our sister Debbie arrived so she could gather photos and
I
.
items for her funeral display. We removed a blood-soaked

3
4

takes to Insure he doesn't causes this pain in anyone's life

mattress and covered th~ blood-splattered walls and ceilings

5

restore the relationships and make his life a beautiful thing

with blankets and towels,1 but there were still tiny blood

6

instead of a curse, I will be ready to listen. Thank you.

7

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

8

MR. JEFF HEINDEL: My name is Jeff Heindel, H-e-1-n·d-e-l.

I will never forget entering the house two days after her

I •

I

.

spatters everywhere.

_

She wrote prayers to God all of the time. One of our
I
favorites, and we all still rave a copy of it, had been on her

9

dresser next to the bed and you can see the drops of dried blood

10

on It.

11

I

·

Ethan so disfigured J)Jdy that we were not able to see her

I

when we went to the funeral home. We saw a body draped in a
sheet with a hand lying o~ the top sheet to prove that there was
a body there.

I

12
13
14
15

again. When that day comes, when he Is truly sorry and ready to

I'm Mark's brother and Ethan's uncle.
MR. BOURNE: You've got a statement that you want to make
to the Court?
MR. JEFF HENDEL: I'm sorry. I didn't plan this. I
didn't send a letter. I should have. I just want It to be
clear -- I haven't even talked to my family about this. I don't
know what I'm feeling right now.

16

Judy wants -- you know, if we could go back to January,
this a terrible deal. Everybody is going to be affected for the

almost every day Is a result of her murder as are the sleepless

17
18
19

nights.

20

forward. It Is not going to be easy. we lost a mother, a

21

daughter, a sister and it's a terrible deal.

We have lost a precious sister, one present in all of our
childhood memories, the ~ne who has worried and cried with us as
our patents' health has declined. The Intense sadness we feel

I

I

Thanksgiving was very difficult and the Christmas spirit

I

.

just hasn't been the sameJ a yearly tradition of a family

'

gathering on Christmas Day, once the highlight of my year, will
I
be terribly stained by Judy's absence. It is difficult to watch

rest of their lives. My sister, Judy, I know with certainty
that she Is somewhere wanting us to all move ahead, move

22

I'm sure -- I would like to think that if we could go back

23
24
25

could go backwards, you know, this might have been a different

In time, if some of us acted on what we knew at that time and we

our parents struggle with the loss of a beloved daughter and the
story. But that's not the case.
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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1

us. We lost Judy In January, my sister Carol in February of

2

lung cancer, my mom who was 89 years old In July, and my best

3
4

friend Sharon.

daughter or child did this to me, I know dam good and well that
Judy would be there hanging in for my children, too. It is a

5

many days crying. When Judy was murdered, we were In absolute

I'm not really sure why I just -- I don't want this to be
one sided. We're all going to move forward.

3
4
·5

If you are sick, I hope we can get you help. If my

6
7

terrible deal, but we are going to move on.

8

terrible deal. We are going to be affected for the rest of our

I just want this to end on an even keel. This Is a

9 lives, but I don't regret any part of the past, you know. ·
10 That's all I have to say. I'm sorry. I just wanted -- there's

I~ has been a very emotional year for us.and we have spent

6

shock for months. It would have been hard enough if she was

7

just murdered, but Ethan, 16 years old at the time, was arrested

8

for Judy's death. We kept hoping it was a nightmare, one we

9

could awaken to, but it wasn't.

10

Ethan has been in Ada County Jail now since July - or

11

no positive in here, but if w.e can try to leave it -- stay on

11

since January 25th. Even after reading the discovery, we know

12

the fence here and acknowledge what happened, but acknowledge

12

few of the details except he bludgeoned her to death with

13

that Judy Is there wanting us to.move on. We've got to move on

13

weights and stabbed her. We don't know if he was using drugs or
had an argument. We know he made statements to several people,

14

and keep trudging forward. I don't know. That's all I have to

14

15

say. I'm sorry.

15

one of whom was his therapist and another was his teacher. We
know he was seeing a psychiatrist and was on an antidepressant.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Heindel.

16

17

MS. HEINDEL: I don't know if you saw a picture of Judy.

18

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

17
18

doctor's orders and he would be okay, we thought. If there were
severe problems, we didn't know about them.

16

So we thought he was going to be okay. He was followlng all the

19

MS. HEINDEL: My name is Lori Helndel.

19

20

MR. BOURNE: How are you related to the victim?

20

I've had a kidney transplant and then got an Incurable lung

21

THE WITNESS: I'm Judy mom and Ethan and Mason's

21

disease from the Immune suppressants and even though I talked to

22

Judy -almost every night, I had no Idea there were any problems

23
24
25

other than normal teenage problems. I guess she did talk to

-22

23
24
25

grandmother.
MR. BOURNE: Speak to the Court and say what you want.
MS. HEINDEL: Right here. I don't know, Judge Copsey, if
you saw a picture of our daughter. Do you want to hold It up.

several people about Ethan, but she always wanted to protect us.
I miss Judy every day. She was so young and life was just
54

52

1
2

starting to get easier for her•. The day after she got her new

It is with a heavy heart that I begin this. I prayed and

3

long drive to Eagle High School fun.

thought long and hard before deciding to speak, to bear my

4

1

Part of this Is a letter that I wrote that I have to do this for

2

me.

3
4
5

heart. My husband and I are Judy's parents and Mason and

5

car, she called me and was so excited, she said It m11de even the

The morning the police found her body my husband was on his
way

ta the we~y Bible study he does with our son Bob at the

6

Ethan's grandparents. We have four remaining children; Debbie,

6

prison. I was just sitting In bed enjoying a cup of coffee and

7

46; Bob Jr., 45; Jeff, 40; and our youngest son, Mark, 38.

7

decided to tum on the Today show. I hadn't watched it since

8

Debbie and her family five In South Dakota, but the rest of the

8

Katie left the show. When I turned on the television, Judy's

9

kids and their families live in Boise or Eagle. We are very ,

9

house was on It and there was crime tape everywhere.

10

blessed with 15 grandchildren and two children who ate Sara's

10

I called Cheryl, our daughter-in-law, and asked if she

11

children, who's Mark's girlfriend, and who we consider all ours.

11

12

All of whom live In Boise except the two In South Dakota arid a

12

house, which was only a few blocks away, and an announcer

13

granddaughter who is In her final year at West Point.

13

started saying that a female had been found dead In her bed. I

14

called the nouse and It went Immediately to messaging. Ethan's

15

voice said there was a famlly emergency and they had gone to
Washington for a few days;

early. She hated the traffic and she said she could get a lot
done before everyone else came In.

14

I remember so well the night we brought Judy home from th_e

15 hospital. It was Halloween night and a~er we got Debbie,
16 three, and, Bobby, two, down for the night, ·we were rooking·
17 forward to just holding her and lovlng her and then came 65

could find out what was going on. She went down to Judy's

r knew .that couldn't be right

. 18

trlck-or•treaters.

19
20

We are

always spend holidays and

16
17
18
19

birthdays together besides the usual get-togethers that family

20

21

gather for. Even Debbie and her husband Mike and their two

21

I called Eagle High school where she was a special ed

22
23
24

girls come every other year for Christmas. They were home· last

22

teacher and they said she hadn't arrived yet late nor had she

year and normally .wouldn't come this year, but Debbie decided we

23
24

called In. I began to get very scared.

needed to be together for this first year without Judy and -- ·.

25

and my mom who died In July. It has been a very hard year for

25

world turned upside down. For the next weeks and months I went

l
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a very close famfly and

because I had just talked to Judy the night before. She usually
went to bed about 9:00 and got up about 4:30 to get to school

After we found out Judy had been murdered and by Ethan, our
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1

from feeling numb to like feeling I was drowning and no one

2

could help me. The only things that we knew were in the paper

3

and on TV. We had so mariy questions. We weren't able to see

3

loved and how proud you are of them. Life is so short. Judy,

4
5

her body. It was too mutildted, only her arm. And the fellow
I
at the funeral parlor had painted her fingernails because they

we miss you every day.

6

I
.
were discolored. Judy never wore fingernail polish so that was
I
.

4
5
6

give me some closure.

7

hard. They finally agreed to give me a lock of her hair.

7

8
9

I

Her casket was closed,; of course, but we did not get any
closure and that was hard., We knew It was Judy_ln the casket,

1
2

or Bob or Jeff and Mark and their families ·we're so proud of
you. Tell those that you love every chance how much they are

And, thank you, this was really for me. I hope It will
.THE COURT: Thank you very much.

8

MR. BOURNE: Is the Court ready for the next one?

9

THE COURT: Yes.

10 _but it was so hard not to syy good-bye. Many of. us wrote short
11 notes to her and asked If tliey could remain In the casket and be

10
11

MR. WINDOM: Mason Lee Windom.

12

12
13

MR. BOURNE: Mason, have you prepared -- are there some

13

I

cremated with her body.

I always hoped she coµld find someone to love and marry.

MR. BOURNE: Start by telling us your name.

things that you want to say to the Court?

14

She was such a lovlng, caring and respansible woman and we

15

wanted to sit back and enjoy her career as a special ed teacher,

15

16

a job she truly loved, and ~atch her and the other kids get

16

a kiss. I usually did. She got us groceries. She smUed. She

17

older. If you're not old enough to have grown children, you

17

seemed happy. And I went In to give her a kiss and say I loved

18

probably don't understand( but it Is very satisfyli:Jg to watch

18

her. I said I loved her, but I did not give her a kiss. I

19

your children raise your grand kids and have a whole different

19 , thought I will do it next time. I did not get a next time. She

20

relationship with them.

20

was taken early by the very person who brought her -- at your

21

She was just good frl nd as we grew older and I miss her so
I
.
much. I keep praying that I'll have a dream some night where

21

angriest you don't stab your mom 30 freaking times and leave a

22
23
24
25 ·

knife in her head. I could only hope that he Is put in bars a

I

I

.

I

.

j

22
.
1
. .
23 she will tell me that she is; at peace and happy.
24
I love Mason and I wdrry about him all of the time even
I
25 though he always says, Grandma, I'm really okay. Mason lost the

I
f

.:

14

THE COURT: You may proceed, Mason.
MR. WINDOM: The last night I saw my mom, I didn't give her

long time and that he is able to realize what he's done.
MR. BOB HEINDEL: My name Is Bob Heindel. My sister is
Judy Windom. And like my brother, I didn't prepare anything,

58

56

1

most. He lost his mother And even though y~u don't think

2
3

s?metimes you need you~ mom at 19, you reall,y do. But I know

1
2

on, he's exactly right, there's nothing good that's going to

she's looking down on you, Mason, and all of u!:! and are sharing

3

come from this situation. The only good that's going to come

4

In your Joys and tears. I ~eally believe this.

4

from this situation is focusing on the one person that we need

5

I miss Ethan, too. w'e still visit him every few weeks, but
I
I see him withdrawing from
I us. And it's so hard
. for me. I

5

to focus on and that's Judy and the spirit that she lived with.

6

And the spirit she lived with, I experienced first hand her

don't want to lose him either. That's the only bad part about

7

unconditional love. See, I had two boys that went through drug

the plea bargain. We will' really never know why. A trial
I
: .
wouldn't have been good either and actually I'm not sure I could

8

problems. And one is still now In prison and she loved my boys

9

like no other person ever loved my boys. She cared for them.

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

.·

I

have sat through It and hkard everything and dealt wJth it on
I
.
the television
. and papers,I every .day.

11

I hope after the sentencing we can learn more. Whether

12

right. It wlll never make what happened right, but It make us

13

right and begins the healing process in us.

14

Judy was afraid of Ethan) if she got the journal, how he could
I
have hurt her so badly, how we could only see her arm. I want

15

to krfow these things.

16

I have forgiven Ethan and I still love him. The Ethan that
I
killed his mom was not the one that I took several vacations
I
with or hugged and he told us he loved us. I hope today will

17
18
19

10

but I just want to say in the midst of this circus that's going

j

I

14

She loved them unconditionally.
For us to forgive Ethan doesn't mean that it makes it all

This Is so necessary and I appreciate Ada County, Detective

15

Duggan and the prosecution and the defense and everything that

16
17

has to happen as a result of the legal proceedings that

18

of the redemption process. But healing only begins when we

19

again look to forgive. Again, not making It right what

happened, Judge Copsey. That part is necessary and that's part

20

give us some kind of closure so we can go on with our lives, so
1
..
we can find peace and joy again. We really want peace and joy

20

happened. It won't make It right, but we

21

in our lives and an ability to enjoy our other grandchildren.

21

again. We begin to heal again.

22
23

I want to also tell some -- you somethinglhat I learned
I
from this past year. Judy knew she was loved, the kids all know

24

they are loved. We tell them every time we talk to them. But

•

I

I

I

;

.

22

can begin to live

So as my brother so eloquently put It, I think we need to

23

focus on my sister and the loving and the cari~g and the

24

nuturlng that she carried with her.

25

we didn't tell Judy often how proud we were of her or of Debbie
25
Again, I truly believe In the midst of tragedy, blessings
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1

do happen, blessings do come out. We hear wonderful things

2

about the teachers that she worked with and the students that

1 but also made a handle so it could be used as a bludgeoning
2 instrument. He stabped her In the chest, 16 times into her

3

she Impacted and we hope that we can leave footprints In

3

heart. He had to move her arm and stab into her right chest to

4

people's lives as we lead our life. And she's left some .·

get into her liver and other internal organs and then put her
arm back where It was because that arm covered where the stab
wounds were. He cut her on her neck and he put a knife In her

5

wonderful footprints In this fife. And that's the thing I'm

4
5

6

going to remember the most. Yeah, It is a difficult time. It's

6

7

a terrible, horrible thing that happened. But I focus on

7 head.

8

everything that she left and the footprints that she left in

8

In ail of the cases that I've dealt with and I know the

9

people's lives. And that is what helps me to forgive, not

9

10

forget, but forgive and start to heal through this process.

10

case that shows more malice or more deliberateness or a more

11

Again, thank you for this time, Your Honor. I appreciate that.

11

willful and intentional killing.

12
13
14

15

THE COURT: Thank you.

12

MR. BOURNE: By that I think that's all of the victim

13

impact statements, Judge. Thank you.
THE COURT: I understand that the defendant does not want

16 . to give any testimony or -- or any evidence at this time.

Court has dealt With, there can't be more -- there can't be a

Then the things that the defendant did afterwards which
includes changing the answering machine message, calling the

14

girlfriend, Ashley, and telling her to not come the next morning

15

and asking her to make sure she called Mike Sliva to tell him

16

not i:o come to Ethan's house the next morning and show a

17

MR. ODESSEY: No evidence, Your Honor.

r

17

presence of mind and a rational thought process that goes hand

18

THE COURT: All right. Then I'll listen to argument from

18

in hand with the deliberateness that we see of the crime. And,

19

20
21
22
23

19

of course, changing the answering machine message that the Court

20

just heard about again from his grandmother, Judy's mother,

THE COURT: Certainly. You have may proceed, counsel.

21

saying he had gone to the state of Washington.

MR. BOURNE: Thank you. Judge, I certainly agree with the

22
23

was just seen by the nelghbor, and, of course, he ran from the

each counsel. Mr. Bourne.
MR. BOURNE: Can I have just one second?

things that the. family has said here. They've. said ft two or

24 three different ways, that the family has to focus on Judy, on
25 her fife. They have to focus themselves on the things they need

The Court also knows that he tried to leave the house, but

24 neighbor or hid from the neighbor.
And finally what I think Is so telling is that In the end
25
62

60

1 to do to heal and to move on and to

1 he negotiates with the police. He describes the story -- first,

2

things that are positive about Judy and the things that they

3
4

need to remember about her. I think that's healthy and I hope

3

killer and what the killer did and made him do and it Is a

that In the long run the family can heal over this.

4

fairly elaborate sort of a hoax.

2

he lies to the police and makes up this whole story about the

5

And as difficult as that is to say, even I can't imagine

5

And then when the officer offers him -- or just talks to

6

what it will be like for them to actually do either, but they

6

him about the sing le cell that the defendant actually brings up

7

are certainly saying the right words. And it looks like they

7

first, the defendant negotiates, "All right. I'll tell you

8

are doing ail they can to do that.

8

about this, but I've. got to make sure that I'm going to have a

9

single cell. I will tell you the truth, but I want a single

9

Unfortunately I don't think that that's what we can do

10

here. Our focus can't be on Judy exdusiveiy. Our focus has to

10· cell first.• "All right. I will give you the single cell."

11

be on protection of the public and the protection of the public

11

12

is what my argument is about here today and what I'm going to

12

13

urge to the Court to do because I feel that the defend,mt stands

13

tell you where the knife Is, but I've got to have my personal

14

for a great risk ~o the community because of what he's done and

14

stuff first. I have got $100 worth of Arman! and Jot,n Paul

15

what his situation Is.

15
16
17

somebody cologne, body wash and deodorant and I want that

16

.I

take Into their lives the

As I thought in the last few days about this and discussed

17

It with others in the office, It occurs to me that this Is

18

strange ground that we're dealing with here. And what I mean by

Then the officer asks where is the knife. He says, "I'll

personal stuff in my cell. If you'll promise me that you'll
give me that stuff, I'll tell you where the knife Is."

19

that Is this: The defendant has pied guilty to second degree

20

murder which ls an Intentional, willful, deliberate killing with

18
19
20

21

ma.lice aforethought. The facts could hardly show more

21

so odd. Because despite the rationality of the actions and the

22

deliberateness or malice.

22

actions after the crime, the defendant then, despite his plea,

23
24
25

I just showed to the Court a picture of the barbells which
shows that the weights were taken off of one end and put on the

:

Then he tells the story.

That talks about·· that describes a presence of mind and a
rationality that Is considerably different than what the defense
to this Is, I guess, but that's the other. part of this that Is

23 puts on essentially a mental health informatlo.n that said he had
24 a psychotic break. And I don't want to read too· much into that,
25 but my view of ft Is that the information about the psychotic

other which gave the weight end, of course, additional weight,
• 15 or 33 sheets
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1 break must be that it's an excuse. It's not his fault. He had
i
.
2 a psychotic break and sp we should go easy on him.
3

4
5
6

I

Now, I don't think I overstate that because Dr. Estess

I

.

makes it crystal clear that he thinks that the Court could
I
release the defendant today; put him on probation, set him up
I
with mental health cour,seling,
order him to take
his medication,
I
..

7 and we'll be fine. Dr. Beaver's not far behind that even though
8
9
10

65

63

I
•
he's little more realistic.because he says that he needs to go

1 Dr. Estess and Dr. Beaver, we are not told what it is intended
2· to mean. We're left to assume that -- well, I'm not s4re what
3

they mean for us to assume, but neither one of them say that the

4

defendant did not know what he was doing. They just say that he

5

h~d a psychotic break.

6
7

the defendant should be punished for an intentional killing for

8

what he did and there will be retribution for taking Judy's

· So I'm left then with the idea that -- and I assume that

9

life. But perhaps the meaning of the mental health information

10
11

is to convince the Court that In the future medication may keep

11

his 30s where violence drops off, he could be good for parole.
l
They both use the term psychotic break and yet this is sort

him from doing It again. As I've Indicated, Dr. Beaver says

12

of in the face of a gulltylplea to an Intentional killing, and,

12

that should be In the distant future, but Dr. Estess says now.

13
14

as I view It, can't be both ways. Either this Is an Intentional
I
,
killing or it's not his fault and he's got a legal, 'factual
1
defense to It. But my view is he's waived that.
I
So this psychotic br:eak is sort of In -- is ,~ well, it's

13

15
16
17

to prison, but sometlmJ In the distant future ~fter he gets into
I

I

.

.

I

I want to point out wliat I do think I understand from the

14

reports and that is schizophrenia is a lifetime condition. This

15

doesn't get better. Medications can treat the symptoms, but not

16

the causes. This medicine Haldol and other things aren't like

17

chemotherapy that's going to make a tumor disappear or a cast on

18
19
20

the arm where the cast -- where the arm will heal and the cast

18

certainly a dilemma. rt 1appears to me that it ~oes not
rationally describe what we've got here.

19
20

Now I thought I understood what the term psychotic break :
I
meant. I think it means a break with reality. ;It means that a

21
22

person's unable. to control their thoughts and actions. I think
I
.
It means that the persor,i's
seeing or hearing• things that aren't
I

21
22

defendant's dangerousness to the community. And the fact that

23
24
25

there and they're not able to act rationally. Yet despite the
I
nature of the term, that" certainly Is not what the evidence
I
.
shows, because, as I sa(d, the defendant has pied guilty to an

23

to be dangerous for the rest of his life.

I

.

l

·

1

intentional killing and h has described the murder in great

2

detail.

3

.

Well, I have to say that if the -- if when the defendant

I

0

think is critical to the question of what is the degree of the
he is mentally ill, if that's the case, means that he is going

24

Now, I have great respect for Dr. Estess. As the Court

25

knows, the State called him as a State's expert. I have respect

1
2

for Dr. Beaver. I have seen him testify a number of times. But
three things at least have to occur for this Court to have any

3

confidence that the public will be protected from the defendant.

66

64

1

I

can be taken off. This is a 1ifetlme thing. And that's what I

.

4

was interviewed by Det;ctive Duggan, he had .said I don't --

5

what am I doing here? i don't know why I'm here. I don't

5

the medication has to work. By that I mean that a mental health

6

remember anything about this. Or if he had said I had to kill

6

expert has to understand the defendant's condition, correctly

7

that woman. She was the devil ·and she attacked me. Or he had

7

diagnose the condition an<! give proper medication and the proper

8

said I don't know anythirg about killing my mother, but there

8

quantity.

9

was a huge spider in thc!t room and I had to beat the spider.
I
And then he had stayed 1there and waited for the police or he had

9

Now, I point out, too, what the Court already knows and

10

that Is Dr. Ashaye, however you say that correctly, who's an

run down the street to the neighbors screaming about spiders,

11

MD/psychiatrist, and a psychologist, Andrew Layman, both

10

I
I

4

Arst, the defendant has to be prescribed medication and

11
12

then maybe I'd go a little farther toward the psychotic break.

13

B1,1t he doesn't do any o1 those things. He describes the

12 diagnosed the defendant as being anxious and depressed.
13
THE COURT: Actually Mr. Layman said -- toward the end says

14

boogieman story to begir with In great detail. ·

14

15
16
17
18
19

J

I

.

.

And then after he gets the single cell promise, he
describes the murder In preat detail and he says nothing about

that he suffered from psychopathy.

MR. BOURNE: Yes. Or that he thought there were some signs
15
16 of that.

20
21

anything that would make me think as a layman -- I'm certainly

22

not a mental health expTrt -- but there's nothl.ng about that as ,

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

chilling as It Is that would make me think that tie -- that he

23

had It wrong and I assume Dr. Estess has his diagnosis of

wasn't thinking rationally.

24

schizophrenia generally correct. But I'm just saying that

-- well, he doesn't give any Information that would Indicate
I

that he wasn't in control of his thinking process. He describes
that he killed his mothe~ and the most chilling ·,part of that Is
he smiles when he does ~hat. And It has nothing to do with

I
I

THE COURT: Which is not treatable.
MR. BOURNE: But my point is that they diagnosed him In the
beginning -- at least Dr. Ashaye, I guess the whole time, and
this Andrew Layman most of the time, diagnosed him as being
anxious and depressed with anxiety disorder and depression.
Now, Dr. Estess and Dr, Beaver disagree and say that they

I

25
So besides having the phrase used on us !n the reports of
25 doesn't give me much confidence If the defendant Is released on
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM
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67
parole at a time near in the future or at any time, that

1

toward his mother, spitting in her face, locking her in her

'2 . whichever mental health expert he walks to will get it right,

1

2

room, malclng her do things that -- of being selfish,

3

will get the medication right and in the right quantities and

3

essentially, that he puts. his values over her.

4

can take care of this. Not because these doctors -- well, it's

4

Two, we know that he's capable of intimidating her, of

5

because this Isn't a hard science and It's subjective and that

5

taking her bedroom away from her, taking essentially the whole

6

different doctors see different things and they can make

6

house aY11aY from her, taking her security to the point that she

.

'

7

different judgments on that, That's the first thing that has to :

7

told the defendant's father that she feared he would kill her In

8

go right before the Court has confidence that the defendant will

8

her sleep. That when she described it to her friend at school,

9

not be dangerous.

10
11

9
10

Number two, the defendant has to self report, that is

the friend feared for her and said, "You've got to do something
to protect yourself.• "No, I'll be all right,• she says.

whatever the symptoms are, he's got to take the initiative to go

11

12

in to the doctor and say, doctor, this is what I'm feeling, this

12

know that he is able to logically carry out a plan. We know

13

Is what is going on in my head, this Is what I think needs to

13

that he can put together the notion that a dumbbell with all the

And, three, whether we call It a psychotic break or not, we

14

happen, what is wrong with me. If he didn't do that, nobody

14

weights on one end Is a really good weapon and -- because it's

15

will know. It is not like he looks different. His eyes don't

15

real heavy when you take the weights off one end, It gives it a

16

turn red or something like that and he walks down the street

16

two-handed handle that he can use as a dub. We know he is

i17
18

somebody will look at him and say that man Is schizophrenic. We

17

capable of making that choice.

have got to get him some Haidol. Nobody will know unless he_

19

tells.

18
19
20

the head ts the way to kill her, not hitting her on the foot,
the head. We know that he Is capable of making that choice.

20

r.

j24

Remember, Dr. Asaye's notes say that the defendant claims

We know that he's capable of knowing that hitting Judy on

not hitting the cat, not hitting the pillow, but hitting her on

no homicidal or suicidal ideations. Whether Dr. Ashaye got it .

21

wrong, whether he didn't ask the right question or whatever,

22

that is still what his notes say. I assume, then, that either

23

he didn't ask the right question-or the defendant didn't say

24 he had better put a glove over her mouth. That's what he did.
25 I had forgotten that until I watched that again yesterday, that

those things or that the defendant wasn't thinking those things

We know, as the Court knows from having just recently seen
the video tape, that she Is capable of making a noise and that

70

68
I

1

l2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

at the time and they changed later, If that's what we assume.

1·

he put one of those gloves over her face so she couldn't cry

But nonetheless this is based on self report.

2
3

out.

it's been my experience, and I'll bet it's been the Court's

4

Intending to do what he calls the three-shot kill, which I had

experience, that when mentally ill people take medication and,

5

never heard of before, but that is stabbing her in the neck, In

get feeling better, they oftentimes decide they don't need

6

the heart, and in the -- under the arm. But he couldn't do that

Third, the defendant has to take the

pill every c:lay. And

We know that he Is capable of knowing and understanding and

medication anymore. They don't like the side effects. They

7 that day because of the way ~he was laying. He couldn't reach

feel good. They don't want - they think they're no longer, so:

8

her to do the three-shot kill, So he had to change his plan and

to speak, crazy and quit taking that medicat1o·n, which starts us

9

hit her on the head first with a dumbbell and then in the heart,

10

all over again.

. Now, then, he has to self report If his condition changes ·.

11

then under her arm into the side.
And, of course, we know-he had the presence of mind to make

12

and a new doctor has to make those findings. ·And if ariy of

12

a plan to call off the friends, to change the answering machine

13

those things fail, the consequences will be or could be and will

13

message, to hide from the neighbor, to concoct the story and

14

likely be as catastrophic as they have that brings us here

14

negotiate. We also know Interestingly enough that he has the

,15

today.

15

presence of mind to walk six or seven miles from Normandy Street

16

all the way across town In the night to Overland and Cloverdale.

1&

1

17

I guess that's what brings me around to this. I'm not sure

18

label him schizophrenic, whether-we label him anxious and

17
18

19
20

depressed, or label him as being within normal 'limits on the

19

testing. I don't think that the labeling makes much difference.

20

MR. BOURNE: Yes. And he said --

21

What _makes a difference Is what the defendant Is capable of. We

21

THE COURT: On I84,

that It makes a difference what label we put on him, whether we·

22

know,· all of us here In this room, know what the defendant Is

22

23

capable of regardless of what doctor says what about his mental

23
24
25

24 condition. We know that he's capable of an unspeakable crime.
25 We know that he's capable of being a bully, of being aggressive
7 of 33 sheets

THE COURT: He nrst hitchhiked.

THE COURT: Or tried

MR. BOURNE: He says that.

to.

MR. BOURNE: And he says he had the presence of mind while
he was walking to try

to hitchhike and

then get a ride from a

security guard, which all suggests that he has the social skill

to be able to convince somebody In the middle of the night to
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71

let him get in the car, and drive him places:
There are a bunch of other details that I haven't gone over
r
,
because I know the Court has, but the point is that whether we
I
call this a psychotic break or we label him schizophrenic or we
I
label him depressed or anxious, I'm not sure it matters because
I

•

what really does matter, as I see it, Is we know what he's
I
capable of. As long as he's capable of those things, I don't
I
think we can - we as a society are safe from him.
I
.
So I'm sorry for re defendant. I'm certainly sorry for
his family. They seem like decent, honest; God-fearing people

1

And what schizophrenia is is it's a thought disorder in this

2

partlcular assessment of the paranoid variety.

3

And I guess, again, Judge, I want to emphasize to the Court

4

that Mr. Bourne speaks to the Court that at least three things

5

must be satisfied before you can be safe in assuring the public

6

protection in releasing or considering a release time for Ethan

7

Windom. There must be a correct diagnosis.

8

9

And before I get Into some length about Drs. Estess and
Beaver's assessments, I just want to draw the Court's attention

10

to the difference In credentials. Both of those person are -well, Dr; Estess is a medical doctor and dlplomate In

11

who are trying to do be right thing and balance the Interests

11

12

that they have to balance between -- with the rift In their

12

psychiatry, a Ph.D. Dr. Beaver's a clinical neuropsychofoglst

13

family. I have great respect for them for that. But my job and

13

who's also a dlplomate. These people are highly credentialed.

14

-- is to recommend the protection of the public, which I think

14

I don't think they're strangers to your courtroom. And

15

is the Court's job. A~d I -- I can't see that·there Is a way

15

certainly In the case of Dr. Estess, a person who the Ada County

16

16

Prosecuting Attorney's Office and Mr. Bourne specifically have

17

that I can say, Judge! if we give him a ten~year sentence, he'll
I
be fine In ten years because he won't. Or If we give the

17

used for decades, this person, Dr. Estess, who's all about

18

defendant a 20-year ~entence, he will be fi~e in 20 years

18

criminal responsibility, whatever the mental health status of an

19
20

because he won't. 0~ If we wait until he ls;ln his 40s,

19
20

Individual and that Is why I urged him to write a letter because

violence drops off, but the mental illness won't and he won't be

21

any real substance in terms of accomplishing anything. And he's

22

not - you know, he Is not generally a friend of the defense

23

bar, Judge, to state the obvious. Quite the opposite In fact.

21

I

..

I

okay In 20 yea~.

.

I

_.

22
And I don't - as I tried to do the math in this, I can't
23 think of a comblnat1oh of years that will put him In a period of
24 time In his life that hJ won't be mentally ill; when he won't
I
•
25 have to self report, w_hen he won't have to take the medication

I

~

n

In effect, Judge, he was the treating doctor in Ethan's
case of
.
•

Dr. Estess has !:>een called -in scores of cases, if not
24
25 hundreds of cases on behalf of the State. And certainly some of ,
74
1 the biggest cases even in recent memory, State versus Payne,

1

that will keep us safe from him, that the medication will be

2

under circumstances ~here It will for sure work In the right

3
4

quantities. And I'm I with the situation,
Judge,
of asking
.
.
the Court to fix life. I just don't think that there's anything

5

else that we can feel bonfident In and we can be protected from

5 of the state of Idaho and the Ada County Prosecutor's Office in

6
7

him. Thank you.

6

.8
9
10

11

11ft

I

:

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Odessey.
I
MR. ODESSEY: Can I get about a five-minute break before I

2

first degree murder, death sentence, Dr. Estess. State versus

3

Hall, first case consult, access to Mr. Hall. Not called as a

4

witness, as I understand ft, but definitely Involved on behalf
that matter.

7

He testified In State versus McDermott, a first degree

8

capital case held In this bulfdil)g not too long ago, a few years

give my remarks beduse I'm going to take some time.

9

ago. So this is a person, Dr. Estess, who's not at the beck and

THE COURT: welll take a five-minute recess.

10

call, but readily available to offer his measured expertise on

11

behalf of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney and Mr. Bourne, In

(Recess)

j

I

12 particular In State versus Hall, and I believe Mr. Bourne also
12
THE COURT: Mr.1Odessey.
13
MR. ODESSEY: Thank you, Judge. I'm going to take some of 13 was Involved In State versus Payne.
So passing reference to that connection by Mr. Bourne I
14 the Court's time this htornfng because I'm ~ofng to go into
14
15

detail -- and I mean

+

disrespect to Your ~onor because I. know

16 you are very careful Ill reviewing the material, but these four

'

15
16

think is insufficient In that.the depth of the professfonal

1

relationship that Dr. Estess haJ with the Ada County Prosecuting

!

Attorney is well past a quarter century vintage.

17

or five Inches of paper detail here, I think, a. lot of the

17

18
19

background to my riuest of the Court to Impose a life sentence
In this case, Judge, because schizophrenia will not go away, but
I
to Impose also the ml!ndatory minimum of ten years. And I

18
19

satisfied. The correct diagnosis. Dr. Estess sets forth In

20

great detail, as does Dr. Beaver from a little different place,

21

realize that this case \s In a bit of an unusual posture In

21

If you

22

terms of cases of this i"ature that come before the Court because

22
23
24
25

And that Is the tragedy of this case, Judge. There was not a

20

I

23 of the fact there was a psychotic break.
24
Now, rm not herJ.I to parse definitions with
. counsel who
.
25 really didn't offer one other than it Is a break with reality.
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

Mr. Boume says there are three things that must be

wlll, comes forward and tells you that correct diagnosis.

correct diagnosis sooner. If there was, by most people's
account Judy Windom would1 be with us today. That's the tragedy

of this case.
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1

The self reporting that he talks about, I'm going to detail

1

the school people, professionals, and not effectively diagnosed
or treated, not meaningfully addressed.

3

Judy, his mother, along with Kathy Windom, his stepmother,. along

2
3

4

with Craig Windom, all -- and as you heard~ from brother Mason,

4

available target. H_e then was arrested, So he tells us, Ethan

•2

that in my remarks about Mr. Windom, Ethan Windom -- along with

He goes on to say that his mother was the most readily

5 ail in concert, if you will, tried to facilitate that first
6 criteria Mr. Bourne set out, the correct diagnosis, and that .

5

Windom does, at the outset that whatever Mr. Bourne was

6

characterized as negotiating, that I did this. Now, he doesn't

7

Ethan was the one who came forward in the school setting, which

7

know why. He doesn't know why. And the why, which is really, I

8

I will detail, as well as through counselors about these

8

think, the important P,art in this Court's evaluation of what

·9

disturbing, troubling thoughts. And when you read this

9

society's protection requires in this case, but the why Is that

10

paperwork and put that alongside with what Dr. Estess and Dr.

11

Beaver contributed, it does mesh. It does make the story whole.

10

he was mentally Ill In ari active psychotic state. That's the

11

point.

13

mental health condition, that Ethan Windom suffers that

12
13

14

condition that could fairly be documented from the last three

14

Thursday I'm going to commit this crime. That was not the case,·

15 years, 8th, 9th, 10th and now 11th grade on. And it has
16 steadily progressed. It progressed to the point that back on
17 January 25 of this year an unspeakable tragedy was committed at
18 the hands of Ethan Windom.
19
He's never said different, Judge. He has been self

15
16
17
18
19

Judge. What the case was was that evening, that night, yes,

12

And the story is that Ethan Windom suffers from a real true

This was not a plan that on -- on this -- I forgot what day
of the week It was. I knew It at one time. But on this

Ethan Windom had been prescribed medications, and,. yes, Ethan
had compromised himself perhaps unwittingly in grinding up the
Wellbutrin and doing some of the other things he shouldn't have,
in taking more Klonopln than he should have. Agreed. But when

20

reporting. He has been so self reporting, Judge, that page two

20

you read Dr. Estess who prescribed these kinds of medications

· 21

of your presentence report-_ and my compliments, by the way,

21

and Is aw<1re of the effect of those medications as well as Dr.

22

Judge, to the author. Your suggestion of that person and

22.

Beaver who is well aware of the effects of the medications, they

23

counsel's stipulation to that person being the author of this

23

are really aware of what went on here In terms of the driving

!24

report I think generated a very thorough, comprehensive report.

force. The driving force was this bulldlng mental illness to a

I 25

And I'm not sure If It's four or five Inches tall, but It ts

24
25

psychotic state.

76

78

1

voluminous and accurate and I am happy to have this material to

1

2

work from and I think the Court has a great aid in having that

2

are sentencing Ethan Windom on in terms of protecting the

3

quality of work before Your Honor to review.

3
4

community In -the future, which clearly is your concern as it

4

But on page two up front and early, Judge, that's just ·

5

after the face sheet, the last full paragraph on page two,

That's what this case is about, Judge. And that's what you

ought to be.

5

Lori Heindel wrote a really touching letter, Judge, and her

6

Judge, the presentence Investigator speaks to Detective Duggan

6

presentation this morning was -- and if you were touched as

7

who Is going to be questioning alone and confronting the

7

Ethan was -- I hope you noticed, Ethan was -- his eyes welled up

8

defendant getting the truth from him after securing the promises

9

that we've heard so much about, about having the solitary jail

10

cell, just parenthetically doesn't that show how insecure and

11

unsophisticated that Mr. Windom is and what kind of thought

12

disorder was apparent at the time of arrest, that time of 25

13
14
15

January.

18

self report, I don't know what Is. If It Isn't acknowledging

17

responslblllty, I don't know what It Is. He said the need to

18

kill someone had been building In him for some time and his.

So after he talks about having a solitary jail cell, the
defendant admitted that he killed his mother. If that's not a

8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19

mother was the most readily avallable target. That's what he

19

20

tells the case officer detective who's Interviewing the acaised

21

the morning of the discovery of the body.

20
21

22

What we do find out from Ors. Estess and Beaver In their

23

evaluations Is that the Intrusiveness of these homicidal

24
25

thoughts, the persistence of those homicidal thoughts were ,
building to a crescendo In the fall of '06. That was noted by

19 of 33 sheets

22
23
24
25

with tears as well because it Is a sad, sad thing that this
tragedy that Ethan has caused has rippled out In some many
directions and none of It good. None of it good.
The Heindels In my experience, Judge, are extraordinary
people In a lot of ways as are most of the people that
contributed to this presentence material through their letters,
Judge. These are bright people, articulate people. These are
people who have Insight. These are people who really are trying
to grapple In many ways In the most extraordinary, difficult
circumstances. The loss of a loved one, whether It's a
daughter, sister, mother, dear friend, dedicated career person,

a person who had a lot of heart and lot of the love.
I ask, Your Honor, today when you think about what the
appropriate sentence is this case bear In mind what two of
Judy's brothers told you earlier today, Jeff and Bob. That what
Judy was about was helping people, that she was a loving,
caring, nuturlng person. That was her character. That's what
Judy was about. I mean no disrespect to Mason or Judy's memory,
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1

l

but that's what she would want today, Your Honor. She would

2

want a loving, canng, nuturlng outcome. As awful as this case

•

I

3 is, I still believe that bdcause that was her character. That
4 · was the person she waJ.
.
I

5
6

And it Is true that l'm sure Ethan was boorish, if not

7

verbally abusive, If not bxtremely difficult to ll~e with In the
I
fall of '06 when his me ta1 health was deteriorating to the

8

extent that it was. I don't dispute that, Judge. But she stuck

9

in there with him and J.e•rr document what efforts were made
I
.
especially In that time frame. But still driving her was that

10

81

79

1

1

middle of a psychotic break, that he was not correctly

2

diagnosed, that he was not correctly treated. Is Mr. Bourne's

3

position to warehouse every mentally ill person because those

4
5

conditions are treatable and mamigeable, but Incurable?

6

speaks to what Dr. Beaver found on page 13. She talks about the

Your presentence investigator in summary form, Judge,

7 ongoing need for psychiatric care and the risk for violence will
8 drop as he moves into his 30s. That's based on real data,
9

Judge. That's not out of the sky or some speculation. That's

10

an informed opinion. That's a person who studies these things.

11

loving, caring, nuturlng Icharacter that never stopped even when

11

That's a person who has spent his life and career involved with

12

it gottough.

12

these things.

13

I

13

And certainly it's conditioned upon certain things. It is

14

was asked by your presentence Investigator how he feels about

14

conditioned that he continue to comply with his medication

15

having committed the chme. And recognize, Your Honor -- it is
I
the second full paragral)h way down the page above the prior

15

regiment and he's appropriately monitored by mental health care

16

providers. That ls why in this case we made sure that your

records section~- bear In mind, Judge, that Interview occurred

17

presentence investigator had all those releases necessary to get
all of those records, not only from the county jaU, but

On page eight in ~e presentence report, Mr. Windom, Ethan,

16
17
18

at a time after Ethan w~s correctly diagnosed and correctly

18

19

medicated.

19

elsewhere in terms of the efforts that Ethan and his family made

20

to get a diagnosis, to get the treatment.

20

I

And more Importantly, and I as a person who saw him days

I

21

after his arrest and Dr. Estess who saw him days after his

21

22
23
24
25

arrest and for the contlJuing ten or eleven months that have
!
passed since have seen 1a steady progress, have seen a steady

22

and that's his -- I don't quite know how to s-ay it -- he

23

prescribed medication and that medication was taken dutifully by

improvement and a constant ongoing refinement of the treatment
,I
regimen, especially the _kinds of medications taken. And the

24

Mr. Windom.

And, remember, Judge, that even though Dr. Ashaye missed It

25

Dr. Beaver further goes to this, which I think is

82

1
2

ongoing consistent comlllance by Ethan to th~t regimen a: the

1

continuing.self report1nd by Ethan as to any symptoms he may be
I
experiencing and the ongoing dlmlnlshment of:any homicidal

2

the protection of society, Dr. Beaver saw no signs of any

3

3

significant underlying personality disorders which would

4

ideatlons and ongoing dlmlnishment of lntruslv¢ thoughts, the

5

lessening of his depression. All of those thing!i are documented

care should the defendant one day transition back into the

6

in the records from the jail as well as Dr. Este~·s written

4
5
6

7
8
9

report.

l

And certainly I can . ouch, having seen - Mr. Lojek or I
visiting with Mr. Windo1 on a weekly basis without fall, we have

7
8
9

10

witnessed that steady Improvement. We have witnessed the change 10

11

in his bearing and thought processes.

12
13

I

I

·

And when your Investigator asks Mr. Windom -- and this was

I think we aJ down to the 30th or 31st of October,

particularly important, Judge, in your consideration in terms of

Interfere with appropriate adjustment Including mental health

community at some point in the distant future.
What that tells you and what those evaluations by Drs.
Beaver and Estess tell you, Judge, is there's no Access II here.
Those of us who are in this business very much at this level
certainly, you will see the antisocial personality disorder

11

assessment, you will see the oppositional defiant

12

characterization or you'll see some kind of characterologlcal

13

disorder oftentimes with people who commit very serious

14

I
six weeks orso ago, he's substantially improved. And he says,

14

offenses. It's not uncommon. In some ways it's expected.

15

"At times I feel hopeleJ because It was I that have hurt my

15

done in --

In those cases that I have contact with ~ I n Individuals

16

mother and the rest of J,e family. I wish that things had not

16

who I think manifest that, and I'm not a trained psychiatrist or

17
18
19
20
21
22

occurred as they did. I love my mother and

wJII always miss

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

psychologist, but I have been In this business long enough to

23
24

25

her.• Isn't that the most Ironic thing that you read, Judge?
I
The person who caused rer death misses her•. Because the person
before you now Is not the same person who took her life on
January 25 of '07. It's idlfferent person, Judge.
Mr. Bourne will hav you believe that anybody will know
what he's capable of.

J1s
I

is horrific event.

No question. So

this person on January 25, '07 was capable of a horrific event.
I
We know that. What was not known at the time that he was In the

· 01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

25

r

get a feel for It, I'm not too surprised too often when an
antisocial personality disorder characterization Is put out
there, It fits .and when that fits, the Court has to take that
into mind.
Then you oftentimes see In conjunction with a mental documented, verifiable true mental health condition, behavioral
condition, characterologlcal disorder, and sometimes see
polysubstance abuse layered over the top of It. What a jumbled
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83

mess for you to sort out, as you know. Those complicating

1

in a secured medical or other mental health facilities In the

2

state mental prison system. He knows what it Is. As I have

And I remind the Court-of the obvious, and that is to say

3

said, he's a person who has testified a number of times on

4

Ethan Windom is -- Well, technically he doesn't have a record up

4

behalf of the state of Idaho prosecutor cases. He is all about

5

to this point, A misdemeanor battery record from juvenile cou_rt·

5 · criminal responsibility all of the time.

6

was dismissed that I'll address In more detail, but he is a

6

7

complete neophyte In the system, Judge. He is not a

7 After reviewing all of the things that he tells you he has

8

manipulator. He is not smart enough ·to manipulate Ors. Estess

8

9

or Beaver. And they have the test -- Dr. Beaver had the test '

3

factors in other cases are not present here.

9

reviewed, from the police reports to face to face time with
Ethan, social workers, family, clinical records that were

10
11

as Dr. Estess' ongoing assessment and refinement In review of

11

with, or. Beaver, and he tells you straight out, Judge, that

12

charts with Ethan, social workers, nurses, and all of that. So

12

when we first saw Ethan on the 29th of January of this year, It •

13

this Is not a person who Is, as Mr. Bourne would somehow refer,

13

was obvious from the first encounter he was acutely psychotic,

results evaluated evaluating that at some great length as well

10

He tells you In his letter a bit of the dilemma he has.

supplied by Andrew Layman and others, Dr. Tim Ashaye, he spol<e

14 capable of pulling wool over anybody's eyes In this regard. ·
15
Later in that same page, 13, In the presentence report, the
16 second full paragraph from the bottom, when asked about the Idea
117 that the defendant would not be trustworthy In the future to

14

he was suffering from revolving psychotic llluslonal Illness for

15
16

some time prior to his arrest.

17

rational, logical building up to, this horrible tragedy. But

18

18
19
20

unfortunately after this tragedy occurs, it is to be explained,

19

comply with the medicinal and counseling regimen, Or. Estess
says there is little to support that theory when one looks at It
hard that the defendant was trying to get help and alert other

not excused, to be explained because Ethan has taken
responsibflity first with Detective Duggan at the time of

of his problems even before becoming properly diagnosed and

21

arrest, telling Or. Estess what happened, telling me what

medicated. This goes to the self report and this goes to the

22
23
24
25

happened when I first met him. This is not a person ducking

compliance Issue that Mr. Bourne raises. Ethan Windom did what

24
25

. This is a culminating event, Judge. That doesn't have a

he could, Judge, and, frankly, I think In some ways more than
you would reasonably expect. He did what he could. Kathy

responsibility or accountability, Judge. This is not that case.
I'm not here to tell you to excuse him. I'm asking Your Honor

to fashion your sentence such that It does truly maximize the
86

84

1

potential to protect society.

1

Windom did what she could. Judy 'Windom did what she could.

2

Craig Windom did what he could do. They should not be faulted

2

3

or feel guilty here. The diagnosis was missed, but not by them

3

well familiar with. They are very substantial and ongoing. And

4

I think that now we're in a refining process, that we're in a

4 and not for lack of effort on their part or Ethan's part.
5

The medications listed there, Judge, I think that you are

5

position where lt works, where Ethan's in pretty good shape
mentally.

In page 15 and details Or, Bec1ver's evaluation in speaking with

6
7
8

Dr. Estess. •rt appears to this investigator that it is

9

perspective, It is my opinion. he wouldn't be Iii the contrary set

She tells you -- the presentence· investigator tells you,

6

Your Honor, when she was In contact with him, smiling, polite.

7
8

and answered all questions asked of him. Page 14. She goes on

9
10

unlikely either of them would disagree that had the defendant's

11

mental illness. been properly diagnosed and treated, he would not

10

He tells you, Dr. Estess, in the third page of his letter
that had Ethan received appropriate care from a psychiatric

of legal circumstances that he is and he would have a biological
mother still alive to care for him and be supportive to him.

12

11
have murdered his mother.• And she states her recommendations· 12

13

for the Court. That Is the truth.

self reporting, as Mr. Bourne did, It seems to me -- and I'm

14

13

And this Is an author, Judge, who _has decades of experience

He tells -- he speaks above about the efforts, talks about

14 quoting, Judge, from the second actual paragraph from the bottom

15 doing presentence reports. She has done many, many serious
16 cases. She Is very well equipped to sort the wheat from the ·
17 chaff. She Is not going to get bamboozled. Dr. Estess Is not·

15

of that third page of Dr. Estess' report, "It seems to me to be

16

Incredible that this young man's cries for help with thoughts

17

and Ideas that were absolutely beyond his control were not

·18 going to get bamboozled and Dr, Beaver Is not going to get
.19 bamboozled. You're not going to get bamboozled. That's their
20 assessment because that's the truth.
21 ·
The reason that I had Dr. Estess forward his CV, Judge, Is
22 because this Is a person who has lnstltutlonal experience. This
23 Is a p~rson who was the Board of Corrections psychiatrist, as
24 you see on the bottom of the first page of his CV, for 23 years, ,
25 1973 through '96, He saw the worst of the worst that Idaho has

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

recognized as the early signs and symptoms of a quite serious

~1 or 33 sheets

psychotic Illness.~ · Ethan was not keeping It a secret, Judge.
Of course, Dr. Estess, who's no stranger to the sentencing
proi;ess In the Ada County courthouse, tells you In the fourth
page of his letter, '7hls Is the first serious episode of
disorganization, responsive, Intrusive, delusional and psychotic
material. I would point out that this young man made very

significant efforts to get him some treatment. He described to
Page 83 to 86 of 132
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87

1

those around him Including treatment professionals his concern

2

that he was going to be a harm to others. A person,

I

.

3

particularly a young Jerson, could do little more than Ethan did

4

5
6

to try to get himself some help prior to the time he engaged in
I
behavior that would result In such a tremendous set of
I
problematic circumstances for him along with the loss of someone

7

that was Important

8

committing the murder of his mother was entirely the product of
his Inappropriate, org1anlzed and psychotic process that was
I
evolving above and beyond his control."
.

9
10

I

•

I

ui him.

1
2
3
4

disorder. And what happens? His grades start to drop. ·Not

5

surprising. It's consistent. It is real. It's a mental

6

illness, Judge, that. was simply missed. Tragically so.

earlier on, 9th grade in particular and 10th grade to the first
semester certainly. He was a solid A, B student. Then you see
the progression, the tandem progression of his disorder, thought

7

It Is my perspe~ve Ethan

In the conclusion part of Dr. Beaver's report, Your Honor,

8

he tells you that, yes, lie Is going to require ongoing mental

9

health care, but he is complaint with this and appears to have

10

insight as to the necessity of his care and treatment. Ethan

11

knows he Is better. He has been the one that's been solicitous.

12

He has been the one who Is self reporting. He goes on to tell

13

He detailed furth~r In that paragraph the relative
I
insignificance of the driving up of the Wellbutrin and of the
I
other things that he did, that this is a genetically-based

13

you that as people move Into their 30s, their risk for future

14

illness from his famnJ tree. And he tells you, Judge, that he

14

aggression drops precipitously.

11
12

15

has been perfectly corpliant with any recommendations with

15

When you go back in these materials, Judge, I started a

16

respect to treatment ~hat Dr. Estess has ma.de for him in the Ada

16

timeline, but perhaps in the Interest of time I'm going to try

17

County Jail. In fact, he has been solicitous of treatment for
I
his thoughts, his confusion, depression and his sleep. All of

17

to cut it short because I know you have a full calendar this

18

afternoon. I just think that it's so Important, Judge, and

19

that's why I gave you the additional e-mail this morning, that

20

in the fall of '06 things were coming to ·a head, things were

18

I

19
20

these things have improved as a function of, the medicine he has

21

He goes on, as counsel noted, that Ethan in his judgment Is

22
23
24
25

received.

I

eligible for lnpatient/Jutpatlent treatment. Dr. Estess knows

I

well, Judge, that there's
I a ten-year minimum
.. In this case., I've
said that to him and he knew it before I said it. This is not
his first case of a serlrius criminal charge In Ada County. He

I

3
4
5

22
We have the September 28th event where the abnormal
23 psychology teacher, Miss Farley, is concerned. She speaks to
24 Ethan and -- he's well liked. She checks that off. He is
25 smart. He is a good student. But this preoccupation with
90

88

1 knows exactly what's at stake.
2

21 · building. And some of this -- a lot of it Is documented.

I
He opines, Dr. Estess, that I think he wpuld be compliant

1

things violent concerns her and that sets off a series of

2

people, Mr. cada, and others who are Involved In trying to

3

figure out what is going on here and they hc1ve a threat

with treatment recom~endations whether incarcerated or whether
I
he was an outpatient In a more liberal set of circumstances. He
.
I
.
does not, In my opinion, have any evidence of an underlying

4 · assessment and they discuss it and In the end not much Is done.
5

They talk to Jason Hennick (phonetic). He's the behavioral -at St. Al's Which used to be St. Mike's counselor -- excuse me,

I

6

personality disorder. There Is no evidence that he has any sort

6

7

of sociopathlc or antisbcial personality characteristics. MY

7

school counselor-- he's the psychologist. Mr. Layman's Is St.

8

experience -- which is 1enormous. My experience in this area
I
.
would make me feel that Ethan is a good candidate for probation

8

Al's. But all of these people, Layman, Hennick, teacher Farley,

9

vice-principal Stanley, SRO Brian Jones, who's the one who

9
10

I

-

or parole at any point In time In this particular legal process.

10

talked to vice-principal about the threats of homicidal --

11

thoughts of homicidal things, people In positions of authority

12

have never heard of abythlng like that Dr. Estess. Quite the

12

are alerted. People in positions of authority are Informed by

13

opposite.

13

Ethan and they do what they do which clearly isn't enough.

14

Dr. Beaver's report,
I Judge, details at greater
•.. length the
kinds of contacts, the background he gave you. Of course, Dr.

11

15

16
17

I have never see~ anything like thc11: from Dr. Estess. I

I

·

What happens, Judge, is that, you know, you have things

14
15

like Cary Cada set out that he talks about sending it to Judy,

Estess was not hired b~ my office, Judge, as·you gather. Dr.

16 that he has fears of losing it, doing serious damage to others.

Estess Is the in-house ~sychlatrlst at the Ada County Jail.

17

He also said Ethan, that he was seeing a psychologist or

'18

That's the way he camr Into contact with Ethan.

18

psychiatrist to balance his emotions, but he's quote, unquote,

19
20

THE COURT: I a"l well aware of Dr. Estess.

19

not balanced yet. Talk about self reporting. Apparently his

21

MR. ODESSEY: Thank you. or. Beaver reviewed again, as Dr.
Estess did, Andrew LaJman, Dr. Ashai's written materials and

22 others. He tested exh1ustively. And when you see that -- 5 or
I
.
23 6, whatever It is, the transcript, Judge, that was admitted
I
24 earlier, you see the deterioration of the grad~ point average in
25 school academic perfotmance where Ethan tested out at average
01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

20

feelings are really scaring him. ,.,is teacher, Miss Farley, Is

21

very concerned, as well thinks the world of Ethan, and is scared

22 forhim.
Ethan was a liked child, Your Honor. Ethan was a liked
23
24 student. Ethan was a person who applled himself academically
25 and was getting himself in a compromised deteriorating
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93

91

teachers to watch behavior. So the school was on notice and

B.S. level, bachelor of science level, counselors and helpers

1
2

that he was exposed to, they didn't see it. They just didn't

3

•

circumstance which he didn't understand and unfortunately the

see it.
I'm looking at a part of the police discovery as appended
to the presentence report and the number printed on the bottom
of that page as 257, It fs third -- fourth packet of material,
Your Honor. And I'm looking at a report referencing the 12/18
event, the 12/18 event when the misdemeanor assault occurred at
the school. We are talking about now five weeks before the
taking of the fife of Judy Windom. The September event occurred
and after there was the October 12 continuing task force
assessment of Ethan's progress and status. And on December 18
the school resource officer talks to the person -- excuse me,
school resource officer Jones talks to the person Ward who Is
the victim of the assault and also speaks to vice-principal Tim
Stanley. They talk about what happened and then lie arrests·
Ethan for battery on school grounds and calls for an officer to
transport him to detention. This Is SRO Jones authoring this,

;

Your Honor. "In the office while I was writing this report,
Windom was talking about his thoughts about being homfcldal and

22

that his meds were not working property,•

23
24
25

be taken into custody and Is still continuing to self report, is

Again, Judge, this Is a person who fs In trouble going to
still continuing to say I'm complying, but it is not working.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

there were certainly some attempts to address the problem.
And, ag~fn, Judge, this goes back to the September event of

the 28th· that's documented In the materials of page 389 of the
prosecutor's pagination number. And it just wasn't enough. It
just wasn't done right.
And that's really the saddest part of this, Judge, Is that
Ethan really was compliant. Ethan really was sincere and
earnest In seeking help. _He had help by his family. In fact,
his stepmother and father will tell you, Judge, that they'd
welcome him in their home If and when that's possible.
The classic question is asked, okay, this Is what we have.
Would you lee him live with you? You have it in writing that
yes, we would. Clearly it has to be under certain conditions.
He has to continue what he's doing. He has to continue being
compliant. He has to continue to self report. He has to
continue to follow the diagnostic setting in terms of what fs
required. If there are refinements, improvement in the
medication, fine.
You have before you, Judge, stlll a juvenile. He Is two
months away from his 18th birthday, just over two months away.
This is a young man who's got not one jail topic report. Not
one. A person who's been completely forthright and compliant
with the medical treatment staff at the jail. A person who's
gotten along with all of the guards. Because of the nature of

94

92

1
2

I'm still having these Intrusive homicidal thoughts.

3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

his charge and age, Judge; he does not have much contact with

We have further In the presentence report, Judge, the

1
2

report and further verification of the incident on the 18th of '
December. Again, people In position to know, Mr. Cada and

3
4

other Inmates. In fairness· he doesn't have much opportunity to

others, talk about what Is going to happen. Ethan gets a couple

in his self report and that's why there's been steady

to the school psychologist. Ethan when he is getting

5
6
7

transported tells the SRO that the problem remains.

8

the course.of his stay In the Ada County Jail. He is a person

of days suspension out of ft and referred to police and referred

When you look at the materials that detail the ongoing team
approach, If you will, Your Honor, of trying to assess Ethan's
circumstances and what could be best done to help him, clearly
efforts were made. There's .no question about that, that
Mr. Cada, the school counselor, and these mult-disclpllnary team
notes of October 12th, '06, which Is in the presentence report;
as prosecutor's page 386. On the bottom of the page he talks
about Ethan having vision·· this Is from Mr. Cada who testified
earlier today - Ethan having visions of a violent crime and
hurting others. This Is October· 12, Judge. Afraid he will lose
control. E-mailed mother Judy •• that's the e-mail that I
provided you, Judge, earlier -- who's a special ed teacher
herself and has some traumatic brain Injury herself. Michelle
Farley, who Is the abnormal psych teacher who expressed concern.
Spoke with him and he's seeing a psychologist and on meds.
Ethan living with stepmom. Will let her know to get him Into a

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

other inmates. I will tell you that he has no problems with
do that either. But he Is a person who's most importantly
correctly diagnosed • .He's a person who's completely forthright

improvement and refinement of his regiment of medications over
who wants to do the right thing. He's a person who tells us of
remorse. He Is a person that tells us he wrongly took the life
of another and doesn't know why. Ors. Beaver and Estess tell
you that, not as an excuse, as an explanation.
So what we do have, Judge, is a person who the law says has
to have a consequence. The law says Your Honor has to protect
the community and I think this community can be best protected
because schizophrenia doesn't go away with a llfe sentence to
make sure that for the rest of Ethan Wlndom's natural life he

•

will be supervised and monitored, But that's all that he needs,
Judge. But protection of society Is not your only
consideration, Your Honor.
Rehabilitation In many ways has already commenced, already
commenced by the correct diagnosis and course of treatment and
complete whole hearted participation by Ethan In that treatment.
Deterrence. Judge, this Is a psychotic break. There Is no

counselor today •. Not In school today. Cary will e-mall all
specific real deterrence In a person In that circumstance. As a
23 of 33 sheets
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I

.

2
3

be and that's due to E~an Wlndom's condu~ and that warrants

4

punishment. Idaho Code tells Your Honor that punishment In this
I
case must be not less .than ten years. It will put Ethan at his
I
late 20s, assuming that he continues this flawless conduct In

5

6

7

I

~

.

I
custody that he has to, date. What does he have to predict his
I

8

future behaviors? His :past behaviors. The very stressful

9

circumstance where he was actively psychotic, where he was In a
I
bad way, It's much ea;ler now In the sense that his Intrusive

I

.

10
11
12

homicidal ldeatlons are not part of his dally life, that he Is

13

circumstances has much Improved that way. And If there was

14

going to be a problem l1n jail, I would have guessed we would

able to sleep, that he'J not depressed. His life's

I

.

I
15 have seen that early on. But we've seen none.
I
16
So I think It Is fair to say, Judge, that this now 17 year
I
17 old who has spent onjseventeenth of his llfe)n custody, the
18 only time he has really ever been In custody, Your Honor, has
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

97

95

general deterrence I'm not sure It has much efficacy.
I
The bottom llne Is Judy Windom Is not here and she should

demonstrated by his plrformance that he Is riot a management
I
.
problem to the people :who are In his control, the people who

I

monitor him. So we know by that, that his future behavior Is
I

probably going to be good as long as the proper course of
I
medication is continuing to be administered, that he continues
to share and be open ~ith the treatment providers.
That being the caJe, Judge, he Is ready to be released In

I

1

future, as much as they did when -- before this event. I know

2

that they love me, but I know that there Is still some anger

3 toward me. So I hope that this will be - I will be able to
4 get back In time, you know, to see my family because I want to
5

be able to help them with everything that I have done.

6

I want--

7
8

THE COURT: Mr. Windom, you have to face me. I. never allow
you to face the victim.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

THE DEFENDANT: All right. At this time I will apologize
to each and every one of my family members and friends ofmy
mother, Judy. I'm sorry, Mother, that I have -- that I have
done wrong to you. And I just hope that you forgive me for
everything that I have done. I tried to be a good son to you,
but maybe at times I Just didn't know that I was out of control.
I now look upon that and know I have done bad. But I hope that
you forgive me for all of this.
Now'I apologize to my grandparents, my grandpas and
grandmas on both sides because my Grandpa and Grandma Heindel

19

are the parents of my mother. rm really sorry, Grandma and

20

Grandpa. I feel like I have failed you and I know It really

21
22
23
24
25

hurts you guys. I know you all were always very dose to Judy.
I know about all of the times you talked to her over the phone
every day. I know that I wasn't as close to you guys as I
should have been, but now that we've talked a lot, we've gained
a lot of Interest In each other. I hope to continue to talk to

98

96

1

the sense that he would not be a threat, but punishment requires

1 you and

2

Incarceration. The statute requires Incarceration. And as --

2

grateful that you still care fer me and I know that in time

3

and maybe that wlll help Ethan have that extr.a nine years or so
to reflect on why It Is h1e Is where he Is because he's the one

3

we'll be healed.

4

Mason, I'm sorry. I know I failed you. I know that I did

that caused It to be so,! Maybe he -- n~t may~e, he was not in

4
5

I

.

see you every week or every other week as planned. I'm

5

a really bad thing. I'm so sorry, Mason. rm sorry, Mason. I

6
7
8

his right mind, Judge. 1But that doesn't help Judy Windom at

6

know that I have done this very bad thing. I hope that you'll

this point In time.

forgive me In the future. I know how much hatred you have

9

said to Your Honor earl,er about her character being loving,

7
8
9

10

11
12

I

I'd just ask you to· keep In mind what brothers Bob and Jeff

caring and nuturlng.

rr

ask you to do the same. Thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Windom, do you wish to make a

I

.

I

I

.

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I do, Your Honor.. _

14

THE COURT: All right.

15

was normal, but things couldn't be possible like that. So I've
tried to apologize to you as best I can.

11
12

statement or present any Information regarding sentence?

13

10

because I know how much hatred I stll! have for me. I wish I

I hope you know how much love I have fer you and I have a
lot of-- I just hope you love me back someday because you're

13 very close and I know that we had a lot of fun times.
14
Unde Bob, Unde Jeff and Uncle Mark, I thank all of you
THE DEFENDANT: IMY name Is Ethan Windom and I am mentally 15 for your statements. I know that you have lost a sister and I

16

Ill. Through doctors anf through observations and tests I'm

16

know that's very hard for you all. I know that you always were

-17
18

told that I'm a paranol1 schizophrenic. As told from my

17
18

nice

19

the right pills. This cau ses me a great grief ti,at obviously

19

to see you guys In this setting. It makes me very sad because

20

wlll never be fixed. ev n though I was In a psychotic state, I

20

we're not all smlllng and having a good. time.

21
22
23
24

treatment doctor, none of this would have happened If I was on

I

1

1

21

still have to take respo7slblllty for what I did, , I did kill

22

Judith Windom. I did kjll a friend, a mother,

23
24
25

daughter, an aunt, and 1a mentor. I am very sorry about this.

a· sister, a

It causes me deep ,grief to know my family has to live with
I

this. I continue to hope they will love me sometime In the near

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

25

very dose especially at family gatherings, We were always very

to each other. It was good to see each other. But I hate

I apologize really very much. I just-· I just hope that
some day that we can move on

to - so things wlll become better

fer us. I apologlze to my Aunt Debbie· who's not here. She was
very. -- the best of an aunt. She Is a very great aunt. I love
her very much and I know that she really has some anger toward
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1 what happened. I know that she has not hatred toward me, but I
,2 know she has hatred toward what happened. I know she wants me

1

THE COURT: I'll note that counsel is present, Mr. Windom

2

is present. First, Mr. Windom, on your plea of guilty to second

3

to be able to come back Into the world properly again sometime.

3

degree of murder, I do find that you are guilty of this crime.

4

I know she does not want me to come in In ten years or I know

4

In an exercise of my discretion in sentencing I have considered

5

she also doesn't want me to come out without a life fixed.

6
7

But I know that Judge Copsey will make the right decision
and I know that hopefully it will be what Debbie would like,

5

a number of things, This Is going to be a lengthy sentence,

6

probably about 45 minutes, and I hope everyone will bear with

7

me, bl!t I think It is Important to make a very cJear record of

8

too. I hope that I can facilitate my problems and I hope that

8

what I'm doing and why I'm doing it. I want to make sure that

9

they'll be pleasant toward you and Debbie.

9

any review court understands exactly what I'm doing -- what I'm

10

11
12
13

that just was mainly small talk, is your mother there, and I

10
11
12

considered the mental health issues. I have considered

said, yes, of course, and I would .hand the phone to my mother.

13

mitigating and aggravating factors. I have considered In

Glenna, I'm glad that I have seen you today. I never met
you before. I've talked to you over the phone a Ottle bit, but

going to do.
I have considered the nature of the offense. I have

14

But I heard all the worid about you. I know you are a very good

14

mitigation, for example, the relative youth. I have considered

15

person and helped a lot with my mother. She was very happy to

15

the fact that he does not have a long criminal record. And I

16
17

have you around and she was a very good friend toward you.

have to say It is the most difficult case I have ever had.

I .apologize to her friend, Melody, also. Melody always

16
17

18

walked with my mother to -- on walks. They would always be

18

crime scene and what you did to your mom, but the entirety of
the case.

Ever. It will haunt me forever. Not just the pictures of the

19

together while walking on a route. But I know that she also

19

20

took my mother out to bars and places to have some fun and I was

20

21
22
23

always happy that my mother got to get away and have something

21 .Mr. Bourne pointed out, I am presented with four different
22 mental health diagnoses in the presentence report, or four

24

just hope·that some day she can forgive me and

25

can forgive myself, too, because I do have some hatred toward

different in her life.
I know that Melody is a very good· friend of my mother and I

I hope someday I

It Is particularty difficult In this case because, as

23

different mental health professionals who have had contact with

24
25

Mr. Windom at various times who have come to either ·a different
diagnosis or a different prognosis. There were two individuals

100

102

1

myself. I know I'D never -- I know It will fix up sometime,

1 who treated Mr. Windom before the murder, Dr. Ashaye and Andrew

2
3
4

but my mother will never come back so it hurts me very dearty.

2

Layman. Dr. Ashaye, even though. I know that Or. Estess and Dr.

3

Beaver disagree with his diagnosis, it Is a diagnosis

4

nonetheless. And that Is it's a presumptive diagnosis, was

I'm very sorry for this. I even apologize to my friends
who -- I know

at times they were goofing around with my mother,

5

but I know my friends really cared for my mother, too. I wish I

5

probably a major depressive disorder without psychotic features.

6

wouldn't have -- I wish none of this would have happened. I

6

And I'm going to read into the record the mental status

7

wish that I could still be able to be at home and see my friends

7 evaluation because I think it Is important to show the

8

and f?e with my mother at time.

8

9

We -- my mother and I always used to love to watch 1V ·

9

'10
11

together and movies together. And it was always nice that we

10
11
12
13

12
13
14

could talk about that.

I apologize to everyone In this courtroom for I am a guilty
person and I -- I do here for every one of you.

I would also like to apologize to my father and my

15

stepmother, Kathy, because I know Judy was a great friend to

differences among tlie mental health professionals.
According to Dr. Ashaye when he met with him In December,
Mr. Windom seemed quite anxious and tense throughout the
Interview, but he made good eye contact throughout, his speech
was coherent, normal rate, rhythm, volume. He stated that his
mode was anxious, his affect was slightly blunted. He denied

14

sufcidal or homfcfdal thoughts, plans or intents and denied

15

auditory or visual hallucinations. Thought processes seemed

16

them both. I know they used to have fights or had anger when

16

logical and goal directed. There were no delusions elicited

17

they first got divorced, but I know now that they passed that.

17

during this Interview. He was alert, oriented to time, place

18
19

route and now everyone was a lot happier. I know that passing

18

person and situation. His memory seemed intact both long term

that anger oft' helped a lot for both of them. I know that

19

and short term. Attention and concentration seemed to be quite

20

hopefully passing that anger off of me will heal for this area. ·

21

I am sorry that any of this happened so please I hope that

22
23

you all forgive me.

24

take five minute recess until quarter of 12:00.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Windom. I'm going to have to

25
25 of 33 sheets

(Recess.)

· 20
21
22

good and he did have some good Insight Into his Illness
realizing that he needed help. Impulse control and judgment
were poor.

23

As late as the end - just the last month before -- It was

24

actually In January before this murder when he last saw

25

Mr. Windom, he said that he saw no psychotic features.
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103

Mr. Windom denied homlcldal and suicidal thoughts.
c

I

During that same time frame he was seeo by Andrew Layman,

I

1
2

other substances In and Dr. Craig Beaver Indicated that may have
exacerbated his symptoms.

3

who was really the counselor. He's a social worker. Toward the

3

So even assuming that he has the dli!gnosls of paranoid

4

end there In January a cordlng to the report presented by Dr.

4

schizophrenia, which Is tl')e tentative diagnosis of Dr. Beaver

5

Beaver, he was concerned there was some evidence that Mr. Windom

5

and Is not a true diagnosis, the pas!;, as was Indicated by

6
7

suffered from psychopathy, which, as I Indicated, we all know

defense counsel, Is the best Indicator of the futu,re. In the

cannot be treated. Tho.se were the evaluations and the prognosis

8

and diagnosis that pres.ented prior to this murder.

6
7
8

9

1'
I

.

I
I

.

I

The two Individuals after the murder who·saw him, Dr. Craig

past he has not been compliant when he was on his own and he's
added other substances in.

9

In addition, I think It Is Important to emphasize that Dr.

10

1 oth people I have high admiration for,
Beaver and or. Estess,!

11

they are very respecte • Dr. Beaver's diagnosis Is Interesting

10
11

12

and I spent some time Lnd I think It Is going to become obvious

12

nature of his psychotic Issues, I would be concerned about him

13
14
15

that I know this presentence report Inside and out. His

13

being vlolent again In the future under those circumstances."

probable schizophrenia :paranoid type In partial remission while

15

Indicate that risk reduces, not necessarily to zero. Those are

16

stablllzed while on medications.

16
17
18
19

generalized research documents that don't necessarily have

17

18
19

20

I

I

diagnosis was a tentatlr diagnosis, and I emphasize that, of

·.

He came to the conduslon that he had been currently
stabilized on several ps;,chlatrlc medications Including strong

I

doses of antipsychotlc medication.

I

Having reviewed ttie medlcal records of Mr. Windom while In

I.

Beaver said, ''That being said, If Ethan Windom should become
non-compliant with his antlpsychotlc medications given the

14

to

He does opine that as he ages, the research tends

anything

to do with Mr. Windom. These are not particular to

Mr. Windom.
Dr. Estess Is a little more adamant suggesting that In fact

20

that not only Is he paranoid schizophrenic, but In addition to

21

that he wlll be fully compliant and Is appropriate for

21

the jall, It Is clear that Dr. Beaver Is correct, he was on

22
23

Increasingly high doses!of antlpsychotlc medication Including

22

probation. There is absolutely no evidence to support that

such things as Haldol. He Indicated that these need to be

23

conclusion. And I say that because In the jail setting there

24

ongoing and most likely wlll be necessary for his life. He also

24

have been a number of times -- and I went through all of the

25

opined, and I want to e~phaslze his opinion, ,;Within the

25

medical records that were provided - over this period of time

I

I

:

I

106

104

1

structured system In which he currently Is In, Ethan Windom has

1

that they have continued to titrate the medications, going up

2

been compliant In taklnb his medications. I wquld also note

2

and down adding new medications at various times because his
alleged psychotic problems have not been fully taken care of.

3

Ethan Windom appears!to have some Insight as to the necessity of

4

him taking his medlcati(>ns and has been compliant with the

5

mental health treatment within the jail setting ;in this regard.•

6

I wlll note for the record that all of his antlpsychotlc

7

medications are lnjectet They were not taken In plll form.

8

He's not given a choice las to whether he receives this

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

medication:

9

10
11
12

I

,

I

I

,

I

·,

Furthermore, when Dr. Estess and the other mental health
people who were working with him In the Jail attempted to get
him to Integrate with other juveniles or to go out Into the yard
and exercise at various times so that they could see how he
would behave and they felt It would be better for his mental
health status, Instead Mr. Windom refu~ed to do that Indicating

I will also note that he has been In his own cell with his

10

that that's not what he wanted to do. As I go through this

own televlslon, his own /phone throughout his Incarceration. He

11
12
13
14
15

sentencing, you'll see why that Is significant to me.

I

Is never mixed with other juveniles or with anyone else. In
I

And what that does Is -- what makes this very dlfflcult Is

13.

addition, Dr. Beaver said says predominantly the key factor Is

14
15

his compllance with psyfhologlcal pharmacological Intervention.

16

Is If he Is released, oneJ that he be treated by someone who

16

Because I don't have a clear path, It Is very Important then

17

understands whatever rhental health Issues he· has; and, two, that
he Is compliant with tha~ Intervention. And the second Is we -

17
18
19

thatI loolc at the facts of this crime and the facts of what was

18
19
20

20
21

the objective of protecting society.

22
23
24
25

society. It Is Important that whatever action I take has the

I

As Mr. Bourne Indicated, the primary thing that's necessary

according to Or. Beave~, that Ethan Windom be followed

I

appropriately by mentalj health providers

to

monitor his

21

medications and psychotic Issues. This Is Important because,

22

contrary to what defense has Indicated, prior to being

23
24

Incarcerated, Mr. Wlndo1
m was not compliant with his medications.

25

who suffers from mental Illness. He abused them. He added

I
I

.

r

He had adjusted them ~t wlll, which Is very typical for someone

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

that while I have great respect for these mental health
professionals, my responsibility cannot be abdicated to the
mental health professionals who are not In complete agreement.

going on In that home over a period of time because I thlnlc both
counsel have recognized that my primary objective Is to fulfill

This case Is about Judith Windom, but It Is also about

effect of Insuring that this never o~rs again.
I also want to point out that not only have I read this
presentence report over and over again since I got It prior to
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107
1

Than~sglving, but in addition to that, I have reviewed the

:

1

my mother. I wish she were dead.• Brlxton said -- he told him
sometimes I just want to kill her and that he observed him
constantly yelling at his mother slamming down on her.

interviews of Mr. Windom within hours of the murder. I, too,

2

3

have gone over those over and over again. I went through the

3

4
5

confession. And we are going to spend some time talking about

4

•2

6

that confession.

'

)

I want to begin first by talking about the history and

Matt, his best friend, ·described how he called her a dumb

5

bitch and he hated her. These. violent thoughts are very

6

disturbing.

7

relationship with his mother, Judith Windom told her ex-husband

7

8

two to three times that she believed that Ethan Windom would

8

murder scene, a day planner belonging to Ethan. And I'm going

9

to describe what's In that day planner. And I apologize to the

9

murder her in her sleep, She told him that. When her body was

Subsequent to the murder a day planner was found at the

10

discovered, every single person who was Interviewed by the:

10

11

police, the very first thing they said is Ethan did it. That

11

12

includes all of his family. That includes his father, his

12

first set of the drawings depicted a naked female being tortured

13

step-mother. That includes all of his friends and classmates.

13

and killed. The female was restrained in some of the drawings,

14
15

Ethan Windom was a well-liked young man. He wasn't a
loner. He was integrated into his high school. And that's

victim's family in advance. It is disturbing.
In the day planner there were a series of drawings. The

14

but not ih others. Between the two pages there were seven

15

females being killed In seven different ways. I have looked at
those pictures. They are extremely disturbing.

16

borne out by the presentence report. His brother Mason and

16

17

others as well as Ryan describe how Ethan controlled the

17

18

household. He abused his mother over a period of time. He ran

18

and shot In the face. The second depicted a female with her

19
20

the household. He tQok it over. He made her move from the

19
20

head cut off by means of an ax. The third, a knife stabbed in

master bedroom to the smallest bedroom. I'll just describe for

21

the record how small that was. There was very barely room for

21

depicted a female being cut in half with a chain saw and stabbed

22
23

22
sort. It was extremely small.
23
He took over the next larger bedroom when his brother moved 24
25
out and put all of his toys in there, his weights. He took over

in the neck. The sixth and seventh drawings depicted a female ·

24
25

twin beds, a dresser, and it looked like a rocking chair of some

The first drawing depicted a restrained female being hung

her mid torso •. The fourth female was hanged. The fifth female

being killed with a chain saw.
There were also handwritten messages that said, "Kill
everyone. Cut them Into pieces. Fry organs like heart and

110

108 ·

1 the living room. The living room was all devoted to Ethan. ;
2

And contrary to what Mr. Windom Just said, the evidence In

3

the presentence report is he and his mother didn't enjoy a good

1 brains and see how it tastes. Heart is an okay organ to eat if
2 fried.•
3
There was a second drawing· dated December 7th and that was
4 of a naked female being restrained with nails in her hands and

4

relationship. They didn't sit. and watch television together.

5

That didn't happen. In fact, when you look at the description

5

chains on her feet. The drawing also had a chain saw inserted

6

of how the living room was set up, there was a large, very nice

6

into her vagina;

7
8

chair for Mr. Windom to sit and watch television and play his

7
8

being shot multiple times by a gun and there were written words

9

that could not be read.

9

video games. There wasn't a chair next to him for his mother.
· All of his friends and classmates describe Ethan Windom as

10

saying over a period of time, "I hate my mom. She's such a

10

,

The third drawing depicted a Judge, a pig, a police officer

Mr. Windom expressed an extreme fascination with anything

11

bitch. I want to kill her." He -- they describe him openly

11

12
13

discussing killing people. Those that actually went to his home

12 · house. And as we're going to discuss In a minute, during the

described how he treated her as a servant. Michael, who was one

13

interview he talks about that in detail. He was extremely

14

of his good friends, although we are going to ge!t to what he

14

fascinated by a movie and a book called American Psycho. He was

called Michael in the Interview, said Ethan Windom often spoke

15 fascinated with psychology, psychopaths and schizophrenia, He
18 had taken psychology as a sophomore, which is early. Normally
17 they don't take that until their junior year. This year he had
18 - and the year of the murder he had been In abnormal psych,
19 which Is how he came to the attention of the school officials.

15
, 18

of wanting to kill people and wanting to be a famous serial

I

17

killer, In fact, when Andrew Layman diagnosed him as pos!ilbly

18

having psychopathy or being psychopathic, Ethan Windom,

19

according to Michael, was excited and happy. Ethan Windom told

20
21
22
23
24
25

him he didn't love his mother or anyone.

dealing with serial killers. That was found throughout the

20
21

talk about his -~ they were his best friends. Mathew lives

had always been difficult with severe anger Issues and ·he

22

across the way. Michael and Matthew are cousins. In the

personally witnessed Ethan threatening harm to others with

23

Interview they talked about how he was mean to his mom. This Is

comments like, "I'm going to rip your head off.~

24

Immediately after the murder. That h~ runs the household,

Austin, a friend since 7th grade, said that Ethan Windom

There was an Interview with Michael and Matthew where they

25 treats her like
After Christmas he said things to Mr. -- to Austin, "I hate
27 of 33 sheets
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I

1
2

Throughout the movie Bateman tells people of his homicidal

he would have told them. They stated he was using creatin,

3

people as well. Bateman tells people in the movie he was

which is a protein and Jroteln powders.

4

insane. Ethan has told friends and students he was a

5

psychopath. Bateman says in the movie - suggests something

1

asked - the officer asked whether he had been using steroids

2

and both Matthew and Michael stated they didn't think so, stated

3

4

I

5

113

111
.

I

•

I

Michael told me that Ethan is obsessed with the movie
I

,

thoughts and Ethan shared his homicidal thoughts with many

6

American Psycho which he told me ls about a serial killer. He

6

horrible Is happening inside him that he cannot explain. Ethan

7

told me that Ethan everi patterned certain behaviors In the movie

7

made a similar statement about something going on inside of him

8

after the main character in the movie. For example, the main

8

and having feelings he cannot explain. Bateman watches movies

9

character would get up In morning, shower, apply a face mask

9

about killing as does Ethan. Bateman has meaningless sex with

10

I

10

11

like the kind that cfeanJ out one's pores, peel off the mask,
I
.
take another sho~er anp apply more cream to. his face. And he

11

Interrogation that. he. had had meaningless sex with a female at

12

did those things himself, In fact, the officer found many of

12

the Edwards cinema. After killing a male subject in the movie,

13

those items in his bedrc]om and in the bathro~m.

14
15
16
17

females in the movie, Ethan bragged to the officer in

13

Bateman changed the answering machine to reflect that the victim
would be out of town. After killing his mother, Ethan changed

carefully making it in rors, Michael stated that Ethan

14
15

the answering machine to reflect being out of town for the next

approached him about Wanting to try cocaine, :but was dissuaded
I
by Michael. Ethan bega·n to crush his prescription medication

16

week.

17

I

The character In the movie apparently snc;,rted cocaine after

Bateman is very controlling of the women in the movie.

I

Ir

.:

18

into a powder making it'lnto rows and snorting it as though It

18

Several people identified Ethan as very controlling with his

19

was cocaine.

19

mother. Bateman was into material possessions and expensive

20

products. During officer interviews with Ethan, he continued to

20

Michael then made

~omment that he thoLJght Ethan had

21

killed his mother. The officer asked Michael why he thought
that. He said -- stated fhat In the movie the main character .

21
22

mention material things in his life and expensive colognes and

22

23

killed a girl and then chf nged her answering machine to say she

23

Bateman snorted cocaine in the movie with rolled-up

I

body wash, and I, too, in those interrogations observed that.

24 was out of town in Europe. He stated that as long as he had
24 currency. A rolled-up dollar bill was seized by Detective Smith
I
25 known Ethan, the familY,'s answ_!!ring machine _had the same generic 25 from Ethan's home with a white powdered substance attached.

I

.

114

112

1

message that it came from the factory. When;he attempted to

1

Bateman made a comment In the movie about being a child of

2

call Ethan at home that ~oming to find out wliat was going on,

2

divorce. Bateman was obsessed with working out. Ethan is also

3

Ethan's voice came on the answering machlne'•and stated they were

3

obsessed with working out. Bateman wears a suit and carries a

4

briefcase during the movie. Eth~n has been wearing suits and

5

carrying a briefcase since the eighth grade. Bateman kills a

I

4 .not home, they had to go to Washington becai;ise of family
5

l

problems and he probably would not be back f9r a week. Matthew

6
7
8
9
10

stated that he and

I
Ethar:i had
I

masks in the morning. Michael and Matthew told detectives that

behavior was mimicked rr seemed to mimic wnat was in the movie.

6
7
8
9
10

11

In the movie Bateman, who Is the main character and who is the

11

cover. Ethan had a white mattress and white comforter cover.

12
13

murderer, kills without Jrovocatlon and purpose. Ethan told I
this ls after he confessed. And actually contrary to defense

12 And during the interrogation he makes a very significant comment
13 -- he comments about how Important that white comforter is to

14

counsel's statement, he !didn't confess at the outset and we are

14

him. He talked about that during that Interview.

15
16
17
18
19
20

going to get to that In a 1m1nute.

15
16
17

they were stupid. Ethan told me he does not like his friends

MR, OOESSEV: I s;ld he confessed, I never said he said --

18

In the movie how powerful countries' businesses are taking over

during the time we talked with him he confessed, that's correct,

the world and Ethan became angry when Detective Smith didn't--

not at the outset. I nev~r said that.
I
THE COURT: Well, that's what I understood, but he did lie

19
20
21

at the very beginning.

22

21
22
23
24
25

been together last night and Ethan

had not mentioned anytring about it at all.
One of the officers went and got a copy ofAmerlcan Psycho
and watched it and he nbted the following ways In which Ethan's

l

~

I

MR, OOESSEV: I didn't say that.
THE COURT: You

5fI Id --

I

MR, OOESSEV: we'know that.

I

.

THE COURT: Ethan, told me that he was not provoked by his
mother, but didn't have !a specific purpose for killing her.

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

bum In the movie. Ethan made reference in the Interview about
going downtown and killing bums. Bateman used facial scrubs and

Ethan uses facial scrubs and masks from and those items were
found. Bateman had had a white mattress and white comforter

Bateman talked In the movie about using his friends, how

because they are stupid.· He just uses them. Bateman discusses

said he didn't have an opinion. about Wal-Mart i,ushlng mom and
pop stores out of business.
After killing numerous people In the movie Bateman called

23

his secretary and told her he wouldn't be in the next day.

24

Approximately at 1: 18 in the morning, seconds after the murder,

25

Ethan called Ashley Gargen and reported he wouldn't be In to
28 of 33 sheets
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115

1 school the next day or probably the day after that Bateman

•2 · makes a couple of references In the movie about needing to .
3
4
5

return a movie. Ethan had rented movies in his residence the
night of the incident.
Bateman makes reference to Ted Bundy In the movie. Ethan

6

spoke of Bundy's intelligence in my interview with him.

7

Actually quite more than that Bateman was cunningly

8
9

confrontation with the investigator attempting

to locate one of

the men killed in the movie. Ethan was confrontational during

IO

Interviews with the officer and that's very dear from what I

11

saw. Ethan had a large figurine in his bedroom of Patrick

12

Bateman, the person in American Psycho, and the figurine is

13

wearing a suit and carrying a brief case. Bateman makes

14

reference to other serial killers in the movie. During the

15 ' interview Ethan made several referen~ to serial killers and

16

expressed lils expansive knowledge and understanding of them. He

.17

mentioned several by name.

8
9

Bateman in the movie had Jean Paul Gaultier luggage. Ethan
uses and is apparently obsessed with John Paul Gaultier

0

products. During the interview that is discussed at length. He

1
2

Is very concerned about cologne, et cetera, that he wants and he
explained how expensive these are and how his mother bought

3

those.

4
5

As I indicated, I watched these interviews over and over
again. I do not -- there's nothing in the record to suggest

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

a vr~ry interesting discussion.
In the first interview where he is being interviewed
initially by -- what happens is Detective Smith kind of takes
over and Detective Smith says something which Ethan reacts
pretty.strongly to and I don't think the reaction is unusual.
Detective Smith talks to him about how they know that he had not
left -- that nobody else had come to the premises because they
had surveillance 24-7 on the house, 360 degrees around his
house. And Ethan, quite frankly, his reaction to me was fairly
normal. He reacts and It Is pretty clear. He's, like, saying
to Detective Smith, "How stupid do you think I am?" And It does
become very confrontational because Detective Smith Insists that
they have these videos .. Ethan at one point says, "Show me. You
thjnk you kilow what I did. Tell me what I did.• He

is·- he's

animated. He Is using his hands during that.
After this goes for a while, the officer at this point,
Detective Smith, says, "Well, was this another part of Ethan
that committed this murder?" And Ethan laughs. He says, "MPD,
multiple personality disorder, don't work." He says, "MPD, got
more than a bunch of personalities.• He says, "I get Into smart
people's heads. Everyone Is too easy to figure out. I know al
of the symptoms of schizophrenia." And he -- he uses a phrase
all the way through and I think the officers misunderstoO<I when
he was saying that He says Holmes and they write it h-o-m-e-s,
and what he really says Is Holmes, H-o+m-e-s. That's what he

116

· 118

1

that any of the mental health professionals ever reviewed the
video. So I don't know if they did, but I did. My observations

1
2

is saying, Detective Sherlock Holmes. He says, "Holmes, you

2

3

of the video of Ethan Wlndom's interrogation, which induded

3

And It Is about that point when Detective Smith gets Into

4

when he wasn't being asked, are these: He had good eye contact

4

him and he started using sort of gangster type language. He

5

throughout with the officers. He wasn't talking hyper. He

says to Smith, "You think you are smarter than I am. I have

don't know me.•
.

.

6

wasn't acting depressed. His speech was coherent. It was the

5
6

7

normal rate, rhythm except when he became angry. And I observed

7

controlled. I can see people and their wants and desires. I'm

8

him become angry especially with Detective Smith. And In my

8

smarter than anyone I know. I can tell them exactly what they

9

view from what I observed, and I watched it several times, it

9

want to hear. I ain't got nothing in common with my friends. I

10

was because Detective Smith was treating him like he was stupid.

11

At one point when it became dear that Detective Smith was

12 treating him as though he was stupid, he kind of lapsed Into
13 gangster type language and it appeared to me he was mocking the
14 detective. We are going to talk a little bit more about that in'
15 a moment.
,,.
16

He was alert. He was oriented as to time and place. He

street smarts. I feel sorry for you because you are the one

10 just watch people. I watch them and I see them. I can easily
11 say what they want to hear. It's fun: People are stupid.
12 They're easy.•
13
They get Into a discussion about .American Psycho and
14 Mr. Windom, they ask kind of whether he's Influenced by American
15 Psycho. His response, he says, "Only stupid people are
16 Influenced by those things. People should be able to take

17

knew where he was. He had a good memory. His thought process

17

18
19

was logical. His answers showed that he understood the
questions. He seemed relaxed. But for the description of how

18
When asked about his best friend Matt, he says, "Matt's an
19 idiot." Asked why he's a friend, he indicates, "He's got better
20 weights. I just want to use his weights.•
21
He says -- when Detective Duggan is Interviewing him, he
22 says, "Did you notice most of my reference books are all on
23 psychopathic minds?" He says, "I admire psychopaths. They're
24 the smartest group of guys. And they're the most Interesting.
25 They have an exciting life,• He says - he says, "Now, Dahmer,

20

he killed his mother, his answers really were not that unusua.f.

21

And I wlll talk about those In a minute.

22
23

head for a period of time and It appears that he has succeeded

24

when he is asking Detective Dugga"! about his sex life and about

25

his -- why

At one point he actually tries to get into Officer Duggan'!i

.9 or 33 sheets

he wasn't married and

those. kinds of things. It wu

responsibility essentially for their actions. n
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t

•

1 he was a sissy. Gacey! he was smart. He was in the Republican
2 party. He was, I think] a deputy sheriff.• But he says, "Now
3

j

·:

4

Bundy's, he had a great life. He was extremely smart.• And he
I
.·
talks about what the J4dge said to Bundy at that. time.

5

Then he tells Detebtive Duggan, "Most people are weak and

6

stupid. And they're toJ dumb to create their own way. That's

7 •why they use the booJ.movie as an excuse. He says he hates
I
•
8 Tarantino movies, they're stupid. He calls his mom a whlney
0 ,

.

I
9 baby; He says, "Want to know how to have the power? catch the
I

121

1

to juvenile. He is going to go to the main place, but he

2

wouldn't be in the general population. And he asked about his

3

own cell again and Duggan asked him, "Why do you want your ow

4 cell?" He says, "I like to be alone. I don't have to share
5

with some guy.• He asked him again why. He says, "I would

6

prefer It.• I wouldn't be disturbed al"!d I could actually get

7

some sleep.•

8
9

get.• He says, "Yeah," and he says, "I don't have my contact

So at that point the officer said, "I will see what I can

10

hand and then they have no power,• and he Is talking about

10

lens case and I don't have any deodorant. 0 I already knew --

11

parents.

11

you know, because Duggan at that point says at that point, "You

12

I

Throughout the first interview and the second Interview.he
•
I

13 continues to insist that:Ithere is this stranger that
comes in to
.
14 the home and that he could hear the murder and knew what was
15

I
happening. And this stranger forced him to take this knife,

16

this Winchester knife, +d stick it Into his mother's brain.

12 know, I don't think you are going to be released. I think you
13 did it.• He says, "I already know that you think that I did it.
14

I already know the outcome.• The interview stops and at that

15

point he goes -- Duggan goes -- I guess finds out whether he can

16

have his own cell.

17 That's what he continued to say. He admits fairly early on that

17

Before I describe the third Interview, I want to note a

18

18

couple things about the crime itself. In this case Mr. Windom

19

used gloves. He changed that the answering machine to say,

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

I

. .

he put the message on·when he is asked, "Why did you put the
I
message on there?" That he walked and he avoided calling the

I

police. He is trying to explain, "Because I know I would be the

I

20

21
He then gets into a discussion with Detective Duggan which
22
is extremely interestlnJ about someone named Dr. Robert D. Hare, 23
I
H-a-r-e, who's the foremost expert on psychopathy. He spends
24
I
quite a bit of time talking about that, how he's read two of the
25
number one suspect.•

I

.

·_

"Hey, this is the Windom residence.• This Is after the murder.
"If you are trying to reach Judy or Ethan, we are actually out
in Washington right now. Having a little trouble with family
problems so we are going to take a trip out there. I'm sure
we'll be there and back by next week. 0
At 1:30 he also leaves a message with Ashley who is the

120

122

1 books. One Is Without a Consdence, and the,.other one I think

1 · girlfriend of his best friend across the street to --

2

is called Snakes in SuiJ or something llke tha.t. Those are the

2

apparently she said that they would -- she would always go pick
up her boyfriend in the morning and pick up Ethan. The message

3

books they found at th~ scene. I have actuaUy read those

3

4

books. They are very interesting. They describe in detail

4 said he wouldn't be at school tomorrow and highly doubtful he

5

things that you look foriin a psychopath. He said in fact he

5

would be able to go to school the next day. He said he would

6

6

talk to them later. He stated he felt like crap. Asked her to

7

tell Matt that the doors would be locked if he came over and

8

checked out the web site and looked at the psychopathic
I
.
checklist of how to tell someone's a psychopath.
I
Detective Duggan it that point asked him, he says, "Do you

9

think you have some of those characteristics?~ And he gets a

8
9

apologized for calllng so late. And then said, "I reallze I

10

He then leaves. And according to what he tells the

11
12
13
14

officer, he leaves to hitchhike on the Interstate. He is seen

7

10

I

-

I

big smile on his face and he says, "No, psychopaths don't
I,

11

respond well to lrritabilify and most of them are impulsive and
I
.
12 I'm not impulsive." He then goes back and he says, "Besides you
13 can't diagnose anyone Jnder 18 with psychopathy.• And then he
14 also added this, he sayJ, "I can't diagnose my,self."
15
He then -- they ge~ Into a discussion abo'-'t brain Injury
16 and essentially he had done a paper on brain injury and

ain't going to be able to call you in the morning. See you.•

by the neighbor from across the street whi;,'s Matt's kind of like
a stepfather and someone who knows him. And it's about 1 :30 in
the morning. He sees him. He attempts to flag this Individual,

17 children. He explains Detective Duggan the fact that he
18 suffered a brain Injury from •• in a childhood accident when I

15 attempts to flag Mr. Windom down. Mr, Windom hides. This
16 lndivldual tries to find him because he's wondering what he Is
17 doing out so late.
18
He throws away the knife. There are actually two knives.

19

think he was about fou1 He discusses that and how It affect

19

20
21
22

people later. He said that he was really Interested in it.
I
,
Toward the end of ~at interview he says to the officer --

20

rest of her body and the one that he leaves in her brain. And

21

he finally after he's unable to get rides on the Interstate and

because the officer sayJ( "Do you have any questions?" He says,

22

when asked where he was going, he said anywhere. He then is

23

23

able

24

"Yeah. Where am I going after this?" He says, "Well, wait here
.
I
and I'll find out,• Duggan explains. Then he ·s:!lys, "Do I get my

25

own cell?" Duggan expl~lns that In fact he Is not going

bfI

.

I
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I

to go

There Is one that he stabbed his mother ln the heart anc:J the

24

to make it to his father's.
And that brings us to.the confession. I toyed with

25 actually showing the confession here In court because I think it
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123

1
·2

is extremely interesting, but I think it would be very difficult
for the Victim's family to actually watch. I am, however, going

3

to be stating for the record some of things that he said. It ls

4

graphic and

5

meaning to upset them, but I need to make a very clear record of

i want to warn the victim's family that I'm not

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Smiling again shaking his head, he says, "No problem at all.

22

That's how easy it was.• And he smiles.

23
24
,25

what it Is that rm going to do.
When the officer comes back in for the third interview, he
tells them that he is going to be able to have his own room. He
can do that. He asked him - when Mr. Windom asks for how long.
He says, "Well, up until this case is resolved.• He Is
comfortable. He Is relaxed. He smiles repeatedly when he finds
this Is going to happen.
And he's asked, "Okay. You need to tell me; you need to
tell me the truth." He says, "Sure I_did It." He shrugs his .
shoulders. He says -- the officer says, •r need more detall. •
He says, "Yeah, I did it.• "How did you do it?" "I whacked her
In the head.• And he says it extremely matter of fact. He
says, "How -- the officer says, "How did you whack her in the
head?" He leans forward and he is smiling and he says in a
fairly quiet voice, "Easily.• And he's asked how easy was It?

The officer, "Tell me about it." "What do you want to
know?" "What started it?" "I was up at night. I was
twitching.• He had indicated earlier that the medication, he

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

''No.• "How long did you hit her?" "No, I first hit her a
couple of times,• and he shrugs again and he looks like he is
trying

to remember. He says, "Then I stabbed her with a knife,•

and he smiles. And the question is, "What knife?" He smiles
broadly, •a knife.•
Then he -- he llkes to use things like Charlie or Holmes.
He says, "Charlie, you give me something extra If I tell you
where It Is?" "What else can I give you, man?" The officer
asked what more can he give you and with that, Ethan Windom
unfolds his arms, leans forward and points to himself and leans
forward relaxed and he asks -- he asks many questions about the
process to have him put into jall. And he says -- he gets into
a discussion of his concerns about his things, his deodorant.
He says, "My personal hygiene stuff.• And he gets very
demanding about how he wants those things In jail. He wants the
officer to guarantee that he can have those.
And he starts bragging about them and how expensive they
are and that's when he gets into a description of his stuff. He
tell them where he can find It in the house. And he starts
talking about how it's Arman! and John Paul Gaultier and the
officer has no Idea what these are. He explains it laboriously.
He even spells it for him. He says, "Yeah, the whole set. John
Paul Gaultier is $100." Then he says, "Okay. I will see if I
can work on It. I can't make any promises.• He says, "I hit
her two more times, less than ten because I didn't have the

126

124

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

felt, was causing him to twitch. He says, "It's a'growing
inside me, a need for a klllln'. • He was up late.

1
2

strength after that. She's still making noises. Then I stabbed
her in the heart a couple of times." "With what?· "The knife.•

3

He says it very specifically with a smile. "Which knife, the

4

Winchester knife;" which. js the one that's In her brain.

whacked her with the weights. The only thing around.• "Where

5

Smilingly he says, ·No, with a special knife." And he smiled.

did you whack her?" "In the head.• He acts exasperated rofllng

6

He got It from his brother's apartment. He described the knife

his eyes upward. He says, "How many times?" "I didn't count.•

and he says, "I know how to use a knife.• Again, he's smiling,

either she was making noise or her" -- I will use -- "'ring'

7
8
9

brain was making noise.• "What kind of noise?" "Kind of a

10

hissing sound. Could have been her fucking .brain. Kind of; uh,

11 talking about and so he asked him to describe It. Very quietly
12 he says - and he shows him where these are. I'm not going to
13 go into detail where the three-shot kill Is.
He says, "I couldn't get In, though, the fast part because
14
she
was
sleeping like this.• And he qemonstrated how she was on
15
18 her side. He says, "All three and you're dead." He turned her
17 over and stabbed her -- according to what he said, stabbed her
18 In the thigh and then heart. Then he says, "Because I was
19 thinking where" -- he says, "I was thinking• -- I was feeling
20 where my own heart w~s, • and he gestured to his own heart, "to
21 make sure that I got It right.•
22
Then he says he stabbed her and she's still making -23 hissing Is coming from her and her heart gurgling, "I don't
24 know what the hell It was so I stabbed her In the lungs. I

She asked whether she had -- "She did not do anything to
make you mad?" "No," shaking ·his head shrugging.

•r just

"Approximate guess?" "I don't know. I don't remember. It was

gurgling. Kind of -- yeah, gurgling, hissing.• He
demonstrates how he uses the weights. He picks it up in his
hands and he puts it over his head and he shows a repeated
whacking motion.
~Do you know how many times?" "Yeah, just whacked her.
Wasn't sure If she would scream or not.• That's when he talks
about having his hand over her mouth. "One wasn't good enough?"
"Guess not. Wasn't sure If she was going to scream or not. I
couldn't tell If she was alive or not.• And he crossed his arms
about this point.
"She continued making noises.• "Loud noises?" "No, small
noises,• and he kind of shrugs, He Is maintaining good eye
contact with this. His voice Is modulated. "But I hit her.•

"Real well. Real well. Real well. But I could not get In the
angles to do the three-shot kill.• That's the thing that
Mr. Bourne was talking about. The officer has no Idea what he's

"Until the noises stopped?• And that's the question. He says,
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I

127

1

puzzled and looks like he Is thinking about it, "before I

2

stabbed her In the lungs. I can't remember. I think I stabbed

3

her in the lungs and then

4

129

1
2

Wlndom's My Space page. Apparently when people have a My Space

I slit her throat."

3

one of the things they do, among other things, Is to have a

How many times did you stab her In the lungs?" He thinks

l
I

.

I

When I look at all of these things, I'm drawn back to Ethan

4

quote. Eth~n's quote Is this. "It Is impossible In this world

5

for a minute, "Quite a few.: I don't know. There's a lot of

5

to empathize with others. We can ail. empathize with ourselves.•

6

stab wounds and they are not superficial.• "Real deep?" He

6

I understand that that comes from American Psycho.

7

says like -- and he starts Jmmng. "Never seen actual skin be

f

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

mouth."

17
18

.

tom apart hke that, like paper but worse.• Big smiling.
"Worse?" "Yeah.• SmilinJ. You know -- and he explains that.

I

7

In a case like this, I agree with both colJnsel, there are

8

many statements made by the victim's family In this case. There

9

are no winners In this case. Everything Is a tragedy.

He says, nvou know day? Kind of that thing. Yo!,l just spread

10

it apart. That's how it Is. ·It is elastic. Would kind of just

11

Everything.
I'm left with a couple of things. I don't know what Ethan

rip. He makes stabbing Jotlons. ''This knife, the one that's

12

Wlndom's mental state Is. I only know that this crime was

thrown out Is a monster."! He said, "I wasn't sur~ she was stlll

13

brutal. The pictures will live with me forever. I can only

alive and then the blood started pouring out and then I thought

14

imagine what his mother went through the last couple of years.

It might be making noises~ but I had to make su~. I had the

15

It Is a tragedy. I don't know which mental health professional

glove over her mouth the 1whole time or what I thought was her

16

has It right. But I tend to agree with Mr. Bourne, assuming

17

that Dr. Beaver and or. Estess are correct and Mr. Windom Is a

/

.

:·

I don't know that I want to read the rest of it. He said

I

.

19

he waited to hitchhike anywhere. And he said when asked by the

20
21
22

officer, "How do you feel jbout what you did? He has a big

i

smile on his face and he says, "Nothing." "You don't feel

I

nothing about It?" Big smile again, "Nothing at all.• "Do you

18

paranoid schizophrenic,

19

society requires a couple things. If Mr. Windom Is let out, the

20
21
22

he be treated by a mental health professional who really has It

as Dr. Beaver Indicated, the safety of

safety of society, according to Dr. Beaver, requires that first

right and we can have no assurances of that. The second thing

23
24

I
feel good about It,• he's asked. Sort of a light laugh, "Don't
I
.
feel good about it. Told you I don't feel nothing. I don't

23
24

work and that he. doesn't play with his medications. And I don't

25

regret nothing. I already! knew It was going to end this way.

25

know that I'm willing to trust that.

1
2

J

Is that he actually takes his medications and that they actually

130

128

1

My primary concern In a sentencing like this Is protection

a'growlng Inside me." Ajd he was asked why. And he says,

2

of society. Mental health professionals cannot guarantee that

3

"Because It Is fucking stupid." He says, "Only Andrew Layman, I

3

Ethan Windom will be compllant or his medications will work or

4

started expressing thing, to him about how little I cared. He

4

that he wlll be under proper treatment. We know In jail he has

5
6

thought I put so much hate Into this world and I told him,

5

continued to titrate his medications. We know that he was .not

'Holmes, I don't even use energy to hate. It is already there.'

6

compliant before he entered Incarceration. We know that he Is

7

He was the one who knew. He's the dosest My psychiatrist, he
I
,
probably -- his problem Is that he talked to my stepmom too much

7

still Isolated from others. We knqw that he has continued on

8

8

occasion to have bad thoughts even while In jail. We know that

9

so anything she told him'. that's mainly what he went on. He

9

the only reason -- we know that he Is compliant because his
medications are being Injected. I cannot gamble that Ethan

People didn't listen to m • And I told them exactly. It Is

I

I

.

I
r

.

10

didn't knew much about/nothing. I had my guy, Andrew Layman,

10

11

send the psychiatrist a letter, but I don't know what it said."

11

Windom wlll be compliant or that he wlll receive the proper care

12

12

or that the medications will continue to work against some

13

years.• And he was asked, "Why your mom?" He says, "The

13

potential victim. Society deserves better than that

14

dosest person. I was th~nklng - he says, "Clo~est person. I

14

He says, "I've had these thoughts since 8th grade, for four

I

Fixed life Is -- It Is one of the harshest sentences that .

15

was thinking about golni downtown and stabbing a couple of bums,

15

we can hand down and It's reserved only for those offenses that

16

too, They're worthless bums. You know what,. they live on the

16

are so egregious that It demands an exceptionally high measure

17
18
19

fucking streets and makb up all of these excuses of why they
don't work. Just lazy. If she wakes up, she would have spoiled

17
18

cannot successfully be monitored In society to reduce the risk

my plan. Besides I was 1golng to klll bums anyway. Why not add

19

to those who come In contact with him and that Imprisonment

20

to the list."

I

,

I

I

:.

of retribution, or that the evidence Indicates that the offender

20

until death is the only way to insure that we are protecting

21

At the very end he says, "There are things In life you are

21

society. In my view that Is the case here •.

22
23
24

not meant to understand. I'm one of them. I wasn't meant to be

25

whether I screw up thei.r head or not."

22
23
24
25

·

I

•

I

Bourne. I shouldn't have. I should have been•!ln the hospital
I
most of my life. I will do whatever I fucking want, not care

I

01/11/2008 02:02:53 PM

.

And to a reviewing court, potentially a new Judge to
sentence If my sentence Is overturned, I strongly urge them to
watch the Interviews carefully because they are the best
evidence of what was happening at the time of this murder. It
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1 is so brutal and so heinous that I believe that a fixed .life
• 2 sentence is appropriate. I do not do that lightly. i have only
3

on one other occasion given fixed life and It was for these

4

similar reasons. I do not know which mental health

5
6

Beaver suggested.

7

professionals is right, but I have to rely on what Dr. Craig
Therefore I sentence you to the custody of the Idaho State

8

Board of Corrections under the Unified Sentence Law of the state

9

of Idaho in an exercise of my discretion for an aggregate term

10

of fixed life years. I'll specify a minimum period of

11

confinement of life.

12

I remand you to the custody of the sheriff of this county

13

to be delivered to the proper agent of the State Board of

14

Correction in execution of the sentence. Any ball is

15

exonerated. Credit will be given for the 321 days that were

16

served prior to entry of this judgment.

17

18
19
20
21

,

It is further ordered that the defendant provide a DNA
sample to the Idaho Department of Corrections pursuant to Idaho
Code 19-5501. Because of the nature of this sentence I am not
imposing court costs, public defender reimbursement, fines or
re~tutlon in this case.

22
Now, Mr. Windom, you do have the right to appeal. If you
23 cannot afford an attorney, you can request to have one appointed
24 at public expense. Any appeal must be flied within 42 days.
25
And, again, I apologize to those who have been sitting
132

1 here. I know it would be difficult to listen to some of this.
2

In my view it was necessary In order to make a dear record as

3

to why I'm doing what

4
5

6
7

rm doing.

We'll stand in recess.

MR. ODESSEY: Judge, I'm going to keep the presentence
report pending the filing of a Rule 35 motion.
MR. BOURNE: I'll do the same, Judge.

8

9
10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

1

2

STATE OF IDAHO

3

County _of Ada

)
) Ss
)

4

5

I, _KIM I. MADSEN, Official Court Reporter for the state of

6

7

Idaho, hereby certifies:
That I attended the hearing of the above .. entitled matter and

8

9

reported in shorthand proceedings offered, adduced and

10

proceedings had thereat; th~t I thereafter from the shorthand

11

record made by me at said hearing, prepared a typewritten

12

transcript of said proceedings, including all court rulings

13

therein; that the foregoing pages constitute said transcript and

14

that said transcript contains a full, true, complete transcript

15

of said proceedings had thereat to the.best of my knowledge and

16

belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this

17
18

-/1!!'--aay

of

, 2008.

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

'
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerf(
By SUZANNE SIMON
OE'PUT''

IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner-Appellant,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent-Appellee

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
MOTION TO WITHDRAW

COMES NOW Lori Nakaoka, pro bono counsel for Ethan Allen Windom, and
hereby seeks leave to withdraw as counsel on appeal for Petitioner-Appellant Ethan, who
is indigent and who is, by separate motion, requesting the appointment of the State
Appellate Public Defender's Office or other appointed counsel to represent him on
appeal.
DATED this 11th day of March, 2016.

Lori
o a
Pro Bono Counsel for
Ethan Allen Windom
1

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW
000523

.

e
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Lori Nakaoka, hereby certify that I am employed in the County of Blaine, Idaho;
I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action; my business address is
671 First Avenue North, Ketchum, Idaho 83340; on March Jg_, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing on the following:
Jan M. Bennetts
Shelly Akamatsu
Office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_

By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

2

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW
000524
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com

MAR 15 2016
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clark
By SUZANNE SIMON
f)f'D\rf'•

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL ON APPEAL AND THE
PREPARATION OF REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPTS AT COUNTY
EXPENSE

COMES NOW the above-named Petitioner/Appellant, pursuant to Idaho Code
sections 19-852, et. seq., and 19-4904, and hereby moves the Court for the appointment of
counsel on appeal and for the preparation, at county expense, of the reporter's transcripts
of the 12-11-2015 hearing on the State's Motion for Summary Disposition and the 2-222016 hearing on Petitioner's Motion for Leave to Amend the Petition.

1

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL

000525

e
Appointed counsel is required because the case involves legally and factually
complex issues of equitable tolling; fundamental constitutional rights such as due process,
the effective assistance of counsel and the prohibition against cruel and unusual
punishment; Appellant is unschooled and mentally ill, has been incarcerated since the age
of sixteen. The appointment of counsel is essential to the fair adjudication of the issues.
Good cause exists for the appointment of counsel and the preparation of the
reporter's transcripts at county expense exists because Appellant is indigent.
This motion is based on the Declaration of Appellant filed in support of this
motion, the papers and pleadings on file in this case.
Dated this LL.I, day of March 2016.

Respectfully submitted by,

~

----··'

Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan A. Windom

2

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL

000526

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on March_, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Jan M. Bennetts
Shelly Akamatsu
Office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL

3
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Lori A. Nakaoka, ISB # 5746
LAW OFFICE OF ANDREW PARNES
P.O. Box 5988
671 First Avenue, N.
Ketchum, ID 83340
Tel: (208) 726-1010
Fax: (208) 726-1187
Lnak@mindspring.com
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CHRISTOPHER D. AICh. (~imi:
By SUZANNE SIM:'.:{('.'
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Pro Bono Counsel for Petitioner
Ethan Allen Windom
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
AFFIDAVIT OF APPELLANT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON
APPEAL

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF ETHAN WINDOM
I, Ethan Windom, declare as follows:
1.

I am the Petitioner-Appellant in above-captioned matter.

2.

I am indigent and do not have the financial resources to retain appellate

counsel.

AFFIDAVIT OF APPELLANT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

1

000528

•
3.

I am incarcerated and have been incarcerated since the age of sixteen.

I am currently housed at the Idaho State Correctional Institute in Boise, Idaho.
4.

At trial, I was declared indigent and was represented by the Ada County

Public Defender.
5.

On appeal, I was declared indigent and was represented the State Appellate

Public Defender.

6.

On my state post-conviction petition, I was represented by pro bono

counsel, who has informed me that she will no longer be able to volunteer her services on
appeal.
7.

I do not have the financial resources to hire retained counsel. Currently, I

0 · Oo

have$
8.

on my books.

My case involves legally and factually complex issues of equitable tolling;

fundamental constitutional rights such as due process, the effective assistance of counsel
and the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment; I am unschooled in the law and
suffer from mental illness.
\\

\\
\\

AFFIDAVIT OF APPELLANT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

2
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•
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Dated this

(JB

day of March, 2016.

Ethan A. Windom
Affiant

NOTARY
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Ada

Subscribed, sw
to and acknowledged before me by Affiant, on this _i_th day of
Marc
6. L - ' - No ry Public for Idaho
Residing at:

--=-ft_,J_,:#/J:;__,_ _ _ __

Commission Expires:

</(~

AFFIDAVIT OF APPELLANT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

3
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on March~ 2016, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Jan M. Bennetts
Shelly Akamatsu
Office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Suite 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Ethan Windom,# 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit # 16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83707

_x__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT OF APPELLANT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL

4
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APR O1 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,

Clerk

By RIC NELSON

IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF DEPUTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

)
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Petitioner-Appellant Ethan Windom having demonstrated that he is indigent and
that GOOD CAUSE exists for the appointment of counsel, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED
that the State Appellant Public Defender is appointed to represent Petitioner-Appellant on
appeal.
Dated this

f-

day of April, 2016.

~a;f+:';!J.

Cheri C. Copsey
District Court Judge

ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

000532

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

£7io

I hereby certify that on April
16, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 2816
Boise, ID 83701
Ethan Windom, # 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707
Lori Nakaoka
Pro Bono Counsel
P.O. Box 5988
Ketchum, ID 83340
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
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FILED

P.M _ _ __

APR O1 2016
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By RIC NELSON

IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-PC 2015-14391
ORDER FOR THE PREPARATION
OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS
AT COUNTY EXPENSE

Petitioner-Appellant Ethan Windom having appealed in the above-captioned case
and having demonstrated that he is indigent;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Reporter's Transcripts on appeal be prepared
at county expense.
Dated this

(

s

+-

day of April, 2016.

~.~

Cheri C. Copsey

District Court Jud:

ORDER FOR THE PREPARATION OF
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS AT COUNTY EXPENSE

1

000534

Clerk

.

e

'•

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

(,0\

2016, I served a true and correct copy of the
I hereby certify that on April
within and foregoing document upon the parties and/or attorneys named below in the
manner noted:
Shelley W. Akamatsu
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Ada County Prosecutor's Office
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83 702
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 2816
Boise, ID 83701
Ethan Windom,# 87595
Idaho State Correctional Institute, Unit #16
P.O. Box 14
Boise, ID 83 707
Lori Nakaoka
Pro Bono Counsel
P.O. Box 5988
Ketchum, ID 83340
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Ketchum, Idaho.

H

ORDER FOR THE PREPARATION OF
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS AT COUNTY EXPENSE

2
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TO:
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_ _ __

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

APR 2 7 2016
CHA/STOPHER D. A/CH, Clerk
By KELLE WEGENER

3

DEPUTY

4
5

( SC No.

6

(
(

7

(

8

(

44037

( WINDOM
( vs.
( STATE
9

10
11

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

12
13
14

Notice is hereby given that on April 14, 2016, I
lodged a appeal transcript of 20 pages in length in the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of the
County of Ada in the 4th Judicial
District.

15
This transcript contains hearings held on
16
17

..... January 11, 2016, Motion
..... February 22, 2016, Motion

18
19

20
21
22

Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 287-7583

23
24
25
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Supreme Court Case No. 44037
Petitioner-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
'

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 27th day of April, 2016 .

. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Supreme Court Case No. 44037
Petitioner-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
.

.

CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

Date of Service:

APR~ 7 2016
--------

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ETHAN ALLEN WINDOM,
Supreme Court Case No. 44037
Petitioner-Appellant,
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
15th day of March, 2016.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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